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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL, 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITl'E'E ON THE JUDICIARY, SUBCOMMITTEE ON 

ADMINISTRA TION PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE, 

May 28,1963. 
Hon. JAMES O. EASTLAND, 
Ohat1"1l1an, Oommittee on the l'itdicia1"Y, 
U.S. Senate, W ashirngton, D.O. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Recognizing the -importance of Hle Federal 
regulatory process to large numbers of private individuals and broad 
areas of economic 'activity, President K~nnedy, soon after as'suming 
offi:ce, estJrublished the Administrative Oonference of the United States 
to study the 'administrative procedures of Federal departments and 
agencies and to develop recomm-enda:tions for improvements in such 
procedures. Over a period of 1'8 months, this 'organization 'Of agency 
officials, practicing lawyers, 'and legal scholars devel'Oped 30 recom- . 
mendations" w'hich it transmitted to. the President in December 1962. 

In a letter dated January 15, 1963, to OhairP1an Prettyman, the 
PresidentannouIlced that he had instruoted 'appropriate Government 
departments 'and"agencies,to consider the ,recomm'endations and to re- ' 
port to him 'On the· steps which might be taken to as'Sure' their impIe
mentation. A copy:'of the President's ~etter to Chairman Pret)tyman .. 

, is attached hereto. ',,'. 
In order that the .committee and the Senate: may have the benefit of 

the work done' by the Conference and because of the pertinence of tn'at 
work to committee activ~ty, I request-that the attached document con
taining the final rep'Ort of the Conference and selected studies which 
constitute the basis for some of the recom'mendation'sibe printed. 

In making this reQlle:st, I wish to point out th~t; the process of se
lecting the documents of most value to the conimittee and the Senate 
was 'a difficultone~'it was necessary to exclude many most interesting 
docu~ments .either because of. their length, or their highly specialized 
subject matter. In addition to requesting' the publication .of,only se
leeted documents, I should point out 'that the documents which have 
been included have been edited in certain respects, primarily to correct 
errors and to cut down on length; I wish to tha.nk Mr. 'Wehster Max
son, Executive Director of the Conference, for this edit'Odal work 
whi'ch he performed. Last, I wish to thank Judge Prettym'an'Tor his 
permission to use the documents 'and to congratulate him upon the fine 
work of the Conference, which worked under his ahle chairmanShip. 

This request for the printing of these d'ocuments was unanimoU'sly 
approved by the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice ap'd Pro-
cedure at a meeting on Apri'l 30, 1963. . ' 

" Sincerely, ' 
EDWARD V:' LONG, 

'S1lbcomrnittee Ohairman. 
III , 

.. ~ 
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IV LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

THE WRITE HOUSE, . 
January 15, 1963. 

Hon. E. BARRE'IT PRETTYMAN, 
Senior Oircuit Judge, U.S. Oourt of Appeals, 
Washington, D.O. . 

DEAR JUDGE PRETrY]\IAN: I have received the excellent report of the 
Administrative Conference of the United States and its recommendR
tions respecting future organiza;tion which you submitted to me. It 
contains many valuable suggestions for improving administrative pro-, 
cedure, and· I have instructed the appropriate Government depart
ments to consider them and "report to me. upon the best method to' 
assure their implementation. I am confident that actions on these 
recommendations will contribute materially to improvedadministra-
tion of Federal regulatory programs. . .' . 

lam disappointed that you are not available to. continue your lead
ership in this field .. This would be especially important in connection 
with the future· organization of any instrumentality to replace the 
·Conference. I hope, however, that you will be able to' lend your advice 
and counsel in connection with our consideration of this matter. 
. .. The acc'omplishments of the. Administrati ve Conference of the 
United Sta·te.s were due, inlarge measure, to the interest and effort of 
the members of the COIiference. They displayed a high sensitivity to 
.the public' interest..Y our. own willingness to devote yo.ur time and 
energy to .that important undertaking' an~ the dedication to public 
serVIce whIch you have demonstrated In thIS and so many other ways 
are very much appreciate<;l. . . . 

. : Sincerely, ' . : 
(8) J~HN F. KENNEDY. 

~.. . 
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FOREWORD 

. President Kennedy established· the Administrative Conference of 
the United States by Executive Order 10934, dated April 13, 1961. 
The full text of the order is reprinted· herein as Appendix I. 

In the Executive order the President. directed that the Conference 
report to hinI prior to December 31, 1962, "sUlTIlnarizing its activities, 
evaluating the.need for further studies of administrative procedures, 
and suggesting appropriate means to be emi)loyed for this purpose in 
the future." The Council of the Conference construed this directive 
to require two reports, one concerning the activities of the Conference 
und the other containing suggestions for the ·future. This report is 
the former. The latt~r was separately handed to the President in 
the form· of a letter at the time this' report. was delivered to him. 

XI 
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10 HISTORY 

Promptly after the election of 1960 President-elect Kennedy turned 
his attention to the problems of the regulatory agencies, and shortly 
after assuming office he sent to the Congress a special message on the 
subject. In the course of that message he discussed the establishment 
of an Administrative Conference of the United States, and announced 
that he had, by Executive order, called such a conference. 'In the 
message President Kennedy said: 

The results of such an Administrative Conference will not be immediate but t
properly pursued they can be enduring. As the Judicial Conference did for the 
courts, it can bring a sense of unity to our administrative agendes and a desirable 
degree of uniformity in their procedures. The interchange of ideas and tech
niques that can ensue from working together on problems that upon analysis 
may prove to be common ones, the exchanges' of experience, and the recognition 
of advances achieved a'S well as solutions found impractical, can give new life 
and new efficiency to the work of our administrative agencies. . 

The difficulties which beset the agencies had long been a matter of 
concern. In 1949 a special subcommittee of the Judiciary Comnlit-

. tee of the House of Representatives requested the Judicial Conference 
of the United States "to :endeavor to develop some time-saving pro
cedures" in certain classes of cases, including those before the reg
ulatory agencies. The.J udicial Conference, through Chief Justice 
'Vinson, suggested to the President of the United States that he call 
a Conference. of Representatives of the Administrative Agencies for 
the purpose of devising ways and means of eliminating excessive de
lay, expense, and unduly voluminous records. President Eisenhower, 
early in 1953, called such a coriference, and it met for some 2 years. 
At Its conclusion it recommended that a similar conference be estab
lished on a continuing basis. 

. Thereafter the American Bar Association, the Federal Bar Asso
ciation, the Judicial Conference of the District of. Columbia Circuit, 
and, for the second time, the Judicial Conference of the United States 
urged the creation of such continuing Conference. Chief Justice 
. Warren, in a key speech to the Federal Bar Association, vigorously 
urged the establishment of a permanent Conference. 

Finally, in August 1960, the chairman of six of the large inde
pendent agencies jointly prepared and transmitted to President Eisen
hower a letter in which the need for a permanent conference was ex
plained at length, the composition of . such conference was suggested, 
and the President was urged to appoint a committee to formulate 
plans. The President appointed such a committee. . 

Shortly thereafter President Kennedy took office and, as is indi
cated in the foreword, hereof, promptly created the Administrative 
Conference by Executive order and sent his special message to the 
Con~ess. The Conference thus created was. directed to report to 
the President prior to December 31, 1962, summarizing its activities 
and submitting its suggestions as to means for future studies of agency 
procedures. . ' 

. 1 
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2 SELECTED REPORTS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE 

II. STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION 

On April 30,.1961, the President announced the appointment of the 
Chairman of the Conference and 10 other persons who were to con
stitute a Council,l or executive board. The Chairman called this 
group together .for its first mooting in Washington on M~y 8 and 9, 
1961.', .,' . 

The Council : determined that some 31 agencies of the 'Government 
had, as a major part of their activities, the determination of rights, 
privileges, and obligations -of, private individuals through 'adjudica
tion and rulemaking. A majority of the membership of the Con
ference was therefore' obtained from these 31 agencies. The secretary .. 
of each Cabinet department was asked, to narrie'a member:, Those 
departments which had several administrative : agencies within their 
departmental structure named an additional member. Each Chair
man of the seven large independent agencies (CAB, FCC, FPC,. FTC, 
ICC,NLRB, SEC) designated two members. Fourteen other agen
cies having adjudicatory and· rulemaking functions each named' a , 
member. . Later, the Council 'designated 2 additional Federal agenc~es' 
whose heads named 1 member each, bringing the number of agencies 
participating to . .33. The governmental agency members then -totaled 
46~ Two, hearing ,examiners were appointed to'membership. " . 
. Twenty-nine pa:rticipants from' outside Government service were 

selected, after careful deliberation and consideration of many factorS:,::·' 
Of these, 21 were practicing lawyers, 3 were law school faculty mem
Qers, 2 were from the faculties of ,schools of government, 2 were mem-,: 
bel'S of State regulatory ·.cpmmissions, and 1 was an accountant. " , .: 

In the selections from the practicing hal', an intensive effort was 
'made to produce a cross section of all shades of>administrative law 
practice.' From a list of over 100 thoroughly qualified specialists in 

. major areas of Federal regula:tion, practitioners were selected who 
included members of small law firms and the senior partners in sev.:. 
eral of the couJitry'sleading firms. Geographic location and' major 
clients of the practitioners were taken into account so as to give voice. 
to private as well as,public groups. For example, in the field of trans- _\ 

. port at ion th~ Conference was able to benefit from the participation of ,~ 
lawyers familiar with problems of carriers, shippers,and state reg
ulatory agencies. ,A niixture of political affiliations was -sought. From 
the universities. were obtained the services of outstanding law profes
sors and scholars in the fields' of political-science and economics. All 
individuals inVited by the Council agreed to serve.. 

The general membership of the Conference,including the Chairman 
and the Council, was 88, of whom 60 percent were in Governmentserv
ice and 40 percent were from outside the Government. The roster is 
attached hereto as Appendix III. . . . 

The Council established liaison with the Congress 'by inviting the 
President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representa
tives each to designate three members from their respective chambers. 
Pursuant to tliis invitation, Senators Philip A. Hart, Edmund S. ~1us
kie, and Everett l\1cKinley Dirksen were appointed from the Senate, 
and Congressmen Oren Harris, 'VaIter Rogers, and John Bennett. from 
the House. These desigl'lees were permitted to'name alternates' from· 
their staffs.- " '. " 

1 For identification of, the Council members, see Appendix II. 
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The Conference established nine standing commjttees : 
Adjudication of Claims: Cyrus R. V ttnce, Secretary of the 

Arlny, Chairman. . 
Compliance, Enforcement, and Disciplinary Proceedings: Rosel 

H. Hyde of the Federal Communications Commission, Chair
man. 

Information and Education: James Mel. He~).derf?on of the 
Federal Trade Commission, Chairman .. 

Internal Organization and Procedure: David Ferber of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, Chairman. 

Judicial Review: Ashley Sellers of the firm of Cummings and 
Sellers, Washington, D.C., Chairman. 

Licenses and Authorizations: Whitney Gillilland of the Civil 
Aerona utics Board, Chairman. 

Personnel: Emmette S. Redford of the University of Texas, 
Chairman. 

Rulemaking: Robert W. Ginnane of the Inte.rstate Commerce 
Commission, Chairman. . 

Statistics and Reports: Charles W. Bucy of the Department 
. of Agriculture, Chairman. 
Each member of the Conference served on one committee, and a mem
ber of the Council was designated as a liaison with each committee. No 
alternates or substitutes for Inembers were permitted to participate in 
sessions of the Conference. 

Government departments and agencies cooperated fully with the 
committees and the Conference. The committees were fortunate in 
obtaining the services of educators in leading la,w schools in the coun
try, who acted as staff directors for the committees and as consultants 
as ~he need appeared. These research directors were, of course, upon 
a ret'ainer basis of employment, but members of the Council and of 
the Conference and most of the consultants served without compensa
tion. Pursuant to the ·direction of the President in the Executive 
-order establishing the Conference, the Director of the Office of Admin
istrative Procedure in the Department of Justice served as Executive 
Secretary of the Conference. That Office conducted research for the 
Council and 'committees of the: .conference and, through the facilities 
of t~e Department of Justice, furnished necessary administflative 
servlCes. 

The Conference, as a whole, operated in the form orf a legislative 
assembly. The course of operation was: 

(1) A sub-ject was suggested for study. Such suggestion might 
come from anywhere or anybody. 

(2) The Council selected the subject from those suggested and 
proposed its assignment to a committee. 

(3) The assemblY'approved the Council assignment. 
(4) The committee considered the sub-ject and directed the 

research necessary. 
( 5) The research was conducted by the committee staff director 

and the Conference staff. . ' 
(6) The committee staff director prepared a staff report. 
(7) The committee studied the staff report and prepared a rec

ommendation on the subject, supported by a committee report, 
usually, of course., based upon the staff report. The committee 
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recommendation and the supporting report were two separate 
documents, one succinct and the other somewhat extensive. 

(8) The Council, coordinating the work of all of the commit
tees, considered the recommendation, determined whether it was 
fully developed and thereby ready for consideration by the as
sembly, and if so, passed it on to the assembly. Both the commit
tee recommendation and the supporting report were circulated 
to the entire membership and to other persons indicating an 
interest. " : '., 

(9) The assembly debated the recommendation in a public 
plenary session and voted on it. 

(10) If adopted by the assembly, the recommendation was 
transmitted to the President. 

A total of 30 recommendati'ons were adopted, covering a wide variety 
of matters which are described in more detail later in this report. 

III. OPERATION AND INTANGIBLE RESULTS 

In addition to its specific recommendations on phases of agency 
procedure, and the underlying reports, which we shall later describe, 
the Conference resulted in a number of important intangible benefits 
to Federal administrative processes generally. In order that these 
be appreciated, the operation of the assembly should be visualized. 

The session is public. Some 75 conferees are in the room. Offi
cials are present from every Cabinet department and every agency 
having significant responsibilities of an adjudicatory or similar nature. 
The general counsel of almost every such agency is present. Com
missioners and Board members of the larger agencies are present. 
The Secretary of the Army, the Chairman of the Federal Power 
Commission, and members of the Civil Aeronautics Board and the 
Federal Communications Commission are chairmen of committeeS. 
About 20 lawyers from private practice are members. They come 
from.different sections of the country, from New York City and San 
Francisco, from St. Paul and Denver. Some are senior members of 
large firms, and some are from small offices. Some of them cus
tomarily represent industry or business, some lublic utilities, some 
labor organizations, some individual citizens. II are experienced in 
administrative law. Some have extensive general practice. The 
general counsel of the New York Public Service Commission and a 
member of the Illinois Commission are present. La w professors 
whose names are nationally known to the legal profession ,are also 
t.here, as are several outstanding authorities on the science of govern
ment. In addition to the members of the Conference, experts who 
have been invited by the Councilor a committee to assist in the work 
have the privilege of the floor. In like fashion, staff members from 
committees of the Senate and the House of Representatives partici
pate. 

, A committee recommendation in respect to some feature of admin
istrative procedure is before the Conference for discussion and action. 
As we have indicated, this pro1?osal has originated in an intensive 
research study under the directIOn of an expert, has been before a 
committee of eight or nine members in several meetings, has passed 
through the Council, has been distributed with its supporting report 
to all participants in the Conference, and thus has reached the agenda 
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of the assembly. The discussion on the floor is begun by the chair
man of the sponsoring committee, and is then opened to general de
bate. This is frequently long and vigorous, differing positions being 
vehemently maintained. The debate continues until the Conference 
indicates readiness to vote; upon occasion not until a later session. 
Then a vote is taken on the recommendation. 

The intangible benefits flowing from this procedure are, principally, 
these: . 
1. Cooperative Consideration and its Byproducts 

Some 33 agencies which normally are' occupied separately with 
problems differing widely in factual background and ~n substance 
are brought together for cooperative consideration of procedural 
matters. They discover that many of their problems are mutllal, that 
other agencies have some of the same procedural problems they have. 
Members from agencies widely separated bureaucratically and even 
geographically learn to know each other, personally and officially. 
They come to' realize that these other agencies may have had impor
tant experiences or ideas with respect to problems similar to theirs. 
The chairman of one agency thus may present a committee report 
concerning the procedures of another agency. A member .from a 
department having much to do with Government contracts presents 
a report dealing with fair treatment of contractors. Throughout the. 
process, in the Council, in the committees, and in. the assembly, the 
voices of practitioners and of educators have been projected. A cross
fertilization of ideas occurs. Members become increasingly pro
cedure conscious and transmit this state of mind to their associates. 
A reflex self -analysis takes place.· A probing of the strengths and 
weaknesses of different approaches and different methods of treat
ment develops. The resultant consensus has the strength of the bundle 
whicp. the separate fagots never had. 
2. Variety of Sources of Suggestions 

Suggestions of subjects for study and recommendations for im
provement come to the Conference from widespread, and 'different 
sources. Some are originally posed by interested, perhaps outraged, 
individual citizens. Many are advanced by an agency, or a number 
of agencies. Some come from practicing lawyers or organized groups 
of lawyers. Some are drawn from congressional studies. Some arise 
from . students of government Some originate in academic legal 
studies. Some are recurrent, even ancient, puzzles. The area poten
tially open to a body such as this Conference has been shown. to be 
wide an~ varied. 
3. Readiness to Recommend 

The Conference proved that the agencies, with outside conferees, 
are ready, able, and willing to undertake delicate and difficult tasks. 
It proved that they will aggressively attack their 'own shortcomings. 
Many skeptics at the bar and elsewhere did not believe they would 
do so. But this Conference adopted recommendations on the delega~ 
tion of decision-making which had been the subject of differences of 
~pinion h9th in the Congress and between the Executive and the 
Congress, recommendations concerning ex parte contacts with which 
committees of the Congress have long been concerned, and recom
mendations relating to such controversial matters as rights to counsel 

20-101-63-2 
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and to offici~lpapers. It unabashedly studied in depth the procedures 
of individua,,} agencies'governing particular functions and made sug-
gestions in respect to them. ' ' 
4. Unanimity in 'Basic Interest 

In this Conference bloc,division \vas not discernihle.:between prac
titioners and Government personnel, or between 'big' agencies and' 
smaller agencies, or between departments and independent agencies.' 
Specters of such divisions ,vere exorcised by an all-pervading interest 
in the better administration of justice and better government, and by, 
the active presence of strong personalities from many points <?! origin. 
5. Composite Expression , 

Each recommendation made by this Conference represented a con
sensus of the views of officials designated for the task by all the agen,- ' 
cies in this field of government, leavened by practitioners and educa- , 
tors., Thus the agencies had a means by which they could;speak with 
a cominon'voice and express. a concerted view. To officials in the upper 
echelons 6f the executive branch of the 'Government, to conunittees of 
the Congress, and to committees'and sections of the organized bar, 
a Conference such as this supplies a ready means of ascertailling 'the 
coinpos~te viewof~he agencies concerning problems of administrative 
procedures.;' Instead of fifty or a hundred response~:,to an inquiry 
along the~e lines, 'a carefully prepared, intensively studied, publicly 
dBbated,' single, concerted response is a vaila.ble~ '. The Committee on 
Inte:r;s.tate anq. Foreign Commerce of the House early in the Conference 
experience, }lailed this instrument of assistance to its d,eliberations.2 

'Ve submit that these intangible results are effective factors i;n the 
ca,useof improving the regUlatory processes of the Government, which 
are so vitally i~portant in many phases of our national life, 

IV. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Following is an informal summary of the major recommendations 
adopted by the Conference. For precise terms, reference.·sho:uld.be 
made to the full texts which appear as Appendix IV to this report. 
Ex-Parte Communications . , , 

The Confer:ence dealt with the delicate and complex problem of ex 
parte communications between agency personnel an~ persons mitside 
the Gqv.ernment in respect to pending eases:'The Conferencedevel
oped a set of principles and ,recommended ·(Recommendat.icmNd. 16) 

, that, each agency formulate a code in its own terminology,' embodying 
these principles; for ~he goverance of behavior, in its proceedings. 

, The principles thus enunciated 'vere nine in number,' relating to "on 
~ the record" proceedings. They prohibited "unauthorized ex parte 

communication" between, on the one hand; parties; agents for parties, 
or interceders and, qn the other 4and, agency pers9nnel participating 

.. in the decision. ','Ex _parte communication" was defined in rather 
broad, sweeping phrases to include both oral·arid written communica
tions, and then exceptions were, noted. Generally speaking (again 
we note that reference should be made to Appendix IV for precise 
definitions), excepted from the prohibition were requests' solely with 

2 H. Rept,' No. 2553, 87th Co~g., 2d sess., pp. 10-11 (1962). 
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respect to status, facts of general significance to an industry not reason- . 
ably known to be material to a pending issue, and' communications 
authorized to be upon an ex parte ,basis by law, agre~ment, formal rul
ing, or practice generally known, if the communication is. promptly 
available to all parties. ,'. , .' , . . , 

The Conference recommendation would prohibit requesting, enter
tainment,' making, or soliciting an ex parte communication; An 

, agency official, receiving a communication recognized as unauthorized 
would be required to transmit it (or, if oral, a written memorandum 
.9Lih~substance) to the Secret~ry of . the agency, who would be re
,quired to put it in the public file and send' copies to all parties. It 
was Tecommend~d that. parties be permitted to rebut ex parte com
,municatjons whenever the agency 'determines that the dictates of fa~r-
, ness so require. For vIolation,of the prohibitions the Conference rec- ' 
ommended that the agency codes· provide for' censure, suspension, or 

. revocation of the privilege to practice, denial of any relief" benefit, 
or license sOllght, and censure, suspension,'or dismissal of agency per-
scmnel involved in the violation. '. . , ' ' , , 

The Committee on Iriterstate and' .Foreign Commerce of the House' 
of Representatives, in the report;to which we have referred,announced 
that it would expect all agencies subject to its legislative j.uri~diction 
to carry out this recommendation of the.Confe~ence~ 
Delegation of De~isio'nal Authority 

'The Conference considered the much-debated subject of delegation, 
of decisiori-makingauthority. ,On the one side of the argument is 
the pressing need . for more efficient 'use of the time and energy of 
agency' ·members and, their top-level staffs. Automatic review by 
agency members of all findings niadeand conclusions reached by hear~ 
ing officers in the multitude of cases which pass through the adminis:-,'; ;,.' 
trativemachinery is obviously time-consuming, exhausting, and, in-" 
deed, actually, imposs~ble in any realistic sense. On the other hand 
are the rights of the parties to agency consideration and agency deci"' 
sion of their'case, rather than staff determination ,of the matter. The 
Conference recommended (Recom!llendationNo .. 9) that agencies be 
authorized. to' ,accord ,administrative finality to presiding officers' 
initial decisions, without agency revi~w, unless the party.seeking pre-' 
judicial error in the proceeding before,the presiding officer, or make a , 
reasonable showing that the subordinate decision contains ,(1) a find
ing of material fact whichs clearly erroneous or' (2) an erroneous 
conclusion of law, or' (3) involves ~nexercise of agency discretipn 
which 'is so important as to require agency review, or (4) involves an' 
important decision of law or policy., Further, it recommended that 
the agency's decision to accord or not to accord administrative finality 
to a presiding officer's decision be'not subject to judicial review (al
though the presiding officer's decision, if it thus became the final deci
sion of the agency; of course would be subject to review) ~ 

The recommendation ,also would' eliminate doubt as to whether an 
agency, if it does review an initialor-recommended decision, is author
ized to confine, that review to specified . errors and specified portions 
of the record. . 

Some detail, bot.h affirmative ~ndnegative in nature, was necessary 
to effectuate the foregoing, and such details were included in the rec-
ommendation as adopted~ , . . 
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Debarment of, Contractors' _ 
, In the: lllterest . of fairness in the area of procurement; the Confer~ 

erice recommended (Recommendation No. 29) changes in procedures 
involving'the debar~ent of persons or ,firms from Government'con
tracting. . Preserit practices of some agenciesha ve permitted cont,ract- , . 
ing officers. t9, debar contracto:rswithout prior specification of rea.s~ns 
or opportunity to be heard, and to circulate among, 'other agencIes 

'notice of such debarment, The result has been a so-called "black Jist", 
of Government contractors. The Conference' reoommended that de-

. barment from Governn).ent contracts be. preceded by notice to all 
part~es concerned,~tating. reasons, and hy~pportunity for a trial-type 
hearI~gbe~ore a.n,Imp~rtIal~oard,o~ hearIng offi?8i' to be 'followed by 
a:deCIslOn In wrItIng, IncludIng findlngs,conclusIOns, and the reasons 
therefor .. The recomn:tendation contained. a: proposed -framework of 
proc~d~ral safegu,ards, in 'so~e detail4 relating to, cases .where criminal, 
conVICtIOns or CIvIl SUIts are Involved and cases InvolVIng fraud, sub
stantiallack of responsibility, or hick of integrity; It also dealt with 
suspensions and the terms thereof ... It included provisions which 
would require grounds for debarment to be explicitly set forth in i>ub~ 

. lished regulatiQns, showing the standards and scope of debarment in ' 
various types of contracts. . .' .. ' ,~~ ~ .' ,.,. . . 

. Delays in RatemakingProceedings 
The· Conference began a direct attack upon the,problem of delay, 

selecting for its first intensive consideration in this area the rate
making cases, The rec6nimen¢lation (No. 19)' proposed the flexible 
employment of a variety of techniques to insure 'the presen~ation_ of 
the great bulk of the evidence in written fqrni at early stages of the 
proceeding, the prompt identification of issues, the contraction of the 

.' ,period of t~me in w,hich ,nec'essary oral hearing takes p'la.ce, arid the 
more effectIve and Informed control 'of the record-buIldIng process 
by the hearing officer, thereby facilitating the decisional process. More 
specifically, the Conference would require that direct evidence-in
chief be submitted in advance in,writing. It urged trial examinerS to 

. use' conference procedures to the ,maximum extent possible; to'limit 
. cross-examination and "hearing 'by interludes," 'ind to'adoJ>tcontinu

ous, uninterrupted hearing procedures. The Conference also -recom-
. mended' in this regard the participation of 'agency staff meinbers in 
the hearing of rate cases, and it recommended that hearing officers have 
access, within appropriate limits, to specializ~d, expert assistance in 
analyzing the record in these cases.. ,., . " 
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals 
. Since 1949 the Arined Services Board of Contract Appeals has co~~ 

sisted of three senliautonomouspanels (Army, Navy,andA'ir Force), 
~ach with its own chairm~n, dete~mining appeals from :dispu~ aris
Ing under contracts of Its partIcular serVIce., Recently, WIth the 
establishment of the Defense Supply Agency,.the addition ofa fourth 
panel has 'been under consideration; . ' -,.' '. ' . 
. In order to permit better -utilization of, board members through 

greater flexibility in the assignment of cases, to avoid situations where
in one panel is heavily overloaded while another is .current, and to re
duce the expense of mainta,ining three or four separate file systems, 
separate dockets, and separate -clerical st::dfs, the. Conference recom-
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mellded (Recommendation No.6) that the Armed Services Board. of 
Contract Appeals be constituted. as a unitary board in the Defense 
Establishment. . For like reasons the recommendation urged that sub
sidiary boards such as the Corps of Engineers Board and the Quarter
master's Board, to the extent pr,acticable, be eliminated as soon as 
possible. 
Competing Domestic Airline Applications 

The Confe~ence addressed itself to the perplexing problems of the 
consolidation and joint hearing of applications for new or modified do
mestic airline route authority. It recommended (Recommendation No. 
20), first, that the Civil Aeronautics Board be given authority to con
sider competing ,applications by conducting separate hearings on the 
applications and then consolidating the" proceedings for purposes of 
decision. This recommendation is conditioned upon certain oppor
tunity for excluded applicants to participate in the hearings as in
tervenors, being allowed to present evidence and to cross-examine ad
verse witnesses. Further, the recommendation would give the Civil 
Aeronautics Board greater latitude in denying consolidation in cer
tain circumstances and relieve it of whatever obligation may now exist 
to conduct a preliminary hearing on the consolidation issue. Imple
mentation of this recommendation would require legislation. 
Mutually Exclusive Broadcast Applications 

The Conference recommended ( Recommendation No. 22) that the 
Federal Communications Commission take several steps with regard to 
its procedures involving mutually exclusive applications for broad
cast facilities. It recommended that the Commission consider provid
ing by general rule for the fuller development of ,a system of qualita
tive priorities under which some applicants would. be automatically 
. preferred over others, and for the selection of a licensee on other than 
substantive grounds, when two or more applicants are found to be 
equally qualified. It recommended that the Commission reexamine 
the eonq.uct of its comparative hearings with a view to clarifying and 
improving the criteria employed in their disposition and limiting the 
scope of such hearings to issues significantly relevant to effectuation 
of regulatory policies. 

Further, the Conference recommended that the Commission be au
thorized to protect the integrity of any comparative selection by asecr
taining through suitable procedures that a proposed transferee of the 
successful applicant has qualities consistent with policies reflected 
in the initial comparative selection. 
Right to Counsel 

In two recommendations (N os. 15 and 25) the Conference dealt with 
the sometimes perplexing problems of the rightto counsel. By way of 
implementing the Administrative Procedure Act, the Conference pro
posed de.finitlOns of "accompanied," "advised," and "represented" as 
those terms are used in section 6 (a) .' It urged that counsel for persons 
compelled to appear in an agency proceeding be permitted broader par-' 
ticipation in the representation of their chents. and that persons ap
pearing by request or permission be afforded the same right to counsel 
as are persons compelled to appear. 
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Hearing Examiners and Government Attorneys, 
" TheCDnference m~ade rec'OmIl,1EmdatiDns (Re~~mend~tiDn: N D~" ~'8) 

,relating tD agency persDnnel' in three' general areas: (1), adva:r:iced. 
training of prDfessiDnal persDnnel, (2) status, an~'coniperisatiDn of ' 
hearing examiners, and (3) the Federal legal car'eer service. " 

'.Dhe~CDnference recommended that regulatory agencies prqvide fDr 
a prDgram 'Of .advanced trairiing fDr highly quali1fied personnel, within 
the agencies on' a part-time basis or, in cDoperation with the Civil 
Service Comm~ssiDn, thrDugh short-term.train~Jig prDgrams. Further, 
'it suggested that a limitednum'ber of the mDsLpromising career pro-
fessiDnal staff ,members might be sent to universities for:advanced 
study and' research. . ' '" ' ,.' .' 

Several rec'Ommendations related to grades' and, cDmpensatiDn'Of 
hearing- examiners appointed under the Adininis:trative 'Procedure 
Act, and were designed tD raise the caliber of 'these 'Officers. These 
included recDmmendatiDns that tliere be nDt mDre thah tw'O .'grades 
fDr hearing exanl'iners in the Government and' 'Only one grade fDr 
hearing examiners in a given agency. It was rec'Ommended that there' 
'be substantial and prDmpt increases in their c'OmpensatiDn. .'. 

The CDnference recDmmended that candidates fDr.positi'Ons as hear
ing examiners be evaluated Dn'.the basis D'f 'Oral and writt'en exaniina':" 
tiDnsand that lawyers 'Of 'Outstanding ability' and: experience' ,par:' 
ticipate in the evaluation. Also, it was recommended,that the,-register 
'Of persons eligible :fior appointment as hearing examiners beunranked--. 
and that all ini,tial appointments as hearing examiners be made fror.n ' 
the register and beprobatiDnary. . .' , .' .. 

The C'Onference recommended that agencies develop techniques and " 
cDnditions in which hearing examiners might ,have greater professional 
pride and better serve theirageIicies, and that 'ageneies 'be encour~ged, 
to exchange the results of theirexperience'in this< :area. :' 

Based upDn a thorough study and after extensive. debate~ the Cop.-, 
ference recommended that the Civil Service Commission should' CDn- ' 
tinue to administer the hearing 'examiner progra'm, hut that .'any 
succeSSDr organiz'atiDn tD tihe CDnference shDuld cDntinuDusly observe., 
and study the pDHcies and 'administration of such program'.. ' 

In respect tD lawyers 'in GDvernment service, the Conference reCDm
mended that there be established a, career se~vice, and that adminis
tratiDn 'Of this service be in the Civil Sel;vice.:CommissiDn, provided 
stated 'Organizational arrangements are established. .," . 
. The CDnferencec'Oncluded that agency programs fDr recruiting ex

ceptionally well quaHfied law graduates shDuld be cDntinued, 'and that 
agencies nDt Ihaving sU'chprograms' shDuld consider estaJblishing them. 
Other measures fDr imprDvement in recruitirig were recDmmended. 

The ODnference was 'Of the view that classiJfication standards fDr 
attDrney pDsitiDns shD~Ild permit 'allDcatiDn upDn·: the Ibasis of the 
work invDlved, regardless o'f technical review Dr .of supervisory func
tiDns. ' It was recDmmend(3d, ,finally, that a reasoIl,xble number 'Of 
attDrney positiDns ,be allocated tD ~ll 'Of the"super~ades" in the gen
eral schedule. 
Judicial Review of ICC Orders 

For historical reaSDns, 'prDcedures fDr review 'Of 'Orders of the Inter
state ,ODmmerce CommissiDn in the U.!S. CDurts differ from the tradi
tiDnal patterns which have developed gDverning j~dicial review. of 
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administrative' action. Since 1903, orders of the Commission, except 
reparation orders, llave been r'eviewed by three-judge Federal district 
courts specially constituted under authority of 28 U.S.C. 133:6, ,2284, 
and 2325. The decisions of these courts may be taken to the U.S. 
Supreme Court by direct appeal, rathet' than by certiorari proceedings. 

TJ:te Conferel~ce concluded that the reasons for ,conforming pro
cedures for reVIew of these orders to accepted concepts of judicial 
review far outweigh the reasons for perpetuating present procedures. 
It recommended (RecommendatiOll No.3) elimination of the use of 
sp~cial three-judge district courts for review of ,these orders and, 
'instead, would subject them to judicia.! review in the U.S. court of 
appeals as is generally the case with the orders of other Federal regu
latory agencies. Subsequent Supreme Court review would then be: 
upon writ of certiorari, rather than upon appeal. The Conference 
proposed (Recommendation No.4) further procedures for improving 
review of orders of the Interstate Commerce Oommission, all of which 
were desigiled ~o increase efficiency and s~ ve time, effort, and expense in 
appellate procedures. " , 
Subpena Power' , " " 

The Conference recommended (Recommendation, No. 13) a series' of 
principles designed to achieve fairness and uniformity in suhpena 
practices. These principles may be sumluarized as follows: In ad
judications the presiding officer should have authority to issue sub
penas, and they should be issued upon the request of any party.' In 
investigatory proceedings, the agency, any member thereof, or any 
officer designated for the purpose should have such authority. Au
thority to summon 'witnesses should extend throughout the United 
States and its possessions, and enforcement should be available through 
the United States district courts. Fees to witnesses should be payable 
by the person or agency at whose instance they appe::tr, at the same 
rates as in the -Federal couds. ' 
Production'ofR,ecords and Briefs upon Judicial Review 

The Conference· considered matters of the expense incident to court 
review. It recommended (Recommendation No.5) three measures 
which w'ould substantially reduce such expense: that courts revie,wing 
administrative action permit (a) agencies to produce the records in the 
administrative proceedings by means which would eliminate the need 
for reproducing that record upon judicial review; (b) the submission 
of briefs produced by. means other than printing; and pending the 
implementation of (a), the designation after, rather than before the 
filing of briefs, of the portions of the record necessary to be reproduced. 
Enforcement of National Labor Relations Board Orders 

The attention of the Conference was directed to problems ex
perienced in the enforcement of National Labor. Relations Board 
orders. The, Board's orders are not self-enforCIng. Rather, the 
Board must seek an order of enforcmnent from a U.S. court of appeals. 
Upon, present practice this involves a period of waiting to see if 

_ a party to the case intends to seek judicial review of the order. The 
Conference recommended (Recommendation No. 18) a procedure re
sulting in automatic judicial enforcement of orders 'of the Board, if 
no party promptly challenges the order. If no such challenge be 
forthcoming within 45 days after the Board has made its order, t.he 
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order, ·a,fter due notice to. all parties, would be enforced without 
further proceedings by entry of an appropriate decree of. the court. 
Government Contract Appeals. . . 

The Conference recommended . (Recommendation.No. 12)' that agen': 
cies haying internal appellate entities which render decisions or opin
ions in disputes under agency contracts, afford'contractors the oppor
tunity to know and to contest the evidence which supports, the 
contracting officer. , . , ' 

In the course of studies of agency.procedures for handling appeals 
from contract disputes, instances were noted in which agencies· had· 
developed rules of procedure for such cases but had' never published 
them, and had prepared written opiriions but made them available 
only to parties to the pa,rticular proceeding. ~he C01?-ference recom
mended (RecommendatIOn No.7) that agenCIes whIch have estab
lished procedures and boards for hearing contract appeals should 
publish, or make available for publication, their rules of .procedure 
and· all decisions of such boards, excepting only decisions to be kept 
secret in the interests of national security~ , 
Discovery Techniques 

The Conference 'considered problems relating to the revelation of 
facts before formal hearing and approved certain principles to be' 
applied in this respect in adjudicatory J?roceedings. It recommended 
(Recommendation No. 30) that agenCIes adopt rules providing for 
discovery against the parties and against the agency to the extent· 
and in the manner appropriate to their' respective proceedings. 
Statistical Analysis' of . Administrative , Proceedings . 

Early in its experience the Conference concluded that statistical 
analysis is essential to the comprehensive consideration ofmany'prob
lems in administrative procedure, particularly the problem of unneces
sary delays in agency processes. Infor~ation furnished to the Com
mittee on Statistics and Reports by the Office of Admini$trativ:e Pro
cedure revealed that durin'g the fiscal year 1960 approxima,tely 80,140 
formal proceedings for tl).e determination of private rights and ob, .. ", 
ligations had been commenced before more than 100 boards,' com-
missions, and other agencies of the Federal Government. ':' . ' 

In order to provide a tool in the immediate work of the Con
ference and for use generally in efforts toward improvements' in pro,
cedures, the Conference adopted as its first recommendatio~ (Recom
mendation' No. i) a plan to collect and publish statistics on such pro
ceedings, looking toward. the development of a continuing system for 
the compilation and publication of useful data. The .product of 
this recommendation was a ,two-volume compliation, describing the 
kinds of proceedings conducted during the fiscal year 1961 and pro
viding volume, backlog, and time-study data thereon. Based upon 
this experience th~ Conference undertook (Recommendation No~ 17) 
a second compilation dealing with fiscal year 1962,. which was pub
lished in December 1962. At its Fifth. Plenary 'Session the· Con - , 
ference recommended (Recommendation'·N o. 27) that provision be 
made for continuing this effort, expanding and improving the infor
mation thus assembled, and developing a foundation for a continuing 
system. ' 
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tJ sing· the computer facilities of the Department of Agriculture, 
. the Committee on Statistics and Reports, in these compilations; cov
ering the fiscal years 1961 and 1962, made available for the first 
time in the history of this Government the basic material, by indi
vidual case, upon which realistic studies of the time consumed in 
administrative proceedings can be made. . 

Two hundred and sixty-eight types of proceedings were analyzed 
and grouped in a classified index according to their nature and pur
pose. They were placed in a <;lirectory organized, by major parent 
a~encies. Data furnished by the agencies were translated into periods 
ot time consumed in the separate stages of the· proceedings. For 
example, the analysis shows for each case the number of days from 
the start of the proceeding to the completion of the pleading stage, 
fronl the latter date to the opening of the hearing, the number of 
days consumed in hearing, and the period from the close of the 
hearing to the date ready for preliminary decision, from the latter 
date to the issuance of such decision, and from that time until the 
final decision. The time for each of the several stages of each class 
of proceedings was totaled and averaged, and median figures were 
computed. This accumulation, analysis, and arrangement of sta
tistical data is dramatic in its way 'and supplies invaluable material 
for far-reaching and intensive studies of the administrative process. 

. Several recommendations adopted by the Conference merely au
thorized the submission to named agencies of suggestiOIis for those 
agencies' consideration. In these instances the Conference made no 
firm recommendations. 

Broadcast Licensing 
By one such recommendation (No. 23), the Conference transmitted 

to the Federal Communications Commission several proposals relating 
to the licensing of broadcast facilities. These included ( a) discon
tinuance of the use of formal hearings on applications presenting no 
substantial question of fact; (b) increase in the authority of hearing 
examiners to determine interlocutory questions; and (c) fuller pub
lication of the criteria employed in judging station program proposals. 
Licensing of Truck Operations 

By another such recommendation (No. 14) the ·.Conference trans
mitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission for its consideration 
a number of proposals relating to the licensing of truck operations. 
Many of these proposals were concerned with the Commission's pro
cedures prior to designation of applications for hearing. Their pur
pose was to facilitate the screening out of those applications filed 
without substantial foundation, to assure that protests are based upon 
genuine opposition, and to reserve oral hearings for those instances 
in which there is real dispute between opposing parties. The pro
posals also advocated the requirement that certain portions of the 
parties' evidence besubmitted in written form;, urged greater super
vision and coordination of the scheduling of applications for hearing; 
and advised similar coordination in establishing channels for inter
agency review of hearing examiner decisions. 

Greater authority for hearing examiners was suggested, both in the 
resolution of interlocutory matters and in the disposition of applica
tions not requiring full evidentiary presentation. . Finally, it was 
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suggested that the adoption of hearing examiner conclusions in agehcy 
opinions reviewing the hearing exammer decisiqns be clarified., .' 

. Domestic Air R9ute. Authority 
Another set of suggestions (Recommendation No. 21) were. sub

mitted to the CiVil Aeronautics Board. They con~erned techniques 
for improving proceedings relative to domestic airline route autho.rity. 
Among them were suggestions that the Board state more precIsely 
its reasons .for instituting or refusing to institute a route proceeding, 
the granting of greater authority to hearing examiners to p"':lblish 
orders consolidating proceedings for hearing, an additional assistance 
to the Board's SpeCial Counsel for Routes in the interests of expediting 
internal review of consolidation orders. . 

Suggestions also were submitted relating to internal procedures of 
the Board. Buch for example, were the use of the Opinion-Writing 
Division, the authotityof Bureau ·coUnsel upon argument, the identi
fication of 'opinions, consultation between the Bureau of Economic 
.Regulation and 'Bureau counsel, and the more complete informing of 
hearing examiners in respect to Board policies. , ," ,',' 
MiscelIall~ous 

The Conference made a number of recorrrmendations concerning 
matters of general improvement in agency procedures. Among. them. 
are recommendations, respecting the rights of witnesses to dbtain 
copies of the transcript of their testimony and. copies. of documents 
submitted by them (Recommendation No.' 24), representation by at
torneys (Recommendation ' No. 26), the drafting of documents to. be. 
published in the Federal Register (Recommendation No. 10), im
proved, public .information concerning, the administrative pr()cess 
through increased dist!,ibution of the U.S. Government Organization 
Man,ual (Recommendation No. 11), and machinery for continlling 
self':study of procedures by administrative agencies (Recommenda
tion No.8). 
Office of Administrative Procedure 

, Contemplating the interim period which may e~sue, due to a num
ber of factors, between the Conference operation and the active func
tioning of·a successor office or organization, the Conference ;made im
portan~ recommendations (Recommendation No.2) concerning the 
Office of. Adininistrative Procedure in the Depart.mellt of Justice. 
The proc'ess of developing improvements in administrative procedure 
is necessarily a continuing one. It involves not only periodic and fun
damental reexamination, but the proper solution of day-to,"day prob
lems, many of them not suitable for Conference study .. The Confer
ence was ill1pressed with the value of the services performed by the 
small staff of this Office in recent years in providing assistance in such 
problems. . . .. 

The Conference recommended that the existing Office oj Admjnis-
. trative 'Procedure be promptly more fully staffed in,order that it. might 

better perform itsassigried fW1ctions pending completion of such steps 
as are necessary to provide full-time services in the whole area. 
Implementation of the Conference Recommendations 

During the.course of its operation, the Conference did not undertake 
any organized effort to seek implementation of its recommendations, 
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although . a' continuing organization of this nature . appropriately 
shoul<;l include machinery to assist the President, the Congress, and 
the departments and agenyies in .effectively applying the improve-
m~nts in procedures which are developed. . . 

. Pursuant to the direction of the Executive order establishing this 
Conference" its recommendations were to be reported to the' President~ 

: Therefore, it was deemed best to await the final. session of the CDn
ferenceand its final recDmmendatiDns, in Drder that its' work might 
be cDnsidered and transmitted in prop~r context, rather tl?an upon a 
"piecemeal' basis. Indeed, the 18, months of the prescribed life of the 
CDnference were not long ,enough to' Drga,nize an:effective prDgram for 
implementation, they:being taken up entirely with the consideration 

, and adDptiDn of the recommendations. A program of action of the 
scope and variety required for realistic results in implementing rec- . 
ommendatiDns such as those develDped requires top-level decisions. 
Some Df. the recommendations are for legislation; some· are addressed 
to Cabinet departmel)ts ; and SDme are addressed to the agencies. Some 
'0£ them are firm recDmmendations, and some are'merely suggestions. 

, Decisions as, to the manner of implementation require tim,e and careful 
planning. This wQuld be a vital element o£any continuing organiza-
tion fDr improvements in administrative procedures.. ' 

Nevertheless, recommendations of this Conference have to' some 
degree met with vDluntary and spDntaneous adoption. ~1any of the 
agencies-if, indeed, not ~ll-ha ve undertaken -reexaminatiDn of their' 
procedural rules and have follDwed the Conference activities with 
interest. The recommendation respecting the unification Df the Armed 
Services Board of CDntract Appeals has been put into effect. Drafts 
of bills respecting the review of Interstate Commerce Commission 
orders have been prepared. VariDus agencies have undertaken steps 
in respect to the delegatiDn of decisional authority. Several agencies 
a,re engaged in rulemaking looking toward the promulgation of codes 
of ethics embodying the principles recommended by the Conference. 
As is' indicated above, the Chairman of the Committee on Interstate' 
and Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives, the Honor-
-able Oren Harris, has advised the chairmen of the six large regula
tDry agencies within its legislative jurisdiction that his committee 
will consider it to be the responsibility of each such agency to carry 
out the recommendations of the Conference in respect to ex parte 
communications, and to' promulgate a code of behavior based on the 
principles adopted by the Conference. , ' ' , ' 

V. UNDERLYING REPORTS 

Distinguished specialists in administrative law and government, in
cluding some of the acknDwledged leaders in these fields from the 
academic world, made a number of studies in depth for the Conference, 
in various phases' of the procedures of the agencies. Some of them ' 
have been regarded as by far the best studies available in their re
spective fields. One of the valuable products of the Conference is this 
important collection of studies and reports. 

The distinguished legal scholars whp contributed to the Conference 
activity in· this way as committee staff directors were Auerbach of 
Minnesota, ,Cramton of Michigan, Jones of Columbia, Kramer of 
George 1Vashington, Lester of Cincinnati, McKay of New York Uni-
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ver~ity, and ~1etzger of Georgetown .. Prillcipally, ProfessorAuer
bach had responsibility for the preparation of the reports on decision
al authority and ex parte communications; :Professor Cramton on 
ratemaking ~n general; Professor Jones on trucks, airlines; and hroad
casting (all in the.area 'of licensing); Dean. Kramer, who had the 
assistance of Professor Miller of his own school,op. judicial review of 
National Labor Relations Board· and Interstate Commerce Oommis~ ~ 
sion orders ; Professor Leste~ on hearing 'examiners and Govern
merit lawyers ; Professor McKay on disco:very and subpena power; and 
Professor Metzger .. on ··Government contracts. Professor Priest of 
Virginia is working on the proposed manual for protracted cases. Al
though a summary ~f the contents ofthese",v'orks is scarcely possible 
in a few' paragraphs,' 'son1e sense of their variety and of their scope·· 
and depth Ii1ay be gathered from a brief review of ~their contents. 

The COrrllnittee on Personnel prepared thr:ee reports, the first of 
.. which deals with the advanced training of professional personnel in 

the Government at large, and in the regulatory agencies. in 'particular; 
training, that is, in the'substantive matters of. agencyconceril. The· 
second section 'of the report of the Committee deals. comprehensively' 
with the recruitment;. examination, appointmmlt,. compensation, and 
grade classification of A.dministrative Procedure Act section 11 hear
ing examiners. It also considers how the Federal hearing examiIler 
progran1 should be administered and by what agency.' The third 
section of the l'epor~ of the Committee on~,Personnel deals with the 
problems of Government attorneys, and recOllsiders and reevaluates 
the case for a eareer-merit serviee for Federal attorneys, including 
sueh·special featuresas honor and intern programs, as.well as further 
measures that may assist the Government to obtain arid -retain a legal 
corp of the highest competence. As ,in the report on hearing exami
ners, the conference, in the report ori Government attorneysL, consid
ered how and by what agenc'ythe eareer-merit' system for Government 
attorneys should be administered. . . . .;', . 

The Committee on Internal Organization and Procedure focused, in 
the· main, on two problems of great importance to' the conduct of 
a.gency proceedings-the matter of summary affirmance of initial de-' 
cisions and the matter of ex parte communications. Both tlYese issues 
were the subject of proposed legislation in the 87th Congress. Pr<?
posals to enlarge the seope of agency power to delegate final 'decl
sional authority and to limit the issues on appeal from initial decisions 
were embodied inS. 1734; and H.R. 14 dealt with the subject of im
proper ex parte communications. The staff director of the, Comini ttee 
on Internal Organization and Procedure prepared a report on the pro
visions of the Administrative Procedure Act concerning agency re
view of initial decisions.' In considering the delicate problem of ex 
parte communications, the Committee made an analysis of proposed 
legislation and reported on the rules governing ex parte contacts en-
forced in six of th~ reglilatory agencies. . . . , 

The Committee on' Rulemaking concentrated its study on improv
ing the conduct of Federal rate proceedings; and made recommenda
tions b,as~d on a general report resulting from studies of five particular 
agencies'--Interstate Commerce Commission, Federal Power Commis- . 
si6n, Federal Communications Commission; Civil Aeronautics Board,' 
and the Depa.rtmentof Agriculture. The general report~ ~fter consid..: 
erat~on of t.he basic elements of sta.tutory rate procedures and of the 
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various types of rate proceedings and their significant differences, ex
amines in detail ~ number of special phases of the process by which 
rates are made. Among these are the nature of the hearing provided" 
in rate cases, reduction of the number and the narrowing of the scope 
of ,rate proceedings' before hearings, improvements in the' hearing 
process itself, improvement of the decisional process, and measures to 
increase the effectiveness of this form of regulation. In the last of 
these concerns,. attention is given to the improvement of the ,quality 
of agency personnel at all levels, the respective roles of rulemaking 
and adjudication in the development of rate policies, the' feasibility 
of -clarIfying substantive standards, and the relative importance of 
concern with "procedural" as distinguished fro~ ,"substantive" mat
ters. It is the sense of the report that many of the difficulties en
countered by the agencies in ratemaking are substantive in charac~er, 
and not immediately within the control of the agency, all by itself, to , 
correct. ' 

The basic reports of the Committee on Licensing qeal 'with the 
licensing of tru~k operations by the Interst'ate Commerce Commission, 
the licensing of domestic airline operations by·the Civil ,Aeronautics 
Board, and the licensing of major broadcast facilities by the Federal 
Communications Commission. Each 'study begins with a consideration 
of the legislative background of the licensing provision un<:Jer consider
ation, the pertinent text of, the licensing statutes themselv~s, and the 
SUbstantive policy considerations involveq in their application. This 
background is intended to clarify the purposes th~ licensing process 
w~s intended to serve,and to identify the ,kinds 'of substantive issues 
with which the' process is connected. The economic structure of the 
regulat~dindustry is also examined, to establish the context in whjch 
the l.ic~nsing' process. ope.rates. , Tnereafter, attention is given t~ the 
adm~nIstratIve orgamzatlOJ) and' the procedures follo'wed In the lICen
sing process, including,the inform,al working techniques employed 
by each ag~ncy. Consideration is given 'to the volume of applications 
handled within various classes, and data are, assembled on the time 
typical1y required to move from one procedural step 'to the :next in 
proces~ng 'applications within each, class. : , ' 
, The reports then consider various problems suggested by these 

descripti:ve materials, and assess ,the value of the various alternatives 
of'solution they present. Consideration is given to, the question 
whether formal hearings are required fordiffererit classe~ of licensing 
application; the fuller utilization of written procedures; the ampli': 
tude of the authority of hearing' examiners 'to deal with proceedings 
before them; the adequacy of provisions for intra-agency review; 
possible improvements in the decisional process; the clarification, of 
various standards enforced by the agency; and measures for the re-, ' 
duction of delay, in handling applications. " 

The Committee on ComplIance and Enforcement Proceedings pre
pared several monographs and summary statements of the authority' 
and practices of the, agencies for the 'information of the Conference. 
T,he first of,four principalreports by the Committee pro.vided the basis, 
for Conference' consideration of the subpena power in Federal ad
ministrative proceedings. This report, summarizes typical agency' 
practices, describes the procedures followed in special situations, and 
discusse$ the constitutional questions that have developed and been 
resolved, ill: connection with investigatory subp~nas. ,It ,also states 
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and. expla;lns' the' basis. for ;recommended uniform principles to be 
'. applied to the,.rp.atters of issuance'of subpenas, quashing, 'geographical 

.. , scope, fees to witnesses, and methods of enforcement. . . . . 
The,secohd'princip~~ report of .the Co~mittee. on· qom1?liance..a.~d 

Enforcement ProceedIngs deals wIth the rIght..to counsel In admInIs': 
· t~ati ve proc.eedings. The Conference considered the. meaning, in-geil-. 
era.l, of t.he "right to counsel," the wa.ys in which it has been Vla.riously" 
interpretediri'ag¢ncy practice, a'nd the way it should be-unde~tood 
in l~ght<?f the phr~se"right' to be a;cco~lpan~e~, rep.resented~and 
'advised by' counsel", In sectIon 6 (a) of the. AdmInIstratIve Procedure· . 
Act .. The. third principal report outlines the, need' for greater' uni
formity in. the rules relating . 'to . service upon attorneys; arid the 
fourth covers 'pro~edures for discovery and.· voluntary. disclosure·.· 
Consid~,rati(jn is given to the a.rguments for the"extension to agency 

· proceedings (}fthe more liberal discovery practices in civil proc.eed-
ings 'in the U.S. courts.. .. . . . . '.. 
.' The principal report of the, CommiJ,tee .,<m Claims Adjudication· 
dealtwith.pro<iedure~· for, debarment and suspension ,of .contractors. 

· In additiQ'n' 'basic studies· ,vere made and . :r;neri1.o;r~nda prepa'red on 
various aspe,cts of claims ,adj udication~Each study. descri bed exist

, ing ·administr~.ti'T~ procedures: in the ,major pro'curement ,agencies, 
discussed the' shortcomings of such procedures where relevant, and 
made detail~d suggestions.for improvemen,t.,· .' . '. '. " 

" .Threemajot reports were prepared by the Committee on Judicial' 
Review: -. )'he. first dealt:with the judicial review· of '(wders'Of the 
~nterstate·;Coijim~rce Commission and, like the reports of other com
mittees, was based both upon q.ocumentary sources and upon ,inter:
'viewswith agency, and other Governm~nt p·ersonnel. . The question$ 

· considered. in th~ report included'the procedure' for review of Inter
state CommerceCoiruriiss'ion~' orders by..speciaI1y' constituted three~ 

'. judge district courts, prot>lems 9f venue, the,me~hod of reproduction 
· ()f the record on . review, and the·-relative advantages 'and disadvan-:

tages of final Supreln~. Cop.i'treview of In~erstate CommerceCommis-
sion orders by writ 6f certioi"uri rather than 'by a ppe~l:'" ", ., .":.' . 
. 'The second principalr~p6rt6f the Committee onJ udicial eReview. 

dealt 'Yith the ',reproduction -of . the 'briefs and records 6n review of 
aclrilinistrative' or~ers. 'The . .rep9rt· include's . information .about the 
use of methods .()t~er ,than printing for the' original 'production' of 
the record,inorq.er'to eli~inatet4e need.for·,.reproduction of records. 
on judicial, review. Similar information was 'gathered with respect 

· to appellate briefs .. ' Particular attention was given to the use of joint 
appendic~sto the briefs.. . . .,.... • . . ..' . 
. ' The third of. the th~ee major reports conc~rned the revieiV of orders 

.; :of the'N ational Labor ,Relations Board.. A. compreheIiSive . report· 
was prepared which summarizes the history of judicial review of such 
orders, studies which have been made in the past corice.rning their 
enforcement, and ,discussions held with members of :the bar and with 
governmental officials a,s to s-q.ch enforcement. . . . . .' 

.At the request of the COrr;lmitteeon JJ1dicialRevi~'\v, the:,Qffice of 
" ,Administrative procedlli'e in the Justice pepartment compiled, in two 

volumes, descriptions of alL.of the different kilids:·of fOrInal adhlin-
· istrative proceedings. con.d~cted 'by Federal. agencies, together with 

iriforination identifying ·~tatuto:ry'·provisiori.s for. judicial ~eview of 
decisions iil.~ach kind of proceedings;" In:a third·vO'luine·;the Qoihmit-, , .' 

• 'r-. ~ 
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tee analyzed in outline form each of the statutes thus identified for 
purposes of affording comparisons with respect to some 18 features of" 
the provisions for judicial review, such as, who may obtain review, 
the form of pleading by which review is sought, the courts having 
jurisdiction to review, provisions for interlocutory" relief, scope of 
review, the relief available, etc. The vast amount of information 
collected in these three volumes thus provides the basic data for com
prehensive comparative study in the field of judicial review of admin
istrative action, and provides a complete catalog of administrative 
proceedings useful in many other areas of study. ' 

The studies and reports of the Administrative Conference constitute 
a valu3lble collection of papers on the administrative process. They 
ha ve served an immediate purpose in the developm.ent of the recom
mendations of the Conference. They have an enduring value to gov
ernmental officials, members of the bar, and students of Federal ad
ministrative procedure as works 'of" scholarly research and judgment 
in the sensit.ive area of governmental regulation. 

VIn UNFINISHED BUSINESS AND PROJECTED STUDIES 

The range of relevant inquiry confronting a conference such as 
this is so vast that it is no more feasible now than it was when the 
Conference embarked upon its studies to identify alid enumerate all 
of the potentially:fruitful subj~cts of study. Indeed, because of the 
limited, life of the Conference under the Executive order creating it, '" 
it became apparent quite early in its experience that a conscious effort" 
was required to limit its work to 'projects which would have some, 
chance of corripletion in the prescribed period. Accordingly, the com
mittees, to whom the Council had originally suggested numerous 
specific areas for investigation, were repeatedly admonished to con- " 
c~ntrate selectively upon matters as to which; in the time available, 
reasonable research could be accomplished and made the basis of rec
ommendations to the" Conference." " Since Conference action is" the 
culmination of a process involving, successively, research .repo,rts by 
the staff directors and consultants, ~he formulation of recommehda;
tions by the committees~' consideration of such recomrriendations by 
the Council: for possible transmission to the Conference, and finally, 
consideration and debate by the full Conference in plenary session, the 
problem- of timing in re~ation to the relatively short lifeof the Con-
ference was a formidable one. """ , 

The committees manfully endeavored to cope with this problem, 
and their ,efforts in this regard were not unavailing, as ev:idenced by 
the number of significant recommendations emerging from the Con
fere~lce. The nature of the subject matter is such, however; that it 
has b~en neither" possible nor desirable to translate all the work that 
has been undertaken into "terminal results; and ,it also has not been 
feasible to initiate work on" all projects of obvious relevance to the 
purposes for which the Conference was creacted. The individual 
committees, thus, found themselves at the 'close of ,this Conference 
with an inventory of m~tters in both such categories, that is to say, 
projects launched but not advanced to the stage of Conference con
sideration, and" projects id~ntified as fully appropriate for investiga
tion but in respect of which activity of any degree had to be deferred. 
Even these two groups are not exhaustive inasmuch as the second in 

. f'~ 
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many instances is comprised of matters which were first conceived as 
candidates for accoIn}?lishment during this Conference; leaving 9ther 
subjects undiscussed In tacit recognition that they were completely. 
outside that possibility. 
Committee on Claims Adjudication' 

This Committee found itself at the close of the Conference with 
three items directed toward the achievement of a more comprehensive 
administrative apparatus for the resolution of contract disputes, upon 
which work has been done but which remains incomplete in terms of 
recommendations to the Conference. These were: 

(1) The expansion of the jurisdiction of governmental boards 
of contract appeals to include disputes over the interpretation or 
application of subcontracts. 

(2) The enlargement of the jurisdiction of governmental 
boards of contract appeals beyond disputes as to interpretation 
or applic~.tion into su.ch areas ~s breaches of co.ntractJ rescission, 
reformatIon, ,and equItable adJustments of varIOUS kInds. ' 

(3) The establishment of administrative appellate procedures 
in respect of disputes over contract a wards (other than matters 
relating to the debarment or suspension of individual bidders or 
contractors, which have already. been the subject of a Conference 
recommendation) . 

These unfinished matters, in common with the various Conferen'ce 
recommendations which emanated from this Committee, relate to 
claims deriving from Government contracts. As the'Committee desig
nation suggests, however, the Committee's scope extended to all'man
ner of clainls against the Government. These include those sounding 
in tort as well as contract, claims involving land, and the great variety 

. of. claims which can be characterized as benefit determinations (i.e., 
social security, unemployment. compensation a~d retirement matters, 
veterans' affairs, marItime subsidies, agricultura:I payments, and simi
lar matters under statutory systems or grants). These categories are 
of no less significance than contract claims, but the CommIttee con
cluded quite sensibly at the outset that it would have time during this 
Conference only to address itself tq the latter. " . 
Committee on 'Compliance and Enforcement Proceedings 

Research was carried on and materials assembled with respec.t tb 
two subjects as to which there'has not been time for the formulation 
of recommendations. These matters are (1) the scope of 'agency or
ders, including particularly $ettlements, stipulations, and consent or
ders; and (2) the variety and impact of fOrnial agency sanctions." ' 
, For future study the Committee has, with no purpose to,be exhaus

tive, denominated the following as appropriate for investigation: 
(1) Prehearing conferences. . '. ' 
(2) The conduct of the hearing, with particular reference to 

evidentiary matters and the problems of recesses. ' ", 
(3) Advisory opinions. 
( 4) The use of informal sanctions. 

Committee on Internal Organization and, Procedure 
A project which the Committee did not have time to consider is a 

study by the Committee staff director of the internal organization 
and procedures, of the Federal Trade- Commission., The final, text of 
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this report will have had the benefit of examination and comment, 
first, by members of the Commission and its staff and, later, by mem
bers of the FTC Bar. The Committee anticipates that the report will 
be a useful source of recommendations when and if the opportunity 
is provided to consider it in detail. The Committee also received from 
its staff a Inemorandunl with respect to the publication of dissenting 
opinions by agency members, but time did not permit consideration of 
tllis subject. . 

This is the Committee which originated the recommendation on ex 
parte comlnunications embodied in the Conference's Recommendation 
No. 16. The code there proposed was expressly limited to communica
tions from persons outside the agency. Left untouched because of 
time is the important problem of internal cOlnmunications within the 
agency. Other areas which the Committee has identified as worthy 
of future study are: " 

(1) Delegation of authority in matters where a formal hearing 
is not required, and 
, (2) Delegation of authority in the institution of investigations 
or prosecutions. 

(3) The scope of the power to be placed in the agency chairman. 
( 4) The degree, manner, and results of the utilization by the 

agencies concerned of the powers of delegation granted in the 
reorganization plans of 1961 and in the special delegation legisla
tion enacted for the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Secur
ities and Exchange Commission, and the Federal Communications 
Commission. 

(5) An evaluation of the code of administrative procedure pro
posed by the American Bar Association in the light of the work of 
this Conference. 

Committee on Rulemaking 
The Committee decided at the outset that the problems of delay and 

expense in administrative proceedings are frequently associated with 
rate cases at certain of the major agencies and could most usefully 
be explored in the first instance by a survey of those cases. Accord
ingly' thorough-going studies were made of the conduct of rate cases at 
the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Federal Power Commission, 

. and the Federal Communications Commission. The Committee, on 
the basis of these studies, formulated the Conference's Recommenda
tion No. 19, but it recognized in terms that additional recommendations 
probably would be forthcoming after further opportunity to consider 
these reports. Research was undertaken on the holding of rate pro
ceedings by the Department of Agriculture, but there was not time to 
prepare and circulate a report. , 

The scope of the Committee's assignment extended to informal rule
making, as well as to the formal type represented by the rate case. 
The Committee concluded, however, that time would not permit the 
exploration of this important area, and it was reserved for the future. 
Formal rulemaking proceedings are not, of course, confined to rate 
cases, and the Committee believes that the use and appropriateness of 
adjudicatory procedures in these other types of rulemaking is a 
promising subject for future exploration. A third project for the
future is a survey of the nonadversary type of rulemaking proceeding, 
involving the issuance of substantive or procedural rules of genera.1 

20-101-63-3 
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applicability. Two aspects of these general rule-making proceedings 
which appear to merit attention relate to the notice to be given to the 
parties, and the standards to be applied in the determination of who 
should be permitted t? participate. 
Committee on Licenses and Authorizations . 

Existing research remains incomplete in respect of possible amend
ments 'of the Administrative Procedure Act for the purposes of (1) 
enlarging the agencies' power to select hearing officers for economic 
licensing cases not il'l:volving legal issues or propriety of past con
duct and to give such officers greater freedom to consult with non
participating agency personnel; and (2) fostering greater clarity 
and consistency in the articulation from case to case of agency stand-
ards and policies. . ' . 

Although reports were completed <and Issued by the Comnllttee on 
the subject of truck licensing by the Interstate Commerce Commis
sion, broadcast radio and television licensing by the Federal Com
munications Commission, and domestic air carrier licensing by the 
Civil Aeronautics Board, there was not time to prepare a rei)ort 
reflecting the research which was conducted on the certification of 
natural gas pipelines by the Fed~ral Power Commission. These are, 
of course, four vital areas of Federal licensing. 
Committee on J udicial Rev~ew 

As the Conference neared its end, it released for circulation a mas
sive compilation of all Federal statutory provisions relatir:tg to judi
eial review of administrative action. Among the purposes which 
motivated this compilation were those of (1) determining whether 
there is any rational basis for the existence of district court review in 
some cases and court of appeals review in others; and (2) ascertain
ing, from a comparative analysis of the different modes of review 
presently provided, whether it may be practicable to devise on~ or 
two simplified methods of judicial review for an administrative action. 
The pursuit of these purposes is for the future, as is also considera
tion of a proposal pending in the Committee on Judicial Review that 
all findings of fact by administrative agencies in protracted proceed
ings be required to be annotated to the record. 

Another subject marked by the Committee for future examination, 
and one on which" no work has been started, relates to the review
ability of administrative action in certain types of rulemaking where 
a formal record hearing is provided by the agency although not 
required by law. 
Committee on Personnel 

The studies of this Committee during the life of the Conference 
were addressed pri~cipaJ~y to hearing examiners and legal personnel. 
Important as these ~re in the administrative process, they do not, as 
·the Committee recognizes, include many important categories of pro
fessional and technical people who perform equally vital roles in 
that process. The Committee also expressly excluded from its work 
problems with respect to the appointment and tenure of agency mem
bers. Thus, although no incomplete projects are pending, the Com
mittee's area of interest has by no means been encompassed by the 
work· of this Conference. The Committee is· of the view that the 
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'policies and administration of the hearing examiner poogram are an 
appropriate subject for continuous observation and periodic reap
praisal, as is also the relationship of the Civil Service Commission 
to the administration of programs for professional personnel gener
ally. 
Committee on Information and Education-

This Committee has one major unfinished project in train. This is II 
the proposed manual on procedures for protracted administrative 
hearings. Conceived as an analog of the handbook on protracted 
litigation prepared by the J.udicial Conference of the United States, ~. 
the proposed manual is in draft form and has been widely circulated 
for comment. ' 

Another project in the prelimina)ry stage is the preparation of an 
indexed digest-guide to all Federal laws in the United States Code 
and all regulations in the Code of Federal Regulations relating to the 
availability to the public of governmental information. The purpose 
of this compilation is twofold: one, to enable each citizen to ascertain 
conveniently what information he is entitled to ha.ve and the source 
of his right, and, two, to permit a survey to be made of the extent to 
which Federal departments and agencies are curl'ently complyin~g with 
such laws and regulations. _ 

A function of the Committee during the period OT Conference op
eration ~as the holding of seminars in various parts of the country 
in association with bar as~oc-iations, law schools, and other interested 
groups, where information was both collected and disseminated with 
respect to administrative activities. A specific project for the future 
is an effort to compile a manual on the preparation and presentation 
of economic and scientific evidence .ill administrative proceedings. 
TheCommittee has also suggested that it would be desirable at a later 
date to initiate programs for (1) the interchange of American and 
foreign government career personnel for the purpose of gel~erating 
comparative knowledge of the administrative process, and· (2) the 
creation of a coordinated system among the agencies for the employ
ment of mechanical means of locating legal precedents. 
Cornnlittee on Statistics and Reports 

This Committee collected material descriptive of the methods and 
systems by which statistical data relating to administrative proceed
ings are handled by the leading agencies. It would be useful for 
this material to be analyzed and disseminated to all the agencies for 
their information and possible utilization or adaptation. 'Ve have 
already described the statistical reports for fiscal years 1961 and 1962. 

The computer has great potential significance for the administrative 
process. Its use in the areas of information acquisition, storage, and 
retrieval has wide implications for the more effective management by 
the' agencies of their business, as well as for private parties in the 
enhanced effectiveness and reduced costs of making their presenta
tions in administrative proceedings. The provision of skilled guid
ance for the agencies in using the computer is a continuing project 
of the first magnitude. Within the time available, the Committee 
at this Conference was able only to envision the possibilities, no~ \to 
realize them. 
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Matters Un~signed to Committees 
In addition to the sey~ral subjepts noted by the committees as proper 

forfifture coilsiaera"tlon, several subjects were brought to'the-utten=-:
tioh-·of-the-C6lillcil but were nbt,because of. time linii'ta-tlons;- referred ( 

. to committees. Tnese-·iilclud8" tne··'possibility of 'unifb~'l!i~ru1]§~J?L 
EEoceaAEe, the .feasIbili£Y of" automatic retrievarttnd<-coo~cTination of 
research materml, the procedures now followed In the leasll~g or, other 
disposition of public lands (a matter called to the attentlOl1 of tl.le 
Conference by ~lr._ fJust~ce Douglas), and a. ~eat n~any proj~cts in 
the general area, of baSIC governmental pl'lnClples Involved In the 
processes of regulatory agencies. / 

, ~ 

. VII. SrATISTICAL REViEW 

. As is· ah:eady noted, the total, membership of the Conference was 
87 members, plu~· the Chairmail and the 12 congressional liaison mem
bers. The Conference met.in six plenary sessions, all in Washington, 
D.C. The first foul' sessions 'were held in the State Department Build-

/ ing; three in the International Conference Room, and one in the 
'Vest Auditorium.· The fifth session was held in the Interstate Com
merce Commission Building, and the sixth and final, session in the 
Senate Appropriations Committee Hearing Room in the New Senate 
Office Building. '" 

In order that work might be started before the summer of 1961, 
the First Plenary Session was held on tJ une 27, 1961. The five later 
sessions convened on December 5 and 6, 1961; April 3, 1962; June, 
29, 1962; October 16, 17, and 18, 1962; and December 4 and 5, 1962. 
The first session \vas attended by 76 members, the second by 74 mem
bers, the third by 77 members, the fourth by 69 members, the fifth by 
81 members, alid the final session by 72 members. 

The nine standing committees met for the first time immediately 
following the First Plenary Session. ,During the 18 months which 
followed there were a total of 93 such' committee meetings through 
,,\;.hich the committees directed staff· activity, critically examined the 
products of their research and study, an~d developed proposed recom
mendations for consideration and debate by the full Conference. 

Initial arrangements for the operation of the Conference included 
the establishment of an interagency group fund, pursuant to authority 
contained in the Executive order and 31 U.S.C. 691. As soon as 
the Conneil had determined which agencies would participate in the 
Conference through the designation of members, the agencies were 
asked to contribute from their 1961 appropriations $1,000 for each 

. member designated and a like amount from 1962 funds. In this way 
~60,OOO -was made available for the first few months of Conference 
pperation. ' ' 

In addition to the research and staff assistance made availahle to 
the Conference from the Office ,of Administrative Procedure in the 
Department of Justice under the provisions of the Executive order, 
15 legal scholars from university faculties were engaged as part-time 
employees to assist in Conference studies. Also, arrange.ments were 
made with participating agencies,under which 35 agency lawyers were 
made available to the Office of. Administrative. Procedure on a part
~time basis for Conference research.· Subsequently, others \vere em-
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ployed, as needed. During the entire 18-month experience, 35 persons 
were employed and paid per diem compensation to assist with com
mittee and Conference work, and 40 'agency attorneys contributed to 
the research which was conducted. 

In September 1961, Congress added to the funds a vailahle an ap
propritaion of $150,000 for Conference operations during the remain
der of the fiscal year 1962, and in October 1962 an additional $100,000 
was appropriated for the 6 months of fiscal year 1963 in which the 
Conference would be in operation. 

At the end of fiscal year 1961, $28,018.09 of the funds contributed 
to the interagency group fund remained unobligated; and a:t the end 
of fisca11962, $57,543 remained unused from the total funds available. 
These unobligated balances we.re, o£ course, released to the Treasury 
of the United States. ' 

Respectfully submitted. 
E. BARRETI' PRETTYMAN, Ohairman, 

DECEMBER 15, 1962. 
(For the Conference)._ 





APPENDIX I 

THE WHITE HOUSE EXECUTIVE ORDER 10934 ESTAB-. 
'LISHING THE ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE 
UNITED STATES 

"\VHEREA.8 the performance of regulatory functions and related re
sponsibilities for the determination of private rights, privileges, and 
obligations by executive departments and administrative agencies of 
the United States Government substantially affects large numoors of 
private individuals and many areas of economic and buslness activity; 
and , 

"\VHEREAS it is essential to the protection of private and public inteT
ests and to the sustained development of the national economy that 
Federal administrative procedures ensure maximum efficiency and 
fairness in the performance of these governmental functions; and 

WHEREAS the steady expansion of the Federal administrative process 
during the past several years has been attended by increasing concern 
over the efficiency and adequacy of department and .agencY procedures; 
~d . 

WHEREAS the experience of the several groups which have examined 
Federal administrative procedures in recent years demonstrates that 
substantial progress in improving department and agency procedures 
can result from cooperattive effort· by the departments and agencies, 
working together with members of the practicing bar and other inter-
ested persons: . ; 

Now, THE,REFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as Presi-
dent of the United States, it is ordered as follows: . 

SECTION 1. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CONFERENCE. There is hereby 
established a conference to be known as the Administrative Confer
ence of· the United States, which shall consist of a Council of eleven 
Inembers named by the President, one of whom he shaH designate to 
be Chairman of the Conference, and a general membership from 
Federal executive departments and administrative agencies, the .prac-· 
tieing bar, and other persons specially informed by knowledge and 
experience with respect to Federal administrative ·procedures. 

SEC. 2. PuRPOSE. The purpose of the Conference shall be to assist 
the President, the Congress and' the administrative agencies and ex
ecutive departments in improving existing administratlve procedures. 
To this end the Conference shall conduct studies of the efficiency, 
adequacy and fairness of procedures by which Federal executive 
departments and administrative agencies protect the public interest 
and determine the rights, privileges and obligations of private persons. 
The Conference shall from time to time report to the President any 
conclusions reached by its members based on such studies, together 
with suggestions for appropriate measures to improve the adminis
trative process. The Conference shall make a final report to the 
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President no later than December 31, 1962, summarizing its activities, 
evaluating the neecl for further studies of administrative procedures, 
and suggesting appropriate means to be employed for this purpos2 
in the future. 

SEC. 3. MEMBERSHIP. The composition of the general membership 
of the Conference shall be determined by the Council; provided that 
the total membership shall be not less than fifty persons, and at least 

. a majority of the total membership shall be from Federal executive 
departments and administrative agencies, so distributed as to effect 
an appropriate representation among the several departments and 
agencies. General members from Government service shall be desig
nated by the heads ·of their respective departlnents -and agencies. 
Other general members shall be named by the Chairman with the 
approval of the Council from.the practicing bar, scholars in the fields 
of administrative law and government, and other persons specially 
informed by know ledge and experience with respect to Federal ad
ministrative procedures. Members of the Conference who are not 
in Govenlment service shall participate in the activities of the Con
ierence solely as private individuals without official responsibility on 
behalf of the Government of the United States. 

SEC. 4. STAFF. The Attorney General of the United States is 
hereby authorized and directed to furnish to the Conference research 
and staff assistance from the Office of Administrative Procedure in 
the Department of Justice, through the Director of that Office and 
the Chairman of the Conference, and the Director of the Office of 
Administrative Procedure shall act as Executive Secretary of the 
Conference. 

SEC. 5. OPERATION OF THE CONFERENCE. The Conference shall have 
authority to adopt bylaws and regulations not inconsistent with the 
provisions of this order for the conduct of its functions. Every mem
ber of the Conference will be expected to participate in all respects 
accordipg to his own views, and not necessarily as a representative of 
any department or agency or other group' from which he may have 
been chosen. . 

SEC. 6. COMMITTEES. Committees of the Conference shall be 
appointed by the Chairman, with the approval of the COlUlcil.. Com
mittees shall have a.uthority to designate subcommittees from their 
own membership for the purposes of conducting studies and making 
reports to the full committees. 

SEC."!. FUNCTIONS OF THE COUNCIL. _ The CoUncil is hereby author
ized to perform the following functions: 

(a) To meet under the chairmanship and upon the call of the 
Chairman of the Conference. 

(b) To deternlinethe composition of the general membership 
of the Conference as provided in section 3 above. . 

(c) To make appropriate arrangements with the President of 
the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives 
for participation in the activities of the Conference by interested 
committees of the Congress. Representatives of the Congress 
shall have the privilege of the floor of the Conference. 

( d) To determine the time and place of plenary sessions of the 
Conference. _-

(e) To propose bylaws and regulations, including rules of pro
cedure and committee organization, for adoption by the 
Conference. 
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(f) To propose to the Conference the matters concerning 
which the Conference and its committees shall conduct investiga
tions and studies. 

(g) To receive and consider reports of committees of the Con
ference and proposals adopted by the Conference, and to transmit 
them to the President together with the views of the Council 
concerning such matters. 

SEC. 8. COOPERATION OF FEDERAL AGENCIES. All executive depart
ments and administrative agencies of the Federal Government are 
authorized and directed to cooperate with the Conference and to fur
nish such information and assistance not inconsistent with law as may 
reasonably be required in the performance of its functions. 

SEC. 9. EXPENDITURES OF THE CONFERENCE. Each e.xecutive de
partment and administrative agency which is represented by one or 
more members of the Conference named or designated as provided in 
section 3 of this order shall, as may be necessary for the purpose of 
effectuating the provisions of this orde.r, furnish assistance to the Con
ference in accordance with section 214 of the act of May 3, 1945, 59 
Stat. 134 (31 U.S.C. 691) . Such assistance may include detailing em
ployees to the Conference to perform such functions consistent with 
the purposes of this order as the Conference may assign to them. 

JOHN F. KENNEDY. 
THE WHITE HOUSE, Ap'ril 13, 1961. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF COUNCIL MEMBERS 

Judge E. Barrett Prettyman (Chairman), senior judge of the U.S. 
, Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. 
Max D. Paglin (Vice Chairman), General Counsel, Federal Com

munications Commission, fprmerly Assistant General Counsel and 
staff member. 

Manuel F. Cohen, member of the Securities and Exchange Commis.
sion, formerly Director, Division 'Of Corporation Finance, Securi:
ties and Exchange Commission. 

Walter Gellhorn" professor of law, Columbia University; Director, 
Attorney General's Committee on Administrative Procedure, 1939-
41; Office of the Solicitor General, U.S. Department of Justice, 
1932--33; author of various books on administrative law. 

Joseph P. I-Iealey, vice president-general counsel of Boston-Edison 
Co.; former commissioner of 'corporations and taxation for the 
Common wealth of Massachusetts; former law partner in law firm 
of Hemenway & Barnes, Boston, Mass.; professor 'Of carporate law 
at Boston College Law Schoal since 1941. ' 

Everett Hutchinson, Chairman of the Interstate Cammerce Commis-
~oo. \ 

James 1\1:. Landis, p'artner in the firm of Landis, Feldman, Reilly & 
Akers; formerly special assistant to' the President, Chairman 'Of the 
Civil Aeronautics Baard, Chairm~n 'Of the Securities and Exchange 
Commissian, and dean of the Harvard Law Schaal. , 

J ahn D. Lane, member 'Of the firm 'Of Hedrick & Lane, 'Vashingtan, 
D.C.; formerly administrative assistant to' Senatar Brien l\1:cMahon, 
of Connecticut. 

Earl Latham, Eastman professor of political science, Amherst College, 
Amherst, Mass. ' 

Carl 1\1:cGowan, member of the firm 'Of Rass, l\fcGawan & O'I{eefe, 
Chicago, Ill.; general counsel, ChicagO' & Northwestern Railroad; 
formerly prafessar of law, Northwestern University Law Schaal; 
,formerly counsel to the 'Govern 'Or of Illinais. 

Nathaniel L. Nathansan, p~afessor of law, Northwestern University; 
cansultant to the .J ustice Department with respect to administrative 
procedures, 1961; Office of Price Administration, Associate General 
Counsel, 1942-45; Securities and Exchange Commission~ 1935-36; 
Jaw clerk to Justice Lauis D. Brandeis, 1934-35; author 'Of caseboak 
and other writings on administrative law. 

Executive Secretary 'Of the Conference: Webster P. l\{axsan. Diredtar, 
Office of Admjnistrative Pracedure, Department 'Of Justice. 
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APPENDIX III 

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE 
CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Robert E. Adams 1 of the Department of Commerce. 
I{arl E. Bakke of the U.S. Tariff Com~mission .. 
Donald. C. Beelar .of the firm I{irkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz & 

. Masters, Washington, D.C. . 
J alnes H. Benney of the firm Orrick, Dahlquist, Harrington & Sut-

cliffe, San Francisco, Calif. . 
Marvel' H. Bernstein of Princeton University. 
Carman G. Blough of Harrisonburg, Va. ; 
J. D. Bond of the Atomic Energy Commission. 
Reva Beck Bosone of the Post Office Department. 
Cyril F. Brickfield 2 of the Veterans' Administration. 
Kent H. Brown.of the State of New'York Public Service COlnmission. 
Charles W. Bucy of the Department of Agriculture. 
Clark Byse of the 'taw School of Harvard University~ 
John T. Chadwell of the firm Sny¢ler, Chadwell, Keck, Kayser & 

Ruggles, Chicago, Ill. . 
G. Howland Chase of .the Board -of Governors of the Federal Re-

serve System. . ... ., 
Cyrus J. Colter of the Illinois Commerce Commission. 
~J ohii F. Cushman of the Federal Comrrilmlcations Commission. 
Richa.rd M. Davis of the firm Lewis, GraIit& Davis, Denver, Colo. 
George S. 'Dixon of the firm Matheson, Dixon & Bieneman, Detroit, 

Mich. 
Charles Donahue of the Department of Labor. . 
Thomas J. Donegan of the Subversive. :Activities Control Board. 
Bernard Dunau of. the firm Jaffee & Dunau, V,Tashington, D.C. 
David C. Eberhart of the General Services Administration. 
Irvin Fane of the firm Spencer, Fane, Britt & Browne, Kansas City, 

~{o. . 
Joseph A. Fanelli of the firm Fanelli & Spingarn, Washington, D.C. 
Roland J. Faricy 3 of the firm Faricy, Moore, Costello & Hart,St. 

Paul,Minn. 
"'\Villiam Feldesman of the National Labor Relations Board. 
David Ferber of the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
Edward W. Fisher of the Department of the Interior. 
Thomas J. Flavin 4 of the Department of Agriculture. . 
Abe Fortas of the firm Arnold, Fortas & Porter, vVashington, D.C. 
Ralph Fuchs of the University of Indiana Law School. . . 
Myles F. Gibbons of the Railroad Retirement Board. 

1 Succeeded Paul A. Johnston of the Department of Commerce. 
2 Succeeded W1lliam J. Driver of the Veterans' Administration. 
:I Deceased. 
'Succeeded Neil Brooks of the Department of Agriculture. 
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Robert E. Giles of the Department of Commerce. . 
vVhitney Gillilland of the Civil Aeronautics Board .. 
Robert VV. Ginnane of the Interstate Commerce Commission. 
Nathaniel H. Goodrich 5 of the Federal Aviation Agency. 
Frank C. Hale 6 Df the Federal Trade Commission. 
Lawrence E. Hartwig of the Renegotiation Board. 
J ames ~lcI. Henderson Df the Federal Trade Commission. 
I-IarDld W. Horowitz Df the Department of I-Iealth, Education, and 

W~lfare. . '. . .' . . 
ThDmas T. F. Huang 1 of the Department Df State. . 
Leo A. Huard of the University of Santa Clara College of Law; 
Rosel H. Hyde of the Federal Communications CDmmissiDn. 
John ·A. JDhnson Df the National. Aeronauti'cs and Space Adminis
~. tration. 

1' .. C. I{ammholz of the firm Vedder, Price, Kaufman & KaIlllIll:tolz; 
Chicago, Ill.' . . '. . . . 

R. Keith Kane of the firm Cadwa.lader, 'Wickersham & Taft, New 
YDrk, N.r.· . -. . 

Sidney G. KingsJey 8 of the AtDmic Energy Commission~ c 

Earl lCintner of the firm Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin & E:ahn, Wash-
ington, D.C. " . ' 

J.ohn "V. Kopecky of the Ho~singand Home Finance Agency; , 
William C. I{oplovitz of the firm Dempsey & Koplovitz, Washington, 

D.C. , <0 

Sol Lindenbaum of the Department ()f Justice. 
Karl D. LODS of the firm Pope, Ballard & Loos, 1Vashington, D.C: 
Dominick L. Manoli .of the National Labor Relations BDard. 
john'C. Mason of the FederalPDwer Commission. 
Joseph E. McElvain of the Department of Health,EducatiDn, and 

Welfare. . ' . , . 
, Thomas G. ~leeker .of th~ firm Schn8 del', Harrison, Segal & Lewis, 

Philadelphia, Pa. , ' 
Lawrence V. Meloy of the Civil Se~vice Commission. 
James L. Pimper .of the Federal Maritime CDmmissiDn. 
John B. PrizeI' of the Pennsylvania Railr.oad Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Edwin F. Rains 9 .of the Department .of the Treasury. 
Sidney Rawitz .of the Department of Justice. 
Emnlette S. RedfDrd .of the University ,.of Texas. 
HllbertA. Schneider of Pan Ameriean World Airways, New York, 
·,N.Y.'. , . 

David Searls .of the firm Vinson, Elk~lls, Weems & Searls, HoustDn, 
, Tex. . 

Harold Seidman of the Bureau of the Bud~et. 
Ashley Sellel~s of the firm Cummings & Sellers, vVashington, ·D.C. 
Edward F. Sloane of the Federal Home LOan Bank BDard. 
Fred B. Smith 10 of the Department of the Treasury~ " 

6 Succeeded Daggett H. Howard of the Federal Aviation Agency . 
• 6 Succeeded Philip R. Layton of the Federal Trade Commission. 

7 Succeeded William L. Griffin .of the Department of State. 
8 Succeeded John S. Graham of the Atomic Energy Commission. 
9 Succeeded John K. Carlock of the Department of the Treasury. 
10 Succeeded Robert H. Knight of the Department of the Treasury. 
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Bertram E. Stillwell of the Interstate Commerce Commission. 
Fredric T. Suss of the Small Business Administration. 
Joseph C. Swidler 11 of the Federal Power Commission. 
Earl J. Thomas of the Department of the Interior. 
Cyrus R. Vance. Secretary of the Army. 
John H. Wanner of the Civil Aeronautics Board. 
Howard C. ",Vestwood of the firm of Covington & Burling, Washing-

ton, D.C. . 
Edmund H. Worthy of the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
Joseph Zwerdling of the Federal P<?wer Commission. 

CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 

Everett NlcI(inley Dirksen, Senator from Illinois. 
. Philip A. Hart, Senator from Michigan . 

. ' Edmund S. Muskie, Senator from Maine. 
John B. Bennett, Representative from Michigan. 
Oren Harris, Representative from Arkansas. 
Walter Rogers, Representative from Texas. 

ALTERN ATE CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 

Thomas B. Collins of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary. 
Franklin B. Dryden of the Senate Committee on Appropriations. 
Cornelius Kennedy of the Senate Subcommittee on Administrative 

Practice and Procedure. 
Kurt Borchardt of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign 

Commerce. 
Charles P. Howze of the House Special Subcommittee on Regulatory 

Agencies. '. 
Andrew Stevenson of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign 

Commerce. 
.. . 

11 Succeeded Jerome K. Kuykendall of the Federal Power Commission. 





APPENDIX IV 

TEXT OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
CONFERENCE 

CONTENTS 

ReC01nmenac.tion No. Subject 01 Recommendation 
L ___________ Statistics on administrative proceedings (1961). 
2 ____________ Expansion of the Office of Administrative Procedure. 
3 ____________ Jurisdiction for review orders of the Interstate Commerce 

Commission. 
4 ____________ Procedures for review Of orders of the Interstate Commerce 

. Commission. 
5 ____________ Production of the record and briefs by means more eco-

nomical than printing, and designation of record after 
the filing of briefs. 

6 __ ~ _________ Unification of the Armed Services Board of Contract Ap-
peals, and elimination of subsidiary boards. 

7 ____________ Availability of rules and decisions of boards of contract 
appeals. 

8 ____________ Reexamination by the agencies of their procedural rules, 
and creation of machinery within the agencies for con
tinuous observation of procedures. 

9 ____________ Delegation of final decisional authority. 
10 __________ ' __ Comprehensibility of Federal Register documents. 
11 ____________ Increased distribution 'Of the U.S. Govern~ent Organization 

Manual. 
12____________ Procedures of boards of contract appeals. 
13____________ Subpena practices. 
14 ________ ' ____ Licensing of truck operations by the Interstate Commerce 

Oommission. 
15 ____________ Right to counsel of persons c'Ompelled to appear: 

<t= 16 ____________ Improper ex parte representations. 
17 ____________ Statistics on administrative proceedings (1962). 
18 ____________ Judicial enf'Orcement of 'Orders of the National Lab'Or Rela-

tions Board. 
19 ____________ Ratemaking procedures. 
20 __ '- _______ ...:"" Cons'Olidation 'Of route applicati'Ons before the Civil Aero-

nautics Board. 
2L ___________ Civil Aeronautics Board procedures for the consideration of 

c,lomestic route applications. 
22 ____________ Federal 'Communications Commission procedures for the 

> consideration of mutually exclusive applications for broad
cast facilities in the same community. 

23 ____________ Federal Communications Commission procedures for broad-
cast licensing. 

24____________ Right 'Of witnesses to transcript of their testimony and 
copies of documents submitted by them. 

25 ____________ Right to counsel of persons who appear voluntarily. 
26____________ Service upon attorneys. 
27 ____________ ContiIiuing statistical study. 
28 ____________ Advanced training of agency professional personnel; exam-

iners ; legal career service. 
29 ____________ Debarinent of contractors. 
30 ____________ Discovery in administrative proceedings. 
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TEXT OF TlHIE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
CONFERENCE 

RECOMMENDATION NO.1 

It Is Recommended That- / 
The 'Conference, acting pursuant to section 8 of Executive Order 

10934, request the executive departments and a~ministrative agencies 
which conduct: administrative proceedings for the determination of 
private rights, privileges, and obligations to furnish to the Conference 
(addressing the Chairman: of the Committee on Statistics and Re
ports) the information requested in the form of report approved this 
day by -the Conference. 

RECOMMENDATION NQ. 2 

V,T HEREAS a continuing need exists for adequate performance of the 
duties now assigned. to the Office of Administrative Procedure by its 
charter, which are as follows: 

(a) To carryon continuous studies of the adequacy of the 
procedures by which Federal departments and agencies determine 
the rights, duties, and privileges of persons; 

(b) Initiate cooperative effort among the departments and 
agenci~s and their respective bars to develop and adopt so far 
as practicable uniform rules of practice and procedure; 

( c) Collect and publish facts and statistics concerning the 
procedures of the departments and agencies; and 

(d) Assist departments and agencies in the formulation and 
improvement of their administratIve procedures. 

, It Is Recommended That-
The Office of Adillinistrative Procedure inthe Department of Jus

tice be more adequately staffed and budgeted than at present so that it 
can discharge the above functions until ,further recommendations of 
the Conference. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. '3 

It /s Recommended That-
(1) review of Interstate Commerce Commission orders should be 

upon appeals to the United States Courts of Appeals in'all cases where 
at present a special three-judge court is used; district courts should 
be relieved of their jurisdiction of such cases under 28 U.S.C. 1336, 
and the courts of appeals should have exClusive jurisdiction to review 
these orders of the Commission; 

(2) final review of orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission 
by the S.upreme 90u~ of the United States should be only by petition 
for a wrIt of certIOrarI; , 

. (3) review of Interstate Commerce Commission orders should be 
permitted in any judicial circuit wherein is the residence or principal 
office of the party or any of the parties filing the request for review. 
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:RECOMMENDATION NO.4 

I t 18 Recommended That-
Procedures for judicial review of prders of the Illterstate Commerce' 

Commission by courts of appeals should incorporate the following 
features: - . 
, P) A limit of 60 days should be imposed as the time within which 
a petition for review must be filed in any case for which the present 
statutory _provisions do not fix a period for fHing petitions for review, 
such 60-day period to run from the date of entry of the order appeq,led 
from or entry of an order denying reconsideration thereof whe.re pe
titions for reconsideration are allowed by the COrrimission's rules,. 
whiche\rer is later. 

(2) Appeals should be commenced by the filing of a peti.tion for' 
re'view in the form of a notice of appeal. .' 

. (3) Anyone seeking review should be required to serve notice of 
appeal upon all parties to the proceeding before the Commission, the· 
Department of Justice, and the Commission. . 

(4) When several appeals 'are taken from the same order of the· . 
Commission, the venue should be detBrmin~d by the first notice of ap-. 
peal to be filed, and all subsequent appeals should be considered as.' 
taken to the same court, consolidated therewith, and handled as one· 
appeal.. . 

(5) Tp.e Commission should provide the record of its proceedings. 
on appeal and should transmit the record to the court. Until such 
time as procedures are developed wh~reunder the Commission may 
use mechanical facilities and methods for the productiOll of the; record 
in its proceedings in such form as to obviate printing or other repro
duction of the record for judicial review, and provision is made for
the designation of recQrd after the filinK of briefs, as recommended by . 
the Conference, the record, on appeal should consist of the entire rec
ord before. the Commission. and should be transmitted to the court 
within the time allowed for 'the. filing of briefs. T~e record $hould be·. 
returned to the Commission upon final decision of the appeaL 

RECOMMENDATION NO.5 

It Is Recommended That--
Rules of court governing judicial review of administrative action-

should be revised to permit- . " 
(1) the use by departments and agencies of means of produc

ing the record in administrative proceedings in a form which win 
eliminate the need for any reproduction thereof upon judicial 
review; . . 

(2) the submission of briefs produced by processes which pro
vide legible copies and yet are more economical than printing; and 

. (3) pending implementation of( 1) above, the designation of' 
record after the filing of briefs. 

RECOMMENDATION NO.6 

I tis Reco1nmended That-
The Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals be constituted as.: 

a unitary board in the Defense Establishment, and that, to the extent. 
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practicable, subsidiary boards which decide or render· opinions upon. 
dispute's concerning contracts be eliminated as soon as possible. 

RECOMMENDATION NO.7 

It /s Recommended That-
Departments and agencies of the Federal Government which have 

established internal appellate procedures and entities (i.e., boards of 
contract appeals, boards of review, etc.) which render decisions or 
opini~ns concerning disputes under contracts of departments or 
agencIes- . 
. (1) publish or make availaJ:>le for publication the applicable 

rules concerning such procedures; and . 
(2). publish or make available for publication and inspection 

by, the public all final decisions or opinions, past, current, and 
future, by the deciding or opinion-rendering entities in such de
partments or agencies. 

RECOMMENDATION NO.8 

'VHEREAS several of the executive departments and administrative 
agencies have recently undertaken to examine their rules of procedure 
with a view to improvements in efficiency, adequacy, and fairness: 
/ t Is Recommended T hat-

Tliese agencies are to be commended for this activity; and that all 
executive departments and adnlinistrative agencies having functions 
requiring rules of procedure should, in the public interest, inaugurate 
similar examinations of such rules of procedure for these purposes; 
and, further, that every executive department and administrative 
agency having functions requiring rules of procedure should establish 
within its organization a means, either by assignment of the duty to 
an official or by the creation of an office for the purpose, for continuous 
observation of its procedures and for evaluating their effectiveness to 
the agency and to persons having matters before the agency. 

RECOMMENDATION NO.9 

It Is Recommended That-
In order to make more efficient use of the time and energies of 

agency members and their staffs, to improve the quality of decision 
without sacrificing procedural fairness, and to help eliminate unneces
sary delay in the administrativ.e proce?s of deciding contested matters: 

1. SectIOn 8 of the AdmInIstratIve Procedure Act should be 
amended to make it clear that-

a. Every .ag~ncy which is under a statutory duty to promulgate 
rules.or a~]udlCate c~ses on the recor.d after a. hearing and does 
not. elther Itself presIc:le at t~e pre?c~I?ed he.a~Ing or require the 
entIre record to be certIfied to It for InItIal deciSIOn-

(1) ~~J: requi.r~ the party seeking administrative review 
. of the InItIal deCISIOn rendered by the officer who presided at 
the he.aring (or. by any other officer authorized by ,law to 
ma.ke It) to specIfy the alleged errors in the initial decision 
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and the portions of the record supporting the allegations ~)r . 
error with such particularity as the agency may p·re.scribe~ 
and . . 

(2) may confine its administrative review of the initial 
decision to the specified errors and portions of the record~ 

2. Section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act should be amended 
to nlake it clear that~ 

a. When a party to a proceeding seeks administrative review 
of an initial decision rendered by the officer who presided at the 
hearing (or by any other officer authorized by law to ma.ke it t. 
the agency may accord administrative finality to the initial deci
sion by denying the petition for its review, or by .snnnnaril:y 
affirming the initial decision, unless the party seeking J~t\view 

. makes a reasonable showing (in the manner prescribed by ·..;tatute· 
or, agency rule, such as a petition for review or a bill of e.xce·p
tions) , that-

(1) a prejudicial procedural error was committed in the 
conduct of the proceeding; or 

('2). the initial decision embodies 
(a) a finding or conclusion of material fact ,,-hleh is 

clearly erroneous; or . 
(b) a legal conclusion which is erroneous; or 
( c) ~n exercise of discretion or decision of law or 

policy which is important and which the agency should 
review.· ; 

Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to limit the powers of 
delegation of any agency under any other statute or reorganization 
plrrn. , 

b. The agency's decision to accord or not to accord administra
tive finality to an initial decision in accordance with recommenda
tion 2a abov-e shaII not be subject to judicial review. If, however, 
the initial decision becomes the decision of the agency because 
the petition for l'eview of the initial decision is denied or because 
the initial decision is affirmed summarily, such agency decision, of 

. course, will be subject to' judicial review in accordance with the 
standards for judicial review of agency decltlions established by 
law. ; 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 10 

It Is Reomnmended That-
1. The need for improved comprehensibility of Federal Register 

documents be brought to the attention of the heads of all eX2.cutive de-
partments and administrative agencies. . . 

2. The head of each department and agency be requested· to take 
the necessary steps to assure that his organization systematically uses 
and contributes t<r-

(a) the "Federal Register Handbook for Executive Agencies," 
(b) the training program entitled "Drafting Good Federal 

Register'Documents," and . 
(c) the central collection of information and the fn~cilities avail-

able through the Office of the Federal Register. . 
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 11 

It 18 Recommended T hat-
1. The Superintendent of Documents be formally notified that the 

Administrative Conference endorses the public advertisement and 
sale 9f the U.S. Government Organization Manual at established out
lets in the field offices of the Department of Commerce. 

2. These sales be promoted by encouraging local bar associations 
to publicize the availability of the manual at these outlets. 

3. The Post Office Department be requested to display in local 
post offices the posters supplied by the Superintendent of Docnnlents 
,advertising the U.S. Government Organization Manual. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 12 

I t 18 Recommended T'Mt-
Departments and agencies of the Federal Government engaged in 

procurement, which have established internal appellate procedures 
and entities (i.e., boards of contract appeals, boards of review, etc.) 
which render decisions or opinions concerning disputes under con
tracts of. departments or agencies, afford contractors, in cases where 
a substantial issue of fact IS material to the decision or opinion,. the 
opportunity to know and contest in the appellate proceedings the evi
dence which supports the position. of the contracting officer of the 
department or agency, and establish and publish appropriate pro
cedures to this end where they are not presently provided. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 13 

It 18 Recommended That-
Departnlents and administrative agencies of the Federal Govern

ment which are authorized by law to use. the subpena power be 
encouraged to conform their subpena practices to the following 

. principles where necessary changes can be 111ade without statut.ory 
enactment; and where statutory change is necessary to this end, that 
appropriate legislation embodying these principles be suggested to the 
Congress for enactment. 

1. Power to IS8ue Subpenas 
(1) Officers presiding at adjudicatory hearings should have au

thO'rity to issue subpenas requiring the attendance of witnesses or the 
production of evidence, whether or not the proceedings..,are governed 
by sections 7 and 8 O'f the Administrative Procedure Act. 

(2) In any investigatory proceeding in which an agency is au
thorized by law to issue subpenas, the agency, any member of the 
agency, or any officer designated by it should have authority to issue 
subpenas requiring the attendance of witnesses or the production of 
evidence. 

2. Geographical Scope 
Agency authority to' require the attendance of witnesses and the 

production of evidence at any designated place of hearing should ex
tend throughout the United States or any territory or possession 
thereof. . 
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3. Issuance to Parties j Quashing 
'Administrative, subpenas for the attendance of witnesses or the 

production of evidence should be issued upon the request 'of any party 
in an adjudicatory proceeding. The issuing authority should have 
authority to revoke or modify a subpena so Issued, upon application 

,made ,promptly by or on behalf of any person to whom the subpena 
is directed. ' 

4. Fees, ' , 
Witnesses summoned before an agency should be tendered or paid 

by the person or agency at whose instance they appear the same fees 
and mileage that are paid to witnesses in the courts of the United 
States. 

5. Enforcement 
In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpena issued to any 

rerson, any district co~rt o! the .Uni.ted Stat~s wit~in .the jUFisdic
,tIon of WhICh such hearmg, InvestIgatiOn, or proceedIng IS carrIed on, 
or in which the person to whom the subpena is addressed is found or 
resides or transacts business, should have authority to, issue an order 
requiring such person to ~ppear before the agency or member or 
officer designated by the agency, and give testimony, or produce evi
-dence, or both, touching the matter under investigation or in question. 
Any failure to obey such order of the court should be subjeet to pun-
ishment by the court as a contempt .thereof. ' 

RECOMMENDATION NO.' 14 ;' 

I tIs Recommended That-
There be transmitted to the Interstate, Commerce Commission for 

its further consideration the follqwing proposals relating to licensing 
()f truck operations: ' 

1. That sUll1lnaries of truck applications be published in the Federal 
Register as soon as possible after initial filing; and that assignment for 
processing under oral hearing or no-oral-hearing procedures be post
poned until protests are received and evaluated. 

2. That direct evid~nce of applicants and protestants concerning 
their own operations, services, and proposals be submitted in affidavit 
form at the time of filing of applications and protests respectively; but 
that disclosure of the identity of supporting shippers be postponed 
until the hearing on the merits. ' 

3. That procedures be adopted to assure that applications are not 
filed withou't such shipper support as may be n~cessary, perhaps em
ploying one of the following alternatives: 

(a) Requiring that all applications be accompanied by either 
(1) a statement or affidavit of the applicant's attorney orrepre
sentative stating that he has in his possession correspondence or 
statements from ~hippers promising necessary support of the 
application, or that shipper support is unnecessary and no sup
porting shippers will be called, or that, for stated reasons, the 
documents cannot be obtained; or (2) a similar affida vi t from 
any applicant proceeding without an attorney or representative, 
with supporting documents transmitted for confidential reten
tion by the Commission; or , 
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(b) Requiring that all applications be accompanied by evidence 
of shipper support in affidavit form, for confidential retention by 
the Commission until the oral hearing on the application or until 
the application is acted upon without oral hearing. 

4. That the shipper statements said to be possessed by the attorney 
or representative, pursuant to recommendation 3 ( a), be required to be 
produced if the application is withdrawn after assignment for hear
ing or if no supporting shippers are called to testify at the hearing; 
and that any failure to produce such statements result in disciplinary 
action against the attorney or repre~entative. . 

5. That prospective protestants be permitted, with the consent of the 
applicants, to file notices of pending negotiations in lieu of protests. 

6. That responsibility be conferred upon a unit within the Commis
sion .to supervise more closely the p'rocessing of truck applications. 
Such a unit might be a Control Committee, consisting of personal 
assistants of the three Commissioners of Division One and the Di
rector of the Bureau of Operating Rights, or it might be the Director 
of the Bureau and his aides. In either case, the responsibilities of the 
unit should include: 

(a) Assuring compliance with rules pertaining to applications 
and protests; 

(b) Rejecting inadequate protests and assigning resulting un
protested applications for decision without oral hearing; 

( c) Jdentifying and devising special handling for troublesome, 
related, or important cases, and making initial determinations on 
consolidation; , 

(d) Channeling appeals from examiner decisions either to em
'ployee boards or DiVIsion One, and inviting industry participa-
tion where appropriate. . . , 

7. That examiners be empowered to render decisions on the merits 
in advance of the conclusion of the parties' presentation and issue 
oefinitive orders after prehearing conferences. 
, 8. That interlocutory review of examiner rulings be limited ,to 
matters certified for review either by the examiner or the unit con
trolling the processing of truck applications (the Control Com
mittee or Bureau Director). 

9. That a decision upon review of an initial decision should state 
either that (1) the findings in the initial decision are adopted in 
their entirety, or (2) are adopted to the extent they are specifically 
identified by the review decision, or (3) new and specific findings are 
substituted for those embodied in the initial decision. A review 
decision should not state in general terms that the findings below 
are adopted except to the extent they are inconsistent with the re
view decision. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 15 

I t Is Recommended That-
1. Each agency subject to the Administrative Procedure Act re

examine its rules and practice with regard to the provision in sec
tion 6 (a) of the act that "Any person compelled to appear in person 
before any agency or representative thereof shall be accorded the 
right to be accompanied, represented, and advised by counsel, "to 
ensure conformity with the following standards as a minimum in all 
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agency actions and proceedings, including both public and nonpublic 
in vestigations. .' 

a. The right to be "accompanied" by counsel means the right 
· of any person compelled to appear before any agency or agency 

representative to have counsel present with him during any 
proceeding or investigation. 

b. The right to be "advised". by counsel ineans that any per
son compelled to appear in person shall be entitled to the advice 
in confidence of counsel before, during, and after the conclusion 
of any agency proceeding or investigation for which his pres
ence is compelled. 

c. The rIght to be "represented" by counsel means as a nlin
imum that counsel for any person compelled to appear- in person 
shall be permitted to make objections on the record and to argue 
briefly the basis for such objections in connection with any ex
amination of his client. 

d. In addition, each agency is urged, to reexamine its rules 
and practice and to effe'ct appropriate changes therein to the 
extent that it determines that it can properly permit persons 
compelled to appear in person in any agency proceeding or in
vestIgation to be examined further for the record by their own 
counsel following other questioning. - \ 

2. The right to counsel be _ interpreted with a view to preserving 
the highest concept of administrative fairness and as generously as 
reasonable adtninistrative efficiency permits. Agencies should recog
nize that the right to counsel, including, to the extent appropriate, 
opportunity for cross-examination and production of limited rebuttal 
testimony or documentary evidence, is particularly important to any 
person involved in a public inve~tigation where implications of wrong
doing by that person are made a part of the public record. ' 

RECOMMENDATION' NO. 16 

WHEREAS the Administrative Conference deems it essential that 
the administrative prOcess should be protected from improper influ
ences and that the agencies should take certain action to help achieve 
these objectives, 
It 18 ReC01n?nended That-' ' 

Each agency promulgate a code of behavior governing ex parte 
~ontacts between persons outside and persons inside the agency 
which should be based upon the p'rinciples set forth below. . 

The Conference recognizes that it may not be practical f0'r all agen- " 
cies to adopt a uniform code embodying its recommendations. Some 
agencies may find it advisable to add t9 the recommended prohibitions 
and requirements, while others 'may find it inadvisable to accept all the 
recommendations in connection with particular kinds of proceedings 
conducted by them. The Conference expects that each agency will 
seek to effectuate the general recommendations in light of the specific 
considerations of fairness and administrativ~ necessity applicable to 
each of the proceedings conducted by it. ... 

1. The agency code should prohibit any person who is a party to, or 
an agent of a party to, or who intercedes in anon-the-record proceed-, 
ing in any agency, from making an unauthorized ex parte communi-
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cation about the proceeding to any agency member, hearing officer, or 
agency employee participating in the decision in the proceeding. 

a. The term "on the record proceeding" should be defined as any 
I proceeding required by statute or constitution or by the agency in 

a published rule or in an order in the particular case to be decided 
solely on the basis of an agency hearing, and any other proceeding 
which the agency designates by published rule or by order in the 

,particular case as subject to these prohibitions. 
By published rule or order in the particular case, each agency should 

specify which of its proceedings will be governed by the prohibitions 
against ex parte communications. 

b. The prohibitions should apply from the time the agency no
tices an on-the-record proceeding for hearing or from such earlier 
time as the agency may fix by published rule, or order in the par-
~ul~~a . ' 

c. Except as provided in d. below; the "ex parte communica-
tions" prohibited should include: " ' , 

(1) Any written communication of any kind about an on
the-record proceeding, if copies thereof ,are not served by the 
communicator upon all the parties to the proceeding ,in ac
cordance with .ag~ncy rules.'Each agency shou~d promul
gate rules speCIfYIng the manner and tIme of serVIce. 

(2) Any oral communication of any kind about an on
the-record proceeding (i), if advance notice that it will be 
made is not given by the communicator to all the parties to the 

, ,proceeding, or (ii) if its contents are hot disclosed hy the 
communicator to all the parties at the time of its presentation 
or promptly thereafter, in accordance' with agency rules. 
Each agency should promulgate rules specifying the manner 
and time of disclosure. ' 

" d. The following classes of "ex parte comunications" should 
not be prohibited.' . 

(1) Any oral or written communication which relates 
solely to matters which the hearing 'officer, agency member~ 
or agency employee is authorized by law to dispose of on an 
ex Earte basis.' I 

(2)' Any oral or written 'request for information solely 
. with respect to the status of a proceeding. ' 

(3) Any oral or written communication which all the par
ties to the proceeding agree, or which the agency or hearing 
officer formally rules, may be made on an ex parte basis. 

(4) Any oral or written communication of facts or con
tentions which have general signifieance for an industry sub
ject to regulation if the communicator cannot reasonably be 
expected to know that the facts or contentions are material 
to a substantive or procedural issue in a pending on-the-rec
ord proceeding in which he is interested. 

(5), ,Any ora] or written communication made pursuant to 
an agency practice which is generally known and under which 
the content of the communication (by way of transcript or 
otherwise) is promptly available to any person who is a partv 
to' a pending on-the-record proceeding which involves any 
substantive or procedural issue to which the communication 
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may be relevant or who can otherwise show an interest -iIll 
the communication. . 

e. The "person who is a party" to whom the prohibitions apply 
should include any individual outside the agency condur:ting the· 
proceeding (whether in public or private life), partnership, cor
poration, association, or other agency, who is namedor admitted 
as a party or who seeks admission as a party. 

f. The "person who intercedes in" the proceeding, to whom the' 
prohibitions apply, should include any individual outside the 
agency conducting the proceeding (whether in public or private 
life), partnership, corporation, association, or other agency, other 
than a party, or an agent of a party, who volunteers a communi
cation, which he may be expected to know may advance or ~d
versely affect the interests of a particular party to the proceeding, 
whether or not he acts with the knowledge or consent 'of any 
party or any party's agent. 

g. The "agency' employee participating in the decision" should 
ihclude all employees of the agency who themselves make or rec-, 
ommend deciSIOns or who are specifically designated by the agen
cy to assist agency members, hearing officers, or other employees 
in making or recomlnending decisions. . 

Each agency should identify the employees, or classes of env 
_ ployees, who will so participate in the decision in a rule or order' 

published at or before the time when the prohibitions against un
authorized ex parte communications begin to apply to a particu
lar proceeding or class of proceedings or with respect to a particu-

. lar employee or class of employees. . 
2. The agency code should prohibit any agency member ,hearing 

officer, or agency employee participating in the decision in an on-the
record proceeding in any,_ agency from (a) requesting' or entertain
ing any unauthorized ex parte communication;, and (b) making an 
unauthorized ex parte communication about the proceeding to any. 
party to the proceeding, any agent of any party, or any other person 
who he has reason to know may transmit the communication to' a ,party 
or a party's agent. . '. . . 

3. The agency code should prohibit any person from soliciting any 
other person to_make an .ex parte communication which'the solicitor 
has reason to know is unauthorized.' ':. 

4. The agency code should require an agency member, hearing offi
cer, or employee participating in the decision, who receives 'a written 
communication which he knows is unauthorized, or which he' con
cludes should, in fairness, he brought to the' attention of all parties 
to the proceeding, to transmit the comJnunication promptly to the 
Secretary of the agency; together with a written statement of the cir
cumstances under which it was .made, if they are not apparent from 
the communication itself. The Secretary should be required promptly 
to place the communication and the statement in the public file of the 
agency, to send copies of the communication to all patties to the pro
ceeding with respect to which it was made, and to notify the commu
nicator of the agency code and any other applicable rules or principles 
of practice. . 

If the comnlunications are' from persons other than parties to the 
proceeding or their agents and the recipient determines that (a) the 
communications are either so voluminous or of such borderline rele-
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vance to the issues in the proceeding, or (b) the parties to the proceed
ing are so numerous, that it would be too burdensome to send copies 
·of the' communications to all the parties, the Secretary may, instead" 
.notify the parties that the communications have been received and 
,placed in the public file where they are available for examination by 
the parties. . ' 

5. The agency code should require an agency member, hearing offi
.cer, or employee participating in the decision, who receives an oral 
communication which he knows, at the time it is received, is unau
thorized,or which he concludes sh,ould, in fairness, be brought to the 
.attention of all parties to the proceeding, to put the substance of the 
.communication in writing and transmit the writing promptly to the 
Secretary of the agency, together with a written statement of the cir
.cumstances under which it was made. The Secretary, should be re
,quired promptly to place the writing and the statement in the public 
file of th~ agency, to send copies of the writing to all parties to the 
prqceeding with respect to which it was made, and to notify the com
municator of the agency code and any other applicable rules or prin
,ciples of practice. 

If the communica:tions are from persons other than parties to the 
proceedi:ng ?r their agents and the ~ecipient determines that. (a) the 
,communICatIons are mther so volumInous or of such borderlIne rele
vance ,to the issues in the proceeding,' or (b) the parties to the proceed
ing are so numerous, that it would be too burdensome to send copies 
of the writings containing the substance of the commurrications to all 
the parties, the Secretary may, instead, notify the parties that the 
.communications have been received and writings containing their sub
:stance placed in the pu'blic file where they are available for examina-
tion by the parties. ' 
'6. The agency code should permit all parties to an on -the-record 
proceeding to request an opportunity to rebut, on the record, -any facts 
·01' contentiOons contained in an unauthOorized ex parte communication 
or .in 'any other ex parte :communication which the agency official re
ceiving the communication brought to' the attention Oof all the parties 
in 'accordance with Recommendation 4 or Reconlmendation 5 above. 
The .code sho:t.lld provide thrut the agency will grant such a request 
whenever it determines that the diCitates of fairness so require. 

7. The agency code should provide that an agency may censure, or 
suspend or revoke the privilege to practice before the agency, of any 
person who makes or solicits the making of, an unauthorized ex parte 
communication. , . 

8. To the extent permitted by applica:ble law, the agency code should 
provide that any relief, benefit '01' licenS'e sought by a party to a pro
ceeding may be de:p.ied if the party, or an agent of the party, m'akes, 
or sOolicits the makirrg of, an unall'thpTIzed ex parte communication. 

9. The agency code shOould provide ,that an agency may eensure, sus
pend, or dismiss, or institute proceedings fOol' the suspension or dis
missal, of any agency employee who violates the prohibitions or re-
quirements of the code. . 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 17 

It Is Reco~ended That-
The Conference, act.ing pursuant to Section 8 of Executive Order 

10934, request the Executive departments and administrative agencies 
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which conduct administrative ·proceedings for the determination of 
private rights., privileges,. and obligations to ~urnish to th~ 'yonfer
ence ('addressIng the Chall1TIan of the CommIttee on StatIstIcs and 
Reports) informaition regarding such proceedings in <fiscal year 1962.' 
The specific information required will 'be delineated in a revision of 
the report form approved under Recommendation No.1 of the Plenary 
Session of December 5, 1961. ,The Conference further directs that the 
Comn1ittee on Statistics and Reports have prepared on the basis of the 
data received pursuant to this request a second statistical report for 
distribution to the members of the"ConfeI'ence 'and 'the reporting de
partments and agencies in the same'manner as the first statistical re
port ba'sed on the information received under Recommendation No.1 
of the Plenary Session of December 5, 1961. " 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 18 

I tIs Recommended T hat-
The National LaJbor Relations Act be amended to provide in'sub

stance that a petition for review of a Hoard decision and 'order may be' 
fi1ed within 30 days in the approprirute court of appeals by the party 
seeking review'; that if no such petition is filed, the Board S'hall forth
with file a copy of the Boa,I'd decision and order in an appropriate cir
cuit court of appeals of the United States 'and, that notice of such filing 
shall be served upon each respondent; that 15 days shall then be given 
to each respondent after notice tqfile objections to the order; and that 
if 11'0 such review is requested within that time, the clerk of the court 
shall then enter forthwith a decree enforcing the order\ of the 'Board. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 19 

It Is Recommended That-
1. Unless special circumstances require a departure in a particular < 

case or classes of cases, the hearing to be accorded in formal proceed
ings involving the' validity or application of ra~es should be presided 
over by a hearing examiner qualified under Section 11 of the Adminis
trative Procedure Act. The presiding exa.miner, armed with the usual 
powers of a presiding officer, should supervise the building of an 
adequate record, and, unless special reasons in the particular case 
require its omission, the presiding examiner should prepare and pub-
lish a decision.' . 

2. In order to insure the presentation of all the views and informa
tion essential for an accurate and responsible decision, members of 
the agency's staff should participate in rate cases' of general impor
tance. The role of the staff should be to assure, fullest practicable 
development of evidence on the important matters of fact and to focus 
attention on sound· principles of ratemaking with due regard to 
precedents. It is important, however, that the staff, be required, as 
are other parties, to produce its evidence and state its ,position~ at an 
early point and be treated in all other respects as a~party.\ 

3'. Federal agencies exercising rate functions should make every 
effort to reduce the scope and duration of rate proceedings, and perhaps 
theirnumoor as well, by- " 

a. Requiring rate applicants to suport each rate filing of general 
importance with detailed data justifying the rate. 
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b. Developing standard"ized data relating to costs or other mat
ters which would be admissible in rate cases and constitute 
priJrla facie proof. " 

c. Attempting by rulemaking, general policy statements, or 
the reasoning in opinions to formulate reasonably specific stand
ards or principles to be applied in rate cases. 

d. Encouraging negotiated settlement of rate cases primarily 
through the early presentation of data, staff participation, and 
the early refinement of issues by the presiding examiner. 

4. In order to reduce the time required for completion of the hear
ing and to improve the quality of the resulting record, federal rate 
agencies should, to the extent permitted by law: 

"a. Require the direct case of the party having the burden of 
proof to be submitted in writing with the rate filing or shortly, 
after the c~se is designated ~or ~earing. . 

b. ReqUIre the other partIes, IncludIng the staff and Intervenors, 
to prepare and exchange their direct evidence in written form 
substantially in advance of the date set for hearing. Rebuttal 
evidence should also be prepared and exchanged prior to the 
hearing, subject to the possibility of limited supplemental rebuttal 
under special circumstances. 

c. Empower and encourage the hearing examiner, who should 
be assigned to the case at an early point, to utilize conference pro
cedures after full preparation by the examiner, the parties and 
the staff, and in such conferences (1) to make binding determina
tions of fact where the written evidence submitted in advance 
or the parties' detailed statements of position discloses that such 
facts are not seriously disputed, and (2) to require full oral dis
cussion by counsel both to aid the examiner's and the parties' 
understanding of the issues and to illuminate the extent and de
gree of conflict in the evidence. 

d. Seek, wherever possible, to limit the evidentiary hearing, if 
one proves necessary, to cross-examination, and require the hear
ing examiner to limit cross-examination to those critical matters, 
not already disposed of through prior procedural steps, which 
are of such character that a trial-type hearing involving interro
gation of witnesses would make a useful contribution. 

e. Eliminate the "hearing by interludes" which has become 
customary in rate cases and replace it by a continuous hearing 
uninterrupted by lengthy recesses. 

f. Encourage the hearing examiner, upon his own motion or 
upon that of lany party to the proceeding, to require oral argument 
either at the conclusion of the hearing or at such later time as may 
be deemed most useful by the hearing examiner. 

5. Because of the complexity and size of major rate proceedings, 
hearing examiners should have access to specialized advice and assist
ance of a d~sinterested nature in analyzing the record, preparing 
schedules of data, developing ideas, and the like, subject to the fol
lowing limiting principles: 

a. The exclusiveness of the record as the basis of the decision, 
subject to proper official notice, must be maintained. 

b. Off-the-record communications between the presiding ex
aminer and members of the agency's staff who participate in tho 
hearing should be governed by the same prinCIples made appli-
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cable to outside participants by Recommendation No. 16, adopted 
by the Administrative Conference on June 29, 1962. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 20 

I tIs R ecorrl!mended T hat-
The Federal Aviation Act be amended to clarify the authority of 

the Civil Aeronautics Board to consolidate, or refuse to consolidate, 
applications for new or modified 'domestic rout.e authority for hearing 
and decision by t.he Board. The Act should make clear: 

1. That contemporaneous consideration of applications, when re
quired, may be accomplished by assigning 'various of the applications 
for separate evidentiary hearings and then consolidating them fol' 
simultaneous decision by the Board; provided that applicants excluded 
from a particular hearing are allowed to p~rticipate therein as inter
venors, adduce evidence, and cross-examine adverse witnesses. 

2. That contemporan'eous' consideration of applications is not re
quired when the Board conducts a proceeding to consider applications 
for a particular type of service within a defined area or over a de
scribed route segIllent and excludes applications (or portions of ap
plications) not proposing service of the particular type within tha 
area or over the segment so described: Provided, That new authoriza
tions granted in any such proceeding are' subject to a mandatory stop 
at any point common to any application (or portion of an application) 
excluded from the proceeding. ' 

3. That the Board is' not required to hold a preliminary hearing Oll 

the issue of consolidating applications. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 21 

I tIs Recommended T hat-
There be transmitted to the Civil Aeronautics Board for its consid

eration the following proposals relating to Board proceedings con
cerned with new or modified domestic route authority. The Board 
should-

1. Make more particularized findings reflecting the reasons for 
instituting, or refusing to institute, a route proceeding, with a view 
to develo1?ing filetors of general applicability bearing on the Board's 
responsibIlity for planning development of the nation's air transpor
tation network. 

2. EmpoweT hearing examiners to publish consolidation order~ 
. within a limited time after their preparation, except for such internal 
review as, in individual cases, may be requested by the examiner or 
directed by the Board. '. . "" 

3. Provide assistance to the Special Counsel for Routes so that in
ternal review of consolidation orders may be m.ore expeditiously 
completed. , 

4. Adopt procedures, supplementary to its recent delegation of 
decisional authority to hearing examiners, whiGh would provide for 
issuance of notices of review in major route cases at the time of the 
Board's consolidation order (or similar procedura] step); such no-" 
tices should make Board review available, at the option of a disap
pointed party, in all nlajor route cases, while reserving the Board's 
discretionary authority to review, or decline to review, other route 
matters. 
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5. Instruct the Opinion Writing Division, as a general practice, to 
eomplete its review of exceptions, briefs and record prior to oral argu
Inent, and to' supply the Board, in advance of that time, with responses 
to any questions posed by the Board or its members and an analysis 
of the matters which the Board must decide. 

_ 6. Instruct Bureau Counsel to emphasize the selection of. major 
policy alternatives in pending cases, and the considerations applicable 
thereto, rather than the development of a single Bureau "position"; 
but this should not exclude the expression. by Bureau Counsel of a 
preference, on balance, for one of the several alternatives considered. 

7. Eliminate the routine identification of Board opinions with in
dividual members, while (a) encouraging individual member respon
sibility for supervising the preparation of individual opinions, (b} 
encouraging individual members to append supplementary personal 
,comments to opinions "by the Board," and (c) providing for personal 
identification of any majority opinion to which a Board Member has 
made a substantial individual contribution. . 

8. Provide for unrestricted consultation between personnel o.fthe 
Bureau of Economic Regulation and Board decisional personnel at 
all stages of a route proceeding, except for (a) cases in which Bureau 
personnel are concerned with establishing prior misconduct by a party 
and (b) Bureau counsel of record in the route proceeding and his wit
nesses. 

9. Invite members of the staff to attend Board sessions co.ncerned 
with route proceedings in which they areinvo.lved, including (a) opin
ion writers and (b) personnel of the Bureau of Economic Regulation 
not barred from consultation with dec~sional personnel. 

10. Endeavor to establish some measure of contact between the 
decisional process at the Board level and the Board's hearing exam
iners, as for example, by (a) encouraging opinion writers to consult 
with hearing examiners, and (b) informing hearing examiners, 
through the Chief Examiner, of developments in Boarel policy relative 
to their functions. 

The consultation recommended in proposals 8, 9, and 10, above, shall 
not have the effect of enlarging the record or of derogating from the 
principle that decisions must be based on the record. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 22 

It 18 Recommended. That-
The following steps should be taken respecting proceedings before 

the Federal Communications Commission concerned with mutually 
,exclusive applications for broadcast facilities in the same community. 

First, the Federal Communications Act should be amended to. auth
'orize the Commission to protect the integrity of any comparative selec
tion made on substantive grounds by ascertaining through suitable 
procedures that a proposed transferee has qualities consistent with 
the policies reflected in the initial selection. 

Second, the Commission should re-examine the conduct of its com
-parative hearings, under prevailing legislation, with a view to (a) 
darifying and improving the criteria employed in their disposition, 
-and (b) to the extent that sueh clarification and improvenlent indica<tes, 
limiting the scope of such hearing to issues significantly relevant to 
,effectuation of regulatory policies. 

20-101-63-' -5 
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Third, the Commission should consider providing by general rule 
for-- . 

(a) The establishment of a system of priorities under which 
some applicants would be automatically preferred over others. 

(b) The selection of a licensee by some other method in the 
event that application of present criteria or the recommended 
system of priorities should result in a determination that two or 
more applicants a,re equally qualified. 

Any substantial and material issue of {lact should, of course, be the 
subject of an evidentiary hearing by the Commission .. 

Fourth, to the extent that the CO'mmission requires additional stat
utory authority to promulgate the general rule referred to in the 
preceding paragraph, the Communications Act should be amended to 
confer such authority on the Comnlission. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 23 

It Is Recommended That-
There be transmitted to the Federal Communications Commission 

for its consideration the following proposals relating to Commission 
proceedings concerned with the grant or renewal of broadcast licenses. 
The Commission should-

1. Discontinue the practice of setting applications for evidentiary 
hearing where no substantial and material question of fact is pre
sented, particularly· in the case of proceedings involving issues as to· 
the engineering characteristics of broadcast facilities, service areas of 
such stations, and extent of interference between such facilities. 

2. Vest in its hearing examiners, to the maximum extent practicable,. 
original authority to decide interlocutory issues relating to a case in 
hearing status (except petitions to alter issues), and preclude inte:r;
locutory revjew of such rulings except with the concurrence of either
(i) the presiding examiner, (ii) the Chief Examiner, or (iii) upon 
petition in the discretion of the Commission. . 

3. Fully publicize and subject to some form of public discussion its .. 
fornlulations of programing criteria, including instructions to its own. 
staff and any other criteria that in fact are applied by FCC per-
sonnel. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 24 

It Is Recommended That-
1. Each agency should afford to all persons who submit data or 

evidence, whether acting under a.gency compulsion o.r in response to
agency request or grant of permission, the right to retain or, on pay
ment of lawfully prescribed costs, to procure a copy of any document 
submitted by him or a copy of any transcript made of his evidence. 

2. The above recommendation should be given statutory form at an 
appropriate time. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 25 

I t Is Recommended That-
1. Each agency having the power to compel testinlony should afford 

the same right to counsel to. persons who appear by request 0'1' permis~ 
sion of the agency as to those who are compelled to appear. 
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2. The above recommendation should be given statutory forln at ,an 
appropriate time. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 26 

It Is Recommended That-
1. In any agency proceeding in which a person is represented by 

an attorney whose appearance is recognized by the agency with respect 
to such proceeding, any notice or other written coinmunication te· 
quired or permitted to be furnished to the client should be mailed to 
or otherwise served upon or furnished to such attorney (or one of such 
attorneys if the client is represented by more than one attorney) in 
such manner as the agency may provide regardless of whether such 
communication is furnished directly to the client. "Thenever such a 
comm unication is m'ailed to a client, there should be a concurrent mail
ing to the attorney. When personal service is made on the client, a 
reasonable delay in furnishing the communication to the attorney is 
permissible. 

2. In any agency proceeding in which a person is permitted by 
agency rule to be represented by an attorney-in-fact, the agency 
should comply as far as practicable with the notice provisions in 
part 1, above. ' 

3. To the extent necessary, each agency should implement the fore
going with ruppropriate rules defining the proceedings to which it 
applies and the method by which representation is recognized. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 27 

The Administrative Conference has developed improved forms of 
reports for obtaining meaningful data from executive departments 
and administrative agencies wpich conduct aruninistrative proceed
ings for:' determination of private rights, privileges, and obligations. 
Pursua.nt to section 8 of Executive Order 10934, Recomn1endation No. 
1 of the Plenary Session of December 5, 1961, and Recommendation 
No. 17 of the Plenary Session of June 29, 1962, the Conference has 
obtained reports from such depu.rtments and agencjes relating to their 
activities in connection with this type of administrative proceeding 
for the fiscal years 1961 and 1962. The data so obtained have been 
processed and made available in the form of meaningful statistics to 
the departments, agencies, and others concerned with the improve
ment of administrative procedures and the solution of problems re
lating to undue length of record and protraction of proceedings. 
Accordingly, ' 
I t Is R ecomm,ervded T hat-

1. The study and formulation of reports for gathering data from 
departments and agencies, with respect to adnllnistrative proceed~ 
ings which are subject to sections 7 and 8 of the Administrative Pro
cedure Act or which are conducted under comparable procedures in
volving problems of undue length of record or protraction of pro
ceedings, and the processing and making available of meaningful 
statistics in aid of formulating informed judgments as to improve- ... 
ment of procedures and solutions of such problems should be con
tinued. Provisions should be made ,for the funds and staff necessary 
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tor the continuance of such work through the Office of Administrative 
Procedure of the Department of Justice or such other agency as may 
be desigr:ated or created for the purpose. This should insure the 
availabIlity of such information, over a representative period, to the 
departments and agencies concerned and others interested in improv
ing the procedures and furthering efficient and effective performance 
of. the functions incident to administrative proceedings. 

2. The work of the Conference in the gathering of data and de
velopment of meaningful statistics relating to the functions inci
dental to the conduct of administrative proceedings under procedures 
of the kind prescribed by the Administrative Procedure Act, where 
problems of undue length of record and protraction of proceedings 
are encountered, has laid the initial.groundwork for, and indicated 
the feasibility of, developing meaningful categories of proceedings 
comparable to those developed by the Administrative Office of the 
United States Courts relating to judicial proceedings. It,is recom
mended that provision be made for the necessary additional research 
and study necessary to attain this objective. Achieving . this' goal 
will be of substantial aid in allowing comparative analysis of per
formance under various procedures with a view to affording agencies 
the benefit thereof as a basis for improvement of procedures. 

3. It is recommended that provision be made for analyzing the 
systems 1?resently used by departments and agencies handling ad
ministratIve proceedings, in connection with which problems arise 
concerning length of record or protraction of proceedings, for the 
gathering of data and processing thereof in aid of effective manage
ment and improvement of procedures. The Administrative Con
ference has aathered information from departments and agencies 
illustrating: (1) the systems used for the gathering and retention of 
data regarding the various steps in the handling of administrative 
proceedIngs, and (2) the systems used for making the information 
and statistics drawn from such data available to those responsible 
for the efficient and effective performance of functions involved in 
administrative proceedings. This material will be available and 
should be analyzed. Further studies should also be made so that all 
departments and agencies may be infornled of the systems adopted 
by other departments and agencies and the benefits flowing there
Trom. In addition, the study and analysis should include consid
eration of the feasibility of establishing a central data processing 
system to be available to all agencies concerned with the type of 
proceedings in question and to serve as an e.cononlical and helpful 
tool in discharging their responsibilities. These measures would in
evitably benefit the Government and the public by improved efficiency 
in the handling of adnlinistrative proceedings. . . 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 28 

PART I. ADVANCED TRAINING OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL 

It Is Recommended That-
28-1. a. Each regulatory agency provide in its budget submission 

for the support of a progr.am of advanced training for highly qualified 
personnel. 
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b. Each J'legulatory agency itself undertake the in-service training 
of its own personnel, on a part-time basis, in the particular problems 
of its field. _ " 

c. The Civil Service Commission call together representatives of 
Government agencies, private organizations .and professional groups 
to plan a series of short-term training programs for professional staff 
"members of the various regulatory agencies, concentrating on the sub
stantive policy problems of various agencies or groups of agencies. 

d. The Civil Service Commission with the advice and collaboration 
of appropriate educational organizations call together representatives 
of the major regulatory ,agencies and help them devise an immediate 
program for sending a limited number of their most promising career 
professionaI staff nlembers to universities for advanced study and 
research. 

e. The Civil Service Commission or any successor organization to 
the Administrative Conference undertake a study of the Iong-range 
problem of the training and education of professional personnel in 
the regulatory agencies. 

PART n. SECTION 11 HEARING EXAMINERS 

It Is Recommended That-
28-2. a. The hearing examiner program continue to be administered 

under the standard of a single grade per agency. 
b. There be not more than two levels of compensation for hearing 

examiners in the Federal Service. 
c. The determination of the level of compensation of hearing exam

iners in each agency be made by the Civil Service Commission. 
d. There be substantial and prompt increases in compensation paid 

hearing examiners. 
28-3. a. Evaluation of a candidate for a hearing examiner register 

of eligibles be based upon an analysis of his past record and work, 
and a written and oral competitive examination. 

b. The evaluation of the examinations of candidates be conducted 
with the participation of lawyers of outstanding ability and experience. 

28-4. a. Section 11 of the Administrative Procedure Act be 
amended to except the appointment of hearing examiners from section 
8 of the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944, and thereafter the Civil 
Service Commission establish an unranked register of those eligible 
for appointment. 

b. All initial appointments to hearing examiner positions be made 
from the register. 

28-5. The first appointment as a section 11 hearing examiner 'be a 
probationary one and that determination as to successful completion 
of probation be made by the Civil Service Commission. 

28-6. a. Each agency develop and present to each hearing examiner 
as he begins his duties in that agency an intensive orientation program 
and at appropriate times in the later course of his tenure such further 
educational program as may appear desirable. 

b. Each agency assign sufficient qualified personnel to develop 
satisfactory indices and digests of its decisions with current supple
ments for the "benefit of hearing examiners, other interested personnel, 
and the public. 

c. Each agency provide each hearing examiner with adequate cler
ical-stenographic assistance and office facilities. 
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_ d. Each chief hearing examiner exercise increased professional 
leadership and administration of his respective hearing examiner 
corps, including-

(i) the exploration of-ways and means by which the members 
of his hearing examiner group can exchange ideas and methods 
rOn how it can perform its task better and more efficiently; 

(ii) the ctevelopnlent of methods by which the members of his 
-group can become better acquainted with agency policy and ex
pertise; and 

(iii) alertness on his part to provide every helpful service and 
facility to the members of his corps to enable them to concentrate 

- upon their important, substantive work-
all to the end that each hearing examiner may have a greater profes
sional pride in his position and better serve his agency. 

e. Each chief hearing examiner furnish the appropriate office in any 
successor organization to this Conference informational reports on 
his efforts and achievements under the preceding recommendation. 

28-7. a. The hearing examiner program continue to be administered 
by the Civil Service Commission under the following comniitments 
made by the Commission; that the program be administered by a 
separate office or combined with the administration of a legal career 
service; that this office report to the Commissioners through the Exec
utive Director; that there be an advisory committee composed pre
dominantly of lawyers of distinction; and that the evaluation of 
candidates for a hearing examiner register of eligibles include a 
written and an oral competitive examination. 

b. Any successor organization to the Conference have as a part of its 
normal functions the continuous observation and periodic study of the 
policies arid administration of the hearing examiner program. 

PART III. GOVERNMENT ATTORNEYS 

It Is Recommended That-
28-8. There be a career service for lawyers in Government which 

would include appropriate provisions for-
(a) placing original attorney appointments on a career-merit 

basis; 
(b) a merit promotion program for attorneys; 
(c) a legal career development progranl for promising attor

neys which would be inter as well as intra-agency; 
( d) publication of information regarding vacancies in leg~l 

positions so as to facilitate the lateral transfers of attorneys at 
medium and higher levels and also recTuitment from outside of 
Government into such vacancies. 

28-9. Jurisdiction over tIle legai career service be placed in the 
'Civil Service -Commission, provided that it be administered hy a sepa
rate office or combined with the Office of I-Iearing Examiners report
ing to the Commissioners through the Executive Director, that there 
be an advisory committee composed predominantly of lawyers of dis
tinction; that any successor organization to the Conference observe 
and periodically study the policies and administration of the legal 
career service; and that, to this end, the Conference recommend to 
the President ~hat legislation he proposed to revoke the prohibition 
in the current appropriation act for the Civil Service Commission 
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which prohibits the expenditure of appropriated monies for the pur
pose or examining applicants for attorney positions, and that such 
prohibition be omitted from future appropriation bills. 

28-10. a. The agency programs under which law graduates with a 
record of high scholastic achievement are appointed at GS-9, rather 
than at the norm.al attorney starting grade of GS-7, generally called 
honor programs, be continued; and that these programs be re-evaluated 
annually, particularly in terms of the quality of appointees and the 
turnover among them. 

b. In the light of a-ll availahle information concerning existing honor 
programs, agencies not now conducting such programs give serious 
-consideration or reconsideration to instituting them. 

c. After further experience serjous consideration be given to chang
ing the agency-by-agency honor programs into a Government-wide 
program. 

d. Agencies be encouraged to employ as summer interns law stu
-dents who luive completed their second year of law school with credita
:ble records. 

e. Beginning attorneys who have taken a bar examination before 
reporting for work but who have not yet been admitted to the bar be 
given temporary appointments of nine months at the same entrance 
grade as other beginning attorneys who have heen adlnitted to the bar. 

f. The Civil Service Commission explore the desirability of legis
lation to authorize the payment of moving expenses of new appointees. 

g. The Civil Service Commisson explore the possibility of legisla
tion to authorize a certain percentage of professional hiring for the 
ensuing fiscal year without awaiting the passage of the appropriation 
bill. 

28-11. Each 'agency supply annually to an appropriate office data 
pertaining to the appointment, transfer, and separation of attorneys. 
Subject to the instructions of that office, the data should include: 

(a) appointment by grade; 
(b) sepa~ations by grade; 
( c) type of separation by grade, e.g., death, retirement, dis

missal, or transfers within the agency, to another agency, or to 
outside employment; . 

(d) naIne, latest address, age, grade, and num'ber of years serv
ice for each attorney \\~ho transferred (intra or inter-agency) or 
resigned to take a non-government position; . , 

( e) authorized attorney positions by grade, and the number 
of those positions filled as of October 31 of the preceding year; 
and the Civil Service Commission conduct a survey of large law 
firms and corporations to determine the rate of turnover among 
legal personnel for comparison with the rate among government 
attorneys. 

28-12. The Civil Service Commission standards relating to attorney 
positions be amended or altered, as necessary, to make· clear that at
torney positions at the highest grades be availaple to outstanding 
attorneys whose duties are of a type most significant to his agency's 
functions at the highest level of such work, or at a subordinate level 
if such work is independently done, but without regard to whether 
or not such work is subject to technical review or whether the attorney 
has other attorneys under him. 
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28-13. Congress be requested to establish a reasonable number of 
supergrade positions at all grades to be dispersed by the Civil Service" 
Commission in the attorney series. 

28-14. Eligible candidates for a career legal service be unranked:: 
legislative changes necessary to that end be proposed. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 29 

PART I. PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS IN THE DEBARMENT OF" 
ICONTRACTORS 

It Is Recommended That~ 
29-1. (a) Except as provided in subparagraph (b) below, govern

ment debarment of an individual or firm from the contracts or sub
contracts of a government department or agency or from participating 
in any federally assisted construction work should be preceded by (i) 
notice of proposed debarment to the parties in question, including 
all affiliated firms sought to be debarred, and (ii) opportunity to 
such parties to have a trial-type hearing before an impartial agency 
board or hearing examiner in the event there are disputed questions; 
of fact relevant to the debarment issue. 

(b) Debarments from government contracts and subcontracts made" 
in conformity with subparagraph- (a) above may be applied by other 
government agencies to their contracting and subcontracting without 
opportunity for an adversary hearing, but only after notice and op
portunity to the parties concerned, including all affiliated firms sought 
to be debarred, to explain why the debarment should not be so ex
tended in whole or in part. 

( c ) Notices of proposed debarment should be supported by· reasons. 
( d ) No agency should exclude or remove on grounds of lack of 

responsibility any individual or firm from any list of qualified persons 
eligible for government contracts or subcontracts except in conformity 
with the principles set forth herein and in Recommendation No. 29-2" 
and Recommendation No. 29-3. 

" (e) The provisions of this Recommendation No. 29-1 shall not 
apply to the individual rejection of any bid or proposal, the pro
cedures for which are set forth in Recommendation No. 29-4. 

29-2. (a) In cases of criminal conviction or civil judgment affecting 
an individual's or firm's present responsibility as a government con
tractor or subcontractor, or upon probable cause for belief that an 
individual or firm has committed fraud or has engaged in other con-· 
duct showing a substantial lack of present responsibility as a govern
ment contractor or subcontractor as determined in writing by the 
agency head or his designee, notice of proposed debarment may alsO' 
provide for the temporary suspension of the individual or firm from 
further contracting or subcontracting with the government agency 
concerned pending administrative determination of the debarment 
issue. Such suspensions should not exceed a reasonable time, and in no· 
event should they .exceed the time limits set forth in subparagraph 
(b) below. 

(b) Any suspension authorized in accordance with subparagraph 
(a), above, should besubject to the following limitations: 

(1) If a notice of suspension and proposed debarment is based 
in whole 'Or in part upon alleged fraud incident to obtaining or 
performing a .government contract or subcontract or upon any 
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-other alleged conduct showing a present lack of integrity or hon
,esty as a government contractor or subcontractor and if within 
,one year of such notice of suspension and pro:(>osed debarment the 
individual or firm concerned has been or is crIminally charged by 
Federal indictment or information or has become or becomes a 
party to a suit involving the United States or its officers and the 
subject matter of such indictment, information or suit includes 
the substance of the reasons set forth in such notice of suspension 
and proposed debarment, the suspension may continue for. the 
·duration of any trial in a Federal court of first instance of the 
issues covered by such notice of suspension and proposed debar
ment and for 120 days thereafter (during which period any debar
ment action should becon1pleted). However, if such indictment, 
information or suit is not returned or instituted within one year 
·of such notice of suspension and proposed debarment, the suspen
sion should thereupon terminate, but without prejudice to any 
right of debarment, unless the Attorney General or his designee 
(but not below the level of an Assistant Attorney General) should 
determine and notify the head of the department or agency that 
issued the notice of suspension and proposed debarment, that dis
closure, for purposes of administrative debarment from govern
ment contracting, of the Government's evidence of fraud or of 
lack of honesty or integrity on the part of the individual or firm 
concerned would be substantially harmful to the Government's 
law enforcement activities or to the successful criminal or civil 
prosecution of such individual or firm. If the Attorney General 
or his designee makes such a determination, the suspension may 
continue for a period not to exceed 18 months from the notice of 
. suspension and proposed debarment and may continue for the 
duration of any trial if an indictment, information or suit is 
returned or instituted within such 18-month period, as provided in 
the first sentence of this subparagraph (b) (1). If a suspension 
is made or continued on the basis of such a determination, a fur
ther notice of suspension should be furnished to the individual 
or firm concerned. Nothing in this subparagraph (b) (1) shall 
prevent the reimposition of a suspension in accordance with sub
paragraph (a), above, whenever such indictment, information 
or suit is returned or instituted, in which event the suspension may 
continue for the duration of any trial as provided in the first sen
tence of this subparagraph (b) (1), and any administrative trial
type hearing previously begun for the purpose of determining the 
related debarment issue will thereupon terminate without deter
mination. 

(2) If a notice of suspension and proposed debarment is issued 
for reasons other than those covered by subparagraph (b) (1), 
above, the period of suspension should not exceed 90 days. Sus
pension for such other reasons beyond 90 days (but not to ex
ceed an additional 90 days) should not be imposed except upon a 
written determination by an official of the rank of Assistant Sec
retary,. or the equivalent, of the reasons and necessity therefor; 
any continuations of such 90-day periods should be accompanied 
by new determinations of the same kind. A copy of each such 
determination should be furnished to the suspended individual or 
firm. In no event should suspension under this subparagarph 
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(b) (2) exceed one year or be in addition to any period of sus
pension under subparagraph (b) (1), above. 

29-3. Except as provided in Recommendation 29-2 and subject to 
Recommendation 29-4, the practice of smmnary suspensions of indi
viduals and firms from Govermnent contracting without notice and 
opportunity for a trial-type hearing should be discontinued. 

29-4. Any government rejection of an otherwise successful bid or 
offer incident to obtaining a government contract or subcontract solely 
or primarily on the ground that the proposed contractor or subcon
tractor is believed to be lacking in business integrity or business 
honesty should be preceded by written explanation to such proposed 
contractor or subcontractor by the contracting officer of the reasons 
for that belief and by the opportunity for such proposed contractor 
or suboontractor to reply to the contracting officer within a reasonable 
period of time consistent with the need for making a contract or 
subcontract award in a timely manner. 

29-5. Agency rules of procedure and practice in all types of de
barments should be published, should be uniform to the extent prac
ticable, and should provide for a fair and speedy determination. 

29-6. Government debarment of an individual or firm from the 
\ contracts or subcontracts of a government department or agency or 

firm participating in any federally assisted construction work should 
be evidenced by a decision in writing, ·which decision sets forth find
ings and conclusions as well as the reasons or basis t.herefor. Such 
decision should be furnished to the debarred individual or firm. In 
cases of debarment fDllowing a trial-type hearing, all debarment 
decisions (including decisions to extend debarment.s in accordance 
with Recommendation 29-1(b» should be published Dr, in accord
ance with published rule, made available for public inspection, except 
those which are required to be held confidential for good cause found 
by the agency head or his designee and therefore may not be cited as 
precedents. 

PART II. GROUNDS AND SCOPE, OF DEBARMENT 

It Is Recommended That-
29-7. (a) All grounds for debarment should be explicitly setforth 

in appropriate agency regulations, which regulations should be pub
lished, and, to the extent practicable and desirable, be uniform. 

(b) Such regulations should to the extent feasible set forth stand
ards and criteria for (i) determining business affiliates of debarred 
firms and individuals, (ii) extending debarment to such affiliates, (iii) 
determining when fraud or crimhlal conduct of an owner, stock
holder, officer, director, or employee will be imputed to a business firm 
or when termination of such person's relationship to the firm will 
avoid or remove debarment of the firm, and (iv) determining the scope 
of administrative debarments in terms of their applicability to all 
agency contracts or subcontracts with the debarred firm or individual 
or to particular types of contracts or subcontracts, ot to contracts or 
subcontracts for particular products or services. 

(c) The grounds for administrative debarment should include, 
without limitation, fraud incident to obtaining or performing a gov
ernment contract or subcontract or any other conduct showing a seri
ous and present lack of business integrity or business honesty as a 
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government contractor or subcontractor. Findings of such fraud 
or other conduct should be based on substantial evidence which may 
inClude a criminal or civil judgment or any findings of fact therein 
relating materially to the grounds of debarment. 

PART III. DEBARMENT PERIODS 

It Is Recommended That-
29-8. The Armed Services and Federal Procurement Regulations 

and the regulations of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to the 
Reorganization Plan No. 14 of 1950 (i) should be amended to provide 
that, except as otherwise provided by statute or Executive order, de
barment should be for a reasonable, definitely stated period of time, 
commensurate with the seriousness of the cause therefor, but not to 
exceed 3 years, and (ii) should expressly provide for removal of 
debarment within the debarment period upon a showing of current 
responsibility to perform government contracts or subcontracts or to 
participate in federally aSSIsted construction work, as the case may be. 

29-9. Congress should be requested to amend the Buy American 
and Davis-Bacon Acts to remove the absolute debarment penalties and 
to authorize administrative discretion with regard to the scope of 
debarment and to the period of debannent in comformity with the. 
principles set forth in Recommendation 29-8 above. 

Recommendation No. 30 

It Is Recommended That-
The Conference approves the principle of discovery in adj udicatory 

proceedings and recommends that each agency adopt rules providing 
for discovery to the extent and in the manner appropriate to its. 
proceedings. 





APPENDIX V 

LIST OF STUDIES AND REPORTS OF THE 
ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE 

1. Oase Yolume Data With Indew of Administrative Proceedings 
Oonducted by Federal Agencies, Fiscal Year 1961 (Corrunittee 
on Statistics and Reports, Recommendation No.1). 

2. Statistics Relating to Administrative Proceedings Oonducted by 
Federal Ageneies During Fiscal Year 1961 (Committee on 
Statistics and Reports, Recommendation No.1). 

3. Report of the OommittJee on Statistics and Reports in Support 
. of Recommenda.tion No. 12 (expansion of the Office of A.dmin

istrative Procedure). 
4. Report of the Oommittee on Judicial Review irn, S1tpport of 

Reco'fnmendation No.3 and NO,4 (jurisdiction and procedures, 
respectively, for review of Interstate Commerce Commission 
orders). 

*5. Report of the Oommittee on J'lIilicial Review in Support of 
Reco'fnmendation NO'. 5 (production of the record and briefs 
for judicial review by means more economical than printing). 

6. Report of "the Oommittee on Adjudication. of Olaims in Support 
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 19 

I t 18 R ecomrnended That-
1. Unless special circumstances require a departure in a particular 

case or classes of cases, the hearing to be accorded in formal proceed
ings involving the validity or application of rates should be presided 
over by a hearing examiner qualified W1der section 11 of the Admin
istrative Procedure Act. The presiding examiner, armed with the 
usual powers of a presiding officer, should supervise the building of 
an adequate record, and, unless special reasons in the particular case 
require its omission, the presiding examiner should prepare and pub
lish a decision. 

2. In order to insure the presentation of all the views and informa
tion essential for an accurate and responsible decision, members of the 
agency's staff should participate in rate cases of general importance. 

, The role of the staff should be to assure fullest practicable develop
ment of evidence on the important matters of fact and to focus atten
tion on sound principles of ratemaking with due regard to precedents. 
It is important, however, that the staff be required, as are other parties, 
to produce its evidence and state its position at an early point and be 
treated in all other respects as a party. . 

3. Federal agencies exercising rate functions should make every 
effort to reduce the scope and duration of rate proceedings, and per-
haps their number as well, by : . 

a. Requiring rate applicants to support each rate filing of gen
eral importance with detailed data justifying the rate. 

b. Developing standardized dat~ relating to costs or other mat
ters which would be admissible in rate cases and constitute prima 
jacielroof. . 

c. ttempting by rulemaking, general policy statements, or the 
reasoning in opInions to formulate reasonably specific standards 
Qr principles to be applied in rate cases. 

d. Encouraging negotiated settlement of rate cases primarily 
through the early presentation of data, staff participation, and the 
early 'refinement of issues by the presiding examiner. 

4. In order to reduce the time required for completion of the hearing 
and to improve the quality of the resulting record, federal rate agen
cies should, to the extent permitted by law: 

a. Require the direct case of the party havinO" the burden of 
proof to be submitted in writing with the rate filing or shortly 
after the case is designated for hearing. 

h. Require the other parties, including the staff and intervenors, 
to prepare and exchange their direct evidence in written form 
substantially in advance of the date set for hearing. Rebuttal 
evidence should also be prepared and exchanged prior to the hear
ing, subject to the possibility of limited supplemental rebuttal 
under special circumstances. 
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c. Empower and encourage the hearing examiner, who should, 
be assigned to the case at an early point, to utilize conference pro-· 
cedures after full preparation by the examiner, the parties and~ 
the staff, and in such conferences (1) to make binding determina
tions of fact where the written evidence sublnitted in advance or
the parties' detailed statements of position discloses that such facts;; 
are not seriously disputed, and (2) to require full oral discussion; 
by counsel both to aid the examiner's and the parties' understand:"· 
ing of the issues and to illuminate the extent and degree of con--· 
fEet in the evidence. . 

d. Seek, wherever possible, to limit the evidentiary hearing, if' 
one proves necessary, to cross-examination, and require the hear
ing examiner to limit cross-examination to those critical matters,. , 
not already disposed of through prior procedural steps, which are' : 
of such character that a trial-type hearing involving interrogation' . 
of witnesses would make a useful contribution. 

e. Eliminate the "hearing by interludes" which has become cus
tomary in rate cases and replace it by a continuous hearing unin-
terrupted by lengthy recesses. . 

f.1 Encourage the hearing examiner, upon his own motion or' 
upon that of any party to the proceeding, to require oral argument. 
either at the conclusion of the hearing or at such later time as may· 
be deemed most useful by the heaTing examiner. 

5. Because of the complexity and size 'of major rate proceedings,. 
hearing examiners should ha veaccess to specialized advice and as
sistance of a disinterested nature in analyzing the record, preparing" 
schedules of data, developing ideas, and the like, subject to the follow
ing limiting princip]es: 

a. The exclus;iveness of the record as the basis of the decision" 
subject to proper official notice, must be ma.intained. 

b. Off-the-record communications between the presiding ex
aminer and members of the agency's staff who participate. in the· 
hearing should be governed by the same principles made applicable 
to outside pa,rticipants by Recommendation No. 16, adopted by' 
the Administrative Conference on June 29, 1962. 

iI. The Assembly of the Conference approved Recommendation No. 19 aJ8 it was proposed~~. 
by the Committee on Rulemaking except that this paragraph (4.f.) was added by amend-·
ment during the floor dJiscussion. 
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IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONDUCT OF FEDERAL RATE 
PROCEEDINGS 

A Report of the Committee on Rulemaking to the Administrative 
Conference of the United States 

October 2, 1962 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The Comnlittee on Rulemaking has engaged in a study of rate pro
ceedings conducted by five I~"'ederal regulatory agencies: CAB, FCC, 
FPC, ICC, and the Department of Agriculture.' The Committee's 
study has been limited to litigated proceedings involving the valid
ity of proposed or existing rates, to the exclusion of charges for 
Government services and subsidy determinations. Detailed reports 
ha ve been prepared for the Committee's use dealing with the hand
ling of rate proceedings in three agencles: CAB, FPC, and ICC. A 
fourth report, dealing with FCC rate regulation, is in process of 
preparation, but at this time the Committee is relying on less COln
plete information supplied by FCC and the Department of Agriculture 
concerning their rate proceedings. 

In recent years the regulation of rates by Federal agencies has 
suffered fronl three major weaknesses: (1) delay in the disposition 
of business, (2) uneven quality of decisions, and (3) lack of co
herence and direction. The purpose of this report is to smnmarize 
various proposals which the Comlnittee on Rulemaking believes would 
improve the speed and effectiveness with which Federal rate agencies 
perform their responsibilities. The recommendations which are sub
mitted to the Conference at this time are set forth separately in 
front of this report and are also interspersed through the text of 
the report at relevant points. No attempt has been made to prov"i.de 
detailed documentation for proposals which n1l1st inevitably remain 
matters of j udgJnent. The table of contents, which is a detailed 
outline of the body of the report, ma.y ,also be useful in facilitating 
access to various portions of the report designed to support par
ticular recommendations. 

The recommendations of the Committee are concerned with four 
sets of issues: (1) the general nature of the hearing which should 
be accorded in rate cases, (2) methods of reducing the number or 
scope of rate proceedings prior to hearing, (3) methods of improve
ing the he.aring itself, and (4) methods of improving the decisional 
process. A concluding section discusses broader proposals relating 
to agency personnel, organization, and effective formulation of policy. 
1. Framework of inquiry 

One of the assumptions of this report is that there are no simple 
answers to the problems of delay. quality, and lack of direction. 
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The problem of deLay is illustrative. It is tempting to search for the 
~auses of delay and to propose their eradication as the solution to the 
problem. The human mind responds eagerly to the notion that some
thing or someone is at fault. Thoughtful study, however, generally 
reveals that delay is not the result of a limited number of specific 
-causes, nor of wrongdoing, but of a slow accretion of numerous pres
.sures, many' of thenl closely related to the complexities of the func
tions that are being·performed. In truth, some of them are inevitable 
in the sense that the bulk of cases, or their individual intricacy, is such 
that they cannot ,be handled with dispatch without a large increase 
in the appropriations or staff of the regulatory body or a slight
ing of procedural safeguards. 110reover, "delay" in the sense of 
mere passage of time is not itself necessarily undesirahle. An oral 
:hearing, for example, is not likely to be very profitable or expeditious 
if the parties have not had an adequate opportunity to prepare. 
Similarly, situations 'sometimes develop in a case in which going 
through the motions of going forward,although it might give the 
-impression of "expediting," would result in wasted time and effort. 
In such situations the right kind of delay, applied with judgment, 
_may wash out some of the complicating factors and permit the matter 
to be dealt with promptly when it is more ripe for disposition. 

A second assumption .is that across-the-board remedies are likely 
-to be productive of more mischief than solace unless their probable 
effects are carefully studied in advance. Uniformity and change for 
their own sake are of little or no value; they should be encouraged 
·only when it is apparent that common problems would be amenable 
to a common solution. Remedial measures must be based on thorough 
.examination of the agency procedures used in performing substantive 
functions. Since. the choice of procedures may be closely tied to sub
stantive policies, the substantive problems of ratemaking cannot be 
ignored. 

A third assumption is that any evaluation of administrative pro
·cedures must rest on a judgment which balances the advantages and 
,disadvantages of each proposal. The criteria used by the Commit
:tee in striking this balance are : (1) the extent to which the procedures 
furthers the accurate selection and determination of relevant facts 

:andissues; (2) the extent to which it furthers the eflkient disposition 
of business, in terms of the time, effort and expense to all the partici
'pants; and (3) the extent to which the procedure, wh~ viewed in 
:the light of the statutory dbjectives, is acceptable to the'i.agency, the 
;pariicipants, and the general public. ' 
. A final assumption is that suggestions for change must be evaluated 
in terms of the conditions under which the rate process must operate 
and the needs which it must fulfill. Environmental factors which 
may properly influence the choice of procedures include the follow
-ing: (1) Existing substantive policies under each rate statute should 
'notbe inadvertently or intentionally distorted by procedural changes . 
. (2) The inherent limitations on effective economic planning by Gov
·ern·ment agencies should not be overlooked. The private businesses 
'which are subject to rate regulation cannot be expected to make in
vestments or incur risks in ,an environment of sudden and unpredicta-

'hIe' changes of regulatory policy. N or is the agency, isolated from 
·direct political support, always assured of the necessary statutory 
itoolsor staff required for effective trailbreaking. (3) The volume Dr 
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complexity of business may also shape procedural' arrangements by 
creating needs which can 'Only 'be met in certain ways. And (4) it 
mUist be expected that the processes of decision 'will be surrounded by
procedural safeguards which would not be used in private decision
making. Of course, much private participation provIdes information 
which otherwise would have to be collected at public expense. But 
participation, where, public decisions so importantly affect private
rights, may well extend beyond the point of useful contribution. In 
our tradition the greater acceptability of techniques which pr0'vide 
ample participation to. interests which are importantly affected is itself 
an independent value. 

2. Terminology 
In this report the body exercising final decisional authority wilT 

be referred to as "the agency" and its c0'mmissioners 0'r members a~ 
"agency heads"; all other employees or the agency, except those di
rectly involved in the decisional process (hearing examiners, personal: 
assistants to agency heads, a separate opinion-writing group 'respon
sible only to the agency heads, etc.) will be included in the term, 
"staff." '''Decisional personnel" refers to those groups listed above' 
who are directly involved in the decisional process. 

The private or public bodies whose rates are subject to regulation· 
will be referred to as "regulated entities"and the persons who utilize 
their services (whether shippers, passengers, distributing companies,. 
etc.) as "consumer interests." "Rates" is used in a comprehensive' 
sense including practices affecting the availability or cost 'Of service. 
The person filing an initial or changed rate will be referred to as "the
rate applicant," and the persons who. object to the pr0'posed rate' 
"protestants." Proceedings initiated by complaints against existing,
rates are brought by "complainants" or by the agency against a "re
spondent." The term "respondent," which is also used in reference· 
to a rate applicant who is attempting to justify a suspended Irate;. 
always refers to the proponent of a rate. 
3. The basic elements of statutory rate procedures 

Federal regulatory statutes governing rates invariably require' the' 
regulated entities to file and publish their rate schedules in accordance
with rules prescribed by the agency to which 'rate functions have been' 
delegated. It is made unlawful to charge any rate other than the' 
published rate. The initiative in filing initial or 'changed rates, how
ever, is retained by the regulated entities, but the statutes require,' 
them to give 30 days' notice to the 'agency and the public 0'fany 
change in rates. After publication of the rate, informal statements 
asserting its illegality t"protests") may be filed by competitors or 
consumer interests within a limited period. The agency has the re
mainder of the 30-day period in which to detennine whether to sus
pend the effectiveness of the proposed rate for a stated period pending' 
an investigation of its lawfulness. 

In general, the determination whether or not to suspend is a sum
mary administrative decision made without a hearing and not subject 
to judicial review. In most agencies the staff investigates the proposed 
rate in the light of the protests and other submitted material and' 
makes a recommendation to the agency as to whether the rate' should" 
be suspended or allowed to become effective. (In the ICG, however;., 
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authority to make most suspension determinations has been delegated 
to a special employee board, the Suspension Board.) If the agency 
-does not suspend the rate, there is no hearing at all and the rate 
becomes effective subject to possible future complaint and investiga
tion at the initiative of competitors or-consumer interests. (The ICC, 
however, often initiates an investigation without suspension. If the 
rate is suspended, however, its effectiveness is postponed for a stated 
period (varying fron1. 3 lllonths in FCC to 7 months in ICC) and an 
investigation instituted to determine its lawfulness.) In this rate in
vestigation, in which the lawfulness of the rate is decided on the basis 
-of a record after a formal hearing, the rate applicant or respondent 
has the burden of pi'oving that the rate is lawful. If the formal in
·vestigation is not completed during the suspension period, the rate 
becomes effective nevertheless. _ In most instances there is stautory 
authority for reparation or refund of charges later found to be un,law
ful, but in some instances there is not. Formal rate proceedings in
:stituted by suspension of a proposed rate will be referred to as "sus-
pension cases." -

In addition to "suspension cases," the other major procedural form 
in which rate issues may arise is by complaint. The agency, on its 
-own motion or on complaint of competitors, consumer interests, or 
public bodies, may initiate a formal proceeding to determine the law
fulness of existing rates. In these cases the burden of proof is on the 
agency or complainant to show that the rate is unlawful and repara
tion or refund of excessive charges is less likely to be available. 'Vhile 
in a suspension case the agency may Inerely disallow the proposed 
rate, leaving the existing rate in effect, in a complaint case the agency 
must itself fix a lawful rate for the future if it finds the existing 
-rate unlawful. Authority to compel higher rates mayor may not be 
given to the particular agency; but lower rates may rJways be ordered 
if existing rates are found to be excessive. Rate questions, of course, 
may also arise and be litigated in licensing cases involving the certifica
tion of new authority or new facilities. 

In general, the substantive standard for existing and proposed rates, 
in suspension cases as well as complaint cases, is that they be "just 
and reasonable." In addition to the general proscription of rates 
which are not "just and reasonable," the statutes prohibit discrimina
tory rates of various types. Methods for determining when a rate 
is "just and reasonable" ordinarily are not prescribed by statute, al
though Congress may list various factors which should be considered 
by the agency. Since the listed factors, as in the National Transpor
tation Policy that the ICC is to foHow, often are vague and contradic
tory, they do not provide sure guidance. In practice, such certainty 
as is to be found must be discovered in the gradual accretion of agency 
-decisions and rules, as modified by occasional judicial decisions o~ stat
utoryamendments. The zone of "reasonableness" is usually suffiCIently 
broad so that the agency has broad discretion to fix the rate at any 
-point within certain limits. 
4. Types of rate proceedings and their significant differences 

While this report considers rate proceedings as a homogeneous group, 
for some procedural purposes it is useful or desirable to distinguish 
different types of rate proceedings. One method of classification, the 
procedural form in which the case arises (i.e. whether by suspension or 
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complaint) has already been mentioned. ' Although the general han
dling of suspension and complaint eases is similar, the different 10-

. cation of the burden of proof is a significant difference in all agencies 
-.and other differences may exist in a particular agency. 

A second characteristic that often has procedural implications turns 
'on the number of rates and parties which are involved. If a single 
rate of a single company is involved, the scope of the proceeding is 
likely to be limited; when the entire rate structure of a company op
erating in a substantial area is at issue, or the rate of a group of regu
lated firms, the case has larger dimensions and more parties; and the 
extreme case is a massive proceeding involving the entire rate struc
ture of a group of companies in a substantial area. Rulemaking tech
niques of investigation and consultation sometimes may properly -be 
'substituted for adjudicatory hearings in the last situation. 

A third characteristic which may have important consequences 
turns on whether the regulated entities are being ordered to reduce 
-or to increase their rates. In regulation of maximum rates, as in 
'FPC pipeline regulation or FCC telephone regulation, the rate agency 
places a ceiling on higher rates or orders a decrease in existing rates; 
in minimum rate regulation, on the other hand, the rate agency, as in 
ICC regulation of intermodal rate adjustments, establishes a floor 
below which rates cannot gravitate. Individualized determinations 
"on the basis of a record after a hearing having many adjudicatory 
characteristics have in the past been thought to be required when an 
agency was fixing maximum rates, since a rate set at too Iowa level 
would result in confiscation of private property. Although it is cus
tomary to provide the same type of hearing in cases involving mini-
:mum rates, this constitutional argument is not applicable. It would 
-seem that losses resulting from competitive forces are not entitled to 
·constitutional protection; their prevention must rest on statutory 
,grounds. The desirability of more elaborate procedures in minimum 
rate cases stems from the importance of providing protection and par
ticipation to the interests that are adversely affected by orders estab
lishing rate floors-the desire of competitors to engage in rate competi
tion and of consumers to pay a lower rate. 

A final characteristic which may have important effects on the han
-dling of rate cases is the volume of cases and the relative urgency of 
prompt decision. Procedures which may be appropriate in handling 
the rates filed by one interstate telephone company (A.T. & T.) or by 11 
trunkline air carriers may not operate with the same efficiency when 
applied to the hundreds of thousands of tariffs filed by the many car
riers subject to ICC jurisdiction. Similarly, the average complexity 
of rate cases may necessitate different treatment. Although the FPC 
disposes of about 20 to 30 pipeline rate cases each year, each case is a 
large and complicated proceeding. At the ICC, on the other hand, 
about 500 rate cases are decided on the merits each year, and they vary 
enormously in complexity from quite simple proceedings to among the 
most complicated litigations of any kind. 

These and other differences will be considered at various points in 
this report; but a word of caution at the outset may offset any tendency 
toward undue generalization arising from the fact that most of the 
ensuing discussion deals with rate proceedings in general. , . 
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B. THE NATURE OF THE HEARING ACCORDED IN: 
RATE CASES 

A oentral issue is the nature of the hearing that should be accorded 
in rate cases. At one extreme is the position that rate determinations 
should be made through the use of highly judicialized procedures on: 
the prototype of the common-law trial. At the other extreme is the· 
view that summary administrative determinations ("rate-making by 
fiat") is the best method of fixing rates. The Committee, which has: 
not found this controversy between abstract notions of procedure very 
enlightening, rejects both extreme positions in favor of a middle-
ground between the two. . 

The rejection of completely judicialized procedures is based on the
conclusion that most rate cases differ so substantially from those for" 
which the methods of the common-law trial were devised that a degree" 
of departure from trial-type procedures is required. Among the ma
jor differences are the following: (1) The essentially public nature
of most rate cases makes it undesirable that the outcome should turn1 
solely on the private desires and interests of the parties. (2) The typ-
ical rate case does not involve controverted questions of fact on which 
credibility of witnesses is important, but requires the decider to apply 
an often vague judgment having policy implications to conclusions~ 
drawn from a mass of factual data which itself, as distingiushed from'. 
the conclusiOllS drawn from it, may not be in dispute. (3) The num
ber of parties and issues is generally much larger and their interest in" 
the result varies considerably. Staff participation in the hearing may
be required in order to assure that all facets of the problem, not merely" 
those favoring the groups participating in the hearing, are brought 
out. And (4), the heavy volume of cases and the limited attention" 
which the ultimate deciders-the agency heads-can give an individ
ualcase require further departures from judicialized procedures. Pro-
cedures must be designed to present the case in an intelligible and" 
manageable form to the agency heads, and in preparing final decisions· 
the agency nlust place extensive reliance on subordinates. 

At the other extreme, it is -sometimes suggested that the type or 
managerial discretion involved in rate fixing, and the elusiveness of 
the factors entering into this judgment, call for the exercise of sum
mary discretionary power. The process of determining the lawfulness: 
of rates, under this approach, would be handled in much the same .. 
manher as the agencies presently handle the determination of whether-
a newly filed rate should be suspended: an administrative determina-
tion made in expeditious and summary fashion on the basis of written _ 
materials submitted by the parties and without a hearing, without is-
suance-of an opinion purporting to state the reasons for decision, and" 
without opportunity for further administrative or any judicial review.
This approach is rejected on several grounds: (1) The participation-_ 
of the parties relieves the agency of much work and contributes to an
accurate and informed disposition. (2) The conversion of rate deter-
minations into an arbitrary function would eliminate any opportu-
nity for judicial review. Although occasionally abused, judicial sur-
veillance of ra,te determinations reminds the agency of its limited' 
jurisdiction and outlook and brings factors of broader nature to its con
sideration. (3) Even if the use of more elaborate procedures impeded 
the most efficient exercise of rate-making judgment (a point which is; 
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<questionable at best), the exercise of fundamental powers in camera is 
not tolerable to the affected parties and the general public. And (4), 
while the Committee has not been limited by present statutory provi
:sions, it notes that a determination on the basis of a record is almost 
universally required in litigated rate proceedings in· this country. 
Indeed, the abolition of such a hearing in maximunl rates cases would 
Taise constitutional questions of procedural and substantive due 
_process. 
I. Continued! reliance on hearing examiners in rate cases 

Criticisnl has frequently been leveled at the alleged "over-judiciali
zation" of administrative proceedings. Suggestions have been made 
that in complicated cases, such as rate proceedings involving the appli
-cation of law and policy to complex economic data, less use should be 
made of trial-type hearings and more reliance should be placed upon 
:administrative investigations by the agency staff. The argument is 
that better results could be achieved more expeditiously in such pro
.ceedings if party participation was limited and the open hearing pre
:sided over by an independent hearing examiner was eliminated. Un
-del' this approach, the private parties -would submit written materials 
in response to an agency request, followed by an ex parte investigation 
-by the agency staff. The staff would then draft a tentative decision 
for the agency, based not only upon such written materials but also 
upon any other data and information gathered by staff. Following 
the issuance of such a tentative decision, the parties would be provided 
with a limited opportunity for rebuttal of "noticed facts" and for 
,cross-examination. Thereafter, briefs would be submitted to the 
agency which would then issue its final decision. 

Several elements of this procedural package, particularly the reli
:ance on written materials, will be considered favorably at a later 
point. The basic issue here is whether it is desirable, on balance, to ad
here to and improve in rate cases the hearing examiner system as devel
-oped under the Administrative Procedure Act, or whether instead 
there should be a shift to a different approach, in which party partici
-pation would be more limited and the agency staff would dominate the 
vrocess. Should the hearing examiner control the building of the 
record and perform the vital task of analyzing the relevant data and 
-putting the case in focus in an initial decision? 

The arguments advanced in favor of reliance on the staff to gather 
-the relevant information and formulate proposals for final decision 
-by agency heads stress the following views: (1) that a staff team of ex-
perts, reflecting different types of specialized know ledge of expertise, 
-can do a more effective and a more expeditious job in such complex 
-and technical cases than an individual hearing examiner; (2) that 
staff-formulated initial decisions are more likely to be responsive to 
;agency policy and to be internally consistent; and (3) that the use of 
judicialized procedures, with emphasis on the testimonial process, is 
-not geared to the needs of complicated cases irivolving the application 
,of law and policy to complex economic and social facts. 

This Committee has concluded, however, that the l1l0St desirable sol
ution to this problenl lies in continued adherepce to the hearing ex
alniner systenl as developed under the Administrative Procedure Act, 
"but wiich Inodifications and improvements designed to render that sys
tem more effective. In arriving at this basic conclusion we are im
pressed with the following considerations: 
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(1) At some point before the agency signs and issues a final deci
sion in a major, contested case, a job must be done somewhere in the 
agency (whether by one perS0'n 0'r ~ combination of 'pers<.ms) of pre
paring a truly careful, comprehensIve and useful analYSIS of all the~ 
substantial issues in the case, based upon a careful study of the record 
and briefs. The Committee is convinced that an independent hearing 
examiner, who has presided 0'ver and lived with the case from the· 
beginnjng, is the most qualified person to perf0'rm this analytical job. 
Experience indicates that the issuance of a conlprehensive and weU
reasoned initial decision by a presiding exam-iner frequently resulrts 
in some of the controverted issues being eliminated before the ease 
comes to the Commission on the exceptions, while the remaining issues,. 
as a result of the initial decisi0'n and the exceptions to it, have been 
reduced to more manageable propor1tions by the time the case reaches: 
the Commission. . 

(2) The important contribution which can and should be made by 
the staff's te,anl of teclmica.l and legal experts should be made through 
positions taken in open hearing, where their views are made knovvn to 
all the parties and are subject to testing and eVillua.tio~] on t.he same 
terms as the positions adva.nced by the private parties. The correct 
answers to these complex pr0'blems are not locked sommvhere in the 
minds and experience of staff personnel in a form which dQes not lend 
itself to presenta1tion in 0'pen hearing or in the briefs-or in a form 
which could not be intelligently understood or analyzed by anyone 
else if it we,re so presented. The Committee is convinced that the 
ability of the agency to ultjmrutely arrive at a reasonable, effective and 
fajr decision, consistent with the public interest, will be grea,tIy en
hanced if the positions of all parties, including that of agency staff, 
have been fully presented as part of the open hearing and decisional 
process, with full opportunity to investigate, test, and meet those· 
positions prior to the time when the case reaches the point of final 
decision by the agency. In addition, where the open hearing is dis
pensed with, the agency does not ha.ve the benefit of the full contribu
tion which the interested parties can make to the resolution of . the· 
case. . In a major contested case the interplay of the conflicting private· 
parties and of the staff in open hearing, each having a different role 
to perform, produces useful and desirable results, in marshalling the· 
data and considerations necessary for a wise decision. 

(3) The basic reasons which supported ,ule enlphasis in the Ad-· 
ministrative Procedure Act on. the role of the hearing examiner in 
agency decisions remain important today. Procedures which allow 
staff members to conduct ex parte investigations, render tentative deci
sions, and then advise the agency heads with respect to the fina1 deci
sion would tend to be arbitrary in fact as well as appearance. Use· 
of the independent hearing examiner protects against one-sided, 
biased, or arbitraJ'Y staff determinations and elimina;tes the appear
ance or actuality of unfairness. A more limited role for the staff at 
the hearing stage also makes it easier to justify staff advice to the
agency heads at the decisi0'nal stage, where staff assistance is more· 
essential. And whether or not a i?taff investigation and tentative deci
sion would produce more accurate decisions with less time and expense,. 
which we doubt, such a procedure would not be acceptable to the regu
lated firms and consnmers who would be prima.rily a.ffeoted. 

(4) Agency policies should be made known in their published deci
sions in specific cases, and by g~neral rulemaking. 'Vhen and to the·. 
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extent that such policies are clearly discernible from such published 
agency documents, the presiding examiner should have no greater dif
ficulty in understanding and applying such policies than would be en
countered by the agency staff. The Committee notes, in this connec
tion, that it is not uncommon to find that the position adopted and 
espoused by the agency staff on certain issues in contested rate proceed
ings is frequently not the position ultimately adopted by the agency. 

(5) It is recognized that much needs to be done to insure that the 
caliber of the hearing examiner corps in the major agencies will be 
at the highest possible level, and the Committee on Personnel is ad
dressing itself to this problem. I-Iowever, it is concluded that, as a 
practical matter, the longrun possibilities of improving the average' 
caliber and performance of hearing exanlillers and of retaining in 
the government service veteran hearing examiners of high quality 
are substantially greater than would appear to be possible at the staff 
level. Recruitment and retention problems are much less severe with 
hearing eXaIniners than with the professional personnel of the staff; 
and prospective increases in exam.iuers' salaries are likely to widen 
the gap. Thus a greater emphasis on staff control cannot be justified 
sole(y 'on the ground that, if administered by wise and able people, it 
,vouid produce beneficient results; procedures must be designed to 
do the job with the 111en of average parts who are likely to be avail
able. A really able staff will find ample leeway within present pro
cedures to make a 111ajor contribution to the proper resolution of liti
gated rate cases. The views of an effective staff are likely to be ac
corded considerable deference by agency heads in deciding individual 
cases. Moreover, the occasional difficulties of case-by-case adjudica
tion may be al'oided by imaginative use of general rulemaking or 
aggressive llse of the discretionary powers to initiate proceedings or to 
suspend rate filings. 

For the reasons outlined above, the Committee concludes that the 
existing reliance on hearing examiners in supervising the building of 
a record and preparing an initial decision should be continued. This 
does not mean, however, that all elements of present rate procedures 
should remain unchanged. Nor does it mean that J?resent agency dis
cretion to omit the intermediate decision procedure In rate cases should 
be abolished or that strenuons efforts to improve the general level of 
hearing examiner performance should not be made. The remainder of 
this report will deal with these and other proposals for improvement 
of the existing system. ' 
2. Need for vigorous staff participation in rate cases 

In rate proceedings of general importance, the agency staff should 
participate actively throughout various stages.· 

a. Staff participation prior to hearing. Staff investigations and 
recommendations with respect to sus}?ension of changed rates give the 
sta ff an important role in suspenSIOn determinations: Similarly, 
initiation of formal proceedings, either by suspension or by complaint, 
usually follows a staff recommendation. This participation is essen
tial in order to inform the agency heads, who cannot have the time and 
specialized training to act on these matters without expert advice. 
It also allows the staff, under the supervision of the agency heads, 
to plan the development of the, agency's work and to influence the tim
ing and scope of its ca,seload. Vigorous staff participation in the early 
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stages of a rate case also allows the staff, again under agency super
viSIOn, to encourage settlement of rate cases, since the important role 
of the staff in the initiation of cases and the presentation of positions 
for agency consideration gives the staff the leverage necessary to 
-encourage settlement of rate cases on the basis of expected result;" 
with a great saving of public and private resources. . 

b. Staff participation at the hearing. Several fundamental con
siderations support a general rule that staff should participate in the 
role of a party in the hearing of rate cases. 

(1) Staff participation is needed to develop the record fully. Fre
-quently no consumer interest is participating in the case, or is not as 
broadly informed as the agency staff. Moreover, all parties, other 
than the staff, participate in a hearing for the sole purpose of rep
resenting their own private interest. For example, in a rate hearing 
-a shipper is interested in lower rates to reduce his costs, and the car
rier is usually interested in higher rates in order to maximize his 
revenues. The staff, which has no private or pecuniary interest in the 
'Outcome, is the only p~rty free to examine the rate from an overall 
industry as well as a consumer standpoint. Furthermore, a carrier, 
or other interested persons who are parties to a proceeding, may ap
pear in only a few cases during the course of a year and therefore 
may not be fully a ware of the type of evidence that an agency needs 
in making its decision. On the other hand, the staff, which in many 
agencies participates in all cases, is familiar with the kind and type of 
evidence the agency seeks. In brief, the staff has an expertise and a 
degree of objectivity which cannot be duplicated by any other party 
in a hearing. For these reasons vigorous staff participation in a hear
ing is highly desirable if the agency is to decide a case on a full and 
complete record. . 

The hearing examiner cannot perform alone the flllction of ade
quate development of the record. In the first place, an examiner 
must be impartial and judicial to an extent which in many instances 
would not permit him to conduct effective cross-examination of wit
nesses. The examiner's role should be basically that of probing and 
exploring the data and positions of the parties rather than that of 
presenting an affirmative case and permitting it to be tested through 
cross-examination and rebuttal by other parties to the proceeding. 
Indeed, in certain cases the staff, due to the lack of effective opposi
tion to a proposal, may be called on to play the role of devil's advo
cate-surely a role not suited to the examiner. Secondly, the staff 
which participates in all cases is able to develop a consistent approach 
to the whole area of regulation, whereas the nature and extent of the 
examiner's activitjes generally result in the examiner having a more 
individualistic view of a small group of cases. 
- (2) The presentation of the staff views and contentions in open 

hearing is preferable from the standpoint of fair play and contributes 
to an accurate and informed initial and final decision. The testing 
of the staff views during the hearing encourages accuracy on the part 
of the staff and informs the deciders concerning the weight to give 
those views. The parties are enabled to meet the considerations which 
are advanced against them. The important issues are thus defined 
and clarified. The combination of having the staff views proposed 
in the hearing of the case, and having an initial decision by the exam
iner after consideration of the evidence and arguments of all the 
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parties, provides a fair balance and reconciliation between the public 
interest and the private interests of the parties. 

c. Nature of staff participation. Although it is inevitable that 
the staff to a degree will become merely another adversary party to 
the proceeding, this tendency should be minimized. The staff can 
make its distinctive and essential contribution if instead of advocating 
one definitive "position" on all issues it adheres to the primary objec
tive of providing an adequate record for agency decisions. This 
may often Inean that where the staff concludes that alternative ap
proaches are acceptable, and where it finds no clear-cut choice in 
either direction, the staff will concentrate upon fully illuminating 
such alternatives and their factual and policy implications, so that 
the agency may make the proper choice in applying its own policies. 
In short, the role of staff, in keeping ""'lith its lack of pecunia-ry interest 
in the result, should be to enlighten and clarify in a disinterested 
fashion; it need not, like the conventional adversary, advocate to the 
hilt a single definitive solution of each issue. 

Slavish adherence to the rule of participation is, of course, un
necessary. The responsible staff supervisor should have authority 
to withhold staff participation where circumstances show that the 
other parties to the proceeding will fully develop the record. It 
should also be possible under some circumstances to have partial 
participation, such as participation in the hearing phase but not in 
briefing·or oral argument,and vice versa. Full participation on less 
than all of the issues should also be permitted when there are good 
reasons therefor. These. considerations are especially applicable to 
ICC rate proceedings, which are so numerous that staff participation 
in all cases would require a tremendous expansion in personnel. How
ever, use of professional staff in· major rate cases at the ICC would 
be a desirable innovation. 

Supervision over the positions to be taken by the staff is also of 
prime importance, in order to assure a consistent position in similar 
cases. This has not always been accomplished and the staff position 
has sometimes been determined by the individual employees assigned 
to the particular case. vVhere this occurs one of the principal advan
tages of participation by an expert staff is lost. In addition, a high 
staff official should determine which staff members should be assigned 
to a case to assure that the most competent and experienced person
nel are assigned to the more important cases. In fact, in particular 
cases the' effective development of a staff position may call for the 
hiring of specialists and experts on a. temporary or consulting basis 
to use as witnesses in the hearing. 

The staff, in the hearing, should reach its conclusions at the earliest 
possible time. In the past there have been a number of complaints 
that in proceedings at FPC and CAB the staff fails to reveal its posi
tion until late in the hearing, thus hampering the carrier and inter
venors in the preparation of their cases and raising questions of basic 
fairness. The staff defends this practice by asserting· that as an 
impartia.l and objective party it wishes to consider all of the evidence 
before taking a position. In. the opinion of the Committee this 
wrongly tends to turn the role of the staff into one similar to that 
of the examiner. As an aid to the parties, the examiner and the 
agency, the staff can play a more useful and vital role by taking a 
position at the same time as other parties. Indeed, in certain types 
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of proceedings, especially when a rate applicant has submitted .de~ 
tailed information in support of his proposal, it ,is possible that the 
most effective and useful staff contribution could be made by having 
the staff exhibits and statement of position precede those of the other 
parties. • 

As pr~viously stated, the Committee recommends that the staff take 
a position on the issues presented at the earliest possible time. How
ever, this should not preclude the staff from changing its position 
after the conclusion of the hearing, if the facts developed at the hear
ing warrant the change. Nor is it intended to suggest that the staff 
"position" should be drawn in the black-and-white terms characteris
tic of adversary litigaJ.1ts; it is preferable for the staff to illuminate 
the dark corners of the case and to explore the premises and implica
tions of alternative solutions. To prevent the staff from changing its 
position would substantially defeat the whole purpose of the staff's 
participation in the hearing. It is important, however, that changes 
in position should be made only after adequate notice to other parties, 
and that other parties have opportunity, if necessary, to counter by 
evidence or ·argument. 
3. The ideal of the continuous hearing 

The defects which have contributed to deIayand ineffectiveness in 
the hearing of major rate cases include: (1) The practice of trial by 
surprise, under which the parties commonly do not know the entire 
case they will have to meet until late in the hearing. (2) The prac
tice of trial by stages, 'with the direct evidence and cross-examination 
of each party presented in s~parate phases, each followed by a lengthy 
recess. (3) Lack of adequate advance preparation for hearing by all 
participants: private parties, sta.ff, and hearing examiner. (4) The 
failure to identify at the 'Outset the critical issues and to organize the 
procedural handling of the case in order to resolve those issues quicldy 
and accurately. And (5), an aimless and diffused hearing, producing 
a r~c;ord w hi~h ~ails to J?rovi.de an adequate basis for an informed 
deCISIOn despIte Its maSSIve SIze; '. 

In many of the more complicated Federal rate proceedings a "hear
ing by interludes" has become customary. At the opening session the 
rate applicant presents his direct testimony and exhibits and then the 
hearing is recessed for a lengthy period to allow the staff and the other 
pnrties to prepare for cross-examination. Substantial recesses take 
place . between subsequent shifts from one party to another or from 
direct to cross-examination. Even though the total days of actual 
hearing may be relatively few in number, the "hearing by interludes" 
usually extends over the better part of a year or longer. 

The Committee is convinced that this leisurely approach is unjusti
fied in rate cases. Unlike hotly contested licensing cases, 1.n which 
there is usually one or more partIes whose major interest is to delay the 
grant of any new certificates, all of the parties to the typical rate ease 
have an interest in an early decision. The rate applicant would like 
the rate to become effective prior to the suspension period Of, if that 
is not possible, protect himself from refunds or reparations once the 
rate has become effective. The competitors and consumer interests 
who are contesting the rate do not stand to gain by delaying tactics, 
since the rate normally will become effective at the end of the suspen-
sion period. . 
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What is needed is a complete uprooting of the "hearing by in,ter
ludes" approach and the substitution of an ideal of a continuous 
hearing uninterrupted by lengthy recesses. Experience has de~on
strated that this is feasible as well as desirable in even the most com
plex rate procedings if combined with the following measures: 

(1) The ea,rly submission in written form of the direct case of the 
party having the burden of proof. There is no reason why the rate 
applicant in a suspension case, for example, cannot distribute the pre
pared testimony and exhibits in support of his rate at an early date. 
The rate should not have been filed without some assurance that it 
could be justified if protested. The relevant information is in the 
control of the rate applicant, and submission in written form is not 
troublesome because the witnesses' testimony nlust be prepared under 
the supervision of the lawyer in any event and most O'f the wit.nesses 
are professionals or experts testifying on the inferences to be drawn 
from generally undisputed facts. 

(2) The other parties to the case, including the staff, should also 
submit their direct testimony and exhibits in written form in advance 
of the date set for hearing. In simpler types of cases· it is desirable 
t.hat all of the ·parties exchange their direct testimony O'n the same 
date; in more complicated cases the party having the burden of proof 
shoul d precede the other parties by a period of from 30 to 90 days. 
Rebuttal evidence should also be ex,changed prior to the date set for 
the hearing. . 

. (3) The advance exchange of written evidence provides the basio 
not only for negotiated settlement but for the effective use of con'::
ference techniques. Special procedural arrangements, full exchange 
of relevant. information, stipulation of facts, identification of con
tested issues for hearing, and the like, should be completed prior to 
hearing under the supervision of the hearing examiner assigned to the 
.case. Early assignment of the hearing examiner, and an oppor
tunjty on his part to address his attention to the case, are/also required. 

(4) The hearing itself should be devoted to cross-examination and 
re-direct. Advance exchange of written evidence makes it possible 
for the parties to be prepared for a session limited to cross-examina
tion. Since the issues are clearer, a more adequate record results and 
t.he hearing may be shorter. The 'hearing examiner is better able 
promptly to prepa.re a useful initial decision. Of course, ca-reful 
control must be exercised to assure adequate preparation by the 
parties and to prevent the submission of direct evidence under the 
guise of re-direc.t. In rate cases of the sim.plest type, as in many of 
the cases now handled by modified procedure in the ICC the oral 
hearing may prove unnecessary because the parties are sati~fied with 
their written submissions. 

c. REDUCING THE NUMBER OR SCOPE OF RATE 
PROCEEDINGS PRIOR TO HEARING 

1. Early submission of detailed· data in support of a new ratev 
filing 

Several ag~~cies (CAB, FCC, and FPC) have made effective use 
?f rules ~equ!Tlng the proponent of a chaD-ged rate to submit detailed 
lnfQrmatlOn In support of the new rate along with the rate filing. In 
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"FPC the required information when a pipeline files a rate increase 
approximates the case-in-chief which is required to justify th~ rate 
in a subsequent formal proceeding. The advantages of detailed fil-" 
ing requirements are: (1) Frivolous rate changes are discouraged be
cause of the cost and inconvenience of preparing a supporting case. 
(2) The inforrri'ation submitted enables the staff to make a much more 
intelligent re<:;omn1endation to the agency as to whether the rate should 
be suspended. '. A, valla bili ty of more complete information is likely to 
reduce the total number of formal rate investigations, since the natural 
tendency to suspend when' in doubt on the basis of incomplete infor
mation wiHnot be operative. Hates which will be upheld after formal 
proceedings" m~y often become effective without suspension. (3) If 
staff analysis of, the proposed rate indicates that it is acceptable 
except for several" particulars, infoTmal negotiation with company 
representatives may lead to the substitution of a completely acceptable 
filing, thus making formal action unnecessary. ( 4) In case the rate 
is suspended and investigated, the" availability at an early date of 
detailed information makes it possible for the staff and the protes
tants to prepare for an early hearing. And (5) the progress of the 
entire case may be expedited because the hearing examiner is enabled 
to convene a prehearing conference which has some chance of simpli-
fying the case or leading to settlement. "" " 

Opposing considerations which may have force in particular situa
tions are: (1) the heavy volume of rate filings received by an agency 
such as the ICC,necessitati!lg careful limitation of any detailed filing 
requirements to major competitive rate adjustments; (2) a tendency 
toward rigidification of the rate structure if filing requirements are 
too onerous; and (3) the waste involved in submitting duplicate sets 
of m~terials if the staff, because of its workload problems, is unable 
promptly to process the "filing so that the rate applicant must submit 
new material at a subsequent formal investigation. These are difficul
"ties that can he avoided if filing requirements are carefully framed, 
and the Committ~e is il11pressedwith the potential usefulness of this" 
approach. 
2. Improved exercise of the suspension power 
"" The discretionary power of the agency, usually upon staff recom- " 
mendation, to suspend a changed rate is the necessary counterbalance 
to thE? initiative to file ne~ rates possessed by the regulated firms. The 
suspension determination is an extremely vital pa.rt.of theTatemaking 
process; in many instances it.is decisive of the life or death of the new 
rate. Ina majority of cases, particularly in CAB and IOC, the pro
ponent of a rate will not attempt to justify it in a formal rate inves
tigation and the suspension determination thus becomes a final deter- . 
mination; in other instances, the agency's final decision after formal 
proceedings coincides with the summary initial suspension determina
tion. It seems clear, therefore; that suspension actions should be made 
-on the basis of accurate and adequate information. In most agencies 
this need is met by intensive filing requirements prescribed for signifi
<cant rate adjustments, supplemented by a staff investigation. In the 
ICC, where detailed information is only rarely supplied by the rate 
applicant and the staff of the Suspension Board is under great work
load pressure"there are indications that, accurate and full information 
is not available to the Suspension Board in many cases. . 
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Effective use of the suspension power has three principal advan
tages: (1) Regulatory purposes are served if bad rates are suspended 
and good rates allowed to go into effect without formal contest. (2) 
The number of formal investigations is likely to be reduced jf accu
rate suspension decisions are rendered, since unmeritorious filings will 
be discrouraged and legitimate filings will not be set down for formal 
investigation merely because the· agency lacks infonnation from which, 
to'determine whether or not the rate is lawful. Again, the.re is strong 
evidence that many formal investigations are instituted at the ICC 
because the Suspension Board, lacking sufficient or correct informa
tion, is unable to determine whether the rate is valid. And (3), the 
agency staff is placed in a pivotafpositionin which it is given the lever
age necessary to encourage settlement of rate, cases and withdrawal of, 
unjustifie.d rates. . . 

The participation of -private parties in the suspension determination 
consists primarily of their opportunity to submit required or volun
tary information supporting or attacking the proposed rate. This is 

'a valuable opportunity which should be preserved. Howevm', the 
nature of the determination and the limited time available for making 
it place severe limits upon the extent nf additional party participation 
which can'be allowed. 

One factor which renders more difficlilt the improved exercise of the 
suspension power is the period of time an agency has in which to re
view any filed data. The governing statutes generally provide that. 
a changed rate must be filed on at least 30 days' notice, and agency 
rules provide that complaints or protests aga.i~st such a rate generally 
must be filed within a reasonable time after the filing. If a carrier files 
a ra~te change on 30 days' statutory notice, the a.gency in most in
stances has less than 15 days to eval nate al1 of the data submitted by 
the proponent and protestants of a rate. This is an extremely short 
period of time~ particularly in situations where major rate adjust
ments are invnlved.There are several possible solutions to this time 
problem: (1) Obtain an amendment to the statute increasing the stat
utory notice period. Although this is the most satisfaetory solution 
to the prohlem, considerable opposition might be expected from the 
regulated industry as well as from Congress. Early attempts by the 
ICC to increase the statutory notice period were always rejected by 
Congress. (2) Decrease the periods for filing protests 'against a filed 
rate. This solution,however, would seriously affect an· opponent's 
ahility to adequately prepare data and information in opposition to a 
rate. (,3) Encourage voluntary filings which will not become effective 
until the end ofa period of time longer than the, statutory period. In 
order to induce rate applicants to take advantage of this procedure, 
and to accOlnpany their filings with full information in support of the 
proposed rate, the agency should (a) require protestants to 'file oppos
ing statements within the same period of time permitted to them when 

,a rate is .filed to become effective at the end 'Of the statutory notice 
period, and (b) provide assurance that the agency will take final action 
on the filing at a reasor:able time prior to' the eff~ctive date. 
3. Encouragement of settlement 

The beneficial aspects of prompt settlement of rate cases are obvious. 
The primary dangers involve the possible sacrifice of the public 
interest in order to. avoid formal proceedings. or to n1ake a paper 
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record of accomplishment. On balance, the Committee is impressed 
with the possibilities .of the use 'of settlement procedures in connection 

. with rate filings and suspensions; and urges that agencies make more 
extensive use of this technique as a method of reducing the volume of 
formal actions the agency must process as a result of suspension. Of 
course, the agency must make it perfectly clear to all interested persons 
that if complaints are filed against rates accepted after settlement 
negotiations, such complaints will be considered on their merits. 

The necessary conditions for effective use of settlement techniques 
inc! ude: (1) submission of detailed information in support of rate 
filings, (2) vigorous staff participation during the early stages of a 
case, (3) the ear Iy designation of the presiding examiner and the 
effective use of conference procedures, and (4) the existence of suffi
cient guidelines so that asettIement can be built on expectations 
concerning ultimate agency decision. 
4. Restrictions on intervention. 

There is no doubt that the presence of a large number of parties 
in.a rate case inhibits settlement and complicates the hearing. On the 
other hand, most intervenors have a legitimate interest and many of 
them contribute information and argument which assist the agency 
in reaching an accurate resolution of the controversy. The problem 
of frivolous intervention for pu!poses of .delay appears to be much 
more significant in licensing cases than it is in rate cases. Moreover, 
judicial attitudes-rightly or wrongly-are often hostile to agency 
attempts to place strict limits on intervention and the trouble caused 
by reversal and remand may outweigh any possible saving of time 
at the hearing in that and related cases. . 

In any case while avoiding extreme measures, attempts should be 
·made to reduce the harm the multiplication of parties can cause. 
The Committee believes that the following ineasures would be helpful: 
(1) requiring potential intervenors to show that they have a real 
interest in the proceeding as a prerequisite to intervention; (2) lim
iting their participation in the proceeding to the protection of the 
interest which entitled them to intervene; and (3) limiting cross
examination by intervenors, not only by enforcing the previous point, 
but by empowering hearing examiners to require those having a similar 
interest to utilize a common attorney or to share an allotted time .. 
5. Greater availability and use of relevant evidence 

a. Discovery procedures. In mor;;t rate cases the relevant data 
is available to the parties either in their own records or in public 
records kept by the rate agency. In general, the parties to contested 
rate proceedings 'voluntarily exchange upon request the basic data 
which is needed for adequate preparation. Only rarely' is it neces
sary to seek the issuance of subpoenas duce8 tecwm. A broad discovery 

I practice, such as exists in the Federal courts, is neither necessary to 
obtain information' nor desirable from a policy standpoint. There 
are well-grounded fears . that the major use to which discovery pro
cedures would be put would be harassment and delay. However, 
experimentation with discovery techniques under hearing examiner 
supervision, such as limited use on interrogatories and requests for 
admission of fact, would be desirable. 

b. Development of standardized evidence. A major problem in 
rate procedings is that the standards governing the validity of rates 
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have so many facets and uncertainties that it is often difficult to cur
tail the scope o·f evidence presented. The parties will attempt to in
elude materials relevant to all possible 'agency views, real or imagined, 
and examiners are hard-pressed to restrain this natural impulse. As 
Professor Jones has said, "The voluminous records which result may 
serve only to impede a clear judgment on the most important issues." 

Rate agenices should explore several methods of curtailing the 
material put into the record in rate cases: (1) Further clarification 
of substantive standards would tend to reduce or shape the materials 
relevant to. decision; (2) agency specifica'tion of materials which were 
considered either particularly helpful or unhelpful in variouS' types 
of cruses would serve much the same function; and (3) development 
of S'tandardized cost evidence which might serve as pnma frkie proof 
in rate cases in which cost evidence is important would simplify the 
presentation of such evidence, eliminate the need for expensive studies 
in the less important cases, and assist competitors or consumer inter-
ests in proving the costs of the proponent of·a rate. -

The Committee believes that the third approach would be par
ticularly helpful in many situations. The CAB has experimented 
with standardized cost evidence in local service cases with promising 
results. The Committee is gratified to note that, since originally 
s~ggested in the Committee staff director's tentative report discussing 
ICC rate proceedings, the ICC has initiated a rulemakmg proceeding 
in which the development and use of. standardized cost evidence will 
be considered. These promising developments are worthy of further 
study and implementation, although, of oourse, each instance--includ
ing those aIready proposed-must be judged on its own merits. 
6. Role of the hearing examiner in shaping preliminary arrange

ments 
Prior to hearing a number of important procedural matters lllust 

be determined: the time at which a case is designated for hearing, 
intervention of parties, consolidation of cases involving related mat
ters, severance of issues for separate hearing, requests for subpoenas 
duoes teowm; etc. The extent to which hearing examiners participate 
in these matters varies from agency to agency. In the CAB the ex
aminer plays 'a larger role ,in ruling on these matters than at the FIPO'; 
in the ICC the extent of examiner participation depends upon 
whether the question arises before or after the ease is 'assigned to an 
examiner 'and whether it is assigned for oral hearing or modified pro
cedure. The issue is whether greater control by hearing examiners 
over the 1?rocedural arrangements preliminary to hearing would im
prove theIr handling. 

The Committee has concluded that this is a matter on which no 
recommendation should be made. Differing practices seem to work 
equa.lly well, and the choice of the most appropriate approach should 
be left to the individual agency. On some matters, such as the in
itiation of cases and their designation for hearing, there is a strong 
argument that the staff should play the larger role since it is in a 
better position than the individual hearing examiner to asseS's work
load considerations and the agency's over-all performance of its 
responsibilities. On other matters, such as the scheduling of hearings, 
the exchange of information and written testimony, etc., the hearing 
examiner may be in the best position to intelligently resolve the matter 
after receiving argument from the staff and the private parties. 
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D. IMPROVING THE HEARING PROCESS 

The time devoted to the hearing itself varies from -a few hours in 
the simplest rate cases to many days in the most complicated. Usually, 
however, the elapsed time prior to the start of the 'first session and 
during the recesses that comnlonly interrupt the hearing is much 
grea1ter than that spent in the hearing room. A major objective is to 
reduce the overall time of the hearing, whether in or out of session. 
In addition to delay, the ,quality of the hearing process requires im
provement: more 'attention to,the development of an 'adequate record 
011 the major issues and less proliferation of minor relevancies: ' An 
earlier and clearer formulation 'Of the issues, dealt with in the pre
vious part, will aid initJhis respect; ibut other measures, including an 
improvement in the performance of hearing examiners, aTe also 
needed. 
1. Expanded use of written evidence 

The practice 'Of preparing direct testimony and exhibits in written 
form and distri1buting them in advance of the heJaring is becoming 
more and more common. Several agencies, including GAB, FPC, 
and 11OG, require this procedure in nlany cases in the order designat
ing the case for hearing. In some, instances the advance preparation 
of written ev,idence is limited to the direct c-ase of the party having 
the burden of proof; in others it, is extended to the staff and the 
opposing parties. ' , 

Rate cases by .their nature are well suited to the use of written 
procedures. The testimony and ~xhibits which constitute the bulk 
of the record in rate proceeilings consist of the views and opinions 
of expert and professional witnesses. The underlying facts are placed 
in the record in the 'form of detailed exhibits, with an expert testifying 
concerning the manner of preparation of the exhiibit, the supporting 
rationale, and the inferences which he believes should be drawn from 
it. While there m'ay be factual disputes (how much natural gas is 
cont~ined in -a particular geolog,ic formation? Ho-yv much traffic will 
be developed under a particular rate? etc.),. the resolution of these 
factual issues is likely to rest on the acceptance of the judgment of 
one ~xJ?ert ratJ.1er than another. Credibilit:y in the 1!sual sepse of 
confhctmg storIes as to factual 'Occurrences IS rarely Involved.. Al
though cross-examination 'Of the expert witnesses is often helpful or 
necessary, it is virtually impossible for one party to establish his own 
direct case \by cross-ex'amination of another party's witnesses. An 
expert witness will occasionally admit specific weaknesses in his analy
sis, or qualify his conclusions, but he will shortly be out of a job 
if he fails to stick to the story which, in cooperation with the attorney, 
he has prepared in ,advance'. The major purpose of cross-examination 
is not to reduce such a witness to a shattered hulk by the admission 
of error, but to explore all of the considerations entering into what 
must remain a m'atter of judgment. ' . 

Effective participation in a case of this nature requires the attorneys 
for the staff and the private parties to prepare their witnesses and 
exhibits in advance. The requirement tha,t an expert's story be put 
in written form when' exhibits ar~ prepared ,is an insignificant burden 
and results in more precise and informative testimony. Attorneys 
dislike the idea of an advance exchange of the case-iIi-chief of all' 
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parties prior to embarking upon cross-examination, either because the 
procedure is unfamiliar or !because it reduces the element of surprise 
which they traditionally regard as an important tool-of-trade in ad
versary proceedings. Even in court proceedings, however, the cur
rent trend is to reduce the factor of surprise through such devices a'S 
discovery and pre-trial procedures. In rate proceedings before a 
regulatory body the element of surprise has no proper place and its 
elimination is in the public intel'est. 

The bene:fits are manifold; (1) exchange 'Of written evidence facili
tates settlement techniques in situations in which there is staff partici
pation; (2) the hearing examiner, after studying the direct evidence 
of.the parties prior to hearing, can participate in the case in an intel
ligent fashion, leading to more effective use of conference Itechniques 
and more informed rulings at the hearing; (3) ina substantial num
ber of cases, particularly those 'Of less moment, the parties may be 
satisfied with their written presentations, and an oral hearing 'becomes 
unnecessary; and (4) the efforts of the parties at the oral hearing, if 
one is necessary, are confined to clarifying the major issues through 
informed cross-examination. Properly handled, written procedures 
should result in a more adequate record being produced in a shorter 
space of time. 

The objections to the use of written evidence take several forms: 
(1) Attorneys who aTe unfamiliar with the advance preparation of 
testimony and exhibits initially object to this procedure, but their 
hostility ameliorates as they acquire experience in its use. Today 
there are a number of experienced practitioners who advocate greater 
reliance on prepared testimony. (2) If the hearing date is signifi
cantly delayed, the written submissions may become obsolete or the 
affiants may be temporarily unavailable. This is a genuine problem 
which requires that the hearing take place shortly after the exchange 
of written evidence has been completed. (3) Some attorneys will at
tempt to undermine the usefulness of prepared testimony by holding 
back major elements of their case in order to surprise their opponents 
on re-direct. To the extent that this is permitted by the hearing 
examiner, the utility of written procedures is destroyed. The remedy 
is apparent: it must be made clear to attorneys that inadequate pre
pared testimony cannot be supplemented (and the opposition sur
prised) by a later attempt to cover the same matter on re-direct. (4) 
A related abuse of written procedures, the tendency of attorneys to 
"can" testimony in an overly general or argumentative manner, may 
also be controlled by prudent rulings of the presiding examin~r. If 
the examiner is lax, the time spent in· whittling away the improper 
surplusage from· prepared statements may outweigh any benefits 
derived from their use. (5) Failure to exchange or study written 
evidence at an early point may limit the usefulness of written proce
dures. The exchange of written evidence can only achieve maximum 
effectiveness if all the parties, including the staff, carefully study the 
distributed material in advance of the prehearing conferences. The 
subsequent oral hearing may then be devoted almost entirely to cross
examination. If an appropriate period has been provided in which 
to study the written evidence, the examiner should expect everyone 
to be fully prepared to go forward on the date set. Excuses from 
private parties of conflicting engagements or lack of time should be 
dealt with firmly since the convenience of the attorneys cannot be the 
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controlling factor. Excuses from agency staff should be treated simi
larly, since the case should not have been designated for hearing unless 

. the staff was in a position' to work on the case. (6) Some attorneys 
argue that written procedures may lead to delays because the advance 
look at direct testimony allows, the opposition more time to develop 
more questions for cross-examination. In contested licensing cases in 
which one party desires to delay the issuance of any certificate, ex
aminers find it difficult to keep repetitive cross-examination under 
proper control. In rate proceedings, however, the delay motive is 
usually absent, and the opportunity' for advance study serves its pur
pose of producing a more informative exchange of views at the 

. hearing. ' " 
The Committee has concluded that maximum use of written 'evi

dence should he 'encouraged. ,There has been sufficient experience 
and success with written evidence in rate proceedings to justify a 
further shift away from the live testirrionial process. The potential 
difficulties of written procedures may be controlled or eliminated by 
careful handling; and the original hostility to them of some attorneys 
and examiners has diminished as experience in their use has been 
acquired. This does not mean that the oral hearing will atrophy
cross-examination will still be required in most cases. But it does 
mean (1) that trial by surprise will vanish from rate proceedings, 
(2) that the opportunity for. advance study will result in a more 
informative exchange of views 'both at the prehearing conferences 
and at the hearing itself, (3) that the oral hearing will be shorter and 
more useful, and (4) that the "hearing by interludes" will become 
an extraordinary rather than an everyday occurrence. The normal 
pattern should be ~ hearing, without recesses that is largely if not 
entirely devoted to cross-examination of materials exchanged in 
advance. 
2. More effective use of conference procedures 
. There has been a great deal of uncritical discussion f9r and against 
the wider use of "prehearip.g conferences". Some people regard a 

'prehearing conference as a' failure if it does not result in wiping out 
the entire case by settlement; others view the prehearing conference as 

'a, cure-all which will remedy all the deficiencies of administrative 
'hearings. ,It is for this reason that the Committee has avoided the 
label "prehearing conference" and has addressed its a,ttenhon to the 
conditions required for fruitful conversations between the hearing ex
aminer and' all the parties prior to the hearing. The objectives of 
these conversations should be (1) to reach early agreement on im
portant procedural matters such as requests for information, the ex
change 6f written testimony, the timetable for the hearing, and simpli
fied methods of proof; (2) to exchange ideas on the merits of the case 
with a view toward eliInination or simplification of som.e issues; and 
(3) to provide a convenient forum for the initiation of settlement 
negotiations between the parties.. , 

The first oibjective, reaching 'agreement on importanl procedural 
m'atters, may be handled in a conference held soon after the designa
tion of the presiding examiner. In the most complex rate eases, espe
cially WheJl the he'aring is to be held in ",Vashington, such a confer~nce . 
may a.1so provide a useful opportunity to explore the simplification of 
the case. In simpler cases, or when the hea.ringis t'obe held away from 
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'Vashington, a conference held before the parties and the staff have 
completed their preparation for hearing is not likely to result in crys
tallization of issues or agreement on anything other than procedural 
details. It will often be mOore expedi,tious and cheaper for all con
cerned to make these procedural arrangements by letter or telephone. 

Progress on the remaining objectives-simplification and settle
ment-is not likely until the parties havlj substantially completed their 
preparation for the hearing itself. The exchange of 'written testimony 
prior to the date set for the hearing assures that this preparation takes 
place and enhances the effectiveness of the conference technique. Both 
before and after the distribution of prepared testimony, it may ap
pear that additional data arid information are needed by the parties 
in order to 'adequately complete their preparation; upon a proper show
ing, the examiner sho1l1d work out arrangements for providing essen
tial data. At the conference itself there should be a detailed explora
tion of the nature of each of the major contested issues involved in the 
proceeding and of the confijcting positions which will be taken on each 
by all parties, including the staff. The general 'Objective should be to 
identify those 111atters which will he the subject of serious controversy, 
ei,ther as to the basic facts or as to the conclusions to be dr'awl1 there
from. The staff should not expect, nDr should it be permitted, to as
sume ,the blanket posture that it cannot set forth its position until all 
the evidence has been presented. Where its investigation has revealed 
that an issue is presented, it should sostate; on other matters the staff, 
even though it may not yet know what its ultimate position will be, 
can be expected to reveal the questions or pI'ohlems which need to be 
fully developed on the record. These requirements for disclos11re of 
positions, of course, a~p'ply with equal ,force to al1 other participants. 

The hearing examiner should exercise imaginative Ieade,rship in ex
ploring the possibility of handling certain types 'Of problems on the 
basis of written materials, outside of the trial arena. The objective 
should be to identify specific issues and areas where the application of 
oral hearing techniques, on balance, does not make an important or 
useful con trihution toward assisting the agency to arrive at an ac
curate and informed decision. If it appears that there are. areas in 
which such a decision might be reached, with a significant reduction. 
of the hearing time required, on the basis of written materials alone 
(either in the form of briefs or written evidence or both), the hearing 
examiner should S'O order. 

It is essential that all parties, including the agency staff, regard 
such conferences as an integral 'and vital part 'Of the entire proceeding, 
to the same degree as the hearing itseH. They should be expected to 
give adequwte study, in advance of such conferences, to all material 
distributed in the case, and they should be expected to attend fully 
prepared for a useful discussion afall problems involved in the pro
ceeding, both procedural and substantive. In additi'On, they should 
come fully authorized to make hinding commitments with respect to 
such matters. <I 

The most effective use of the conference technique would envisage 
the possibility, where it appears useful; of one or more later confer
ences, to be held after the parties have conducted further studies and 
investigations based upon the results of the initial conference. There 
is no rigid rule here, but conferences should be held at such times and 
for such duration as may seem helpful land a,ppropriate., 
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The final step. in the prehearing program should he ,the issuance by 
the hearing examiner of a prehearing orq.er, or ruling which should 
control the subsequent course of the proceeding. It is essential that 
the examiner be given the authority to dispose in -this order 'Of any 
procedural matters which he would be autihorized to rule up'On during 
the course of the proceeding, irrespeetive of consent by the parties. 

In rate proceedings in which the "hearing Iby interludes" a.pproach 
- has been abandoned' for a relatively continuous hearing preceded by 

advance exchange of prepared testimony and exhibits, the conference 
procedures will prove to be of maximum utility. ,Vhere these changes 
have not Ibeen made, the conditions for the most effective use of con
ference procedures do not exist and less must he expected of them. 
3. Enhancing the value of cross-examination 

Despite the trend toward greater use of written procedures in rate 
cases, an oral' hearing before a hearing examiner is usually provided. 
The cross-examination which takes place in open hearing provides a 
more eomplete factual basis for a decision and allO\vs the parties" to 
fully develop their positions in a flexible and intimate environmellt. 
All partcipants in rate hearings-'---staff; practitioners, hearing ex
anliners-state that cross-examination is useful in testing assumptions, 
exposing underlying nlethods," redllCing the temptation to make ex
treme assertions in prepared t~stimony, rind in giving flesh-anel-blood 
"aliveness" to a proceeding which in other respects is largely depend
ent on written materials. But there is also agreement that much of 
what transpires under the guise of cross-examination is really argu
nlent; that a good deal of it is repetitious or captious; and that no 
completely effective way to control cross-examination has been found. 
The Committee concludes, that doctrinaire proposals to Iimit cr088-
examination should be rejected, but that several measures designed 
to enhance its value should be considered by individual agencies. 

a. Limited use of written interrogatories. In most rate cases the 
ba.sic facts are not in dispute, although the parties are not always com
pletely candid in revealing all the details unfavorable to their posi
tion. The real quarrel is the significance or interpretation to be given 

. the basic data. The absence of hotly disputed issues of fact and of 
credibility issues has led to some experimentation with written inter
rogatories as a substitute for cross-examination. Thus far the bar 
is hostile and the experience is very limited. A major virtue of 
cross-examination is that counsel can mold his succeeding questions 
depending upon the answers obtained from the witness. ,Vritten 
interrogatories lack this flexibility. If successive rounds of inter
rogatories, each based upon the written answers obtained in the pre
ceding rounds, are required, the process is likely to be more time
consuming than the more customary procedure. However, informal 
interrogatories addressed to c011nsel after exchange of direct testimony 
and prior to cross-examination may often save much waste motion. 
For example, if the anlounts included in a particular item in an exhibit 
are unclear, advance notice that this matter will be raised at the cross
examination session will provide an accurate answer and obviate the 
unenlighteningspectacle of the witness fumbling through his papers 
before stating that he is uncertain but will supply the information 
later.. 

b. Controlling excessive cross-examination. A common refrain 
of pa.rticipants in' rate cases is the undue length and repetition of 
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cross-examination, particularly in cases with many pal'ties. In part 
this is but a natural feeling by advocates that the "o\he1' fellow" 
'vastes everyone's time without contributing to the revelatIOn of truth. 
In part this criticism also reflects the genuine difficulty that examiners 
ha,'e in making decisive rulings in proceedings in which broad sub
stantive stanuarcls make relevancy ahvays a matter of ~legree. To .the 
extent that these factors are responsible, the problem is not susceptIble 
to procedural reform. The Committee is convinced I however l that a 
shift in current attitudes on the part of hearing examiners would effect 
a desirable reduction of cross-examination which is excessive under 
any view. . 

At present, hearing examiners have sufficient authority to rest,ri?t 
repetitive and captious cross-examination, but in many instances It IS 
not adequately exercised. A \viser and firmer application of present 
powers would do much to solve the problem: (1) an emphasis on the 
early forlnulation of issues through a prehearing conference held after 
exchange of written evidence; (2) strenuous efforts to perfect exhibits 
and prepared testimony, since generality, incompleteness, and argu
mentative material is written evidence encourages prolonged cross
examination; (3) alignment of the parties into meaningful groups 
for purposes of cross-examination; and (4)- a discerning application, 
,vhe1'e necessary, of the examiner's present power to limit duplicative 
cross-examination by persons having the same interest. But forceful 
lea4ership by able examiners combined w,ith cooperation on the part 
of skilled counsel, by themselves, may not ~e enough~ The attitude of . 
examiners favoring the "right" of the cross-examiner to ask questions 
and resolving all doubts in his favor needs to be Inodified by a skepti
cism requiring the cross-examiner to justify any lengthy examination. 

c. Discretion to limit cross-e~amination. Governing statutes re
quire a "hearing" in rate cases and the Administrative Procedure Act 
guarantees "such cross-exttmination as may he required for a full and 
true disclosure of the facts." There are situat.ions, howevel~, in which 
the "full. and true disclosure. of the facts" does not require cross
eXaInination. In these situations examiners ShOll ld not hesitate to 
limit or refuse cross-exani.ination. The concern should not be with 
abstract notions of "the right to cross-exalnination" or the c1assifica- . 
tion of the proceedi.ng as rulemaking or adjudication l but with the 
helpfulness of cross-examination in exploring particular issues. 
4. Improved performance by hearing examiners 

The trend of events, inc1uding the recommendations of the Admin
istrative Conference, is to place greater power and discretion in hear
ing. examiners to control the handling of formal proceedings; These 
changes make it increasingly important that individu'a:1 hearing ex-

_ aininers lh'1ve the capacity and willingness to make prude:t:J:t use of these _ 
enhanced powers. Advances in the powers, ~tattis, or salar)r of hear
ing examiners should ca,rry a concomitant resp<;>nsibility 'for higher' 
standards of professional performance. Cha.ng.es inat~itti:de on'.' the' 
part of he.aring examiners, or in the- environment in whi.ch they must 
operate, may be required. . .' - ., . _ -

The rules of agencies exercising -rate function's, with minor excep
tions, grant to hearing examiners the. powers requir_ed to'pres~de over 
formal proceedings. In some a.gencies, 'such as' 'FPC, ·ex;aminers also 
are given discretion to limit cross~examination by interven?rs, to limit 
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the number of expert witnesses, and to require n,dv:ance distribution of 
proposed exhibits and prepared testimony. There is general agree
ment that examiners have all the authority necessary to limit the 
tactical disputes of counsel, to keep the record and the issues fairly 
clear, and to prevent fishing expeditions and repetitive cross-examina
tion. Several possible exceptions, 'however, limiting the authority of 
hearing examiners in the conduct of proceedings, should be considered 
by individual agencies: (1 )incOlnplete authority of ICC exalniners to 
issue subpoenas duces tecum; (2) inability of examiners in several 
agencies to conclude a preheaTing conference with a definitive order in 
the absence of a stipulation by the parties; and (3) the interruption 
and delay sometimes caused by agency consideration of interlocutory 
appeals fron1 examiner rulings during the hearing. .. 

The major complaints concerning the performance of hearing ex
aminers fall into three categories: (1) insufficient control over the 
hearing, resulting in unnecessarily long records and delay; (2) occa
sional instances of headstrong behavior seemingly indicating that the 
examiner believes it is his function to ignore agency policy or accepted 
rules of decorum if he dislikes them; and (3) delay in the completion 
of initial decisions and their uneven quality and excessive length. 
Some of these problems are not amenable to solution by general rule 
since they involve personal relations or individual characteristics. 
Others rest in the realm of experience or judgment, Yet the com
plaints are sufficiently strong and recurrent so .that possible methods 
of improvement de~erve careful consideration. 

(1) The basic solution ,to the relative inadequacy of given hearing 
examiners 'lies in creating the conditions which in the long run will 
contribute toward the recruitment and retention of the highest possible 
caliber of lawyers for hearing exa~iner positions. Var'ious aspects of 
the long-run task of improving the average caliber of hearing, examin
ers are being considered by the Committee on Personnel. 

(2) Improved performance by existing nearing examiners is likely to 
result from personnel policies which reflect an understanding approach 
to the hearing examin,er and his work. The measures which are ap- ' 
propriate will vary in different agencies but might include one or more 
of the followil).g ster>s : better offices and working facilities for hearing 
examiners;,better secretarial assistance; informal contacts with agency 

, heads; use of ,'a, chief hearing examiner rather than agency staff to 
supervise or criticize their work; etc. The objective should be to cut 
down the sense of isolation from the agency which sometimes exists, 
and to reduce morale problems which affect the quality and quantity of 
examiners', ,work. " ' , ' 
, On the other-hapd; e;xaminers must inevitably earn dignity and re
spect by the q~~lity ,of their 'performance rather than by prima donna 
behavior~ .,<,H.ea:ring examiners sllould not let careerists in their midst -
persuade them to doubt these obvious truths: first, that they are arms 
of the agen~i~s and haye a;ri obligation- to apply agency policy as they 
can best ascertain it ; and, second, ~hat the agenc:y, which has the ulti
mate responsibility to see that statutory policies are given effective 
implementation; cannot abdicate control to them of the proc~ssing of 
cases and'the,disp<?~ition of the,ageJ?cy's workload. Examiners should 

,'expect the highest' professional standards of performance and conduct 
, from one ~n6ther. 'When faced with conditions of urgency, examiners 

'" 
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should respond as other professional people do-by ~orking longer 
hours or obtaining special assistance. . 

The "independence" of hearing examiners and the protections af
forded them by section 11 of the Administrative Procedure Act have. 
been valued as insuring impartiality. On the other hand, it has been 
argued that in cases not involving agency enforcement policies or 
credibility issues these protections are purchased at too high a cost. 
Greater agency control over hearing examiners would result, it is said, 
in more responsiveness on the part of examiners to agency views and 
more flexible use of experienced personnel. The CommIttee, which 
has concluded that the independent hearing examiner should retain a 
vital role in rate cases, feels that appropriate supervision and flexibility 
is allowed under present arrangements. In large part the difficulties 
are caused by agency failures to exercise supervision in a diplomatic 
manner or by a tendency on the part of some examiners to resist any 
agency measures designed to affect them in the expeditious disposition 
of matters pending before them. 

Agency supervision of hearing examiners may properly take a 
number of forms: 

(1) Rate proceedings require technical skills and specialized ex
perience of a high order: Many new examiners may lack these skills 
initially, arid some older ones need training as new techniques and 
problems come ~long. The purpose of examiner "independence" is 
to insure a free and unbiased determination of the facts at issue in 
individual cases. Encouraging or requiring examiners to attend 
classes, lectures or conferences dealing with techniques of cost ac
counting or current technical problems in rate cases would not violate 
the spirit or letter of the Administrative Procedure Act. An im
provement in the technical skills of examiners as a result of study 
programs, periodic conferences, etc., would produce substantial 
dividends. . 

(2) Informal contacts between' agency heads and examiners, or' 
between staff officials and examiners, may serve a useful purpose in 
informing each group of the problems faced by the other. In several 
agencies, especially CAB and FPC, the hearing examiners have made 
useful contributions to procedural reform in this way. These con
tacts also improve the examiners' sense of participation in the total 
enterprise and encourage them to produce the type of initial decisions 
which are most useful to the agency heads. If the agency, for· ex
ample, obtains the most benefit from initial decisions containing page 
references to the record, examiners will tend to respond to informal 
suggestions. Undue length of decisions may likewise be curtailed. 

(3) Day-to-day supervision of the expeditious completion by hear
ing examiners of their work is best provided by a forceful and able 
chief hearing examiner .. Criticism that will be resented from an
other source IS likely to be taken to heart if it comes from an under
standing peer. The chief hearing examiner, however, must do more 
than serve as a conduit through which criticisms and comments from 
agency heads and staff may be funneled to examiners; a major part 
of his duties should be the development and encouragement of ex
aminer-imposed standards. Periodic discussions among the examiners 
should help to' formulate these internal standards of conduct and 
performance. 
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(4) The Administrative Procedure Act does not prohibit the flexible 
use of hearing examiner personnel for tasks closely related to the 
decisional process. The requirement that hearing examiners "shall 
perfornl no duties inconsistent with their duties and responsibilities 
as examiners" was designed to prevent possible bias from use of hear
ing examiners in investigative or prosecutory tasks. \~There ,vorlr
load considerations make-it desirable, it is proper for hearing exam
iners to assist agency' heads in the preparation of final decisions, to 
serve on employee boards having appellate jurisdiction over excep
tions to initial decisions, or th~ like. The rigid view of some hearing 
examiners that it is improper to use their services except in ora] 
hearings and preparing initial decisions is without merit. 

(5) VVhen all else fails, the agency should not be hesitant to initiate 
formal proceedings against examiners who are recalcitrant or incom
petent. If it were known that agencies would take steps to eliminate 
hearing examiners who treated their jobs as a prolonged semi-retire
ment or failed to respond to proper agency directives, diligent per
formance would become habitual in all agencies. In the long run, 
better selection and higher pay might then raise the average caliber 
of the hearing examiner corps. 

In general, the Committee recognizes that, as in the case of any 
Jther professional group,the hearing examiner corps includes many 
who live up to the highest professional standards of performance and 
conduct, as well as some who fall short of the mark.' There is evi
dence, however, that where criticisms or complaints have been directed' 
against hearing examiner performance, some examiners have been 
inclined to show less concern with the merits than with a seeming 
threat to their independence and "status." It is our view that, all 
in all, the hearing examiner corps might well profit from a shift 
of emphasis in its own mind, from concern over problems of inde
pendence and status, to a greater concern with the goal of bringing 
the entire hearing examiner corps to the highest possible professional 
level of performance and conduct. 

E. IMPROVING THE DECISIONAL PROCESS 

The ultimate responsibility for the fashioning, of accurate and 
wise decisions rests with the agency heads. The goals of the decision
al process should be to allow them to exercise this function as speedily 
and intelligently as possible. Measures having this purpose fall into 
two major categories: (1) those which, by delegating authority to 
subordinates, reserve the energies of agency heads for important pol
icy decisions while maintaining their effective control over the over
all process; and (2) measures which condense to manageable propor
tions, without distortion of the issues, cases on which the agency heads 
will vote, assist them in applying -their own judgment to the case, and 
provide help in rendering an intelligent and prompt decision. In 
addition, the desirability of continuing the present agency discretion 
to omit the intermediate decision procedure in rate cases is considered. 
1. Role of hearing examiners in the decisional process 

a. Greater reliance on hearing examiner's initial decision. Fur
ther opportunities exist in some agencies for minimizing the outlay 
of energy devoted to cases in which the agency heads agree with the. 
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disposition adopted by the hearing examiner. The ICC, for example, 
has not recently employed summary affirmance of the hearing ex
aminer's decjsion in rate cases even in instances where its own' final 
report follows exactly the same lines. The reasons urged in support 
of the practice-that. the agency heads should respond to each of the 
parties' exceptions and that hearing examiners' reports are too long
are not meritorious in many cases. If exceptions lack substance and 
the basic issue has been adequately dealt with in the examiner's report, 
summary affirmance is not improper. Exalniners can be encouraged 
to write shorter reports, or a summary of the report n1ight be pre- . 
pared and inserted in the published reports along with the affirming 
order. Greater use of summary affirmance would produce the follow
ing benefits: (1) relieve agency staff andcoinmissioners from a degree 
of work on the more routine cases; (2) encourage examiners to prepare 
decisions in accordance with agency policy by publicizing the instances 
in which the agency accepts their work; and (3) expedite the time of 
final disposition in a substantial number of cases. 

In other agencies, such as the FPC, individual cases are each so 
complicated and important that summary affirmance has less possibili
ties. There are usually one or more issues on which the examiner's 
views are modified or rejected, and a comprehensive examiner's deci
sion is likely to include some statmnents or reasoning which the Com
mission, for one re~son or another, prefers not to include in its final 
precedent-making decision. . . . ' 

b. Agency discretion to omit the hearing examiner's decision. 
The Administrative Procedure Act contains a general rule that the 
presiding officer must initially decide a case in which a determination 
is required to' be made on' the basis of a record, if the agency does 
not require the entire record to be certified to it for initial decision. 
Even if the case is certified to the agency, the intermediate decision' 

. procedure, with opportunity for the parties to file exceptions and 
argument directed against a non-fin.al disposition, is prescribed. How
ever, rate cases and initial licensing are excepted from these require-
ments by two separate dispensations: . 

(1) Since rate cases are not subject to the separation-or-functions 
provisions of section 5 ( c), any other officer qualified to preside at" 
hearings may make the initial decision. The major effect of this is 
to allow the initial decision to be prepared by an agency staff n1em
ber or by a hearing examiner other than the one who presided at 
the hearIng. . In practice, this exception appears to b~ used only'. 
when the examiner who presided at the hearing beeomes unavail
able or fails to prepare a decision for an unreasonable period of 
time. Except in situations of that kind, this alternative makes little 
sense since the familiarity with the .case acquired at the hearing by 
the first examiner is entirely lost when the intermediate decision is 
prepared by someone else. . . 

(2) The option of bypassing the hearing examiner by certifying 
the case to the agency heads' for initial decision is broadened "in 
rulemaking or determining applications for initia.llicenses." In these 
instances the initial or recommended decision may be repla.ced by a 
tentative agency decision or a recommended decision by "any respon
sible officer"-or, upon an agency finding "upon th~ record that due 
and timely execution of its functions imperatively and unavoidably 

20-101-63-8 
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so requires * * *" all such intermediate steps may be omitted. 
Administrative Procedure Act, section 8 (a) . Since most rate cases 
are included in the definition of "rulemaking," this provision allows 
the omission of the intermediate procedure when the proper finding 
can be made. The ICC routinely makes this finding in all suspension 
cases, unless the proponent of the suspended rate agrees to a volun
tary continuance of the suspension until the proceeding is concluded. 
The FCC omits the hearing examiner's reports in most of its com
mon carrier rate cases, largely on grounds that the examiners are 

. unfamiliar with the specialized problems of this. small gr04p of 
. cases. On the other hand, CAB and FPC rarely omit the examiner's 
decision, believing that the crystallization of the case by the initial 
decision and exceptions to jt enable a better and ear lierfinal decision. 

The issue is whether agency discretion to omit the hearing exam
iner's report in rate cases should be curtailed. or eliminated. Once 
again, the special characteristics of most· rate cases must be kept 
in mind. Although handled by adjudicatory techniques, rate cases 
turn on broad factual or policy questions rather than on narrow 
issues of disputed fact .. Credibility is rarely involved. The deeision 
is usually derived by applying national policy, as interpreted by the 
agency, to estimates and conclusions. drawn from the facts .. In this 
type of case the preservation of demeanor evidence, and the reac
tionsof the presiding officer at the hearing, are 'less essential than. 
in many other types. of cases. However, . since the agency members 
do not have time to preside at hearings or read the entire rec6rd, 
they must become informed concerning .the record through the work 
of assistants of some kind. The hearing examiner brings experience 
and impartial judgment to this task, factors which combined with 
the familiarity acquired by exposure to the case at the hearing pro
vide strong arguments for the preparation of a report by the hear-
ing examiner rather than someone from the staff. . .' 

If these assumptions are taken as. the starting point, the various 
alternatives permitted by the Administrative' Procedure Act in rate 
cases are drastically reduced. Consideration of the som.ewhat negli
gible differences between a "recommended report". and an "initial 
decision" can also be ignored because all major rate agencies employ 
a procedure which makes the examiner's decision final if no exceptions 
are filed or the agency does not move to stay its .effectiveness. (In 
tne ICC the examiner's product is referred to as a "recommended 

. report and order" but by agency rule it has the full effect of an 
"initial decision" as used in the Administrative Procedue Act.) The 
practical alternatives are as follows: . 

(1) Full compliance with the usual procedure, that is, the issu
ance by the hearing examiner who presided at the hearing of an 
initial decision which becomes final, subject to exceptions taken by 
any of the parties or review by the agency on its own motion. Under 
this procedure the familiarity acquired by the hearing examiner 
during the proceeding is utilized and the parties have full opportunity 
to fire a way at a tentativ~ formulation of agency policy as· applied 
to the facts of the particular case. . . . '. 

(2) The agency, upon a finding that due and timely.execution of its 
functions so requires, can omit the intermediate decision procedure en
tirely and make the final ~ecision itself without any intervening steps. 
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In doing so, it might utilize the examiner's experience in either ot 
two forms: a private report summarizing the tacts ,and issues, or a 
draft of a proposed final decision. On the other hanel, it might ignore 
the examiner altogether and employ a member of the agency staff to 
prepare either a report ot the hearing ora draft decision for its con
sideration. The rejection of the examiner's experience and, knowl
edge is unwise for several reasons: (1) inefficiency because of tailur~ 
to utilize his familiarity with the case; (2) the quality of decisions pre- , 
pared from a cold record tends to be lower; and (3) reduced participa
tion of the parties in the decisional process. So far as is, known; the 
procedure of avoiding the hearing exalniner 'altogether is used only in 
a small number of common carrier rate cases at the FCC. The real 
alternatives, except in emergency situations or where the presiding 
officer becomes' unavailable, are to publish and allow exceptions to the 
examiner's report or to utilize it secretly in reaching a final decision. 

The saving of time involved in omitting the initial decision, even if it 
is assumed that the pa.rties' exceptions do not contribute to a prompter 
decision by the agency heads, is from 30 to 45 days-the time required 
to serve the examiner's report and a wait the filing. of exceptions. 
Against this modest saving of time must be weighed the benefits de
rived from more complete party participation and the publication of 
the examiner's decision: (1) A substantial number of cases, varying 
trom 10 percent to 30 percent of decisions on the merits, become final 
because the initial decision is not stayed by -the filing ot exceptions or 
agency aqtion. The additional work on the part of decisional per
sonnel which is required to process those cases to a fillal decision is 
substantial. (2) The elimination of the opportunity of the parties 
tp file exceptions to an initial decision is likely to have a significant 
effect on the quality of final decisions as well as the acceptability of 
the entire process to the parties. The very process of filing ex~eptions 
to an examiner's i~itial decision serves to dehydrate the case and to 
cut it down to more manageable proportions, so that it can be dealt 
with more effectively by the agency. Thus party participation; which 
has some value in its own right, helps agency heads and their personal 
assistants acquire a mastery ot the record on which decision must 
~m~a . . 

On balance, the Committee feels that the situations in which the 
initial decision should be omitted are relatively rar~. Routine elim
ination of the initial 'decision in the ICC and FCC should be re
examined, along with other measures (such as reduced review in the 
ICC) which might save a comparable period of time in average proc
essing. ,On the other hand, the Committee does not feel that agency 
discretion to omit initial decisions in rate cases under the present pro
visions of the Administrative Procedure Act should be eliminated 
altogether. " , 

c. Wider consultation on the part of hearing examiners to pro
vide them with needed assistance. Two separate exemptions oper
ate to exclude all rate proceedings from the separation-of-functions 
requirements of section 5 (c) ot the Ad.ministrative Procedure 'Act: 
(1) Section 5 is applicable only to a part of adjudication and ney;er 
to rulemaking. Under section 2 (c) of the act, the definitio!l of rule
making includes 'the approval or prescription for the future of rates 
* * * " (2) ,Subsection (c) of section 5 provides a turther exemp-
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tion of "proceedings involving, the validity or application of -rates, 
facilities; or practices", thereby adding. reparations cases to those rate 
cases of future effect alrea,dy eXlempt under the first provision. The 
wisdon'( of exempti1Lg rate, proceedings altogether frOln the require
ments of section 5 (c) h.as been questioned by responsible. authorities 
and the Committee has addressed itself to the broad issue of the nature 
and scope of consultation on the part of hearing examiners which is . 
appropriate in rate cases. In general, the Committee concludes that: 
(1) as the Admin~strativeProcedure Act appeal's to recognize, a wide 
degr~e of consultation is appropriate in rate cases; (2) consultation of 
hearirig examiners with staff members participating in the hearing 
should be subject to the rules relating to 'ex parte communications with 
outside participants pr~~iQusly adopted by the Administrativ,e C~:m
ference "(RecommendatIOn No. 16, June 29, 1962); and (3)' hearmg, 
examiners, in exercising their individual ideas of propriety and help:.. 
fulness in deciding whether to discuss their cases with other persons, 
should not be re~trained by the widespread but false notion that 
hearing examiners must operate in complete isolation.. . . . 

The complex ~lature of many rate proceedings makes it ,necessary fot 
a.n initial decision to reflect understa.nding of accounting procedures, 
engineering· terms, and statistical data. Even if a hearing examiner 
is able over a period of ye~rs to acquire expertne,ss in these varied 
disciplines, the da.ys re'quired, to perform 'detailed ,analysis of exhibits 
or elaborate computations ·is often. an ill-use of- 'such an exan1,iner's 
time. If the exaJ1l1ner la.cks these skills, depriying him of any oppor
tunity to consult on an i~lformal basis ,tith someone \'vho has thenl 
results in an initial decision which is less informed a.nd useful than 
it nlight be. Instead of reflecting the exa:miner's inc1ependent.judg~ 
ment"it reflects his ignorance .. Use of specialists to aid in analyzil~g 
the record~ to serve as a sounding board for ideas a·f the hea.rirlg 
examiner, to prepare schedu~es of data in support of ednclusions 
already reaehed, or the like,' is not an invasion of the ex~miner's 
prerogative or a, 'departure from the parties' desireto ha,~ean' initial 
deeision reflec6ng the exa.nliner's inc1~penc1ent. judgment. . . 

",Ve emphasize the need for assistanee and consultation because an 
at.titude has grown up in recent years of cOllsidering a'nything other 
than com,pleteisolation of the hearing examiner as sOlnehO\v improper. 
The exaggerated concern with ex paTte comn'lllnications engendered· 
by a few flagrant instances of wrongdoing and by rep~ated discussion' 
has created a climate in which many examiners are h~sitant to talk 
over the:problems they are' wrestling with in their eases even with one 
another. Practieeswhich.are everyday occurrences with many of our 
ablest judges (e.g., researching, a -point in'the library to supply faets 
and argument'relating to a,policy'~hoice; utilizing a disinterested 
person for an absh~act diseussion of ideas relating to a question. of 

_ law presented' in a.case; p~ing a. la;w clerk or other subordinate as a 
sounding board for ideas or aseyes-and7e'itrs in carryjng out : detailed ' 
researeh; ,etc..) are a voi ded hot· because the hearing examiner . feels 
he would not benefit by them bltt solely -because they might expose him 
to foolish. or unreasonable criticism. ,The intelligent alld ,infQrmed 
partici pation 6f a hearing examiner cannot be produced.by cutting him 
'off from his prior experience,' his daily cont'acts, the .il1~sights ,$om,e-~ .. 
times available 'in the library, or: the opportunity to exchange views' . 
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with disinterested persons. The prevailing climate which induces 
hearing examiners to operate in an int.ellectual vaCUUln can and must 
be changed. .. . 

The jlldgment as to whether a particular consultation is desirable 
or proper should be left to the discretion of the individual hearing 
examiner. As with our judges, individual hearing exanliners canbe 
ex:pected to have differing notions of what, \'lithin the zone of propri-

. ety, is helpful and appropriate for them. But they should not be· 
restrained from talking over their problems with disinterested persons 
by a fear of criticism prompted by the current. overemphasis on the 
dangers of ex parte communications. 
. The rea.! issue, the Committee believes, is not whether hearing ex
iuniners should receive assistance or engage in consultation, but the 
manner and form in which these activities should be carried on. Three 
policy objectives must. be. kept. in mind: (1) the exclusiveness of the 
record as the basis of the decision, subject to proper official notice, 
must be maintained; (2) the dangers of ex parte ·a.rgument by partici
pants in the case should be avoided; and (3) the appearance of im
propriet.y, as well as its actuality, should be avoided. In applying 
these objectives, agency guidance may sometimes be a.ppropriate but 
the fundafuental choice whether or not to seek or allow a given 
consultation must be left to the . integrity and judgment of the indi
vidua.! hea.ring examiner. 'Vithin the broad limits of propriety; the 
pa.rties are protected if the examiner includes in his report the in
formation and argument relating to law and policy which he has 
actually rp,lied upon, whatever its source, for the matter is then in. 
the open and may be raised in exceptions to the initial decision. 

Some illustrations may indicate the general limits of propriety 
without necessitating detailed discussion: (1) Discussions wit.h staff 
members participating in the case as lawyers or witnesses should be 
kept on the same basis as. \vithoutside pa.rticipants; that is, the dis
cussion should be limited to procedural or other matters falling within 
the traditional ex pa1·te area or all the parties should be notified or 
present Recommendation No. 16, adopted· by the Administrative 
Conference on .J une 29, 1962, although limited in its application to 
contacts with out.side persons, stat.es principles which the Committee 
believes should also be applicable to off-the-record communications 
befween-presiding examjners and staff participants in the hearing. 
(2) On the other hand, an informal discussion with an agency staff 
man riot involve:d in thepart.icular case and whose disinterested ap
proach is not contaminated by a prior commitnl~nt on the particular 
question, may be appropriate and useful. The setting- in which the 
consultation occurs, of course, is of great importance. The casual use 
of a technician as a walking encyclopedia is harmless (and usually 
within the confines of judicial or officiu.l notice) . Informal discussion 
of a question of law with a staff lawyer in the agency cafeteria is also 
innocent, providing the law'yer is not engaged in the case nor a parti
san advocate on the question. Discussion of questions of law and 
policy, and the generalized facts relevant to them, is proper in situ
ations in which discussion of the particularized facts at issue in a 
given case would not be. 

In summary, although the basic principle of fairness which under
lies separation-of-functions ideas is applicable to ex parte consultation 
with part.icipants in rate proceedings, the com,plexity and policy di-
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mensions of rate cases justifies a more relaxed practice of consultation 
with disinterested non-participants. The. individual hearing exam
iner, within these general limits, should be entrusted to make this 
judQ"ment for himself. . 

Where elaborate assistance is required by hearing examiners, the 
form in which it is made available. may take one of several patterns. 
Temporary assignment of an accountant or rate specialist 'from the 

, agency's staff to assist an examiner in analyzing exhibits or prepar-: 
ing schedules may often be the most convenient method. "Where a , 
group of examiners require assistance on a fairly regularized basis, 
permanent employment of specialists in the Office of Hearing Ex
aminers has'the advantage of making assistance more readily accessi
ble. In some agencies, a special staff of lawyers and specialists might 
be created whicJJ. would assist both hearing examiners and ageney 
heads in the decisional process and which would remain to some extent 
removed from the staff, although not isolated from all contact. The 
important point, whichever pattern of organization is chosen, is to, 
insure'that the assistance is disinterested, sharing the comrpitment of ' 
the deciders to produce the best decision possible. 

2. Delegation of decisional authority 

Under the impetus of reorganization orders and ,statutory amend
ments,several agencies are making greater use of employe~ boards or 
hearing examiners by delegation ·of decisional authority. The ,ICC 
has esta:blished a Rates and Practices Review Board which functions 
as an appellate body reviewing the decisions ,of hearing examiners, 
subject to petitions for reconSIderation 'filed with Division 2. ' The 
Review Board began full operation in early 1962 and is now disposing 
of 15 to 25 cases per month. The CAB, pursuantto Reorganization . 
Plan No.3 of 1961, took the different course of delegating to, hearing , 
examiners the Board's authority to make decisions in air 'safety and 
economic proceedings, with the Board retaining a discretionary right 
,to review. : ' 

The objectives :of these devices are meritorious: (1) to relieve the 
agency heads from a needless burden of minor deeisions, leaving them 
more time for their other responsibilities; and '(2) to expedite ,tpe 
final deeision of contested cases~· The problems created by delegation, 
however, may be significant in some situations: (1) if delegation goes 
too far, the effective opportunity of the parties to obtain review of 
initial decisions may be impaired; (2) on the other hand, if access to, 
the agency heads remains common, a more cumbersome process is 
substituted for a simple two-step process; and (3) where employee 
boards are utilized, there must be sufficient workload to utilize the 
services ,of the board members on a full-time basis, and a judgment· 
that the serviees of these experienced men are best spent in this wa.y. 

The utility of delegation devices depends upon workload and other 
considerations peculiar to each agency. Each delegation of decisional 
authority should be considered on its own mertis in relation to the 
problems it was intended to solve and the alternative solutions that 
were available. The recent steps taken by CAB and ICC have not 
been in effect 'for a sufficient period to allow confident evaluation.' The 
Committee recommends that the Administrative Conference, or any 
successor organization, review arid evaluate the use of employee boards 
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and decisional delegation at some future time on the basis of a longer 
period of operation. . . . • . 

3. Greater participation in the decisional process by agency heads 

It is possible to take the position that agency procedures should he 
designed to allow the professional staff of an agency to dominate the 
decisional process. The justification of such a position would be that 
the staff comprises the only group in the agency with specialized 
know ledge and interest in regulatory problems, as against an unin
formed, often lazy, and J?eripatetic group of men who temporarily 
occupy chairs as commissIOners. - In rejecting this position, we start 
with the premise that the President and Congress have placed respon
sibility in the integrity and judgment of the agency heads, that they 
can inform themselves concerning the work of the agency,and that 
the attitudes and experience which they bring from the outside (which 
is often "political" in the larger and finer sense of the word) are a 
means of democratic control over the otherwise headless fourth branch. 

It· cannot be expected that an agency head can regularly give hjs 
personal attention to the massive records in tile rate cases which 
reach him for decision. The demands on his time (general adminis
trative work, legislative hearings, formulation of policy in the form 
of rules, licensing and other cases of an adjudicatory character, pub
lic appearances, etc.) are much too formidable to permit anything 
_ more than an occasional contact with the record in a case of special 
interest to the particular commissioner. His knowledge of the case 
must be obtained from sources which are more succinct and manage
able. 
. What· are the potential sources of information and insight? Are 

they adequate. to perform the job of revealing the facts relevant to 
an intelligent resolution of the legal and policy questions which' the 
case presents.? In most rate agencies, six major sources of informa
tion must be considered: 

(1) The initial decision of the hearing examiner serves as a prime 
source of. enlightenment except in the classes of cases in FCC' and 
,ICC: where it'is omitted .. Methods of improving the quality of ex
aminer decisions,' and sometimes shortening their length, discussed at 
an 'earliE}r point, will make them- more useful to agency heads. . In 
anyeverit,: the initial decision tends to filter out numerous secondary 
issues and focus the attention of everyone on the major issues. 

(2) -The exceptions and briefs of the parties will also be of great 
. help. If the case is complicated orr the parties are numerous, the 

length of .the- briefs may-be such that the agency head is lUlable to 
give them his careful personal attention, but usually he should be 
.expected to read them with care. . 

(3) . Oral.argument will highlight the essential portions' of the case. 
The number of cases in which oral argument is heard, however, may 
be quite small if the caseload is heavy as in the ICC. In all agencies 
major rate cases will usually receive oral argument. 

(4). Every agency provides some additional staff assistance to 
agency heads in analyzing the bulky records and condensing the ma
terials mentioned above, although the form in which this assistance is 
given is quite variable. In the ICC, for example, attorney advisors 
in the Bureau of Rates and Practices prepare a draft of a proposed 
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final decision for consideration by the agency heads who will pass on 
the Qase. This docilment will not analyze the pros and cons of various 
issues, but will summarize the facts and dispose of the is;;ues; in, a 
number of the most important cases, however, an explanatory memo:
randUln or alternative drafts of a final report will provide further 
analysis. In the FPC, on the other hand, a special group of decisional 
personnel, later employed in th~ writ~ng of the final'decision, will 
first prepare an analysis of the case for the use of the agency heads. 
The usefulness of these documents, ofoourse, varies with thecom
petence and workload of the persons, preparing them. 

, (5) 'Each agency head, with rare exceptions, will have one or morA ' 
,', , c personal assistants in his own office who may be assigned to prepa,rp. 

memoranda and advice tailored to the agency head's needs and views. 
Help of this type varies from three or four assistants per commi~ 
sioner in ICC to one per commissioner in most of the other agencies. 

(6) To a varying extent frOom a'gency tOo agency, members of the 
agency's staff niay participate in the final, <;lecisional process by ad
vising, commenting, Oor' providing special help. In'some agencie~, 

, such as ICC, this assistance generally takes a formal pattern of re
quest froni agency head followed by written reply by a bureau direc

,tor or another member of the staff. In'others, such as the FPC, where 
the top-level st.aff personnel attend Co;rmnission meetings, it takes more 
variable and flexible forms.,' ' 

Whatever the particular pattern, the mass 'of material resulting 
from the hearing, the initial decision, the exceptions, and the decisional 
process must be presented in a form that is intelligible to the agency 
heads by means of effective staff assistance or all that has gone before 
will prove to be an elaborate charade, unrelated to the actual grounds 
of decision. The objective should be to provide agency heads with the 
information they need to reach satisfactOory conclusions on bOoth factual 
and policy issnes, without flooding them with more than theyean use-
fnllv handle. ,,' , 

There are several issues with respect to the manner in which the 
decisional process is carried on, at the various rate agencies: (1) the 
adequacy of the assistance prOovided to agency heads, either as partOof 
their offices or as a separate service to the agency heads as a group: 
(2) the extent to which staff members should participate in the final 
decisional process~ and (3) the desirability Oof issuing agencyopin
ions under the name Oof individual commissioners. ' 

a. Need for adequate assistance for agency heads. In the ICC 
the offices of individual commissioners provide sufficient personal as
sistance; in the other agencies it is not clear that this is so. ,Each 
agency head needs a g-ood right hand to dig into questions that bother 
him. A personal assistant becomes familiar with his chief's policy 
views and is likely to do an effective job of providing information and 
analysis that is relevant to them. 'This is _particularly'important for 
commissioners other than chairmen, since they do not have the same 
control over and ease of access to staff resources. In general, each 
agency head should be provided with two able assistants-usually a 
la wyer and a technical man (engineer, accountant. rate analyst, etc.) . 
The particular requirements in each agency should depend upon its 
overall workload. '., .' 

~i[uch of the assistance needed by agency lieads, however, can some
times be more efficiently provided by, an' independent group of de-
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cisional personnel serving the agency heads as a body. SUllllll_ariza
tion of records, analysis of issues, preparation of opinions, and other 
tasks can be performed for all agency heads without undue expansion 
of individual offices and duplication of work. 

b. Desirability of consultation with staff during the decisional 
stage. The extent of consultation by agency heads with members of 
the agency staff varies at present. The FPC discusses cases ripe for 
decision in the presence of its geileral counsel and his chief assistants 
and the heads of the various operating bureaus. These staff members 
respond to questions, largely relating to law and policy, put to them 
by the commissioners and occasionally will volunteer comments. Less 
often, other members of the agency staff possessing expert knowledge 
on the subject under discussion may be called into the conference r00111, 
although the individuals who worked on the case are. not consulted 
in this manner. Moreover, the opinion-writing staff talks quite freely 
with hea-ring examiners and staff members. The ICC, \vhere agency 
staff does not participate in the preparation and hearing of rate cases, 
consults with the review attorneys or report writers who serve as opin
ion writers for the commissioners, but consultation with others in the 
agency is very limited. The informal conduct of rate cases in FCC 
more closely resembles the FPC practice, while the CAB falls in an 
intermediate position- with respect to consultation. 

Two major alternatives to informal consultation during the de
cisional process should be considered. One would be to deny the 
agency heads any expert assistance whatever, limiting them to the 
adversary presentation in the briefs and oral argument. The com
mittee rejects this approach on grounds that it is unrealistic and 
will result in uniformed decisions. Instead of providing protection 
to the various interests involved, it magnifies the danger that extrane
ous considerations will govern the decision j f the agency heads are not 
free to ful1y inform themselves ~f the facts and issues. A second 
alternative would be to provide each agency head, or the agency 
heads as a gronp, with a set of independent specialists isolated from 
the rest of the. staff. This would satisfy the most fastidions notions 
of separation of functions, but would pre.sent other problems: a mul
tiplication of specialized staffs, each doing the same work on the same 
case but independently of one another, is costly and time-consUIhing. 
Fragmentation of the independent regulatory agency into separate 
staffs, respectively serving the bureau heads, the hearing examiners, 
and the agency heads, is neither desirable in itself nor required by 
abuses arising out of present practice. . 

Determining the proper extent of consultation on the part of agency 
heads with staff members during the final decisional stage requires the 
bal ancing of confiictjng considerations. On the one hand, it woul d be 
naive to assume that staff advice nt that time win be totallv disin
terested or without influence on the "Outcome of cases. St.aff'officials 
who played a key-role in Iormuhtinfl the staff position will tend to be 
hesitant to disown the product of their-labors or to criticize their sub
ordinates. It also mustbe recognized that the views of agency heads 
often may be affected by the artiqllate presentation of staff views dur
in.1I the final decisional stage. 

On-the other hand, the agency heads need informed and snec.ialized 
advic(~ and assistance in order to effectuate their own policies in agency 
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decisions. The myriad details on which advice may be needed make 
it cumbersOlne or impossible for all of their inquiries to be placed in 
the public record. It is cheaper and perhaps better to have one staff 
rather than two or three. And it is miwise to wall off the agency 
heads from the most accessible and most effective assistance which is 
available to them in arriving at their own meaningfurunderstanding of 
the issues. 

Here, as elsewhere, a balance must be struck and the Committee has 
concluded that a line can generally be drawn between consultation 
with staff who participated at the hearing and those who: did not. 
In particular, freedom to consult with the bureau chiefs, the general 
counsel, and their top assistants, should be maintained. 

In general, the Committee believes that agency heads should be at 
least as free as hearing examiners to consult with staff members. For 
propriety's sake, consultation with the lawyers and technical personnel 
who worked on the case should be limited. Other considerations also 
support a differentiation between the personnel who worked on the 
case and their superiors: the former are likely to be influenced by the 
heat of battle and less able to detach themselves from their prior 
involvement in the case, while their superiors can be expected to take 
a broader and In ore objective view of the implications of a given case 
in advisiilg the agency heads. N or should it be a.ssumed that agency 
heads are so lacking in intelligence~ and integrity that they will be 
influenced by the comments of the staff, regardless of whether the posi
tion urged has intellectual merit or factual support. In fact, the dan
gers of one-sided advice are narrowed as the group consulted -becomes 
broader, since the individuals in an agency do not represent a mono
lithic orthodoxy but a congerie of different attitudes and ideas in con-
stant Inotion. -

Once againl the nature of the consultation and its setting are impor
tant. There IS no reason, for exam pIe, why a commissioner who de
sires information concerning material in the record should not address 
specific queries to the hearing examiner .or staff lawyer who was in
volved in the case. Unlike the individuals involved in the final de
cisional process, such as personal assistants or opinion writers, they are 
thoroughly familiar with the raw data in the record. An exaggerated 
concern for the form of propriety rather than its substance should not 
persuade agency heads to disregard the hearing' examiner's notes or 
memory as if they did not exist. Particularly when the agency heads 
are contemplating an approach to a policy issue different from that 
taken by the hearing examiner, and explored by the parties in the 
briefs, it is important that the implications of the proposed action be 
fully explored with knowledgeable members of the staff. . 

A related issue is whether the agency heads sh0"!lld vote on the basis 
of the materials submitted by the participants, plus the analysis pro
vided by decisional personnel, or'should consider the case on the basis 
of a draft final report, as in the ICC. The Committee suggests that 
draft decisions, unaccompanied by explanatory memoranda, may not 
adequately outline and explain the crucial issues, and that materials 
of a more analytical nature (those supplied by the decisional per
sonnel) and of an adversary nature (those supplied by the parties and 
staff counsel) may often be more informative and revealing. This is 
particular ly true in situations in which oral argument is not held. 
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c. Personal responsibility for opinion preparation. A final issue 
affecting the informed participation by agency heads in the 
decisional ·process is whether decisions should issue under the 
name of individual commissioners. Experience thus far tends to in
dicate that this current trend is no cure-all of deficiencies in opinions, 
but may be .of some slight value in some situations. In the FPC, for 
example, it seems helpful because it has encouraged commissioners to 
take a greater interest in the process of working out a rationalization 
for a decision. In some instances cOlnmissioners have become deeply 
involved in the particulars of writing the decision. It should be rec
ognized,." however, that limitati.ons of time make it impossible for a 
commissioner to actually write an opinion in most instances. The ad
dition of "personal touches" to a decision entirely thought through and 
prepared by someone else is not in itself a great advance in adminis
trative procedure. All in all, personalized decision procedures are too 
new to evaluate. The Committee recommends that this matter be 
given fuller study at a later time. . 

F. INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF REGULATION 

T4e Committee on Rulemaking believes that it has approached 
problems of procedural reform with an inquiring as well as skeptical 
attitude. The decision to deal only with rate proceedings and the 
choice of agency-by-agency studies as a method of approach illustrate 
the Committee's doubt that fruitful across-the-board generalizations 
could be arrived at in the "available time. Perhaps the limited and 
modest nature of its recommendations also substantiates the Commit
tee's attitude of skepticism toward broad proposals of reform. On 
the other hand, the Committee has attempted at the expense of sub
stantial time and effort on the part of its members to canvass in a 
thorough fashion every serious proposal which has been advanced by 
responsible persons relating to the improvement of rate proceedings. 
On many of these proposals the Committee has reached either a nega
tive conclusion or a determination that for one reason or another an 
affirmative conclusion should not be accepted at this time. It is for this 
reason that this report discusses a substantial number of matters on 
which the Committee has not seen fit to submit recommendations to 
the Administrative Conference. It would be wasteful of the exten
sive educatiOli the Committee has undergone if its views on these mat· 
ters were not recorded for the benefit of .others who may later till the 
same ground. Several other matters of a broader nature, not in
cluded in the previous discussion, have taken much of the Committee's 
time and effort and we turn to these in ooncudi~g this report. 
I." The need to improve the quality of agency personnel at all levels 

The Committee is convinced that the most pressing need at the vari
ous Federal agencies exercising rate functions is a general improve
ment in the quality of personnel at all levels. For the most part, the 
present organization and procedures of these agencies are well adapted 
to the functions being performed. While further changes of a modest 
nature lnay be desirable, the path of procedural innovation has been 
"explored with great ingenuity and thoroughness in most agencies. 
'Vhile further efforts and continuing study are always in order, the 
attraction and retention of m.ore capable ag"ency personnel at all levels 
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would produce much more dramatic accomplishments. The major 
difficulties, which the agencies are attempting to remedy,. are largely 
those endemic throughout the Government: low salaries~ for profes
sioI1a,I personnel, even lower relative saJaries for the niiddle and top
grade supervisory personnel, 'poor working conditions, and the 100v 
repute of civil servants in the United States today. A periodic diffi- . 
culty of rate agencies is the decline of regulatory zeal which has oc
curred as the crusading fervor of the early years of regulation has sub
sided and regulation has become a. more routine fa,cet of the national 
landscape. Capable in en may go into the regulatory agency for ex
perience and training, but many of theln leave when outside opportuni
ties beckon. It is hoped that the Committee on Personnel will be able 
to assist in fashioning measures which will make government service 
more attractive over the long pull. . 

2. The desirable blend of rulemaking vs. adjudication in the 
development of rate policies 

Some regulatory agencies (perhaps the SEC is the most striking 
example) transform the bulk of their -work into the framing of gen
eralized rules followed by individualized staff applications'. The re
sult, if the agency is successful, is a drastic reduction in litigated pro
ceedings and the substitution of informal procedures for adjudications. 
The agency staff does the job under the supervision of the agency 
heads, with the hearing eXaluiner playing a relatively minor role. 
Other agencies (perhaps the NLRB first comes to mind) eschev~T 
general rulemaking by choice or necesslty, developing policy in the 
process of deciding numerous contested cases. The examples given 
undoubtedly are heavily influenced by statutory language and by the 
distinctive functions performed. Yet rate 'proceedings in. different 
agencies run alniost the same range. Contested rate cases are very 
rare under the Packers & Stockyards Act and the Federal Communi-' 
cations Act; infrequent under the Federal Power Act and the Federal 
Aviation Act; and extremely commonplace under the Interstate Com
merce Act and the Natural·Gas Act .. Perhaps the differences are again 
due to the differing context and character of regulation; it seems. 
likely, for example, that the stable price of electricity as compared to 
the rapidly increasing price of natural gas has influenced the relative 
frequency of the two types of proceedings in the FPC. Nevertheless, 
there appear to be important differences in the degree to· which. agen
cies conducting rate proceedings rely on the informal application of 
general policies as against case-by-case adjudication. . . 

The ICC, for example, although it employs rulemaking in connec
tion with safety and other matters, ha.s rarely created rate -policies 
outside of an adjudication context. Some critics would even assert 
that intelligible standards have not emerged from the process of case
by-ease adjudication, with the result that members of the industry are 
encoiIraged to litigate because of the inability to predict results in 
advance of the agency's ad. hocdecisjon. The ICC staff, which never 
engages in inforIllal negotiation or settlelllent of rate proceedings, 
does not even participate in major litigated proceedings. In several 
other agencies, however, sueh as CAB or FPC, the staff plays a much .. 
more active role in the individualized application of agency policies 
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in an informa.l setting, as it does also whenever formal proceedings 
occur. 

In general, the Committee favors a broader use of rulemaking tech
niques in the development of rate poliCies, although the matter is not 
susceptible of categorical choice. The problem is one of balancing the 
advantages and disadvantages of the two principal methods of formu
lating policy: advance rulemaking and case-by-case adjudication. 
Each has characteristic faults as well as virtues; a wise agency will 
use thetwo in happy combination, each for its own best work. Several 
agencies, the .comnlittee feels, would do well to make somewhat greater 
use of rulemaking techniques; but it is impossible to take a generalized 
stand in favor of either method in any agency without detailed study 
of particular situations. 
3. The feasibility of clarifying substantive standards 

The clarification of substantive standards in established areas of 
rate litigation would undoubtedly decrease the number of filings, 
increase the rate of settlement, and simplify the remaining contested 
proceedings. A constant refrain in .recent years has been the alleged 
failure of the commissioners---.:or the Congress-to formulate intel
ligible principles which would enhance predictability of results. 
Much of this criticism fails to take adequate account of several signifi
cant considerations: (1) When legislative policies are posed in terms 
of generality or inconsistency, as they often are, it is difficult or im
possible for the agency to commit itself to' any clear position. (2) 
Our system places major restraints upon an agency's freedom to articu
late new policies and to choose among existing ones. Among these 
restraints are (a) a form of judicial review which allows t4e courts 
to second -guess the agency on matters of policy under the guise of 
seeing that the agency has com_plied with statutory language; and 
(b) the continuing oversight of agency action by other agenCies of 
government through legislative investigations, control over appropria
tions, or exercise of the appointing power. (3) It is easy to under
estimate the difficulty of the problems if one is not responsible for the 
results or embarrassed by an overabundance of information. (4) 
Finally, premature generalization may be very harmful, creating 
unnecessary turmoil and litigation. The private businesses which 
are subject to rate regulation cannot be expected to make investments 
or incur risks in an environment of sudden and unpredictable changes 
of regulatory policy. The regulatory agencies, many of which have 
been stung in the past by rash action, are understandably cautious 
until fully aware of the implications and likely effects of a proposed 
action. . 

I-Iere again, definitive conclusions. cannot be reached .. Substantial 
opportunities undoubtedly exist in every agency for the clarification 
of proeedures and the further elaboration of substantive principles. 
Authoritative pronouncements of agency policy, whether cast in the 
form of general rules, statements of polIcy, or adjudicatory opinions, 
would eliminate issues from contested rate cases and simplify the 
determination of others. More strenuous efforts in this direction, 
as recently urged by Judge Friendly, would be desirable. But a 
policy is not a good one merely because it is a clear one; each exercise 
of policymaking must be judged on its own merits. 
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4. The relative importance of concern with "procedural" as dis
tinct from "substantiv,e" matters, 

We feel that the proposals outlined here, if seriously implemented, 
can m,ake substantial c.ontributions toward minimizing. unnecessary 
delay in rate proceedings and rendering them more effective.How
ever, it is important to recognize that procedural improvements alone 
cannot do the job. vVhen all is said and done, even after beneficial 
changes are made in procedural matter~, equal or greater possibilities 
for improvement willliJ in areas of personnel and substantive policy. 

The Committee's sur~ey of th~ conduct of Federal rate proceedings 
has produced the clear convICtIOn that many of' the fundamental 
problems are substantive in nature rather than procedural. There is 
no outstanding lack of fairness in rate proceedings as presently con
ducted and the deficiencies in t,he quality of the result or, the speed 
of its production are iri, large part due to matters beyond the' scope 
of the Committee's responsibilities. The full potential for.improve
ment will not be realized until much greater progress has been made' 
toward solving such thorny problems as (1) deficiencies in the quality 
of agency personnel, (2) insufficient manpower or appropriations to 
handle the enor~ous volume of business, and (3) inadequate guidance 
from Congress or agency heads on matters of substantive policy. 
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 30 

It 18 Recommended That- . 
The Conference approves the principle of discovery in adjudicatory 

proceedings and recommends that each agency adopt rules providing 
for discovery to the extent and·in the manner appropriate to its 
proceedings. . . . . 
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CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS IN FEDERALADMINISTRA
TIVE PROCEEDINGS, VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE, AND 
DISCOVERY PROCEEDINGS 

Report of the Committee on Compliance and Enforcement 
Proceedings in Support of Recommendation No. 30 

INTRODUCTION 

Centuries ago the outcome 'Of legal disputes was hazarded upon 
physical combat in which it was presumed that the Almighty would 
guIde to victory the one whose claim was righteous. In our somewhat 
less God-fearing day we have long put asIde "Trial by Battle" as a 
means of deciding cases; but in the adversary system there continues 
to be reliance on the lability of each p~rty to present fully and effec
tively his respective claims, trusting then to judge, jury, or adminis
trative agency for a proper determination of the merits. It was long 
believed that the successful operation of the adversary system was 
significantly related to the fact that parties in litigation could with
hold until trial all but the barest essentials of a cause of action or a 
defense. The resulting element of "surprise" was again thought 
salutary because of the assumed protection it gave against perjury and 
manufactured evidence. The idea was that direct encounter, for which 
no adequate~ preparation dould be made, assured honest evidence. 

More recent research and scholarly opinion 'On the matter has sug
gested, quite conversely, that such surprise is as likely to promote cal
culated falsity as truth. Accordingly, the increased trend in 1\..meri
ean oourts has been toward the elirrunation of surprise, particularly in 
the form of the prehearing conference and in the varIOUS discovery 
techniques. Especially t11l~ in civil cases, there are marked tenden
cies in this direction also on the criminal side. In administrative pr()
ceedings, particularly among the federal agencies, there has been 
widespread experimentation and considerable acceptance of the pre
hearing conference as a device to expose the facts in support of the 
opposing contentions and to narrow the issues in dispute. To a lesser 
extent the agencies have indulged in some cautious experimentation 
with the discovery procedures, but by no means throughout the admin
istrative establishlIlent; and some agencies have indicated that they 
think ill-considered any extension of mandatory discovery against 
agency personnel. . 

Certain it is that the administrative pI'locess is significanly different 
from ordinary civil and criminal litigation in a number of respects. 
It is the purpose of this memorandum to inquire whether those differ
ences ma;ke inappropriate the adaptation of modern techniques of 
discovery to administrative proceedings. But first it seems proper 
to inquire as to the reasons for discovery in ordinary judicial pro
ceedings and to note the estimate of its success in those areas in which 
the aocumulated experience is now substantial. . 
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I. THE RATIONALE OF DISCOVERY 

A.- In General 

WithQut for the moment focusing on the somewhat special problems' 
in administrative proceedings, discovery may be. defined hroadly as 
"the process by which a party obtains before. trial 'information 'a,nd 
other materials relevant to -a pending lawsuit." 1 'Vhether in civil 
OF criminal proceedings, in state or federal courts, or in administra
tI ve hearings, there are various devices by which discoyery may be 

:.accomplished after the pleading process has begun, including deposi- _ 
'~ions upon oral exa,mination, depositions upon written interrogatories, 
-Interrogatories to parties, production of documents, and admissions by 
parties. These techniques have been quite generously availa:ble to par-

-ties in federal civil proceedings since the adoption of the Federal Rules 
"of Civil Procedure in 1938 (Hnles 26 to 37). vVhere the trial forum is a 
federal district Ccourt, the Government is not immune from·,lawful dis
·covery orders, so that its refusal to ~omply wit.h an order pol,ay result in 

. :sanctions comparable to those invoked, against apriv&te. litigan~.~ 
lVhatever may have been the reservations of the legal profes$lion about 
aiscovery when first. proposed in 1938, theFe would'apparently be few , 
now who would urge that the federal courts abandon present discovery 
practices.3 

, 

, ' Discovery in much, mOre limited form is available to a defendant 
from the 'Government-in a federal.criminal proceeding under the pro
visions of Rule 16 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. It is 
interesting to note, hQwever, that,the _A .. dvisory Committee on Crim
inal Rules of the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure of 
the Judicial Conference of the·1Tnited States is giving serious consid
eration to revision of Rule 16 of the Federal, Rules of CriminarPro
cedure to provide for a measure of real discQvery on behalf of the 
accused against the GoveTnment. , ; , , ' 
, In federal administrative practice discDvery from theGovernITl~nt,is 
stimulated only in fairly unimpm'tant ways by the, AP A. Beyond 
that the matter depends on varying agency practices, many of which 
o,fier little encouragement to respondents or other interested' persons 
who seek disclosure Df material which the agencies designate, as 
confidential. , 

In view of these differences in practice it is important to note the 
extent to which the reasons for discovery are COmmOll, to the various 
kinds of adjudicatory proceedings, and the extent to which InOFe 
restrictive practices are jus,tified Dr necessitate_d in theadministrrative 
process:,' 

The Benefits of DiscQvery " 

Professor J . . "T. J\t[oore, speaku.lg primarily of discovery, in-Federa.i 
civil cases, lists seven benefits, as fo11o\ys ~ '" ". _ " 

1. It is of great assistance in' ascertaining the truth and in checking and pre-
venting perjury '" * * . .' _ 

2. It is 'aneffecti ve meaI,lS of detecting and exposing false, fra ud ulen t, and 
sham claims a,nd defepses. '. , " ' ,'., " 

i Developments in the Law~Discover:v, 74' Harv. L., Rev. 940, 942 (196i). ' 
i2 See 4 Moore's Federal Practice, par. 26.25,[6] (1950). , - _ '. "_ . . .._ 
8Td. at par. 26.02[3]. ' 
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3. It ·makes availa'ble in a simple, cO:Q.ve:t;lient, arid, often in¢~penslve way facts 
which otherwise could ,not have been proved, except with great difficulty and 
sometimes not at all.' . 

4. It educates'. the parties in advance of trial as to t)le real value of their 
claims and defenses, thereby encouraging settlements out of court. 

·5. It expedites the disposal of ,litigation,',saves the time of the courts, and 
clears the docket of many cases by settlements and dismissals which otherwise 
would have to be tried., ' , 

6~ It safeguards against s,urprise at the trial; prevents dela;~":s, and narrows and 
simplifies the issues to 'be tried, thereby expediting the trial. " 

7. It facilitates 'both the preparation and the,trial of cases.'" 

. Similar ly, in criminal prosecution~ in the Federal courts the move
ment in the direction of increased discovery opportunities.5 is premised 
on'the prospect of thereby securingimprov~d ascertainment of facts, 
despite, whatever changes Inight be effected,.in the ordi1,1ary balance 
between the state and the accused. On this point the SU'preine Court 
commented in 1961, in discussing the producibility for impeachment 
purposes qf a statement in the possession of the FBI: ' , 

The function of prosecution and defense at the, i,nquiry was not sO' much a 
function of their adversary positions in the trial proper, as it was. a function of 
their duty to come forward with relevant evidence which might assist the judge 
in the making of his determination.a . " " ' 

II. DISCOVERY AGAINST FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE 
AGENCIES 

. A. Scope of the Inquiry 

Even apart from questions' of discovery, complaints aoout the fed
eral administrative establishment have often emphasized the difficulty 
of learning anything about the administrative process. At least be
fore enactment of the Administrative Procedure Act there was often 
difficulty in ascertaining eveli such nons'ecret fundamentals as 'agency 
organization, immediate and ultimate sources of authority, and such 
absolute essentials as the procedural and substantive rules governing 
agency action.7 There seems little doubt that dissatisfaction on this 
score was justified., Cetta.inly it is clear that one reason for the enact
ment of the AP A was to provide some corrective for this observed 
problem, thereby giving a stimulus to the functioning of the Federal 
Register Act, which had furnished at best limping leadership since its 
adoption in 1935.8 . ' , , . .; 

Section 3 of the Administrative procedure Act; entitled "Public In
formation;" was the result of this demand for more effective access,to 
the structure of administrative agencies and more perceptive insight 
into the bureaucratic process. The thrust of this section runs entirely 
to the publication in defined places, available to, the public for state
ments of organization, procedure, and 'substantive rules (in th~:,Fed
eral Register>.; opinions and orders (for public inspection); a:n.d 

'" 4 Moore 26.02[2}. See also Developments in the Law-Discovery, 74 Harv; L.Rev. 
940,946-948 (1961). ' 

5 See, e.g., Jencks v. United S'tate8, 353 U.S: 657 (1957); 18 U.S.C. 3500 (1958).' See 
also Fletcher, Pretrial Discovery in Cdminal CDlses, 12 Stan. L. Rev. 293· (1960) ; Gold
stein, The State and the Accused: Balance of Advantage in Criminal Procedure;· 69 Yale 
L.J. 1149 (1960); Louisell, Criminal Discovery: Dilemma Real or Apparent, 49, Calif. 
L.Rev.56 (1961).' ' ' 
, ·6 Campbe.ll v. United State8, 365 U.S. 85, 95 (1961). ' 

7 See Newman, Goverliment and Ig'norance-'-A .PI'ogress Report on' Publication' of Fed-
eral Regulations, 63 Harv. L. Rev. 929 (1960)." ' . . .. .',' 

s 49 Stat. 500 (1935), as amended, 44 U.S.C. 301-314 (1958). ' 
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"matters ofoflicial record" ("to be made available to personB'properly 
and directly concerned' * * *."). It was made dear, however, that 
where the agency "for good· cause" wished to withhold' orders, opin-
ions, or other official records, disclm:;urewas not required.9 . 

There are only two provisions of the Administrative; Procedure Act 
that look at 'all in the' direction of ' disclosure of material in agency 
files bearing on individual cases that are not part of the "public record." 

1. The second sentence of section 6 (b) provides as follows: 
(b) INVESTIGATIONS.-'" '" '" Every person' ~ompelled to submit data or 

evidence shall be entitled to retain or, on payment of lawfully prescribed 
costs, procure a copy or transcript thereof, except that in a non public in
vestigatory proceeding ithe witness may ~or' good cause be limUed to inspec-
tion of the official transcript of his testimony. . 

This provision was criticized as being unnecessarily restrictive in a 
report by the Committee on Compliance and Enforcement Proceedings. 
Its recommendation, adopted by the Administrative Conference on 
October 16, 1962, would enlarge the right of noncompelled witnesses 
to secure cO:J?iesof their testimony and would eliminate the exemption 
for nonpubhc investigations. ., ' 

The abo~e suggested change, however, does not relate to discovery 
as such. Similarly, the other provision of the Administrative Proce
dure Act that might so relate does not significantly open the way for 
discovery. This is discussed iminediately below. 

2. Section 7 (b) of the Administrative Procedure Act reads as 
follows: 

(b) HEARING POWEBS.-Officers presiding at hearings shall have authority, 
subject to the published rules of the agency and within its powers, to '" '" '" 
(4) take or cause depositions to be taken whenever the ends of justice 
would be served thereby'" '" '" (6) hold conferences for the settlement 
or simplification of the issues by consent of the parties '" '" "'. 

There is no indication in the legislative history of the Administrative 
Procedure tAct, in the Attorney General's Manual, or in subsequent 
judicial rulings that these provisions were intended to impose upon the 
agencies anything like the discovery by deposition and interrogatories 
and by disclosure of documents that is aV'ailable to parties in federal 
courts under Rules 2,6 to 37 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Indeed, that is the issue: To what extent, if any , should those or other 
discovery measures be incorporated into the federal administrative 
process ~ This memorandum will describe present ,agency practice in 
several illustrative situations (see alsoAp-pendix A) and will indicate 
the nature of the problems that are involved. Here, as elsewhere in 

. 8 The Attorney General's Manual on the Administrative Procedure' Act specIfied that 
section 3(c) (dealIng with "matters of official record") was not intended to limit agency 
power agaInst disclosure of matters relating to Its internal operation: or its investigative 
records. "The great mass of materIal relating to the internal operation of an agency Is not 
a matter of official record. . For example" intra-agency memoranda and reports prepared by 
agency employees for use within the agency are not official records since they merely 
reflect the research and analYSis preliminary to officIal agency action. Intra-agency reports 
of investigations are, In general, not matters of officIal record; In addition, they usually 
Involve matters of internal management and, in view of theIr nature, must commonly 
be kept confidential • • •. _ 

"An agency may treat matters of official record as 'confidential for good cause found' 
and upon that ground refuse to make them available for inspection. Information held 
~confldenttal for good cause found' may be either information held confidential ,by, reason 
of agency rule issued iil advance (for good cause) making specific classes 'of: matei'hil 
confidential, or such information as is held confidential for good' cause found under a 
particular set of facts. The sectIon does not change existing law as to those materials! hi 
Government files which have been heretofore treated as confldential. See Boske v. Gomin
gore, 177 U.S. 459·(1900); Boehm v. United States, 123 F. 2d 791, 805 (C.C.A. 8, .1941)." 
Attorney General's 'Manual 25 (1947).' 
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the administrative process, it should be remembered that agency prac
tice is not all of a piece. The necessities of agencies, respondents, and 
members of the general public vary·-considerably in accordance with 
the mission to be performed by the various agencies. . _ 

Before examining agency practice in any detail, and before scrutiny 
of the various reasons for and against restri~ting acce.ss to information 
held by an agency, it may he desirable to state in summary form the 
typical agency practice as embodied in current rules. 

The not uncommon pattern in. agency regulations is to declare by 
way of exordium that it is agency policy to make official records avail
able to the public ~'to the m~imum extent possible." Such hortatory 
expressions may have been stimulated in recent years by repeated 
congressional inquiry into the availability of information,lO which 
in turn had been prompted by frequent com1?laints that the "people's 
right to know" was being denied in. the admInistrative process.ll , Or 
it may be that the· "Illustrative Rules" on· depositions, interrogatories, 
admissions, and prehearing· conferences· contained in the 1955 Report 
of the Conference on Administrative ·Procedure (see Appendix B) 
stimulated some modest review.or agency practice.12 Nevertheless, 
the truth remains that amended rules proclaiming the availability to 
the public of information in agency records have in many agencies not 
fundamentally altered the restrictive rules and practices on the basis 
of which agency affairs are conducted. . 

Some. restrictions on disclosure are beyond agency power of altera
tion. For example, there is a considerable body of statutory law for
biding disclosure of certain kinds of trade and business information 
secured by the agencies (see, e.'g., the materials in Appendix A of the 
FTC, FDA, and SEC). Nondisclosure in other instances is based on 
a variety of privileges that are regularly accepted even in court as a 
valid basis for nondisclosure.· However,. it is also true that a 'num
ber of agencies restrict disclosure of material whose confidentiality is 
not required by statute and would not be sanctioned in court under any 
recognized privilege. Thus, a number of agencies specifically provide 
that their officers and employees may hot disclose material made con
fidential by. agency rules, even in response to suppena. Rather they 
are directed to appear and "respectfully decline to produce" the de
manded material. 

There are now 21 agencies which on July 20, 1962, employed some 
505 section 11 hearing examiners-for the conduct of adjudicatory pro
ceedings.13

., Six of these conduct-section 11 hearings that are primarily 
soncerned with enforcementmatters (Agriculture, FTC, FDA, Labor, 

]0 See, e.g., the 30-item bibliography of publications by the House Government Operations 
Committee on availability of information.. H. Rept.No. 2084, 86th Cong,.', 2d ,sess. Avail
ability of Information from Federal Depa.rtments arid Agencies (The First Five Years and 
Progress of Study, August, 1959-July 1960), pp. 186-187 (1960). The most recent Survey 
report details progress of .the study from January to,August 1961. H. Rept. No. 1257; 87th 
Cong., 1st sess.See ailso Hearing Before Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights 
of Subcommittee on the Judiciary, 85th Cong.,,2d sess. 988-1017 (195'3) ; Note, Discovery 
from the United Sta.tes in Suits Between Private Litigants-the 1958 .A,mendment of the 
Federal Housekeeping Statute, 69 Yale L.J. 452, 456-459 (1960). 

1.1 Ibid. See also, Cross, The People's Right To Know (1953). 
1.2 See also the Report of the Committee on Pleadings of the President's Conference on 

Administrative Procedure (October 1954), reporting inability to reach agreement on any 
discovery proposals. . 

13 Report of the. Committee on Personnel to the Administrative Conference of the United 
States at page 9 (September 24, 1962). The agencies are the following: Agriculture, 
Alcohol (Treasury), Alien Property, AEC, CAB, CSC, Coast Guard (Treasury), FCC, 
F'MA, FMC, FPC, FTC, Food and Drug. (HEW), Indian AffairS! (Interior), ICC, Labor, 
Land, NLRB, Post Office, SEC; Social Security (HEW). . 

\ 
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.NLRB, and· SEC), as does the Immigratibn and Naturalization Serv'
ice (with ,hearing officers :l1ot ,subj ect to section IiI of the AP A) . The 
,discovery practices of these seven departments and agencies are (exam
ined in Appendix A .. In addition, the new procedures of the Federal, 
Ayiatioti Agency, providing for 'substantial discovery" are included in 
l\pperidix A, as are comments bn' State.Department procedure'S which 
present somewhat unique considerations. Apart from the FAA, and 
tQ a lI,lore ,limited extent the FTC, none of these agencies with im
'j).brtantenforcement powTers' provides in its rules for any significant 
measure bf discovery ,against the agency in administrative adjudica,.. 
tory' proceedings. It is ,vorth noting, however,'1 that ,those of the ex!. 
amirred agencies that conduct their adjudicatory proceedings primar
ily in the federal coutts rather than in administrative hearings, such as 
-the Department 0'£ Labor and the Food and Drug Administration, 
seem to 'Operate effectively and without undue burden under the dis
,cbvery provisions'of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Reasons 
for the usual greater reluctance'to permit discovery in adininistrative 
adjlldications are suggested below: '",' " , 

It isscarcely surprising that acceptance ,of discovery practices should 
'Occur first in judicial proceedings with priority even there to civil over 
criminal proceedings, 'and that acceptance by administrative agencies 
should come later, if indeed at all. Litigation in the civil courts is 
ordinarily between two (or more) private parties who have equal in-
terests in the applicable rules of procedure and stand to gain 'Or lose 
about thesame as rules are changed. Thus, as lawyers generally-or, 
at least, leaders at the bar-eanbe shown that pretrial conferences 
and discovery procedures provide 'Opportunities for more effective rep-:
resentation, of clients, they can be persuaded to endorse efforts in that 
direction. Even in criminal proceedings, where prosecution and de
fense" each has some advantages' by way of superior investigatory 
means or constitutional protection denied to the other, botl! can often 
be convinced that there are advantages, in increased pretrial confer
ences and enlarged rights of discovery. The'prosecution may be wiU-

, ing to relinquish something of. the advantage it has in superior aids 
to investigatiDn in return for relaxation of some of the Tights ('Of the 
defense that inhere in the privilege against s~lf-incrimination and 
the obligation of the prosecution, to prove guilt beyond a. reasonable' 
doubt. I 

The situation in the administrative process is very different.' Asa 
natural concomitant of the typical administrati'£e obligaton to protect 
and conserve the "public interest," the agencies. are in general armed 
with substantial and sweeping powers of inspection, investigation, and 

, testing that are of course either den~ed to or beyond the usual capacity 
'of private parties. In addition, agencies have at their command for
midable accumulations of expertise in the area of agency competence'; 
and agency positions are fortified; not only in their own proceedings, 
but as well in the courts, by the realization that the agency seeks vindi
cation not so much of its own interest as it does that of the public. This 
aspect of the governmental advantage is even more marked in ad
ministrative than in criminaL proceedings. Agencies are not required 
to prove their cases beypnd a reasonable doubt, nor is· the privilege 
against self-incrimination ordinarily a substantial 'obstacle in the way 
of/achieving their objectives .• '\iVhenviewed from this perspective, 

"'agency reluctance to relinquish the advantages of nondisclosure is very 
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understandable. Agencies see at first little to be gained in return save' 
greater difficulty in establishing position~ which they believe, in good 
conscience, to be in the public interest. . 

In one aspect of disclosure the agencies have demonstrated willing
ness to follow the lead of civil litigation. The prehearing conference 
has become as commonplace in the 1960's as it was a rarity before the 
Administrative Proced-ure Act was enacted.14 In this' practice the 
agencies have found an, effective tool for encouraging settlement of 
cases or at least shortening the time necessary for hearing. 

A.ssurance of silnilar gains to an agency which provides discovery 
against itself is of course less obvious to the agencies. As already. 
noted, there is at present a potential imbalance in any agency pro
ceeding in which the agency is arrayed against a private party. Al
though agency a.nd respondent a.re both entitled to the issuance of sub
penns for essential testimony aJld documents, there are two differences, 
both of which work to the advantage of the agency. 
- In the first pHwe, while the agency may presumably subpena, in in

vestigatory proceedings, or for use in adjudicatory proceedings, any 
record of even remote relevanee without fear of judicial nonenforce
ment, the private party ma,y have a subpena only as to testim~ny o~ 
doyuments needed for the hearing, and then only upon a "sh0'.nng of 
general relevance and reasonable scope of the evidence sought." (For 
a possible broadening of the subpena power, see Recommendation No. 
1:3, adopted by the Administrative Conference on April 3, 1962.) No 
matter how generous the hearing officers, ,one can scarcely doubt that 
the agency rights are, in Orwellian te'rms, "more equal" than the 
rights of private parties. 

Second, and more important, is the fact that the agency n1.ay seek 
testimony or documents from any person '\vithout restriction, including 
demands made upon the respondent, his employees, or associates. The 
i~espondent, however, may not, either before trail, or during trial itself, 
demand as of right any information or records which the a.gency has 
designated confidential (except in the limited circumstances covered 
by the Jencks rules, as discussed below). It is perfectly natural that. 
agencies should be reluctant to relinquish such tactical aids to suc
cessfullitigation. 

Evaluation of other agency reasons for opposing enlarged discovery 
is obscured somewhat by the question of privilege. When agencies 
litiga.te in the Federal courts, they 'arestrippoo of their administra
tive discretion to classify material as confidential and refuse its dis:'" 
closure. Even in judicIal proceedings the agencies may of course 
plead any of the customary privileges available to a.11 parties, includ
ing the attorney-client privilege and benefit of the work-product rule. 
In addition, agencies, by their nature as participants in the govern ... 
n~ental process, may plead the informer's privilege; they may r~fuse 
dIsclosure of "secrets of state" ;,or they may urge the most compendious 
of an the privileges, the so-caned executive privilege.15 N () one sug
gests that less in the way of privilege would or should be available to 
a~ agency in its <;nvn h~arihg proce?ures, even under the most generous 
VIew of a ppropnate dIscovery agaInst the Government. Nevertheless, 
to subject administrative prehearing and hearing procedures to dis:
covery rules comparable to those in the federal courts might well en-

H See. e.g .• rnle 4.8 of the Federal Trail'/> Commi!"",ion Rules of Practice (June 1962). 
a5 These privileges are discussed in part C (2), below. 
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large appreciably the records and data to which litigants be'fore the 
agencies would be given access.' " - , 

Agencies may w,ell ask what advantage may accrue to them as a re-, 
,-sult.of providing discovery that will be utilized principally ,by persons 
-charged with violation of statute or agency regulation. Candor re
,quires the answer that the. argument in favor of discovery in the ad
ministrative process must be made in terms of the "public interest" to 
whose pursuit the, agencies are already committed. Most agencies state 
throt they make avaiJable'to parties arrayed against the a.gency all the 
'Information that they -"need to know." But the'disinterested observer 
-can scarcely be surprised that the private party respondent prefers an 
-opportunity to determine for himself, under quasi-judicial scrutiny, 
whether there is in fact other material which would help his case with
,out undue prejudice to government sources or essential methods of 
'qperation. The foregoing is not to say that agency personnel ~an 
mot 'be persuaded that there may be advantages t,o the administrative 
iprocess as a whole to be gained from use of discovery techniques. 
Rather it is only to note that the advantages to be gained from en
larging discovery practices are by no means as two-sided in the ad
ministrative process as they tend to be in judicial proceedings, civil and 
,criniinaL 

On the other hand, there are several factors that make eveIi more 
,eompeUing the argument in favor of discovery in the administrative 
process than in other kinds of proceedings. 

First. As a corollary to the matters referred to above, the seeming 
,disadvantage to private parties that results from the superior investi
gative powers at the command of federal agencies provides at least 
'an arguable justification for some evening of· the balance. ~10reover, 
particularly in the area of public service activities, it is nnportant not 
only that there be fairness in fact, but as well the procedures nlust 
.seem fair on their face. Private parties involved in administrative 
proceedings are sometimes disturbed by the fact that the proceedings 
:are governed by rules 'Of procedure prescribed by one of the parties 
rather tha.n by a third party as would ordinarily be the case. Dis
covery procedures are useful in nlinimizing this concern. Similarly, 
"~here executive, ~egislative, and: judicial powers are blended in a 
SIngle agency's actIVlty, the resultIng need for adherence to scrupulous 
standards of fairness is served· by providing reasonable opportunity 
for discovery. Public acceptance 'Of agency decisions is not unrelated 
to the giving 'Of satisfaction in these regards. 
,,' -This concern for increased public acceptance of agency practices and 
decisions is, said to have been one of the factors that led the FAA 
to provide discovery procedures modeled on the Federal-Rules. N'O 
dissatisfaction with the operation of these rules is reported to date. 
. Second. The fact that there is no rigid sep,aration 'Of functions 
within federal agencies accentuates the disabIlity under which the 
private party suffers as a result of his being denied access to informa
tion available within the agency.~6 As a result, it is at least sometimes 
possible for a hearing officer to learn matters from agency technical 
staff that respondent would wish to refute or subject to cross-examina-

j10 Administrative Procedure Act. section 5. Cf. Recommendation No. 16. approved by the 
Administrative Conferenee of the United Stntes on June 29. 1962. and Recommendation 
No. 19, approved by the Administrative Conference on 'October 17. 1962. ,_ ., 
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tion if he could know that it was available to the hearing officer with, 
the power of initial. decision or the agency with ultimate authority .. 

To raise this as a problem does not by any means suggest that an 
ap'propriate solution would be to make all agency files avaIlable. But
it IS true that many have been troubled by the fact that almost without 
exception federal agencies classify as confidential material in their 
files and then refuse disclosure except within their own discretion. 
The question raised is whether there should be an enlargement of the 
authority of hearing officers to determine when disclosure would be 
sufficiently important to an applicant and non prejudicial to the agency 
to justify its revelation. . 

Third. A further consideration that sets administrative proceed
ings somewhat apart from judicial proceedings is the greater flexi
bility of procedure which is characteristic of the former. This7 how
ever, is a factor which ambiguously looks both in the directIon of 
support for, and opposition to, acceptance of discovery techniques. 
On the other hand, the argument is made that the already substantial 
delays in many administrative proceedings would be heightened if 
pretrial discovery should become available to litigants in those pro
ceedings. This was in fact one of the principal arguments advanced 
aaginst discovery in 1953-54 in the Pleadings Committee of the Pres
ident's Conference on . Administrative Procedure, and was unques
tionably an important factor in that Comtnittee's failure to agree on 
a recommendation. 

On the other hand, under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, . 
and apparently as well in states that have adopted discovery tech
niques patterned after the Federal Rules, the eXI,>erience has been 
just the opposite. That is, after judges and partIes become accus
tomed to working under the Rules, the consensus appears to be that 
litigation is simplified and shortened, and settlements are encouraged. 
There is no reason to believe that administrative proceedings are so 
different in character that this experience would not· be relevant as 
a predictive factor. . 

Backhanded support for this view is furnished by the argument 
sometimes advanced that pretrial disqovery is not necessary because 
of the relative ease of securing continuances upon a showing of sur
prise. The difficulty with the argument is that the very ease of secur
Ing continuances is one of the principal causes of delay. Thus, it 
would appear that any scheme whereby continuances could be reduced 
would be a welcome step toward elimination of delay. There is every 
indication that discovery, coupled with effective prehearing proce-
dures, would go,far to achieve that end. . 

Fourth. Recent extension of the prehearing conference as a device 
for settlement of administrative litigation has already been men
tioned. Now it remains only to call attention to the close relation
ship between the prehearing conference and discovery. In a sense, 
of course, any effective pretrIal or prehearing procedures are discovery 
devices; but their effectiveness is limited so long as disclosure is 
purely voluntary. This factor would seem to be accentuated in the 
administrative process, where, as noted. above, the Government has 
substantial investigatory powers that are ordinarily denied to private 
parties. Another way of saying the same thing is to suggest that the 
agencies already have means of securing most of the information that 
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woul~- be availaqle un.der typical discovery procedures. Accordingly,
agencIes may have -lIttle to learn from responiLents atprehearIng 
conferences. The usefulness of the prehearing conference may be sub
stantially reduced in the absence of any means by which the private 
party may secure discovery against the Government. _ 

The Committee on Information and Education, in its First Draft 
of Recommended Procedures for the Trial of Protracted Cases Before 
Administrative Tribunals, recommending extension of discovery, 
Inakes the point of interrelationship between prehearingand discovery 
as follows: 17 -

Definition of issues and control of discovery are closely interrelated and must 
be coordinated. Petitioners for agency action may hesitate to commit them
selves to a statement of the issues until they have had substantial discovery 
from the oppositjon,_ or from the agency's staff. Similarly, neither the opposI
tion nor the staff. may be sufficiently acquainted with the facts to permit a pre
dse definition of the issues until they have had the discovery from the petitioners. 

But extensive discovery cannot be kept within- reasonable bounds until there 
is some understanding of the issues that must mark t:Qe bounds of possible dis
~overy. And those bounds must be set early if confusion is to be avoided. The 
remedy suggested is that each side be required to submit promptly, in writing, 
its tentative statement of the issues. When these statements are discussed at a 
pre-trial conference, consideration can be given to limiting discovery, for exam
ple as to subject matter, geogr::tphical area and period of inquiry. Initial dis
covery cim then proceed within the bounds established. 

"\Vhen the FTC revised its rules in 1961 to provide for greater 
utilization of the prehearing conference and for increased discovery, 
there was apparent recognition o.f the interrelationship of the two 
and the mutual support that each would l~rovide for the other. Al
though definitive studies have not yet been co.mpleted by the FTC 
on the effect of these changes, there appears to be general satisfaction 
wi th the results. 

It sho.uld be emphasized again that there -is' no suggestion that 
existing privileges supporting nondisclosure by agencies in federal 
courts should be limited in any way. Thus, agencies may now assert 
in ,federal court the privileges available to priyate parties and, in ad
dition, may rely on further privileges arising out of the Government's 
unique position, such as the state secrets privilege, informer's privilege, 
special application o.f the wo.rk-product rule, and that most com
pendious of all, the executive privilege. These will be discussed below 
to demonstrate how substantial is the protection ·from disclosure of 
matters which should not be revealed. The principal thrust of this 
memorandum, however, is to suggest that less important matters, now 
often routinely classified as confidential and not subject to disclosure, 
may be revealed with an over-all gain to the administrative process. 
The inquiry divides naturally into several separate areas. 

One cluster of proble~s arises in connection with agency proceed
ingS in which an adverse paI'ty seeks disclosure by an agency of the 
prIOr statements o.f other persons (whether witnesses 0.1' not.) ~ inter
nal agency investigative reports or other Inemoranda, documents on 
file with the agency, lists of witnesses to be used at a hearing, or any 
other information believed to be useful in preparation fQr hea,ring. 
These matters, discussed in part B below, require distinction between 
prehearing discovery procedures and those at the hearing (applicabil
ity of the Jencks rule and statute~ for example). Separate discussion 

17 Committee on Information and Education, report of June 1962, at page 14. 
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is also req~lired as to the a"\tailablity to t.he: agency of various privileges 
grounded In statute, common-law rules, or those believed to be inherent' 
in the gO'v!3I11mental process. . 
, A second. series of questions ·arisesin connection with litigation 

iil court to·which the agency m.ay.or may notbe a party. One grO'up 
of questiO'ns involves cases. in which the agency is a third,.party by
stander to the litigated proceedings, and discoyel.'Y from the agency 
is sought in aid of one of. those litigants. Here. the considera.tions 
favorable to and adverse to discovery are of cour:se sOInewhti£different 
than '1'he1'e the agency is itself a party to the proceedings for which 
discovery is sought. These l11atters are discussed in part C(1), below. 

Where the agency itself files an action pursuant to special statu~ 
tory remedies or wheredec1arat,ory O'r injuncti~~e relief is soug~t 
against the agency, the considerations involved in -discO-very :·and 
privilege are still different. These matters are discussed in 'paTt C (2)' below. . . . ...... ' .. 

B. Discovery by Depositions and Interrogatories,' Production'of 
Documents, and Admissions 

The discovery devices enumerated in the title of this section include 
the principal rrlOdern techniques of discoveror, as particularly outlined 
in Rules 26 to 37 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The Adl11in
istrative Procedure Act speaks of these matters only in the 1110st gen
eral terms. "Agency subpenas authorized by law shall be issued to any 
party upon request * * * upon a statement or showing of general rele
vance and reasonable scope of the evidence sought." Section 6 (c). 
"Officers presiding at hearings shall have 3;uthority, subject to the puh- . 
lished rules of the agency and within its powers, to* * * (2) issue sub
penas authorized by law, .* * * (4) take or cause depositions to be taken 
whenever the ends of justice would be served thereby, * * * (6) hold. 
conferences for the settlement or simplification of the issues by con
sent of the parties, * * *." Section 7 (b) .18 But it seems quite clear that 
the subpenas referred to were thought of in relation to witnesses and 
parties other than agencies; the depositions were never conceived to 
relate to agency personnel; 19 and the prehearing conferences were not 
visualized as vehicles for securing- access to agency secrets. To what
ever extent ~lgency rules and regulations permit disclosure of agency 
files and records, it seems to be on the basis of agency djsctetion.20 

Some contend that the-Administrative Procedure Act as it now reads 
could, and should, be coristrued to provide for the taking of deposi
tions and the use of other discoverv devices to achieve results similar 
to those obtained under the Feder'al Civil Rules.2~ And Professor 
Davis has 'written: " 

Probably no sound reason can be given for failure to extend to administrative: 
adjudication the discovery p'rocedures .worked out for jUdicial proceedings.22 

19 Of possible. but -remote, .relev·ance are section 3 (Public Information), and :section 
7(e) (Evidence) authorizing such' cros.s-examination·as may be "required for a. full and
trl1c disclosure of the frlcts." 

[1.9 Agency rules providing for the taking of depositions 3Jnd interrogatories app~l"ently do 
not contemplate their use against the agency. 

~o As will be noted in part C. below. this discretionary power' of nondisclosure obtains 
only in administ:I:ative proceedings. Whf'l'e the agency is involved in a civil ju<1icial pro
ceeding, it is suhject to normal rules of discovery save to the extent its privileges may be 
more extensive than private pa,rties. 

21 Berger, Disco.very in Administrative Proceedings: Why Agencies Should Catch Up 'With 
the C()urts, 46 A.B.A . .T. 74 (1960). . 

'!!2 Davis. 1 Administrative Law Treatise, section 8.15 (1958). 
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However, as Professor Davis 'also notes, the scanty case law on the 
subject seems to deny the interpretation that the Administrative Pro
cedure Act was designed to provide depositions or other devices for 
discovery in the conventional sense.~3 ~n any event, such is the con
struction placed on the Administrative Procedure Act by the agencies. 
Apart from cases in court in which agencies are parties, where the 
~edera~ discovery rules d~ arply, most federal ag~ncies do not 'provide 
m theIr rules for any sIgnIficant· amolIDt of dIscovery agaInst the 
agency. This is not to deny the truth of the frequent agency assertion 
that in' fact they voluntarily provide more information from their 
files than is required by their rules. The 'difficulty remains, however, 
that where there is no regularized way of securing data, except within 
agency discretion, complaints of unfairness will be made, no matter 
how ill-founded in fact. 
The Jencks rule in administrative proceedings 

In Jencks v. United Statesr a criminal case, the Supreme Court held 
that the defendant had a right to inspect FBI reports made two years 
earlier by ,prosecution witnesses. The Court formulated a general 

, rule of evidence that a defendant in a criminal 'Case is entitled to all 
prior statements of the witness in the possession of the, prosecution 
which concern the same events and activities as their testimony. Per
haps indicating that the rule also had overtones of due process, the 
Court said, "Justice requires no less." 25 "Legislation enacted the same 
year 26 modified the decision somewhat while affirming the basic 
principle that the defendant may demand production of any prior 
statement of a witness relating to his testimony. 

Although neither the Supreme Court decision nor the statute men
tioned administrative proceedings, the widespread practice among 
Federal agencies-nearly uniform except in some national security 
cases-is to accept the general principle that where an agency witness 
is challenged on grounds that impeaching material can be found in 
agency files, the respondent is entitled to inspection of the witness' 
prior statements which are relevant to the challenged testimony. Such 
was the specific ruling in Oommunist Party of the United States v.' 
Subversive Activities Oontrol Board 27 and in NLRB v. Adhesive 
Products Oorp.28 Since those decisions other agencies have announced 
adherence to the same policy, including, among those whose practice is 
summarized in Appendix A, :the FTC, INS, and SEC. Only in cer
tain State Department proceedings have instances been discovered 
in which the Jencks principle is not applied in administrative adjudi.:. 
catory proceedings, as noted in Appendix A ..• Elsewhere the rule 
seems securely established as a part of Federal administrative law, 
a s0t:t of "fair 1?1~y" rule developed independently from, and almost 
despIte the prOVISIOns of, the APA.29.. " 

To say that the Jencks rule applies generally throughout the Federal 
administrative establishment IS not to say, however, that its enforce
ment necessarily lessens in any way assertions of privilege otherwise 

~ Ibid. 
u 353 U.S. 657 (1957). 
25 Id. at 669. 
2fl71 Stat. 595 (1957),18 U.S.C. 3500 (1958). 
Z/254 F. 2d 314 (D.C. Cir. 1958). 
Il8 258 F. 2d 403 (2d Cir. 1958). 
I!Il See Note, The Jencks' Rule's Application to Adversary Adjudications of Administrative 

Agencies, 69 Yale L.J. 452 (1959). , , 
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available to administrative agencies. Thus, in the Oorn;munist Party 
case the Government did not claim privilege, and in Adhesive, while a 
claim of privilege was made and denied, the denial was based on the 
facts of the case. There was thus no assertion that a proper claim 
of privilege would be rejected. . . 

At least one court has accepted a claim of privilege for state secrets 
in a civil action even where the United States was plaintiff; 30 and 
this would seem equally available in\administrative proceedings. But 
a strong argument can be made that where the Government is the 
moving J?arty (whether in civil, criminal, or administrative proceed
ings), it In effect waives its claim of privilege in this respect by introd
ducing the testimony of a witness subject to impeachment from the 
Government's files. 51 

Also unresolved, but in the process of case-by-case determination, is 
the question of what sanctions can be appropriately imposed upon an 
agency for refusal to divulge the record deemed necessary under the 
Jencks rule. In the J enoks case itself it was held that refusal to pro
vide the demand statements should result in dismissal of the indict
ment. But- the Jencks statute does not go so far, providing instead of 
the striking of the witness' testimony or the declaration of a mistrial. 
Since the statute does not in terms apply to administrative proceed
ings, no particular. solution is preordained. It can be left either for 
agency formulation of rules, case-by-case resolution in the courts, 
or for legislative determination. vVhichever route is chosen, it might 
well be appropriate to allow some flexibility for hearing officer dis
cretion, subject to judicial review, as to the proper sanction in any 
particular case. 

r 

C. Discovery From Administrative Agencies in Federal Civil 
Proceedings 

This topic properly divides into two parls, civil suits in which an 
agency is plaintiff or defendant, and civil suits between private liti
gants in which the agency from which discovery is sought is not a 
party. Both aspects of the question have much in cori:mlOn, however, 
so will here be discussed together. 

The first and most important point to be noted about both is that 
where the proceedings are in the federal courts, civil cases are gov
erned by the Federal discovery rules, whet4er the Government is a 
party, w bether an agency is a party, or even if discovery is sought of 
executive department or agency files in a proceeding between private 
litigants.52 

The second point, and one which will not be here discussed, is the 
obvious fact that administrative agencies, in refusing disclosure of' 
information in their possession, may assert any recognized common
law or statutory privilege to which other litigants or third parties 
would be entitled. The critical issue, which sets the government 
agency apart, is the question of the extent to which it may assert a 
"governmental privilege" based on its special status as guardian of an 
interest larger than its own, the public Interest. Governmental privi-

:;0 Repu'hlic of Ohina v. National Union Fire Insurance Co., 142 F. Supp. 551 (D. Md'. 
1956). Cf. the situation where the Government is defendant, as in United State8 v. Rey
nolds, 345 U.S. 1 (1952). 

~1 See note 29. 8upra. 
32 See 4 Moore's Federal Practice, par. 26,25[2] (1950). 

20-101--63----10 
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lege may include the. secrets of state privilege, the informer's privilege, 
or simply the e~ecutive privilege; but each, claim must, fundamentally 
be grounded in an assertion that the public interest ~ill be better, 
served by withholding than by disclosure. R.elying, on such privi
leges as the basis for nondisclosure' of information, agencies have dis
charged people from~ptIQlic employment, caused their discharge from 
private employnle;nt, denied passport applications, excluded resident 
aliens .from readmission, rejected applications for suspension of de
portation, refused access to an acpident investigation report, required· 
registration of organizations as subversive, and initiated criminal 
proceedings. In nlost of these cases, and in many others, the claim 

,~ of privilege has been successful in judicial proceedings.33 From this 
point on the issues diverge to some extent, depending on whether the 
agency is a party or not .. , 

,I. Discovery from an agency in litigation between private parties 
The Sftarting point '£or this inquiry is the 1900 case of Boske v. 

Comingore 34 in which a state court, in a suit by the Commonwealth 
of Kentucky against a distiller, had ordered a collector of internal 
revenue to respond to a' deposition requiring disclosure of his files. 
His contempt sentence~ for refusal to' comply was set I aside by the· 
Supreme Court on petition for habeas corpus. The Court relied on 
regulations issued pursuant to the so-called "housekeeping'" statute 
(5 U.S.C. 22) , which then read as ,follmvs : 

The head of each department ·is authorized to prescribe regulations, not incon
sistent with la\-v, for the government of his department, the conduct of its officers 
and clerks, the distribution and performance of its business, and the custody, 
use and pres-ervation of th(~ records, papers, and property appertaining to it. 

Although the ruling has sometimes been more widely read, the actual 
holding was only that :1 dep~rtmenthead "may take from a subordi
nate * * * all discretion as to permitting the records in his custody 
to be used for any other purpose than the collection of the revenue, 
and reserve for his own determination all matters of that character." 35 

That holding' was quite enough, however, to encourage the various 
departments and agencies to adopt regulations taking full advantage 
of the principle there approved that departments could deny disclo
sure of matter deemed confidential except on specific approval of 
the department head. Department of Justice Order No. 3229,36 pro
vjding in part as follows, was widely copied, and has served ever 
since as the pattern for administrative regulations on this suqject. 
Whenever a subpena duces tecum is served to produce any of such files, docu
ments, records, or information the officer or employee on whom such subpena is 
served, unless otherwise expressly directed by the Attorney General, will appear 
.in court in answer thereto and respectfully decline to produce the records speci
fied therein, on the ground that the di~closure of such records is prohibited by 
this regulation. 

The validity of that regulation was upheld in lJ nited States ew Tel. 
Touhy v. Ragen,37 a habeas corpus proceeding in which the petitioner, 

33 Spe Carrow, Governmental Nondisclosure ill 'Judlicial Proceedings, 107 U. of Pa. L. 
Rev. 166. 167-168 (1958). ,. , , 

34 177 U.S. 459 (11900). ' 
135 Id. at 469-70. 
no 11 Fed, Reg. 4920 (Mrrv 2, 1946). See also Mitchell, Government Secrecy in Theory 

ana Prn.ctice: "Rules and Regulations" as an Autonomous Screen 58 Colnm. t. Rev. 199 
204 IH)5~) _ ' ' • 

37 340 U.S. 462 (1951). 
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a state prisoner, sought a subpena against an FBI agent to produce 
records alleged to 'show that the conviction had been oQtained by 
fraud~ The contempt conviction of the agent, who had refused t~ 
produce, was reversed because the agent had not been authorized to 
produce.by his superior. 'As ~ result, since s~bardinate ~fficials cann<?t 
be held In cantempt for nandlsclasure, and SInce the trIal caurt ardI"; 
narily lacks jusisdictian aver the departInent head, the latter is ardi-' I 

narily left with discretion as to' what infarmatian to release.38 

Section 22 was amended in 1958 by 'the addition of the following 
sentence: / 
This section does not authorize withholding information from the public or 
limiting the availability of reco,rds to the public.39 

The purpose af the amendment seems to have been to withdraw any 
inference that an ultimate power of nandisclosure could be based on 
section 22; but it seems clear that the amenmnent was not intended 
to overrule or change in any \vay the two major decisions of B oske and 
Touhy.40 Indeed, it is difficult to find any practical change effected 
by the anlendment. 1Vith earlier case law unchanged, and the depart
ment head often up.available to lacal court's pracess, department heads 
retain cansiderable authority for effective withhalding af infarma
tion they prefer nat. to disclose. Moreover, it has still never been 
held that a department head can be campelled to' respond to judicial 
subpena even where otherwise within a cO'urt's jurisdiction:n 

The remaining question is whether section 22 should be further 
amended, as sO'metimes suggested,42 to permit department heads to' 
centralize authority in themselves to decide whether to comply with a 
subpena or resist on specified grounds O'f privilege, imnlllluty, undue 
burden, or 1ack of necessity to the litigant's case. Under such a pro
posa.!, once the claiIn is made to and adjudged by a court, regulatiO'ns 
under section 22 would no longer be available to prevent compliance 
with a court's disclosure order. , 
2. Discovery from an agency in judicial procedings to which the 

agency is a party 
From the agency standpoint the problems presented in this situa

tion are more acute than the cases above discussed where the agency 
was not a litigant. In the cases discussed above the only sanction for 
~on~isclosur.e which can be imp<?sed against the agency is a contempt 
CItatIOn agaInst an agency officIal; even that can almost always be 
effectively avoided, as already noted. But in prO'ceedings in which 
the agency is itself a party, not only is it subject to federal discovery 
rules in the abstract, but as well the court can impO'se sanctions of 
real effectiveness where the. agency persists in refusal. 

The issue may arise in the context of agency suits to enforce statu
tory penalties" as in the Fair Labor Standards Act; in civil actions to' 
enforce the antitrust laws, or in declaratO'ry judgment or injunctive 
proceedings brought by private individuals against an agency or its 
officers. . 

Il8 The most celebrated subsequent case, dp.c1ded consistently with the ea,rlier cn.ses, was 
Appeal. of SEC, 226 F. 2d 501 (6th Cir. 1955) . See also Em parte Sacke.tt, 74 F. 2d 922 
(9th Clr. 1935) ; }I'owkcs V. Dravo Corp., 5 F.R.D. 51 (E.D. Pa. 1945). 

,39 72 Stat. 547 (1958),5 U.S.C. 22 (1958). 
40 See Note, Disco'\Cery From the United States in Suits Between Private Litigants-The 

1958 Amendment of the Federal Honsekeeping Statute, 69 Yale L.J. 452, 456 n. 29 (1960) . 
• 41 See Bishop, The Executive's Right of Prl"acy: An Unresolved Constitutional Ques

tion. 66 Yale L.J. 477, 478 ll. 5 (1957). 
4.Cl See Note, 69 Yale L.J. at 459-461, supra note 40. 
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The leading case in this, area, although one not involving agency 
proceedings, IS United States, v. Reynolds.43 After the crash of a 
military plane Hight-testing secret electronic equipment the widows 
of three civilians aboard sued the United States under the Tort Claims 
Act and moved, under Rule 34, for production of the official accident 
investigation and statements by three surviving crew members taken 

-in connection with the official investigation. The Secretary of the 
Air Force filed a formal claim of privilege based on the confidential 
nature of the infortnation sought,: but offered to produce for testimony 
the three survivors, except as to material of a "classified nature." 
The Supreme Court upheld the Qlaim of privilege (over the dissent 
of Justices Black, Frankfurt~r, and Jackson) ; but in doing so made 
it clear that the privilege must be asserted and established on recog
nized grolmds, for "judicial control over the evidence in a case can
not be abdicated to the caprice of executive officers." 44 The factors 
to be weighed by co~rts in passing upon governmental claim. of 
privilege were stated as follows: 

In each case, the showing of necessity which is made will determine how far 
the court should probe in satisfying itself that the occasion for, invoking the 
privilege is appropriate. Where there is a strong .shoWing of necessity, the 
claim of privilege should not be lightly accepted, but even the most compelling 
necessity cannot overcome the claim of privilege if the court is ultimately satis
fied that military secrets are at stake. A fortiori, where necessity is dubious, a 
formal claim of privilege, made under the circumstances of this ca,se, will have 
to prevail. Here, necessity was greatly minimized by an available alternative, 
which might have given respondents the evidence to make out their case with· 
out forcing a showdown on the claim of privilege.4/) 

The privilege here at issue has been' described as "secrets of state," 
involving "the public security or concerning the military or naval 
organizations or plans of the United States, or a State or Territory, 
or concerning international relations." 46 As indicated in the Reyn
old8 case, when properly asserted, the privilege will be upheld.47 

The informer's privilege, involving the Government's right to with
hold the identity or statements of one who furnishes information con
cerning violation of law, has been most fully discussed in Roviaro v. 
United State8.48 Emphasizing that "no fixed rule with respect to 
disclosure is justified," the Court noted that "The problem is one that 
calls for balancing the public interest in protecting the flow of infor
mation against the individual's right to prepare- his defense." 49 In 
addition to the Emitation there imposed by fundamental requirements 
of' fairness, the Court noted also a further limitation inherent in the 
nature of the privilege: 

The s<;ope of the privilege is limited by its underlying purpose. Thus, where 
the disclosure of the contents of a communication will not tend to reveal the 
identify of an informer, the contents are not privileged. Likewise, once the 
identity of the informer has been disclosed to those who would have cause to 
resent the communication, the privilege is no l~nger applicable. 50 

43 345 U.S. 1 (1952). 
t4 ld. at 9-'-10. 
45 ld. at 11. 
46 Uniform Rules of Evid'ence 33; Model Code of Evidence, Rule 227 (1942). See also 

8 Wigmore, Evidence § 2378 (3d ed. 1940). . 
47 But, cf. In re Zuckert, 28 F,R.D. 29 (1961), giving plaintiff access to an Aircraft 

Invef:tigation Report. relevant to his case .. 
48 353 U.S. 53 (1957). 
49 ld. at 62. 
GO ld. at 60. 
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The final aspect of. the above limitation, absence of privilege where 
the informer's identity is known, was applied in Mitchell v. Bass 51 
where the Eighth Circuit dismissed.an FLSA action to enjoin defend
ants from violating various provisions of the Act. Dismissal was 
based upon the Secretary's refusal to produce the statements of wit
nesses made to Wage and Hours Division investigatoI? where the 
identity of the witnesses was known. The Bass case was distin
·guished, however, in jJ;Iitchell v. Roma 52 whe're, in a similar action, 
the Secretary refused to disclose which of. 85 employees (named as 
having knowledge of the case) had actually given information of 
violations. 
A distinction must be drawn between telling an employer which employees were 
underpaid and who gave the information about underpayment. Such informers, 
even if they are employees, are unlike informers whose identity is to be disclosed 
in relations to a question of probable cause.58 

' 

A final privilege on which agencies strongly insist, not only in 
agency proceedings, but as well in resisting demands for information 
in judicial proceedine;s, is the so-called work-product rule. That the 
federal discovery rules do not automatically upset this basis for a 
lawyer's resisting production of his own in,\Testigative efforts is lllost 
definitively set forth in Hickm-an v. Taylor.54 Although that case did 
not involve an administrative proceeding, the principles there stated 
have been applied also in the administrative conte~t.55 In that case 
the Court said: 
When Rule 26 and the other discovery rules were adopted, this Court and the 
members of the bar in general did not believe or contemplate that all the files 
and mental processes of lawyers were thereby opened to the free scrutiny of 
their adversaries. And we refuse to interpret the rules at this time so as to 
reach so harsh and unwarranted a result.56 

In agency practice the work-product concept tends to include all 
investigative files, preliminary opinions, and other internal communi
cations that relate to management of the agency business. The courts 
have generally accepted this claim when seriously advanced., but 
ordinarily without much analysis of the reasons or justification for' 
doing SO.51 It has been su~gested that the Oommunist Party case, 
8upra, made "a deep inroad' into the privilege by requiring produc
tion of records shown to contain evidence contradictory of the testi
mony of a government witness.58 But this seems to be nothing more 
than an application of the Jencks "fair play" rule to administr3ltive 
proceedings; as discussed above, leaving fundamentally untouched the 
assertion of the privilege of withholding internal management records 
and data in all other cases. 

In this connection it is worth noting that the Administrative Con
ference recommended, on April 3, 1962, changes in practices involving 
the resolution of disputes relating to government procurement, which 

61 252 F. 2d 513 (8th Cir. 1958) .. 
52 265 F. 2dl 633 (3d Cir. 1959). 
153 Id. a.t 637-638. \See also the materIals in Appendix relating to the Department of 

Labor. 
&! 329 U.S. 495 (1947). See also Alltmont v. united State8, 339 U.S. 967 (1950). 
00 See, e.g., Zacher v. United States, 227 F. 2d 219 (8th Cir.), eert. denied, 350 U.S. 

993 (1955); Univer8al Airline8 Inc. v. Easte1'n Airlines, Inc., 188 F. 2d 993 (D.C. Cir. 
1951) ; Kaiser Aluminum & Ghem. Gorp. V. United States, 157 F. Supp. 939 (Ct. Cl. 1958). 

56 Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. at 514. 
67 See note 55, 8upra. 
lIS Carrow, note 33, 8upra, at p. 187. 
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amount to discovery procedures. Recommendation No. 12 reads as 
follows: 

IT IS RECO'MMENDED to' departments and agencies O'f the Federal Government 
engaged in procurement, which have established internal appellate prDcedures 
and entities (Le., bDards of contract appeals, boards of-review, etc.) which render I 

decisiO'ns Dr Dpinions cDncerning disputes under contracts Df departments or , 
agencies, affDrd cDntractDrs, in cases where a substantial issue of fact is material 
to' the deci&iDn or opinion, the oPPDrtunity to' knDW and contest in the appellate 
proceedings the' evidence which sUPpDrts the positiO'n Df the contracting Dfficer 
Df the department Dr agency, and establish and publish apprO'priate prDcedures 
to' this end where they are not presently prDvided. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In SUill, the foregoing suggests that even in thefeq .. eralcourts where 
federal administrative agencies are subject to the federal dis~overy 
rules like other litigants (except to the extent that they may assent 
certain recognized privileges not available to private parties), they 
have not been called upon to disclose m'abters that are truJy prejudi
cial to the conduct of their various agency missions. A few agencies 
have provided for similar discovery opportunities in administrative 
adjudications with apparent satisfaction. The Committee believes 
that the practice, modified as necessary in individual agencies, should 
be extended generally throughout the federal administrative estahlish
mentas a means of reducing delay and promoting fairness. 



APPENDIX A 

DISCLOSURE OF CONFIDENTIAL MATTER IN 
SELECTED AGENCIES 

Department of Agricultul'e 

Late in 1961 the Department published completely revised regu
lations relating to the disclosure of official records (7 C.F.R. 1.1-1.7), 
the effect of which may be summarized as follows: 

"It is the policy of this Department to make its official records a,va.il
able to the public to the maximum extent possible." 7 C.F.R. 1.1. 
Exceptions to the rule of general availability occur where statute, 
presidential directive, or depa-rtmental regulation (not otherwise de
fined; see, 7 C.F.R.'1.4(a)).forbids disclosure; and records de'scribed 
as "administratively confidential" may not be disclosed. 7 C.F.R. 
1.4 (b). The nineteen categories of restricted, materials range from 
blueprints of meat slaughtering plants to minutes of meeitings of 
boards of directors under administrative supervision of the Depart
ment. Other categories involve protection of methods of business 
operation, research techniques, personnel reports, information received 
in confidence, and internal memoranda relating to policy determina
tions or administrative decisions where disclosure would give to some 
person or persons an undue advantage or disadvantage. 

Administratively confidential material will be released upon agree
ment, where appropriate, for maintenance of the material's confi
dential nature. In cases w heTe information in these classes is de
manded by compulsory process, the matter is referred to the Secretary 
for final determination. "There he concludes that compliance would 
be improper, the officer or employee to whom process is direoted '~win 
appear in answer thereto and unless otherwise expressly directed by 
the Secreta.ry, respectfully dec.line to produce" the material. 7 C.F.R. 
1.6. 

Federal Aviation Agency 

In October 1961, a distinguished committee composed of indi
viduals outside the FAA reported to the Administrator its findings on 
the agency's procedures in adopting and enforcing safety regulations. 
In the report of that study, known as Project Tightrope~ a recom
mendation was made for the initiation of a "trial type hearing before 
an independent hearing examiner prior to suspending or revoking a 
certificate." Report, page VII. Procedural regulations in imple
mentation of this recommendation were adopted to become effective 
on February 7, 1962, including the following elements that bear on 
discovery (14 C.F.R. 408.1-408.50) : ' ' 

139 
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1. 'The Hearing Officer is empowered to "issue subpoenas and totak~ 
or cause depositions to be taken" and to hold prehearing conferences. 
§ 408.34. ' 

2. "Upon motion of any party showing good cause therefor, the 
Hearing Officer may order any party to produce any designated docu
ments, papers, books, accounts, letters, photographs, objects, or tangi
ble things, not privileged, which constitute or contain evidence rele
vant to the subject matter of the hearing and which are in the party's 
possession, custody or control, in thelmanner provided by Rule 34, 
Feileral R:ules of Civil Procedure." § 408.41 ( e) . ' 

3. "After a Request for Hearing' and the Answer have been filed, 
testimony may be taken by depositIOn at the instance of any party to "" 
the proceeding in accordance with the provisions of section 1004 of the 

\, Act or Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure." § 408.43. 
4. "In any situation not provided for or controlled by the foregoing 

rules of practice, the Federal Rules of Civil Procdure, where appli~ 
cable, shall govern." § 408.49. " 

Fed,era! Trade Commission 

Section 6 (f) of the Federal Trade Commission Act provides f()r 
making available- inforniation gained pursuant to reports filed with 
the Commission and by investigation, "except trade secrets and names 
of customers, as it shall deem expedient in the public's interest; * * *."" 
15 U.S.C. 46 (f) . Disclosure by any employee of information thus 
restricted is a criminal offense. 15" U.S.C. 50. See also 16 C.F.R. 
1.161-1.164. The Commission does not make available "[dJocuments 
which contain the names of applicants and informants, trade secrets, 
and names of customers, intra-agency communications, and informa
tion obtained from 'and classified by other governmental sources:" 
Survey and Study of Administration, Organization, Procedure, and 
Practice in the Federal Agenoies by the Oommittee O'n) Government 
Operations, Part lIB, p. i545, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. (1957)." Reasons 
given by the FTC are the f~llowiri.g: 
" (11 Names of applicants and informants must remain confidential in order to 
prevent possible retaliation by powerful competitors against whom complaints 
are made and to protect valuable sources of information. 

(2) Trade secrets and names of" customers must remain confidential. This is 
requir~d by statute. 

(3) Intra-agency reports, minutes, memoranda, and other internal com
munications which contain the exchange of views of Commissioners and staff 
members regarding Federal Trade Commission cases should be held confidential. 
Publicity would tend to prevent candor in the advice rendered and would operate 
to destroy originality in the search for new approaches and solutions to new and 
old problems. , 

(4) When the Commission has in its files information obtained from and 
classified by other governmental sources, or for which privilege is claimed by 
such sources, it requests that the information be released by such other sources. 
(Ibid.) "' ," 

The Rules of Practice provide for application in writing by a mem:" 
ber of the public for disclosure, stating the materials sought and the 
reasons for which inspec~ion or copying' is" requested. The Commis~ 
sion "will take action thereon", having due rega,rd to statutory restric
tions, its rules, and the public interest." 16 CFR 1.164(b}. Where a 
Comniission officer or employee is required by subpena to produce docu
ments designated as confidential, he must seek instructions from the 
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Commission, but in the absence of permission "he shall appear in court 
and respectfully decline to produce the documents or records or to dis
close the information called for, basing his refusal upon this rule." 
16 CFR 1.164 ( d). . 

In passing on requests for production of documents the Commission 
has announced that it will consider not only the confidential and privi
leged nature of the material, but also the purpose. for which the re
spondent intends to use it. Postal Life and Oasnalty Insurance Com
pany, 52 FTC 651 (1956) ; Thomasville Chair CO?npany~ 9 Ad. L. 2d 
822 (FTC 1959). Two recent cases illustrate the operation of this 
principle. In Giant Food, Inc., 11 Ad. L. 2d 342 (FTC 1961), 
respondent, a grocery chain, ,Vas . charged \-"ith false .and;misleading 
advertising. In support of that claim members of the public,· who 
had earlier been interviewed by an FTC investigator, testified as to 
their understanding of claims made by respondent in its advertising. 
On cross-examination some testified that others had been interviewed 
but not subpenaed. On that basis respondent claimed that it was 
entitled to know whether other interviewees had given answers favor
able to respondent. The Commission rejected the argument as "at best 
conjectural," and thus insufficient to eliminate the protection afforded 
such investigative files under the "work product" rule. 

In The Tewas Oompany, 12 Ad. L. 2d 182 (FTC 1962), respondent 
oil company sought documents (1) .having to.do with "the administra
tive construction of the meeting competition provisions" of the Clay
ton Act or other statute barring price fixing, and (2) alleged ex parte 
communications relating to the instant proceeding. The Commission 
rejected both arguments (Commissioner Elman "not concurring"). 
The request for materials relating to the "administrative construction" 
of applicable law was rejected because the confidential documents re
quested "would not be relevant to any issue in this proceeding," and 
because the documents might tend to identify applicants or complain
ing parties. The request for materials iIi the secoll<l category was 
:rejected because the grounds specified were ':vague and speculative." 
A petition for writ of mandamus to require producbon of: the de
manded files was denied by the Fifth Circuit for lack. of statutory 
authority to intervene at that stage of the proceeding. Texaco, Inc. v. 
FTO, 301 F. 2d 662 (5th Cir .. 1962). See also Libbey-OW'ens-Ford 
Glass 00.,10 Ad. L. 2d 55 (FTC 1960) . . .:.. ' .. 

The FTC announced in 1959 its adherence tot he. policy of the 
Jencks rule and statute. Ernest Mark lligh, 9 Ad. L. 2d 974 (FTC 
1959). However, the FTC will not permit disclosure of statements by 
applicants or complaining parties where no direct use is made of such 
statements in the proceedings. Ooliwmbus Ooated Fabrics Oorp., 9 Ad. 
L. 2d 510 (FTC 1957). . 

Food and Drug Administration 

Section 701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act gives the 
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare general authority to 
promulgate regulations for the "efficient enforcement" of the Act. 21 
U.S.C.371. . Pursuant·theret.o the over;-all policyo:f. the, FDA,:is .to 
make available to the public all information the disClosure of which 
will not be incompatible with the public· interest or result in revealing 
confidential matters. Sections 301 (j) and 408 (f) of the Act require 
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certain information obtained by the FDA, such as trade secrets and 
material submitted concerning proposed tolerances for pesticide chem
icals, to be kept confidential. 21 U.S.C. 331 (j), 408 (f). This has 
been construed to include also information submitted in ne,,, drug 
applicrutions. See 21 CFR 130.32.. . 

Public records, orders, and opinions of the Administration are made 
available at the' FDA office where issued. The FDA does not rou-:
tinely make available to the public information obtained through 
inspections of establishments subject to its control, nor information 
concerning any method or process which is a trade secret. See also 
21 U.S.C. 331 (j), above. Official records, such as reports of inspec
tions or analyses are available, however, under the procedure specified 
in 21· CFR 4.1. Under that procedure a person desiring disclosure 
makes a written request in prescribed form to the Commissioner of 
Food and Drugs, stating his interest and the use to which the materials 
would be put if made available .. The request is granted if it is found 
that to do so "will not be incompatible with the public interest and 
win not result in revealing confidential matters * * *." 2~ CFR 
4.1 (c). But if the request is denied, no disclosure may be made hy any 
officer or employee of the FDA, even in response to a subpena. 21 
CFR4. (a), (b). 

ImrnJgration and Naturalization Service 

:. Section 264 (b) of the Immigration alld Nationality Act of ·1952 
pro~d~: . . 

All registration [date and place of entry of alien into United States, his activi
ties, length of Sltay contemplated, any police record, etc. Jand fingerprint records 
made under the provisions of this title shall ,be confidential, and shall .be made 
available only to such perSons or agencies as may be designated by the Attorney. 
General. (8 U.S.C. 1304. See also sections 1.70-1.74 of the Statement of Ot-
ganization of the INS. ) , 

These provisions are further implemented in instruction manuals as 
guides for Service personnel. The manuals are also confidential and 
are not made available at an to personnel outside the Service. 

By regulation specified national and regional officers of the Service. 
authorized to "furnish,. upon application therefor, copies of Service 
records, or information therefrom, and may certify' that any record 
is a true copy." 8 CFR 103.7 (a) . Exercise of this discretionary 
grant of certification is made upon written application· stating the 
interest of the applicant and the purpose for which· the information 
is desired. ' 

There is an officially prescribed form which is furnished to each 
alien as a matter of right ~nd which is available to him as evidence 
of his lawful admission. Evidence of citizenship is also furnished as 
a matter of right. 

The availability of formal records to applicants and their attorneys 
or representatives in a pending case is set out in 8 CFR 292.4 (b ) . 

Additionally, with regard to civil litigation, information is fur
nished as a matter of course to executors, administrators, or parties 
who are litigants in the. settlement of an estate. Information regard
ing deceased relatives is furnished to individuals with .a legitimate 
interest and need. Institutions whose operations generally affect the· 
public interest, such as banks and insurance companies, are furnished 
information. Courts are furnished records upon subpena or order if. 
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the release is approved by the General' Counsel of the Service. Rec
ords are made available to Federal or State agencies (including mu-
nicipalities) .for official use. . 

A principal objection to extensive disclosure in response to requests 
. of others is the administrative burden thus imposed on the Service. 

Other reasons include the right of privacy of the individual who is 
the subject of the record and protection of aliens from exploitation. 
For example, such information will not be provided collection agents 
to aid in tracing debtors, .but may be made available to prosecutors 
or defendants in criminal proceedings where appropriate. in order not 
to obstruct justice. ' 

Access to investigative records is controlled rather rigidly so that 
information there disclosed will not be disclosed at all in aCtive cases. 
Similarly, no disclosure will be made that lnight reveal the nature of 
the investigative process itself. Similarly, in civil litigation to which 
the Service is not· a party the agency is unwilling to be used as a 
reservoir of evidence, so it ordinarily requires private parties to seek 
other sources for desired information. 

The Jencks rule was ruled applicable in INS deportation proceed
ings in OarUsle v. Rogers, 262 F. 2d 19 (D.C. Cir. 1958),. and has 
since been applied also in exclusion proceedings. But there is no right 
for an alien to examine an investigative file at any time before the 
hearing: Pereira v. Mwrlf, 169 S. Supp. 81 (S.D.N.Y. 1958). 

In applications for suspension of deportation, unlike deportation 
hearings themselves, special inquiry officers' and the Board of Immi
gration 'Appeals may use confidential information in. reaching deci
sions if disclosure of the information would be prejudicial to the pub-. 
lic interest, safety, or necessity. CFR 244.3, as upheld in Jay v. 
Boyd, 351 U.S. 345 (1956); See also Hintopoulos v. Shaughnessy, 
353 U.S. 72 (1957). 

Following the Jay case, the Service in 1956 amended 8 CFR 244.3 
therein upheld, and the pertinent regulation is now contained in 8 
CFR 242.17 (a), quoted in part below: 
.. I\< .. In exercising discretionary powers to grant or deny an application under 
this paragraph, the special inquiry officer may consider and rely upon informa-

. tion not contained in the record, provided the Commissioner has determined 
that it is in the interest of the national security and safety to do so. 

Since the latter part of 1956 when this language was put into effect, 
there has been no case in which the use of undisclosed classified infor
mation has been authorized 'by the O,ommissioner for consideration by 
a special inquiry officer in deciding an application for suspension of 
deportation and all such determinations have been made solely on the 
basis of record evidence fully disclosed in the hearing. 

The use of confidential information in connection with the tempo
rary withholding of deportation under section 243 (h) of the Immigra
tion and Nationality Act, as distinguished from an application for 
suspension of deportation under Section 244 above discussed, is sepa
rately provided for in 8 CFR 242.17 ( c) . 

Department of Labor 

. In general, the Department makes available for public inspection 
information required to be filed with it (see, e.g., 29 U.S.C. 181, 307, 
435; 29 CFR 2.4) ; but specific information submitted· in 'confidence 
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willl10t be disclosed (see, 'e.g., 29 U.S.C. 181; 20 CFR 1.21, 1.22; 29 
CFR 2.5)~ ,See also 29 CFR 2.9, refusing disclosure, without the'Sec
retary's consent, of copies of "accounts, letters, files, documents or 
papers * * *." , " "", 

Because nearly all enforcement proceedings of the various ' divisions 
of the discovery provisions of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure~ 
the litigated, disclosure questions have arisen primarily in the context 
of the discovery provisions of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Thus, in Mitchell v. Bass, 52 F. 2d 513 (8th Cir. 1958), the Eighth Cir-
(cuit dismissed the Secretary's action to enjoin alleged violation ot the 
FLSA because of the Secretary's refusal to produce for defendants' 
inspection statements taken by investigators from four named em
,ployees of defendants. The court rej ected the claim of informer's 
privilege (Roviaro v. United, State8, 353 U.S. 53, 59-60) because the 
identity of the employees had already been disclosed. It rejected the 
claim of executive privilege, based' on 29 CFR 2~9,bec;:tuse here the 
Federal Rules were applicable, and there was no applicable privilege 
under 5 U.S.C. 22 or otherwise. See also Durkin v. Pet Milk 00., 14 
F.R.D.385 (W.D. Ark 1953). 
, In Mitchell v.Roma, 265 F.' 2d 633 (3d Cir. 1959), however, the 
Third Circuit upheld the Department's claim of informer's privilege 
where defendant sought the Ilames of 85 present or former employees 
of, defendant "known or believed to have knowledge" 'Of the matter 
in dispute. 'The Secretary had not waived the privilege, but had 
expressly asserted it. In allowing the privilege, the court distin
guished the Ba.ss case, supra. To the same effect" see Mitchell v. Ney
lor, 27 F.R.D. 438 (D. Neb. 1960) ; Mitchell v. Hogg, 9 Ad. L. 2d 341 
,(M.D. Ala. 1959). ' ' 

The Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act em
powers the Deputy Commissioner to order' the taking of depositions 
jn proceedings under that Statute. 33 U.S.C. 927 (a). Where there 
is refusal to obey R lawful order of the Deputy Commissioner, applica
tion may be made to the appropriate federal district court for sanc-
tions. I d., section 927 (b). ' . ' , 

The Bureau of Labor-Management Reports has formulated the fol
lowing policies relating to disclosure, as stated in its Compliance and 
Enforcement' Manual: ", 

Investigative information will-,be dlscussedwith or made available only to per:
, sonnelof the Bureau and Department or other governmental agencies who have 
a "need-to-know" the information involved, ill· order:' to take appropriate 
action. * '" * Section 921.2. . 

'Either the Secretary of Labor or his designee may sign subpenas, 
administer oaths, exam.ine witnesses, and take depositions. These 
powers, as set forth in section 601 (b) of the act (29 U.S.C. 521(b»), 
are based on sections 9 and 10 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
See Manual, se,ction 938.12. . . 

. Gathering of material from confid~ntial sources is encouraged, and 
presumably promises that the inforination will be kept confidential 
will be respected unless othel'wise ordered by a ,co"urt of law. The 
Manual states as follows: ' ' 
, 942.4" Oon:fidentjal Sources. 'The regula!" or periodic reCeipt. of information 
from unions; management and other', info;rmed'. sources is invaluable in -the 

f successful investigation of alleged .violations. ,Compliarice Officers will direCtly 
seek to establish confidential sources of information in those areas which are 
particularly within the prescribed mission of tbe Bureau. 
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National Labor Relati.ons Boa~d 

. The Labor-Management Relations Act is ,silent on the question o~ 
making available or withholding information received in the course 
of investigation or otherwise. H6wever, under the authority of sec':' 
tion 6 of the Act (29 U.S.C. 156) ,.authorizing promulgation of rules 
and regulations, the Board has' adopted rules (29CFR 102.117, 
i02.118) and developed practices for the nondisclosure of several 
kinds of information, including the 'following: drafts' of Board de~ 
cisions while circulating for'-apprO'iTal ; memoranda and other internal 
comrrmnications, including luanuals of instructions for field personnel~ 
evidence developed from prelirninary investig-n,tions,'memoranda, by 
staff lawyers analyzing records and files or points of }aw, and litiga~ 
tionmanuals covei'ingcases involving the agency. SU/FlJey and Study 
of Administrative Organization, Procedure, and Practice in tke Fed
eral Agencies by the 00 rrvrnitte e on 'Goverwment Operations, Pa'rt 11C, 
85th Congress, 1st session, pp. 1829--:-1830 (1957). - -.. 

The issue litigated in the Federal COUlts has turned ordinarily on 
questions of privilege. See, e.g., NLRB v. Cham,bers Manufactu1ing 
00., 10 Ad. L. 2d 416 (5th Cir. 1960) (enforcing cease aild' desist 
order even though respondent" was denied ,il1siJeCtion of statementS 
of its employees or lists of names of such employees: who were inter
viewed by investigators, upon court's finding of no prejudice); 
Madden v. International Hod Oarrier'S' Building 'and 001n'moll 
Laborers' Union~ 277 F. 2d 688 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 364 U.S. 863 
(1960) (Board investigators not required to testify as to nature and ex..: 
tent of preliminary examination); cf. BuiZding and Oonstruction 
Trades Ooundl v. Alpert (1st Cir., l\fay 10,1962). Of. NLRB v. Gen
eralArmature and Mfg. 00., 102 F.' 2d 316 (3d Cir. 1951) ; NLRB v. 
T7 apor Blast Mfg. 00., 287 F. 2d 402 (7th Cir. 1961) ~ See also Olson 
Rug 00. v,. NLRB, 291 F. 2d 655 (7thCir. 1961) (production ordered 
in civil contempt proceeding for violation of Board order) ; NLRB,v. 
OapitolFi8h 00.,294 F. 2d 868 (5th Cir. 1961) (investigator ordered 
to testify where respolldent claimed statements given to investigator 
were false or twisted). Of. N LRB v. Deena Artwov'e, Ina., 36i U.S~ 
398 (1960) (allthorizing discovery, inspection and depositions on mo~ 
hon of the Board) . -,. - : ., 

The Board need not produce, as a' condition of enforcement of its 
subpena, documents in its pqssession' which reveal the factual basis 
of the c-omplaint, including liamesalld statements of employees whom 
the Board intends to use as witnesses: Stor/cline Oorp. v. NLRB, 
298 F. 2d 276 (5th Cir. 1962). Review of the propriety of refusal 
to supply relevant records can be hudat such time as'the Boa,rd seeks' 
en forcements of any later issued order. I d. at 277. _' - . 

, _ Securities and Exchange Commission 

, 'r.he, SEC· Rules of Practice' (17 OFR201.1 e.tseq;) ,do not contain: 
general provisions for-discovery procedures 'for use in Commission 
proceedings; but a limited 'amount of discovery is available mider ruJe 
3{b) which grants to any 'person who- 'Submits data or evideIice ina 
puhl.ic investigation th~ right:,~,to retain or procure 'a ~opy of his'~ata 
or a transcrIpt' of hIS testImony. on, payment : of. the . prescrIbed 
fees; .,* * -'!'. "Apparently no distinction is drawn Ibetween-the rights 
ofeompelled"and voluntary witnesses.' . , " 
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Before granting such a request in 'a nonpublic investigation, the 
Cornmissi'on ,requires, as authorized by sect~'On 6 (h) of the Administra
tive"'Procedure Act:, that the 'apl)1icant state in writing the reas'Ons f'Or 
the request; the Commission reserves the right to deny such request 
"for (To'Od cause." 

Rule 2'5'(a) provides that "all information contained in any notifica
tion, statement" applicati'On, declaration, rec'Ommended decision, or 
other document" required to he filed with the Commissi'On shall be 
available for puhlic in'spection unless forbidden by statute, rule, or 
Commission order. Rule 2-6 (a.) sets forth the circumstances in which 
confidential treatment m'ay be requested pursuant to statutory authori - ' 
zations in clause 30 'Of schedule A of ,the Securities Act of 1933 and 
rule 485 thereunder, section 24 (h) of the Socurities Exchange Act of 
1934 and rule 2~b~2 thereunder; section 22(b ) of the Public Utility 
Holding Company Act of 19'35 and m'le 104 !thereunder, section 45 (a) 
of the Investment Company Act 6,f1940 and rule 45a-1 thereunder, 'Or 
secti'On 210(a.) 'Of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Rule 26 (b) 
sets :forth the pr~'edures to be followed in 'assuring nondisclosure to 
the public when c'Onfidential treatment is authorized, but make's a vail
able to the public any order granting o~ denying 'a request for con
fidential treatment. 

Unlike informationdbtained by required filings, which is ordinarily 
available 'forpuhlic inspection as noted above, "Information or docu
m'enis oht!ained by the C'Ommission in the course 'Of any examination 
'Or investigation shall, unless made a matter of public record, he deemed 
confidential." Rule 26 (c). Disclosure is authorized only 'where the 
Commission determines that. it would not be contrary to the public 
int.erest.. Accordingly, any offi.'cer or empl'Oyee of the Oommis'sion is 
required to refuse disclosure even in reSponse to judicial subpena in 
the ahsence of-such Commission authorizati'On. For a 'full discussion, 
see Appeal of the SEO, 226 F. 2d 501 (6th Cir. 1955) (the Timbers 
case). " . , 

Despite the rule m'a.king ,confidential inform'ationsecured in in
vestigati'Ons, the Commission has sometinles given respondent docu
ments or other inform'ation secured in private investigations, weigh
"ing in each cas:e the respondent's need for the information in order tp 
prepare an ~adequate defense against the advantage of preserving con
fidentiality 'as an encoura,gement to the submission of materia'l in Com
mission investigations. , See General Ae1'omation. Inc. (Securities 
Ac;t Release No. 425~, July 31, 19600) ; CharlesC. Wright et al., 1 SEC 
482,-485 ('1936) ; lIfurraySecurities Oorp.,37 SEC 780 (1957) '; lIfiehael 
J. Meehan, 1 SEC 238, 240 (1935) ; Walston t& 00., et al., 5 SEC 109, 
11~11 (1~3~l); St~''rling Sermrities 00. et al., 37" S:mC 825 (1957); 
Edgar SpaiiiGra:nit;6 SEC 152 (19'39) ; and Russellllfaguire & Co., 
Iiw.~ 10 SEC 332, 3'53-55 (1941). 

The Commission, as a m'atter of P'Olicy, denies litigants' requests for 
a list of witnesses expected to testify. 'in administrative proceedings., 
Similarly, ina proceeding 'f'Or the ~uspension of a broker-dealer regis
tration, the respondent 'was held not entided to disclosure <)f the names 
of aU its customers to whom que~t.ionnaires were sent in 'connection 

, wi,th the 'examination" nor t'O examine all t.he returned questonnaires. 
It wash~ld to he sufficient that the Commission made availaible all 
questionnaires of witnesses 'Who testified, thus'satisfying the principle 
of the'Jencks statute. Alexander, Reid & Ov;, Inc., 12 Ad. L. 2d 68 
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(SEC 19'62). But a party to 'a prOceeding before the Commission may,· 
'pursuant to rules 11 ( d) 'and .14 (b) , 'apply to the hearing examiner for 
t~e issuance of 'Sub pen as fur the tt:ppea:i'a.nce of witnesses and the pro"
duction of documents of persons'who'are not parties: Such subpenas, 
however, are fO'r the purpose of introducing evidence in the proceed-
ings themselves and not for 'pretrial discovery. . 

The Commi'Ss~on has held that the Jencks rule and subsequent stat .. 
tlte (18 U.S.C. 3500) do not apply to administrative proceedings. In 
the exercise of discretion, however, the ·Com·mission accords respond
ents the same rights of inspection as defendants enjoy in criminal cases 
with respect to transcripts or substantially verbatim st'atements of it 
witness who has testified in the administrative proceedings. Alem
ander Reid &: 00., Inc., 12 Ad. L. 2d 68 ('SEC 19162); 'Gearhart & Otis, 
Inc., Commission . Minutes, February 28, 1958. App·arently as a mat
ter of practice, the staff generally follo'ws the Jencks rule and statute. 

In two cases the SEC has spe.(~;i'fically examined the question 'Of 
whether its employees could be subpenaed at the request of a respond
ent in an adm-inistra:tive proceeding. . " 

The first of these is the jf atter of Oomioo Oorporation (File No. 
2-13315) . There the hearing ex~miner had issued a subpena at the 
request of the respondent to require the attendance at a hearing of a 
Commission employee for the purpose of questioning him with respect 
to his examination of certain properties and his conversations with a 

. number of persons. Respondents asserted that the purpose of this 
inquiry would be to s~cure the employee's views in order to enable 
the respondent to determine the manner in which it should amend its 
registration statement. The Commission granted the staff's motion 
to quash this subpena on the. grounds that the personal opinions of 
the e'mployee with respect to the aUeged deficiencies in the registra,
ton statement were irrelevant, that all information obtained in the 
course of an investigation is confidential, and that 'no showing had· 
been made that disclosure of such information was not contrary to 
the public interest. (Commission Minute September 25,19'57) . 

. In the consolidated proeeeding in Matter of Gearhart &3 Otis, Inc. 
(File No. 8,-2729) and MeOoy'& Willard (FileN'o: 8-3389) the heat .. 
ing examiner (1) denied a motion of the staff to quash a subpena' 
which he had issued directing division counsel to:testify in the pro
cooding, and (.2) denied the request of respondent· for a subpena 
duoes teC1tl1i directing division counsel to produce all records of ex
aminations conducted by her between specified dates in connection 
with certain issueS involved in the proceeding. The Commission 
affirmed both rulings. . ' . .' . . . ; 

As to the first, it found that the' employee was s1:lbh~et to subpena 
pursuant to rule XIII (i). of the Rules of Practice (now embodied in 
rule 2·6(c), 17 CF'R 201.26 (c) ) and rule 0-4 under the Securities Ex
change Act (17 OFR 240.0-4)., and noted that the scope of the inquiry 
sought· Was to he "the records. * * * [counsel] had not .heretofore· 
produced and the m'anner in which information obtained by [counsel] 
has been refused t.o the attorney {for respondents]." However, the 
Commission expressly did not authorize counsel for the division to 
a~swer any question .with respect to "the .content 'ofany statements 
gIven by persons Who had not. testified as witnesses in the prooeeding 
or with respect to any other information which she or the division 
had obtained in the course oft-heir investigation, examination of wit
nesses, or conduct of the proceeding." 
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As to the request for a subpena dues tecum, the Commission noted 
that· the division had produced for respondent's use all prehearing 
statements of witnesses who had testified and that respondent was 
not entitled to statements of those who had not testified. (Commis-
sion.Minutes March 26, 1958). . . 
- Subsequently, respondents in the same proceeding sought permis

sion to examine four Conimission employees who had been served, 
with subpenas:'One, a staff mining engineer, they wished to examine 
regarding his qualifications as an expert on mining, as well as for 
the purpose of proving that a certain registration statement was not 
false and . misleading. ' The Division of Trading and Exchanges 
opposed this motion on the' grounds .that the engine~r had not appeared 
as a witness in the stop-order proceeding relating to said registration 
statement, but had 'merely assisted in the questioning of certain wit
nesses, and that his qualifications as an expert were therefore not in 
issue; and that the personal opinions of the engineerwifh respect to 
alleged deficiencies in the registration statement were irrelevant; and 
that information obtained by him in the course of the investigation 
was confidential and could not be disclosed in the absence of a showing 
that such disclosure was in the public interest. 

Respondent also sought to examine three staff attorneys with· re
spect to their alleged prejudice against respondent. In opposition to 
this motion the Division asserted that the testimony sought did not 
relate to any of the issues, involved in the procedings and that the 
charges of prejudice were false and unsubstantiated. ,.' 

The Commission decided both of these issues in favor of the Division. 
(Commissio~ Minute, September 10,1958). 

Department 'of State 

The Foreign Affairs Manual provides as follows for the "Handling 
of Subpoenas for Department Records" (5 F AM 1855) : . 

In the event of imy subpoena' being served o,n any officer or employee by or on 
behalf of a court of law or quasi-judicial tribunal, with a view to the production 
of any records of the Department or of a mission or post, or with a view to obtain
ing testimony regarding information 'contained in such records, the subpoena shall 
at. once be brought to the attention of the Deputy Under Secretary for Administra
tion and simultaneously referred to the Office of the Legal Adviser for immediate 
review. In the event of any subpoena being served for a Committee of Congress, 
it'sbaU:be similarly processed and at the same time brought to the attention of 
We :::A:ssis,tant Secretary for Congressional Relations. No response shall be. made 
to any llIubpoena except upon the specific authorization of the Secretary, the 
Un.der Secretary, or the Deputy Under Secretary for Administration, after 
notification of the advice of the Legal Adviser and for Congressional' subpoenas, 
the Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations. In the event the records 
contain classified information,. the, security regulations contained in section 
1964.3 shall also apply. .. .' '.. .. ' 

. In determining. what information .,shallbe made available in, re
sponse to such subpenas, State Department. regulations prescribe an 
ad, hoc. approach. Thus, the recent passport· regulations. (effective 
February 12, 1962)·' in substance' adopt the Jencks rule. 22 CFR 
51~135et seq. Informal p~oceeding~ before the Board.of Nationality 
Appeals appe~r to;offer dIscovery rIghts at least eql,lal to those pro-: 
vided·under ~th~F,ederal Rules, although. there, ,are no· published reg-· 
ulations ... -~owever, in·· other pr.oceedings, such as . those involving. 
Ip.unitions control,~the:availabilityof discoyery is more limited; .' :. 



APPENDIX B 

ILLUSTRATIVE RULES DEVELOPED BY THE CONFER
ENCE ON ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE CALLED BY 
THE PRESIDENT IN 1953 

Depositions 

(i) Right to T alee. Except as otherwise prQvided, in an Qrder made 
pursuant'tQ paragraph (d), any party may take the testimQny Qf any 
petsQn, including a party, by depQsitiQn UPQn Qral examinatiQn Qr 
written interrQgatQries fQr use .as evidence in the prQceeding, except. 
that leave, granted with Qr withQut nQtice, must be Qbtained if nQtice 
Qf the taking is served by a prQPQnent· within thirty days after the 
filing Qf a cQmplaint, applicatiQn ·Qr petitiQn. The attendance Qf 
witnesses may be cQmpelled by the use Qf a subpena. DepQsitiQns 
shall· be taken Qnly in accQrdance with this Rule and the Rule Qn· 
subpenas. 

(ii) S'cope. Unless Qtherwise Qrdered as prQvided in paragraph· 
(e), the depQnent may be examined regarding any matter nQt priv
ileged, which is relevant to. the subject matter invQlved in the prQ
ceeding. 

(iii) Officer Before lVhom Taken. Within the United States Qr 
within a territQry Qr insular PQssessiQn subject to. the dQminiQn Qf the 
United States depQsitiQns shall be taken befQre an Qfficer authQrized 
to. administer Qaths by the laws Qf the United States Qr Qf the place 
where the examinatiQn is held; within a fQreign cQuntry, depQsitiQns 
shall be taken befQre a Secretary Qf an Embassy Qr LegatiQn, CQnsul 
General, Vice CQnsul Qr CQnsular Agent Qf the United States, Qr a 
persQn designated by the Agency, Qr agreed UPQn by the parties by 
stipulatiQn in writing filed with the Agency. Except by stipulatiQn,~ 
no. depQsitiQn shall be taken befQre a persQn who. is a party Qr the 
privy Qf a party, Qr a privy Qf any cQunsel Qf a party, Qr who. is 
financially interested in the prQceeding. . 

(i v) Authorization. A party desiring to. take the depQsitiQn Qf any 
persQn uPQn Qral examinatiQn shall give reasQnable nQtice in writing 
to. . the Agency and all parties. The. nQtice shall state the time and 
place fQr taking the depQsitiQn, the name and address Qf each persQn 
to. be examined, if knQwn, and if the name is nQt knQwn, a general 
descriptiQn sufficient to. identify him Qr the particular class Qr grQup to. 
which he belQngs. On mQtiQn Qf a party uPQn whQm the nQtice is 
served, the hearing Qfficer may fQr cause shQwn, enlarge Qr shQrten· 
the time. If the parties so. stipulate in writing depQsitiQns may be 
taken befQre any persQn, at any time Qr place, UPQn any nQtice, and in 
any manner and when so. taken may be used as Qther depQsitiQns. 

(v) Protection of Parties and Deponents. After nQtice is served 
fQr taking 'a depQsitiQn, upon its Qwn mQtiQn Qr UPQn motiQn rea
sQnably made by any party Qr by the persQn to. be examined and· 
UPQn nQtice. and fQr gOQd cause shQwn, the Agency may make an 
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order that the deposition shall not Ibe taken, or that it may be taken 
only at some designated place other than that stated in the notice) 
or that it may be taken only on written interrogatories, or that cer
tain matters shall not he inquired into, or that the scope of the ex
amination shall be limited to certain matters, or that the examina
tion shall be held with no one present except the parties to the action 
'and their officers or counsel, or that after being sealed, the deposition 
shall be opened only by order of the Agency, or that !business secrets· 
or secret processes, developments, or research need not !be disclosed, 
or that the parties shall simultaneously .file specilfied documents or 
information enclosed in sealed envelopes to be 'Opened as directed 
by the Agency; or the Agency may make any other order which 
justice requires to protect the party or witness from annoyance, em
barrassment, or 'Oppression. At any time during the taking of the . 
deposition, on motion 9f any party or of the deponent 'and upon a 
showing' that the exmtiination is being conducted ,in bad faith or in 
such manner as unreasonahly t'Oannoy, embarrass, or oppress the 
deponent or 'party, the Agency may order the officer conducting the 
examination to cease forthwith from taking the deposition, 'Or may 
limit the scope and manner of the taking 'Of the dep'Osition as 3ibove 
provided. If the order made terminates the examination it shall 
he resumed thereafter only upon the order of the Agency. Up'On 
demand of the objecting party or deponent, the taking of the deposi-

I tion shall he suspended for the time necessary to make a motion for' 
an order. . 

(vi) Oral Examination and Cross Exa'fnination. Examination and 
cross examination shall proceed as provid~d in rules governing the 
reception of evidence at 'an oral hearing. In lieu of participating in 
the oral examination, any party served with notice of taking 'a deposi. 
tion Inay transmit written cross interrogatories to the officer who, 
without first disclosing them to any person, and after the direct testi
m'Ony is complete, shall propound them seriatim to the deponent and 
record or cause the answers to be recorded vel~batim ; 

(vii) Recordation. The officer before whom the deposition is to· 
be taken shall put the witness on oath and shall personally or by 
someone acting under his direction and in his presence, record the· 
testimony:by typewriter directly or by transcription from stenographic 
notes, wire or record recorders, which record shall separately and 
consecutively nnmber each interrogatory. Ohjections to the n.otice,. 
quahficatiol1s of the officer taking the deposition, 'Or to the manner
of taking it, or to the evidence presented or to the conduct of the
'Officer, or of any party, shall be noted by the officer upon the deposi-· 
tion. All 'Objections by any party not so made are waived. 

(viii) Signing Attestation and Return. vVhen the testimony is, 
fully transcribed the deposition shall be sufbmitted to the witness for 
examination and shall be read to or by him, unless such examination 
and reading are waived \by the witness and by the parties. Any 
changes in form or substance which the witness desires to make shall 
be entered upon the deposition by the officer with a statement of the
reasons given by the witness for making them. The deposition shall 
then be signed by the witness,unless' the parties by stipUlation waive' 
the signing or the witness is ill or cannot Ibe fonnd or refuses t'O
sign. .ff the deposition is not signed hy the witness, the officer shall 
sign it and state on the record the fact of the waiver or of the, 
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illness or absence of the witness or the fact of the refusal to sign 
··together with the reason, if any, given therefor; and the deposition 
may then be used as fully" as though signed" unless on a nl0tion to 
suppress the Agency holds that the reasons given for the refusal to 
sign require rej ection of the deposition in whole or in part. . 

The officer shall certify 'On the deposition that the witness was: 
duly sworn by hinl ~nd that the deposition is a true record of the', 
testi~o?y ,g-iven by the ~itness. H~ shall t,hen securely ~eal the' 
depOSItIOn In an envelope Indorsed WIth the tItle of 'proceedIng and 
marked "Deposition of (here insert name of witness)" and shalL 
promptly sepd it by registered mail to the Secreta.ry of the Agency' 
for !filing. The party taking the deposition shall give prompt notice 
of its filing to all other parties. Upon payment of reasoilable charges 
therefor, the officer shall furnish 'a copy of the deposition to any' 
party or to the deponent; , 

(ix) Use and Effect. Subject to rulings by the hearing officer UpOlll 

objections a deposition taken and filed as provided in this Rul~ wiI] 
not become a part of the record in the proceeding until received in 
evidence by the hearing officer upon his own motion or the motion 
of 'any party. Except by agreement of the parties or ruling of the 
hearing; officer, a deposition will be received only in its entirety. A 
party does not make a party, or the privy of a party, or any hostile 
witness his witness by taking his deposition. Any party may rebut 
any relevant evidence contained in a deposition whether introduced by 
him or any other party; 

(x) Fees oj Officer8 and Deponent8. Deponents whose depositions 
are taken and the officers taking the same shall be entitled to the same 
fees as are paid for like services in the District Courts of the United 
States, which fees shall be paid by the party at whose instance the 
depositions are taken. ' 

Depositions Upon Interrogatories 

(i) Submi88ion of Interrogatorie8. Where the deposition is taken 
upon written interrogatories, the party offering the testimony shall 
separately and consecutively number ~ach interrogatory and file and 
serve them with a notice stating the name and address of the person 
who is to answer them and the name or descriptive title and address of 
the officer before whom they are to be taken. 'Vithin 10 days there
after a party so served may serve cross-interrogatories upon the party 
proposing to take t~e del?osition. 'V:ithin five days thereafter, the 
latter may serve redIrec~ InterrogaJtorles upon the party who served 
cross-interrogatories. ' , 

(ii) Interrogation. 'Vher-e the interrogatories are forwarded to 
an officer authorized to administer oaths as provided in paragraph 
(iii), the officer taking the same after duly swearing the deponent, 
shall read to him seriatim, one interrogatory at a tinle and cause 
the same and the answer thereto to be recorded before the succeeding 
interrogatory is asked. No one except the deponent, the officer and 
the court reporter or stenographer recording and transcribing it shaH 
be present during the interrogation. 

(iii) Attestation and Return. The officer before whom interroga
torjes are verified or answered shall (1) certify under his official sig
nature anq seal that the deponent was duly sworn by him~ that the 
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,interrogatories and answers are a true record ~f thedepo~ent's t~ti- -
mony, that no one' except deponent, the officer and the stenographer 
were present during the taking, and that neither he nOlI' the stenog
rapher, to his knowledge" is a party, privy to a' party, or interested 
in the event of the proceedings, and (2) proITH>tly send by registered 
mail the original copy of the deposition and eXflibits with his attesta
tion to the Secretary of the Agency, one copy -to the counsel who sub
Initted the interrogatories and another copy to the deponent. 

(iv) Provisions of Deposition Rule. In all other respects, deposi
tions upon interrogatories shall be governed by the previous Deposi-
tionRule. 

Involving Numerous Parties 

'The existence or non-existence of a material fact, as made or agreed 
in a stipulation or in an admission of :record, will be conclusively pr~
surned against any party bound thereby, and no other evidence with 
r~spect thereto will be received upon behalf of such party, provided: 

,(i) Upon lVhmn Binding.: Such a stipulation of admission is 
,binding upon the parties by whom it.is made, their privies and upon 
all other parties to the proceeding who do not expressly and unequivQ
cally deny the existence or non-existence of the -material fact so ad
mitted or stipulated, upon the ma~ing thereof, if made on the record 
at a pre-hearing conference, oral hearing, oraUirgument or by a writ
ing filed and served upon all parties within five days after a copy of 
such stipulation or admission has been served upon them. , , 

(ii ) Withdrawal: Any party bound by a stipulation or admission 
,of record at any time prior to final dooision may be permitted to with
draw the same in whole or in part by showing to the satisfaction of 
the hearing officer or the agency that such stipulation or admission was 
made inadvertently or under a bona fide mistake of fact contrary to 
the true fact and that its withdrawal at the time 'proposed will not 
unjustly prejudice- the rights of other parties to the proceeding. 

Prehearing Conferences 

In any proceeding the agency or its designated hearing officer upon 
its or his own motIOn, or upon the motion of one of the parties or 
their qualified representatives, may in its or, his discretion direct 
the parties or their qualified representatives to appear at a specified 
time and place for a conference to consider- -

, (a) the simplification of the issues; " , 
, (b) the necessity of amendments to the pleadings ; " 

(c) the possibility of obtainiIlg ~tipulations, admissions of 
facts and of documents; ,', ,,' -' ;, . 

(d) the limitation of the number of expert 'witnesses; 
( e) such other matters as may aid in the disposition of the pro-

ceeding. " ,.' -, 
The agency or its designated hearing' officer shall make an order 

which recites the action taken at the Conferenoe, the amendments 
allowed to the pleadings and the agreements made by the parties or 
their qualified representatives as to any of the matters considered, and 
which limits the issues for hearing to those not disposed of. by admis
sions or agreements; and such order shall control the subsequent course 
of t.he prooeeding unless modified for good cause by subsequent order. 
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RECOMMENDATION NO.9 

It i8 Teco'lYllT11tended that~ 
In 'Order to make more efficient use of the time and energies of 

agency members and their staffs to improve the quality of decision 
without sacri1ficing procedural fairness, and to help J eliminate Ull

necessary delay in the administrative process of deciding contested 
mR'tters: 

1. Section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act should be 
amended to ma'ke it clear that: 

R. Every agency which is under a statutory duty to promul
gate rules or 'adjudicate cases on the record after a hearing and 
does not 'either itself preside at the prescribed hearing or re
quire the entire record to be certi'fied to it for initial decision-

(1) may require the party seeking administrative review 
of the initial decisi'On rendered by the officer who presided 
at the hearing (or by any other officer authorized by law 
to make it) to specify the alleged errors in the initial deci
sion and the portions olf the record supporting the 'allega
tions of error with such particularity as the wgency may 
prescribe, and 

(2) may confine its administrative review of the initial 
decision to the. specified errors and portions of the record. 

2. ISection 8 of the Administrative Procedure 'Act should be amended 
to make it'clear that: 

a. When a party to a proceeding seeks administrative review 
of an initial decision rendered by the officer who presided at the 
hearing (or by any other officer authorized by law to make it), 
the agency may accord administrative lfinality to the initial deci
sion Iby denying the petition for its review, or by summarily 
affirming the initial decision, unless the' party seeking review 
makes a reasonable showing (in the manner prescribed by statute 
0.1' lag~ncy rule, such as ,a petition for review ora bill of excep
,bons), that 

(1) a prejudicial procedural error was committed in the 
conduct of the proceeding; or 

(2) the initial decision embodies 
(a) 'a 'finding or conclusion of material fact which is 

clearly erroneous; or 
(b) a legal 'Conclusion which is erroneous; or 
( c )an exercise of discretion or decision 'Of law or 

pol~cy which is important and which the agency should 
reVIew. 
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Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to limit the powers 
of deleJgation of any agency under 'any 'Other statute or reorganization 
plan. 

h. The agency's decision to accord or not to accord admin
istrative 'finality to an initial decision in 'accordance with recom
mendation 2aalbove sh~ll, not be subject tp judicial review. If, 
however, the initial decision 'becomes the decision of the 'agency 
because the petition for review of the initial decision is denied 
or b~cause the initial d~cision is affirmed summarily, such agency 
decision, of course, Will .be subject :tojud,icial review in acc,Ord;," 
'ance ,with the standard!:; fo~ judiciat review ot 'agency decisi.Q:p,s 

.esta,blishedby law. ' " 

\,. 



DELEGATION OF FINAL DECISIONAL AUTHORITY 

Report of the Committee on Internal' Organization and Proce
dure in Support of Recommendation No.9 Relative to the Pro
posals Embodied in S. 1734, as Revised 
In September 1961, .the Council of the Administrative Conference 

asked the Committee on Internal Organization and Proc.edure to re
port on S. 1734 (87th Cong., 1st Sess.) as modified by amendments 
proposed by the Bureau of the Budget, after consulting wi~h such 
other Conference committees as may be interested in this legislation. 
The Committee reported to the. Council on N ovem.ber 15, 1961; and 
proposals based on this report were considered by the Confel'ence dur
ing its Second Plenary Session, December 5 and 6, 1961. The Con
ference did not act upon these proposals at that session, but voted "to 
make the matter of S. 1734 a special order of business at the next 
plenary session." 

Thereafter, the Committee reconsidered its proposals in the light of 
the discussion on the floor at the Second Session and of other views 
submitted to the Committee, and placed its resulting recommendations 
before the Third Plenary Session. The purpose of this report is to 
explain these recommendations. . 

Paragraph 1. Amendment of the Administrative Procedure Act 
to lVlake Clear That an Agency, Upon Review of the Presiding 
Officer's Decision, May Confine Its Review to Alleged .Errors 
in That Decision 

The proposals contained in Recommendation No.9 are to apply only 
if (i) an initial decision is made by a hearing examiner appointed 
pursuant to ,section 11 of the Administrative Procedure Act (or by 
some other person authorized by law to make it) in (ii) adjudicatory 
or rulemaking proceedings which a .statute other than the Adminis
trative Procedure Act requires the agency to determine on the record 
after opportunity for an agency hearing. 

The Committee recognizes that the exercise of the additional au
thority which these proposals would give to the agencies may be in
appropriate in certain areas of rulemaking. But the Administrative 
Procedure Act definition of rulemaking, which is accepted for the 
purpose of these recommendations, is broad enough' to include rule
making proceedings in which an agency may find it useful to exercise 
this authority. For example, an agency may find the procedure out
lme.d in these recommendations to be useful in proceedings to prescribe 
fliture rates to be charged by an individual trucking company or an 
individual natural gas company, which is subject to regulation. 

Since the agencies would he authorized; but not required, to use 
the recommended procedures, we think that the agencies should be 
relied upon to employ them only when they would be appropriate 
and useful. 
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There is reason to conclude that section 8 of the Administrative' 
Procedure Act now gives to the agencies the authority that the rec
oIl1lIlendation would grant expressly.l However, enactment of this: 
recommendation would remove any douht as to the provisions of the' 
AdminiStrative Procedure Act on this score, and would serve the' pur
pose of superseding the provisions of any other law which nlight be· 
construed as limiting agency authority in these respects. 

In support of Paragraph 1, attention is directed to the words' ofthe-· 
Attorney General's Committee on Administrative Procedure:.. / 

The Committee strongly urges that the agencies abandon the notion that no· 
matter how unspecified or unconVincing the grounds set out for appeal [from a 
hearing commissioner's decision], there is yet a duty to reexamine the' I1ecordi 
minutely and reach fresh conclusions without reference to' the hearing com
missioner's decisiO'n. Agencies should insist upon meaningful content and exact-· 
ness in the appeal from the hearing commissioner's decision and in the subse-· 
quent oral argument before the agency. Too often, at preselllt, exceptiO'ns are' 
blanket in character, without reference to pages in the record and without in any 
way narrowing the issues. They simply seek to impose upon the agency the
burden of complete reexamination. Review of the hearing commissioner's deci
sion should in general and in the absence of clear error be limited to, grounds: 
speCified in the appeal. 

If limited as the Committee recO'mmends, the process of review should,! rarely' 
involve the heavy burden now assumed by many agencies. If the appeal, the 
briefs, and the oral argument are prepared with the care and preciSion upon 
which the agencies should insist, even factual issues may be determined b(V means· " 
of reference to the papers filed by the parties and to' such portions of the record. 
as may have been specifically indicated by them.2 . 

In the form in which it was submitted to the Conference, the Com
mittee's proposal contained la second part to paragraph 1 which was; 
intended to clarify the proposal insofar as it might effect judicial re
view. It would have prOVIded that, in a case where the agency con
fined its review to alleged errors in the presiding officer's decision, 
judicial review would be lilllited, to those errors (and any alleged 
errors in the agency's final dicision which the party seeking judicial 
review had no opportunity to specify to the agency). During the' 
course of the debate thereon, the Conference voted to omit from Rec
ommendation No.9, this provision relative to judicial review and to' 
submit it to the Committee on Judicial Review.s Thereby, the only 
provision relating to judicial review in Recommendation No. 9 is that 
contained in paragraph 2b. 

Paragraph 2a. Showing Necessary to' Obtain Agency Review of 
the Presiding Officer's Decision 

The purpose of para'graph 2a of the recommendation is to accord 
greater administrative finality to initial decisions of presiding officers 
than existing law permits. We do not think it is necessary once again 
to refer to the volume of work handled by the agencies or to their 
mounting backlogs and delays in reaching final decisions. Not all 
agencies of course, are equally beset by these difficulties. But the fact 
that a particular agency may be keepIng abreast of its work does not 
always indicate that it is making the wisest use of the time and skills 

. '1 See the memorandum entitled "The Scop~ of Agency Power to 'Limit the Issues· 
on Appeal from or Review of Initial Decisions Under the Admlni.strative Procedure Act," 
Feb. 5, 1962, prepared by the Committee staff director. 

fl Final Report of Attorney General's Committee on Administrative Procedure In Gov
ernment Agencies, S. Doc. No.8, 77th Cong., 1st sess., 52 (1~1). 

:I The limited life of the Conference did not permit the development of proposals on 
.ihis matter by the Committee on Judicial Review. 

/ 
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of its meJ.nbers and staff. By "wisest" in this oontext we mean best 
oalculated to effectuate the aims of the statute entrusted to the agency's 
administration and, at the same time, accord full due process to af-
fected parties. . 

Our study indicates that there is general agreement with President 
Kennedy's objective ,to relieve agency Inembers "from the necessity 
of dealing with many matters of lesse'r importance and thus conserve 
their time for the consideration of major matters of policy and plan
ning." 4 The Conunittee concludes that approval of paragraph 2a 
would help to 'attain the President's objective. It would also tend to 
increase the hearing examiner's responsibility and consequently, per
haps, to improve the quality of his performance. 

Approval of the recommendation would not eliminate any of the 
alternative ways of reaching a final agency decision which are now 
authorized by the Admini1strative Procedure Act or any other statute. 
It would make another alternative available wheneverr tile agency does 
not eitner itself preside at the prescribed hearing or require the entire 
record to 'be certified to it for Initial decision. It would authorize the 
agency to require a party who seeks administrative review of 'a hear
-ing examiner's initial decision to make a preliminary, reasonahle 
showing that the grounds upon which he seeks to have the initial 
decision superseded are substantial enough to warrant further con-l 
sideration by the agency. It would further authorize the agency, in 

. the event such a preliminary"reasonable showing is not made, to per
mit the initial decision to become the final agency decision without 
more ado. 

The recommendation provides that the party seeking administra
tive review of the initial decision shall make his reasonable showing 
in the manner prescribed by some other statute or agency rule. It 
would be left to each agency to determine for itself whether a "petition 
for review" should consist of the party's exceptions and brief in sup
port thereof or whether the party's exceptions should be filed only in 
the event that a "petition for review" is granted. 

Agency practice in this regard varies currently. The rules of prac
tice of both the' FTC 5 and. the AEC 6 authorize the filing of excep
tions only if the "petition for review" is granted. On the other hand, 
the rules of the FPC provide that an "appeal" from an initial deci
sion shall be effected by fili.ng "exceptions" to it.7 Andthe proposed 
CAB rules of practice in economic proceedings would -authorize a 
party to accompany "a petition for discretionary review" of an initial 
decision with exceptions when "objections are based on the record." S 

Concern has been expressed within the Committee that a two-step 
procedure-a "petition for review" followed by "exceptions" if the 
petition is granted-may produce delay that could offset the gains to 
be expected from enactment of the Committee's recommendations. 
This does pose a problem. It might be wise to provide that exceptions 
should accompany the petition for review when the grounds set forth 
a~e relied upon as the basis for review, but n9t otherwise. However, 

4 President's messages transmitting to Congress Reorgalllization Plans Nos. 1-5 of 1961. 
5 For the FTC rules, see 26 F.R. 6015-6022, July 6, 1961, 16 CFR 4.1-4.29, particularly 

rule 4.21 (a). 
6 For the AEC rules, see 26 F.R. 8239, Apr. 15, 1961, particularly rule 2.752(e). 
718 CFR 1.31. revised as of Jan. 1, 1961. . 
Ii 26 F.R. 8642, Sept. 15. 1961, particularly proposed rule 28. These rules are proposed 

to implement Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1961. 
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the Committee has concluded that this matter sho~ld be left for agency 
,:determination and that experimentation with, different proceduralap-
prmiches ,in this area should be encouraged." " ' 

Further, the recommendation contemplates that the agency members 
themselves, (with~he aid of such staff as they'are now authorized to 
~all upon for assistance in their decision-making) will determine 
:whether a party seeking administrative review of an initial "decision 
-has made a preliminary, reasonable showing that the grounds ,upon 
,which he seeks to have the initial decision superseded are substantial 
,_enough to warrant further consideration by the agency. None of the 
, proposals submitted by the Committee would, grant any additional 

authority to the agency members to delegate the power to make this 
determination. ' , ' 

'1£ the party seeking administrative review fa'ils to ~a.ke the req
uisite. preliminary, reasonable sho\ving, paragrftph, 2.a '\you]d uu

,thorize the agency to deny the petition for review of the initial decision 
or to affirm the initial decision summarily~ In"either case, the initial 
decision would thereupon become" the final ,agency decision. , 

'Vhether an agency will choose to accord administrative finality 
" , to the initial decision by summarily affirming it or by denying- the 

p'etition for its review, will ordinarily not be significant. The latter 
! action may be more appropriate in situations in which the agency is 

authorized by law to use a certiorari-type review, in the strict sense 
of the term, i.e., the authority to refuse to review' the initial decision 
because, regardless of the merits of the initial, decision, the case is 
not important enough to warrant the attention of-the agency members. 
Our recommendations, if adopted, would not themselves provide a cer
tiorari-type review in this sense, but,the last sentence of paragraph 2.a 
reserves the possibility that some' other statute might do so. " ' , ' : 

'An agency ma.y also wish to describe as a denial of a petition for 
review the action by which it 'accords administrative finality to an 
initial decision because no reasonable doubts about its mBrits are raised 

, by the petition and so no further agency consideration of the; initial 
, ,decision is warranted. ' Although it is important to recogliize that 

agency review has not been denied in this situation-it has taken 
place-it is not essential to insist that particular terminology be used 
to describe the ensuing'action.o, , ',' 

Paragraph 2.a sets forth the grounds ,upon which a party seeking 
"administrative review of, an, initial decision may a void its summary 
affirmance or a denial of his petition for revjew. ,It should be noted 

. that if the agency decides that the party, has ,succeeded in avoiding 
such action, it would then be authorized to follow either of two courses. 

,It w'ould be authorized to consider the case de novo and make such 
. findings of fact as in its opinion the prepondera~ceof the evjde~ce 
,warrants. In other words, the agency would contInue, under sectIon 
,8(a) of the Administrative Procedure Act, to "have all the pO'wets 
which it would have in making the initial decision." The agency , 
would also be authorized, in such event, to review: the initial-decisiqn' 
according to the standards employed by an appellate court when it 
reviews th~judgmeht ofa trial court sitting without ajury-:-and: sus-

o Cf. Mr. Justice Douglas; speaking for the Court in N.L.R.R v. DuvaZ Jewelry (Jompany, 
R57 U.S. 1. 7 (1958) : "Motion for leave to alipeal is ,the rp.ethod of showing that a .sub

:~ stantial question' 'is raised concerning the validity of the subordinate's ruling~ If the 
Board denies le8ive, it has decided that no substantial question Is presented." 
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tain the findings or' conclusions of fac( in the initial decision unless 
they are "clearly erroneous." , ' 
, Two inconsistent objections have ,been voiced against ' proposals like 

those embodied in paragraph 2. The first objection is . that agency 
exercise of its a.uthority to limit agency review of the initial decision 
to' the enumerated grounds will deprive parties of their ~'right" to a 
de novo determination by the agencymem.bers; The second objection, 
which is inconsistent with the first, is that by not requiring agencies to 
lin lit agency review of the initial decision to the enumerated grounds, 
these proposals do not go far enough to accord administrative finality 
to the work of the hearing examiner. ' ~ , , 
, The Committee is not persuaded by either of these objections. It is 

difficult to justify the 'additional burden of record study that would 
be imposed upon an agency if, iIi order to determine whether to affirm 
the initial decision summarily, it was required to decide whether a 
preliminary, reasonable shm,ving had been made that the evidence 
probably preponderates the way the party claims rather tha,n that the 
evidence demonstrates that the hearing examiner's findings or con
clusions of material fact are clearly erroneous. (Indeed,use of this 
standard m'ay preclude summary action in most cases.) Discharge 
of the added burden may force neglect of other aspects of the agency's 
work and other "rights" of other people may suffer.' The delay caused 
by the assumption of this added burden would alone jeopardize 
"rights" in the particular cases involved. Realistically speaking, the 
press:ures Ullder which the members of many agencies work nlake it 
more likely that they will shift this burden to their staffs and the 
claim to their personal attention will remain unsatisfied. 
, Recognition of a "right" to de novo consideration by the agency 
members would put a halt to all efforts, which began with the passage 
of the AP A, to accord greater administrative finality to the initial 
decisions of hearing examiners in appropriate cases. ' 
, So far as the second objection i~ concerned, there is much to be said 

for the view that agencies should be, prohibited from reversing a hear
ing examiner's findings or cOI)clusions of material fact, except on the 
ground that they are clearly erroneo'us, w nenever demeanor evidence 
IS a significant factor in the process of fact-finding. But since the 
courts require the agencies to give considerable weight to the findings 
of the hearing examiners in such cases, there is no need to impose such 
a ,limitation upon the power to review by new legislation. lO Such 
limitation, furthermore, would clearly be improper when the findings 
O:rconclusi~ns of material fact do not call for judgments about the 
credibility of witnesses. To prohibit the agen'cy from making such. 
finding-sor reaching such conclusions de novo may deprive it of the 
authority it needs to discharge its statutory responsibilities effectively. 
Accor~ingly, the Com~ittee co~ch:d~d tha~ each .ag~ncy sl~o~ld be 
authorlzed, but not reqUIred, to lImIt Its reVIew of Initlal deCISIons to 
the specified grounds. 

Paragraph 2b. Judicial Review 
'. It maybe asked why a.ny grounds should be specified to guide agency 

determination whether to deny a petition for review of an initial de:-:, 
, ' , 

, , 

10'See,FOO v; Allentown Broadcasting 00:,349, "O.S. 358(1955) ; N.L.R.B. v. Univers'al 
- Oamera Oor.p;, 190 F. 2.d 429, 430 (2d 'Cir. 1951) ; 2 Davis, Adminis,trative Law Treatise, ' 

18-26 (1958). ' 
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cision OJi to affirm the initial decision summa:rily, if particular agency 
detenninations 'are not to be subject to judicial review. The Com
mittee thinks ,that a useful function would nevertheless. be. performed 
by the enumeration of these grounds of review. They would indicate 
to the agencies what it is that the Congress expects of them so far as 
agency review of initial decisions are concerned and the agencies would 
be accountable to Congress for the manner,' in which they exercised 
this power of review. ,The Committee does not assume that the agen
cies would take this accountability lightly. 

To subject the process of agency review of initial decisions to judi
<cial review, however, would cause delays that could defeat the objec
tives of the Committee's recommendations without serving any useful 
:purpose. . , ' 

Consider; first, the case in which the ~gency denied a petition for 
:administrative review of the initial decision, or affirmed the initial 
·decision summarily, because it concluded that a reasonable showing 
had not been made on the basis of ground (1) or (2) (b) (cases of 
:alleged error of procedure or legal conclusion). Judicial review of 
the initial decision which thus became the/final agency decision in every 
such case would give the complaining party 'as broad a basis for relief 
as would judicial review of the, question whether the agency !acted 
properly when it upheld the initial decision without reviewing it in 
plenary fashion. This is so because the traditional standards of judi
cial review of final agency decisions in these categories Qf cases are 
identical with the recommended grounds f<lr agency grant of plenary 
review. A court that would hold that the agency had misapplied 
these grounds would also hold that the final agency decision should 
be set aside. , ' " ' " ' 

"'\Ve recognize that the same thing cannot be said with respect.to 
ground (2) (a) (a finding or conclusion of material fact is, allegedly, 
clearly erroneous). tT udicial review of a final agency decision in the 
light of the "substantial evidence" standar<;l would not be the same as 
judicial review of an agency's application of the "clearly erroneous" 
grollnd. If the latter basis for judicial review is authorized, courts 
could properly reverse an agency's action denying a petition for re
view of an inItial decision, or summarily affirming it, on the ground 
that the agency erred in deciding that no reasonable showing had 
been made that a finding or conclusion of material fact in the initial' 
decisjon was clearly erroneous, even though the finding or conclusion 
itself was supported by substantial evidence. Courts could also prop
erly reverse an agency's action reversing a finding or conclusion of 
material fact in an initial decision, on the ground that the agency 
erred in deciding that a reasonable showing had been made that it 
was clearly erroneous, even though the findIng or conclusion substi-
tuted by the agency was supported by substantial evidence. ' , 

Reversals in either case would occur under circumstances which 
would make it difficult for the agency, on remand, to know whether 
its decision would or would not have been upheld under the substantial 
evidence standard. The attendant perplexity would further delay 
final agency decision which, in any case, would be subject to further 
judicial review hnder the substantial evidence-. standard. The 'mul~ 
tiple possibilities of judicial review would create new sources of delay , 
and, ultimately, would discourage agencies from resorting' to the 
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reconunendecl procedures for according greater administrative finality 
to initial decisions. 

In short, the Committee holds the view that the agencies should not 
be deprived of the tools they need to do their jobs because of the pos
-sibility that these tools might be misused. By gra.nting the authority 
proposed by this recommendation and demanding an accounting for 
Its exercise, Congress will strengthen the cause of organizational re
form Dlore than by denying the authority for fear that it may be 
.abused or subjecting its exercise to a judicial review which could de
-feat the purpose of the grant. 

It is the conclusion of the Committee that the amendments to sec
tion 8 11 of the Administrative Procedure Act proposed by the Budget 
Bureau draft bill (revising S. 1734) are consistent with the principles 
urged herein. The Committee therefore supports the enactment of a 
bill along these lines. We do not undertake to suggest the precise 
language which \t should contain. 

lJ. The Committee on Internal Organization and Procedure considers the draft bill's pro
posed amendment of Administrative Procedure Act, section 7 (to more clearly define the 
-powers of presiding officers) to be outside the Committee's area of inquiry. See section 
.:5(b) of the bylaws of the Administrative Conference. 
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 16 

'VHEREAS the Administrative Conference deems it essentlal, that 
the administrative process should be protected from improper in
fluences and that the agencies should take certain action to help 
achieve these objectives, 
It 18 Recommended That-

EaCh agency pro'mulgate a code, of behavior governing ex parte 
contacts between persons Outside and persons inside the agency ,vhich 
should' be based upon the principles set forth below. 

The Conference :recogn:izes that it lnay not be praetical for all 
agencies 'to' adopt a uniform code embodying its recommendations. 
Some agencies may find it advisable while others may find' it inad
visable .to accept all the recommendations in cOlmection with partic
ular 'kinds of proceedings conducted by them. The 'Conference ex
pectS that each agency will seek to effectuate. the general recommenda
tions in light of the specific considerations of fairness 'and admin
istrative necessity applicable to each of the proceedings conducted 
by it.,' . ' , 

1. The agency, code should prohibit any person who is a party to, 
or an agent, of a party to, or who intercedes in,an on-the-record pro
ceeding in any agency, from making an unauthorized ex parte com
munication about' the proceeding to any agency member, hearing 
officer" or ~gency employee participating in' the decision in the pro-
ceeding.', ,.' 
, a. The term "on the record proceeding" should be defined as 

any proceeding required by statute or constitution, or by the 
agency in a published rule or in an "Order in the' particular case 
to be decided solely on the basis' of an agency hearing, and any 
other proceeding which the agency designates ·by published rule 
or by order in the particular case as subject to these prohibitions. 

,By published rule or order' in the particular case, each agency 
should specify which of its proceedings will be governed by the pro-
hibitions against ex parte communications. .' 

. L.,i l 

, b. The' prohibitions should apply from the time, the agency 
notices an on-.the-record proceeding for hearing or from such 
earlier time as the agency may fix qy publishing rule, or order in 
the particular case. . .'. . ' 

c.,' Except"as provided in d. below, the "ex parte cOlnmunica-
tions" prohibited should include: ',' 

(1) Any written communication of any ,kind about an 
. oh-the-record' proceeding, 'ifcopies thereof are not served 
by the communicator upon.,all the parties to the proceeding 

.... in . accordance. with agency rules .. Each agency should pro
mulgate rules specifying the manner 'and time of service. 

(2) Any oral commllnication of any. kind about an on
)', t~e-reGo.rcrproe~eding, (i) if: ~d~~nce notice, that it will be 
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". . . -
made is not given by the communicator t.<?', all the parties to> 
the proceeding, or (ii)' if its contents are' not disclosed by 
the communicator to' all the parties at the time of its pres
entation or promptly thereaft~r, inaccorchi:nce with agency 
rules. Each agency should promulgate' rules' specifying-, 
the manner and time of disclosure. . , ' 

d. The following classes of "ex parte'. commtrnications" should 
not be prohibited. ' ' ,,' , " 

(1) Any oral or written comlllunication \vhieh relates, 
solely to matters w hieh the hearing officer" agency, member" 
or'agency employee is authorized by law to dIspose of on an 
ex parte basis. 

(2) Any oral.or written request for information 'solely 
with respect to the status of the :proceed,ing~ , " ' 
, (3) Any oral or written communication which all the 

. parties to the proceeding agree, or which the agency or hear
ing officer formally rules, may be made on an ex parte basis. 

(4) Any oral or written communication of facts or con
tentions which have general significance for an industry sub-, 
ject to regulation if the communicator cannot reasonably be' 
expected to know that the facts or contentions are material to, . 
a substantive or' procedural issue in a pending on-the-record. 
proceeding in which he is interested. 

(5) Any oral or written communication made pursuant to 
an agency practice which is generally known and under which . 
the content qf the 'communication (by way.of transcript or' 
otherwise) is promptly available to any person who is a' party 
to a pending on-the-record proceeding which' involves any 
substantive or procedural issue to ,vhich the communication 
may be relevant or who can otherwise show an'iliterest in 
the communication. 

e. The "person 'who is a party" to whom the prohibitions apply 
should include any individual outside the agency conducting the 
proceeding (w hether in public or private ,life), partnership, cor
poration, ,a~sociation, or: other agency, who isna~ned or admitted. 
as a party or who seeks admission as a palty. ' , 

f. The "person who intercedes in" the proceeding, to whom the 
prohibitions 'apply, should include any individual outside the 
agency conducting the proceeding (whether in public or private, 

, life), partnership, corporation, association, or qther a:gency, other' 
than a party, or an agent of a, party, who volunteers a communica
tion, which he Inay be expected to know'may advance or adversely 
affect the interests of a particular party to the proceeding, whether
or not he acts with the knowledge or consent of any party or any' 
party's agent. . ."., ' . ' 

g. The "agency eInp]oyee partjcipating in tpe'decision" should' 
include aU employees of the agency who themselves make or rec
ommend decisions or WJlO are specifically designated by the agency' 
to assist" agency melnbeI'S; hearing officers, or' othereniployees in. 
making or recommending decisions. , 

Each agency should identify the employees, or classes, of em
ploy~es,who will so participate in the ,decisio~, ~ a rule ~r order
publIshed at or before the tIme when the prohIbItIOns agaInst un-· 
authorized ex parte communications begin to apply to a' particu--
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lar proceeding or class of proceedings 01' with respect to a pa.rticu-· 
lar employee or class of employees. . 

2. The agency code should prohibit any agency member, hearing of
ficer, or agency employee participating in the decision in an on-the
record proceeding in any agency from (a) requesting or entertain
ing any unauthorized ex parte communication; and (b) making an 
unauthorized ex parte communication about the proceeding to any 
party to the proceeding, any agent of any party, or any other person 
who he has reason to know may transmit the communication to a party 
or a party's agent. 

3. The agency code should prohibit any person from soliciting any 
other person to make an ex parte communication which the solIcitor 
has reason to know is unauthorized. 

4. The agency code should require ~n agency member, hearing ofli-
cer, or employee participating' inthe decision, who receives a written 
communication which he knows is unauthorized, or which he con-
eludes should, in fairness, he brought to the attention of all parties: 
to the proceeding, to transmit the communication promptly to the
Secretary of the agency, together with a written statem_ent of the cir- . 
cumstances under which it was made, if they are nOit apparent from 
the communication itself. The Secretary should be required promptly 
to place the communication and the statement in the public file of 
the agency, to send copies of the communication to all parties to the. 
proceeding with respect to which it ,was made, and to notify the com
municator of the agency ~ode and any other applicable rules or prin
ciples of practice. . 

If the communications are from persons other than parties to the 
proceeding or their agents and the _ recipient determines that ( a) 
the communications are either so voluminous or of such borderline 
relevance to the issues in the proceeding, or '(b) the parties to the
proceeding are so numerous, that it would be too burdensome to send 
copies of the communications to all the parties, the Secretary may, 
instead, notify the parties that the communications have 'been received 
and placed in the public file where they are available fot' examination 
by the parties. 

5. The agency code should require an agency member, hearing offi
cer, or employee participating in the deCIsion, who receives an oral 
communication which he knows, at the time it is' re~eived, is unau
thorized, or which he concludes should, in fairness, 'he brought to the" -
attentio~ of. all parti~s .to the proceedi~g, to pu~ ~he substance of the 
communICatIOn In 'wrItIng and transmIt the wrItmg promptly to the' . 
~ecretary of the agency:, together ,with a written statemen~ of the' 
CIrcumstances under w hleh It was made. The Secretary should be 
required promptly to place the writing and the statement in the pub
lic file of the agency, to send copies of the writing to all parties to the' 
proceeding with respect to which it was made, and to notify the com
municator of the agency. code and any other applicable rules or prin--
ci pIes of practice. / 

If the communications are from persons other than parties to the' 
proceeding or their agents and the recipient determines that (a) the' 
communications are eIther so voluminous or of such borderline rele
vance to the issues· in the' proceeding, or' (h) the parties' to' the pro
ceeding are so numerous, that it would be too Iburdensome to send' 
copies of the writings containing the substance of the' ~Qmmunica.-
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tions to all the parties, the Secretary may, instead, notify the parties 
that the communications have been received and writings containing 
their substance placed in the public file where they are available for 
examination by the parties~ . '.' 

6. The agency code should ·permit all parties to an on-the-record 
proceeding to request an opportunity to rebut, on the record, any 
facts or contentions contained in an unauthorized ex parte communi
cation or in any other ex parte communication which the agency official 
receiving the communication brought to the attention of all the parties 
in accordance with Recommendation 4 or Recommendation 5 above. 
The' code should provide that the agency. will grant such a request 
whenever it detennines that the dictates of. fairness so require. 

7. The agency code 'should provide that an agency may censure, or 
s'uspend or revoke the privilege to practice before the agency, of any 
person who makes or solicits-the making of, an unauthorized ex parte 
communication. . 

. 8. To the extent permitted by applicable law, the agen'cy code 
should provide that any relief, benefit or license sought by a party to 
a proceeding may be denied if the party, or an agent of the party, 
makes, or solicits the making of, an" unauthorized ex parte communi-
cation. . 

9. The agency code should provide that an'~ agency may censure, 
suspend, or dismiss, or institute proceeding for :the suspension or dis
missal, of any agency employee who' violates the prohibitions or 
requirements of the code. 

. . 
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, INTRODUCTION' 

In January 1962, the Council of the Administrative Conference re:' 
quested the Committee on Internal Organization and, Procedure to 
coItsider and report on H.R~ 14, 87th Congress, 1st session, introduced 
by Congressman Oren Harris. ',The bill deals with improper ex parte 
comrriuications in agency proceedings, other efforts to exert improper 
influence upon the decision-making process, and certain conflicts of 
interest of agency members and employees. , '.. 

The Committee .has devoted its attention exclusively to the problem 
of ex parte communications between persons inside and persons out~ 
side the agency. It' has not dealt- with the' problem of intra-agency 
cOll'lmunication or the other matters which are the subject of the bill~ 

The purpose of this report is to explain the proposals which the 
Committee has submitted to the Conference as the result of its studies 
and to comment on the provisions of I-I.R. 14 relating to ex parte 
communications. 

In his special message to Congress on -conflicts of interest, dated 
April 28; 1961, President Kennedy stated: ' 

I * ~ '" recommend that the Congress enact legislation requiring each agency, 
within 120 days, to ,promulgate a code of behavior governing ex parte contacts 
within the agency, specifying the particular standard to be applied in each 
type of agency proceeding, and containing an absolute prohibition against ex
parte contact in all proceedings between private parties in which law or agency 
regulation requires that a decision be made solely on the record of a formal 
hearing. * .. * The statute should make 'Clear that such codes, when approved 
by Congress, will have the force of law and be subject to appropriate sanctions; 

The Committee agreeS that the problem of ex parte contacts "is a 
problem which can best be resolved in the context of the particular re
sponsibilities and activities of each agency." However, the Commit.; 
tee is of the opinion that' the agencies themselves should assume re
sponsibility forresolving thi$ problem, without awaiting either a Con-
gressional directive or Presidential prompting. , ' 

We recognize that much may be gained by legislation prohibiting 
ex parte activities and even by Congressional approval of the codes 
developed by the agencies. FutuIte divergence between agency rules 
against ex: parte communications and agency practice would thereby 
be discouraged. Congressional action probably would be given great-

173 
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,·er publicity tn'an agency action alone and might therefore have a 
greater,tendency to restore or bolster public confidence in the admin
istrative process. But the disadvantages accompanyillg legislation, in 
,our opinion,outweigh these benefits. Legislation would tend to 
Tigidify the initial set of. prohibitions against ex parte activities by 
making change more difficult. The action here recommended would 
-have the advantage, in terms of public attitudes, of the agenCies put
ting their ownhouses,in order without waiting to, be told to do so.' '. 

At this time, some :agencies have no published rules against ex parte 
activities, others have rules which the Committee deems inadequate, 
-and some have fairly stringent rules. The appeIidix to this report 
·compares the Committee's proposal with the existing rules of the Fed
,era} Trade Commission, 'the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Interstate Commerce Commission, 
the Federal Power Commission, the Federal Communications Com-
mission, and the Atomic Energy Commissi'on. " , 

In submitting Recommendation No. 16, the Committee urges that 
the agencies of the Federal Government, acting together in the Ad
ministrative Conference, should, agree upon a set of. general pro
bibiti6ns a:ga.inst ex parte -activities. Gliided therehy, each-'ag'eifcy 
:should then enact a code shaped by the exigencies of its own situation. 
;Section 1 of the Recommendation , 

1. The agency code shO'ltld prohibit any person 1vho 'is a party to, 
·01' an agent of a party to, or who intercedes in an on-the..;recora 
-proceeding in any agency, from making an unauthorized et'V pa1·te com
'mJUnication about the proceeding to any agency member, hearvnp officer, . 
':or agency employee participating in the decision.in the proceed'ing. 

The first sentence of section 1 states the basic proscription proposed. 
-Its meaning depends upon the definition of terms which follows.' 

I '. , 

Section 1.a 
a. The term "on-the-record proceeding" 8hould be defined as any pro

.ceeding requ./tred by stat'ute or constitution 10'1' by the agency i'n a pub-
lished rule or in an O'{·der in the particular case to be de aided solely 

·on the basis of an agency hearing, and any other proceeding which 
.the agency designates by published rule or by order in the particular 
. case as 8ubjeet to these prohibitions. .' . 

It should be pointed'ont that no agency of the Federal Government 
-would be exempt from the recommended prohibitions, which would 
'apply to every "on-the-record proceeding" conducted by any agency 
.of the Government.H.R. 14 covers only six agencie&-the CAB, FCC, 

'FPC, FTC, ICC, and SEC. The Committee understands that the 
·coverage of the bill is so limited only b~cause these a,re the' agencies 
over which the flouse Committ~ on Interstate and Foreign· Commerce ' 
nas "substantiye" jurisdiction~ The recommendations of the Con
-ference, however, should be addressed to every agency conducting an 
'''on~the-record proceeding,~' as defined. : -

The recommendation makes it clear that the sanctions proposed la,ter 
:in the reeommendiation should be imposed only for violations ,in con
nection 'wjth proceedings to which the age:t:lcy, by published rule, or 
- , 

. 1 For the purpose of clarificaltton, the word's "or constitution" were added. during the 
,debate on the floor. It was there pointed out that .the S,upreme Court has ,construed 
-the term "required by statute" to include wbat is requi:!;"ed by constitutional due process, 
iWong r..ang Sung v. McGrath, 339 U.S. 33, 48-51 (1950). 
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'order in the particular case, has made the prohibItions and require
ments of the code applicable. But as indicated ,in the Report, it would 
not be inconsistent with the Committee's recommendations if a court 
remanded to the agency for its further consideration any case in 
which it concluded' that ex parte communicartions prejudiced the 
interests of a party to a proceeding to which the agency had not made 
the recommended -prohibitions and requirements applicable because, 
·for exa.mple, 1 the. agency mistakenly oonduded that neither. statU~, 
'ConstitutIOn nor the Sangamon doctrine 2 required a decision solely 
'on the basis of the record of an agency hearing. 

Section 2(3) of H.R. defines an "on-the-record proceeding" in sub
'.stantially the same way that the Committee recommends, except that 
it uses ."required by law" instead of "required by statute." I-I.R. 14 
'se~ks to ma~e it~ prohibitions against ex I?arte con;tmunica.tions ap
'plIcable to sItuatIOns covered by the rule laId down In the Sangamon 
tcase. Thus, it is possible, as some have argued, that the phrase "re-

I 'quired by law" might be interpreted to make it lIDlawful, under 
R.n. 14, for a person to have entered into ex parte communication in a' 
proceeding involving a matter which was not required' by statute or 

. agency. rule to be decided solely on the basi,s.of the record of a hear
in~;'p~lit'wh-ich. the courts later hold should have been so decided. 

whether or not this argument is sound; we think that each agency 
!has an obligation to determine the applicability of the 8anga7rWn 
·doctrine to each proceeding: c~nduc.ted by it. If it concludes tha.t the 
,doctrine ealls for the prohibition of ex pa.rtecommunications in pro
·ceedings involving matters which are not required by statute to be 
decided 'solely on the basis of the record of a hearing, it should em
'body its conclusion in a published rule or order in the particular 
-case. Even if neither stat.ute nor the Sangam.on doctrine imposes the 
-requirement, an agency, under our recominendation, may nevertheless 
'announce by rule or order, that certain matters will be disposed of by 
'on-the-recor~ proc~edings to which the prohibitions against ex parte 
TecommenatIOns WIll apply. Indeed an agency may go further and 
make these prohibitions applic:able; to proceedings which will not be 

. 'on-the-record proceedi,ng~ as defined, in t.he sense that neither-statute 
nor agency rule will require that the decision be based solely on the 
record of a formal hearing. 

In any case, the COlnmittee is of the opinion that persons dealing 
with the agencv should not be subj ect. to eharges of unlawful or 
improper condli'et. or to' any personal disqualification if they rely 
llpon the statute or the agency rule or order or the absenee of any 
agency rule or order. For the same reason. we recommend that each 
'agency should specify ,vhich of its proceedings will be g'overned by' 
the prohibtions against ex part.e communications. This will eliminate 
·douht and enable persons dealing with the -agency to know what is 
·e.xpected of them before proceedings 'actually get under way. 

The Committee recognizes, however, that it would not be inconsistent 
with its recommendations if a court applied the Sangamon doctrine so 
as to reniano. to the' agency for its further consideration any case ·in 
which, it concluded that ex parte cOlll.munications prejudiced the 
interests of -a p~rty to the proceedir~g. 

~ Sangamon Valley Television Corp. v. U.S., 269 F. 2d 221 (CA, DC, 19119). 
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-"Th,e'::tise,of the 'word' "solely'"in the' definition of ·a;n'fo;n:.the':;feC()rd~'. 
proce~ding is''intended to'exOlude fi'oll1 thedefiI}ition those, pr()ceed'~ 
ings'in w hieh' a ,hearing is r~quired to' be' !held' hut i the, decision, must 
not· be, made exclusi,~elyon·):the ,hasis 'of tbe'irecord: lnade l ' at· .. the 
hearing." In'" such a case, the-information ga,thered' at ;'tp-e-: hearing 
merely supple~ents 'information properly. obtai-ned by .th~;ag~hcy::i~ 
other ways. " " -' " '. . , 
, ':. Although: the word "s-olelyl', . does not appeal',in" theH .R.l'4:·:<:lefi~
tibIi· of' an "(m-the~reCord'p'roceeding," the':hearings indicate that the 
draftsmen il~tended the result achieved by it's addition'. ' -. _ :"'. , " .. " - ;'; 
-,:The COlnmittee's recomnrended definition would appl:fthe prohi
bitions against unauthorized ex parte communications to ,proceedings 
which are currentlyexelnptfrom,theseparation of. ;functiol1srequire
ments:of Section 5(c)of,the ;AdmiI).istrati-v~ Procedu:re Act; that is, 
rule~making, determining: applications tor initia11iceils~.s, an~ deter.: 
mining the validity or application of- rates, fa.eilities, or practices'~6f 
public utilities or earriers. .', - .. " , : " -' -: , .... : , :. 
Section ~t'.b: ~ :1· 

~':,:; h'., 'The prO'hibitions' should' appl!! i fro~1 ihf;, til'-rw :.the· agency 'n~tices . 
an on-the,-rec'Ord, proce(3ding for he,aring or front-such: earlier., ti~ , 
qs.the 'agency may fix bypwblishe'd rule, or order in ,the par#c'l!lar ' 
case., . . -- . ; "., ":,,,._ .', ," ._",,~ 

. ,'This is essentially the provision in Section 2(3) of ,H.R. '14. ',It:is 
important, of course, that agencies should st~tewl~en the p:roh~bitions 
ag~tinst ex, parte communications begin to apply: . The .CAB .mak,es ' 
its prohibitions applicable ,from the time of filing o~ any application 
qr petition which' can be granted by the agency only after no.~ice:.arid ' 
hearing .. '(CAB- Principles of Praetice, sectio~1300.2 (a) );' This 
provision enables a private party, by, filing an 'appl~-eationor petjtion, 
tq' preelude informal 'ex paTte conferences a,nd investigation,: .prior. 
to. formal hea-ring-_~ which maybe essential to the intelligen,thandling 
Q~ ,the. matter in question. Sueh ·ex parte discussions :prior to .f;ormal, 
hearings have been found to be necessary bya number 'of agencies in 
a .. yariety of situa.tions and have been held bjr the ,courts not to be' im-· . 
proper. North,west Airlines v. CAB, F. 2d . (C.A.D.C., Jan~25, . 
19(2) ; Phillips v. SEO, 153 F. 2d 27, 32 (C.A.2,1946),·cert,.de~~ .. 32~ . 
U.S .. 860 (1946) ; In re American ;(~Foreign Pow'er 00'.,80 F. Supp. 
514,525 (D.1\ie., 1948).. .,.,.. ": : ,', > . 
, • Our recommendation, following H.R. 14, propos.es the, general_ ;rule 
that the prohibitions.should 'a pply from the time the agency notices, ,an 
on-the~record proceeding for hearing. But it authorizes the agency to 
adopt a,general rule like that promulgated by the'CAB or to a.nno1lnce 
formally when, in advance of the time it notices a particular,proceed
ingJor hearing, the prohibitions against ex par~ qonimunict.ations. 'vill 
begin to apply to that proceeding. '.' " . ' 
. There'is the possibility ·that an agency may not choose to,rimpose. 
more stringent requirements than we recommend generally ~nd that it 
ml;ly:withhold noticing. a proceeding for hearing until it obtains allth~ . 
~nformation it may wish to obtain on ~n ex parte basis .. , ' :,' .. 

, The Committee is not disturbed by this possibility .. Our recommen.
dation is intended to give the agencies the flexibility they neeq'fo:r::.the 
effective performance of their·tasks,not a means 'for avoiding the policy 
against unauthorized ex parte cOInmunica:tions. lVe are persuaded 
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that the agencies will effectuate the recommendation in this spirit and 
will take care that pre-hearing, ·ex· parte conferences do not adversely 
affect the interests of the other parties to the proceeding. 
Section l.c . 

c. Except ,as provided indo belO1..o,· the' "ex parte communication8" 
prohibited sh01..tld include: '" . . 

. (1) Any written comrnunication of any kind about an on.-the
'. record proceeding, if copies thereol are not served by the ·com
municator upon all the parties to the proceeding in accordance 
1l)~th age'ncy rules . . Ea,ch agency should promulgate ru7es specify-
ing the' 77wnner and time of seJ"Vice. . . . 

(2) . Any oralco77!Jmunication of any kind about an on-the
.. record .proceeding (i) if advance notice that it ~will be made is not 
'. given by thecom777Ju,.nicator to all ~he'parties to the proceeding, or 

(ii) if its contents are not disclosed" by the communicator toctll the 
par.ties at the time 'of its pr'esentation .01' promptly thereafter, ,in 
accordance with agency rruies. Each agency should promulgate 
rules spec,ifying the 1TiJanner and time of disc!osure. . 

,The'Comnilttee assumes that age~cy rules wIth respect to "on-the
recol~d proceedings" make it' clear when the record in an on-the
record. proceeding should be co~sidered to be closed and prohibit all 
subsequent communications about the proceeding,ex parte or not, 
except as the rules pennit. 

Similarly,while the record is open, all comnlunications about the 
proceeding, oral or ,vritten, should normally be for and on the record. 
To ·.ensure·. against improper, off-the-record communications is the 
objective of our recommendations. . . 
. Section 2 (5) of I-I.R. 14 defines ,a communication as "ex parte" if 
"reasonable notice thereof is not given, in advance of such communica
tion, to all interested parties." The Conunittee's definition does not 
term a written communication to be ex parte simply because advance 
notice thereof is not given. On the' other hand, it defines a communica
tion, oral or written, as ex parte if its contents are not disclosed by the 
cOIDlnunicator to all parties in accordance. with agency rules. The 
recommendation would require each agency to promulgate rules speci-
fying the manner and time of disclosure~ . 

It is apparent, then, that there could be no ex parte communica
tions, under the COlrunittee's recommendations, in a proceeding in 
which: there is only a single private party and agency staff is not a 
formal participant. The COlnmittee intends that the prohibitions 
against ex parte communications should .a pply to a proceeding in 
which there is only a single private party but agency staff is a formal 
partici pant., ., . 

Section I.d· 
d. The following classes of "ex parte comm,unications" should not 

be prohibited. 
(1) Any oral or written communication ·1..vhich relates solely 

to matters which the hearing officer, agency member, or agency· 
employee is authorized by law to dispose of on an ex parte basis. 

(2) Any oral or written request for information solely with 
respect to the stat1..l8 of a proceedin.g. 
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(3) Any Oral or 'written cO'l11!fJ1unicat'ion which all .the pa'rtws'· 
to the pro.ceeding agree, or which the agency or hearing officer 
formally rules, 'TIWy be made on an ex parte basis. ", 

(4) Any oral or written commwnication of facts or contentions' 
which have generaZ significance for an industry subject to regu
lation if the communicator cannot reasonably b'e expected to know' 
that the facts or C'ontentio11J8 are 1naterial to a sub8ta~tive or pro-, 
cedural issue in a pending on-the-record proceeding'in which he 
is interested 

(5) Any oral or written cornrnunication made pursuant to aln 
agency practice which ,is generally known run.d under which the 
content of the commv/J/nicatoin (by ~()ay of transcript or otherwise) 
is prO'lnptly available to any person who is a party to a pending
on-fhe-record proceeding which involves any substantive or pro
cedural i88U.e to ~()hich the con7JJnunication may be relevant or who· 
can 'otherwise show an interest in the communication. 

I The substance, of exception (1) is contained in section 7 (a) of· 
H.R.14. . , ) 

The Oommittee has used the phrase "authorizea. by law" and not, 
"authorized by statute, or agency rule" in this context because the 
fonner is the broader phraseology and we recommend'the broade!.'· 
exception in order to enable the agency to handle, on an ex parte basis, 
such matters as requests for adjournments, continhances, the filing of 
papers and requests for subpoenas, even though statute or agency rule, 
is silent on the matter. It is true that agency rules could cover all 
these matters, and probably should. But the Committee does not wish 
to,see any person accused of an impropriety because of possible agency' 
inad vertence. ' 

It is possible that a party may make an ex parte request that decision
making personnel in the agency handle, on an e~ parte bp~sis, matters . 
which they are not actually authorized by law to dispose of in such 
manner The, Committee intends that such a request should fall within 
the above exception if the communicator reasonably thought, in good 
faith, thatthe law authorized disposition of the mat,ter on an ex parte 
basis by the recipient of the communication. In such case, the matter -
may be disposed of on an ex parte basis by informing the communi
cator of the recipient's lack of authority to grant the request. The . 
recipient in this situation might also- conclude., in accordance with. 
section 4 or section 5 below, that the eommunications should be br:ought ' 
to the attention of all parties to the proeeedillg. . 

Section 2 ( 5) of H.n. 14 eXeInpts "a request for information with 
respect to the status of a proeeeding." Exception (2) similarly 
exempts sueh'requests, but only if they a.re directed to the Secretary of 
the agency or some other designated official. In substance, then, our 
reebmmendation \vould prohibit ex 'parte requests forinfonnation as 
to the status of a proceeding directed to anyone in the agency but the 
appropriate official.; -' ' 

The Committee has rejected the alternative embodied in section 8 
of H.R. 14 which applies only to a written request for information 
with respect to the status of an on-the-record proceeding and requires 
the recipient (other than the Secretary) to forward the request to the 
Secretary for reply and for deposit in the public file. 

The Committee is of the opinion that the authorization of ex pa~e . 
status requests directed to persons in the agency other than the officIal.: 
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designated to receive them may be subject 00 luisunderstanding and 
a.O,use and create a ~limate in which retaliatory ex parte communica
tIons may be regarded as necessary. 

At the hearings on H.R. 14, a former CAB member stated: 
I think it is possible to have a situation where a simple status inquiry, if made' 

often enough and by the chairman of a committee' let us say, can have some effect. 
'l'his isn't often but it isn't too hard to imagine a situation where fairly constant" 
strong inquiry from a Congressman who obviously, because of the group h~ 
represents geographically, the commissioner can' well know that his interest is·' 
extremely s~rong in this caSe, and of it is even simply a question as to status, it 
can have some of the undesirable effect. (Hearings before House Committee 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on H.R. 14, 87th Cong., 1st sess., 88-89, 
(1961).) , 

There would seem to be little reason for a sta'tus request to go to an 
agency member' if it is not to accomplish more than its ostensible 
purpose. 

The FTC reports tha.1 it has been suecessful in screening the com
missioners" mail for letters they should not see. (Hearings before 
House Special Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight, 543-544 (1959) 
(remarks of former FTC Chairman Kintner and Mr. Babcock) .) And 
former ICC Commissioner Arpaia saw no reason why the system 
recommended by our Committee should not be used in the ICC: 

We have a secretary of the Commission who is the official correspondent for 
the Commission If aU communications relating to procedural matters or any 
matter of that kind were addressed to the secretary, in the first instance, and 
not to a commissioner, then we could eliminate a great deal of this misunder
standing and abuse. (Ia. at 33.) 

The Committee assumes that exception (3) may be implicit in any 
prohibition against ex parte communications but deems it advisable 
to make it explicit. The Committee has in mind in this connection 
primarily the FPC's. abridged hearing procedure. Fonner FPC 
General Counsel Gatchell has explained this procedure as follows: 

By far, the largest number of hearings held by the Federal Power 
Commission are under section 7 of the Natural Gas Act which requires, 
a hearing before a certificate * * * can be issued. Most of thelli are 
uncontested and are heard under our abridged hearing procedure with 
the hearing usually talking about 10 ilninutes, and the cases require 
about 3 more days of work from start to finish. Last year we handled 
nearly 400. There' is no reason why ex parte communications, oral 
or written, may not be freely given by the parties and received ,and 
considered by the deciding officials in those cases where, after public' 
notice, no objection is n1ade. (Hearings before House Special Sub
eommittee on ,Legislative Oversight at 226 (1959).) 

(b) The COlmnittee has also provided for the situation in which 
there may not be unanimous agreement to authorize ex parte com
munications but in which the hearing examiner or the agency is of 
the opinion that objection comes from a source which may properly 
be disregarded. The ruling of the hearing examiner or agency will 
be a matter of record and subject to judicial review. But the sanc
tions recommended herein for a violation of the prohibitions against 
ex parte commuriications should not be imposed upon apy person who 
relies upon such a ruling. 

The Committee Report on R.R. 12731 (identicar with H.R. 14 in 
the respect tha't presently concern us) states: 

It is not the intention of the committee that the words 'a communication with 
respect to a proceeding' in the foregoing definition [of ex parte communications1 
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shall be so interpreted as to prevent the presentation, of factual information' 
which is of general significance with respect to the industry subject to regulation 
by such agency. (H. 'Rept. No. 2070 on H.R. 12731, 86th Cong., 2d sess.,12 
(1960) . ) '- ' ' 

Apparently, the House committee was concerned that a prohibition 
of the ex parte "presentation of factual information which is of general 
significance with respect to the industry subject to regulation" might 
hinder certain agencies (like the CAB, FPC, ICC and FCC) in the 

-' performance of their regulatory tasks. Yet the fact remains that the 
" _ general industry data sought to be communicated on an ,ex parte 

basis may also be material to a substanti veor even prQcedural issue 
in an on-the-record proceeding. ' 

For example, in the WilDIi case, Mr. Robert B. Choate, president 
of' 'VHDH and publisher and editor of the Boston' I-Ierald and 
Traveller newspapers, attempted to discuss privately with FCC Com-, 
missioner 1\fcConnaughey proposed .legis1ation affecting the Commis
sion's policy with respect to the diversification of mass communication 
media while his ,newspapers were seeking a televi$ion 1icense. ,The 
Comnlissioner'refused to enter into the dIsmission. The hearing ex
aminer held that 1\fr. Choate was not guilty of improper conduct, 
because he did not "make any culpable' attempt to influence" the Com
missioner's vote and did not "in fact' exert any such influence." 
("\VHDH Inc.,)8 Pike & Fisher Radio neg. 1101, 1108 (1959).), B,ut' 
the FCC reversed the examiner on the ground that J\fr. Choate "dem:, 
onstrated an attempted pattern of influence."': ("\tVHDH Inc., 20 
:pike & Fisher Radio Reg. 395,403 (1960).) (The FCC voided the, 
grant, though it did not disqualify 'VI-IDH as an applicant.) 

Similarly, in the Reopened New York-San Francisco Nonstop 
Service Case, CAB Order No. E-18027, February 15, 1962, the CAB 
made the following comments about an 'informal conference of San 
Francisco with the Board on December 2, 1957: 

Such conferences with communities have long been considered R necessary 
and desirable vehicle for Ilermitting the Board to keep abreast of regulatory 
problems, so long as they are restricted to a consideration of overall transportation 
needs as contrasted to matters at issue in a Ilending Ilroceeding. In this par
ticular instance, however, the surrounding circumstances indicate that the, 
conference was intended as a means of improperly discussing with the Board 
the merits -of the need for a third nonstop, carrier. Although it is clear that 
Board did, in fact, restrict the cO,nference to a generalized discussion of San 
Francisco's transportation problems and that t~e conference was well publicized 
and the transcrillt thereof was made public, the attemllt and underlying intent 
is the gravamen of the objectionable conduct. ' 

It is important also, to recall the fact that many ex parte 'Com
munications have been provoked by a "need to counteract the ex parte 

, contacts of other members of the regulated industry *, * *." (Re
port ~f the Staff of the House Special Subcommittee on' Legislative 
OverSIght_at 86 (1960).) The FCC explained in the lVHDH case 

. that the ex paTte contacts made by :Mr. Choate afforded him an oppor
tunity "to demonstrate by his demeanor and presence that he was a 
re~ponsib]e man representing interests who merited, favorable consid
eration of their application to conduct 'an operation' in the public 

. interest." (20"Pike & Fischer Radio Reg. 395, 404 (1960).) Un
doubtedly all the other interested parties would have liked to have had 
a similar opportunity afforded them and would have sought it if the. 
Commission had tolerated Mr. Choate's activities. . 
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To exenlpt the ex parte communication of facts and contentions of 
"general significance" as broadly as the House Committee Report pro
poses would, therefore, in our opinion, encourage efforts-motivated 
by the assumed need for self-protection-to enter into, ex parte 
comm unication. 

The Committee has -rejected the position taken in the House Com
mittee Report but at the same time it has sought to avoid a rigid pro
hibition which would foreclose the agency from sources of necessary 
information. Accordingly, it recommends that the ex parte com
nlunication of facts or contentions which have general significance for 
an industry subject to regulation should not be prohibited if the com
municator cannot reasonably be taken to know that the fants or con
tentions are material-to a substantive or procedural isslJ.e in a pending 
on -the-record proceeding in which he is interested. 

The Committee considered the possibility of prohibiting the ex 
parte communication of general industry.data only if the communi
cator intends by his communication to influence the decision in an 
on-the-record proceeding. This seems to be the position taken by the 
CAB in the Reopened New Y ork-Swn Francisco LV onstop Service case. 
But "intent" is always a difficult criterion by which to judge, the 
propriety, of action. Furthermo~e, if it is necessary for the agency 
to have then gene~al' iriformation~and 'it cannot get it except on. an 

. ex. parte basis-:-the communicator's "intent" should not be controlling. 
And if' the general infoqnation can be obtained in other ways which 
do not raise the ex parte question, even the absence of an intent to 
influence does not excuse the ex parte a pproaoh. 

,;y e think that our criterion of propriety is close to that adopted by 
the FCC in the WHDHcase~has "arr attempted pattern of influence" 
been "demonstrated~"" The Commission explained its application of 
this criterion as follows: ' 

While WHDH undoubtedly had a right to express its views to the Commission 
on communications legislation concerning it, its attempted method of presenta
tion must be judged in the light of the circumstances then prevailing. It could 
not have escaped' Choate's attention 'that the subject of the legislation was an 
imporant issue in the pending adjudicatory proceeding, nor ,could he have be
lieved that McConnaughey might read such a brief without perceiving the 
pertinence of its arguments to the disposition of the Boston case. If he felt it 
necessary to present such a brief to the Commission at that time he must be 
presumed to have 'been aware of the relevance. of the brief to the pending case, 
and, if he wished to escape the stigma of ex parte representation, the presenta-

. tion should have ,been in such form as would afford his opponents an opportunity 
to make such reply as tliey might deem appropriate. (WHDH Inc., 20 Pike & 
Fischer Radio Reg. 395, 404 (1960).) 

We also recommend in (5) another means by which general infor
mation can be presented to the agency without "the stigma of ex parte 
representation.'" But for this e4emption, such a written communica
tion would be a prohibited ex parte communication under our recom
mended de,finition but only because copies thereof would not have been 
served upon a;11 the parties by the communicator., Such an oral com
munication w01l1dbe prohibited because no 'advance notice that it was 
going to be made would have been given to all the parties and its con
tents would not have been disclosed to ~11 the parties by the 
communicator. . 

By this exemption, tl).e Committee intends to make possible the con
tinuation of such ex parte conferences as the meetings with commu
nities referred to by the OAB in the Reopened N e'W Y ark-San FJran~ 

20-101-63--13 
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ci8co N On8top Se'l'Vice case. It should be pointed out, however, that· 
unlike the CAB, we do not in our recommendation seek (i) to exclude 
the communication of data which may bear upon matters at issue in 
a ,pending on-the-record proceeding, though we do not expect that the 
agency will ordinarily call such a meetIng for the sole purpose of-

, exploring such issues; or (ii) to make the propriety of the communi
cation turn upon a determination of the question whether the 
communicator intended to influence the decision of a pending on-the
record proceeding. 

So long as the circumstances under which such ex parte conferences 
will be held are publicly known and transcripts of what transpired 
are made available to all interested persons, the evils usually asso
ciated with ~x parte communications are not present. It is true, of 
course, that the launching of such ex parte conferences may impel 
others to seek them too--~f for no other reason than. to impress the 
agency by their presence. For this reason, each agency should care
fully consider the advisability of 'resorting to this means of acquiring 
information. But the Committee does not think that this means 

. should be proscribed. 
Section I.e 

. e. The "pe7'80n who is a pa7'ty" to whom' the prohibitions apply 
_ 8hould include any individual outside the agency conducting the pro
ceeding (whetlie7' Vn public 07' priv'ate life), pa7'tne7'ship, OO7'po7'ation, 
aS80aiation O'l' othe7' agency, who is named 07' admitted (M a pa7'ty or 
who 8eek8 admission (M a party. . 

_ Our definitions of "person" and "party," in the main, follow those 
set forth in section 2 (b) of the Administrative Procedure Act. 

The Committee urges that the Conference should concentrate at this 
time upon consideration of the problem of ex parte communications 
between persops outside and persons inside the agency conducting 
the on-the-record proceeding, and should not go into the even broader 
question of intra-agency communic~tion. The Committee is not pre
pared at this time to make recommendat~ons oli ~he broader question. 
It agrees with its distinguished member, Mr. Donald C. Beelar, who 
as chairman of the ABA's Special Committee on Federal Adminis
trative Practice Act endorsed the enactment of legislation along the 
lines of R.R. 12731, the forerunner of R.R. 14; but wrote to Repre
sentative Oren Harris that it was his Committee's judgment that 
consideration of the problem of intra-agency communication would 
"unduly complicate" the effort to deal with the subject of ex parte 
communications between persons outside and persons inside the agency. 
Mr. Beelar. suggested that the "difficult and somewhat ambigious 
problem" of intra-agency communication "may very wen be made 
the subject of separate consideration." (R. Rept. No. 2070 at 32.) 

Of course, section 5(c) of the Administrative'Procedure Act pro
hibits certain intra-agency ex parte communications and nothing· in 
our recommendations would ·affect its provisions. ' Nor would our 
recommendations prevent any agency from prohibiting (as the CAB 

-has done) certain agency personnel from communicating about an 
on-the-record proceeding with decision-making personnel in instances 
not now covered by section 5 (c) . . ', -

Section 10(a) of R.R. 14 does deal with the question of intra
agency con;t;rnunication and provides as follows: -
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In the case of an "on-the-record proceeding" . before an agency (as defined in 
section 2 of this Act), subsection (c) of sect~on 5 of the Administrative Pro
cedure Act • >I: * and the provisions of this Act shall apply as though the 
last sentence of such subsection (c) had not been enacted.s 

The House Committee Report explains that section 10 (a) is intended 
"to make certain that the last sentence of section 5(c) of the [Admin
istrative Procedure Act] does not operate to permit agency members 
in the case of 'on-the-record proceedings' (whether the proceedings 
constitute 'adjudication' or 'rule-making' within the meaning of the 
Administrative Procedure Act) to consult 'off the record' with par
ties to such proceedings or with persons acting on. behalf of such 
parties." . 

It seems clear that by "parties" and "persons" here, the Committee 
means the "parties" and "persons" who are subject to the prohibi
tions against ex parte communications set forth in section 7 of the 
bill. And although H.R. 14 does not define such "parties" or "per
sons," it is clear from the legislative history of section 7 that· these 
terms designate persons outside the agency. (See ·H. Rept. No. 2070 

. at 15.) 

. Section 10 (a), then, goes further than is necessary to effectuate 
its declared purpose. It makes section 5 (c) generally applicable to 
agency members. (The existing exemption, as the Attorney General's 
Manu'al on the Administrative Procedure Act explains (p. 58), " 'is 
required by the very nature of administrative agencies, where the 
same authority is responsible for both the investiga~ion-prosecution 
and the hearing and decision of ~ases.' S. Rept., p. 18,H. Rept., p. 30 
(S. Doc., pp. 204, 262). Thus, If a member of the Interstate Com-. 
merce Commission actively participates in or directs the investigation 
of an adjudicatory case, he will rrot be precluded from participating 
with his colleagues in the decision of that case. S. Rept., p. 41 (S. 
Doc., p. 277) ."). . . 

Even if the last· clause of the last sentence of section 5 ( c) of the 
Administrative Procedure Act remains unchanged, it would not, as the 
Committee feared, permit agency members to consult "off-the-record" 
with parties (or persons acting on their behalf) in on-the-record pro
ceedings. This clause does not now relieve any agency employee of the 
restrictions imposed by the third sentence of section 5 ( c) . Nor would 
it supersede the specific restrictions imposed by legislatio~ like H.R. 
14, or by the agency code recommended by the Committee. Further
more, the fact that the first clause of the last sentence exempts certain 
adjudicatory proceedings from the requirements of section 5 (c) would 
not destroy the legal effect of the specific prohibitions of H.R. 14 or 
of the proposed agency code. Whether it is fair to impose the restric
tions of H.R. 14 upon persons outside the agency in proceedings to 

3 Section 5 (c) provides: "The same officers who preside at the reception of evidence 
pursuant to section 7 shall make the recommended deciSion or initial decision . required by 
section 8 except where such officers become unavailable to the agency. Save to the extent 
required for the disposition of ex parte matters as authorized by law, no such officer 
shall conStlIt any person or party on any fact in issue unless upon notice and opportunity 
for all parties to participate; nor shall such officer be responsible to or subject to the 
supervision or direction of any. officer, employ"ee, or agent engaged in the performance of 
investigative or prosecuting functions for any agency. No officer, employee, or agent 
engaged in the performance of investigative or prosecuting functions for any agency in any 
case shal1. in that or. a .factually related cn-se, participate or rudvise in the decision, 
recommended decision, or agency review pursuant to section 8 except as witness or 
counsel in public proceedings .. This subsection. shall not apply in determining applications 
for initial licenses or to proceedings involving the validity or rupplication of rates, facilities, 
or practices of public utilities or carriers; nor shall it be applicable in any manner to the 
agency or any member or members of the body comprising the agency." 
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which the separation-of-functions p~ovisions of section 5 (c) do not 
apply, is a different question. 
. The House Committee ,vas concerned with this question of fairness. 
In further j ustificatioIi of section 10 ( a) , it stated: 

. The Committee feels that the problem of intra-agency "separation of functions" 
is closely related to the problem of ex parte communications made by parties 
or persons acting for or on behalf of parties. Basic fairness requires that in 
an on-the-record proceeding staff members who are likely to become advocates of 
a point of'view because 'of their involv~ment in the investigation or prosecution 
of matters involved in such proceeding should not communicate ex parte with 
.the members of ,the Commission or the hearing officers or employees involved in 

· the decisional process with respect to such proceeding. Thus, staff members 
engaged in investigation and prosecution activities are placed on a substantially 
.equal footing with outside parties and their representatives, who are prohibited 
,·fr~m ex parte co:q.tacts in on-th~record proceedings with agency members and 
, other decisional personnel by;section 7 of the bill. ' Any advocacy engaged in by 
· such staff members should be limited to on-th~record presentation, and it is 
· the 'purpose of the amendment contained in section 10(a) of this legislation to 
· bring about this result. (H. Rept. No. 2070 at 15.) 

. This result is not brought about in all on-the-record proceedings by 
section 5 ( c) of the Administrative Procedure Act because (1) the 
opening sentence of section i5 makes subsection (c) applicable only to 
adjudication, not rule-making; and not to any case of adjudication 
falling into .the$ix excepted categories of cases; and (2) the last sen-

· tence of section 5 (c) makes it inapplicable to cases of adjudication in
volving "determining applications for initial licenses or * * * the 

: .validity or application of . rates, . facilities, or practices .of public utili-
: .ties or carriers; * * *." .' 

Thus, the Committee continued: 
It is one of the purposes of section 10(a) to make the requirement of "separa

tion of functions" contained in section 5 (c) of the .Administrative Procedure 
Act applicable to all "on-the-record proceedings" before the six agencies' (whether 
the proceedings constitute "adjudication" or "rul~making" within the meaning 
of the Administrative Procedure Act) including those involving the determination 

, of applicationS for initial licenses and those involving the validity or application 
of rates, facilities, or practices of p'ublic utilities or carriers. (H. Rept. No. 
2070 at 16.) . 

But as actually drafted, section 10 (a) achieves the Committee's 
purpose only if its opening clause---"In the case of any 'on-the-record 
proceeding' before an agency (as defined in section 2 of this Act) "-is 
read as superseding the opening clauses of section 5 which limit sub
section (c) to adjudication and exempt six categories of cases.' But 

· there is no indication that the Committee directed its attention to 
: the ad visabilityof making section 5 ( c) and H.R. 14 apply to the cases 
of adj.udication falling into any of these categories of cases. And 
in the. course of a perplexing exchange with Chairman Minow of the 
FCC, Committee Chairman Harris seemed to say that the proposed 
change in seetion 5 (c) would not affect rule-making-a conclusion 
that flies in the face of the langua.ge of the bill and Committee Report. 
(Hearings on H.R.14 at 155.) 

Nevertheless, the argument based on fairness remains. 'Ve have 
indicated above that the Committee is not prepared at this time to 
make any recommendations on the advisability of extending (or re
stricting) the separation -of -function requirements of section 5 ( c) of 
the Administrative Procedure Act. We should like to add here only 
that the failure now to extend' these requirements along the lines 
that the Conference may ultimately find to be advisable does not 
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justify ex parte contacts between outside persons and decision-making 
personnel inside the agency. Such ex parte activities do not remedy 
the alleged evil of improper intra-agency communication and are not 
rendered proper by its existence. In short, the Committee reiterates . 
its position that the amendment of section 5 (c) poses a question which 
is separable from that presented by the ex part'e Gommunications which 
are the subject of these recommendations. . . . 

Section l.f 
f. The "pe7'son 10ho inter(:ed~s in" the p1'oceeding, to 1ohom the pTO

hib-itions apply, sh01lld include any individual outside the agency. 
conducting the proceeding (whether in public or privr;,te life), part- ' 
nership, corporation, a8sociation, 01'· other agency, other than a party 
or an agent 0/ a party, 1oho volunteers a commwnicationwh:ich he may 
be expected to knoll)) may advance or adver8'elyaffect the interests of . 
a particular P(JJf'ty to the proceeding, ;whether 0.7' not he aqts with the 
knowledge or COn8ent of any party or any party's agent. . , 

Section 7 of H.R. 14 imposes its prohibitions upon parties to on-the
record proceedings and persons acting on their behalf, but does not· 
define "party" or "person acting on behalf of" a. party. Reconi
mendation 1 imposes its prohibitions 'upon' three classes of persons: 
(a) parties; (b) agents of patries, and (c) interceders. The Com- . 
mit too has undertaken further to define the persons in categories (a) 
and (c) but not in (b). \ 

The sanctions-other than disclosure-which the. Commi ttee recom
mends should be impo~d upon those' ",vho engage in prohibited ,ex 
part~ communications ,vill not apply to interceders-in most cases. 
However, the disclosure requirements embodied in recommendations 
4 and 5 below should operate as a deterrent against ex parte:communi-
cations from interceders. . ,. ,-., . 
. It would be possible not to prohibit ex. parte conimunications by 

persons who intercede in the proceeding, .within the mea-ning of our 
definition, and rely upon: these disclosure requirements. ,to deter such 
communica tions. The Committee is of' the' opi.nion, however" that a 
statement of prohibiti0D: may add to the deterrent and certainly can do 
no ha-rm. 

6~lr d~finition of "person whQ int.erc~ed.e~)ri" -an, on~i:he.~record pro,., 
ceedJ.ng IS comprehenSIVe but does not incliJde everyone~ other than.a _ 
party or an agent of a party, who nlaycommunicate about a proceed-. 
ing witll decision-mak:ing pers<?nnel in the. agency .. ,It-requires that, 
the commun,icator take the initiativ,e, in_}11aking a ,communicat~on-' '.' 
which he may be expeeted to know maya,dvarrceor,adyersely a,ffect . 
the interests of a particular pa.rty to..tlle proceeding.. ' .., . , .. _ 

Thus, ex parte communications,would~othe prohibited if they came 
from public-spirited citizens and, brganizatiqns seeking to make known. 
their position on some. substantive issu~, ·alJ.d wit1)ont ,any reason to· . 
knmv which party to the proceeding would .be help~d or, hurt by their 
efforts. Nor would ex parte' .cOliImu.nicatio1)s, from such. sources he 
prohibited if they were made in resporis'e to .. a. specific request from an 
agenc~ I?ember or a d~~ision-making agency e.mployee. ,For example,: 
the opInIon of some dlsmterested expert may,be sought on an issue of 
policy confronting the agency. In such case, however, the agency 
member pI' employee may feel obliged, in accordance with section 4 or .' 
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section 5, to bring the communication to the attention of all the parties 
to the proceeding . 
. Congressmen, state and local government officials and government 

personnel in other agencies would ordinarily be in the class of 
in terceders. 

With respect to communications between individuals in different 
government agencies, Chairman Minow of the FCC called the atten
tjon of the House Committee to Bendim Aviation Corp. v. FCC, 272 
F. 2d 533 (C.A.D.C. 1959). (Hearings on H.R. 14 at 139.) In this 
case, the court sustained the authority of the Commission, after con
sultation with the Office of Defense Mobilization, \ to allocate certain 
frequency bands for Government use because of vital national defense 
considerations. The private parties objected because information 
on which the FCC based its decision was not made available to them. 
But the court respected ODM's claim of privilege on the ground that 
the data had to be· kept secret to preserve national security. The 
appeal was decided without this information. 

Nothing in our recommendations is intended to limit the Govern
ment's claim of privilege in such cases and the Committee does not 
think it is necessary to exempt these cases expressly . . "r e should point out, in addition, that if another agency is a party 
to the proceeding, as defined in I.e. above, the prohibitions applicable 
to parties would apply to the representatives of that agency. 
Section l.g 

g. The "agen.cy employee participating in the deoiswn" should in
clUde all employees of the agency who them.selves make or recom
mend decisions or who ar'e sped.ficall?/ designated by the agency to 
aSsist agency members, hearing officer8, or other employee8 inmaking'or 
recommwniling decun:ons. 

Each agency should identify the em,ployees, or classes of employees, 
'who will so participate in the decUlion in a rule or order published at 
or before the time when the prohibitions against wnauthorized ere parte 
comm.unications begin to apply to a particular proceeding or class of 
proceeding8 or with' re8pect to a partimtlar employee or clas8 01 
employees. 

The ·Committee is here concerned with providing some means by 
which all persons may know with what individuals or classes of indi
viduals in the agency they may not communicate about a particular 
proceeding on an ex parte basis. The requirement that the agency 
designate the decision-making personnel in advance of the time when 
the prohibitions begin to appry will accomplish this purpose. 

It is possible that an agency, after a proceeding has begun, may 
wish to add to the Ii~t of employees designated to assist in decision
making. Under our recommendation, it would name such additional 
employees in an order. Until it did so, no person would be subject to 
the· charge of impropriety for communicating with such employees 
unless he had. actual knowledge that they were participating in deci
sion-making. It could be expected, of course, that any employee thus 
added to the list would inform the communicator of this fact, even if 
the order had not yet been published. 

Section 2(2) of H.R. 14 defines "agency employee involved in the 
decisiona.l process" to include "any employee of an agency who is sub
ject to the immediate supervision of a member of the agency and any 
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em ployee of an agency" who is charged with the preparation of deci
sions with res:pect to proceedings before the agency." 

Our definitIOn, in some respects, is narrower than the H.R. 14 defi
nition and in other respects may be broader. Our definition is nar
rower in that it would not include certain employees who may be sub
ject to the "immediate supervision" of an agency member but who 
nevertheless do not participate in the decision, as we define participa
tion. It may be broader in that it would cover employees specifically 
designated by the agency to assist in the decision-making process, even 
if their assistance does not amount to the "preparation" 'Of decisions. 

We have not attempted to prescribe the classes 'Of employees which 
the agencies should designate as assisting in the decision-making proc
ess. This matter must be left for each agency to determine for each 
type of proceeding. " 
Section 2 

2. The agency co.de sho.uld pro.hibit any agency member, hearing 
o.fficer, 0.1' agency emplo.yee participating in the decisio.n in an on-the
reco.rd pro.ceeding in any agency fro.m (a) requesting 0.1' entertaining " 
any unautho.rized ex patrte communicatio.n/ and (b) making an unau
tho.rized ex parte co.mmwnicatio.n abo.ut the proceeding to. any party to. 
the pro.ceeding, any agent o.f any party, or a1U!J o.ther perso.n w1ho. he 
has reaso.n to. know may transmit the co.mmvunicatio.n to. a' party 0.1' a 
party's agent. " " 

The most effective way to stop unauthorized ex parte communica
tions is for decision-making personnel in the agency not to entertain 
them. The substance of this recommendation, therefore, lies at the 
heart of the proposed code. ", " 

This recommendation follows section 7(a) (2) of H.R.14 which also 
imposes a reciprocal obligation not to en~age in ex parte communica
tions upon persons outside and persons inSIde the agency. 

It should be noted again that under our recommendation, an agency 
member or decision-making employee would not be prohibited from 
taking the initiative to enter into ex parte communication about a 
proceeding with persons who are not paTties or agents of parties and 
who cannot reasonably be expected to transmit the substance of the 
communication to a party or a party's agent. But in such case, as has 
been pointed out, the agency member or employee may conclude, under 
our section 4 or section 5, to bring the communication to the attention 
of all parties to the proceeding. 
Sections 3 and 4 

3. The agency co.de sho.uld pro.hibit any perso.n fro.m so.licitinq any 
o.ther perso.n to. make an ex parte co.mmunicatio.n which the so.licito.r 
has reaso.n to. kno.w i8 unautho.rized. . 

4. The agency co.d,e 8ho.uld require an agency member, hearing o.fficer, 
o.r emplo.yee participating in the deci8io.n, who. receives a written co.m
municatio.n which he kno.ws is unautho.rized, 0.1' which he co.ncludes 
sho.uld, in fairne88, be bro.ught to. the attentio.n o.f all parties to. the 
pro.ceeding, to. transmit the co.mmunicatio.n pro.mptly to. the Secretary 
o.f the agency, to.gether with a written statement o.f the circumstances 
under which it was made, if they are no.t apparent fro.m the co.mmuni
catio.n itself. The Secretary sho.uld be required pro.mptly to. place 
the co.'fnm7.l/nicatio.n and the statement in the public file o.f the agency, 
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to send. copies of the communication to all parties to ihe proceeding 
witli respect to which it was made, and to notify the communicator of 
the agency code and any other applicable rules 01' principles of prac
tice. 

I fthe communications are' from persons other than parties to the 
proceeding or thei'J' agents and the .recipient determines that (a ) the . 
con7lmunications are eithe'J' so volun"dn01..t.8 or of such .borderline ,rele- \ 
vance to the VJsues in the proceeding, 01'( b) the parties to the proceed
ing are so nunwrous, that it would be too burdens01ne to send copies of 
the .commu,nications to all the parties, the Secretary may, instead, 
notiliJthe . parties that the cofnm1-lfllicationS have b~en received and 
placed in· the public file where they are (!/I)ailable for exarni'Judion by 
the parties. . 

- Section 7 (b) of H.R. 14 contains a similar provision with respect 
to prohibited written ex parte communications. However, it merely 
requires the Secretary to give notice of the communication to all pa~
ties, whereas the Committee recommends that theSecr,etary, as a gen
eral 'rule,. should be required to send copies of the, communication to 
all p~rties. . '.' 

Only if they know the contents of a prohibited ex parte communica
tion will the parties be in a position to take whatever steps they deem, 
nec~ssary to· protect. their interests; ·It seems simpler and fairer to . 
require the Secretary to send copies of the prohibited communication 
to the parties than.to impose upon the parties the burden of searching 
the public files. _ .. . 

)Vedo not think that the· additional burden upOli the Secretary 
imposed by our recommendation will be onerous because .. ( 1) ex, parte 
communications from public.-spirited citizens and groups who have no 
reason to knosv tlwt ,their communication~ will help or hurt a particular 
party to the proce.eding .are not ,prohibited and :copies thereof will not 
have.to be sel)t hulll the parties ; and (2). c.opies of unauthoriz€d com
municatiops from persOlls other than paTties' or their agents will not 
hav'e to :be sent to all the paTties if t.he recipient determines that it 
would be .too burdensome to do so bec.a.use thev are.too voluminous or 

. are of only border~lin~e relm;ance t.othe issues' in the proceeding. 
:The recommenda~ion that the Secretary should also write to the 

p~rson who sent the prohibit.ed· communication .and notify him of 
applica.blB agency rules is hl'tended to (1) discourage future violations 
of the code and (2) inform the sender, if t.he impropriety was inad
vertent, of the proper way, if any, to submit his communication, or .. 
the data therein, for the record. . ./ 

Under section' 7.(c) of H.R, 14~' an' agency employee who rnakesa 
prohihited.writtenex parte.communication is obliged to disclose the. 
fact to the secretary. Failure to discharge the obligationof·disclosure 
is made a·crim~. ' But so is themakin'gof the prohibited communica
tion. The Comnlittee thinks that this disclosure .requirement is sub
ject· ,to the gravest constitution'a;l doubts, in ,view of the privilege 
against seU-incrimination affbrdedbythe Fifth Amendment. . . .' 

·Since oUr recQ,mmendations do not authorize criminal sanctions, 
this constitutional problem would not be raised bya requirement in 
the agency·code that decision-making personnel within the agency (in- ' 
cluding 'agency members) disclose unauthorized ex parte communica-' 
tions made by them. Nevertheless, we do not think that much is to be 
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gained by requiring an individual to disclose an impropriety of \~hich 
he is guilty. If the impropriety is serious, it is not likely to be dis
closed in any case. If it is inadvertent or not serious, it is likely to 
be disclosed, whether disclosure is required or not. 

The Committee also considered the possibility of imposing the dis
closure requirement upon the recipients of prohibited communications 
from decision-making personnel in the agency. But it came to the 
conclusion that little is to be gained from requiring private parties -
to become informers in this area. 

It is possible that decision-making personnel in the agency may not 
always know whether a particular written ex parte communication 
is authorized or not. To resolve doubt in favor of disclosure, our rec
ommendation also calls for disclosure if the agency official concludes 
that f,airness requires that the communication be called to the attention 
of all parties. . 

Similarly, the agency official would be expected to disclose any ex 
parte communication which he thinks should, in fairness, be brought 
to the attention of the parties to the proceeding even if the communi
cation is not prohibited. For example, the agency official might decide 
to disclose (1) requests m'ade in good faith for ex parte disposition of 
matters which the agency official receiving the communication is not 
authorized . to grant; and (2) oommunications from persons other 
than parties or their agents whose views were sought by the agency 
official. 
Section 5 

5. The agency (Jode should require an agency member, hearing of
ficer, or employee participating· in the deeiRion, who receives an oral 
com,munication ~():hioh he knows, at the time it is received, is unmtthor
ized, or 'tchich he concludes should, in fairness, be brought to the atten
tion of all parties to the proceeding, to put the substance of the com
munication in wrriting and transmit the writing promptly to the 
Secretary of the a,qency, together with a written statement of the cir
cumstarzees under which it was made. The Secretary should be re
quired promptly to place the 'writing and the statement in the public 
file of the agenC1J, to sernd.copies of .the writing to all parties to the 
proceeding with respect to 'which it was made, and to notify the com
municator of the agency code rund any ,other applioable rules Ol'f' prin-
ciples of practice. . 

1f the commJunications arre from persons other than parties to the 
proceeding or their agents and the recipient' determines that (a) the 
oommunications are either 80 volwminous or of such borderline reZe
vanoe to the iss'lU38 in the proceeding, or (b) the partie8 to the proceed
ing are so numerous, that it would be too b'ltrdensome to send copies 
of the 11,ritings containing the substance of the cO'fMnunications to all 
the parties, the Seeretary may, instead, notify the partie8 that the 
comm'ltnication.'3 have been received and writings containing their 
substance placed in the public file . 'tv here they are available for exami
nation by the parties. 

The oral communication is the root of the problenl of ex parte 
communications. It is unlikely that anyone will hazard an improper 
suggestion in writing. Yet t.he Committee knows of no completely 
satisfactory way to handle the improper oral communication. Both 
the recommended agency code and H.R. 14 prohibit ex parte oral 
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commlUlieations. But H.R. 14 imposes no disclosure requirement in 
connection with oral communications. 

The argument against such a disclosure requirement is twofold
(1) there is risk of misquotation in the act of putting into writing 
what was said orally; and (2) the requirement will impose an intoler
able burden upon ngency members and other decision-ma;king agency 
personnel. " . 

The first objection is not entitled to great weight. One who wishes 
to avoid the risk 'Of being misquoted need merely refrain from making 
an unauthorized ex parte oral communication; this, after all, is the 
whole point of the code., " 

The secpnd objection is entitled to the most serious c:ornsideration. 
Much of the objection rests on the argument that agency members and 
other decision-making personnel (though not the hearing examiner) 
cannot be expected to know the substantive and procedural issues in 
every pending on~the-record proceeding 'and therefore cannot be 
expected to recognize ex parte approaches in all insbances. The Com
mittee has tried to meet this objection hy requiring disclosure only of 
those oral communications which the recipient knows to be improper, 
at the time they are made. . "" 

The Committee does not wish to minimize the possible hurden re
maining under its recommendation. But it is of the opinion that the 
disclosure requirement wi'll he a strong deterrent 'and will, itself, help 
to minimize the hurden. Such 'a ,requirement, it should be pointed 'Out, 
is now embodied in the rules of the AEC. 

As in the case of the unauthorized ex parte written communication, 
our recommendation 'caUs for -disclosure of. any oral 'Communication, 
whether prohibited 'Or not, which the recipient concludes should, in 
faj rness, be c:alle:d to the 'attenti'On of all parties .. "r e, should point out, too, that the Secretary would be required to 
send to all parties copies of the written communiC'ation or of the writ
ing containing the substance of the oral communication but not copies 
of the recipient's written statement of the circumstances under which 
the unauthorized communication was made. We do not think that the 
latter" statement will ordinarily interest the parties; if ~t does, they will 
have access tothe statement in the public fileof the 'agency. 

As in the 'Case 'of written communication's, we have stated certain cir
cumstanceR under which the Secretary will not be required to send 
copies of the writing containing ,the sUibstance of an oral communica-
tion to all the parties to the proceeding. . , , 
Section 6 

6. The a.gency code should permit all parties to an on-the~record' 
proceeding to request an opport'llnity to reb'ltt~ on the record, any facts 

. or contentions contained in an unauthorized ex parte communication 
or in a;ny other ex parte comnvllnicati.on 'which the agency offidal re
ceiving the corrwnunication brought to the attention of all the parties 
'in accordance 'Loith Recommendation 4- or Recommendation 5 above. 
The code shO'ltld pro'oide that the agency w?:ll ,grant such a request 
whenever it determines that the dictates of fairness so require. 

Section 7 ( e) (1) 'Of H.R. 14 provides that no prohibited ex parte 
communication "shaH Ibe considered in the 'oil-the-recorcl proceeding' 
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with respect to which it was made unless it shall have been duly ad
mitted in evide,11Ce. in such proceeding.'·' _. 

In some 'cases, it may not be enough~ in the Committee's opinion, 
merely to provide that prohibited communications will not be con
sidered in reaching decisions. Once the prohibited communication 
has been made, there is always -the possibility that it may have in
fluenced the decision and the like.lihood that the parties wiN think sO', 
even if it is nO't the case. To avoid hoth these undesira!ble consequences, 
the Committee has recommended a procedure whereby an opportunity 
for O'n-the-record rebuttal of the ex parte communication will be af
forded, under agency control. Similar opportunity is afforded for on
the-record rebuttal of ex parte communications which are not pro
hibited but which the recipient determined 'should nevertheless be 
brought to the attention of the parties. 

Under the Committee's recommendation, the agency will not be re
quired to add to Dr reO'pen the recO'rd every time an ex parte communi
cation is made. It is merely asked to exercise its discretion to do so in 
the light of the dicta:h~s of fairness in the particu'larease. 

The agency may of course add to or reopen the· record O'n its own 
motion if it decides that it is adv;isahle to 'consider facts or contentions 
contained in an ex parte communieation. In such case, all the parties 
would, of course, he afforded an opportunity for rebuttal. The Com
mittee does not think that it is necessary to spell this out in the code. 
Sections 7,8, and 9 

7. The agerwy code should provide that an agency 'l7UJ,y censure, or 
suspend or revoke the privilege to practwe before the agency, of any 
person who makes or solicits the making 0/, an unauthorized ex parte 
commwnication. 

8. To the extent permitted by applicable law, the agency code 
should provide that (Jj')1.y relief, benefit or license sought by a party to' a 
proceeding may be denied if the party, or an agent of the party, (makes, 
or 80licits the 'J1W.king of, an unauthorized ex parte communication. 

9. The agency code 8hould provide that an agency may censure, sus
pend, or dismiss, or institute proceedings for the suspension or dismis
sal, of atny agency employee who violates the prohibitions or require-
ments of the code. . 
Th~ Committee is of the opinion that the agencies do not need new 

legislation to impose the above sanctions for viol~tions of the proposed 
agency code. In all probability, these sanctions could be imposed even 
if they were not mentioned in the proposed code. But their inclusion 
in the code may have a deterrent value. Only the President, of course, 
can take notice of a violation by an agency member. But we have not 
considered it necessary to recommend that the code point this out. 

These recommendations would not, of course, preclude a court from 
setting aside an agency decision in a proceeding in which unauthorized 
ex parte communications were, made. 

The Committee did not think that the imposition of any of the above 
sanctions ~hould be made mandatory. The public interest may re
quire that in a particular situation a violator be afforded the relief, 
benefit or license which he seeks. 

No criminal sanctions, of course, can be provided in agency codes. 
They are sought to be provided in section 7 (f) of H.R. 14. The Com-
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mittee does not think that criminal sanctions are essential. Further
more, the use of criminal sanctions would require that the prohibitions 
be drafted with a specificity that the subject matter seems to preclude. 

The Committee does not intend that its recommendations with re
spect to sanctions should be taken to preclude any agency from im
posing additional sanctions for the violation of the proposed agency 
code which it may be authorized to impose under existing law. 



APPENDIX 

COMPARISON OF COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS 
WITH RULES OF SEVERAL AGENCIES ON EX PARTE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

We shall here cOlnpare our recommendations with the rules pro
hibiting ex parte communications now in force in the Federal Trade 
Commission, Federal Power Commission, Civil Aeronautics Board, 
Securities and Exchange Commission, Interstate Commerce Commis
sion and Atomic Energy Commission. Neither the Federal Com-' 
munications Commission nor the National Labor Relations Board has, 
as yet, adopted any regulations prohibiting ex parte communica-·· 
tions. 

It is not feasible to follow Jhe order of our recommendations in' 
nlaking this comparison because of the variety of rules and formula
tions in the several agencies. Therefore, we shall summarize our 
recommendations, and the rules of each agency, under the following 
five headings-(l) The types of proceedings to which the prohibitions 
apply; (2) the point in the proceeding when the prohibitions begin' 
to apply; (3) the kinds of .communications which are prohibited; 
(4) the persons between whom ex parte communications are pro
hibited; and (5) the sanctions for violations of the prohibitions.' 
(1) The Types of Proceedings to Which the Prohibition Apply 

Com;mittee Recornmendations.-The Committee's Recommendation 
l.a would apply prohibitions against unauthorized ex parte com
munications to every proceeding "required by statute, or by pub

·lished agency rule or order in the particular case, to be decided solely 
on the basis of the record of an agency hearing," with stated excep
tions. 

FTC: Section 5.5 of the FTC's Rules of Practice for Adjudicative 
Proceedings (effective June 1, 1962) prohibits certain off-the-record 
communications in "an adjudicative proceeding." Section 4.2 de
fines an adjudicative proceeding as a "formal" proceeding "con
ducted under one or more of the statutes administered by the Com
mission which are required by statute to be determined on the record 
after opportunity for an agency hearing." The section goes on to 
say that the "term does not include other proceedings such as nego
ti~ti.ons ~or the entry .of consent order~; investigation~l hearings as 
cl!stInguIshed from dIscovery proceedIngs after the Issuance of a 
complaint; hearings for the purpose of inquiring into the manner and 
extent of compliance with outstanding orders; trade practice con
ferences; proceedings for fixing quantity limits under section 2 ( a) 
of the Clayton Aet (15 U.S.C; 13 (a) ) ; investigations under section 
5 of the Export Trade Act (15 U.S.C. 65) ; or the prOlllul,Q'ation of 
substantive rules and regulations, determinations of classes '-'of prod-

193 
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ucts exenlpted from statutory requirements, the establishment of name 
guides, or inspections and industry counseling, under Sections 4( d) 
and 6 (a) of the Wool Products Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 68 (b) and 
68 (d», sections 7,' 8(b), and 8(c) of the Fur Products Labeling 
Act (15 U.S.C. .69 ( e) and 69 (f) ), sections 5 ( c) and 5 ( d) of the 
Flammable Fabncs Act (15 U.S.C. 1194), and sections 7 (c), 7 (d), 
and 12(b) of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act (15 
U.S.C.70). 

The Committee has not studied the question whether any of the 
proceedings thus expressly excluded are required by statute to be de
cided solely on the basis of the record of an agency hearing. In the 
H.R. 14 hearings, FTC Chairman Dixon indicated that H.R. 14's defi
nition of an "on-the-record proceeding" should be amended to cover 
only proceedings in which the d~is~on is. required to be "based solely 
on the record of an agency hearIng." DIxon was concerned that the 
prohibitions might otherwise be made applicable to proceedings in 
which the FTC holds a hearing but is not required to base its decision 
solely on the record of that hearing. Dixon explained that in for
mulating rules under the ""Vool, Fur, Flammable Fabrics, and Textile 
Fiber Acts, it is essential that the Commission have available to it 
unbiased expert opinions, tra.de secrets, and technical guidance and 
advice from practical experts in the field which the Commission would 
be unable to obtain for various business and competitive reasons if it 
were necessary to make that information and advice a part of the 

. record. "The' promulgation of these rules is not adjudicatory in 
nature, and they have no -effect on past acts or practices of individual 
concerns affected by them. On the contrary, they apply to all within 
the particular industry in general and are designed to govern future 
conduct." (Hearings on H.R.14 at 123.) 

The Committee has accepted Chairman Dixon's suggestion' and as
sumes that the proceedings expressly excluded by the FTC rules either 
involve no agency hearing or are not required by statute to be decided 
solely on the basis of the record of an agency hearing. If anyone 
of them is so required to be decided, it would be covered by our rec
ommendations. 

SED: Canon 9 of the Canons of Ethics for SEC members applies 
prohibitions to "matters of a quasi-judicial nature" and "quasi-ju
dicial" vroceedings. Canon 6 provides: 

In performing their judicial functions, members should avoid discussion of 
a matter with any person outside this Commission and its staff while that matter' 
is pending. In the performance of his rulemaking and administrative func
tions, a member has a duty to solicit the views of interested persons. Care 
must be taken by a member in his relationship wit:q. persons within or outside 
the Commission to separate the judicial and rule-making functions and to ob
serve the liberties of discl,lssion respectively appropriate. 

SEC Chairman Cary did not object to the language of R.R. 14 ap
plying prohibitions to all on-the-record proceedings. 

o AB: Section 300.2 of the Board's Principles of Practice prohibits 
ex parte communications "in cases to be determined after notice and 
hearing and upon a record, or any other cases w h~eh the Board by 
order may designate * * *." 

CAB Chairman Boyd approved the H.R. 14 definition of an on-the
record proceeding. Practitioners before the BoaTd, asked to comment 
on the rules proposed by the Board in 1960, argued for the inclusion 
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of certain non-hearing cases of an adverl?ary nature, such as exemp
tions under section 416 (b) of the Civil Aeronautics Act which can 
have a profound competitive impact upon air carriers. The Board 
rej ected the suggestion for the following reasons. 

It does nlot appear * * * that the solution to this problem lies in expanding 
Part 300 to include rule making and other non-hearing proceedings. Such a regu
lation would seriously hampe'r the Board in' carrying out its dilties and respon~ 
sihilities and "~'ould result in delayis in the Board's work. In addition to its 
~tatutory responsibilities of a quasi-judicial nature, the Board bas certain quasi
legislative funetions as well as the responsibility for the promotion, encourage
ment, and development of civil aeronautiCis. In performing these functions the 
Board and its staff should not be restricted to the same extent as in formal quasi
judicial proceedings. 

By making the prohibition against em pwrte communications applicable to cases 
\vhich are determined on the basis of a formal record after notice and hearing, 
the Board's present rule (which goes beyond the protective provisions of the 
Administrative Procedure Act) adequately preserves the principles of basic fair
ness for all concerned with the -administrative process. We are cognizant of the 
fact that certain non-hearing cases may contain adversary issues and therefore 
require the protective provisions of the Principles of Practice The Board should 
be free to make its Principles of Practice applicable to such cases and we have 
amended Section 300.2 so that the prohibition against ex parte communications 
is applic~ble to (1) cases,which are to Ibe decided by the Board after notice and 
hearing and upon a formal record, and (2) non-hearing cases which the Board 
by specific order may designate. We believe that this is a better solution to the 
problem than expanding the rule to include all non-hearing cases as suggested by 
Practitioners. (Procedural'Regulation No: PR-43, adopted Dec. 1, 1960.) 

Our recommendation is patterned after the CAB rule. 
100: Canon 8 of the Code 'Of Ethics for ICC practitioners applies 

to proceedings whjch the Canon variously describes as "contested 
proceedings" and proceedings in which the Commission acts "in a 
quasi-judicial capacity." Canon 8 of the ICC Canons of Conduct for 
Comnlission members and employees provides: 

Members of the Commission and employees who assist it in the hearing and 
dedsion of cases should not consider information or views concerning the merits 
of any matter which the Commission is required by ·law to determine upon a 
fOfmal record, except upon notice and opportunity for all parties to participate. 

'Ve assume that the proceedings referred to as "contested" or as 
those in which the ICC acts "in a quasi-judicial capacity" are those 
which it "is required by law to determine upon a formal record." 

FPO: Section 1.4(d) of the FPC Rules of Practice and Procedure 
prohibits certain ex parte communications in a "contested proceeding," 
but does not define this term. However in interpretative letters, the 
Commission has stated that the te.rm "covers all proceedings involving 
either 'rulemaking' or 'adjudication' (as defined by sections 2 (c) and 
2 (d) of the Administrative Procedure Act) in which there are partic
ipants (including staff) taking or supporting differing or conflicting 
positions on questions of law or fact." . ' 

In the H.R. 14 hearings, former FPC Chairman Kuykendall ob
jected to the bill's definition of an on-the-record proceeding, as follows: 

It is broad in that it would encompass proceedings in which there are no 
ttdversary parties. interveners, or protestants, although possibly the agency staff 
may object, about which we will have more to say hereafter. In this situation, 
there is no point in prohibiting ex parte communications between the decisional 
officers and the only party involved (applicant or respondent). 

On the other hand, the definition of section 2 (d) may be too narrow for it would 
exclude from on-the-record proceedings hearings which are not required by law 
but '''hich are in fact held, the record thereof being the basis of the agency's 
action. Proceedings leading to the issuance of a license under part I of the 
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Federal Power Act are in this category. No hearing record is required by law 
but where there is a protestant or an intervener opposing the issuance of a 
license (even though a competitive applicant is not involved) fairness requires 
that section 7 (a) of the bill should apply. 

Concisely, section 7 (a) of the bill should apply to proceedings in which the 
agency action is based upon the record of an agency hearing (whether or not 
required by law) and in which there are adversary interests represented by 
interveners or protestants. Obviously, if there are no interveners and no interest 
is evinced by others than a single party (applicant or respondent), an ex parte 
contact on a procedural matter or on the merits could well be proper and might 
well serve to vacilitate final-Commission action. In other words, the presence 
of an adversary party would appear to logically precipitate applicability of 
section 7(a), rather than the mere fact that a hearing is held, whether or not 
that hearing was required by law. 

The following amendments to the bill would carry out our suggestions: 
On page 2, delete from line 12 the words "required by law or agency rule to be" 

and insert before the comma in line 13 the words "in which adversary interests 
are represented by intervenors or protestants". (Hearing on H.R. 14 at 47.) 

Although the Committee has not used the phraseology suggested 
by IVlr. Kuykendall, it has achieved the same result by its definitions 
of an on-the-record proceeding and of the communications which are 
prohibited as ex parte. _ 

FOO: The only pertinent regulation of this agency which has come 
to our attention (see (6) infra for full text) is applicable "when a 
hearing is held * * *." But the regulation does not prohibit any 
communications. 

AEO: Section 2.780 of the AEC's Rules of Practice dealing with 
ex parte communications is made applicable by subsection (a) to any 
"proceeding on the record then pending before the AEC for the is
suance, denial, amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspen
sion, or revocation of a license or permit." The term "proceeding on 
the record then pending before the AEC" is defined to include "any 
application or matter which has been noticed for hearing or concerning 
which a hearing has been requested pusuant to" the rules of practice. 

(2) The Point in the Proceding When the Prohibitions Begin to 
Apply 

Oommitte~ Recommendation.-Our recommendation 1.b applies 
prohibitions/from the time the agency "notices an on-the-record pro
ceeding for hearing or from such earlier time as the agency may fix." 

FTO: The FTC rules do not deal with this problem. 
SEO: The SEC Canons do not deal with this problem. 
OAB: Section 300.2(a) of the Board's Principles of Practice 

applies its prohibitions "from the time of filing of an application 
or peti60n which can be granted by the Board only after notice and 
hearing, or, in case of other matters, from the time of notice by the 
Board that such matters shall be determined after notice and hearing 
and upon a record or that 'its Principles of Practice shall be applicable 
thereto * * *." _ 

The CAB rules are thus more rigorous than our recommendation, 
which generally applies the prohibitions only from the time the pro-
ceeding is noticed for hearing. . 

100: The Canons of Ethics for ICC practictioners do myt deal with 
this question. 

F PO: The. FPC rules do not deal with this question. 
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AEO: From section 2.780(a) of the AEC's Rules of Practice, it is 
rea~onable!A> conclude that the pro~ibitions against ex parte. communi

. caltwns begIn to apply when a hearIng has been requested wIth respect 
to a matter in accordance with the AEC's rules of practice, or a matter 
has been notice for hearing by the AEC, whichever occurs earlier. 

o 

(3) The Kinds of Communications Which Are Prohibited 

o ommiUee Recom;mendation.-Our· recommendations I.c and I.d 
include written and oral communications of any kind about the pro
ceeding, except for matters authorized by law to be disposed of on an 
ex parte basis, status inquiries directed to the Secretary, communica
tions, otherwise covered, which the parties agree may be made on an 
ex parte basis, and, under certain circumstances, communications con
veying information of general significance. 

FTO: Section 5.5(a) and (b) of the FTC Rules of Practice pro
hibi'ts ex parte communications in an adjudicative proceeding "with 
respect to the merits of that or a factually related proceeding." Sub
section (d) specifically exempts a "request for information with 
respect to the status of ah adjudicative proceeding * * *." 

SEO: Canon 9 of the Canons of Ethics for SEC members applies 
to all CJommunications which are "intended" or "calculated" or 
"designed" to "influence action" by a me.mber. Apparently, the test 
is the intent of the communicator. 

OAB: Section 300.2(a) of the Board's Principles of Practice pro
hibits any "private communication on the merits," generally defined 
as any "written or oral communication on any substandard or pro
cedUral issue" in the case "other than in conlpliance with the Board's 
Rules of Practice." 

The precise significance of the last clause is not entirely clear. 'Ve 
take it that the intent of the Board's Rules of Practice in Economic 
Proceedings, for example, is that all written communications to the 
Board or an examiner in the proceeding should be served upon all 
parties and offered in evidence at the hearing. Section 302.24(j) 
provides that "No dacument 0'1' other writings shall be accepted far the 
record after the close of the hearing * * *." Section 302.14 (b) 
autharizes any person whO' is not a party to the praceeding to "present 
to the examiner a written statement on the issues involved in the pra
ceeding" which "sha.ll be filed and served on all parties prior to the 
close of the hearing." Failure to do So' would seem to' make the state
nlent an improper private communication. Butit is nat clear whether 
parties may present such written statements outside the hearing. "\IVe 
assume that they may not do so. 

Similarly, we take it that nO' oral communications are to be pre
sented by anyane except at a hearing ar aral argument. 

Our recommendatian 1.c aims at a greater degree af specificity in this 
area. Under it, agency rules wauld state when, prior to the clase of 
the hearing, a written communication must be served upon all the 
parties to the proceeding. 
. 'Ve assume that "general industry data" may be material to a "sub
stantive or pracedural issue" in a case and therefore may not be com
municated on an ex paTte basis under the CAB rules. This is the re
sult that would be reached under our recommendations. 

20-101-63-14 
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Section 300.2 (b) expressly provides that a request for expeditious 
treatment of a pending application will be considered as a 9ommunica
tion on the Inerits. 

Section 300.2 ( a) expressly provides that the following communica
tions shall not be considered as private communications: (1) com
munications provided for by law or published rule other than the 
Board's Rules of Practice; (2) "informal complaints" filed with the 
Board; (3) "communications \vith staff members of the Board who 
are in the course of preparing a case"; (4) communications "for the 
purpose of determining whether a complaint shall be docketed" ; (5) 
"The usual informal communications between counsel, including dis
cussions to effectuate a stipulation"; (6) settlement discussion be
tween parties and the Board's enforcement staff; (7) investigative 
activities; (8) "communications which are deemed proper in pro
ceedings in the Federal courts"; (9) communications "which merely 
make inquiry as to the status of a proceeding without discussing 
issues." 

Only category (9) w'ould be covered by our recommendation (1.d 
(2» and then only if the status request is directed to an official other 
than the one designated to receive it. 

100: Canon 8 of the Code of Ethics for ICC practitioners variously 
refers to communications "about a pending cause"; to argument of 
"the merits" of a pending cause; to "discussions with the Commis
sionand its staff. But the same Canon enjoins practitioners to 
"scrupulously refrain * * * from going beyond ex parte representa
tions that are clearly proper in view of the administrative work of the 
Commission.'~ Thus certain ex parte representations are considered by 
the Commission to be proper, but we have no identification of what 
is meant bv the "administrative work" of the Commission. It is not 
clear, too, whether the ex parte representations thus considered to be 
proper would otherwise fall within the prohibited class or whether 
they merely serve to elucidate the content of the prohibited categories 
of representa.tions. Our recommendations 1.d (4) and (5) ma.y be 
directed to what the Commission had in mind. I 

In the H.R. 14 hearings, ICC Commi'ssioner Hutchinson com
mented on the bill's definition of ex parte communications as follows: 

Considering only this definition of ex parte communications, it would seem to 
include communications relating to procedural matters as well as to the merits 
of procedings. However, the prohibitions of section 7 (a) are qualified by' the 
phrase "except in circumstances authorized by law." Presumably, the excep
tion * * * is intended to cover those routine or emergency procedural matters 
which tribunals generally dispose of without notice and hearing * * .*. The 
phrase * * * is not defined in the bill, and we are inclined to doubt the feasi
bility of drafting a precise definition covering the variety of procedural situa
tions and emergencies in which an agency should be able to act quickly upon 
the basis of ex parte communications. Accordingly, we r~commend that the 
definition of ex parte communication * * * be revised by substituting the words 
"with respect to the merits of a proceeding" for the words ","vith respect to a 
proceeding, or with respect to the consideration or decision of a proceeding." 
1Ve believe that the evil at which these provisions are directed is ex parte com
munications with respect to the merits of proceedings. Unless they are clearly 
so limited, we believe that the criminal sanctions of section 7 (f) will cause 
many agency members and employees to simply refuse to discuss-informally any
thing relating to a proceeding which has been noticed for hearing. 1Ve submit 
that the result might well be an excessive judicialization of regulatory proce
dUres. (Hearings on B.R. 14 at 58-59.) 
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Canon 8 of the Canons of Conduct for Conlmission members and 
employees refers only to "information or views concerning the merits 
of any matter." 

vVhile our recommendations 1.c and 1.d do not accept Mr. Hutchin
son's view that the prohibited communications should be confined to 
those respecting "the merits" of the proceeding, we believe that they 
take care of the problem which concerned him. 

F PO: Section II 1.4 ( d) of the FPC Rules of Practice and Proce
dure applies its prohibition to a communication "with respect to the 
merits of that or a factually related proceeding." 

AE (/: Section 2.780 ( a) of the Rules of Practice prohibits any off
the-record communication of "evidence, explanation, analysis, or ad
vice, w'hether written or oral, regarding any substantive matter at 
issue" in a proceeding to which the prohibitions are applicable. 

Section 2.780(d) expressly exempts (a) the disposition of ex parte 
matters authorized by law; and (b) communications requested by the 
Commission concerning (i) its proprietory functions; (ii) general 
health and safety problems and responsibilities of the Commission; 
and (iii) the status of proceedings. 

(4) The Persons J;Jetween Whom Ex Parte Communications Are 
Prohibited 

Oommittee Recommendation.-Our recommendations prohibit ex 
parte communications between parties, their agents and interceders, 
on the one hand and, on the other, agency members, hearing officers, 
and agency employees who participate in the decision. They do not 
deal at all with the problem of intra-agency communication. As we 
shall point out, the rules of some agencies' do deal with the latter 
problem. 

FTO: Section 5.5 (a) and (b) of the FTC Rules of Practice pro
hibits off-the-record communications, "directly or indirectly" between 
persons "not employed by the Commission," employees and agents of 
the Commission who perform "any investigative'or prosecuting func
tion in connection with the proceeding," on the one hand and, on the 
other, Commission members, hearing examiners, or employees "in
volved in the decisional process." 

So far 'as intra-agency commlmications are concerned, the FTC rules 
merely restate the requirements of section 5 (c) of the Administrative 
Procedure Act. We have hot incorporated these requirements in our 
recommendations. . . 

The FTC rules do not define "directly. or indirectly" or "any em
ployee involved in the decisional process." During the H.R. 14 hear
ings, Chairman Dixon comlnented on similar phraseology in the bill 
as follows: 

It is not clear that the term "decisional process" and the phrase "preparation 
of decisions with respect to proceedings before the agency" encompass. . 

I am confident that the committee is aware of the fact that many members of 
the Commission's staff participate in making various kinds of decision at differ
ent stages in the processing of individual case matters. These decisions include 
but are not limited to those with respect to initiations of investigations and con
clusions and recommendations of supervisory personnel in the investigational 
and litigation processes in cases which are first presented to the Commission for 
its initial determination as to 'whether a complaint shall issue. 
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Similarly, staff employees make decisions in individual cases where informal 
settlements are effected. In many such matters the Commission makes the final 
determina tion. 

Inasmuch as the meaning of the terms "decisional process" and "the prepara
tion of decisions with respect to proceedings before the agency" is not clear, it 
is believed that it would be advisable to clarify their meaning to enable the Com
mission to adopt regulations which would accomplish the purposes expressed in 
section 7 (a) (1). It is especially important to clarify the meaning since a viola
tion of section 7 (a) (1) involves criminal penalties. (Hearings on' I-LR. 14 
at 122.) 

Our recommendation 1.g attempts to meet Dixon's call for clarifica
tion. And we strike at "indirect" communications in recommenda
tion' 3, prohibiting solicitation of unauthorized communications. 

SEC: Canon 9 of the Canons of Ethics for SEC members applies 
only to communications "by parties or their counsel to a member." 
However, Canon 6, as indicated above, enjoins members to avoid dis
cussion of a matter requiring the exercise of their judicial functions 
"with any person outside this Commission and its staff." It goes on 
to say: "Care must be taken by a member in his relationship with 
persons within or outside of the Commission to separate the judicial 
and the rule-making functions. * * *" [Italic added.] 

In the H.R. 14 hearings, Chairman Cary commented: 
'" * * the status of agency personnel who, by stipulation of the parties to a 

particular proceeding, have been permitted to participate in the deciSlonal process 
is unclear. Respondents not infrequently agree to this procedure in order to
expedite decisions by permitting the agency to have the advice of persons partic
ularly familiar with the case. This is particularly common in the consideration 
of offers of settlement pursuant to section 5 (b) of the Administrative Procedure· 
Act. 

Where all interested parties prefer free communicati0'n by· and with agency 
personnel to a rigid limitation of such communications t0' formal proceedings: 
on the record, there seems no reason why this preference should not be respected 
and the disabilities of section 7 [of H.R. 14] deemed inapplicable. (Hearings 
on H.R.14 at 117.) 

Chairman Cary seelns here to be referring to agreement of the 
parties to a waiver of the separation-of-functions requirements of sec- _ 
tion 5 (c) . Our recommendations would not foreclose such a waiver; 
they do not deal with intra-agency communications. (Neither does: 
section 7 of H.R. 14.) 

vVith respect to communications between persons outside and per
sons inside the agency, recommendation l.d(3) eXeJnpts all such com
munication which the parties agree may be conducted on an ex parte 
basis. 

CAB: Section 300.2 (a) of the Board's Principles of Practice pro
hibits private communications from "any person, either in private 
or public life," to "a Member of the Board or its staff, or to the ex
anliner in the case." Section 300.2(c) declares that it is "improper 
that there be any private communication" from any members of the 
Board's staff who participate in the hearing as wit.nesses or as coun
sel to a member of the Board or to the examiner in the case. 

UI?-lik~ our section 2, the Board's rules do not prohibit ex parte com
munICatIOns from a member of the Board, the examiner in the case or 
the Board's staff, to any person outside the agency. However,-section· 
300.2 (d) declares it to be "improper" for "any member of the Board's 
staff or an examiner, directly or indirectly" to give "state"ments to the 
press or radio * * * designed to influence" tIle Board's judgment in 
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the case. Our recommendations do not deal with such "leaks" to the 
press or radio. 

The Board's prohibition of communications from "any person, ~ither 
in private or public life" is probably broader than the categorIes of 
persons which we subject to our recommendations. But it is doubt
ful that the differences in definition would produce different results 
in operation. ' 

The Board's prohibition of private communicatioIfs to its st;aff 
would also seem to be broader than our recommendatIOn l.g, wInch 
makes the recommended prohibitions applicable to any "agency em
ployee participating il), the decision." But the exceptions in section 
300.2 (a), previously alluded to, would pro.bably confine the prohibi
tion to Board Staff participation in the decisional process. 

It should be noted that the Board declares certain intra-agency 
communications (£rom any members of the Board's staff who partici
pate in the hearing as witnesses or as counsel to the Board member 
or the examiner in the case) to be improper. 

The CAB practitioners urged that staff members who participate 
in the formulation of the staff's position in a proceeding should be 
prohibited from communicating with Board members or the hearing 
examiner, as are staff witnesses and counsel. The Board rejected this 
proposal on the following ground: 

The Board's present regulations prohibit Board witnesses and counsel in all 
cases from communicating with the Board. In accusatory cases the Board's 
internal rules not only bar any staff witness and counsel who participated in the 
case, but also the staff of the entire office or bureau. Both provisions go beyond 
the separation-of-functions requirement of section 5(c) of the Administrative 
Procedure Act. The proposals made by Practitioners would prevent the Board 
from utilizing the expertise of its staff and would re,gult in serious delays in the 
handling of Board work. We therefore reject this suggestion of Practitioners. 
(Procedural Regulation No. PR-43, adopted Dec. 1, 1960.) 

It should also be noted that section 300.2 (e) declares it to be "im
proper" for any person to solicit improper communications by any 
other person to the Board or any of its members or staff. Our rec-
ommendation 3 is in,accord~ , ' 

100: Canon 8 of the Code of Ethics for ICC practitioners declares 
it to be "grossly improper for litigants, directly or through any coun
sel or representative, to communicate privately with a commissioner, 
examiner or other representative of the Commission." The language 
"other representative of the Commission," which it may be inferred 
from the Preamble to the Code refers to. "o.ther employ-ees connected 
with the matter in hand," seems to be broader than our recommended ' 
category of "agency employee participating in the decision." 

In the H.R. 14 hearings, Commissioner Hutchinson objected to the 
bill's definition of "agency employee involved in the decisional process" 
iI?-s?far as it incll~d~d all employes subject to the immediate super
VISIOn of a CommISSIOner-even a stenographer or clerk. (Hearings 
on H.R. 14 at 62.) "''''e have' met' his objections in our recommen-
dation log.' , 

The Canons of Conduct for Commission members and employees 
contain no st.rictures against the making of ex parte communications 
by them. 

FPC: Section 1.4 ( d) of the FPC Rules of Practice and Procedure 
prohibits ex parte communicat.ions from a party, his counsel, agent, 
or any other person acting on his behalf, to any member of the 
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Commission or of a member's personal staff or to the hearing examiner 
or to any employee "responsible Tor aiding the Commisison in, the· 
preparation OT a decision in such proceeding." 

In interpretative letters, the Commissiori has taken the position 
that members OT the Commission staff who participate in a "contested 
proceeding" do so as representatives OT the Commission but are not 
considered '''parties'' Tor the purposes OT section 1.4 (d). 

The Commission has also explained, in si,milar Tashion, that the 
classes OT persons to be considered 'as employees "responsi.ble Tor aiding 
the Commission in the preparation OT a decision" are the members of 
the Office OT Special Assistants to the Commissioners and the members 
of the pe~sonal staffs of the individual Commissioners. The Com
mission recognized that other members of the legal or technical staff 
"do, on occasion, 'aid' the Commission or an examiner in 'the prepara
tion OT a decision,' " but to "identiTY the employees in such cases is 
impractical." The "employee involved will advise the person at
tempting to communica~e that he is aiding the Commission in the 
preparation of its decision and cannot listen to any ex parte commu
nication with respect to the' particular proceeding." (Letter from 
FPC Chairman Swidler to Mr. Harold Burrow, President, Tennessee 
Gas Transmission Company, dated ~{ay 7, 1962.) . 

Our recommendation l.g requires identification of the employees 
"participatin~ in the decision." Failure, to identify a particular 
e,mployee will nO't preclude his participation in the decision~ but will 
free 'a person seeking to communicate with him on an ex parte l~}IllSis 
from any charge OT impropriety. Adoption of Chai.rman Swidler's 
suggestion as to how such an agency employee should conduct himseH 
would obvjate any further diffculties. . 

FPC Administrative Order No. 56 also prohibits a member of the 
staff Trom disclosing "to parties to proceeding'S" or "to anyone else 
outside the Commission. the recommendations which the staff proposes 
to submit to the Commission, except when~ in the course OT a conTe.r
ence OT the kind provided for in sectiqn 1.18 of the Rules OT Practice 
and Procedure, it becomes clear that such disclosure to parties to the' 
eonference will materially assist in effecting a settlement and the settle
ment will expedite Commission action." -

This same result is achieved under our recommendations if the staff 
member is an employee participating in the decision. But we have not 
attempted to deal with thC3 general problem of "leaks." : 

AEO: Section 2.780(a) OT the Rule~ of Practke prohibits certain 
ex parte communications from "any applicant for or holder of an 
AEC license or permit, or any officer. employee, representative, or 
other person directly or indirectly acting in behalf thereoT to' Com
missioners, members OT their immediate staffs, or other AEC officials 
and employees who advise the Commissioners in the exercise of their 
quasi -judicial functions." 

Commissioners, members OT their immediate staffs, and other AEC 
officials and employees who advise the Commissioners in the exercise of 
their quasi-judicial functions are, in turn. prohibited from requesting 
or entertaining any ex parte communication which the commnnicator 
is prohibited from making. \ \ 

Commissioners and these staff members, officials and employees are 
expressly not prohibited Trom requesting or entertaining ex parte 
communications "from each other." 
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(5) The Sanctions for Violation of the Prohibitions 

Committee Recommendation.-Our recommendations 7, 8, and 9 
provide sanctions which the agencies are authorized to impose without 
new legislation. The disclosure requirements of recommendations 4 
and 5 are also intended to secure compliance with the prohibitions. 

FTC: Section 5.5 (c) of the FTC Rules of Practice requires the 
Commission member, hearing examiner or employee involved in the 
decisional process to ·whom or by whom a prohibited off-the-record 
communication is made to "promptly inform the Commission of the 
substance of such communication and ·the circumstances thereof." 

The rule apparently covers oral as well as written communications. 
While it does not say what will happen after the Commission is 
informed of prohibited ex parte communications, section 5.1 (d) and 
( e) of the rules would authorize the Commission to suspend or disbar 
from practice before the Commission any attorney who made a pro
hibited off-the-record communication. 

It should also be noted that the FTC rules, unlike our recommenda
tions, require decision-making personnel within the ageney (including 
Commissioners) to disclose prohibited off-the-record communications 
made by them. I 

BE 0: Canon 9 provides that an improper communieation "should 
at once be made known by [the Commission member] to all parties 
eoncerned." Chairman Cary, testifying' on H.R. 14, implied that he 
would approve a requirement that all oral communications be reduced 
to writing: 

* 0« • we should like to point out an anomaly created by sections 7(b) and 
7 (c), which require that written communications be placed in the public file of 
the agency and that notice of all such communications be given to all parties 
to the proceeding with respect to which such communications were made. The 
disclosure required is apparently intended to assure that all parties will be in
formed of the contents of a written ex parte communication. 

We note the absence of any requirement for disclosure of an oral ex parte 
communication, the need for publication of which is as important as in the case 
of a written communication. We appreciate, however, that there are difficulties 
involved in requiring a written statement for the record by the recipient of an 
oral communication. (Hearings on H.R.14 at 117.) 

CAB: Section 300.2(a) provides that any prohibited communica
tion "in writing received by the Board or its staff or the examiner in 
the case shall be made public by placing it in the correspondence file 
of the case which is available for inspection and copying during busi
ness hours in the Board's Docket Section, but will not be considered by 
the Board or the examiner as part of the reeord for decision." The 
practitioners suggested that improper oral communications should be 
redueed to writing and notice of such communications should be served 
on all P!1rties. The Board gave the following reasons for rej ecting the 
suggestIOn: 

The burden such a provision would place upon the Board member or employee 
would be substantial. Considering the many telephone calls and oral communi
cations made to the Board and its staff in matters other than the merits of formal 
hearing cases, it would be difficult to delineate between matters which properly 
fall within such a provision. Moreover, the member or employee might find him
self in the position where he could not readily reduce such oral presentation to 
writing. From the standpoint of fairness, the person making the oral presenta
tion ,vould not have an opportunity to see the written memorandum until after it 
had been circulated to the other parties to the. proceeding. If it were then con
tended that the memorandum did not properly reflect the oral conversation, fair 
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play would require that an opportunity should be given to correct the record since 
one's reputation might well be involved. This, of course, would serve to further 
delay the disposition ,of the Board's proceeding. The suggestion'" '" * that oral 
communications be reduced to writing and served upon' all parties therefore has 
not been incorporated in the regulation. (Procedural Regulation No. PR-43, 
adopted Dec. 1, 1960.) 

Our recommendation 5 requires the disclosure of ex parte oral com
munications' under the circumstances therein set forth which, we be
lieve, \vill go far to relieve the CAB's apprehensions. 

The thrust of the CAB rule is to keep the prohibited communication 
out of the record but available to the public. Our recommendation 6 
treats this problem in a somewhat different fashion. 

Section 300.6 (b) provides: "'Vhere appropriate in the public inter
est the Board may deny the relief requested by a, party in a proceeding 
in which such party has violated any provision of the Board's Prin
ciples of Practice." It should be noted that this sanction m'ay be 
imposed upon a party who violates the Principles of Practice by mak-
ing a private oral communication. , 

Section 300.6 (a) 'also authorizes the Board to deny, temporarily or 
permanently, the privilege of appearing or practicing before it to 'any 
person who is found after hearing by the Board to have engaged in 
unethical or improper professional conduct. Violation of the Board's 
Principles of Practice "shall be deemed to be such conduct." 

, 100,' Section '1.13 of the ICC's General Rules of Practice authorizes 
the Commission to "censure, suspend, or disbar any person who, it 
finds, * * * is lacking in character, integrity, or professional con
duct." Clearly such a finding could be made on the basis of a viola
tion of the Code of Ethics for ICC practioners. 

No other sanction is provided except the injunction in the Canons 
of COl}duct that Commission members and employees who assist in 
the hearing and decision of cases should not consider information or 
yiews proferred on an ex parte basis. 

FPO,' Section 1.4 ( d) of the FPC Rules of Practice and Procedure 
provides that if a prohibited ex parte comm,unication is received, 
"the person (or persons) to whom the representations have been made 
shall promptly and fully inform the Commission of the substance of 
the communieation and the circumstances thereof, so that the Com
mission will be enabled to take appropriate action." The rule does 
not indicate what action the Commission will consider to be 
"appropriate." , 

FOO,' The only reguiation on ex parte communications of this 
agency which has come to our attention ,is 47 C.F.R. 1.105 (c). which 
reads: "'Vhen a hearing is held, no communica.tions will be considered 
in determining the merits of any matter unless it has been received 
into evidence * * *." 

AEO,' Section 2.780(b) of the AEC's Rules of Practice requires that 
prohibited written cOlumunications "shall be placed in the AEC public 
document room and served by the Secretary on the communicator and 
the parties to the proceeding involved." 

Section 2.780 (c) requires that Commissioners and other agency per
sonnel to whom anyone attempts to make a prohibited oral com
munication "decline to listen * * * and explain that the matter is 
pending for determination." "If unsuccessful in preventing such 
communication, the recipient thereof will aclvise the, communicator 
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that a written summary of the cOllversation will be delivered to the, 
A.EC public document room and a copy served by the Secretary of 
the Commission on the communicator and the parties to the proceed
ing involved. The recipient of the oral cOlllIDunication thereupon 
will make a fair, written summary of such communication and deliver 
such summary to the AEC public document room and serve copies 
thereof upon the communicator and the parties to the proceeding 
involved." 
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 13 

It Is Recommended T hat-
Departments and administrative agencies of the Federal Govern

ment which are authorized by law to use the subpena power be en
~ouraged to conform their subpena practices to the following princi
pIes where necessary changes can be made without statuwry enact
ment; and where statutory change is necessary to this end, that ap
propriate legislation embodying these principles be suggested to the 
Congress for enactment. 
1. Power to Issue Subpenas 

(1) Officers presiding at adjudicatory hearings should have author
ity to issue subpenas requiring the attendance of witnesses or the pro
duction of evidence, whether or not the proceedings are governed by 
sections 7 and 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act. 

(2) In any investigatory proceeding in which an agency is author
ized by law to issue subpenas, the agency, any member of the agency, 
or any officer designated by it should have authority to issue subpenas 
requiring the attendance of witnesses or the production of evidence. 

2. Geographical Scope 
Agency authority to require the attendance of witnesses and the 

production of evidence at any designated place of hearing should ex
tend throughout the United States or any territory or possession 
thereof. 
3. Issuance to Parties; Quashing 

Administrative subpenas for the attendance of witnesses or the 
production of evidence should be issued upon the request of any party 
In an adjudicatory proceeding. The issuing authority should have 
authority to evoke or modify a subpena $0 issued, upon application 
made promptly by or on behalf of any person to whom the subpena is 
clirected. 
4. Fees , 

Witnesses summoned before an agency should be tendered or paid 
by the person or agency at whose instance they appear the same fees 
and mileage that are paid to witnesses in the courts of the United 
States. . 

5. Enforcement 
In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpena issued w any 

person, any district court of the United States within the jurisdiction 
of which such hearing, investigation, or proceeding is carried on, or 
in which the person to whom the subpena is addressed is found or 
resides or transacts business, should have authority to issue an order 
requiring such person to appear before the agency or member or officer 
designated by the agency, and give testimony, or :produce evidence, 
or both, touching the matter under investigation or In question. Any 
failure to obey such order of the court should be subject w punish
ment by the court as a cOJ.?-tempt thereof. 
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THE SUBPENA POWER IN FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE 
PROCEEDINGS RECOMMENDED PRINCIPLES 

Report of the Committee on Compliance and Enforcement 
Proceedings in Support of Recommendation No. 13 

A. PRELIMINARY COMMENT 

It is natural that the va.rious Federal administrative agencies should 
seek fulfilhnent of their diverse functions in a variety of proceedings. 
vVhatever the regulatory technique, however, whether adjudication, 
rulemaking, licensing, investigation, or inspection, the necessity for 
some kind of compulsory process is common to virtually all agency _ 
action. Although recourse to ultimate :;;anctions may seldom be neces- -
sary, no one doubts the appropriateness of having in reserve the neces
sary power to secure compliance with proper agency demands. 

The regulatory agencies utilize a wide variety of methods for secur
,lng the information necessary to the discharge of their various func
tions. Indeed, -investigations are often the most important proceed
ings an, agency conducts. Inve$tigation, which may also partake of 
enforcement, is accomplished in some cases by inspection of a factory 
and its processes (Food and Drug ... "-dministration) ; of grains, eggs, 
meat, and other edibles (Department of Agriculture) ; of the condi
tions of longshoring (Bureau of Labor Standards of the Department 
of Labor ) ; or of a person to determine eligibility for entry to the 
United Sta.tes (Immigration and Naturalization). Other important 
r~gulatory purposes are served by provisions requiring the occasional 
or- periodic furnishing of records and other data or answers to ques
t.iolUlaires. Significant activities of this kind are found, for example, 
ini the Federa.l Trade Commission, the Securities and Exchange Com
mission, and the vVage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions of 
t.he Department of Labor. - _-

.common to nearly all the foregoing administi'ative techniques is 
the occasional or frequent need_ to reinforce a request for t.estimony 
or. ;reco"rds or access to data with some form of compulsion. In a few 
instances where inspection:of premises is the objective~ the power of 
entry, backed with sanctionf3 for wrongful refusal, is the most useful 
device, as in- the Foo9. and Drug Administration. But by far the 
most' common source of administrative compulsion is the· subpena; 
Indeed, only a few of the major regulatory agencies lack the subpena· 
power altogether. 

There is nothing novel about the administrative subpena, which has 
been regularly authorized by Congress- ever since the Interstate Com~ 
merceAct of 1887 included a provision for requiring the attendance 
and testimony of ,vitnesses and the production of records in much the 
same fashion as the present act.1 The subpena provisions of the Fed-

124 Stat. 383 (1887). The present provision appears at 49 U.S.C. 12(1)-(3). 
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eral Trade Commission Act of 1914 have been retained almost without 
change,2 and have been specifically incorporated by statute into the 
enforcement provisions of such statutes as the Fair Labor Standards 
Act and the Packers and Stockyards Act.3 

Examination of agency statutes and implementing regulations re
veals considerable variation among the provisions. Some of the 
statutes provide for the issuance of subpenas only by agency heads, 
commissioners, or board members, while others permit delegation of 
the authority. Some of the statutes authorize subpenas only for in
vestigations .01' only in connection with adjudicatory hearings, while 
most permit their use in both kinds of agency action. The geograph
ical range within which subpenas are effective varies somewhat. And 
the methods of enforcement differ to some extent, p/articularly in the 
severity of contempt punishment that is authorized. Some provide 
in addition a separate criminal sanction for wilful refusal to obey 
the terms of a subpena. Nevertheless, further study discloses what ' 
is perhaps even more important than the differences-the simil~rities 
are substantial. Thus, agencies having both investigatory and hear
ings functions typically have subpena provisions including the follow-
ing features:· ','" . . 

L Any memberof the 'commission' (board, etc.) and any hearing 
examiner niay issue subpenas for the attendance of witnesses or 
the production ,of documents" upon request9f the government or , 

.. the resJ>onden t~ 
. ~~ The re:ach of. th~ subpena extends throughout the United 

States.' , ,. . . 
3. 'Vitness fees' are allowed in the same amount as for wit

nesses in the federal courts. 
5. Upon refusal to obey a subpena, an enforcement order may' 

be' sought in federal district court, disregard of which may be 
punished as a contempt. ." . 

Beca use' of' these basic siniilarities in the administrative subpena, 
efforts to agree 'upon a model provision have long been sought on the 
ground that uniformity would be both desirable and pract~cal. An. 
il!lportant step in this direction was taken by the President's Con
ference on Administrative Procedure which, in its final report in 1955, 
recommended the adoption of uniform subpena rules and offered for 
consideration a· number of "Illustrative Rules," although without 
expressing approval or disapproval of those examples. .' . 

Despite this recommendation there see,ms to have been no substan- . 
tial 'movement since 1955 toward uniformity along. the lines reeom:. 
mended. Even statutes enacted since that time, such as the Federal 
Aviation Act of 1958 and the Labor-Management Reporting and Dis-: 
closur~Act of i959, have been. I?atterne9. on e.arFer statutes w~t~out· 
adoptIOn of the suggested prOVISIOns. Accordingly, the,appropnate-' 
ness of. further urging. of. u,ni.form provisi.ons merits. consiCj.erati,?~ .. 
The recommendations which follOwrepreseIit;anattempt to state :pI'ln- .
cipleswhich shoul(rguide the ch9i~eofsulJP~na p~ovist~IiS iIi.repre-: 
sentativesituations, 'particularly in agen'cies tliathave irivestigatory : 
and adjudicatory functions. Gen~ralizations within this' c9i).te,xt of,: 
course 'do 'not, tra;nsfer auton1:atical1y irito bther:sitrt:itions· in which'-

238 Sta,t.;, 722.:..2:3~ .''l'he- ',present, ·prov.jsion ;lllppea:l's ;"at; 15 ~liJ;:S.C .• 49~50. ~'.;'.:: .. : ;;::;, ~,':' 
8 Fair L~bor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. 209; Packers and Stockyards Act, 7 U.S.C. 222. 
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the administrative subpena may be used for other purposes. More
over, since not an regulatory agencies have . both investigatory and 
hearing functions, it is not possible to suggest a model statute and 

. regulations that .would be appropriate throughout the federal regula
tory establishment; In particular, it should he remembered that Con
gress has never give~ a general subpena power to. some agencies wh.ich 
nevertheless have sIgruficant regulatory functIOns. The most lffi

portant cases in which no such power has been granted are the Food 
and Drug Administration and the Post Office Department. Others, ' 
such as the Immigration and Naturalization Service, have been given 
only very limited subpena powers. Accordingly, an across-the-boards 
authorization of the administrative subpena would seem inappropri
ate. 

The fact that uniformity in this sense is not altogether possible does 
not, however, by any. means justify a conclusion that the present nearly 
aimless variations in handling this matter could not be bettered by the 
use to the extent possible of guiding principles drafted to meet typical 
situations. 

B. POWER TO ISSUE SUBPENAS 

The question as to who may issue an administrative subpena can 
properly be divided to permit separate consideration of the subpena 
issued in connection wit~ the conduct of a hearing and of the investi-
gatory subpena. . 
a. Subpenas Issued in the Conduct of Hearings 

Section 7 (b) of the Administrative Procedure Act provides, in part, 
as follows: 
Officers presiding at hearings shall have authority, subject to the published rules 
of the agency and within 'its powers, to ...... '" (2) issue subpenas authorized. 
by la~,*. '" *.' .. . 
As a 'CO:hsequen~e~ in hearings governed by sections 7 and 8 of tlle: 
APA hearing officers automatically have the subpena power, .rinles~; 
the agency itself lacks the power. By 'the' sa~e token, ,an agency' 
possessing the power ,of subpena may 'not withhold that power from· 
its examiners.4 . -

There are,. however, other adjudicatory hearings not governed by 
sections 7 and 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act. There seems 
no reason for denying to hearing officers at any adjudicatory proceed
ing the subpena power. The recommendation reflects this extension. 
b. The Investigatory Subpena 

Whether investigatory subpenas must be issued by the agency head 
(or by commission or board members), or whether the power maybe 
delegated, is a question that has produced some litigation to determine 
proper construction of statutory authority. In Oudahy Packing 00., 
v. Holland IS the Court held that the Fair Labor Standards Act did 
not confer on the Administrator of the Wage arid Hour Division of 
the Department of Labor authority to delegate the power to sign and· 
issue subpenas duces tecum. Although the ,result of that case w'as in: 
effect reversed by a later Reorganization Plan giving the pO'Y~r. of 
delegation to the Secretary of Labor,6 the question remains of some'i~~ 

of, Attorney General's Manual on the Administrative Procedure Act, 74....,75· (:1,947:):; 
6315 U.S. 357 (1942). 
II Reorganization Plan No. {lJ·of 1950,64 Stat. 1263. 
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portance.because of the fact that the language in question made ap
plicable the subpena provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 
which have been adopted in several agencies.7 The Cudahy case may 
have been qualified smnewhat by the later case of Fleming v. "111oha.wk 
Wrecking & Lumber CO.8 where the Court. found, in language similar 
to that involved in Cudahy, a congressional intent to permit delega
tion. But the issue is at best uncertainly resolved. There should 
not be doubt on a question of such importance. A proper solution 
might well prov:ide statutory authorization for the subpena to be issued 
by an agency. member or any officer designated by it. Such a pro-. 
vision would permi t agencies to make their own determination, by 
supplemental rule, as to whether the power should be further dele
gated and, if so, to ·which officers.!) 

Statutes and agency rules have sometimes distinguished bebveen 
signing and issuing subpenas. But it scarcely seems logical to sepa
rate the two. It makes no sense to require signature by an agency 
member ,vhile permitting a subordinate agency official to determine in 
what particular cases the signed subpena should be completed for use. 
If agency members are too busy to examine into the issuance in each 
case, the power to sign and to issue should both be delegated. If, on 
the other hand, agency membel's prefer to keep the issuing authority 
under their personal supervision, no delegation at all should be 
a·uthorized. . 

C. GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE OF THE POWER 

Although there is substantial variation among the statutory provi
sions as to the geographical scope of the administrative subpena, much 
the most common formula permits requiring the· attendance of wit
nesses and the production of documentary evidence from any place 
in the United States 10 or, even more specifically, '.'from aily place in 
the·United States or any territory or possession thereof * * *.'~ 11 These 
provisions are comparable in principle to Rule 17 ( e) of the Federal 
Rules of Criminal. Procedure, providing that "A subpena requiring 
the attendance·ofawitness ata hearing or trialmay be served at any 
place within the United States.~' Only in a few instances is exercise 
of the power restricted to narrm,v geographical limits cmnparable to 
th,e 100-mile limit that is the customary limit under R.ule 45 (e) of the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.12 Thus, the United States Em
ployees Compensation Act imposes a 100-mile limit,13 as does the Vet
erans Benefits Act. 14 . A further variation on that formula appears in 
the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act provid
ing that if a witness resides out ·of the state and more than 100 miles 

'1 Delegation within the FTC was authorized by Reorganization Plan No. 8 of 1950, 
64 Stat. 1264.· . . 

8·S31 u:s .. 111 (1947). Cf. NLRB v;,Du'Val Jewelry Co., 357 U;S. 1 (1958) : Lewis v. 
NLRB, 357 U.S. 11 (1958). . ,. .. 

D.,The SEC, for example, may delegate the subpena power to staff Illl(mtbers, but does so 
only in response to a showing of necessity In connection with a formal order of investi
gation in a particular matter. SEC, Handbook on Enforcement 18 (1957). 

10 E.g., section 12(2) of the Interstate .Commerce Act •. 49 U.S.C. 12(2) ; section 9 of· 
the Federal Trade Commission Act. 15 U.S.C. 49. .. ! . , 

,ll E.g., section 11 of the Labor-Management Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. 161; section 18 (c) 
of the Public Utility Holding Company Act, 15 U.S.C. 79r (c). 

J.!l Rule 45 (e) also permitsscrvice.of a subpena anywhere within tbe district in wbich 
the court sits, even tbough tbe diistance may exceed 100 miles. 

:l3 5 U.S.C. 780. 
l438 U.S.C. 3311. . 
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from the place of hearing, mileage and fees for one day's attendance 
must be offered.15 

No reason is immediately apparent for the differences on this point. 
If the lOa-mile limit on service of process in federal courts is to' be 
justified, it must be on the basis of the presumably local business trans
acted in each court. But that is not necessarily applicable in adminis
trative proceedings where the place of trial is arbitrarily fixed, often 
in vVashington or at another place not necessarily convenient for wit
nesses. 

Although the more limited provision would presumably reduce the 
fees payable to witnesses who traveled more Lhan 100 miles to tbsti
fy,16 that does not seem to have been the reason for the variations, in 
the authorization of the administrative subpena. N or does there 
seem to be any reason to refuse normal mileage costs to witnesses 
whose testimony should be had. If witnesses at a distance can neither 
be compelled to attend nor assured of travel conlpensation if they 
attend vohmtarily, useful or essential witnesses will unquestionably 
be made unavailable. Abuse of the'privilege by caUsr.for unnecessary 
witnesses or documents can be controlled in other ways, as discussed 
in recomnlendation No.3, infra. Accordingly, the practice that is 
already standard in the great majority of cases should be extended. 

D. ISSUANCE TO PARTIES, QUASHING 

Section 6(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act provides that 
agency subpenas authorized by law shaH ,be issued to any party upon 
request and, as may be required by rules of procedure, upon 'a state
ment or showing of general relevance and reasonable scope 'Of the 
evidence sought. The purpose of this provision, applica;ble to both 
subpenas ad testi1ficandum and suhpenas duces tecum, is to make ad
ministrative subpenas available to private parties to the same extent 
as to agency representatives, but subject to agency control as to rele
vance and reasonable scope of the evidence sought.17 Most agencies 
have responded to this invitation by fixing the grounds upon which 
requests 'for sulbpenas will be granted or refused. A, typical provi
sion would be the fdllowing, taken from the Rules of Practice 0:£ the 
FCC: 

Any request fora subpena sbaH be snppoI'1ted by 'a ,showing of the general 
relev'ance and materiality of the evidence sought. A request rfor a subpena to 
compel a witness to produce documentary evidence shall he in writing, duly 
subscribed and verified, and 'shaH specify wiith particularity the books, papers, 
and documents desired and the facts exopected to be proved thereby. Other parties 
to the proceeding need not be served with copies of ill reque'st for a subpena. 
Any person against whom 'a subpena is directed may file a nmtion to quash or 
limit the subpena sebbing forth reasons why the subpena 'Should not be complied 
with or limited in scope. Prompt notke, including a brierf statement of tlhe rea
sons the're:for, will be given of the denial, in whole or in part, of:a request for sub
pena and of a motion to quash.1S 

It lIas been suggested, however, that it is inappropriate fur an 
agency ,that possesses the 'Subpena power t'o refuse su'bpenas applied for
by parties to the proceeding. Robert Benjamin, for example, 'has 

]533 U.S.C. 924. 
16 Cf. 5 Moore's Federal Practice, 45.09 (1951). 
17 Attorney General's Manual of the Administrative Procedure, Act 67 (1947). 
18 47 C.F.R. 1.132. 
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though:tfuny'~examined, the 'matter 'hoth 'in' 'conneCtion ,with, the su1>-
p~na ad testificandum and the suhpena duces te~um. '.' . 

In Matt~r' of :Ooney Island Dairy Prod1tcts; Gorp.; v. i JjaUiwin, '2'43' App. Div . 
. 178, the Ap'pellate Division, Third Department, held that, in the absence of 
,explicit legislation to the contrary, an outside party: is entitled to the issuance 
of ordinary subpoenas without disclosing to the agency the names of witnesses 
or the character of the testimony sought from them. This result seems to me 
sound as a matter of policy, and I do not advocate legislation to change it.' It 
is supported by the analogy of court proceedings, where the attorney for any 
party himself subscribes subpoenas in the name of the court. Where the 
a:~ency: is~,itsr!e~:nar~y t? :~he,ppoc~~~in,g.:.moreov:~r,"a J.)roced~re which requires 
the other party (and the other party alone) to disclose to his adversary in 
advance the names of his witnesses and the general line of their testimony risks 
at least the appearance of unfairness, even where the agency in fact exercises 
care to avoid unfair use of this information. There are, if is true, instances 
where- an unlimited right to, subpoena witnesses may, operate unfairly to the 
persons sllbpoenaed, as where competitors are subpoenaed to testify on an 
issue that is clearly irrelevant, or where the head of an administrative depart
ment (or the president, say, of a public utility corporation) is subpoenaeo to 
testify to matter which could as easily be established otherwise, if it is rele
vant· at all. It is not a satisfacto'ry solution of the, witness' difficulty to 

,say that he may be excused, or pis testimony excluded, at the hearing itself. But 
the problem can be met, and I believe that it should be met, as I have sug
gested above, by allowing the witness to apply to the agency to vacate the sub
poena '(it· being the witness alone, and "not the agency, 'whose interests are 
affected at tlie pre-hearing stage). The 'doctrine of the Ooney Island case is 
not, in my ,view" in conflict with, a'procedure whereby·the-witnes8 is enabled 
to invoke the protection of the agency in this way. 

'With respect to subpoenas duces tecum, there are additional considerations. 
Since an administrative agency is supposed to issue a subpoena duces tecum 
only "in a proper case," there is something to be said for ,its inquiring in 
advance whether "a proper case" exists, even where such a subpoena is 
issued at the instance of an outside party. , The burden of producing docu
mentary evidence- is, moreover, substantially greater tpatthe burden of mere 
attendance at a hearing. It is, therefore, arguable that disclosure may properly 
be required of an applicant fora subpoena duces tecum, particularly where 
the agency to which application is made is not itself a party to the proceeding 
(e.g., workmen's compensation). Nevertheless it is my view that,· ,as a gen
eral matter, the pt:ocedure that. I have s,uggested for ,an application to the 
agency by the witness (or by, any'other person whose interests would be in
vaded by the production of the documentary evidence) is sufficient, and is to . 
be preferred.19 

The Labor-Mana,gement Relations Act adopted the . essentials of 
this suggestion, providing for the grant of subpenas on application, 
but permitting the Board to revoke the suhpena upon petition by the 
subpenaed person and determination by the Board that the-
evidence whose' production is required does not relate to any matter under 
investigation, or any matter in question in such proceedings, or '" '" II< that such 
subpena does 'not describe with sufficient particularity the evidence whose pr<r 
duction is required.20 

. 

It might be argued that such a liberal provision for the issuance of 
subpenas would open the way to delay and other abuses, particularly 
where process runs throughout the United States.21 But 'an agency 

19 Benjamin, Administrative Ad:illdicattonln the State of New York, 162-164 (1942), 
20 29 U.S.C. 161. See also 29 C.F.R. 102.1, 102.31. The BOll,rd practice of issuing to 

regIonal offices and trial examiners blank subpenas bearlnlg the Board seal and a facsimile 
signature of a Board member was specificaJ.ly upheld in Lewi8 v: NLRB, 357 U.S" 11, 14-15 
(1958), See also NLRB v. Duval, 357 U.S. 1 (1958), for a description of the ,subpena 
revocatlon procedures. ' 

III See Note, Subpoenas and Due Process In AdmInistratIve Hearings, 53 Harv. L. Rev. 
342, 849 (1940). 
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need not be powerless under such a rule to protect witnesses against 
harassment and to insure orderly progress in the hearing.22 

E. FEES TO WITNESSES 

Sect.ion 10 of the Administrative Expenses Act, applicable to "de
partments," provides that witnesses summoned by subpena shall be 
paid the sa-me fees and mileage paid witnesses in the federal courts.23 

Similar provisions appear in other agency statutes and in some rules 
where the statutes Inake no provisions. It would seem proper that 
this provision be made general throughout the federal establishment. 
By requiring that the fees and mileage be paid by the party sum
moning the witness a further restraint is imposed upon calling unnec
essary witnesses; and there will be little inducement to call witnesses 
from a great distance except for compelling necessity. 

F.ENFORCEMENT 

The present exclusive route for enforcement of an administrq,tive 
subpena is by agency application for a judicial order of compliance 
which can in turn be enforced by the court's power of contempt. The 
Committee discussed alternative enforcement measures that have 
sometimes been suggested, particularly the possibility of permitting 
agencies to enforce administrative subpenas with a direct power of 
contempt rather than indirectly through a two-sbage process in the 
courts. The Committee concluded, however, that no change in exist
ing law should be recommended. The above statement thus purports 
merely to restate existing practice and is repeated here only in the 
interest of making more complete the statement of recommended 
principles relating to the administrative subpena. 

22 Cf. NLRB v. Blackstone Mfg,. 00., 123 F. 2d 633, 635 (2dJ Cir. 1941): "While we 
should indeed be jealous of any den1al of process to an employer, the Board is not 
powerless to prevent itself from being put upon by frivolous and dilatory demands." 

:IS 2,8 U.S.C. 1821 provides a basic rate of $4.00 for each day:'s attendance and 8 cents per 
mile for going from and returning to the witness' residence. . 

I 
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 15 

It 18 Recommended That-
1. Each agency subj ect to the' Administrative Procedure Act re

examine its rules and practice with regard to the provision in section 
6 (a) of the Act that "Any person compelled to appear in person 
before any agency or representative thereof shall he accorded the 
right to be accompanied, represented, and advised by counsel," to en
sure confor~ity with the following standards as a minimum in all 
agency actions and proceedings, including both public and nonpublic 
investigations. 

a. The right to be "accompanied" by counsel means the right 
of any person compelled.to appear before any agency or agency 
representative to have counsel present with him duririg any pro
ceeding or investigation. 

h. The right to be "advised" by counsel means that any person 
compelled to appear in person shall be entitled to the advice in 
confidence of counsel before, during, and after the conclusion 
of any agency proceeding or investigation for which his presence 
is compelled. 

c. The right to be "represented" by counsel means as a minimum 
that counsel for any person compelled to appear in person shall 
be permitted to make objections on the record and to argue 
briefly the basis for such objections in connection with any ex
amination of his client. 

d. In addition, each agency is urged to reexamine its rules and 
practice and to effect appropriate changes therein to the extent 
that it determines that it can properly permit persons compelled 
to appear in person in any agency proceeding or investigation to 
be examined further for the record by their own counsel following 
other questioning. 

2~ ~he right to counsel b:e .interpreted. with a view to preserving 
the hIghest concept of admInIstratrve faIrness and as generously as 
reasonable administrative efficiency permits. Agencies should r~og
nize that the ,right to counsel, including, to the extent appropriate, 
opp.ortunity for cross-examination and production of limited rebuttal 
testImony or documentary evidence, is particularly important to any 
person involved in a public investigation where implications of wrong
doing by that person are made a part of the public record. 

RECOMMENDATION 'NO. 25 

It 18 Recommended That-
1. Each agency having the power to compel testimony should afford 

t.he same right to counsel to persons who appear by request or per
mission of the agency 'as to those who are co·mpeUed to appear. 

2. The above recommendation should be given statutory form at an 
appropriate time. 
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RIGHT TO COUNSEL IN ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS 

Report of the Committee on Compliance and Enforcement Pro
ceedings in Support of Recommendations No.15 and No. 25 

THE PROBLEM OF DEFINITION' 

Despite the fact that the concept of right to counsel has long been 
regarded as fundamental to the adversary system in the Anglo
American tradition, the meaning of the expression right to counsel 
remains curiously unclear. Although the legal profession itself de
pends on the vitality of the concept, the expression continues to be 
used in at least two distinctly different ways,' often without clear 
differentiation. - , 

In some circumstances right to counsel means the right to have 
counsel provided without expense to the person whose right to repre
sentation is assured by constitutional provision or statute. This is 
the case in Federal criminal prosecutions where the Sixth Alnend
ment to the United States Constitution provides that the accused 
should "have the assistance of Counsel for his defense." This is now 
understood to mean that the defendant in Federal criminal proceed
ings, if he is himself unable to retain counsel, must ha,ve counsel pro
vided for him.l The Supreme Court has also concluded that in state 
criminal proceedings a similar right of representation at state expense 
is guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment, at least in capital cases 
and in other cases where the failure toprovide counsel would, in the 
circumstances, deny a fair tria1.2 ,The continuing evolvement of the 
constitutional principle as it applies to criminal proceedings is evi
denced by the fact that at least four members of the present Court 
have indicated their willingness, in an appropriate case, to rule that 
the accused is entitled to representation by counsel in all state crim-
inal prosecutions.3 , 

In civil litigation in ,Federal and State courts, on the, other hand, 
right to counsel means no more than that parties to such judicial pro
ceedings are entitled to retain and be represented by counsel of their 
own choice-:-and at their own expense.4 

'_, ' 

One further point should be made: In criminal 'and civil proceed
'ings alike, whatever the respective rights of representation, these 
rights extend only to the accused in criminal cases and to parties in 
civil litigation. Witnesses are not as a matter of right accorded the 

J. Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458 (1938). 
:l Powell v. Alabamn.287 U.S. 45 (1932) ; Betts v. Brady, 316 U.S. 455 (1942) : Rice v. 

Olson, 324 U.S. 786 (1945) ; Ca8h v. Culver, 358 U.S. 633 (1959) ; Chewning v. Cunning-
1wm, 368 U.S. 443 (1961). See also Symposium: The Right to Counsel, 45 Minn. L. Rev. 
693-896 (1961). : 

jI See the concurring opinion of JusticeS' Douglas and Brennan in McNeal v. Culver, 365 
U,S.109, 117 (1961), a,nd the concurring opinions of Justices Black and Douglas in Carn
ley v. Cochran. 369 U.S. 506. 517, and 520 (1962). Subsequent to the snbmission of this 
report to the Conference, the Suprem'e Court has held that the right to counsel is assllred 
by the due process clause of the :Fourteenth Amendm!'nt in all State criminal prosecutions. 
Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. (1,963.) 

4 Chandler v. Fretag, 348 U.S.·3 (1954). 
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same counsel rights, whether in Federal or State courts, and whether 
in criminal or civil litigation. ' 

In administrative proceedings the law and practice have been con:
siderably different. 

In the first place, in the administrative process there does not appear 
, to be any substantial claim that the government is obligated to provide 
counsel In administrative proceedings. It is not inconceivable that at 
some future time the Supreme Court might find such an obligation, a.s 
a matter of due process, where important civil liberties depend upon 
administrative determination (exclusion and deportation cases come 
to mind 5) ; but that time is not yet. 

Second, there is not even a clear-cut holding that due process re
quires agencies to permit, representation by retained counsel in all 
kinds of agency proceedings. To be sure, there seems little doubt that 
the right to be reI?resenred by retained ,counsel is assured by the Con
stitution at least In trial-type proceedings.6 But that has long ,been 
routinely allowed to parties in trial-type proceedings and is of course 
required by section 6 (a) of the Administrative Procedure Act, as will 
hereafter be more fully noted. . 

There remain, however, important questions of policy grounded in 
considerations of fairness, even though the issues may not rise to the 
level of constitutiona.lconcern. These questions, ,,·hich,are the subject 
of this report, relate to the extent to which the Administrative Proce
dure Act now provides, or should be amended to provide, for the right 
of witnesses in administrative proceedings, including investigations, 
to be repre,sented by counsel in those proceedings. The following 
questions will be explored: (1) 'V11at are the counsel rights of com
pel1ed ,vitnesses under section 6 (a) of the Administrative Procedure 

, Act, which accords to such witnesses "the right t.o be accompanied, 
, represented, and advised by counsel * * *"? Variant agency rules and 
practices that differentiate between the rights of ,compelled witnesses 
in adjudicatory and in investigatory' proceedings make the answer not 
as self-evoident as it seems 'in the asking. (2) Should the Administra,- , 
tive Procedure Act be amended to provide some right of representa
tion for voluntary witnesses in administrative proceedings? 

The Right to Counsel Provisions of Section 6(a) 

, As already indicated, the right of parties in trial-type administra
.tive proceedIngs to be represented by counsel seems never to have been 
seriously doubted. The troublesome issue has been that of determin
ing the extent to which, if any, witnesses in investigative proceedings 
should be allowed to appear with, and to be represented by, counsel. 

6 See United State8 em rel. Oastro-Louizan v. Zimmerman, 94 F. SllPP. 22, 25-26 (E.D. 
Pa. 1950). Cf. In re Raimondi, 126 F. Supp. 390, 393-395 (N.D. Calif. 1954) . 

., "If in any case, civil or criminal, a State or Federal court were arbitrarily to refuse' 
to hear a party by counsel, empoyed by and appearing for him, it reasonably may not be 
doubted that such a refusal wo,uld be a denial of a hearing, and, therefore, of due process in 
the constitutional sense/' Sutherland, J., in Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 69 (1932). 
See also GordoDl, Right to Counsel in AdministratiVe Proceedings, 45 Minn. L. Rev. 875, 
879,80 (1961). 

For additional material, see the following: Kramer, The Place and Function of JutHcial 
,Review in the Administrative Process, 28 Fordham L. Rev. 1, 72(1959) ; Newman, Some 
Facts on Fact-Finding by an Investigatory Com~issl~n, 13 Ad. L. Rev. 120, 127-28 (Win
ter 1960-6~); Newman, FedJeral Agency InvestigatIOns,: Procedural Rights of the Sub
poenaed WItness, 60 Mlch.L. Rev. 169, 170-71 (1961); Newman, Due Process, Investi
gations, ~nd Civil Rights, 8 V.C.L.A.L. Rev. 735 (19.61); Notes, Representation by 
Counsel III Administrative Procedings, 58 Colum. L. Rev. 395: (19G8); The Right to 
Assistance of Counsel in Administrative Proceedings, ,34 Notre D. 'Law 90 (1,958) . 
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As a matter of constitutional right, the claim has ordinarily been sum
marily dismissed, as in the following statement ,made in 1941 : 

Since the results of an investigation are not conclusive, against a witness, the 
due' process clause' would seem to impose no restraints on administrative in
quires. Thus the person investigated has no right to be present an,d hear the case 
against him, ,to cross-ex,amine other witnesses, to be represented by counsel, or 
to compulsory process.7 ' • ..... ' 

Without challenging the accuracy of that statement 'as a summary 
of then,' and probably still,8 controlling constitutional' doctrine, it is 
suffioient here to observe that there was a, general reaction against 
such lack of concern for the rights of witnesses., In the Final Report 
0/ 'the Attorney General'8 Oommittee on Administrativ'e Procedure 
all members of the Committee recommended legislation to provide for 
the' assistance of counsel, to all persons "appearing or' summoned" in 
any administrative proceeding.9 'Vhile it is not altogether clear from 
the recommended language how extensive would have been the par
ticipation permitted to such counsel, and wh~her "'administrative 
proceedings" -included investigations, still the recommend,ation called 
for significant departure from existing practice in' many agencies; 

Section 6 (a) of the Administratiye Procedure Act, as finally en
acted in 19,46, went nearly, but not quite, as far as the recommenda
tions of the Attorney General's Committee. As enacted in 1946 (and 
not since amended) the right to counsel pO,rtions of sootion 6 (a) read 
as follows: 
. ,Any perSIOn compelled to appear in person before any agency 'or represent3.~ive 

thereof shall. be accorded the right to be accompanied, represented, and ad
yised by counselor, if permitted by the ,agency, by other qualified representative. 
Every party shall he accorded the right to appear in person or by or with cou:dsel 
or other duly ,qualified representative in any agency proceeding * * *. Nothing 
herein shall be construed either to grantor to deny to any persiOn who is not 
a lawyer the right to appear for or represent others before any agency or in any 
agency proceeding.10 

. , . . . . . 

The nature of the representation by counsel contemplated by section 
6 ( a) was little discussed in the congresisonal debates preceding enact
ment of the Administrative Procedure Act, perhaps because it was 
generally understood to mean what Congressman ",Valter stated: . 
The right of representation contemplated by the bill means full representation as 
the term is understood in the courts of law.ll 

Congressman Walter's statement is itself somewhat ambiguous in view 
of the fact that counsel rights in "courts of law" may vary dependmg 
on whether the person who seeks representation is the accused in a 

7 Note, Rights of Witnesses in Administrative In'Vestlgatlons, 54 Harv. L. Rev. 12,14, 
1216-17 (1941). See also Bowle8 v. Baer, 142 F. 2d 787 (7th Cir. 1944). 

,:; See Anonymou8 v. Baker, 360 U.s,. 287 (1959) (no right to counsel for witnesses com
pelled to appear before state court judge In nonpublic inquiry into alleged unethical prac
tices of attorneys) ; In re Groban, 352 U.S. 330 (1957) (no right to counsel for witnesses 
before fire marshal investigating causes of fires in nonpubl1c proceeding). 

II Final Report 193, 219 (1941). 
10 60 Stat. 240 (1946),5 U.S.C. section 1005(a) (1958). 
Neither discussion nor recommendation is here included of related questions which seem 

tl) have been resolved with reasonable success by the Administrative Procedure Act or ' 
which faJI within the jurisdiction of other, committees. These matters may be sumnia.rized 
as follows: (1) Section 6 (a) leaves for individual agency determination the question of 
what person's other than lawyers will be allowed to practice before the agency, as well as 
the qnestion of speCial requIrements even for lawyers to practice before :l particular agency. 
(2) The Administrative Procedure Act is silent on the question of the grounds on which an 
agency may d'eny counsel the right of.uppearance before it for disciplinary reasons. 

uS. Doc. No. 248, 79thCong., 2d sess., entitled "Administrative Procedure Act-
Legislative History," 362-363 (1947). ' 
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federal criminal prosecution, a party in civil litigation, or a witness 
in either criminal or civil proceedings. However, congressional'iil
tent takes onaddittional meaning from the comment of the Senate 
Judiciary .Committeee Hepon when it added the word "represented" 
to the previously specified guarantees that a person compelled.to .ap
pear could be "accompanied" and "advised" by counsel. 

(3) In the first sen tenceaiter "accompanied" insert a comma and the word 
"repl'eBented," so thatcoullisel may present [sic] as well as adv~se. There seems 
to be no reason why this change should not be made. That is the me3Jning. of 
the sentence. In most cases, even where the party' must be personally present as 
in judicial proceedings of a criminal nature, the representation by' cqli~sel may 
be helpful both to the agency concerned and to the party.12. . 

. The A ttorney General' 8 .frf anual on the A dm.inistTative Procedure 
Act indicates the same understanding.IS .The Manual makes an. addi-
tional point as well: . 
It is clear, of course, that this provision relates o~ly to Verson.5 '''hose .ap
pearance is compelled or commanded, and does not extend to persons who 'appear 
voluntarily or in response to mere request by an agency. Where alJpearance' is 
compelled, whether as'a party or as a witness, the right to counsel exist.H 

As the materials in the appendix to this memorandum indicate, the 
federal administrative agencies have responded to the counsel pro
'vision in section 6 (a) with a variety of implementing regulations. To 
the extent that a pattern is discernible, only these generalizatidnf:l "Seem 
possible: First, among the major regulatory agencies examined,15 rio 
.agency purports to.deny right to counsel to persons summoned before 
the agency or its representative; but some lim.it the function of couns¢l 
for such compelled witnesses in ways that may conflict with section 

. 6 (a) .. "Second, apparently 'no major agency guarantees by rule.or reg
ulations'the right ofunc'ompelled witnesses to be represented by coun'
sel, although in varying degrees representatiori by counsel may be 
permitted to such voluntary witnesses. . 

Only two years before the enactment of the Adlninistative Proce
dure ACt the Seventh Circuit' had held in Bowles v. Baer 16 that the 
.Administrator of the Office of Price Administration . could compel a 
person to testify and produce documents in a nonpublie investiga
tion in the absence of counsel and a court reporter retained by the wit
ness who had responded to agency subpena. By providing in section 
6 (a) that persons compelled to appear should be accorded "the' right 

.to be accompanied, represented, and advised by counsel," at the :very 
least Congress intended to reverse the holding in Bowles v. Baer. 
Professor Davis puts it di.rectly: "If the person is 'compelled to appear 
in person,' he is entitled to eouIls~1." 17 Obvious though thi~ .might 
seem, the low~r federal courts, for a' tilne at least; condoned an ap
parent exception where the Internal Revenue Service refused to; permit 
a witness to be represented by his choice of counsel because that coun-

12 Id. at 26. 
:13 A ttorney General's :Manual 61 (1947). 
14 Id. at 61-62. -
15 Department of Agriculture, Atomic Energy Commission, Civil Aeron!liI1tics Board, 

·Federal Aviation Agency, Fede:r.al Communications .Commission, Federal Trade Commission. 
Food and Drug Administration. Immigration and Naturalization Service, Department of 
Labor, National Labor Reh1Jtiolls Bonrd, Post Office Department, and Securities and 
Exchange Commission. 

;1.6142 F. 2d 787 (7th Cir. 1944). ISee also Bilokums:ky v. Tod, 263' U.S. 149,156 
(1923) ; Low Wah Suey v. Backus. 225 U.S. 460, 470 (1912.). Compare, in exempt agencies, 
Niznik v. United States, 173 F. 2d 328, 336 (6th Cir.), cert. den. 337 U.S. 925 (1949) ; 
United States v. Pitt, 144 F. 2d 169,172 (1944) (dictum). 

171 Davis, Administrative Law Treatise, § 8.10 (1958). 
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sel was also representing the taxpayer about whose affairs the witness 
was being questioned.18 These rulings, however, were rejected in 
Backerv. Oommissioner 19 where the Fifth Circuit held the witness en
titled to his choice of counsel, even though that cOUl1sel also repre
sented the taxpayer whose affairs were under inquiry. It was found 
that there was no showing that the witness' selection of counsel was 
other than his own choice and, more important, the court held that 
the text of section 6 ( a) required the result. . 

vVe recognize that what is in issue here is not the constitutional right to 
counsel. However, it is a statutory right. The term "right to counsel" has 
always been construed to mean counsel of one's choice * '" *. We think this is 
the plain and necessary meaning of this provision of the law. When Congress 
used the term "right to be accompanied, represented, and advised by counsel," 
it must h~veused the language in the regularly accepted connotation * '" "'.20 

The effect of section 6 (a), then, seems to be this. By the second 
sentence of ,section 6 (a) parties to administrative proceedings lllay 
"appear in person or by or with counsel * * ~'." This is not chal
lenged. The significant change in existing law was the provision in 
the first sentence of section 6(a) that persons "compelled to appear 
in person before any agency or representative thereof shall be ac
corded the right to be accompanied, represented, and advised by 
counsel * * *." The right to be "accompanied" by counsel is clear 
enough in assuring the right to bring retained COlllsel before the 
agency or its representative. Similarly, the significance of the right 
to be "advised" by counsel is not doubtful, authorizing accompallying 
counsel to advise in confidence about the propriety of agency proceed
ings or questions. The legislative history shows that additional of 
the right to be "represented" by counsel. ,vas no inadvertence. Thus, 
as Judge Tuttle said in Baclcerv. Oommissioner: 

It is clear that the right to counsel guaranteed under· the Administrative 
Procedure Act is much broader than the right to ha\'e an attorney advise him 
relative to his rights under the Fifth Amendment. The Act says such counsel 
may accompany,· represent, and advise the witJ:).ess, without any limitation.21 

It thus appears that section 6(a), in fixing the right to counsel, 
abandoned the distinction that had earlier been cOlnmonly drawn be
tween trial-type and investigatory proceedings .. Rather it dist.in
guishes between the rights of the person compelled to appear (to be 
accompanied, represellted, and advised by counse]) and the rights 
of the voluntary. witness (whatever the agencies choose to permit). 
Examination of agency practice, however, demonstrates that this 
point has not always been observed. As a result, some agencies con
tinue to make right to counsel depend upon the nature of t.he agency 

18 Torras v. Stradley, 103 F. Supp. 737 (N.D. Ga. 1952) ; United States v. Smith, 87 
F. Supp. 293 (D. Conn. 194!). 

]9.275 F. 2d 141 (5th Cir. 1960). 
2Q Id. at 144. Cf. SEC Rule 3(c). 
, ..... '" .but slich counsel may not represent any other witness or any person being 

investigated. unless permitted in the discretion of the officer conductillg the investigation 
or of the Commission upon being satisfied that there is no conflict of interest in such 
representation and thnt the presence of identical counsel for other witnesses or persons 
being investigated would not tend! to hinder the course of the investigation." 17 C.F.R. 
~ 20.l.3(c). 

t."'J. ld. at 143. ,Compl1re the practice of the SEC !liS described! by Professor Louis Loss: 
"\Vitnesses in an SEC investigation are grantedl the right to be accompaniedl by counsel. 

Eut counsel's role is limited to advising the witness of his constitutional privilege against 
self-ill crimination (which the officer condu·cting the investigation is instructed to do in an~' 
event) and to objecting to questions which assertedly exceed the scope of the order of 
investigation or which are improper on the ground of one of the common law privileges." 
III Loss, Securities Regulation 1954-55 (2d ed. 1961). 

20-101-63--16 
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proceeding rather than, ,upon whether the person whose rights are in 
.gue:;;ti,<?n: i,s a :~9p1-pell~,d C?r.a vol u~ltary witness. . . -.' - - .: . 

The critical question, then, is one o.f determining what rights, as a 
minimum, are accorded to. a person entitled to be "accompanied, rep
resented, and advised" by counsel. As indicated in Co.nference 
Recommendation N.o. 15,( 1), the bundle of rights should be defined 
a~follows: ... ; :, _. __ _ 

1. The right to be "u,ccom pa;ni~d" ,'by couriselmeans' -the .,right 
o.f any perso.n compelled to. appear before any agency or agency 
representative to have counsel present with him during any pro-
ceeding or investigation. .' . ' 

2. The right to be "advised" by counsel mealIs that any person 
compelled to. appear iI1p~r$on-shalI be entitled to the.a9-yi,ce~ ~n 
confidence of qualified counsel of his choice before, duting, and 
after the conclusion of any counsel of his choice before, during,· 
and after the co.nclusion of any agency proceeding 0.1' investiga-
tio.n fo.r which his presence is compelled. , 

3. The right to be "represented" by counsel means as a minimum 
that counsel for any person .compelled to appear in person shall 
be permitted to make objections on the record' and to argue 
briefly the basis for such ,obje~tions in connection with any agency 
examInation of his client. . 

4. In addition, each agency ,is urged to re-exanline its rules 
and practice and to effect appropriate changes therein to the ex
tent that it determines that it can properly permit persons com
pelled to appear in person in any agency proceeding or investi
gation to be examined further for the record by their own counsel 
following other questio.ning. 

The Voluntary Witness and Right to Counsel 

As noted above, the right to representation by retained. counsel is 
apparently recognized tod~y in all federal administrative agencies in 
trial-type proceedings. Indeed, due process would pro.bably require 
that result, at least as to. parties in such proceedings. Moreover,a.lso 
as ,no.ted above, section 6 (a)' of the Admin,istrative Procedure Act 
apparently contemplates the same representati.on rights for compelled 
witnesses in agency proceedings, including investigations. Section 
6 (a), however, does not require the same counsel provisions for wit.., 
nesses in administrative agency investigations who appear voluntarily 
or at the request of the agency. 

It should be remembered that there is probably no. constitutional 
issue involved. Even where witnesses have been compelled to appear 
without counsel in secret investigatio.ns into a.lleged unethical conduct 
by lawyers 22 and into causes of fire/ 3 the Supreme Court has upheld 
the denial of counsel against constitutional challenge. A fortiori, it 
could be argued, the voluntary witness has no constitutional claim to 
counsel. Moreover, in Hannah v. Larche 24 the Supreme Court indi-

22 Anonymous v. Baker, 360 U.S. 287 (1959,). 
23 In re Groban, 352 U.S. 330 (1957). 
;l4363 U.S. 420, 446-448 (1961). It should be remembered. howe,ver, that the question 

there was exclusively constitutional. There was, therefore, no discussion of the statutory 
significance of section 6(a) of the Administrative Procedure Act. Cf. Smith v. General 
'l'ruck Dr'iverS<" .Etc., 181 F. Supp. 14 (S.D. Calif. 1960) ; Application of Compton, 2 Ad. 
L. 2d 76 (N.D. Tex. 1951). 
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cated in dictum that it found no constitutional defects in FTC and 
SEC rules limiting the participation in agency inv~stigations <?f coun
sel retained QY ,witnesses cOplpelled to appear .. T.he Issue, then, IS solely 
OIie at-policy. In particular, the question here IS whether the counsel 
rights of the voluntary witness should be materially less than those of 
the compelled w,itness, as is now permitted by section 6 (a) of the 
Administrative Procedure Act. 

In the investigative process agencies of course depend in part on the 
ultimate sanction of compulsion by suhpena with threat of contempt 
for failure to respond. But it is perfectly apparent 'that most i~vesti
gativeactivities are conlmenced, and successfully concluded, wIthout 
a .. ny compulsion; indeed, in most cases, there is not eyen a ~hreat of 
resort to subpena. The truth is that the compelled WItness IS the ex
ception. The large bulk of investigations, inspections, examinations, 
and requests for documents are made to 'willing and cooperative wit
nesses 'who may themselves have filed the charges being investigated or 
who at least do not believe they have any reason to withhold answers 
to questions or to resist the production of documents. ' 

Perha.ps the trouble is with the word "investigation," an umbrella 
,term und~r which a wide variety of quite different practices find se
mantic shelter. Thus awkwardly grouped together may be found 
such disparate practices as the inspection of factory. ~nd food proc-

. essing lines by the FDA and the DepartInent of Agriculture; inspec
tion and copying of records by the Wage and Hour and Public Con
tracts Divisions of the Department of Labor; seizure and exa,mination 
of mail by post-office inspectors; physical examinations of aliens; air
craft accide.nt investigations by the C ... -\B ; and the public hea,ripgs into 
eeonomic matters that may occasionally be conducted by the FTC or 
the SEC. It is readily apparent that these activities have little in 
common save the name "investigation.~' l\foreover, it seems clear 'that 
in many of these proceediligs right to counsel is of little moment; but 
equally dear is the fact that sometimes it may be of eritical im
portance-so important that witnesses may refuse to answer at all, 
except in response to process. It is likely in important cases that the 
probable subject of an investigation will have been forwarned by coun
sel not to answer until counsel is present. 25 As a matter of fact. im
portant consequences may depend- upon viThether submission is volun
tary or in response to subpena. The privilege against se.If-incrimina
tion may be lost by voluntary submission as mav the benefit 'of im
munity statutes. In addition, the voluntary giving of access to :files 
may waive the attorney-client privilege.26 . . 

Agency arguments against allowing representation for the non
compelled witnesses in an investigation center about the proposition 
that ~he ~resence of a~ attorney will unduly impede the effiCiency of an 
exam~nat.lOn. AssumIng, then, as above developed, that there is no 
constItutIonal right to counsel at this point, the policy questions ap
pear to be two: (1) How important to· administrative efficiency is the 
~ractice of restri?ting access to counsel in administrative investiga
tIons? (2) Ho:v Important to administrative fairness is the provision 
for representatIon by counsel to the noncompelled witness in adminis
trative investigations ~ 

25 See Stephan. The Investigated Client in Anti-Trust .Maltters and His Attorney, 13 
Ad. L. Rev. 35 (Fall 1960). 

28 Id. at 46. 
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1. Right to Counsel and Administrative Efficiency. . Although 
any answer to this question must necessaTily be tentative because based 
in part on irnrponderables, at least three propositions can be advanced 
with some confidence. 

( a) Most interrogations of witnesses and demands for documents 
will be unaffected by a rule permitting or denying counsel. It has 
been suggested above that most witnesses called upon in the course of 
an administrative investigation will answer questions or produce re
quested documents, either because they have filed the charges leading 
to investigation, are cooperating with the charging party, or are non
objecting participants in a routine inspection or a fact-finding study. 
It is inconceivable that any appreciable number of witness in these 
categories would wish to retain counsel in connection with such an 
investigation. The only witnesses who would be likely to retain 
counsel if permitted would be those against whom an investigation is 
directed as suspected wrongdoers and potential respondents in future 
administrative proceedings, other civil actions, or even criminal 
prosecutions. 

(b) vVhere the witness in an investigation is himself the potential 
-respondent or defendant, the agencies seem clearly correct in their 
contention that auestioning of witnesses and examination of documents 
can proceed nlore expeditiously in the absence of eounsel, at least if the 
witness does not for that reason refuse cooperation, thus necessitating 
subpena. The normal function of counsel, to ad vise clients about legal 
problen).s whieh the e:lients might not themselves anticipate or under
stand, might be regarded from the·ageney standpoint as an embarrass
ment that eould undesirably limit the ageney's freedom of inquiry. 
Counsel might, for example, eaution against making files or premises 
fully available on grounds of unreasonably extensive scope of the 
inquiry; might advise against answering particular questions on 
grounds of the privilege against self-inerimination, for lack of per
tinenoe to the subject matter of the investigation, or for other reasons; 
and counsel might seek to question his own client or to cross-examine 
other witnesses. ,These of course are the traditional functions of 
counsel. In short, what the agencies apparently most fear is that 
counsel .might seek to "take over'" the investigation. by making and 
arguing ·the basis for objections, prompting answers, explaining an-
swers, and generally discouraging full witness corporation. . 

perhaps in some instances an attorney might, as a matter of sound 
str1,ttegy, urge full disclosure eveli without compulsory process where, 
absent snch advice, the client might be rehictant to cooperate; but 
many agency officials prefer to continue whatever limitations on repre
sentatlon by counsel can be imposed \vithin thelimit? of que prOC8SS. 

(c} Provision for connsel should sometimes expedite investigation 
because the witness who might otherwise refuse disclosure except after 
subpena might be willing, with counsel present to advise him, to 
answer whatever questions, and to produce whatever documents, would 
reasonably be compellahle by subpena. This is not at all an un
li~ely result in view o·f the fact that most persons or buslnesses having 
any reason to suspect agency action will be armed. with l~gal advice 
as to the response to make to investigative inqu'ii>ies. It seems en
tjrely reasonable to anticipate that an ordinarily prudent and com
petent attorney, if he is denied the opportunity to accom.pany his elient 
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in person, wiI] advise his client to decline response or production except 
upon compulsion by subpena. On this assumption it can be argued 
that the availability of retained counsel. to witnesses in investigatory 
proceedings win in some~ perhaps many, instances actually facilitate 
conduct of the investigation. 

2. Right to Counsel and Administrative Fairness. Also difficult 
to evaluate is the extent to which denial of representation by counsel 
for noncompelled 'witnesses results in unfairness to witnesses who are 
asked to answer questions or produce documents. To say that it does 
not amount to a denial of due process is not to ans\ver the question 
fully. The real question is 'whether there are values in provision for 
counsel to the noncompelJed witness sufficient to justify whatever ad
ministrative inconvenience results therefrom. It might be argued that 
the very fact that a number of agencies resist such provision is some 
evidenc'e that there are significant benefits to the prospective respond
ent which the agency seeks to liniit by the rule of denial. This a,rgu
ment gains some force from a reminder of the function served by coun
sel-advising not only on preservation of constitutional rights, but as
sisting clients in preservation of other rights given by statute, regu
lation, common law privilege, or even custom. To the extent that 
la,vyers hold themselves out as more expert in these matters than the 
clients they advise, la wyers urge that they provide something of value 
for those who retain them. Accordingly, they contend that to deny 
witnesses such counse1 is to limit to that extent the ability of wit
nesses to meet and respond to agency inquiry and possible future action 
accompanied by sanction. 

In answer to the agency argument that investigations do not try 
ultim.ate facts on which sanctions depend, answer can be made that 
the findi.ngs of an investigation may wen determine whether any ad
ministrative or other action will be conmlenced and indeed may sub
stantially affect the final outcome of agency action.27 

Perhaps most telling of all reasons for ~iccording counsel rights to 
the nonconlpelled witness comparable to those available to the com
pelled witness is that it seems unreasonable-even unfair-to tell a 
person who responds voluntarily to an agency request that his very 
willingness to cooperate denies him the full representation by counsel 
that is assured to the reluctant witness who appears under compulsion. 
It seems regrettable to penalize cooperation ,,,hile appearing to reward 
recalcitrance. The witness who is a ware of the difference in rights, 
but who prefers the comfort of counsel by his side, may be converted 
from a voluntary witness to one who appears only in response to 
process. Indeed, proper concern for his own best interests may well 
dictate exactly that course of conduct. Such distinctlons are scarcely 
calculated to increase respect for the administrative process; and the 
underlying policy may even beself.-defeating to the extent that it 
discourages cooperation in agency investigations. 

For the foregoing reasons the Committee concluded, as stated in 
Con ference Recommendation No. 25, that the 'same counsel rights 
should be pr:ovided for voluntary as for compelled witnesses. It is 
recommended that this principle be implemented by statute at an 

::. See in the Appendix the rules, e.g .. of the FTC, Department of Labor, NLRB. and 
SEC which specifically permit u~e of investigative findings in subsequent proceedings 
which may result in civil or criminal sanctions. 
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appropriate time. Reasons in supp'ort of Recommendation No. 25 are 
set forth below . 

. Coverage of the Recommendation. In recommending that "each 
agency" should afford the same comlsel rights to noncompelled ,~s. to 
compelled witnesses, the Committee intends broad rather than restric
tiye coverage. That is, whatever the reach of section 6 (a) of the 
Administrative Procedure Act in its provision for right to 'counsel 
as to compelled witnesses, the Committee believes that the same 
thrust should apply as to noncompelled witnesses in those agencies 
bound by section 6 ( a ) . . 

Right to Counsel·for the Noncornpelled Witness and the Inves
tigatory Process. On first consideration it lnay seem startling to 
suggest that virtually all agency inquiries, including even the most 
routine, could be converted at the will of the person questioned into a 
dialogue in the presence 6f counsel. And of course it is true that 
many, perhaps most, agencies are extensively engaged in questioning 
large numbers of individuals about a wide variety of matters. To tRke 
only the most obviol,ls (apart, for the moment, from security agencies 
like the FBI), the Social Security Agency, the Veterans Administra
tion, and other claims adjudicating agencies question many thou
sands of individuals each year .. M:anifestly, if an attorney were to be 
present in all those cases, offering advice to his client, making objec., 
tions, and requesting leave for furnishing further evidenee, routine 
administration might become hopelessly bureaucratized. However, 
that specter is unreal for at least four reasons: 

, a. It is perfectly apparent that among an the vast number 
of persons who appear before agency personnel, either on their 
own initiative or in response to a.gency request, only a very few 
would ever appear ,vith counsel no matter ho\" freely the op
portunity might be accorded. For nearly all the subject matter 
of the citizen's inquiry or the -agency's questioning is rout:ine, 
pure and simple. 

b. Even where representation by counsel is not nmv available 
as a matter of right, agency representatives ordinarily respect a 
request by a person who is to be subjected to agency questioning 
that he be allowed to be accompanied and represented by coun
seL Indeed, in ordinary civil matters refusal of such a request 
seriously made. would seem peculiarly ina.ppropriate. 

e. There remain, then, the very few instances in wl~ieh an. 
agency might anticipate a real advantage frdm qiwstioning a. per
son not accompanied by counsel. 1Vhat advantage?: One won
ders unless there is here manifest some latent distrust of thefunc
tion of counsel or-incredibly-a desire to qpestion a person 
free of the possibly restrictive advice counsel might provide. as 
to constitutional rights' or clarification counsel might offer as 
to rights provided by statute or regulation. . 
. d. There is a further' very significant reason for finding it 

difficult to. imagine just what justification~apart from siIl)ple 
convenience--can, be offered for differentiating between the com
pelled and the noncompelled witness. Under our system no per
son can be forced to comply with even an official request for an 
appearance against his will except in response to an official com
mand such as arrest or subpena. Indeed, no one can be com
pelled to respond to any questions where there is danger of se1£-



incrimination. The short of it is that no agency can assure the 
answering of questions or even require the appearance of an un
~illing witness except by, subpena;. Thus" ~ny prospective wit
ness who prefers to respond only In the presence of counsel can 
refuse. to honor a request and can refuse to answer questions or 
furnish evidence except in response to official subpena. But once 
a subpena has been issued, section 6 (a) assures the right of coun
sel. The fact is, then, that no person whom an agency might 
wish to question need appear without counsel if that is his 
choice. He need only refuse to appear except in response to 
subpena. 

The wary and well-advised witness can always assure himself of 
counsel if he thinks it important. Only the unknowing rimy be mis
led into believing that he has no effective way to enforce his right to 
counsel where an agency requests his appearance. It is unseemly for 
the law to permit, almost to encourage, placing, at a disadvantage 
those who are unsophisticated in the intricacies of the APA. More
over, no' witness should, be put in the position of having to appear 
recalcitrant in order to assure his right to legal representation. 

One, q~lestion remains. Some have suggested that" however valid 
may b~the foregoing argument as to persons summoned by an agency, 
still it is not reasona:ble to require an agency to permit representation 
by counsel, of. every person who, unrequested by the agency, has a 
question or informatIOn to volunteer. If a problem is anticipated 
in this' respect~however unlikely that might be-the recommenda
tion off~rs prQtection agail1st the unsolicited and unwelcome volunteer. 
In assuring right to cou~s'el as to "persons who appear by request 
or permission of the " ageI),cy," the recommendation would allow an 
agency to refusl3,its permission for a request to be heard by any person 
not dIrectly affected by agency action, thus avoiding as well any in
sistence on representation by counsel. B~t, where an agency does hear 
a person; either~nresponse to its own request, or pursuant to its 
grant of p~rITlission, the CQmmittee is not persuaded that a request for 
representation'by counsel should be within the discretionary power of 
the il,gency to grant or deny, except of course, upon a decision to forego 
questioning.,. ' ' 

It will be noted that the recommendation, as presented, is addressed 
to the agencies for modification of their own rules and practice where 
riecessary, rather than addressed to the Congress for amendment of 
section 6 (a) of the Administrative Procedure Act. As was perhaps 
the ,sense, of, the Conference, this recommendation is not necessarily a 
matter'of sufficient IIloment to constitute 'by itself the first amendment
to, the 'Administrative Procedure Act since its enactment, in 1946; 
Howeve~, as an.indication of the real importance of the proposal, the 
Committee does recommend incorporation of this suggestion into statu-
tory form at an "appropriate time." , ' 

The Committee would consider anY,of three times to be "aPI?ropri
ate", in the sense here il1tended:, (1) If the agencies do not WIthIn a 
reaso. nah!~ 'tiJ?e, c.o;nf~r~ their pr:actices .t~ this recommendation, sep
arate legIslatIOn-requIrIng complIance may become necessary .. ' (2) On 
the other hand, if the agencies generally adopt the principle here 
recommended, legislation may become desirable as a codification of 
what would,then be existing practice. (3) In any event, the Com
mittee believes that the sense of this recommendation should be in-
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corporated into any eventual proposal for a general revis~on of the 
Administrative Procedure Act. 

Public Investigations and Implications of Wrongdoing 

As already stated, the Committee on Compliance "and Enforcement 
P.roceedings believes that the right to he' represented by counsel means, 
as a minimum, that counsel for lany person 'who is ~ompened or per
mitted to "appear in person -should 'be allowed ,tlO make objections on 
the record and to argue briefly the basis for such abjections in connec
tion with any agency ex'amination of his client. (Recommendation 
No., 1 (3) ) . To the extent feasible the Committee urges agencies to 

,allow counsel to examine their 'clients further ,for the record follow
jng other questioning.' (Recommendation No. 1( 4) ). 

The Committee believes further that it\vould be desirable to extend 
even greater rights of participation by counsel in some kinds of pro
ceedings. Realizing the difficulty of specifying precisely the extent of 
participation by counsel appropriate for the w~de variety of agency 
proceedings and investigations, the Committee urges only that the 
right to counsel be interpreted as generously as reasonaJble '3.idm.rnis
tratve,efficiency permits, while preserving the highest concept of ad
ministrative fairness. By way of illust.ration the Commit,tee ca.l'ls at
tention to, one recurring source of friction arising out of some public 
investigations. The problem arises most acutely. in investigations in ' 
which the public record contains implications 'of wrongdoing 'against 
persons a~ppearingin response t'Oag~ncy request or· process. In sev
eral recent, and some still pending, eases complaint has been made of 
agency unfairness through ~enilal of counsel's right to participate 
beyond mere presence and ,advice without opportunity to provide 
representation 'adequ:ate to respond to implications of wrongdoing in 
the publio record. 28 , ' 

The Committee oolieves that, to the extent that investigations are 
likely to make public disdosure of 'actual' or apparent wrongdoing" 
procedures more comparable to those -appropri'ate in adversary pro
ceedings would be desirable.29 This would include greater opportu
nity for participation by counsel than might be appropriate in a non
public investigation.' Since the 'agency ordinarily can choose 'whether 
a particular investigation should be publicoI' not, the decision to make 
it public should include provision for 'safeguards appropriate to the 
nature of the proceeding. ' 

:J8 See, e.g., FCC v. Schreiber. 201 F. Supp. 421' (1962) (counsel not entitled, to partici
pate in public investigation beyond 'giving advise to client in confidence) ; In the Matter of 
Warehouse Distribtltors, Inc. (nonpublic investigation), BNA Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. 
No:-- 48, June 12, 1962, at page A-9 (counsel not permitted to object to questions or 
answers, make statements on the record,' or to examine his client) ; 'In the Matter of St. 
Regis Paper Co., BNA Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. No. 25, Jan. 2. 1962, at page A-9) 
(counsel limited to advising, client). In a public investigation of milk pricing ilL Indiana, 
to which Kroger Co. and other food chains were summoned', counsel waS' limited, by. the 
hearing examiner to advising his client; but a temporary restraining order was secured to 
restrain examiner from dlenying right to make objections, statements on record, and 
cross-examination of other witnesses. Kroger CO. ,Y. Lemke. BNA Antitrust & Trade Reg. 
Rep. No. 44, May 15, 1962, at page A-l. , 

.29 An example of agency discretionary grant of additional counsel rights appropria,te to 
a particular proceeding appears in FTC v. Washington Fish & Oyster Co., 271 F. 2,d 39 
(9th Cir. 1959). In that case the FTC applied to the Ninth Circuit for an order enforcing 
a cease and desist order entered under section 2 (c) of the Clayton Act, as amended by 
the, Robinson-Patman Act. The request for enforcement was based! on the results of an' 
investigation which tendedl to show noncompliance with the cease and desist order. The 
court noted that in the investigation, which had a: Quasi:adjudicatory, aspect, the compalllY 
had "full and ample opportunity to cross-examine all witnesses and examine all documents, 
and availed itself of that opportunity." Id'. at 41. 



APPENDIX 

STATUTES AND REPRESENTATIVE AGENCY RULES 
RELATING TO RIGHT TO COUNSEL IN INVESTIGATORY 
PROCEEDINGS 

Section 6(a) of the Administrative Procedure Act 

SEC. 6. Except as otherwise provided in this Act-
( a) ApPEARANCE.-Any person compelled to appear in person before 

any agency or representative thereof shall be accorded the right to be 
accompanied, represented, and advised by COUllsel or, if permitted by 
the agency, by other qualified representative. Every party shall be 
accorded the right to appear in person or by or with counselor other 
duly qualified representative in any agency proceeding. So· far as 
the orderly conduct of public business pernlits, any interested person 
may appear before any agency or its responsible officers or employees 
for the presentation, adjustment, or determination of any issue, re
quest, or controversy in any proceeding (interlocutory, summary, or 
otherwise) or in cOlmection with any agency function. Every agency 
shall proceed with reasonable dispatch to conclude any matter pre
sented to it except that due regard shall be had for the convenience 
and necessity of the parties or their representatives. Nothing herein 
shall be construed either to grant or to deny to any person who is not 
a lawyer the right to appear for or represent others before any agency 
or in any agency proceeding. 

Department and Agency Statutes and Regulations 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Investigative Autlwrity.-The Perishable Agricultural Commod
ities Act of 1930 authorizes the Department to investigate any com
plaint filed with the Secretary alleging that someone has viola,ted the 
Act. 7 U.S.C. § '499f (c). The Packers and St;ockyards Act of 1921 

. gives the Secretary the investigative and other enforcement powers 
possessed by the FTC. 7 U.S.C. § 222. The Department's Rules of 

. Practice provide that investigations shall be conducted upon informal 
complaints charging violation of the Act. 9 C.F.R. § 202.23.. To 
the same effect, see the Rules of Practice adopted by the Secretary for 
the Federal Seed Act. (7 U.S.C. §§ 1551-1610.) 7 C.F.R. §§ 33.17, 
201.151. 

The Commodity Exchange Act em.powers the Secretary to "make 
such investigations as he may deem necessary to ascertain the facts 
regarding the operations of boards of trade * * *." He is. also em
powered to "investigate marketing conditions of commodity and com
modity products and byproducts, including supply and demand for 
these commodities, cost to the· consumer, and handling and transporta
tionc~a.rges." 7 U.S.C. § 12. 

237 
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Right to Oounsel.-N 0 right to counsel in investigations is specified 
in agency regulations. For example, the Rules of Practice applicable 
to the Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act and the Packers and 
Stockyards Aot say nothing about representation by counselor right 
of cross-examination during iny~tIgatory proceedings. 7 C.F .R. 
§ 47.3; 9 C.F.R. § 202.3. HoweYer,in adjudicatory proceedings regu
lations provide that "the parties may appea.r in person or by counsel 'Or 
other representative." 7 C.F.R.. § 47.15 (d) (I)'. See also 7 C.F.R. 
§§1.26; 47.32;9. C~F.R. §§ 202.11,202.29,202.48. 'Vith reference to 
t.he Federal Seed AC1t, see 7 C.F.R. §§ 33.17, 201.151~. With re,ference 
to the Commodity Exchange Commission, see 17 C.F.R. § 0.53. 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

Investigative At"thoritY:.~The bommis~i6n is auth0'rized t.o· "make 
such st.udiesand investigations, * * * and hold such me.etingsor hear
ings as* * * [it] may deem necessary or proper to assist it in exercis-
ing any of its statutory functions.· 42 U.S.C. 2201( c). . : 

Right to Ommsel.-In informal hearings (including investigatory 
and rulelllaking proceedings, 10C.F.R. § 2.708) the Rules of Practice 
do not provide for counselor cross-examinatron. 10 C.F.R. § 2.720. 
However, in a formal hearing "a person Inay a.ppea.r in person or be 

. represented by an attorney at law in good standing * *'*. Presiding 
officers ma,y permit qualified individuals having scientific training 0'r 
experience to participate in behalf of a pa.rty in the presentation of 
evidence." 10 C.F.R. § 2.704 (b). . 

·CIVIL.AERONAUTICS BOARD 

jnve8tig~tive Authority.-The Board is empowered to' conduct such 
investigations as are necessary to fulfill agency obligations. I 49 U.S.C. 
§ 1354(a) .. Board regulations permit the Board to .Order investiga
tion of the lawfulness of present or proposed rates, fares, charges (14 
C.F.R. § 302.504) and into the causes of aircraft accidents (14 C.F.R. 
Part 303). . 

Right to Oounsel.-The Rules of Practice in Economic Proceedings 
provide that "Any person may appear before the Board anq. be heard 
in person or by attorney * * *." 14 C.F:R. § 302.11. 'J;heRules of 
Practice in Aircraft Accident Investigations apparently contemplate 
some, but limited, participation by counsel. Thus, the hearing officer 
may designate "Parties to the Investigation" (14 °C.F.R. § 303.16) ; 
but "no objections to any matter will be entertained from any party 
to the investigation or any other person" (14 C.F.R. §303~2) ; and 
"No Party to the Investigation shall be represented by any person who 
also represents claimants or insurers. Failure to comply with this 
provision shall result in loss of status as a Party to the Investigation" 
(14 C.F.R. § 303.16 (b) ). 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION· 

. Investigative Authority.-The Administrator of theF AA is em
powered to "conduct such investigations * :}: * as he shall deem neces
sary" in fulfillment of agency responsibilities. 49 U.S.C. § 1354( a). 
Implementing regulations delegate the authority as follows: 

" (a ) Under section 313 of the Act, the Administrator may conduct 
public hearings or investigations and is authorized to take evidence. 
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issue subpoenas, take depositions, and compel testimony in the manner 
provided in section 1004 of the Act. . .. 

"(b. ). For the p'Urj?oseof investigating allegedVl .. olations of the Act, 
or of any rule, regulation or order issued thereunder, the Administra
tor's authority ll,llder sectiop.s 313 and 1004 has been ,delegated to the 
General Counsel, De1?uty General Counsel, and to all Assoeiate Gen
eralCounsel and RegIOnal Counsel." 14 C.F .R. § 408.12., 
. Right to .OO'l.llMel.-:-The regulations do not ,provide .for counsel in 
inves~igations (s~e above)., or in rulemak~ng (10 C.F.R. § 409) ~xcept 
,that m ]['ulem~1ring hearIngs "The presIdIng office:r; shall desIgnate 
interested persons or their authorized representatives to speak at the 
he~ri~g." 10 C.F:R. §409.14( d) (2). Beginning Fe?ruary 7, .1962, 
adJudIcatory hearmgs were prOVIded for the first tIme for aIrmen 
f~cin~ suspension or revocati?n of certificates, including a provision 
that' Any party to a proceedIng may appear and be heard In person 
or by attorney." 14 C.F.R. § 408.32. 

, " ... I • 

FEDERAJL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

Investigative Autho-rity.-The Commission is authorized to investi
gatean,y matters contained in a complaint "in such manner and by 
-such means as it shall deem proper." 47 U.S.C. § 208. On at least one 
occasion it was authorized to conduct a special investigation of the 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, including services ren
dered., failure to reduce rates, effect of monopolistic control of the com
pany, methods of competition, and company attempts to influence 
public opinion by the use of ~ropaganda. 49 Stat. 43. 

Right to Oownsel.-The General Rules of Practice and Procedure 
of the FCC provide that "Any party may appear before the Commis
sion and be heard in person or by attorney." 47 C.F.R. § 1.21 (a). 
See also 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.63, 1.77, 1.140, and 1.402. But there is no 
provision for counsel in investigatory proceedings, where the counsel 
and cross-examination rights apparently depend on whether the Com
mission believes that the granting of such "will best serve the pur
poses of such·proceeding." 47 C.F.R. § 1.10. 

FEDERAlL TRADE COMMISSION 

111/oestigative' Authority.-The Commission is authorized to investi
gate "the organization, business, conduct, practices, and management 
of any corporation engaged in commerce"; suspected antitrust viola
tions or the manner in which antitrust decrees are being carried out; 
and trade conditions in foreign countries which might affect the for
eign trade of the United States. 15 U.S.C. § 46. In 1938 the FTC 
was authorized to conduct a special investigation of the motor vehicle 
industry to determine the extent of concentration and possible anti
trust violations; 52 Stat. 218. 

Right to Oounsel.-In adjudicatory proceedings parties are given 
"the right of due notice, cross-examination, presentation of evidence, . 
objection, motion, argument, and all other fundamental rights; * * *." 
16 C.F.R. § 3.16 (b). Rule 1.40, as amended June 1, 1962, provides 
as follows: "Any person compelled to testify or to produce documen
tary evidence in a nonpublic hearing may be' accompanied and ad
vised by counsel, but counsel may not, as a matter of right, otherwise 
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participate in the i_nvest-igatiOlull heariiig.Any persoi:t co~pelled to 
testify or to produ~e documenta:ry evidei1~ein a public investigational 
hearing may be accompanied, represented, and advised by counsel ;' pro- , 
vided, however, that such representation shall not include theTigl~t,to 
call, examine or cross-examine witnesses, or adduce evidence." ','16 
C.F.R. § 1.40. ,,_ _ 

FTC investigations may be initiated upon complaint from members 
of the consuming public, businessmell, or concerns aggrieved by u~
fair practices. 16 C.F.R. § 1.11. The FTCma,y commence adju-· 
clicatory proceedings based upon material obtained in investigatory 
proceedings. 16 C.F.R. § 1.42. 

FOOD 'AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

Investigative Authority.-The prinei pal investigatory tools of the 
FDA are factory inspections, examinations, and' measurement and 

, testing of samples. Thus, for example, factory inspection powers, 
are granted by the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938 (21 U.S.C. 
§ 374) ; examination of tea is provided by t~le Tea Importation Act 
(21 U.S.C. §§ 41-50) ; inspection of milk is permitted under the Milk 
ImpOIt Act (21 U.S.C. §§ 14-49) ; and of certain lab~ling under the 
I-Iazardous Substance~ Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. §§ '61-64). Imple
mentation is by regulation, for example, in cOhnection with the Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act at 21 C.F.R. § 1.700. 

Regulations adopted pursuant to the Federal Caustic Poison Act 
(15 U.S.C. §§ 401-'-11) authorizes investigations (21 C.F.R. § 285.15.) 
and preliminary hearings "whetlever it appears * '* * that the pro
visions of section 3 or 6 of the Caustic Poison ,Act * * * have been 
violated and criminal proceedings, are contemplated." '(21 C.F.~. 
§ 285.17). ' , ' , - "i " .:" " , 

Right to Counsel.-In rulemaking procee9.ings "any interested per
son shall be given an opportunity to appear, _eith~r in person 'or 
through his authorized representative, and' to be heard with 'r~spect 
to matters relevant and n"laterial to the proposal." 21 C.F.R. § 1.705. 
But there is no mention of counsel 'Or 'cross-examination rights in in
vestigatory proceedings. See, for example, 21 C.F.R. § 1.700 (Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act) and § 285.17 (Caustic Poisons Act). 

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE 

Investigative Authority.-Enforcement powers of the Immigration 
and Nationality Act of 1952 are conferred upon the Attorney General, 
who is in turn authorized to delegate those powers. 3 U.S.C. § 1103 
( a) . These powers, including inspection, examination, and interro
gation of aliens seeking admission to the United States, and investi
gation of violations have been conferred on immigration officers. 
8 C.F.R.., Parts 2, 103, 287. Inspection is the process by which the 
qualifications of each applicant for entry are scrutinized at the fron
tier. For this purpose immigration officers have sllbstantial pow~rs 
of interrogation and may demand writing under oath. 8 U.S.C. 
§§ 1225(aL 1357(a) (1); 8 C.F.R. § 287.1(c) (1), (3). They may 
board and search without warrant any ,vessel, aircraft, railway car, 
or other conveyance in ",.hich they -beljeve aJiens are being brought 
to the United States. 8 U.S.C. § 1225 (a). See aJso 8 U.S.C. § 1357 
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(c). Similarly, medical examination is made at the border to satisfy 
quarantine requirements (42 C.F.R. § 71.46) and to determine adulis
sibility under the immigration laws (42 C.F .R. § 34.4) . 

Immigration officers have broad investigatory powers in deporta
tion cases, including the power without 'v arrant to interrogate aljens 
as to their right to remain in the United States (8 U.S.C. § 1357(a) ; 
8 C.F.R. § 287.1 (c)) and to conduct searches without warrant ,vithin 
a reasonable distance from any external boundary of the United States 
(8 U.S.C. § 1357(a)). 

Right to Cotunsel.-Representation by counsel is permitted in ex
clusion and deportation proceedings. 8 U.S.C. §§ 1226, 1252 (b), 
1362; 8 C.F .R.. §§ 242.10; 242.16 (a). In preliminary inspections, 
examinations, and interrogations, although the alien's request to have 
counsel present will ordinarily be honored, participation of counsel 
may be limited in the discretion of the immigration officer in the 
absence of provision for counsel. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

Investigative Authority.-The Seeretary or his delegate is em
powered to investigate under several separate statutes .. 
. The Fair Labor Standards Aet authorizes the Administrator to 

"ilivestigate and gather data regarding the ,vages, hours, and other 
conditions and practices of employment in any inqustry subject to 
this chapter, and may enter and inspect such places and 'such records 
(and make transcriptions thereof), question such employees and in
vestigate such facts, conditions, practiees, or matters as he may deem 
necessary or appropriate" in enforeement of the act. 29 U.S.C. 
§ 211 (a). See also 29 C.F.R., Chapter V. 

The 'Valsh-Healey Public Contraets Act empowers the Secretary 
to make investigations and hold hearings on his own motion or on 
application of any person affeeted by any ruling of any· ageney in 
relation to any proposal or contract within the provisions of the 
act, and on complai~t of a breach or violation of any seetion of the 
act. 41 U.S.C. §§ 38, 39. See also 41 C.F.R. § 50-201.501 requiring 
records to be kept and made available for inspection and transeription. 

The Longshoremen's and Harbor vVorkers' Compensation Act 
authorizes the Secretary to make studies and investigations with 
respeet· to safety provisions and to inspect places of employment, 
question employees, and investigate conditions of emploYlnent as 
he deems appropriate to determine possible violations of the act. 
Punishment is provided for any employer or other person who will
fully interferes with such inspections by refusing entry or otherwise. 
33 U.S.C. § 941 (b), (c), (f). See alsQ 29 C.F.R., Part 8-11. 

The L~bor-l\1:anagement Reporting and Disclosure Act empowers 
the Secretary to investigate for violations of the act, including right 
6f entry to Inspect records and accounts and to question persons as 
he deems necessary. 29 U.S.C. § 521(a). See also 29 C.F.R., Chap-
ter IV. . 

The 1962 amendment to the vVelfare and Pension Plans Disclosure 
Act authorizes the Secretary to "make such investigations as he deems 
neeessary, and [he] may require or permit any person to file with 
him a statement in writing, under oath or otherwise, as to all the facts 
flnd circumstances concerning the matter to be investigated." Section 
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15 (b) of Public Law 87-420, 87th Congress; 2d 'session, March 1962, 
amending section 9 of the vVelfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act 
of 1958. By the same amendment the Secretary is empowered to seek 
injunctive relief in a federal district court against violations disclosed 
by such investigation. . 

See also the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. §§ 276a et seq.) and related, 
statutes, as summarized at 29 C.F.R. § 5.1. For the investigatory 
provisions, see 29 C.F.R. § 5.10. 

Right to OounseZ.-The regulations appear to be silent as to any 
right of counsel in investigatory' proceedings, although in the few 
instances in which an adjudicatory proceeding is held the Rules of 
Practice provide for representation by counsel. For example, Rule 
VIII(f) of the Rules for the Division of Public Contracts C'iValsh
Healey) provides as follows: "Any party to the proceeding shall have 
the right to appear at such hearing in person, by counsel, or otherwise, 
to call, examine and cross-examine witnesses, and to introduce into 
the record documentary or other evidence." 41 C.F.R. § 50-203.8(f). 

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 

Invesigative Authority.-The Board is empowered by the Nationa] 
Labor Relations Act to investigate unfair labor practice charges and 
petitions relating to union representation of employees. 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 159(c), 16{}(1). See also 29 C.F.R. § 101.4,101.17. 

Right of Ooun8el.~The Board's Statements of Procedure and Rules 
and Regulations contemplate -representation by counsel and provide 
that "all part,ies to the proceeding'* * * [shall] have the power to 
call, examine, and cross-examine witnesses and to introduce evidence 
into the record." 29 C.F.R. § 101.10. Se~ also 29 C~F.R. §§ 102.38, 
102.66, 102.86, 102.90. There.is no .such provision with regard to 
preliminary investigations. See 29 ·C:F.R. §§ 101.4, 101.18, 101.22, 
101.27,101.32, 102.63,102.77,102.85. 

The Board may use inform~tion gathered by investigation to initi
ate adjudicatory proceedings. 29U.S.C. § 160(1). 

THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

Investzgative Authority.-The Postmaster General is authorized to 
employ post-office inspectors (39 U.S.C. § 692) who, among other 
functions, may carry out searches authorized by the Postmaster Gen
eral "for mailable matter transported inyiolation of law; * * *" '(39 
U.S.C. § 700). There is, however, no subpena power. . . . 

Right to Oounsel.-Late in 1961 the Department established com
prehensive rules to govern a variety of adjudicatory proceedings, 
including proceedings to relative to fraud, lottery, and obscenity 
orders; proceedings to revoke orders changing the mode of mail trans
portation; proceedings relating· to fines,. deductions, ·and. ·damages;, 
and,many others. 39 C.F.R., Part. 201. Provision for appearance' 
in person or by attorney is provided. See; e.g., 39 C.F.R. § 201.16'( a:) ~ 
39 C.F.R:, Part 2Q2 (pro.ceduregoverning the eligibility of persons 
!o practice before the Department), and 39 C.F.R. § 204.13 (a) . There 
IS n? refere;nce t4ere?r elsewhere to right of representation in pro,. 
ceedIngs by post offi~ Inspector$. . ::.~:' . 

. ~ ..•.. 'f .' • .J:, ~. ...... - . 
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

Investigative Authority.-The SEC has broad investigative powers 
under its several principal acts. Securities Act of 1933 (15 U.S.C. 
§77t(a» ; Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. § 78u(a,) ; 
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (15 U.S.C. § 79r(a)) ; 
Trust Indenture Act of 1939 (15 U.S.C. § 77uuu(a»); Investment 
Company Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C. § 80a-41 (a»; Investment Ad
visers Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C. § 80lr-9 (a) ). 

Where, from complaints received from government agencies or mem
bers of the public, or from examination of filings with the SEC, it 
appears that there may be violation of an SEC-administered act, pre
liminary investigation is generally made without process or com
pelled testimony. When it appears that issuance of process may be 
necessary, the matter is reported to the Commission which may then 
order a formal investigation. Information secured in any of these 
ways may be used for in.stitution of administrative proceedings, refer
ence to federal or state authorities, or to private organizations such 
as the stock exchanges or the National Association of Securities ~ 
Dealers, Inc. 17 C.F.R. § 202.5. "Unless otherwise ordered by the 
Commission, the investigation or examination is nonpublic and the 

. reports thereon are for staff and Commission use only." 17 C.F.R. 
S 202.5 (a). 

The SEC has conducted a few special investigations of broad range, 
several of which were authorized by acts of Congress, including the 
public hearings commenced in the spring of 1962 into the adequacy, 
for the protection of investors, of the rules of the national securities 
exchanges and national securities associations. 'Public Law 87-196, 
87th Cong., 1st BeSS. (1961). 

Right to Oounsel.-In adjudicatory proceedings parties are specif
ically entitled to representation by counsel and the right to cross
examine witnesses. 17 C.F.R. § 201.2. These provisions are specif
ically made inapplicable in investigatory proceedings, 17 C.F.R. § 201.3 
( a), except as follows: "Any person compelled to appear in person 
at an investigation designated in paragraph (a) of this section may be· 
accompanied, represented and advised by counsel, but such counsel 
may not represent any other witness or any person being investigated, 
unless permitted in the discretion of the officer conducting the investi
gation or of the Commission upon being satisfied that there is no 
conflict of interest in such representation and that the presence of 
identical counsel for other witnesses or persons being investigated 
would not tend to hinder the course of the investigation." 17 C.F.R. 
§ 201.3(c). 
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED 
STATES 

COMMITTEE ON COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS 

WITNESSES' RIGHT TO A COpy OF THE TRANSCRIPT 
AN'D EVIDENCE SUBMITTED IN APPEARANCES BE-' 
FORE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES 

Recommendation No. 24, submitted to the Conference by the 
Committee on Compliance and Enforcement Proceedings, was ap
proved by the Conference at its Fifth Plenary Session, October 16, 
1962. This is the Committee Report in support of the recom
mendation. 
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 24 

It 18 Reco~ That-
1. Each agency should afford to all persons who submit data or 

evidence, whether acting under agency compulsion or in response to 
agency request or grant of permission, the rIght to retain or, on pa.y
ment of lawfully prescribed costs, to procure a copy of any document 
submitted by him ora copy of 'any transcript m'ade of his evidence. 

2. The above recommendation should be given statutory form at 
an appropriate time. 
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VVTfNESSES' RIGHT TO COpy OF EVIDENCE OR TRANS· 
SCRIPT IN APPEARANCES BEFORE ADMIN'ISTRATIVE 
AGENCIES 

Report of the Committee on Compliance and Enforcement 
Proceedings in Support of Recommendation No. 24 

This recommendation is designed to enlarge a witness' access to his 
own statements made in connection with administrative investiga
tions. The basis for the recommendation is..found in the existing pro
vision dealing with this matter in the Administrative Procedure Act 
which the Committee believes to be unnecessarily restrictive. The 
second sentence of section 6 (b) o.f the Administrative Procedure Act 
provides as follo.ws: 

, ' 

Every person compelled to submit data or evidence shall be entitled to retain 
or, on payment of laJwfully prescribed costs, procure a copy or transcript thereof, 
except that ina nonpublic inveStigatory proceeding the witness may tor good 
cause be limited to inspection of the official transcript of his testimony. 

The first clause of the quoted sentence is the only significant pro.vision 
in the Administrative Procedure Act requiring disclourse to 'an indi
vidual directly involved with an agency, but its importance is sub
stantia-Ily lessened :by the qualified nature of the right. As thus 
limited, no instances have been discovered of noncompliance with either 
the letter or spirit of this provision. Indeed, the SEC, for example, 
goes further in Rule 3 (b), which apparently allows the same rights, to 
a voluntary witness as to one compelled to. appear. 17 CFR§ 201.3 
(b). Two questions have been raised in connectio.n with this pro-
vision in sectio.n 6 (b). . 

1. Is there any reaso.n for limiting to compelled witnesses the right 
to copies o.f statements ~ The distinction between the rights of com
pelled and voluntary witnesses is of course not unique to this provi
sion, since a similar distinction occurs also in secion 6 (a) relating to 
right to counsel. Apart fronl the justification or absence thereof for 
the differentiation in sectio.n 6 (a), the question remains whether its 
retention is justified in section 6 (b). Reasons in support o.f its con
tinuance are nOot rea.dily apparent. 

2. Should agencies be permitted to distinguish betwen the right of 
witnesses in public investIgations to secure copies o.f testimony and the 
limitation on witnesses in nonpublic investigations to inspeotion only 
of their testimony ~ The statuory exceptio.n for nonpublic proceed
ings, by which the agency may limit the witness to. inspection of his 
testimony rather than securing a copy, was added to an earlier draft 
of section 6 after the SEC urged the limitation. The Commission's 
reaso.n, stated at tha:t time, was the following: 

A large proportion of the investigatory work of this Commission is directed to 
uncovering fraud in connection with the interstate sale of securities, and in this 
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specializedfleld the Commission~ as the courts have recognized I.performs a func
tion similar to that of a grand jury. If the Commission could not safeguard the 
secrecy of its investigatory procedures, this would substantially impair the use
fulness of administrative investigation in this field. It would similarly impair 
the legislative investigations made by the Commission in connection with rules 
and recommended ,legislation. 

, Commissioner Manuel F. Cohen of the -Securities and Exchange 
Com~ission, writing as a member' of the Council of the Conference, 
on May 23, 1962, pointed up the reasons for this addition as follows: 
Congress thus recognized the necessity of reducing the likelihood of the coaching 
of witnesses by persons subject to investigation and the need for the prevention 
of subornation of perjury. 

,The Committee,. however, believes that this argument presses too 
far the grand jury analogy in suggesting that administrative investi
gations are more' like grand jury proceedings initiating criminal 
actions,where secrecy generally obtains, than civil proceedings, where 
secrecy is ordinarily not the rule. 

The Committee believes that it is not proper, even in a nonpublic 
investigation, to stigmatize a witness with an imputation of perjurious 
intent when he seeks a copy of his own statements made in that hear
illg. To deny him reasonable opportunity to check for accuracy of 
transcription, and to refuse him the opportunity to keep a record of 
what he said on that occasion, seems unworthy of the administrative 
process. To be sure, the chance of collusion or even peil'jury is pres
ent in some degree whenever a person is allowe<L access to the record 
of any proceeding. But it seems to the Committee more adv:antageous 
to offer a witness reasonable opportunity ,to preserve for his records 
a copy of the data and evidence he presents in an investigation com
parable to the opportunity he would routinely have in any adjudica
tory proceeding. , 

I 

1 See Wooley v. United States, 97 F. 2d 258, 262 (C.C.A. 9, 1938) ; In re S.E.C., 84 F. 
2d 316, 318 (C.C.A. 2, 1936) ; cf. Perkins v. Endicott-Johnson Corp., 12,8 F. 2d 208, 214 
(C.C.A. 2, 1942), aj'f'd 317 U.S. 501 (1943) ; President v. Skeen, 118 F. 2d 58, 59 (C.C.A. 
5,1941). ' 
r 
I 

.r. . 



ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED 
STATES 

,COMMITTEE ON COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS 

SERVICE UPON ATTORNEYS 

Recommendation No. 26, submitted to the Conference by 
the Committee on Compliance and Enforcement Proceedings, 
was approved by the Conference at its Fifth Plenary Session, 
October 16, 1962. This is the Committee Report in support 
of the recommendation. 
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 26 

It Is Recommended That-
1. In any agency proceeding in ,,,hich a person is represented by 

an attorney whose appearance is recognized by the agency with re
spect to such proceeding, any notice or other written communication 
required or permitted to be furnished to the client should be mailed 
to or otherwise served upon or furnished to such attorney (or one of 
such attorneys if the client is represented by more than one attorney') 
in such manner as the agency may provide regardless of whether such 
communication is furnished directly to the client. ",Vhenever such 
communication is mailed to a client, there should be a concurrent mail
ing to the attorney. When personal service is made on the client, a 
reasonable delay in furnishing the communication to the attorney is 
permissible. 

2. In any agency proceeding in which a person is permitted by 
agency rule to be represented by an attorney-in-fact, the agency 
should comply as far as practicable with the notice provisions in part 
1 above. 

3. To the extent necessary, each agency should imJ?lement the fore
going with appropriate rules. defullng the proceedIngs to which it 
applIes and the method by which representation is recognized. 
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SERVICE UPON ATTORNEYS,' 

Report of the Committee on Compliance and Enforcement 
Proceedings in Support of Recommendation No. 26 

At the Fourth Plenary Session of the Administrative Conference 
of the United States on J une29~ 1962, in connection with discussion 
of the subject of ri~ht to counsel, Conference Member Donald C. 
Beelar invited attentIOn to the related matter of agency rocognition 
of attorneys for purposes of service of notices and other papers dis
tributed to the parties in administrative proceedings.1 

'Mr. Beelar stated that agencies sometimes send important notices 
or other written communications directly to the parties without advis
ing their counsel concurrently, or at all, and that this makes adequate 
representation difficult or impossible. He reported that, in an earlier 
attempt to resolve these problems and bring some uniformity into the 
widely disparate agency practices, the Office of Administrative Pro
cedure in the Department of Justice had in 1957 proposed the follow: 
ing rule as a part of its recommendation on a~ission to practice 
before Federal agencies: 2 ' 

When any participant in'any manner before an agency is represented by an 
attorney at law and that fact has been made known in writing to the agency, 
any, reply or ,other written communication required or permitted\ to be given 
to' or by such participant shall be"given to or 'by such attorney. Where any other 
method' of service is specifically provided by statute, service shall also ,be made 
as so provided. If a participant is represented by more than one attorney, 
service by or upon any ,one of such attorneys shall be suffiicent. ~', 

Mr. Beelar requested that the matter be referred to the Committee 
on Compliance and Enforcement Proceedings for study and report 
back to th~ Conference at a later plenary seSSlOn. The Conference so 
acted, and the matter was studied and extensively discussed by the 
Committee. Moreover, a survey of existing practices waS made for 
the Committee. Portions of that study 'appear in the Appendix of 
this Report. ' " , 

Committee inquiry confirmed ~lr. Beelar's statement that among the 
markedly different statutes, rules and practices that now goverll 
agency r.ecognition of attorneys, there have been some cases in which 
notice has not been given at all to an attorney, but only to his client; 
or the notice may have been given to the attorney somewhat later than 
to the client. ' ". , 

After inquiry into the' various r~ther special problems that con
front different agencies" the Committee concluded that the matter 
does not lend itself to' a ne_atly capsulized statute or uniform rule. Most 
agencies, in fact, conform to practices which the Committee would 

1 For a summary of Mr. Beelar's remarks, see Report of the Fourth Plenary Se8sion~ 
_ pages 41 and 42, , 

2 Admission 0/ Attorneys to Practice Before Federal Administrative Agencie8; An Analy
sis and, Recommendation, Office of Administrative Procedure, Department' -of Justice, 
May 1957. ' 
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endorse. The agencies differ, however, in that some have uncompli
cated situations to deal with and others have' quite complex notice 
problems. The action of some agencies in giving notice is governed 
by relatively simple rules, and in others is simply a matter of estab
lished practice. The Committee concluded that the subject should 
be dealt with in terms of a· relatively comprehensive statement of 
principle that would allow for individual agency flexibility within 
that general framework. The points which the Committee thought 
important enough to justify teduction to a statement of principle 
are the following: 

1. Notice to Attorneys. The right to counsel, whether in judicial 
oradmiriistrative proceedings;imples· a right to 'effective assistance 
and representation by counsel. One !1spect of effective representation 
is the right of counsel to be advised of development in any proceeding 
in which he may be appearing for a client, and in particular to receive 
copies of all notices, documents, and other 'vr~tten communications 
\vhich bear on that matter. ' 

The purpose of this recommendation is to ensure that counsel is 
as fully informed as possible as to all that goes on with respect to a 
proceeding involving his client. Even though a 'diligent and careful 
attorney should always take steps to assure that in any proceedings 
his client will promptly advise him of any documents which the client 
receives directly from the agency, the recommendation will provide 
a further guard against the possibility of the attorney not being in-: 
formed promptly with respect to a relevant document sent to the. 
client by, the agency .. Moreover, the Committee believes, and under
stands that the agencies also believe, that it is to the a,dvantage of 
agencies ·to keep counsel informed of the course of proceedings, and to 
have the benefit of the presumed skill of qualified representatives. 

The Committee recommeIlCls adoption of a general principle to gov
ern administrative practice that will serve these objectives while pro
viding the needed flexibility ,that would not be available in statute or 
uniform rule. . In declining to recommend enactment of a statute or 
adoption of a rigidly prescribed uniform rule, the Committee has in 
mind the very different problems and needs among the agencies. These 
differences make absolute uniformity unattaina:ble. To mention only 
a single Department, which itself includes a number of agencies, the 
experience of the Treasury Department demonstrates how diverse 
and complex can be the problems. Within the Treasury the Internal 
Revenue Service, for example, has special problems arising Olit of 
statutory ,notice requirements, the sometimes confusing admixture be-' 
tween the civil and criminal aspects o.f proceedings involving tax 
liability, the difficulty of keeping notice obligations current in a decen
tralized operation, and the complications posed by plans for use in the 
future of automatic data processing. Other problems, perhaps more 
or less atypical, are suggested in theAppendix. . .. 
. The Recommendation would extend the principles there suggested 

for recognition of attorneys to "any agency proceeding." The Com
mittee considered, andrejected, a broader reach fo.r the Recommerida:" 
tion as to "any agency' matter." .. Choice of the lnore limited word 
"proceeding" was based ona·sho,ving that the inclusion of "allY agency 
matter" might well be overly comprehensive, 'imposing unreasonable 
notice obligations on agencies in connection with activities of no rea] 
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significance or relevance. However, the Committee intends that the 
word "proceeding" be given at least as broad a meaning as under the 
definition· in section 2 (g) of the Adminjstrati ve Procedure Act. ~1:ore
over, the Committee would urge each agency to extend as far as con
sistent with the agency mission its application of the principles of 
notice here recommended to "matters" that may not technically be 
"proceedings. " 

The Committee believes that in all cases the purpose of providing 
adequate notice to the attorney is served by mailing the notice to him 
at the office address which the attorney has specified to the agency. 
'The Committee also recognizes that the agency may provide for other 
methods of furnishing communications to the attorney. As to timing, 
the Committee recommendation provides that, ,vhere notice is to be 
mailed directly to a client involved in a particular agency proceeding, 
"there should be a concurrent mailing to the attorney." Concurrence 
of notice to client and attorney should be the object.ive in all agency 
proceedings. However, in some agency proceedings personal service 
is made upon the party to the proceeding, sometimes in accordance 
with statutory requirement. In these instances concurrence of notice 
between client and attorney will ordinarily not be possible. Accord
ingly' to acconlmodate to that necessity the Committee approves of 
a "reasonable delay" in notice to the attorney in these. rather excep
tional circumstances. 

It is important to note that the recommendation neither increases 
nor decreases the right or the duty of agencies'to furnish notices or 
other communications directly to the client. 

~. Notice to Attorneys-in-Fact. Persons who appear before a 
number of agencies may be represented by attorneys-in-fact rather 
than attorneys-at-law. Qualifications for these attorneys-in-fact ordi
narily are clearly established by agency rules. The Committee recog
nizes that the giving of notice to such attorneys-in-fact may raise 
somewhat different problems than if they were attorneys-at-law. For 
example, persons who are not attorneys-at-law may not be bound by 
the same professional and ethical standards as are everywhere pre
scribed for members of the bar. Nevertheless, the Committee believes 
t~1at when representation b.y attorneJ:s-in-fact i~ authorized,. the prin
Ciples of notIce above outlIned remaIn persuaSIve. AccordIngly, the 
Committee recommends that each agency in which nonlegal represen
tation is to some extent permitted "should comply as far as practicable 
with the notice provisions" here suggested. . 

3. Methods by Which Representat~on Is Recognized. 'To the ex
tent that agency rules do not already so provide, and to the extent 
that the proceedings before the agency make it appropriate to do so, 
each agency should specify its rules which govern the recognition of 
attorneys-at-law and attorneys-in-fact in particular proceedings be
fore it. Such rules may, for example, specIfy whether a power of at
torney need be filed as a prerequisite to recognition in a particular 
proceeding, notwithstanding that the attorney is recognized as quali
fied to practice before the agency and has been recognized by the agency 
as appearing for the same client in another proceeding. 
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APPENDIX 

SURVEY OF AGENCY RULES AND PRACTICE 1 

Stated generally, federal agencies show a commendable disposition 
and effort to deal with counsel, whether this be an attorney or a non
attarney representative, in 'Order to keep him fully informed of all 

'phases of the matter in which he has appeared. The practice 'Of agen
cies in this respect is clearest in the case 'Of farmal hearings and other 
proceedings where participants are clearly recagnizable; and in fact 
a large number 'Of agencies have rules which more or less explicitly 
insure the recagnition of counsel. 1;n the case of matters other than 
hearings and public investigatians, agency practice is less clearly de
fined, particularly since it is rare to find that agency rules deal with 
the vast mass 'Of nonfarmal matters and activities in which counsel 
may occasionally be involved. Even here, agency practice and atti
tudes, as disclosed especially by interviews, reveal a satisfying willing
ness, far the most' part, to recognize the interests of counsel. Such 
apparent exceptians as may appear are discussed later in this memo
randum. 

A. Formal Proceedings 

With 'respect ta hearings rand other proceedings on the record, an 
impressively large number of 'agencies specifically guarantee recagni
tion of cOUll'sel by a pubEshed rule of procedure. The most explicit 
type 'Of rule adopts for agencies the judicial practice of dealing exclu
sively with the rattorney or other representative of a party. Thus, the 
recent Federal Aviation Agency Rules 'Of Practice in Enforcement 
Procedures,2 provide that "When 'a party is represented by an 'attorney 
service shall Ibe m'ade upon the attorney." 3 The Immigration and 
Naturalization Service similarly provides this but adds that service is 
to be made "on the person himself if unrepresented." 4 And the Indi;an 
Cla~nis Cammission, althaugh making service an attarneys the gen
eral rule, 'specificaHy reserves power to 'order "service upon the party 
himself." 5 The Past Office D'epartment, dealing'exclusively with 'at
torneys, pravide:sfar service 'On theattarney of "all pleadings and 
other papers sulbsequent to the camplaint." 6 Other tLgencies provide 

!1 This study draws its conclusions in large part from the study of the published regula
tions of 37 agencies which collectively represent; most of the variations in the Federal 
administrative process. A majority of these rules dleal in one way or another with recogni
tion of counsel. The rules themselves are set forth In pertinent part ~n Appendix B, 
and many of them are discussed in the text of the memorandum. In addition, the 
memorandum draws upon information obtained in personal interviews and conversatio,ns 
with representatives of 11 agencies regarding their relevant practices, especially in 
informarl proceedings. 

2 Section 408.38 of the Procedural Regulations in Enforcement Procedures, effective 
February 7, 1962. 2·7 Fed. Reg. 1110. 

3 Virtually Identical language appears in the rules of practice of the Federal Communi
cations Commiss.ion, 47 C.F.R. § 156(a) ; Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 12 C.F.R. 
~ 308.14; Federal Home Loan Bank Board, 12 C.F.R. § 509.2(a) ; Pa,role Board, 28 C.F.R. 
§ 4.9 (1962. Supp.) ; and Indian Claims Commission, 25 C.F.R. § 503.4 (d) (2). 

48 C.F.R. § 292.5(a) (1962 Supp.).' 
525 C.F.R. § 503.4(d). , 
639 C.F.R. § 201.16(c). 
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for exclusive service in rules whose language variations from the typi
cal pattern are insignificanL7 Another provision seemingly gives the 
agency an option to serve documents and paper8 on the person "of its 
attorney or agent of record,",8 but in practice this provision is con
sistently interpreted to require dealing:, ,vith the attorney or other 
representati ve. 

Certain agencies have no rule requiring communication with coun
sel. Thus, such rules 'appea-rJo be lacking ill the Department of Labor, 
the National Lahor Relations Baard, the Veterans' Administration, the 
Food and Drug Administration of the Department 'Of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare, the Board of Passport Appeals of the Department 
of State, the Subversive Activities Control Board, and possibly others. 
Interviews with several of these 'agencies indicate that, although the 
rule is silent, the practice is to deal with counsel who is thus kept fully 
informed of the course of proceedings. This is' clearly the/case in the 
Food and Drug Administration in administerino- the Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act of 1938. Although the Veterans' Admini'Stration has no 
explicit provision relevant to recognition of counsel, it is implied. by, 
and i'S in fact the pracbice under, another rule providing that a quali
fied 'attorney or other representative holding a power of attorney 
"shall be recognized as the sole agency for the presentation of the 
claim covered thereby," and that no other representative shall be rec
ognized in the case.9 

B. Recognition of Counsel in Other Proceedings 

Few agencies have codified a rule of recognition for attorneys in 
~ proceedings, other than hearings or other formal proceedings. For 

the most part, relevant information on practice isto be deduced from 
th practices of the agency itself. A provision unique for its clarity 
and explicitness appears in the Rules of Practice in Patent Oases of 
the Patent Office of the Department of Commerce: 10. ~' 

When an attorney or agent shall have filed his power of attorney, or au
thorization, duly executed, the correspondence wHI be held with him; notices, 
official letters 'and other commun1caitions in the ca,se intended for the appli~an:t 
will be sent to the attorney or agent art the address of which noVice shruH have 
been given in the ca:se, and repIled ito Office actions, or other actions in the case, 
\vill be received. from him. Double corre'spondence with an applicant and his 
attorney or iagent, or with two representatives, will not he undertaJken. If more 
th:anone attorney or agent be 'appointed, correspondence W'illbe held with the·one 
laiS't appointed. unles,sotherw'ise ,requested. 

Absent an "attorney or agent," or after revocation of one and before 
appointment of another attorney, correspondence is conducted with 

7 Usually such rules provid'e that service upon an attarney' shall be deemed service upon 
the party. See the rules af the Federal Maritime Cammissian, 46 C.'F.R. § 201.14; Fed
eral Pawer Cammissian, 18 C.F.R. § 1.17(c), Federal Trade Co.mniissian, 16 C.F.R. § 4.26(c) 
(2) (1962 Supp.); the Armed Services Baard af Cantract Appeals af the Department 
of Defense, 32 C.F.R. § 30.1, Appendix A, Rule 15 (see also. tbe rules far natice and 
hearing under Gratuities Clause in the Armed Services Pracurement Regulatians §7.104-16, 
R2 C.F.R. § 30.4, Appendix D, Rule 8), and tbe Interstate Co.mmerce Cammissian, 49 C.F.R. 
§ ;1..22 (19&2 Supp.). . 

II See tbe language in tbe rules o.f practice o.f tbe Securities and Excbange Commission, 
17 C.F.R. § 201.23 (b) (196~ Supp.). . 

938 C.F.R. § 14.628(b). It is, bowever, the practice in the Veterans' Administration, 
even when a representa.tive is pllese.nt, to keep the veteran informed·, so. tbat communica
tions and notices go. to botb tbe veteran and bis represEmta.tive. 

]037 C. F.R. § 1.36. A similar, tbough less comprehensive rule, applies to. trademark 
practice, 37 C.F.R. § 2.18. " 
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the applicant. The Immigration and N aturalization Service's rule of 
practice regarding recognition of counsel 11 also broadly applies to all 
types of proceedings, whether or not conducted on the record, e.g., 
Adjustment of Status of Aliens, Voluntary Departure Proceedings, 
and Applications for Approval of a Visa Petition, and the practice 
of that agency is to give full recognition to the represe.ntative of the 
alien, "\vhether an attorney or lay person. ' 

The practice of a number of other agencies lacking rules covering 
informal procedures appears to be substantially in accord. Thus, 
in the numerous and varied programs administered by the Department 
of Agriculture, it is understood that the staff, acting under written 
and oral instructions, deals "\vith the individual or, when represented, 
'with his attorney or other person acting on his behalf. In the Federal 
Communications Commission, the Broadcast Bureau similarly deals 
with attorneys inquiring on behalf of clients, although the FCC rules 
of practice apply in terms only; to "formal proceedings"; 12 and al
though it is infrequent for attorneys or other representatives 
to 'appear in the innumerable matters processed by the Bureau 
of Safety and Special Services (dealing chiefly with various uses 

. of the radio spectrum), it is understood that representatives are 
fully recognized when they appear for clients. In investigations unde-r 
the wage and hour law, and in the informal proceedings for setting 
wage rates under the Da vis-Bacon Act, the uniform practice of tHe 
Department of Labor is to deal with attorneys exclusively if they ap
pear before the Department. And in the preliminary phases of adju
dicating claims before the Bureau of Old-Age, and Survivors Insur
ance, the Bureau will send notices to counsel if the claimant is rep
resented, and will honor co~unications fro~ attorney.s, although ~t 
appears that the custom here IS to deal both WIth the claImant and hIS 
counsel. 13 

c. Instances of Nonrecognition or limited recognition of 
Attorneys by Agencies 

In at least two agencies, the approach is different, if not contrary. 
Thus, when the Food aJand Drug Administration of the Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, is passing on applications under the 
Food Additives and Pesticide amendments, it appears that contact is 
not maintained with attorneys, even if they claim to represent appli
cants. This is aecounted for on the ground that the applications in
volve almost entirely the assessment of scientific data by the technical 

staff, and that communications are accordingly directed to the appli
cant. This agency indicates that if there are objections to this prac
tice, they are infrequent and sporadic. 

liS C.F.R. § 292.5(a) (1962 Supp.). This rule applies bo,th to the Immigratio,n 'and 
Naturalizatio,n Service and to, the Bo,ard o,f Immigratio,n Appeals. . 

1247C.F.R.§1.56(a). _ ' 
:13 In the So,cial Security Administratio,n (Department o,f Health, Educatio,n and 

Welfare), o,ld-age andi survivors insurance claims are initially and informally deter~ined 
by the Bureau o,f Old-Age and Survivo,rs Insurance (20 C.F.R. § 404.905). subject to, re
co,nsideratio,n by the Bureau (20 C.F.R. § 404.910) and a hearing befo,re an examiner 
(20 C.F.R, § 404.921). with a review o,f that decisio,n by, the Appeals CQunscl (20 C.F.R. 
§ 404.941 et seq.). 20 C.F.R. § 404.971 guarantees a right o,f representatio,n to, '''a party 
to, an initial determinatiQn, recQnsideraltio,n, hearing o,r review" as' pro,vided by the pre
vio,usly cited pro,visio,ns. 20 C.F.R. § 404.973 provides fQr giving advice to, representatives 
o,f a cla}mant Qf. any "~ctio,n, determinatio,n, o,r decisio,n, o,r request to, any party for the 
pro,ductIOn o,f eVIdence. Thus, altho,ugh the practice is to, deal wIth eo,unsel at the same 
time the claimant is kept info,rmed o,f the co,urse o,f the prQcedures.· " 

20-101-63--1~ 
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In certain other agencies, non-recognition of attorneys (or other 
representatives) may be based on another ground. Thus, the Patent 
Office rules declare that it will not deal with counsel who have not 
qualified for practice before that body.14, Correspondence is'preSum
a.bly then directed to the applicant himself, viz. the Patent Office will 
treat the correspondence and applications as if no. person had ap
peared in a representative capacity.15 However, a person not generally 
qualified to practice before'the Patent Office may "upon a showing of 
circumstances which render it necessary or justifiable, be recognized" 
in a particular matter, "but this limited recognition shall not extend 
further than the lapplication or applications specified." 16 Underlying 
these rigid rules is specific statutory authority for the Commissioner 
of Patents to require "agents, attorneys or othe~ persons" acting repre
sentativ~ly to show, inter alia, that they are qualified "to render to 
applicants or other persons valuable service, advice, and assistance in 
the presentation or prosecution of their applications or other business 
before the Office." 17 . 

This is brought out more sharply in the Veterans' Administration, 
in processing claims by veterans. In' such claims, a veteran may 
appear pro se, or by attorney, or, typically, by a representative fur
nished by a qualified veterans organization, such as the American 
Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, or similar' groups. Any repre
sentative, including an attorney, must qualify before the Veterans' Ad
ministrationr and additionally he must hold a power of attorney to 
act on behalf of the veteran he claims represent.19 Accordingly, it 
is understood to be the practice that the Veterans' Administration, on 
receipt of an inquiry from an attorney who has not qualified, will not 
respond to the substance of the inquiry, but will advise him of his 
non-qualification and furnish the information and forms for qualify~ 
ing. Presumably, a like appro.ach would be adopted with respect to a 
qualified attorney who lacked a proper power of attorney from the 
claim~nt. The a~proach in this agency is unquestionably influenced 
by statutory prOVIsions which discourage attorney representation, viz .. 
limiting the attorney's fee to $10 per claim,20 and by other provisions, 
w,hich encourage reliance on veterans organization representatives who 
must act without charge to the veteran, and who are entitled to certain 
special advantages both under the statute,21 and under agency practice. 

Similarly, a Treasury Card is required by the rules of the Treasury 
Department for attorneys (and others) seeking to practice before the 
Internal Revenue Service,22 and this requirement is authorized by 
statutory language nearly identical with that of the patent law.23 

In short, in some agencies nonrecognition or limited recognition of 
counsel may derive from statutory policies dehors the 'Subject matter 
of the proposed recommendation. This is especially true of provi.:. 

14 37 C.F.R. § 1.343. 
15 Cf. 37 C.F.R. § 1.36, stating that the Patent Office will dil~d communications to a 

claimant if the power of attorney has been revoked and before a new representative 
is appointed. ' 

~8 37 C.F.R. § 1.342. 
~7 35 U.S.C. § 31. 
18 38 U.S.C. § 3401. 
19 38 C.F.R. § 3402(b) (2). 
~o 38 U.S.C. § 3404(c) (2). 
21 See 38 U.S.C. § 3402(a) (2) authorizing the Veterans' Administration to furnish office 

space in VA offices to representatives of veterans organizations. . 
~ 31 C.F.R., Part 10 ("Circular 230"). 
:!3 5 U.S.C. § 261. 
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sions which, in effect, authorize or direct the agency to establish a bar 
of qualified practitioners; or, as in the case of the statutes applicable 
to veterans' affairs, by provisions which have the effect, perhaps de
signedly, of discquraging attorney representation and promoting reli
ance upon other forms of representation. These, however, are statu
tory policies, not of general application to administrative proceedings, 
but dictated by supposed needs in the administration of particular 
statutes. It is important to note, however, that such nonrecognition 
is exceptional in the federal agencies, and the presence of this restric
tive approach in a few agencies does riot impair the validity of a rec
ommendation applicable generally, especially since recognition of 
counsel is the standa,rd practice in the. overwhelming majority of the 
agencies. Even though, in these particular agencies, counsel are not 
fully rec~gnized, both in the Veterans' Administration and Internal 
Revenue Service, qualification of counsel is comparatively simple, al
though Patent Office standards, including the required exan:tination, 
are considerahly more rigid. However, there is no showing that, even 
these restrictions on recognition of counsel have worked any injury 
to clients or to those acting on their behalf. 

\ 
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 29 

PART I. PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS IN THE DEBARMENT OF 
,CONTRACTORS 

It Is Recommended That-
29-1. (a) Except as provided in subparagraph (b) below, govern

ment debarment of an individual or firm from the contracts or subcon
tracts Df a government department or agency or frOln participating in 
any federally assisted cDnstruction wDrk. should be preceded by (i) 
notice of proposed debarment to the parties in 'question, including 
all affiliated firms sought to be debarred, and (ii) oportunity to 
such parties to have a trial-type hearing before an impartial agency 
board or hearing examiner in the event there are disputed questions 
of fact relevant to' the debarment issue. 

(b) Debarments from government contracts and subcontracts made 
in cDnfDrmity with subparagraph (a) above may be applied by other 
gDvernment agencies to ,their contracting and subcontracting without 
opportunity for an adversary hearing,. but only after notice and 
opportunity to the parties concerned, including all affiliated firms 
sought to' be debarred, to' explain why the debarment should not be 
so extended in whole or in part. 

( c) Notices of prDposed debarment should be supported by reasons. 
(d) NO' agency should exclude or remove on grounds of lack Df 

responsibility any individual Dr firm from any list of qualified per
son$ eligible for government contracts or subcDntracts except in CDn
formity with the principles set forth herein and in Recommendation 
No. 29-2 and Recommendation No. 29-3. 

( e) The prDvisions Df this' Recommend3!tion No. 29-1 shall not 
apply to the' individual r~jection of any bid or prDposal, the proce
dures for which are set fDrth in Recommendation No. 29-4. 

29-2. (a) In cases of criminal cDnviction or civil judgment affect
ing an individual's Dr firm's present responsibility as a government 
contractor or subcontractor, or upon probable cause for belief tha;t 
an individual or firm has committed fraud Dr has engaged in other 
conduct showing' a substantial lack Dr present responsibility as a 
government contractor or subcontractor as detennined in writing by 
the agency head or his designee, notice of proposed debarment may 
also provide for the temporary sus'pension of the individual or firm 
from further cDntracting Dr subcontracting with the government 
agency cDncerned pending administrative de;termination Df the debar
ment issue. Such suspensions should not exceed a reasonable time, 
and in no event shDuld they exceed the time limits set forth in sub-
paragraph (b)' below. . 

(b) Any suspension authorized in accordance with subparagraph, 
(a) above, shDuld be subject to the fDllowing limitations: 

( 1) If a notice of suspension and proposed deba~ent is 
based in whole or in part upon alleged fraud incident to obtain-
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,/ 

ing or performing a government contraot or subcontract or upon 
any other alleged conduct showing a present lack of integrity or 
honesty as a government contractor or subcontractor and if 
within one year of such notioo of suspension and proposed debar
ment the individual or firm . concerned has been or is criminally 
charged by Federal indictment or information or has become or 
becomes a party to a suit involving the United States or its offi
cers andl the subject matter of such indictment, infonuation or 
suit includes the substance of the reasons set forth in such notice 
of suspension and proposed debarment; the suspension may con
tinue for the duration of any trial· in a Federal court of first 
instance of the issues covered by such· notice of suspension and 
proposed debarment and for 120 days thereafter (during which 
period any debarment action should be completed). However, 
if such indiotment, information or suit is not returned or in
stituted within one year 6f such notice of suspension and proposed 
debarment, the suspension should thereupon terminate, but with-;-. 

. out prejudice to any right of debarment, unless the Attorney Gen
eral or his designee (but not below the level of an Ass~stant 
Attorney General) should determine and notify the head of the 
department or agency that issued the notice of suspension and 
proposed debarment, that disclosure, for purposes of administra
tivedebarment from government contracting, of the Govern
ment's evidence of fraud or of .lack of honesty or integrity on the 
part of the individual or firm concerned would be substantially 
harmful to the Government's law enforcement activities or to 
the successful criminal or civil prosecution of such individual or 
firm. If the Attorney General or his designee makes such a 
determination, the suspension may continue for a period not to 
exceed 18 months from the notice-of suspension and proposed 
debarment and may continue for the duration of any trial if an 
indictment, infornlation or sui,t is returned or instituted within 
such I8-month period, as provided in the first sentence of this 
subparagra ph (b) (1) . If a suspension is made or continued on 
the basis of ·such a determination, a further notice of suspension 
should be furnished to the individual or firm concerned. Noth
ing in this subparagraph (b) (1) shall prevent the reimposition 
of a suspension in accordance with subparagraph (a), above, 
whenever such indictment, information or suit is returned or 
instituted, in which event the suspension may continue for the 
duration of any trial as provided in the first sentence of this 
subparagraph (b) (1), and any administrative trial-type hearing 
previously begun for the purpose of determining the related 
debarment issue will thereupon terminate without determinrution. 

(2) If a notice of suspension and proposed debarment is issued 
. for reasons other than those covered by subparagraph (b) (1), 

above, the period of suspension should not exceed 90 days. Sus
pension for such other reasons beyond 90 days (but not to exceed· 
an additional 90 days) should not be imposed except upon a 
written determination· by an official of the rank of Assistant Sec
retary, or the equivalent. of the reasons and necessity therefore; 
an}T continuations of such 90-day periods should be accompanied 
bv new determinations of the saine kind. A copy of each such 
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determination ~hould be furnished to the suspended individual 
or firm. In no event should suspension under this subparagraph 
(b) (2) exceed one year or be in.addition to any period of suspen-

,Sion wlder subparagraph (b) (1), above. ' 
29-3. Except as provided in Recommendation 29-2 and subject to 

Recommendation 29-4, the practice of summary suspensions of indi
vid uals and firms from Government contracting without notice and 
opportunity for a trial-type hearing should be discontinued. ' 

29-4. Any government rejection of an otherwise successful bid or 
offer incident to obtaining a government contract or subcontract 
solely or primarily on the ground that the proposed contractor or sub
contractor is believed to be lacking in business integrity or business 
honesty should be preceded by written explanation to such proposed 
contractor or subcontractor by the contracting officer of the reasons 
for that belief and by the opportunity for such proposed contractor 
or subcontraetor to reply to the contracting officer within a reasonable 
period of time consistent with the need for making a contract or sub
contract award in a timely lUanneI'. 

29-5. Agency rules of procedure and practice in all types of debar
ments should be published, should be uniform to the extent practicable, 
and should provide for a fair and speedy determination. 

29-6. Government debarment of an individual or firm from the 
contracts or subcontracts of a government department or agency or 
firm participating in any federally assisted construction work should 
be evidenced by a decision in writing, which decision sets forth find
ings and conclusions as well as the reasons or basis therefor. Such 
decision should be furnished to the debarred individual or firm. In 
cases of debarment following a trial-type hearing, all debarment de
cisions (including decisions to extend debarments in accordance with 
Recommendaton 29-1 (b) should be published .01', in accordance 
with published rule, made available for public inspection, except those 
which are required to be held confidential for good cause found by the 
agency head or his designee and therefore may not be cited as 
precedents. 

PART II. GROUNDS AND SCOPE OF DEBARMENT 

/ t /s Recommended That-
29-7. (a) All grounds for debannent should be explicitly set forth 

in appropriate agency regulations, which regUlations should be pub-
lished, and l to the extent practicable and desirable, be uniform. ( 

(b) Such regulations should to the extent feasible set forth stand
ards and criteria for (i) determining business affiliates of debarred 
firms and individuals, (ii) extending debarment to such affiliates, 
(iii) determining when fraud or criminal conduct of an owner, stock
holder, officer, director, or employee will be imputed to ,a business 
firm or when termination of such person's relationship to the firm 
will avoid or remove debarment of the firm, and (iv) determining the 
scope of administrative debarments in terms of their applicability 
to all agency contracts or subcontracts with the debarred firm or in
dividual or to particular types of contracts or subcontracts, or to con
tracts or subcontracts for particular products or services. 

(c) The grounds for administrative debarment should include, 
without limitation, fraud incident to obtaining or performing a gov-
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ernment contract or subcontract or any other conduct showing a serious 
,and present lack of business integrity or business honesty as a gov
ernment contractor or subcontractor. Findings of such: fraud or other 
conduct should be based on substa:otial evidence which may include a 
criminal or civil judgment or any findings of I fact therein relating 

. materially to the grounds of debarment. 

PART HI. DEBARMENT PERIODS 

It Is Reco7nmended That-
29-8. The Armed Services ,and Federal Procurement Regulations 

and the regulations of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to the 
Reorganization Plan No. 14 of 1950 (i) should be amended to provide 
that, except as 0therwise provided by statute or Executive order, 

. debarment should be for a reasonable, definitely stated period of 
time, commensurate ,vith the seriousness of the cause .therefor, but 
not to exceed 3 years. and (ii) should expressly provide for removal 
of debarment within the debarment period upon a showing of current 
responsibility to perform government contracts or subcontracts or to 
partici pate in federally assisted construction work, as the case may be. 

29-9. Congress should be requested to am.end the Buy American 
and Davis-Bacon Acts to remove the absolute debarment penalties and 
to authorize administrative discretion with regard to the scope of 
debarment ,and to the period of debarment in conformity with the 
principles ~et forth in Recommendation 29-8 above. 

\ 
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DEBARMENT AND SUSPENSION OF PERSONS FROM GOV
ERNMENT CONTRACTING AND FEDERALLY ASSISTElJ 
CONSTRUCTION WORK 

Report of the Committee on Adjudication of Claims in Support of 
Recommendation No. 29 ' 

I. COMMITTEE FINDINGS 

Some 340 business firms are now barred from participating directly 
or indirectly in some or all Government procurenlent or surplus
disposal contracts, and about 60 of these are also excluded from con
tracts for most federally assisted construction work throughout the 
United States.1 

In government parlance this bar is known as contractor "ineligi
bility'" "debarment," or "suspension." Each term has a shade of 
distinct technical meaning but primarily denotes the end result of ex
elusion from various Federal programs for varying periods of time.2 

Except for a small percentage,S thIS Government action is taken with
out opportunity for an adversary hearing and if based on suspected 
criminal conduct is generally without being officially notified or in
,formed of meaningful reasons, or opportunity to learn why.4 At 
issue are the Government's operational interest in excluding the dis
honest and the willful or chronic contract violators from its programs 
by means that do not impede on-going contracting or impair law en
forcement, and the competing public Interest in assuring that the de-

1 The Defense Depa~tment "Joint Consolidated List of Debarred, Ineligible, and Sus
pended Contractors", issued "for. official use oIl!ly" semi-annually and supplemented 
monthly, shows some 340 firms or individuals in a debarred sta"tus as of April 1, 1962. 
This list is a compilation of cur.rent contractor debarments by the Department of Labor 
under the Walsh-Healey Act (a total of 170; 53 for violations of the Act, 117 for not 
qualifying as a manufacturer or regular dealer) and undier Reorganization Plan No. 14 
of 1950 (29), by the Comptroller General under the Davis-Bacon Act (34), by the Military 
Departmen t9 and the Defense Supply Agency (116; 39 debarred, 77 suspended), and 
by other government contracting agencies that rulso apply to contracts of the Department 
of Defense (presently none). These figureS! are representative of the last-five-year period; 
moreover, the Defense Department list includes the names of substantially all firms 
appearing on contractor debarment lists of other contracting agencies. Firms debarred 
under Reorgamization Plan No. 14 and the Davis-Bacon Act are also ineligible to participate 
a;; contractors or subcontractors in certain federally assisted construction projects, as 
described in notes 12 and 35 infra. 

2 "Ineligibility" technically refers to determinations by the Depar.tment of Labor under 
§ 1 (a) of the Walsh-Healey Act that individuals or firms do not qualify g,l> "manufacturers" 
or "regular dealers" for purposes of eligibility for receiving government contracts for sup
plies iIll excess of $10,000. See note 9 infra. The Department of Defense has administra
tively extended this statutory eligibility requirement to contracts for supplies under 
$10,000. See paragraph 1-603(a) of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) 
(July 1, 1960). 

"Debarment" is not technically defined by agency regulations and in practice is generally 
understood as meaning inclusion on an official agency list of debarred tirms in accordance 
with established debarment procedures. "Suspension" is a form of debarment, primarily 
referring to persons or firms suspected of fraud or criminal conduct in government con
tracting or other business dealings. 

For pioneering surveys of government contractor debarment, highly critical of govern
ment procedtures and practices, see Miller, 4.dmin'istrative -Discretion in. the Award of 
Federal Oontracts, 53 Mich. L. Rev. 781 (1955); Gantt and Panzer, The Government 
Blacklist: Debarment and SuspenSion of Bidders on Government Oontracts, 25 Geo. Wash. 
L. Rev. 175 (1957). 

3 See notes 7, 16, and 17 infra and related: text. 
4 See notes 13 and 18 infra. 
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barment power is exercised in a fair and open manner because of the 
severe, often fatal consequences of this government sanction.5 

The penalty of three-year debarment from some or all governn1ent 
contracts is explicitly required by the Buy American and Davis-Bacon 
Acts for certain violations of those laws,6 and may be administratively 
imposed for substantive noncompliance· witlr the .. Walsh-Healey Act.7 

£> This is recognized by the Comptroller General in decision B-1397200f Januip,'y 6; 1960, 
to the Secretary of Labor: . . . . 

"* * * A conclusion reached by the Attorney General's Committee on Administrative 
Procedure in 1939 (mimeographed' monograph), that the penalty of blacklisting is so 
severe that its imposition may destroy a going' .business, appears to' be even more valid' 
under present day conditions. As such, the power of debarment is tantamount to one of 
life or death over a business, and, when administrative :debarment is employed for its 
deterrent or retruliatory value alone, it Is seriously questionable that no more is entailed 
thftn deprivation of·.a benefit or privilege, within the bonds of 'due process,' without 
redressable injury to personal or property rights. However, whether or not llability is 
incurred in refusing to deal with a' responsible bidder, it is certaJ.n that the statutory 
directions requiring competition are blnding'upon and must be observed by contracting 
agencies. The discretion: properly exercisable by them is not absolute." 

. The text of this decision is set forth in App. A infra. 
6 Section 3(b) of the Buy-American Act, 47 Stat. 1520 (1933),41 U.S.C. §·.10b(b) (19,58). 

provides that "If the head of a department, bureau, agency, or independent establishment 
which has made any contract containing the provisions required by subsection (a) of this 
section finds that in the performance of such contract there ·has. been a failure to comply 
with such proviSions (requiring the use of supplies of domestic origin in the performance of 
government construction contracts and subcontracts), he shall make public his finllings, 
including therein the name of the contractor obligated under such contract, and no other 
contract for the construction, alteration, or repair of any public building or public work in 
the United States, or elsewhere shall be awarded to such contractor, suhcontractors, 
material men, or snppliel"s which with such contractor is associated or affiliated, within a 
period of three years after such finding is made publie." ·In recent years, there is only one 
reported case of debarment under this authority. 25 Fed. Reg. 223 (Jan. 12, 19'60). No 
regulations or procedures of executive agencies have been published concerning debarment 
under this authority. Perhaps as a technical error of d,raftsmanshlp, the debarment pro
cedures set forth in the Federal Procurement and Armed Sen-tees Prot:urement Regulations 
do not literally apply.to debarment under this statutory authority. . . 

Tbe Davis-Bacon Ad, which prescribes minimum wage rates for government construction 
contracts, provides in section 3(a), 49 Stat. 1011 (1935),40 U.S.C .. § 276a-2 (a) (1958), for' 
contractor debarment 8.8 follows: 

"The Comptroller General of the United States is authorized and directed to ·pay directly 
to laborers and mechanics from any accrued payments withheld under the terms of the 
contract any wages found to be due laborers and mechanics pursuant to sections 2761l to 
276a-5 of this title; and the Comptroller General of the United States is further authorized· 
and is directed to distribute a list to all departments' of the Government giving the names of 
persons or firms whom he has found to have disregarded .their obligat.ions to employees' and. 
subcontractors. No contract shall be awarded to the persons or firms' appearing on this 
list or to any firm, corporation, partnership, or association in which S11Ch persons or firms 
have an interest until three years have elapsed from the date of publication Of the list 
containing the names of such persons or firms." ... , . 

The procedures for debarment under this authority Involve both: tIle Department of Labor· 
and the General Accounting Office. While the power of the debarment.for violation of the 
Davis-Bacon Act is vested in the Comptroller General, that ofllcial as a matter of practice 
acts upon recommendations of the Department of Labor which, in conjunction with tbe 
government, contracting agency concerned, investigates and evaluates reported violations 
pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. 14 of 1950 and regulations issued thereunder (see 
note 12 infra). The General Accounting Office in acting on the Labor Department's recom'· 
meildation for debarment for violations of the Davis-Bacon Aet does not offer the person~ 
affected thereby the opportunity for an adversary· hearing; but prior to debarring the 
individual or firm in question, the General Accounting Office as a matter of practice gives 
advance notice of that propo-sed action to the persons affected 'and affords them an oppor
tunity to present.· information in opposition, inclUding an opportunity to confer with 
appropriate GAO officials. As of April 1, 1962, .84 firms were debarred by the Comptroller 
General for violations of this Act. As pointed out in note 35 infra, debarment for violation 
of the Davis-Bacon Act extends not only to all government contracts as provided in the Act, 
but also to partiCipation in certain federally assisted construction work described in note 12 
infra. 

7 Under section 3 of the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act, 49 Stat. 2037 (1936), 41 
U.S.C. § 37 (·1958), debarment for violation of the minimum wage and hour or labor
safety requirements of the act a'pplicable to government contracts for suppUes in excess· 
of $10,000, is provided as follows: , 

"The Comptroller General is authorized and directed to distribute a list to' all agencies 
of the United States containing the names of persons or firms found by the Secretary 
of Labor to have breached any of the agreements or representations required by 'Section 
35-45 of this Title. Unless the Secretary of Labo.r otherwise recommends, no contract 
shall be awarded to such persons or firms or to any firm, corporation, partnership, or 
association in which such persons or firms have a controlling' interest until three years 
have ela·psed from the date the Secretary of Labor determines such breach to have 
occurred." , 

For pUI1poses of determining whether or not these labor standards have been violated, 
§ 5 of the act, 49 Stat. 8038 (1936), as amended, 41 U.S.C. § 39 (1958), provides for 
adversary hearings to be held by the Secreatry of Labor or by "an impartial representative 
designated by him". Under this provision, the Secretary of Labor has li:isued rules of 
practice which by their terms are applicable to debarments under section 3 of the act. 
As of AprIl 196·2, approximately 53 firms we,re debarred under this authority. It is the 
policy of the Department of La:bor not to debar for inadvertent violations. 
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Beyond this, there is no statutory authority for contractor debarment 
in a -punitive or penal sense.S There is, however, statutory authority 
to refuse government c.ontracts to persons so long as they do not 
qualify as manufacturers or regular dealers,9 or are not "responsible" 
in their business dealings,lO and the administrative power to debar 
or suspend persons found or believed to be incapable or untrust
worthy of performing government contracts is iml?lied from this latter 
authorityP A further source of power adminIstratively to debar 
construction contractors from certain federally assisted proj ects for 
wage and overtime pay violations is' contained in regulations of the 
Secretary of Labor issued under Reorganization Plan No. 14 of 
1950.12 

8 See Oopper Plumbing &; Heatino 00. v. OampbeH, 290 F. 2d 368 (D.C. Cir. 1961) ; 
Schle8inger v. GateB, 24H F. 2d 111 (D.C. Cir. 1957). See also App. A infra. 

9 Section l(a) of the Walsh-Healey Act, 49 Stat. 2036 (1936), as amended, 41 U.S.C. 
§ 35(a) (1959), limits government contracts for supplies in excess of $10,000 to per,sons 
found under regulations of the Secretary of Labor to qualify either as manufacturers of 
or regular dealers in the suppUes contracted for. As of April 1, 1962, 117 individuals or 
firms were found not to qualify as manufacturers or regular dealers as to some or all 
commodities, and were to that extent ineligible for 'contracts subject to the Walsh-Healey 
Act. As pointed out in note 2 8upra, the Dep'artment of Defense, but not other govern
ment contracting agencies, -has extended' this ineligibility to contracts for suppUes under 
$10,000. 

10 For example, 10 U.S.C. § 2305(c), and 41 U.S.C. §§ 5 and 253(-b), which apply to 
most government contracting, provide thrut contracts are to be awarded to "resp,onsible" 
bidders. 

11 See Comptroller General decisions set forth in App. A infra. 
IU! Reorganization Plan No. 14 of 1950, 15 Fed. Reg. 3176, 64 Stat. 1267, 5 U.S.C. 

§ 133z note (1958), provides for the "coordination of administration and consistency O'f 
enforcement by the Secretary of Labor of the labor standards" provisions 'of various 
federal statutes relating to government cons,truction contracts and federally assisted 
construction projects such as airports, highways, hOf"pitals, and public housing. 

Under this Reorganization Ptan, the Secretary of Labor has published regulatio,ns 
which are set forth in 29 C.F.R. subtitle A, Part 5 (Supp. 1961). Section 5.6 (,b) provides 
for debarment as follows: 

"Whenever any contractor or subcontractor is found by the Secretary of Labor or the 
Agency Head to be in aggravated or wilful violation of the prevailing wage or overtime 
pay provisions of any of the applicable sta'tutes listed § 5.1, other than the Davis-Bacon 
Act, such contractor or subcontracto'r or any firm, corporation, partnership, or association 
in which such contracto!." or subcontractor has a substantial interest shall be ineligible 
for a period of 3 years (from the date of publication by the Comptroller General of the 
name or names of said contractor or subcontractor on the ineligible list .. as :provided 
below) to receive any contracts subject to any of the statutes listed tn § 5.1. In cases: 
ar,ising under contracts covered by the Davis-Bacon Act, theineligibiIity provISion pre
scribed in that act shall govern. 

"The Agency Head shall furnish ~o the Secretary of Labor for transmittal to the 
Comptroller General the names of the persons or firms who have been found to have 
disregarded their obUgatlons to employees. The Comptroller General will distribute a 
list to all Departments of the Government giving the names of such ineligible persons 
or firms." 

The statutes listed in § 5.1 of these regulations include the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.'S.C. 
~ 276a) ; the Highway Laws of 1958 (23 U.S.C. § 101) ; the Copeland and Anti-Kickback 
Acts (18 U.S.C. § 874, 40 U.S.C. § 276c).; the Eight Hour Laws (40 U.S.C. § 321) ; the 
National Housing Act (12 U.S.C. § 1703); the HospUal Survey and Construction Acrt 
(42 U.S.C. § 291) ; the Federal Airport Act (49 U.S.C. § 1101) ; the Housing Act of 19~9 
(42 U.S.C. § 1401) ; the School Survey and Construction Act of 1950 (20 U.S.C. § 251) ; 
the Defense Housing and Community Facilities and Services Act of 1950 (42 U.S.C. 
~ 1591) : the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950 (50 U.S.C. App. § 2251) ; and the Area 
Redevelopment Act of 1961 (75 Stat. 4,7). It is thus obvious that debarment for 
"aggravated or wilful violation of the prevailing wage or overtime pay provisio,ns" of the 
applicable statutes has a vast reach. A-pproximately 4 percent of the reported violationl! 
of wage and overtime requirements appHcable to government construction contracts or 
federally assisted construction work result in debarmen,ts under: this authority. Never
theless, commencing with the Fiscal Year 1953, Reorganization Plan No. 14 debM'ments 
(under which the Department of Labor includes Davis-Bacon Act debarments by the 
Comptroller General on the recommendation of the Secretarv of Labor) have grown as 
follows: 1.953-58; 1954;....26; 1955-218; 19M~36; 1957-35; 1958-72; 195,9-69; 1960-53'; 
1961-57. 

The debarment authority of the Labo'r Department under Reorganization Plan No. 14 
has recently been sustained against attack that the Secretary has exceeded his authority 
by imposing an administrative penalty without statutory authorization. Oopper Plumbing 
ana Heating Co. v. Oampbell, 290 F. 2d 368 (D.C. Cir. 1961). But in sustaining the 
government action of debarment, the court noted that the de.barment was not absolute 
and was subject to cancellation upon a proper showing that the plaintiff, 'prior to the 
expiration of the three-year period, was at that time a responsible person who could be 
relied upon to comply with the required standards. 290 F. 2-d, 36,8, 372. 

The Comptroller General has advised the Secretary of Labor that debarments under 
this authority are subject to removal upon a demonstration of current responsibility 
prior to the expiration of the' three-year period. See Compo Gen. Dec. B-l'39720 of May 
25, 1961, set forth in App. A infra. 
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The major problems of contractor debarment are the absence of 
safeguards to Insure procedural fairness, the inadequacy of the rules 
concerning the grounds and the scope of debarment, the length and 
disparity of debarment periods, and the combination of prosecutive 
and judicial functions in decision-making regarding debarment. Our 
study indicate~: 
1. The absence of the safeguards of procedural fairness 

a. Business firms suspected 'Of fraud or other criminal conduct' in 
their government business or contractual dealings are subject to "sus-. 
pension" from further government contraots pending investigation 
and appropriate action by the Department of Justice, a time period 
that frequently exceeds 3 years. Procurement regulations do not 
provide for advance notice, and in some cases prohibit oppOliuni,ty to 
know the reasons, or the evidence for the suspension.13 There are 
currently about 75 such outstanding suspensions by the Department 
of Defense alone, most of which have continued more than 1 year and a 
third of which have continued more than 5 years.14 

b. Wi,th the exceptinn of debarments by the Department of Labor 
under the Walsh-Healey Act,t5 certain administrative debarments by 
the General Services Administration,16 and administrative debarments 
for racial or religious discrimination by contractors against their 
employees/7 agency procedures do not provide opportunity for 
adversary hearings in debarment cases. IS In practice, such hearings 
are rarely held.19 . ' 

c. Administrative debarments by one contracting agency may be 
routinely extended by other agencies to their contracts 'without prior 
notice and opportunity to defend,zo and in some cases without any 
notice. 21 ' 

d. In addition to agency or government-wide debarments officially 
imposed, de facto debarments or suspensions by government contract-

13 See ASPR 1-605.4 (July 1. 1960) ; General Services Procurement Regulatious (GSPR), 
§ 5-1. 310-50 (Review List of Bidders). 

14 Most of these suspensions have been by the Army; however, responsibility for some 
35 of these has been transferred to the newly created Defense Supply Agency. 

15 See note 7 supra . 
. 16 See GSPR §5 -1.606-56. . , 

:17 Exec. Order No. 10925, § 312, 26 Fed. Reg. 1977 (March 8, 1961) ; 41 C.F.R. § 60-1.24 
(b 3) (Supp. 1962). 

18 See ASPR 1-604.3(a) ; FPR § 1~1.605(b) (6). 
Debarments under the Reorganization Plan No. 14 of 1950 and the Secretary of 

Labo.r's implementing regulatIo.n (see note 12 supra)' do. no.t pro.vide o.ppo.rtUnity for 
adversar.v hearings. Further, ineHgibility determinations by the Secretary of Labor under 
§ l(a) o.f the Walsh-Healey Act (see note 10 supra) are made without opportunity fo.r 
adversary hearing by published rule, although in practice, adversary-type hearings are 
granted o.n request and are condiucted by a hearing examiner who reports his findings and 
reco.mmendations to the Wage and Hour Administrator. 

19 The Navy will grant a hearing for good cause shown, and has granted at least o.ne 
adversary hearing in a debarment case. The other< military departments, the Defense 
Supply Agency, and the General Services Administration have not held adversary hea'rings 
in debarment cases. In fact, the very requirement of the GSA regulations for an' adiversar.v 
hearing has deterred formal debarments in that agency-there is no· record of any con
tractor debarment originated by GSA since its hearing procedures were first adopted 
about 1954-"':with the result that de facto debarments of questionable contractors have 
been achieved within that agency by Gther means. See note 22 infra. 

Apart from rare adversary hearings in Walsh-Healey ineligibility cases, as described in 
note 18 supra, and apart from Walsh-Healey debarment cases described in note 7 supra, 
the practice of the Department of Labor under Reorganization Plan No. 14 debarments 
(see note 11 supra) is not to. afford an a.dversary hear:ing, but occasionally to conduct an 
investigative hearing. In such a hearing complaints by employees of wage or overtime 
pay violatio.ns are usually treated as confidential and are not disclosed to the employer
contractor withou! the employee's conHent. See 29 C.F.R. § 5.6(e) (1961), 

120 FPR § 1-1.60o:l(b) (6) provides that "The firm shall be given written no.tice of the 
debarment or the intent to debar, except in the case of cause (a) (4):' Causel (a) (4) is 
"Debarment by some other executive agency." By contrast, both ASPR 1-604.3 (a) and 
GSPR § 5-1.606-55 do require prIor notice in this situation. Most of the 39 current 
administrative debarments by the Department of Defense are included itt the GSA debarred 
list., . 

121 We are informed that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration follows 
the practice of ro.utinely extendIng Defense Department debarments and sllspensions to 
its contracting without notice to. the firms and individuals concerned. 
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ing officers, usually based on internal agency, or bureau, lists of firms 
of questionable performance responsibility or integrity, appear to be 
widespread.22 For the most part these lists are secret, and business 
firms are without notice of, or meaningful opportunity to challenge, 
the fact of listing or the denial.of contracts on such grounds.23 . 

aa One such list is the GSA Review List of Bidders established by GSPR § 5-1. 310-50. 
As of February 15, 1962, this list included some 45 firms or individuals on grounds such 
as the following: alleged contract fraud or criminal offenses, 13 cases; criminal convictions, 
3 cases; income tax fraud: 1 case; plea of the privilege of self-incrimination before a 
congressional committee on matters unrelated to government contracting, 1 case: un
satisfactory contract performance, 21 cases. 

Also, 21 of the 45 firms were included on the GSA predecessor "Refer List" dated May 
I, 1956. GSPR § 5-1. 310-50(e) (2) provides that "No contract shall be awarded to a 
listed firm or individual until the contracting officer determines the bidder to be respon
sible. 0 • 0 Inquiry shall be made of such elements of the central office and the regional 
office as the contracting officer may see fit, to support such a determination or to support 
rejectIon for failure to qualify as a responsible prospective contractor. The extent or 
scope of the inquiry is for determination by the contracting officer." Moreover, GSA 
ofllcials have informed the writer that in practice persons or firms SO listed are effectively 
excluded. from receiving contracts. All In all, and because of the comparative ease of 
including an individual or firm on the GSA Review List in comparison with the formal 
GSA debarment procedures (see note 16 8upra), the conclusion seems warranted that the 
Review List is a de facto means of debarment and suspension from GSA contracting. 

Also interesting are the following excerpts from a memorandum from the Army to the 
Navy, written in 1958: . 

"2. Df'barments under the provisions of ASPR 1-604(b) (1) or (II) for wilful failure 
to perform or a history of fanure to perform have been rarely effected by this office. 
Since 1955 only five such debarment actions have been taken.·· Currently the Army has 
only two contractors. on. the consolidated 11st as the result of delinquent performance. 

. "3.' Very. few cases of this,type are referred to this office for the following reasons : 
"a. Of all the bases for determining responsi,blllty of a prospective contractO'r under 

ASPR 1-307, contracting ofllcers' apparently have the least hesitancy' in u~ing the 
record of prior' performance as. a busis for rejection; Therefore, where the past 
record of the contractor is known to the contracting ofllcer, action is taken at that 
level to preclude the award of contracts. .' " 

"b. In addition, the respective Technical Services maIntain wh'at are commonly 
known as· Referral Lists. These 11sts; wliich areavli.ilable· to' contracting ofllcers, 
furnish Information as to prior unsatisfactory performance of a contractor with 
other agencies of the particular technical service. . . 

"4. As a general rule, this ofllce has debarred for history' of failure to perform only 
when the. contractor is the type Who, on a more or less 'fiy by night', basis, deals With 
several technicaJ services and with the armies With the result that the various' con
tracting ofllcers have no means of knowing what his record has been with other agencies. 
Where, however, from the nature of the item produced by the contractor, he deals only 
with' one technical service, the contracting officers, as indicated above,. know' his· histo'ry 
and take action accordingly. In fact, such action can be more properly taken by a con
tracting officer on a case by case basis rather than by an' across the board debarment. 

"5. As a practical matter there are two other areas which have given rise to difficulty 
in' this field and have on occasion resulted in this office not taking debarment action when 
recommended by the contracting officer. ' ,.: ' 

"a. A contracting officer may recommend debarment for history of failure to perform 
on one or more contracts and at the same time continue to award new contracts to 
the contractor. This has resulted in the contractor being under consideration for 
debarment while at the same time performing on current contracts. Where the 
contracting officer has made such a recommendation and the record shows that he 
did not consider such performance sufllciently faulty to warrant his exercise of 
discretion under ASPR 1-307 and refuse to award new contracts, this office has 
declined to debar. 

"b. There have been instances where a contracting ofllcer has recommended debar
ment and the contractor by reclalmer alleges that the Government, by late delivery 
of Government FurnIshed Property, repeated change orders, etc., has been the 
primary cause of the delay. In such instances, It may develop that there is no firm 
basis for debarment but rather a. matter for determination by the Armed Forces Board 
of Contract Appeals. 

"6. In summary, due to the small number of cases referred to this office under the 
Provisions of ASPR 1-605(b) (1) and (11) we have been faced with a few problems In 
this area. The technical services, as a ·general rule, apparently prefer to handle the 
matter of poor performance under the provis,Ions of ASPR 1-307.' Normally debarment 
by this office is not Indicated unless the delinquent contractor Is of the type who deals 
with many different agencies of the Department of the Army." 

The Navy also has a de facto debarment list, called the "Navy Contractor Experience 
List," with the major difference that "At the time the propasal is made to 11st a supplier 
on the NCEL, the contracting officer • •• • shall notify the suppller by' letter of the 
proposal and the reasons therefor 0 cr • and shall Instruct the supplier that he may 
furnish the Chief of Material any pertinent facts." NPD 1-950(e).Thus the procedures 
for Navy listing on the NCEL closely approximate those for Navy debarment. Currently 
there are some 40 suppliers so listed, mostly on grounds of contractor delinquency in 
delivery or prior termination for default. Whlle the list has been in existence only since 
March, 1961, 5 names have been removed and 21 added. to the original 11st in semi-
annual revisions. ..... . ' . 

2.'J Thus GSPR § 5-1-310.50(a) (1) provideI'> that the "List shall be marked 'For Ofllcial 
Use Only,' and private parties shall not be apprised of It in any waywhaisoever." When 
a bid. from a firm on the list Is rejetced, the "List shall Dot be cited as a. reason for or 
factor contributing to the rejection." GSPR § 5-1, 310-50(e) (3). 

Of course, as indicated In note 22 8upra, inclusion on the Navy Contractor Experience 
List Is with notice. 

20-101--63----19 
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e. In the procurement of clothing for the Armed Forces, suppliers 
of questionable performance reliability and business integrity are 
excluded or removed for indefinite periods from lists of eligible con
tractors by procedures which, while they result in informing the 
supplier of reasons for. his not being listed, do not include .opportunity 
for an 'adversary hearl1lg. 24 Such exclUSIOn or removal IS a form of 
debarment.25 , 

f. ' There 'are no published. regulations concerning debarment pro-
. cedures under the Buy American or Davis-Baeon Acts 26 or pursllant 
to regulations of the: Secretary ·of Labor under Reorganization Plan 
No. 14 of 1950 with. reference to debarm'ent from governmentc6ri
struction: contracts andsubGontracts' 'and eertiliR federally as·sisted. 
construction work.27 . 
2~ 'Inadequate. rules c.oncerning the·groundsand ·scope.of debar· 
.. ,ment . '. .. ' . 
. a .. Puhli'shed pro'curement regulations do not expl.icitlyset forth all 

the grounds or.the standards for administrative ~ebarment, and vagUe, 
generalized: criteria have led to debarments on questionable gro1,lnds,28 
not reasonably, related to government contracting, inchiding theexer
cise of the Constitutional. privilege against self-incrimination.29 . 

b. The explicit grOllllds set forth in regulations for administrative 
debarment inclride conviction of fraud or other criminal offensesirici .. 

~Procur~ments ,of· military clothing and other textile end items are' go:ver~ed by the 
procedures quoted 'inHearing8' on Bidder Qualifications Jor Olothing. and. Te:I!ta~8, House 
Armed Services Subcommittee for SpeciaJ Investigations, 85th Cong.,,:2d· sess. 629 (1958). 
See6C,F.R.§§ 421.5551~.5560, 427.1081-.1090 (1960).· " . , 

i26DebarmeTht is not a word! of art, and embraces any form of exclusion from government 
contracting. . . ' ' , 

26 See note 6 supra . 
• r!7 See notes 11, 18,. and 19 supra. . .,.' ;,:' , 

.26 For example"the Army' in ·certain military clothing procurements has ·adopted a 
practice of barring:contracts with firms which by lease or otherwise utilize the plants owned 
by debarred ,firms where., the "only effective way to ·protect the best interests of the 

'Government by:prewenting.·this unscrupulous .manipulation andJ profiting (by, a debarred 
firm to participate indirectly in government procurement tb.tough'fronts, spurious leases 
or other arrangements') is to refuse to permit the use of the plant so long as it Is,owned 
by" the debarred bidder. See also Compo Gen. Decision R ... 136525 of Sept. 23, 1958, 
sustaining bid) rejection 'on this ground in an earlier case. . . 
, ;'A conviction of X for ,federal income tax evasion in the activities of corporation A of 
which X was vice president-the use of corporate funds for 'personal gain' and the charge 
back of such funds' as, costs of constrilction being performed' chiefly' under government 
contracts-has led, to the die facto debarment of corporation B on the ground that X, 
owning some' 43 percent of, the stock of B and serving as its president, thereby made B 
corporation ineligible for agency CQntracts notwithstanding thalt B corporation had a 
satisfactory performance record' on government contracts, and that X had allegedly severed 
all his connections with B. ,. 

'These tendencies are'perhaps encouraged' by regulations such as FPR § 1-1.608 providing 
that contr,acting agencies may debar "for causes other than those specifically set forth 
herein," with no requirement for published regulations setting forth such causes; and 
ASPR 1-604.1 (c) providing for debarment for "other cause of such serious and compelling 
nature as may be determined by the Secretary of the Department concerned to' justify 
debarment." 

29 There have been several such cases. In one in 1955, the notice of debarment stated in 
part: 

". '. • your refusal to answer questions and to make your books and records available 
to the Investigations Subcommittee of the Permanent Committee on Gover.nment Operations 
has thrown doubt on your right to continue to be eligible for • • • contracts. You have 
pleaded the 5th Amendment in connection with an income tax investigation 'rel3!ting to 
the profits from a business, some 85 percent of which comes from the Government. At 
the very least, these facts create dOtlbt as to whether you have paid all the taxes due 
on the profits which you have r.eceived from Government busririess, and until these doubts 
are, resolved, I' cannot,' in good conscience, as trustee of the ta,xpayer's moneys, and to 
prevent their waste, permtt further contracts. to go to you. ' ' 

"The second ground for your debarment is that you are in default on contract • ... "'." 
In another case in 1959,' the refusal to answer questions by II CongressioDlll'Commtttee 

concerning misappropria,tion of union funds by union officials who were also part owners 
of a small business firm with government subcontracts as well as general questions about 
their bUSiness activities led to a 3-yea.il' debarment of the firm. 

The' policy of one go.vernment agency apparently is to consider "that the refusal of aJD 
official of a firm engaged' as a prime or subcontractor • • • to, answer a' formal Congres
sional inquiry relating to Government contracting precludes a determinllltion that such 
firm' has the necessary degree of business integrity to perform work for the Government." 
Such a policy is within the literal terms of the regulations quoted in note 28 8upra. 
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dent to government contracting,SO hut do not presently include debar
'ment based on administrative determinations of such conduct sup
ported by substantial evidence; instead~ contractors suspected of such 

. conduct are ordinarily suspended, without oJ?portunity for an adver
sary hearing (and in some cases without notIce), pending ,completion 
of appropriate legal proceedings.s1 '."': -
, c. Debarments ordin;:trily extend to the business affiliates of debarred 
firms and individuals,:s2 ,but the published regulations do not specify 
the criteria for.determininKaffiliation or. for extending debarment ,to 
such affiliates.ss " . 

d. In cases of -established or suspected fraud by owners, officers 
or employees of business firms,there are no published criteria or stand
ards by which that conduct will be imputed to the firm itself or by 
which termination of such person's relationship to the firm will a.void 
or remove debarment of the firm. S4 . 

e. The regulations of the Secretary of Labor appear to be unclear on 
. whether firms listed by the Comptroller General for violations- of the 
Da vis-Bacon Act are Ineligible to participate in certain federally: ~,s-
sisted coristructjon work:; S:>" ., . 

3. The length and disparity of debarmenfperiods 
a. Individuals or'lfirms suspended from government contracting on 

grounds of suspected fra,ud orcriminalcqnduct frequently remain/,in 
a debarred status forvarying.periods" up' to several years, at the!~~e
quest of the Department of Justice so as not to prejudice any pendipg 
litigation.36 

- .' ':--.' 

b. The Armed -Services' Procurement R,egulationprovides tJ1:at "as 
a general rule, ·a period of'debarment should 'not exceed 5 yea~s fol-

00 See e.g., ASPR 1-6'04.1 (a)-~ 
81 See note 36 infra. ' . 
M See the statutory provisions quoted· in notes 6 and 7 t;Lod the Secretary of Lab{},r's 

regulations quoted in note 11 supra; see also FPR § 1-1.604:(8.). For an example of such 
a practice, see note 28 supra. ..- 'C,' .: ' ! -'; 

.: tlfd~pplicable regulations are s~ ,snept. "V 

~29 C.F.R. § 5.6(b) (1961) (quoted in note 11supra) provides th.at"Iri cases ar~slng 
under contracts covered by the Davis-Bacon Act, the inellgibilityprovision prescribed in 
that act shall govern." Section 3 of Davis-Bacon' (note 6 8upra) , impo'ses the sanction 
that "No contract shall be a-w:aroed to' the persons or firms appearing on this list,· • -." 
Since this list, which is distributed by the Comptroller General to all government' agencies, 
also includes firms listed l:!y the Comptroller General on the recommendation of the 
Secretary of Labor in violation of wage and overtime provisions of certain statutes 
applicable to federally assisted constr.uction work (l3ee note 11 8upra) , It h31s been generally 
understood that Davis-Bacon debarments render. the firm so debarred ineligible to partici
pate in these federally assisteOlprojects'~ 'For example, regulations of the Federal Housfug 
Agency provide that "No co.nstructioDi contract shall be entered into with a general con
tractor or any subcontractor if such contractor or any such subcontractor- or -any firm, 
corporation, partnership or association in :which such subcontractor has a substantial 
interest is included on the ineligible list of contractors or subcontractors established' and 
maintained by the Comptroller General pursuant to § 5.6(b) of the Regulations of the 
Secretary of Labor • * ." and ,"No advance under the mortgage shall be eligible for In
surance after notification from the Commissioner that the general contractor or any sub
contractor or any firm, corporation, partnership or association in whJ<;h such contractor 
or subcontractor has a substantiaJ. interest was, on the date the contract or subcontract 
was execu ted, on the ineligible list established by the Comptroller General - • 4o." 24 
C.F.R. § 232.19(d) (2), (3)- (1958). . '. . 

·This obviously applies DaviscBacon debarments to federally assisted construction 
work, notwithstanding as' a technical matter that neither the Davis-Bac(}n Act nor the 
Secretary of Labor's regulations so provide. Nevertheless, the writer is informed that 
this accords with the intention of' the Labor Department iUld that a technical revision to 
29 C.F.R. § 5.6(b) will confirm existing practice. . .. 

;J6 ASPR 1-605.2 provides that suspensions continue "pending completion of investigation 
and such legal proceedings as may ensue." This normally involves consideration by both 
the Criminal and Civil 'Divisions of the Department of Jus:tice. in that order, thus involv
ing suspensions Of many months as the ordinary minimum time. A decision not to 
prosecute criminally. a failure of indictment or an acquittlil ",mnot generally terminate 
the suspension if there is any reasonable basis of prosecution for civil fraud~. In fact, a 
significant percentage of the suspension 'cases do not result in crimInal conviction, ,and 
many of the civil fraud cases are unsuccessful. This is not to say tha,t the firm in ques
tion is a responsible supplier and may. n(}t properly be debarred' on' substantial evidence' of 
fraud administratively estabUshed by fair procedures. 
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lowing the date of conviction for fraud' or other criminal offense, 
or 3 years following the date' of debarment for any other cause;" 37 

whereas the General Services Administration Procurement Regula
tions provide that debarment "shall generally be made for periods of 

, not less than one and not more than three years, depending on ~he 
seriousness, of the pffense." 38 N either regulation (nor any other, 

, published procurement regulation) in terms provides for removal of 
debarmeI1t prior to the expiration of the ,debarment period upon a 

, showing of present responsibility as a government contractor, nor is 
there a practice of such removal. 
, c. The military departments for the most part apply the maximum 

5-year period of administrative d~barment incases of criminal con
victions without regard to, the term of the criminal sentence. 39 In 
many cases the period of suspension for suspect~d fraud or criminal 
conduct in fact exceeds this '5-year period.40 , ' 

d. 'The,re are no :published criteria ?r st!l-ndards on computation of 
the debarment :perIOd or upon relating It to the sentence' under a 
conviction. ' , , ' ' 
4. The combination of prosecutive and judicial functions in deb~r-

ment deCision-making' ' 
, a. With the exception of Walsh-Healey Act d~barmei1ts,41 ap

plicable statutes 'and regulations do' not provide for separation 'of 
"-function between those who propose contractor debarment and those 
, who decide it.42 , N or is such separation in fact practiced to any 

extent.f3 
II. DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

, , 

The Committee has proposed nine recommendations after ascertain
ing the detailed views of the Government departtneI).ts and agencies 

> cOncerned'and of a, special subcommitt~e ,of the, American, Bar Asso-
. ciation. The SpeCial Subcommittee and some Government. agencies 

agree at least in principle with all or almost all of the Recommenda
tions. 9r do .'not object to them -( AEC, Armed Services Board' of Con
tract'·Appeals, ,HEW, Justice, 'NASA"Navy, $BA); while a few 
(Army Judge Advocate, General, Defense Supply Agency, Interior, 
and to a lesser extent the Air Force) seem to oppose any basic change 
in debarment and suspension procedures. . Other agency comments 
evidence mixed views, accepting the concept of an adversary hearing 
in contested debarment cases, but questioniJ1g the proposed limits on . 
suspension and the show-cause type procedure for rejecting individual I 

bids on grounds of lack of business integrity. The few helievers in 
present debarment procedures appear ,to 'conceive that it is neither 

m ASPR 1-604.2. . 
ssOSPR § 5-1.605(b)., ' 
38 This appears to be the practice of the Army and Defense Supply Agency. The Air 

Force and to an extent the Navy tend to limit debarment, to the period of the criminal 
sentence, although in so· doing the Air Force in some cases has not taken the sUspension 
period' into account. 

4& There have been at least 30 such involving the Defense Depa.rtment in the past 5 or 6 
years, and this represents, on the average, about one-third of the outstanding Defense 
Department suspensions. 

,n See note 7 8'Upra. 
: 4lI See, e.g., APP. 1-600.50; NPD 1-650. The prOVision of GSPR § 5-1.606-56 assigning' 
debarment hearing~ In certain GSA cases to the' "Board of Review," now known as the 
"Board of Contract Appeals," Is obsolete, ,; 

,013 In fact" in the, military departments the same officiaJs who propose debarments, 
lIupervlse the investigation, and issue the debarment notices, make the finaJ debarment 
~eCtsion. The same IR true, of debarments by the Labor Department under Reorganlzll.-
tiqn PlaJ;l, No.Uotl~ISO.: ' , " , ' 
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a governmental duty nor wise policy to offer a trial-type hearing in 
contested· debarment cases since, in their opinion, government con
tracting is merely a privilege, and view any such procedure as burden
some and possibly dangerous in that it might impair exclusion of the 
dishonest from p;overnment contracting. The Committee is persuaded, 
however, that whatever substance these views may have, they are out
weighed by the benefits to fair governmental administratIOn which 
will flow from adoption and implementation of the Committee's 
recommendations. 

Recommendation No. 2.9-1 

The opportunity for a trial-type hearing' afforded by this recom
mendation refers essentially to the kind of hearing required by § 7 ( c) 
of the Administrative Procedure Act which provides in relevant part 
as follows: 

Except as otherwise provided, the proponent of a rule or order shall have 
the burden of proof. Any oral or documentary evidence may be received, but 
every agency shall as a matter of policy provide for the exclusion of irrelevant, 
immaterial, or duly repetitious evidence and no sanction shall be imposed or 
rule or order be issued except upon consideration of the whole record or such 
portions thereof as may be cited by any party and as supported by and in accord
ance with the reliable, probative, and substantial evidence.· Every party shall 
have the right to present his case or defense by oral or documentary evidence, 
and to conduct such cross-examination as may be required for a full and true 
disclosure of the facts • * *. 

For the purposes of this recommendation, the Committee intends 
that debarment should be interpreted broadly to include every type or 
kind of agency action, however called and at whatever level of agency 
authority performed, which has the effect or result of excluding in
dividuals or firins from eligibility or consideration for government con
tracts or subcontracts or from participation in any federally assisted 
work or project for either fixed or indefinite periods of time.. Thus, 
the recommended procedures of notice and opportunity for a trial-type 
hearing to decide material issues of fact should be applied not only to . 
agency actions officially denominated debarment," but also to de facto 
debarments or debarment-type actions such as inclusion on agency or 
bureau "review lists" or "experience lists" of firms of questionable re
sponsibility,·5 and exclusions or removals from agency lists of per- ' 
sons eligible for agency contracts or subcontracts.46 Obviously, it i.~· 
intended that every rejection of a bid or offer or denial of a contract 
be viewed as a debarment subject to these Iprocedures,:and·para:graph i 
(e) -of Recommendation 29-1 so provides. What is sought to be 
reached by these procedures is .every form of agency black-listing of . 
proposed contractors or subcontractors. Contracting officers would ' 
continue to exercise judgment as heretofore in approving or denying 
individual contracts or subcontracts in conformity with published 
criteria for determining a contractor's responsibility,47 subject to the 
provisions of Recommendation 29-4. 

While several procurement agencies do not object to providing this 
opportunity for a trial-type hearing or say they would grant such a 

44 See notes 2, 6, 9, and 11, and related text 8upra. See also ASPR 1-604. 1, 1-605.1; 
FPR 1-1.603 . 

. 45 See notes 22 and 23. and related text 8upra. 
46 See note 24 and related text 8upra. 
47 See ASPR Section I, Part 9; FPR § 1-1.310. 



hearing'on request (AEC; Agriculture, GSA,'HEW, NASA, Navy, 
SBA), other contracting agencies asserf there "is no showing of need 
for this change.' ~rofessor ,Kenneth ,CulpDavish~ written ~ 

The true principle is that a party who' has' a' sufficient interest 6r'.right at 
stake in a determination of governmental action' should be entitled 'to an opportu
nity to know and to meet, with the weapons of rebuttal evidence, crosS-examiIia
tion,and argument, unfavorable evidence of adjudicative facts, : except, iIi the 
rare circumstance, when some ,otller, interest, such as nat~onal security, justifies, 
an overriding of the interest in a fair hearing. (Davis, 'The Requirement of a 
Trial-Type Hearing, 70 Harv. L. R:ev. ~93, 199 (1~5_6)~), ",' 

This principle not only reflects current notions of administrative fair
ness, but is becoming judicially recognized to be "among the ,require
ments of procedural due process. Thus, in Gre~ne, v. McElroy, 360 
U.S. 474, 496 (19p9), the Sllpreme Court had ,occasion to remind 
government officials that- ' 

Certain principles have remained relatively -immutable in our jurisprudence. 
One of theseJs that where governmental action ,seriously injures an individual, 
and the reasonableness of the action depends on fact, findings, the evidence used 
to, prove the Government's case must be ,disclosed to th~ .individual so that he 
has an opportunity to show that it is untrue. While this is important. in the 
case of documentary evidence" it is even more important, where the evidence ' 
consists of the testimony of individuals wpo.se memory might b~ faulty. 'or who, , 
in fact, might, be perjurers .o'r persons motivated by malice, vindictiveness, -in
tolerance, prejudice, or, jealousy. We have fqrmalized these protections in the 
requirements of confrontation and cross-examination. They have ancient 
roots * 01< *. 

Apart from the • serious doubts of, the 'legalityo:f' contested debar-: 
ments involving denials of' a ,trial-type or due process' hearing ,for _ 
adjudicating disputed material :facts, it is the Committee's view _that 
considerations of fair governmental administration require, the em
ploynlent of procedures designed to minimize 'error and to protect
the interests of both th~ individual and the government. The claim 
0;1: additional but notundlle administrative burden incident to pro
viding such a hearing or the belief that existing ex parte deharments 
'are not :arbitrary in result do not, in the Committee's view, countervail _ 
the need -for greater procedural fairness-, ill debarment decisions in
herent'in this recOmmendation. Indeed, ,the added administrative 
burden, incident to providing trial-type hearings in contested cases 
would' appear to be minimal since on a government-wide basis the 
number of contested debarments would not likely exceed 75 cases in 
the average year. See note 1 supra. " :' " . 

Recommendation 29~1 provides for debarrrient decisions, involving 
disputed material facts to be judicially made by an independent 
agency board or hearing examiner on the record of a trial-type hear
ing. In the Department of ,Defense, debarments by one military de
partment or by the Defense Supply Agency by. their terms extend 
throughout the Department of Defense. Therefore, in such contested 
cases it would appear appropriate that the debarment function in the 
Department of Defense be assigned to a single agency or board, such 
as the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals. The Army JAG 
and the Defense Supply Agency oppose a single independent _ debar
mentboard for the Department of Defense as detracting from the pro
curement responsibility of the military departments and agencies, 
a.nd the Air Force comments that giving any such board responsibility 
for fixing the period of debarment, "would be completely una.cceptable 
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since debarment is essentially a 'procurement managemen't to'ol' and 
the period of debarment should properly be fixed by procurement 
officials." '. '. ' 

If the concept of opportunity for a trial-type hearing in contested 
debarment cases is accepted, it follows that the trier of fact should 
not be the proponent of the debarment order or subQrdinate to' hinl. 
While RecommendatiQn 29-1 (a) in terms does not foreclose such an 
independent board or examiner in each of the military departments or' 
agencies, the fact that debarment by any such ,agency is' effective 
thrQughout the Department.of Defense indicates the approprin:teness 
of a single debarment board for the Department. of Defense, such as 
the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals. Moreover,'the Com:
mit tee believes a single debarment board in the Department of Defense 
would achieve greater unifQrmity of decision than WQuld likely. ha.p~ 
pen with separate bQards. And if the concept of a single board for 
the Department of Defense is persuasive, assigning debarrnent,adjudi-. 
cations to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals which al
ready affords a trial-type hearing in cQntractual disputes also seems 
preferable to establishing a separate bQard. The comments . .of the 
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals do' not suggest ,unwilling-
ness to take on this function. . . ' . ' 

The Air FQrce objects to the hearing b'o'ard Qf examiner's fixing the 
debarment period. In cases in which a trial-type hearing on disputed 
facts is had, the Air Force would apparently have the term~ of the 
debarment order decided nQt by the hearing bQard or examiner but 
by the proponent of the debarment order. In this context, we think 
one who decides should hear. We doubt that fair Qr infQrmed de-. 
cisiQns WQuld result frQm such a separatiQn. Moreover,desirable 
uniformity of treatment of like cases would be dilTIinished by this 
separation of fUnction. The fallacy of the separation is exposed bi 
viewing debarment primarily or solely; as '''a procurement. manage
ment tool." In contested cases at least, we think the entir,e,'debarment 
determination should be made by the trier Qf.fact.. " ,;: ," :' " . 

The Special Subcommittee of the Ameridui Ba'r AssQciatiQn ,has 
commented that RecQnilllendatiQn 29-1 (a) -' ., . , 
* * * seems to omit an important protection. It appe;1rs tQ. provide an ad
versary hearing only "in the event there are disputed questions of fact releyant 
to the debarment issue." But there may often arise a situation in which the 
facts are not in dispute, as in the case of a· civil. judgment' aga'inst a' con
tractor, or an admission of past derelictions sufficient to support a debarment, and 
the contractor may be able to 'Show that because of peculiar circumstances, 
change of management,etc., the admitted facts do not really militate against the 
contractor as present organized. What is needed here is 'not an "adver,sary 
hearing" in the sense of an impartial factfinding, but an opportunity to explain 
and to demonstrate present responsibility as a contractor. We believe that the 
recommendationss should be broadened in this respect. 

If the facts are in dispute, argument alQng the lines indicated eQuId 
he apprQpriately presented to the hearing bQard. In the absence of 
a hearing, sueh argument would be made to' the debarment official. 

RecQmmendation 29-1 in tenllS provjdes oPPQrtunity fQr a t.rial
type hearing only if there are material issues Qf fact relevant to the 
debarment issue. Thus, for example, in most debarments based Qn 
criminal cQnvietiQns or civil fraud judgments there would not Qrdi
narily be remaining materia] issues Qf fact so. t.hat the debarment 
could proceed withQut a trial-type hearing. While decisiQn of 
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whether there are such issues warranting a trial-type h~ring would 
rest with the agency proposing debarment, it is contemplated that 
such decisions would not be made on narrow technicalities or reflect an 
inhosptiable view of what are disputed material facts. ,In many agen
cies these decisions would undoubtedly be made by the impartial 
agency board or hearing examiner assigned the power of debarment 
decision in cases requiring trial-type hearings. In others, an appro-, 
priate official of the agency with substantial experience would make the 
determination. " 

One of the worst features of present debarment practices is the 
virtually automatic extension of debarment without advance notice 
and in some cases without any notice. Paragraph (b) of Recom
mendation ,29-1 deals with this problem. That an extension is appro
priate cannot be assumed in every case. The facts or evidence sup
porting debarment may not extend beyond the first debarring agency. 
For example, a debarment from an agency's textilf.~ procurement con
tr:l,~t.R because of a history of defaulting contrac\;s should not neces
sarily extend to another agency's surplus disposal of textile products. 
And in cases of criminal conviction or civil judgment the recom
mended show-cause type procedure of paragraph (b) of Recommenda
tion 29-1 would provide opportunity to show that the facts have 
changed-for example, a reversal of a conviction or a sale of a busi
ness. There is no requirement that each agency must routinely ex
tend every debarment by another agency. With discretion to extend 
debarment, it seems obvious that a more informed discretion will at
tend adoption of this recommendation. It 'would not delay extension 
of debarment, as a few agencies have asserted, since the power of sus
pension in conformity with Recommendation 29-2. would be available. 

The American Bar Association Special Subcommittee further sug
gests that the burden of justification of extension 6f debarment should 
be on the government agency proposing the extension. Implicit in 
Recommendation 29-1 (b) is the requirement of Recommendation 29-
1 ( c) for a notice of proposed debarment reciting .grounds or reasons 
sufficient to support debarment. Since, in view of Oopper Plumbing 
&. Heating 00. v. Campbell, 290F. 2d 368 (D.C. Cir. 1961), a debar
ment decision based on such notice would appear subject to judicial re
view, the government agency extending the debarment would in ef
fect have the burden of sustaining the reasonableness of this action. 
'Ve think the show-cause type procedure recommended, together with 
the opportunity for judicial review, affords sufficient protect.ion against 
arbitrary administrative action. , 

The Special Subcommittee of the American Bai' Association com-
ments as follows: . 

Recommendation 29-1 (b) troubles us, as does the entire problem it attempts 
to handle--that of the "falling domino" tactic of having the debarment or sus
pension applied automatically by other agencies, including some (such as the 
Federal Housing Ad'ministration. and the Veterans' Administration), which may· 
have no direct contractual relationship with the contractor. For an example 
of how'a contractor, erroneously placed on the Davis-Bacon "blacklist" by the 
Department of Labor and kept there a year and a half before he could have his 
name removed, was .almost thrown into bankruptcy, not· by. actions 'of the De~ 
partment of Labor or the contracting agency. but by automatic adoption of 
the debarment list by the FHA and VA, see the case history recited in "The 
Government 'Blacklist: Debarment and Suspension of Bidders on Government 
Contracts," by Gnatt and Panzer, 25 George Wash. Law Rev. 175 at 189-196 
(1957). In that case (an actual case in which one of us was counsel for the 
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contractor), the contractor had no particular interest in obtaining Government 
contracts, being committed largely to residential construction, and could easily 
have surVived the effect of the debarment proper, but was brought close to bank
ruptcy by the collateral effect of the debarment as adopted by the FHA and 
the VA. Recommendation 29-1 (b) does not in terms apply to agencies having 
no direct contractual relationship with the contractor, but its principle applies, 
and the phrase 'and to federally assisted programs' or something similar should 
probably be included after the wordl 'subcontracting' in 29-1 (b) . 

· The problem here is essentially a question of the reasonableness of 
the regulations of the Secretary of Labor, quoted in note 11 811pra~ 
which require automatic extension of debarment to a\ ,vide range of 
government contracts and contracts under federally assIsted programs, 
mainly in the construction field, in the event of a finding of "aggra
vated or willful violation of the prevailing wage or overtime pay pro
visions" of some thirteen statutes applicable either to government 
contracting or federally assisted programs. The broad reach of these 
debarments is well illustrated by the comments of the Housing and 
Home Finance Agency, the enclosure to which indicates how the 
Public Housing Administration, in the administration of the low
rent housing program,not only bars the Local Housing Authority 
from a warding or approving any contract or subcontract with a person 
or firm found to have violated any of the prevailing wage or o.ver
time statutes, but also requires PHA approval before award or ap
proval of any contract or subcontract with a person or firm "debarred 
administratively by Federal agencies under authority of the· GSA 
Regulations which do not require extension to federally aided pro
grams." As pointed out in note 118upra, substantially this debarment 
authority has recently been sustai'ned by the Court of Appeals in the 
District of Columbia in the Oopper Plwmbing.& Heating case. 
Whether, as a policy matter, the Secretary of Labor's regulation or the 
debarment regulations or practices of the Public.,Housing Admin
istration are reasonable is beyond the scope of .the Committee's in
quiry, which is essentially a review of the fairness of the procedures 

· by which debarment determinations are made. It is, of. course, the 
intention of the Committee that Recommendation 29-1 (a) apply to 
any pr?posed debarment for violation of the Secretary of Labor's 
regulatIons. . 

A number of agencies has questioned paragraph (d) of Recom
mendation 29-1 which applies the department princjples of Recom
mendations 29-1 through 29-3 to agency exclusions or removals of 
· p~rsons from the lists of persons eligible for agency contracts or subcon
tracts where the exclusion or removal is based on an individual's or 
firm's lack of responsibility for government contracting: "It is not 
believed that the Staff Report recommends the radical departure from 
Government procurement practice of removing this responsibility 
from the contracting officer rauthority to remove from bidders' mail
ing lists the names of firms found by the contracting officer not to be 
responsible contractors] and making it the subject of an adversary 
proceeding before the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals" 
(Army JAG, VA objection to the same effect) ; "The requiring of an 
adversary proceeding prior to making such a· determination of the 
company's qualifications [that a firm is not qualified toreceive mili
tary clothing contracts] is clearly unrealistic" (Defense Supply 
Agency) . 
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Recommendation 29-1 ( d) is primarily baseci on practices of the 
Defense Supply Agencyand the Department of Agriculture described 
in note 24 supra. Contrary to some agency interpretations, it is not 
intended to apply to questions of whether supplies or products meet 
technical specifications as are involved in the use of "qualified products 
lists.~' But the Committee intends Recommendation 29-1 (d) to reach 
all exclusions or removals from agency or contracting officer lists of 
qualified or responsible contractors on grounds of lack of respon
sibility asa government contractor or subcontractor. This specifically 
· includes bidder's mailing lists, as exclusion or removal from such a list 
on this ground' is at least a form of attempted debarment. Obviously, 
removal from such a list because a firm is no longer interested in bid
ding is not subject to this recommendation. 

The Defense Supply Agency objection does not suggest any impair
ment of their Qualified Manufacturers List procedure described in 
note 24 su,.pra, which the DSA comment states is designated "to exclude 
the fly-by-night clothing contractor by a determination of all elements 
of responsibility other than capacity and credit [over which the Small 
Business Administration may have jurisdiction], before bid opening," 
and we might agree that the "elimination of the Qualified Manufac
turers List could prove extremely deterimental to the interests of the 
Government." Rather, the purpose of the recommendation is to 
strengthen the Qualified Manufacturers List procedure by the assur
ance that fair procedures will attend the determination of which cloth" 
ing suppliers are "fly-by-night" and thus to be excluded from DSA 
contracts. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 29-2 

A major problem in contractor debarment is the procedural unfair
ness of supspension of contractors from government business as prac
ticed openely or secretly by contracting agencies. As stated, suspeny 

sions are ordinarily based on suspected criminal conduct or other 
fraud related to a contractor's responsibility .for .government work, 
are affected by summary procedures that do not include any prior 
notice or statement of reasons for the action taken, or opportunity to 
'learn what those reasons are or to show that the alleged grounds are 
untrue,and continue in the average case for two or three years. 

While no one seriously attempts to justify suspensions that con-
· tinue for several years, it is strongly urged that administrative dis
closure of the Government's evidence for administrative debarment 
purposes would likely prejudice. or defeat subsequent criminal or 
civil prosecution. In addition, it is said that for the Government to 
continue to contract with persons being prosecuted for criminal or 
civil fraud incident to their business dealings with 'the Government 
might be considered to be some evidence of their honesty and reliabil
ity, and thus tend to sap the Government's case of its vitality. Some 
government contra.cting agencies say that it is indefensible from their 
· standpoint to continue to award contracts to persons who have been 
indicted for fraud or other criminal conduct in their business dealings 
with the Government or as to whom there is reasonable evidence of 
business wrong doing. Also they say they are ill equipped admin
istratively to determine contested issues of fraud or other criminal 
conduct-that they lack the investirrative resourees and t.he subpoena 
power neeessary to such an undertaking; and that since these issues 
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in most suspension. cases will be litigated either in criminal or civil 
prosecutions, it would be a duplication of effort-and perhaps a cause 
of failure of both- efforts-to have the issues in effect tried twice. 

The opposing arguments essentially dwell on the procedural un
fairness of supsension and the drastic, often fatal consequences. Par
ticularly urged is the unfairness of the practice of persumptive 
imputation of alleged fraud of individuals to an entire firm and its 
affiliates. 

In evaluating these arguments, it is useful to consider the range of 
alternative courses of action. At one end, of course, would be the 
maintenance of the status quo .. Its best argument is that suspension 
most fully protects the Government's interests against the possible 
harm of further contracts with dishonest persons pending the outcome 
of government criminal and civil litigation against them, and at the 
same time does not involve disclosure of information that might 
prejudice law enforcement. . 

Another alternative would be to limit the period of suspension 
until the conclusjon of the criminal proceedings; if prosecution were 
declined or resulted in acquittal, the suspension would be automatically 
removed, but if conviction were obtained the suspension would be 
converted to debarment· unless the suspension period exceeded the 
maximum appropriate debarment period. From the Department of 
Justice's standpoint, this alternative would have the disadvantage of 
making more difficult the obtaining of a civil fraud judgment since the 
defendant could point to current eligibility for government contracts 
as evidence of his trustworthiness. From the business firm's point of 
view, the change would perhaps shorten the period of suspension but 
would not otherwise improve his opportunity to meet and refute the 
grounds upon which it rested. 

A third alternative would be to limit suspensions to a reasonable 
time, not exceeding one year, on the ground that this should be suffi
cient time to bring a case. The objections to this from the Govern
ment's side again center on the dangers of premature disclosure of 
evidence or of resumption of contracting. To the suspended firm or 
individual, this change, while still involving nondisclosure, would at 
least limit the harm which may be involved to a shorter, and known 
period. 

Apart from devices to reduce the period of suspension, a number 
of possibitlities of procedural change incident to suspension practices 
also are evident. For example, upon or before suspension, the busi
ness firm or individual could be notified of the general nature of the 
charges without detailed disclosure of the Government's evidence and 
at the same time be afforded the opportunity to show cause why sus
pension should not take place. A related possibility is thecase-by
case consultation with the Department of Justice on how much evi
dence in f'act can be disclosed for purposes of suspension without prej
udicing the government litigation. Beyond this are varying degrees 
of procedural escalation until one reaches the alternative of no debar
ment or suspension without opportunity for adversary or trial-type 
hearing. 

But over and above the practical arguments are questions of gov
ernment authority, of procedural due process, and of the public inter
est. It is doubtful that a government contracting agency, without 
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explicit statutory power, has authority to suspend a firm or individual 
from further contracts for more than a reasonable time, except upon 
a determination, based on substantial evidence, of that firm or indi
vidual's lack of present responsibility as a government contractor.48 

The act of suspension does not require nor does it involve the making 
of this determination as a condition precedent.49 At most, suspension 
is preceded by a decision to refer the matter to the Department of 
Justice for appropriate investigation and legal action.50 There is also 
serious doubt of the legality of suspension beyond a reasonable time for 
'ascertaining an individual or firm's business hon~sty or integrity, un
accompanied by disclosure of reasons and opportunity to meet them, 
and unrelated to a determination of present responsibility. While 

· Greene v. 111 cElroy, supra, was decided on lack of authorization, the 
· Constitutional overtones of the majority opinion quoted on page 282, 
above, and their apparent applicability to suspensions, suggest proce
dural due process deprivations in some of the Government's suspen
sion practices perhaps sufficient to question them, as in Greene l on 
authorization grounds.51 :Moreover, as a result of Oopper Plumbing 

· &: Heating 00. v. Oampbell,52 the door would now appear to be open 
to the judicial review of these actions as Perkins v. Lukens Steel 53 can 
readily be distinguished.1I4 . . 

The public interest would also seem to require that the Government 
act fairly and openly in all lts dealinqs with its ~citizens. Wild Bill 

· Hickok's code in Abilene, Kansas, eloquently articulated by Presi
dent Eisenhower,55 \vould appear applicable to present suspension 

. 'practices. In formulating Recommendation 29-2 the Committee ha~ 
endea vored to marry this !imdamental code to the. practical pr,oblems 
of government administration. '. . . . . ,. 

Recommendation 29-2 Cleals with the suspension problem in several 
significant. ways : First l it would require all suspensions to be accom
panied by a notice of proposed deba'rment on stated grounds. Second-

, ly. it would authorize as the only gl"~mnds for "suspension either a 
criminal conviction or civil iudgment affecting an individual's or 
firm's present responsibility as a government contractor o~. subcon
tractor, or the determination of the agency head or his deSIgnee of 
probable cause for belief that an individual or firm has committed 

. . , 
MI See Copper 'Plumbin(1 ~ Heating Co. v. Campbell, 290 F. 2d 368 (D.C. Cir. 1961) ; cf. 

Greene v. McElroy, 360 U.S. 474 (1959). See also Comptroller General Decision B-139720 
of .Tnn. 6, 1960. and May 25, 1961, set forth in App. A infra. 

. 40 See ASPR 1-605.1,.2. ' 
60 NPD 1-605 provides, in the case of Navy suspensions, that,"Referral to the Depart-

ment of .Tustice shall be a prerequsite to Ruspension." . I 
111 See also Bland v. Connally, 293 F. 2d 852 (D.C. Cir. 1961) ; Davis V. Stahr,.293 F. 

2d 860 (D.C. Cir. 1961). 
~ 290 F. 2d 368 (D.C. Cir. 1961). . . , . 
63 310 U.S. 113 (1940). 
Ii'See Note, The Blacklisted Contractor and the Question 01 Standing To Sue, 56 NW ... 

U.L. Rev. 811 (19621), for a valuable d,iscussion of this question in the light of the 
,Oopper Plumbing eftse. 

6& "I was raised in a little town of which most of you have' never heard. BlIt In the 
West it Is a famous place; It is called Abilene, Kansas. We had as our marshal for a 
long time a man named Wild Bill Hickok. If you don't know anything about hIm, read 
your Westerns more. Now that town had a code, and J was raised as a boy to prize 
that code. 

"It was: meet anyone face to face with whom YOII disagree. You could not sneak up 
on him from behind, or do any damage to him, without suffering the penalty of an outraged 
citizenry. If you met him face to face a,nd took the same risks he did, ~'ou could get away 
with aJmost a'nythlng. as long the bullet was In the front. 

"And today, although none of you has the great fortune, I.thlnk. of heing from Abilene, 
Kansas. you live after all by the same code, in your ideals and in the respect, you give 
to ccrtain qualities. In this country, if somp.one dislikes you, or accuses you, he must 
come up in front. He cannot hide behind the shadow. He cannot assassinate you or your 
character from behind. without sufl'erinlr the penalties an outraged citizenry will Impof'e." 

Quoted in Rogge, ((The First and the Fifth," 300 (1960). 
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fraud or engaged in other conduct showing a substantial lack of 
present responsibility as a government contractor or subcontractor. 

, Such a determination would be appropriate, for eXaInple, when a COll

tractor is criminally indicted or sued under the False Claims Act for 
fraud arising out of his government contracts, or ,,,hen the contract
ing agency refers such a case to the Department of tJ ustice foi- appro
priate prosecution. And, thirdly, RecOlnmendation 29-2 would limit 
all suspensions to a reasonable time for which incremental 90 clay 
SusPel).sions with a maximum period of one-year would be the rulo 
in all cases of suspension not based on alleged fraud or other wrong
doing involving referral to the Department of Justice for prosecution 
or on criminal or civil proceedings brought by the Goverilment. 

A suspension based on a federal criminal indictment, criminal trial 
or civil prosecution involving alleged fraud or other conduct showing 
a present lack of honesty for government contracting could continue 
for the duration of any trial in a federal court of the issues raised by 
the suspension and notice of proposed debarment and for 120 days 
thereafter, during which period any debarment action would be com
pleted. In addition, one-year suspensions would be authorized for 
purposes of affording the FBI and the Department of Justice a rea
sonable time to determine whether' the agency asserted grounds of 
fraud or other dishonest conduct are adequate for criminal or civil. 
prosecution. If no criminal or civil prosecution were commenced 
within the 12 month period, the suspension would terminate; ~,nd if 
debarment were pressed, the individual or firm would be entitled to 
confront the Government's evidence on any material issue of fact un
less the Attorney General or his designee' were to determine and notify 
the agency head that disclosure of the Government's evidence of 
fraud or dishonesty for purposes of administrative debarment would 
be substantially harmful to the Government's law enforcement activi
ties or to the successful criminal or civil prosecution of the individ~al 
or firm. Upon such a determination, notice of which would be fur
nished to the individual or firm concerned, the suspension could con
tinue for not more than an additional six months or a total of 18 
months from the notice of suspension al1d proposed debarment. 
Again, if no criminal or civil case was begun during this additional 
period, the suspension would terminate and any debarment would be 
subject to disclosure of the Government's evidence. If a 'criminal or 
civil prosecutio'n were instituted within the 12- or IS-month periods, 
the suspension would continue for the duration of any trial in a federal 
court, as indicated above. When a suspension (or the reimposition of 
a suspension) is based on an indictment or suit, provision is made for 
the termination without determination of any trial-type administra
tive hearing previously begun involving the same issues as in the ju
dicial trial. The Committee concurs in the view of the Department of 
Justice that the judicial proceedings should take precedence in this· 
situation. 56 ' 

66 The courts ha:ve recognized that decisions of contracting officers or' boards of contract 
appeals under stan~ard "disputes" clauses cannot determine issues of fraud adversely to, 
the Government so as to bar prosecution under the False Claims Act. See International 
Potato Oorp. V. United States, 161 F. Supp. 602, 605 (Ct. Cl. 1900); United Sta,tes v .• 
Williams, 162 F. SUPP. 903, 904-905 (W.D. ,Ala. 1957); United States v. National Whole
Rulers, 236 F. 2d 944, 950 (9th Cir. 1956) ; United States v. United States Oartridge Co., 
7~ F. Supp. 81, 83-84 (E.D. Mo. 1948). See also Appeal 01 Harrll Lev, ASBCA No.-
2869, 61-2 BCA Par. 3118 (1961) In which the Board, dismissed an appeal pending 
determinu,tion, of, a' FalseClaiins Act counterClaim in the- Court of Claims pertinent to the' 
issues raised by the appeal. 
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Finally, all suspensions based on other grouhds, for example a 
criminal co'nviction or civil judgment, would be limited to 90 days, 
with power at the agency head level to extend for additional 90 day' . 
periods for good cause found,but not to exceed one year. 

With regard to an earlier draft of Recommendation 29-2, the Spe
cial Subcommittee of the' American Bar Association has commented 
as follows : 

We acknowledge the need for the Government to protect itself onan emergency 
basis from dealing with contractors who may be fraudulent, presently irre
sponsible, etc., as set forth in the Recommendation 29-2 of the Staff Repor.t. We 
believe, however, that Recommendation 29-2(H) , dealing with "probable cause 
for belief" that a contractor should be debarred, does not go far enough to pro
tect the contractor. That recommendation attempts. to confine temporary sus
perisio:n of a contractor to 9O-day periods, not to exceed an overall maximum of 
one year, and states that after the first 90-day suspension any new 90-day. sus
penSion must be authorized in writing by an officer of the level of Assistant Secre
tary, stating reasons. But this apparently permits the first 90-day suspension to 
be made by any employee of lesser rank, a,nd possibly without any written state
ment of reasons, and with this we disagree. We would not want a Federal 
agency to suspend a contractor, based upon "probable cause," without notice 
and hearing, even for 90 days by the action of an official of lower rank 
than an Assista,nt Secretary or the equivalent. As one of us knows from first
hand. knowledge of the subcontractor involved in the Oopper Plumbing d: Heat
ing case, 7() percent of whose business was with the Government (including fed
erally assisted construction work), 'such action can lead to actual ba-nkruptcy 
wlthi,n a year or so. We believe the Government should have em ergen cyJ :power 
to ;protect itself while promptly and seriously seeking the facts, but since this 
klndof determination lies almost entirely in the judgment ·of one man, we think 
tliat man should always be of Presidential-appointment rank, and certainly his 
reasons should be clearly stated ~n writing and served on the contractor . 

. Recommendation 29-2 recognizes that most suspensions are ba~'ed on 
pending or ilnpending criminal or' ci viI prosecution for. fr~ud. 
Whether there is probable cause for belief of fraud to'~mpporta 
s\l$pension would be essentially ,a legal determination, and we would 
preferit be made by acolIlpetent governmentJawyer without regard 
to, whether he railks at the level of an Assistant Secretary'. 'The present 
wordi:p.g,.of Re?ommendation 29-2 gives the agency head discretiOl~ to . 
make tluschOlce"and we presume the power to suspend on these 
grounds will be delegated to competent, tair-min!1edpersons athigh 
levels who will assume personal accountability for their suspension. 
decisiOlls. . .... ' .: 

Recommendation 29-2 authorizes tempora.ry suspenSIon pending 
debarment in "cases of criminal cOll'\riction or civi~ judgment affecting 
an individual or firm's present responsibility asa government con
tractor or subcontractor." . Some agencies suggest that this is un
n.ecessary since debarment would follow promptly. We doubt de
barment would follow promptly in all cases. For notwithstanding a 
court decision; it seems probable that some notices of proposed debar
ment will be contested on issues such as imputation of fraud, evidence 
of present responsibility notwithstanding prior conviction, the extent 
of business affiliation, and the like. To deny the contracting agency 
the power of suspension while these issues are being investigated and 
determined, in some cases by a trial-type hearing, would appear 
unwise. . . , .:. . 
. While a fraud-type case is being' investigated or prosecuted by the 
1)~partinent of Justice, the.Committee recogniz~'S: that' the 'Govern .. 
ment contracting agencies' are ordinarily 'not· in'· ' .. ~ 'PQsition adminis-
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tratively to adjudicate that issue for debannentpurpo.ses by m~ans 
of a trial-type hearing. But this is not to say that suspensions may 
continue indefinitely or beyond a reasonable tilne peI).ding investi..: 
gation and decision by the Department of Justice whether or not to 
prosecute. As the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals has pointed out 
in regard, to the effect of such a suspension on the Government's con-' 
tractualduty to settle and pay a termination claim, "There is no prin
ciple of law of which we are aware which authorizes a government 
agency or any other to impale a person upon .a suspicion and leave 
him dangling in midair for ten years, without charge and without 
trial" 57 'Ve believe that 12 months in the usual fraud-type case, or 
18 months upon a special finding by the Attorney General 01' his desig
nee, is the maximum period compatible with fundamental fairness in 
which the Government reasonably may suspend an individual or firm 
from Government contracting for purposes of investigation and bring
ing criminal or ci viI prosecution, or both. 

From the Governnlent's standpoint~ R.ecommendation 29-2 pri
marily concerns the Department of Justice. The Committee has 
formulated this recomnlendation after detailed discussions vvith offi
cials of that Department, and has been informed by that Department' 
~f its wjillingness to cooperate in the implementation of Reconlmenda
tlO~,29-2 as p:resently worded. See Appendix C infra. 

ISO drawn, the Committee believes Recommendation 29-:2 would 
provide reasonable procedural safeguards aga-inst arbitrary '.or' un-, 
limited suspensions, and would also permit the Government a realistic 
bu,t~Teasonable time to deny contracts to persons charged with serious 
misconduct without disclosure of Government evidence that would 
harrri'sUibsequent criminal '()r civil prosecution for that misconduct. 
Adoption of this recommendation should substantially ,correct the 
evils of existing suspension practices. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 29-3,' 

The purpose of this recommendation, together with Recommenda
tion 29-1, is to discontinue all forms of summary exclusion from 
government contracting and participatinn in federally assisted work 
or project taken without opportunity for a trial-type hearing to 
adjudicate material issues of fact, and, subject to Recommendation 
29-4 discussed below, to permit summary suspensions only in ac
cordance with the procedures of Recommendation 29-2. Recommen-, 
dation 29-3 if carried out, together with Recommendation 29~, 
should effectively curtail de faoto and secret agency debarments of 
the type described in notes 22 and 23 supra and related text. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 29-4 

The procedural safeguards of Recommendations 29-1 through 29-3 
will not of themselves prevent secret or de facto debarment or black
listing. To clnse this gap, it is arguably necessary to provide a 
show-cause procedure as a condition precedent to denial of any con
tract solely or primarily on business responsibility grounds to any 
person not debarred under the prncedures of Recommendation 29-1. 

67 United States v. Erie Basin Metal Products,' 244 F. 2d 809, 817 (7th Clr. 1957). 
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I-Iowever, in Government procurement contracting there are other 
safeguards sufficient to obviate a change of this sweep. The Small 
Business Administration has procedures to protect the arbitrary con
tract rejection of small-business firms on grounds of capacity and 
credit; 118 and rejection on the ground of delinquency in delivery or 
unsatisfactory performance is either subject to, challenge under the 
"Disputes" clause of the related contract or to satisfactory resolution 
by informal discussions. 

But agency or contracting officer doubts of a lfirm's honesty or in
tegrityare in a different category. Moreover, this is the most com
mon reason for secret debarment or blacklisting, and with the cur
tailment of the suspension practice contemplated by Recommendations 
29-2 and 29-3, additional safeguards appear necessary. Recomnlen
dation 29-4 provides a show-cause type :procedure which has the 
advantage, of not interfering with contractIng operations and at the 
same time affording reasonable prior explanatIOn of the bases of 
the Government's doubts. A duty to explain doubts of business 
honesty o,r integrity before deni~l of contracts on this ground ~hould 
deter arbItrary actIOn and permIt reasonable opportunIty to ibldders, 
prior to contract award, to show why the doubts are unfounded.

c 
In 

practice, Recommendation 29-4 would tend to channel into the de
barment arena of Recommendations 29-1 and 29-2 where they :belon~. 
, Some agencies object to RecOI~ur~endation 29-4 in the belief that It 

would delay. procurement. It IS Important to note that the recom
mendation does not require any form of adversary hearing prior to 
individual bid rejection on the ground of the bidder's lack of trust
worthiness. It does require the contracting officer to decide that 
question in good faith and with judgment that is as informed as the 
tIme within "\Yhich contract, award must be made will permit. When 
contracts must be awarded is for the agency to decide. 

So viewed, the Committee is of the opinion that 'the recommendation 
would not cause undue or harmful delay in Government contracting 
and would provide a needed restraint on secret blacklisting. 

Recommendation No. 29-5 

This recommendation provides for agency rules of practice and 
procedure in debarment-type cases, which rules should be published, 
sh?uld, be: uniform ~o, the extent practi?able, and sh~>uld provi~e tor 
faIr and speedy deCISIOns, The CommIttee has .receIved no obJectIOn 
toit, .'. , . , , 

The Committee intends that the burden of proof and other tech
riicalitiesof a trial-type hearing would be dealt with by agency 'rules. 
'Ve think such'rules should provide that the Government in a trial
type debarment hearing has the burden of proof in the sense of eoming 
fon-vard with a prima facie case,59' , " . 

Recoinmendation No. 29-6-

~ 'This ,T~,eom~~ndatio~ provides the deeisions to debar b~' made in 
w'ritirig~ i:i~t~.':f?r£,~,f:indings, cOliclusic:msand reasons, and, be furiiishep.., 

, ~ ~e~§ 8(.Jj'(.'h'6f tbeSmtinBusi~e~~Act, ;72 Stat. 391 (1958),15 U:S.C.' § 637ib) (7) ; 
ASPR',l-"705.6::(N<iv. r15, '1961).,. The'j)rocedui'es are dIscussed, in "Navy Contract Law": 
§ 2.39 A (Supp. 1961). See also Rumizen, Bidder8' Re8pon8ibility and Oertificates, of. Oom
petency-The R.oZe o( the Comptroller General, 20 Fed. B .. 1- 389 (1960).. . -". .. ' 

59 See i ~e:torne1i :General'8'Manual on, the "Administrative 'Procedure' Act 75 (1947') 'on 
discussion of § 7 (c) , 
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to the debarred individual or firnl. It further provides for the pub
lication or public availability of such decisions In cases of debarment 
following a trial-type hearing except for good cause found by the 
agency head or his designee in accordance with published rule. The 
Committee believes adoption of this recommendation will aid case
by-cas~ growth of administrativelaw and policy in thisfield. 

Recommendation No. 29-7 

This recommendation calls for the grounds and scope of debarment 
to be set forth in published agency regulations which should be uni
form to the extent practicable. The matters covered by paragraph 
(b) of the recommendation are particularly in need of such regulation 
since agency practices vary considerably. A number of agency com
ments have noted difficulties in drafting the regulations contemplated 
by Recommendation 7 (b), particularly standards for debarment of 
business affiliates of debarred individuals and firms and for imputing 
fraud, and argue that these matters are better left to the case-by-case 
approach. The Committee agrees that it cannot all be left to regu
lation and therefore has revised the recommendation to provide that 
the subject matter of 7 (b) be covered by regulations to the extent 
feasible. Recognition of the validity of the case-by-case ar.proach to 
some of the problems underscores the need for public avaIlability of 
debarment decisions, at least in contested cases, if there is to be orderly 
development and consistent application of law and policy in this field. 
These considerations have also lead the Committee to adopt Recom-
mendation 29-6, discussed above. . ' 

The curtailment of the suspension power by Recommendations 29-2 
and 29-3 necessitates thelrovision of a ground for debarment based 
on substantial evidence 0 fraud or other conduct indicating a serious 

'and present lack of business integrity or business ,honesty. Such is 
one' of the purposes of Recommendation 29-7 ( c) . The test of sub
stantial evidence of fraud would be developed administratively on a 
case-by-case basis that would not involve application of the standards 
of proof necessary to criminal· conviction; nor would it otherwise 
be circumscribed by the technical rules of evidence. It is -intended 
that the evidence merely establish that the cheating or wrong doing 
has taken place without regard to criminal intention. ' For example, 
if it can be established by substantial 'evidence that a contractor or 
subcontractor did offer to pay money to a government inspector in 
return for the latter's acceptance of non-conforming goods, that show
ing would be sufficient to warrant debarment on this ground without 
showing criminal intention or ,establishing the fact of such an offer 
beyond a reasonable doubt. For in cases in which criminal or civil 
prosecution for fraud is unsucessful, it does not'ltecessarily follow 
that the individual or firm in question hasrequisiteintegrity for gov.: 
ernmeilt contracting and should not be debarred. To aid in making 
these determinations Recommendation 29-7 ( c) further' provides that 
"substantial evidence, may include a, criminal or civil judgment or 
an'y findings' of fact therein relating ,materially to the grounds of 
debarment." . 

Recommendation ,No. 29-8 

_This r.e'comnie~datipn provides th~t; except as provided by statute 
or -executive order, debarments should be for a reasonable,' definitely 

20-101-63-20 
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stated period of time commensurate with the seriousness of the callse 
therefor, but not to exceed three years; and that debarments should· 
be removed upon a showing of current responsibility. 

The Army Judge Advocate General, the Air Force, and the De~ense 
Supply Agency state no showing is made to warrant reduCtion of the 
m'aximum debarment period from the five years: now authorized by 
Defense Department regulatio:p.s to the three years recommended. 
DS~L\. comments that if the recommendation were adopted-
a' firm would become . eligible to contract with the government solely by virtue 
of the lapse of time even though it has made no effort to improve its internal 
controls, remove irresponsible officials, or otherwise demonstrate. a desire to' 
perform its contractual obligations properly and honestly .. In appropriate cases 
indefinite debarment, coupled with the requirement that the· debarment be re
considered periodically, would be more effective in protecting the public interest 
and at the same time afford ample protection of individual rights. 

The reason for the change from five to three years-is that this is the 
maximum period imposed by Congress in the statutory debarments 
for violations of the Buy-American, Davis-Bacon, and Walsh-Healey 
Acts (see notes 6 and 7 supra), is the period fixed by the Department 
of Labor for "aggravated or willfull violation of the prevailing wage. 
or overtime pay provisions" of the statutes referred to in' note 11 supra, 
is the maximum period of administrative debarment permitted by 
the regulations of' the General Service Administration (see GSPR 
§ 5-1.605 (b», and is within the maximum debarment period imposed 
by most contracting agencies except the Defense Department. Under: 
these circumstances the burden of justification would appear to rest 
with the proponents of the five-year period,and we douht th-at j ustifica
tion exist~ mindful as we are of the severity of the debarment sanction. 
The five-year period is used primarily in cases of criminal. conviction, 
often without regard to the length of the prison term· (see·note 37 supra 
and related te~t) and at times appear to be motivated by punitive: 
considerations;' . 

The DSA case for indefinite debarment has 'been considered· and 
rejected by the framers of the pefense Department regulations. In' 
our view, established criminal conduct does not warrant an indefinite 
presumption of nonresponsibility for government contracting. It is 
doubtful that there is statutory authonty for such a virtually perma
nent debarment based solely on conduct not reasonably recent, and in 
any event our notions offair'ness as well a.s the public interest in 
maximum competition for government contracts support the idea of 
a second chance after a reasonable debarment period. The Committee 
is' not persuaded that this period should exceed three years. . 

Some agencies have expressed concern that the recommendation for 
removal of debarment within the debarment peribd upon a showing of 
current responsibility may lead to undue administrative burden in 
dealing with unsubstantial claims~ . '. " 

A debarment is essentially a presumption or forecast of continuing 
non responsibility as a government contractor based on past miscon
duct. If new facts develop. which show the original judgment was 
incorrect when made or is without continuing validity, there is prob
ably no authority to continue the debarment as the Comptroller Gen
eral decisions reproduced·in Appendix Aof the Report make clear. 

It is contemplated by the Committee that agency re~lations in 
furtherance of this recommendation would establish crIteria under 
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which debarments would be reexamined or reconsidered for good cause 
shown. The elements of good cause would include such matters as 
newly discovered material evidence, reversal of conviction, bona. fide 
change of ownership or management, and the like. Reasonable time 
controls on the frequency of petitions may be appropriate, and reason
able discretion should be provided for the denial of petitions for re
consideration. If a petition alleges facts that prima facie support 
removal of the debarment, but the facts are controverted, there should 
be opportunity for a trial-type hearing. In cases in which the original 
debarment was imposed following a trial-type hearing, it would ap
pear appropriate to lodge the power of decision on the petition for 
reconsideration in the hearing board or examiner that decided the 
debarment. 

Recommendation No. 29-9 

This recommendation urges Congressional amendment of the Buy 
American and Davis-Bacon Acts to remove the absolute debarment 
penalties of these statutes and to authorize administrative discretion in 
Imposing these statutory debarments with regard to the scope and 
period of debarment in conformity with the principles of Recom
mendation 29-8. Congress h~d conferred such discretion on the 
Secretary of Labor with regard to debarments under the Walsh
Healey Act, and the Committee believes the same considerations sup
port amendment of the Buy American and Davis-Bacon Acts. The 
Committee has received no objection to this recommendation. 
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APPENDIXES 

APPENDIX A 

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Washington, January 6,1'960. 

The Honorable the SECRETARY OF LABOR .. 
DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Careful consideration has be~p given to the 

views expressed by the Acting Solicitor of Labor in letter of Novem
ber 23, 1959, and an attached memorandum of law, concerning the 
propriety of a three year debarment of the Copper Plumbing & Heat
ing Company and its responsible officers, Messrs. Roy C. Allen and 
Robert E. Giles, for violations of the overtime provisions of the Eight 
Hour Law, 40 U.S.C. 324. 

The debarment was imposed pursuant to section 5.6 (b) of Depart
ment of Labor Regulations, part 5, Subtitle A, 29 Code of Federal 
Regulations, and became effective when, as a cooperative measure, 
we included their names on a listing of ineligibles published June 1, 
1959. The firm, in a brief filed by its attorneys, dated September·30, 
1959, protested the action. It was asserted that the authority con
ferred upon the Secretary of Labor by R,eorganiza.tion Plan No. 14 
of 1950, 64 Stat. 1267, was unlawfully exceeded because provisions of 
the regulation in effect legislated a penalty for violation 9£ the Eight 
H·our Law whereas the Reorganization Plan authorized the Secretary 
only to coordinate the enforcement measures of contracting agencies 
with respect thereto. The debarment also was alleged to be an unlaw
ful restraint upon positive guarantees of law provided under the 
competitive procurement system and an additional punishment to that 
provided for by the Eight Hour laws of such severity that it would 
force the firm out of business and into bankruptcy. 

As stated in 37 Compo Gen. 544 (1958), the General Accounting 
Office has always been deeply concerned with conditions which operate 
as restrictions upon the competitive procurement system. The ap
plicable procurement statutes (section· 3709~ Revised Statutes, 41 
U.S.C. 5; 10 U.S.C. 2305 (b) and 41 U.S.C. 253 (b)) require, either 
expressly or impliedly, that competition be obtained among all quali
ned and interested bidders and that award be made to the responsible 
bidder whose bid conforms to the invitation specifications and will be 
made advantageous to the Government. At the same time, it has 
been recognized that there may be instances in which a lack of re
sponsibility is so evident that a particular bidder properly can be 
placed in a status .of ineligibility (variously denominated suspension, 
debarment, blacklisting, etc.) and denied awards over a reasonable 
period of time until objectionable conditions have heen corrected or 
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overcome. The use in this manner of administrative procurement 
controls to eliminate bids by incapable or irresponsible persons, even 
though restrictive of competition to that extent, is not inconsistent with 
the functioning or objectives of the competitive procurement system. 
SeeSchle11J3inqerv. Gates, 249 F. 2d Ill. 

'Vhere the status of ineligibility to compete for and receive awards 
of Government contracts is authorized or directed by statute (Davis
Bacon Act, 40 U.S.C. 276a; 'Valsh-Healey Act, 41 U.S.C. 35; Buy 
American Act, 41 U.S.C. 10c; and section 512 of the National Housing 
Act, 12 U.S.C. 1731a), it is en1ployed in a retaliatory sense independ
ently of current responsibility to perform. Where imposed adminis':' 
tratively without specific statutory authority, llnless employment of 
the sanction is restricted to measure current irresponsibility, it like~ 
wise is employed in a retaliatory sense. That is to say, if the in
eligibility invoked as a result of administrative discretion exceeds a 
reasonable delineation of presumptive irresponsibility, it operates 
punitively; and, to the extent that it is not coextensive with irresponsi
bility, the Government is denied benefits of competition contemplated 
by the procurement statutes, and bidders may be deprived of sub
stantial rights and interests, in excess of the requirements and beyond 
the scope of reasonable regulatory needs. 

It is true, of course, that the competitive procurement statutes were 
enacted for the protection of the Government, and not for sellers, 
upon whom they ordinarily confer no enforceab~e rights. Perkins v. 
Luken8 Steel Company, 310 U.S. 113 (1940). However, the fact that 
the Government, like private individuals and businesses, enjoys an 
adequate range of discretion in selecting those with whom it wishes 
to deal, and is protected fron1 liability in exercising such discretion, 
does not mean that contracting agencies are eInpowered to exclude 
bidders from competition for its business. A conclusion reached by 
the Attorney General's Committee on Administrative Procedure in 
1939 (mimeographed nl0nograph), that "the penalty of black-listing 
is so severe that its imposition may destroy a going business," appears 
to be even more valid under present day conditions. As such, the 
po\ver of debarment is tantamount to one of life or death over a busi
ness, and, when administrative debarment is employed for its deterrent 
or retaliatory value alone, it is seriously questionable that no more is 
entailed than deprivation of a benefit or privilege, :within the bonds 
of "due process", without redress able injury to personal or property 
rights. However, whether or not liability is incurred in refusing to 
deal with a responsible bidder, it is certain that tl~e statutory direc
tions requiring co~petition ar~ bin~ing upon and must. be observed by 
contractIng agenCIes. The dIscretIon properly exerCIsable by them 
is not absolute. 

It is recognized, likewise, that the term "respOllsibility" means some
thing broader than pecuniary ability; it includes, also "judgement, 
skill, ability, capacity and integrity." O'Brien v. Carney, 6F. Supp. 
761 (1934). Contentions that debarment is not misused and should 
be viewed as remedial, rather than punit.iv~e, when employed to ensure 
that the procurement dollar is wisely spent, usually are predicated upon 
considerations of "integrity" or business ethics. Fron1 this viewpoint, 
aiter a bidder has been convicted, or even accused, of wrong doil'lg, 
whether or not the offense be related to the specific work to be pro
cureel, its general integrity is saiel to have been impaired and its fit-
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ness to do business as a -Federal contractor is said to be questionable. 
flowever, the evaluation of integrity and business ethics in determining 
responsibility is undeniably dIfficult. These elements are not only 
relative in n.a,ture but their nleasurement is complicated, additionally, 
by the necessity of estimating the extension, if any, of particular con
duct into and through a future period of performance. For these 
reasons, the formulation of precise rules defining limits w'ithin which 
discretion to debar properly may be exercised in the general "integrity" 
area does not appear to be feasible. The observation may be made, 
hO'wever, in the light of factors so far considred in our decisions, that a , 
lack of integrity such as would justify a determination of irresponsi
bility and the imposition of debarnlent should be predicated upon a 
reasonable expectation, evidenced by something more than an acclisa
tion, an unrelated offense, or an offense remote in time, that an 
iinpairnlent. of responsibility exists which will interfere with current 
satisfactory performance of a Government contract. 

The broad purpose of comJ?etitive procurement is to secure for the 
Government the benefits whIch flow from free competition, and it 
long has been recognized that a high regard for the rights of all 
individuals desiring to compete is essential to nlaintenance of condi
tions which foster free competition. In Heyer Products Oompany v. 
United States, 140 F. Supp. 490 (1956), the court pointed out that 
"Among these rights is the right to have his bid honestly considered." 
See, also, United States v. Brookridge Farm, 111 F. '2d 461, and Purcell 
Envelope Oompany v. United States, 249 U.S. 313, 318, in which 
it was observed that "the 'Government is given the :benefit of the 
competition of the market and each bidder is given the chance for a 
bargain." Thus, in 18 Compo Gen. 117 (1938), we stated that "* * * 
every citizen qualified to bid for Government business is entitled to 
certain considerations under the statute (3709 Revised Statutes) w hieh 
may not legally be disregarded or ignored." We have insisted, ac
cordingly, that invitations to bid be sufficiently definite to permit 
competition on .equal terms (36 :Oomp. ;Gen. 380); that invitations 
cover actual needs and be free from restrictive requirements which 
limit competition unnecessarily (18 Compo Gen. 117) ; and that pro
tection of bidders' interests prevents allowing them to vary the terms 
of offers 'after bids are opened, even if 00 the advantage of the Gov
ernment, since "The strict maintenance of the rules designed to secure 
competitive bidding is infinitely more in the public interest than ob
taining an apparent pecuniary advantage in a particular case" (34 
Compo Gen. 180). Although every effort is made to cooperate with 
contracting agencies in recognition of the fact that specialized ad
ministrative needs require exercise ofa broad discretion in establish
ing the qualifications of bidders, all protests are carefully considered 
here to see that competitors receive. treatment in accordance with 
·fundamental standards of fair play, without which the Government 
could not expect to obtain the full benefit of competition under ap
plicable procurement laws. There have been no material deviations 
from this traditional position.. . 

The General Accounting Office consistently has taken the position, 
therefore, that contractil).g agencies are required to observe certain 
safeguards and limitations in the use of nonstatutory debarments. 
As early as 1928 (7 Camp. Gen. 547) it was determined that a period 
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of debarment must not be unreasonable, and in 1934 (14 Compo Gen. 
313) it was held that a period of more than one year was not reason
able under the circumstances of a particular case, where drugs had 
been furnished in impure form on two occasions. General condi
tions under which administrative debarments are proper, represent
ing largely a collection of circumstances in which we have concurred 
in debarment -actions, are discussed in subpart 1-16 of Federal Pro
curement Regulations (General Service Administration) and subpart 
1-600 of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation. 

In this connection, the language employed in subpart 1-1.605(b) 
(5) of FPR, which states that "The debarment shall be for a reason
able definitely stated period of time commensurate with the seriousness 
of the offense," or in subpart 1-604.2 of ASPR, which states that the 
reasonable period of time shall be "commensurate with the seriousness 
of the cause therefore," should not be misconstrued. The references 
to a period of time "commensurate with the seriousness" of the offense 
are' not understood to ,approve a period of ineligibility' tailored ,to 
fit an offense as a punishment., Rather, it is the sense of our decisions 
that the seriousness of an offense furnishes OIilyan indication of the 
degree and probable duration of irresponsibility demonstrated. This 
is expressly noticed in subpart 1-:-604 of ASPR, which states: Placing 
the,name of an individual or firm on the consolidated list will be for 
the purpose of protecting the interest of the Government and not, for 
pun,irshment." , [Emphasis added.] " 

Section 5.6 (b) of the Regulations, 29 C.F.R., stibtitleA, provides in 
pertinent part that---: . ' 

Whenever any contJ,'actor or subcontractor is found by the. Secretary' of Labor 
or the Agency Head to be in aggravated or wilful violation of the pre.vailing 
wage or overtime pay provisions of any of the Applicable statutes * ** sucb 
contractor or subcontractor * * • s,han be ineligible for a period of three 
~ears * '" *. , ' 

The ,authority relied upon for this provision, as'shown in seCtion 5.1 
of the Regulations, was Reorganization Plan No. 14 of 1950, 64 Stnt. 
'1267, i~sued pursuant to the Reorganization Act of 19M), 5 U.S.C. 
133z-15. By the Plan the Secretary of Labor was directed "to, pre
scribe appropriate standards, regulations, and procedures" to assure 
"coordination of administ.ration and consistency of enforcement of, 
'the labor standards provisions" of certain statutes~ including .the Eight 
Hour Laws. However, section 5(a) (4), of the Reorganization Act 
stip~llated that no reorganization plan could have the effect of "a~-

: thorizin'gany agency to exercise any, function. which is not ,expressly 
authorized .by law at the time the plan is transmitted to the Congress." 
(It will be noted, also. that section 7 exempted t.he:General Accounting 
Office from the agencies whose functions might be affected and. conse
auently. prevented any reyjsion of the functions exercised by it.) 
Thus, t.he employment of debarment as a. punishment (a functiOIi 
consistenlv held to be unauthorized and improper) appears to be the 
exercise of a function "not expressly authorized by law" and as such 
to be outside the authority conferred by the terms of Plan 14. If so, 
it follows th':lt the provisions of section 5.6 (b) are untenable to the 
p,::tent that they may be interpreted or applied to permit debarment, 
wHhout regard to current responsjblity to perform., " 
, Moreover, it would appear that express provisions or the Eight 
Hour Laws establishing both civil and criminal penalties for viola-
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tiol1s negative and possibility that the Congress left the scope of their 
administration open to the use of additional punishment in the dis
cretion of enforcement agencies. As pointed out by the Supreme 
Court of the United States in 001nmissioner v. A.cker, No. 13, decided 
November 16,1959,4 L. ed. 2d 127 : 

The law is settled that "penal statutes are to be strictly construed," Federal 
Communications Com. v. American Broadcasting Co.; 347 U.S. 284, 296, 98 L. 
ed. 699, 709, 74 S. Ct. 593, and that one "is not to be subjected to a penalty 
unless the \,",ords of the statute plainly impose it," I1.eppel v. Tiffin Sav. Bank, 
197 U.S. 356, 362,49 L. ed. 790, 792, 25 S. Ct. 443. See, e.g., Tiffany v. National 
Bank of Missouri (US) 18 Wall 409, 410, 21 L. ed. 862, 863; Elliott v. Eastern 
Pennsylvania R: Co., 99 U.S. 573,25 L. ed. 292, 293. 

In this case there \vas considered a regulation promulgated under 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 which, in effect, added a penalty 
to a taxing statute, and the Court held that-

* * • to uphold this addition to the tax would be to h{)ld that it may be 
imposed by regulation, which, of course, the law does not permit. United 
States v. Galamaro, 354, U.S. 351, 359, 1 L. ed. 2d 1394, 1399, 77 S. Ct. 1138; 
Koshland v. Helvering, 298 U.S. 441, 446, 447, 80 L. ed. 1268, 1273, 56 S. Ct. 
767, 105 ALR 756; Manhattan General Equipment Co. v. Commissioner, 297 
U.S. 129, 134,80 L. ed. 528, 531, 56 S. Ct. 397. 

In line _ with our position we have advised the Congress, when 
reporting on bills to amend the Eight Hour Laws (B-123085, B-3368, 
April 20, 1959), that: 

iDebarments ordered under regulations of the ,secretary -of La,bor pursuant 
to Reorganization Plan 14 remove the individuals concerned from eligibility 
to compete for contracts for periods of three years and so operate, without: 
express statutory authority,both ,as punishments 'and as 'restrictions upon the 
competitive procurement system. '" • • If debarment is desirable other than 
as a temporary disqualification (to be removed upon a showing of responsibil
ity to perform satisfactorily in the future) we believe that the Congress should 
expressly so provide. 

The irregularities or violations by the Copper Plumbing & Heating
Co .. occurred during a- period extending from March to June 1957. 
No additional irregularIties have 'been reported for periods preceding 
or following. The debarment was published and became effective 
June 1, 1959, and provided for ineligibility until June 1, 1962. -
Assuming that some administrative determination of irresponsibility 
and ineligihility was warranted at the time because of demonstrated 
irregularities in the observance of labor standards during 1957, serious -
doubt exists that the imposition of ineligibility in 1959, following 
nearly two years of apparently satisfactory performance of such con
ditions in other contracts (it is reported that the firm had work 
either under hid or cOAtract valued in excess of $5,000,000 at the time 
of debarment)-, can he justified on the 'basis of current irresponsibility. 
Moreover, under the circumstances, the debarment of three years 
from 1959 to 1962 does not appear to be a disqualification predicated 
upon irresponsrbility to perform satisfactorily during such period, 
but a disqualification imposed as a punishment. 

While we have sustained the debarment action in the Oopper Plumb
ing & Heating Oompany case (a copy of decision to the firm's at-' 
torney is attached for your information), we feel that all future 
requests for debarment listings under section 5.'6 of the Regulation 
should be considered for conlpliance with principles explained in the 
foregoing. 
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'We will he glad to consider any further views you m'ay :care to 
present on the subject, or, should your representatives desire to dis
cuss the matter with us, we will be glad to do 'so. In the event of 
the latter, arrangements can be made by contacting Mr. J. E. Welch, 
Deputy General Counsel, Code 129, Extension 3563. 

Sincerely yours, 
, (Signed) ~ OSEPH CAMPBELL. 

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, 
, Washington, jlay 25, 1961. 

Th~ Honorable the'sECRETARY OF LABOR. 
, DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Reference is made to a letter dated May 2, 

1961, from the Solicitor of Labor, concerning the request in our letter 
of ,March 28, 1961, that early consideration be given to amending 
section 5.6(b) of Regulations, 29 CFR, Subtitle A,part 5, to show the 
actua.l extent and conditions of debannent being enlployed. 

The Solicitor of Labor advised as follows: 
, . 

Your attention is directed to the decision of April 20, 1961, by the United 
States Court of Appeals in Case No. 16044, Oopper Plumbing and He.atin,q Oom
pany, et al., v. Joseph Oampbell, Oomptroller General of the United States; et al. 
A copy of the Court's opinion is enclosed for your convenience. You will ob
serve that the validity of the Regulation was directly challenged and was fully 
sustained, and that, deferring to the Secretary's interpretation of his own 
RegUlation, the Court found that the debarment therein provided is not penal, 
is reasonable, and is not absolute. It would appear therefore, that there is no 
urgent, need for the amendment of Section 5.6(b), and that it may be deferred' 
until the planned revision of the entire part is accomplished. Meanwhile, it 
will be appreciated if you will take prompt action to publish, as heretofore re
quested, the names of the persons and :firms ide~ti:fied in the enclosed list. 

It should be noted that in neither our letter of ~farch 28, 1961, nor 
iii.'.previous correspondence have we challenged the validity of the 
Regulation passed upon by the COllrt or questioned the authority of 
your office to use administrative or nonstatutory debarment. 'Vhat 
we did question was the use of administrative debarment as ,a pel1alty~ 
The language of soction 5.6 (b), providing that firms found to be viola
tors' of celtainlabor standards "shaH be ineligible for a period of three 
years',~' led to the observation in our letter of January 6, 1960, that 
"Assimiing that some administrative determination of irresponsibility· 
and iileligibility was warranted * * * debarment'of three years * * * 
does not appear to be a disqualification predicated upon irresponsibility 
to perform satisfactorily * * * but a disqualificatioll imposed as a 
punishment." •. . 

Upon being informed in the Acting Solicitor' of Labor's letter of 
J anuary26, 1961, that the language of section 5.6 (b) was being con
strued to mean that relief could be obtained froJ;ll the three year in
eligibility at any time upon demonstration of responsibility, we stated' 
in our letter of ~{arch 28, 19,61, that "!We had not previously under
stood that the Department of Labor had adopted this position * * * 
it seems quite clear that the present language of the Regulations does 
not carry out the intent 'as stated." Our request was not predicated 
upon any view that the Regulation as interpreted by the Secretary 
of Labor was invalid, but was for the purpose of obtaining an amend -
ment to the regulations so that the provisions would agree with the 
interpretation ;being placed thereon by the Department of Labor. 
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An important reason for our request of March 28, 1'9'61, was a de
sire to disclose fairly in the statement ,accompanying pertinent de
barment listings, which are inclosed as a cooperative measure in our 
publication of debarments under the Walsh-Healy and Davis-Bacon 
Acts, that the three year debarments involved were not 'absolute and 
that relief from ineligibility might 'be obtained upon a satisfactory 
showing that the involved could be relied upon as responsible persons 
who would comply with the required labor standards. Inasmuch as 
it is clear that no question exists concerning the terms of propriety 
of the ineligibility now being imposed under the provisions of section 
5.6 (b), it is believed that, pending planned revsion of the Regulations, 
we can amend the statement to a void misunderstanding concerning 
ineligibility so that ,cases reported to us can be published without delay 
on that account. 

Of course, this does not mean that listing of the debarments re
ported to us can be accomplished or nlaintained automatically. The 
General Accounting Office consistently has taken the position that all 
agencies are required to observe certain safeguards and limitations in 
the use of nonstatutory debarments. Although every effort is made to 
cooperate in recognition of the fact that specialized administrative 
needs require exercise of 'a broad 'discretion in establishing and passing 
upon the qualifications of bidders, determinations of ineligibility are 
carefully considered by us to see that prospective competitors receive 
treatment in accordance with fundamental standards of fair play, 
without which the Government could not expect to obtain the full 
benefit of competition under applicable procurement laws. There 
ha ve been no m·aterial deviations from this traditional position. Its 
pro'priety is made even more apparent by the Oooper case, in which 
it is pointed out that, while no one has a right to contract with the 
United States on his own terms, all persons "do have a right not to 
be invalidly denied equal opportunity under applicable law to seek 
contracts on government projects," and that, "if deprived of this right, 
they suffer a 'legal wrong' which gives them access to the courts· 
* * *" 

Sincerely yours, 
(Signed ) JOSEPH CAMPBELL, 

Oomptroller General of the United State8. 





APPENDIX B 

The Honorable ROBERT F. KENNEDY, 
The Attorney General .. 

SEYI'EMB~R 17, i9~2. 

DEAR ~fR. ATTORNEY GE~ERAL: By previous correspondence we have 
furnished your deJ?artment..with copies of a "Staff R~port on. Debar
ment and SuspellBlOn'of Pe~ons fr~m Government ContractIng.and 
Federally AssIsted ConstructIOn Work" and have requested the VIews 
of your department thereon to ~ssist our Committee on· Adjudication 
of Claims of the Administrative Conference of the United' States in 
formulating sound recommendations on this subject for submission 
to the Administrative Conference. Of particular interest to the Com
mittee is the practice of summary'su~pensions of p~~ons fro~ Gov
ernment contracting for periods exceeding one year while charges of 
alleged fraud or other wrongdoing are being investigated for purposes 
of criminal or civil prosecution by your department. 

The Staff Report to the CommIttee proposed a maximum one-year 
limit on these suspensions, at the end of which any debarment would 
he subject to the opportunity for an administrative trial-type hearing 
before the debarring agency on disputed issues of material fact. 
Since then, discussions between Professor Stanley D. Metzger and 
Mr. George M. Coburn of the Committee Staff and Mr. Nathaniel E. 
Kossack, Chief, Fraud Section, Criminal Division, and Mr. Fred
erick N. Curley, Chief, Fraud Section, Civil Division, Justice De
partment, have made it evident that the one-year limit would not meet 
the needs of your department with respect to possible prejudice to suc
cessful litigation either from premature disclosure of the Govern
ment's case-by means of a debarment hearing or from continued con
tracting with an alleged wrongdoer. 

To resolve this matter, our re.presentatives have informally pro
posed to Mr. Kossack and Mr. Curley two significant exceptions to 
the proposed limit of one year on suspensions: one would permit a 
suspension to continue for the duration of any trial and 120 days 
thereafter if an indictment were returned or suit filed within one year 
of the suspension, and the other would permit a suspension to con
tinue for an additional six months if no indictment had been returned 
or no suit had been filed in the first 12 mont.hs of the suspension, pro
viding that the Attorney General or his designee. determined that dis
closure of the Government's evidence for administrative debarment 
purposes would be substantially harmful either to the Government's 
law enforcement activities or to successful criminal or civil prosecu
tion of the individual or firm in question. These exceptions also per
mit a suspension to be issued in fraud-type cases whenever a criminal 
proceeding is begun by indictment or information or whenever a civil 
snit is filed~ including a civil suit following a criminal prosecution, 
such suspension to continue'for the duration of any trial and 120 days 
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thereafter. Upon the expiration of the time periods permitted by 
these exceptions, any resulting administrative debarment would be 
subject to the requirement for a trial-type hearing on disputed issues 
of fact' at the request of the individual sought to be debarre~ which 
opportunity would include the right to be confronted by the uovern
ment's evidence material to the stated grounds for proposed debar
ment. 

Mr ~ Kossack and Mr. Curley have informally told Professor Metz
ger and Mr. Coburn that this approach .appears to protect the inter
ests of your department and have indicated their wIllingness to com
ment officially to this effect. 

The Committee has tentatively approved the enclosed Recommenda
tion which emb04ies these principles for submission to the Adminis
trative Conference. I should greatly appreciate your "comments at 

"your earliest convenience since our Report mu~t be submitted to the 
Administrati ve" Conference not later than September 25~ " 

" Sincerely yours, , ' 
"' (Signed) Cyrus R. Vanee, 

CYRUS R." VANCE, 
Ohairman, Ooriiffnittee on' Adjudication of Olai'm8, Administrative 

" ," ", " "" Oonference of the United States. 



Hon. CYRUS R. VANCE, 
Secretary 01 the Army, 
W Mhington, D.O. 

APPENDIX C 

SEPTEMBER 28, 1962. 

-DEAR MR. SECRETARY: This is to acknowledge your letter dated Sep
tember 17, 1962, discussing certain revisions of "Recomlnendation 2" 
contained in the "Staff R,eport on Debarment and Suspension of Per
sons from Government Contracting and Federally Assisted Construc
tion Work." 

The recommendation of the· Staff Report as amended in accordance 
with the revisions contained in your letter, will not hamper the inves
tigation and prosecution of criminal and civil frauds. However, we 
strongly urge the following changes: 

1. We request clarification of that part of Recommendation 2 (b) (1), 
as amended, which presently reads as follows: 
'" '" * If a suspension is made or continued on the basis of such a determination, 
a copy thereof should be furnished to the individual or firm concerned * '" *. 
1\r e recommend that this sentence be revised to read: 
* '" '" If a suspension is made or continued on the basis of such a determination, 
a further .notice of suspension should be furnished to the individual or firm 
concerned '" '" .... 

The purpose of this change is to eliminate any possibility that the 
language of 2(b) (1) may be construed as requiring the Government 
agency concerned to forward to the suspended individual or firm a 
copy of the Department of Justice determination. The danger is that 
the text of the Department's determination may, in a particular case, 
contain matter of a confidential nature. 

2. We also request that you change the period at the end of Recom
mendation 2 (b) (1) to a comma, and add: 
and any administrative trial-type hearing previously begun for the purpose of 
determining the related debarment issue will thereupon terminate without 
determina tion. 

The purpose of this change is to make it clear that a criminal or 
civil judicial proceeding will have precedence over any administra
tive proceeding concerning matters related to the debarment issue, 
and that both will not proceed at the same time. 

Sincerely, 
(Signed) ROBERT F. KENNEDY. 
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PRODUCTION OF THE RECORD AND BRIEFS FOR JUDI· 
CIAL REVIEW BY MEANS MORE ECONOMICAL THAN 
PRINTING 

DESIGNATION OF RECORD AFTER THE FILING OF 
BRIEFS 

MARCH 16, 1962 

. Hecommendation No.5, sub!llitted to the Conference by the Com
nlittee on Judicial Review, was approved by the Conference at its 
Second Plenary Session, December 5, 1961. This is the Committee 
Report in support of the recommendation. 
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RECOMMENDATION NO.5 

It w l'eoowmended that~ 
Rules of court governing judiqial review of administrative action 

should be revised to permit- . . 
(1) the use by departments ·and agencies of means of producing 

the record in administrative proceedings in a form which will 
eliminate the need for any reproduction thereof upon judicial 
review; 

(2) the submission of briefs produced by processes which pro
vide legible copies and yet are more economical than printIng; 
and 

(3) pending implementation of (1) above, the designation of 
record after the filing of briefs. 
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'PRODUCTION OF THE RECORD AND BRIEFSi FOR JUDI
CIAL REVIEW BY MEANS OTHER THAN PRINTING' 

DESIGNATION OF RECORD AFTER THE FILING OF 
BRIEFS 

Report of the Committee on Judicial Review in Support of 
Recommendation' No.5 

Revolutionary improvements in the technology of reproduction of 
written nlaterial have made it possible to .give serious thought to the 
utilization of means other than printing for-the production of the rec
ord in proceedings before administrative agencies. The Committee 
on Judicial R.eview believes that the use of these mechanical tech
niques for producing the record clearly, rapidly, and inexpensively, 
is now feasible. There will be no sacrifice of clarity of presentation or 
ease of reading. Clear, legible, and compact copies can be obtained 
quickly and inexpensively. , . 

Substantial savings in time and cost would result from adoption of 
such a system; Some of the present delay in the adrrlinistrative deci
sion-making process could thereby be eliminated. Large savings for 
litigants would result. 

The Committee understands that meeh anical production and repro
duction of documents is already in widespread use within a number 
of Governme·nt agencies, and that it has been found to be highly 
satisfactory. . . . 

The Committee believes that the production of the record should 
be accomplished by use of the most advanced t.echniques available. 
Since mechanical devices are supplied by a number of commercial or
ganizat.ions, the Committee does not consider it deSirable to go on rec
ord as favoring anyone techniqtle or device. It may well be that the 
decision should be made by each agency. . .. 

The first step is fo.r each agency to require the use of these mechani
cal devices originally to produce the record in all its·administrative 
·proceedings. Either sufficient copi.es could be origimdly produced for 
use in the event the proceeding is later reviewed in the courts, or ar
rangements could be made so that in the event of subsequent judicial 
review any additional required copies of the record could be quickly 
and inexpensively produced. The second step is for the Federal courts 
to adopt rules pel'lnitting the use of such mechanically prod'uced copies 
·of all ( or the designated parts) of the record upon judicial review of 
administrati ve proceedings. . . . 

The Committee feels that, if adopted, this recommendatjon should 
be addressed to the heads of the several agencies and departments in 
,yhich records are compiled in the course of administrative proceed-
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ings and should also be transmitted to the appropriate persons in the 
J'udicial Conference. \ 

For the same reasons, briefs in cases of judicial review of adminis
trative orders should also be produced by similar inexpensive me
chanical methods. Substantial savings in cost and time would result. 
There would be no sacrifice of clarity or ease of reading, provided that 
the requisite rule of court indicates the size of the page, th~ standards 
of h~gibilit"y, and the size of type that are required. 

The Committee suggests that the Administrative Conference, after 
approving this recomme~dation, transmit it to .,the appropriate per'-
sons in the Judicial Conference.' . : 

Pending the adoption of means other than printing for producing 
the record for court review, it is recommended that the designation of 
record follow the filing of briefs. The Corinnittee on Judicial 
Review believes it to be of great importance that every effort be made 
,to encourage wider use of joint appendices and' other means of re-
ducing the size of the record on judicial review of administrative 
orders.. , 

It is understood that such a system -is now being us~d by practition
ers and Government counsel in certain Federal Power Commission 
cases, as well as other agencies, in the Courts of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia, the Fifth and the Ninth Circuits. Under its 
rule relating to' prehearing conferences, as well as other rules of court, 
the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit has a pro
cedure in operation which authorizes the filing of the joint appendix 
after briefs have been filed. . . 

This system has ben developed largely spontaneously, becaw;;e there 
was evidence that its. use would produce substantial saving~ both in 
cost and in time. Counsel in one case alone, El Paso Natural Gas 
Oompany, et al. v.' Federal Power Oommission" 281' F. 2d 567 (5th 
Circuit) , reported that 4,809 pages of record were compressed into 218 
pages of joint appendix, with an estimated saving in the cost of print
Ing the entire record of approximately $23,000. 

Through the joint appendix system, counsel f9r the parties file 
briefs, and then designate portions of the record, relevant to' their 
arguments being made, to be printed as a joint appendix to the briefs. 

If paragraph (1) of the recommendation becomes effective, the des
ignation after the filing of the brief of portions' of the mechanically 
produced record for particular use upon judicial review of adminis
trative proceeding would still be desiraible since it would eliminate 
the expense and delay of furnishing more than one copy of the com- \ 
'plete record to the court, even when the complete record is produced 
as specified in paragra:ph (1). 

The Committee belIeves that there has been sufficient experience 
'under the system to merit its being put into general use. Accordingly, 
the Comm~ttee recommends that rules of court be promulgated to re..;, 
quire the use of such a system in judicial review of administrative 
orders. It is understood that the Advisory Committee on Appellate 
Rules of the Judicial Conference has such a rule 'under consideration 
at the present time. The Committee' on Judicial Review suggests that 
the Administrative Conference; after approving this recommendation, ' 
transmit it to the a.ppr~priate persons in the Judicial Conference. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONFEIiENCE OF THE 
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COMMITTEE ON LICENSES AND AUTHORIZATIONS 
J 

LICENSING OF DOMESTIC AIR TRANSPORTATION BY 
THE CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD 

SEPTEMBER 1962 

Recommendations No. 20 and 21, submitted to the Conference by 
the Committee on Licenses and Authorizations, were approved by the 
Conference at its Fifth Plenary Session, October 18, 1962. This is 
the Committee Report in support of these recommendations. 
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 20 

It Is Recommended That-
The Federal Aviation Act be amended to clarify the authority of 

the Civil Aeronautics Board to consolidate or refuse to consolidate, 
application.s for new or modified domestic route authority for hear
ing and decision by the Board. The act should make clear: 

1. That contemporaneous consideration of applications, when re
quired, may be accomplished by assigning various·of the applications 
for separate evidentiary hearings and then consolidating them for 
simultaneous decision by the Board; provided that applicants ex
cluded from a particular hearing are allowed to participate therein 
as inte~venors, adduce evidence, and cross-exanline adverse witnesses. 

2. That contemporaneous consideration of applications is not re
quired when the Board conducts a proceeding to consider applications 
for a particular type of service within a defined area or over a de
scribed route segment and excludes applications (or portions of ap
plications) not proposing service of the particular type within the 
area or over the segnlent so described; provided that new authoriza
tions granted in any such proceeding are subject to a mandatory stop 
at any point common to any application (or portion of an application) 
excluded from the proceeding. 

3. That the Board is not required to hold a preliminary hearing 
on the issue of consolidating applications. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 21 

It Is Recommended That-
There be transmitted to the Civil Aeronautics Board for its con

sideration the following proposals relq,ting to Board proceedings con
cernedwith new or modified domestic route authority. The Board 
should: . "-

1. Make more particularized findings reflecting the reasons for 
~nstituting, or refusing to institute;.a route proceeding, with a view 
to developing factors ofge:p.eral applicability bearing ,on the Board's 
responsibility for planning development of the nation's air transpor
tation network. 

2. Empower hearing examiners to publish consolidation orders 
within a limited time after their preparation, except for such internal 
review as, in individual cases, may be requested by the examiner or 
directed by the Board. 

3. Provide assistance to the Special Counsel for routes so that in-~ 
ternal review of consolidation orders may be more expeditiously 
completed .. 

4. Adopt procedures, supplementary to its recent delegation of 
decisional authority to hearing examiners,_ which would provide for 
issuance of notices of review in major route cases at the time of the 
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Board's consolidation order (or similar procedural step) ; such notices 
should make Broad review available, at the option of a disappointed 
party, in all major route cases, while reserving the Board's discretion
ary authority to review, or decline to review, other route matters. 

5. Instruct the Opinion Writing Division, as a general practice, to 
complete its review 6f exceptions, briefs and record prior to oral 
argument, and. to supply the Board, in advance of that time, with, 
responses to any questions posed by the Board -or it§; Members and an 
analysis of the matters which the Board must decide .. 
- 6. Instruct Bureau Couns~l to emphasize the selection of major 
policy alternatives in pending cases, and the considerations applicable 
thereto, rather than the development of a single Bureau "position" ,; 
but this should not exclude the expression by Bureau Counsel of a 
preference, on balance, for one of the several a1ternative~ considered. ' 

7. Eliminate the routine identification of Board opinions with in
dividual Members, while (a) encouraging individual Member re
sponsibility for supervising the preparation of individual opinions', 
(b) encouraging individual Members to append 'supplementary' per
sonal comments to opinions "by the Board," and (c) providing for 
personal identification of any majority opinion to whIch a Board Mem
ber has made a substantial individual contribution. 

8. Provide for unrestricted consultation between personnel of the 
Bureau of Economic Regulation and Board decisional personnel at 
all stages of a route preceeding, except for (a) .cases in which Bu
reau personnel are concerned with establishing prior misconduct by 
a party, and (b) Bureau counsel of record in the route proceeding 
and his witnesses. ' . 

9. Invite members of the staff to attend Board, sessions concerned 
with route proceedings in which they are involved , including (a) opin
ion writers and (b) personnel of the Bureau of Economic Regulation 
not barred from consultation with decisional personnel. . 

10. Endeavor to establish some measure of contact between the de
cisional process at the Board level and the Board's hearing examiners, 
as for example, by (a) encouraging opinion writers to I corl.sult with 
hearing examiners, and (b) informing hearing examiners, through 
the ChIef Examiner, of developments in Board policy relative to their 
functions. , 

The consultation recomme~ded in proposals 8, 9, and 10, above, shall 
not have the effect of enlargIng the' record or of derogatIng from the 
principle that decisions must be based on the record., . . 
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INT'ROlDUCTION 

This study is concerned with the licensing of domestic air transport 
operations by the Civil Aeronautics Board.1 The issuance of permits 
to foreign airlines to operate in the United States, and the certifica
tion of United States carriers to engage in international and overseas 
operations, have been excluded; the unique problems presented by such 
internationalaspects require participation by federal instrumentalities 
other than the Board a,nd would enlarge considerably the scope of the 

-study. It should be noted, however, that there are many common ele
ments in domestic and international certification proceedings. 

As in the study of ICC truck licensing,2, this work begins with a 
consideration of the substantive policies and economic factors relating 
to airline licensing: the needs the licensing process must fulfill and the 
conditions under which it must operate (Sections A, B, and C). At
tention is then directed to the lTIallner in which the process is organized 
(Section D), the successive steps involved in processing formal route 
cases (Section E), and the instances in which operating authority is 
granted pursuant to informal procedures (Section F). And 'in order 
to facilitate an understanding of how the over-all process works, a 
single route proceeding, the St. L01l.1·S-S outheast S eT·rvice case, is fol-:
lowed from beginning to end (Section G). The descriptive materials 
conclude with a summary of processing times and volume of CAB li-
censing matters (St~ction H). . 

The remainder of the study is devoted to proposals to improve the 
licensing process-some recommended and others not (Section I). 

Among the recommendations here advanced are suggestions directed 
at (1) the articulation of findings in initiating route proceedings, (2) 
the methods by which the scope of route proceedings is defined, (3) 
delegations of decisional authority in formal proceedings, (4). the role 
of staff assistance in reaching decisions and preparing opinions at the 
Board level, and (5) the separation pf various components of the 
Board's staff from one another. Recommendations are summarized 
in Section J. Consideration has been given also to (a.) the role of 
cross-examination in route proceedings, and (b) the degree of he.a.ring 
examiner "independence" from the Board (Section I); but no defin
itive recommendaJtions concerning these matters have been advanced 
in this report. ' 

"1 For other studies bearing on the licensing of domestic air transportation and CAB 
practices, see McKinsey and Company, Increasing the Effectiveness of the Civil Aeronautics 
Boa,rd (1960) ; CAB Comments of the Civil Aeronautics Board on the Hector Memorandum 
to the President (1960) ; Task Force on National Aviation Goals, Report on National Avia
tion Goals: Project Horizon (1961); United Research, Inc., Federal Regulation of the 
Domestic Air Transport Industry (1959); Richmond, Regulation and Competition in 
Air Transportation (1961) ; Fulda, Competition in the Regulated Industries: Transporta
tion (1961) ; Boyd, Improving the Admini,strative Process: A View From the CAB, 14 AD. 
L. REV. 108 (1961) ; Hale and Hale,Competition or Control IV: Air Carriers, 109 U. of 
PA. L. REV. 311 (1961); Friendly, The Federal Administrative Agenci.es: The Neeel jor 
Better Definition oj Standards, 75 HARV. L. REV. 1055, 1072 (1962). 

tl Committee on Licenses and Authorizations of the Administrative Conference of the 
United States. Report on Licensing of Truck Operations by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission (1962). 
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A. THE FRAMEWORK OF FEDERAL LICENSING OF 
COMMERCIAL AVIATION 

Licensing functions relating to commercial aviation are divided be
tween two federal instrumentalities: the Civil Aeronautics Board and 
the Federal Aviation Agency. The Agency has primary responsibility 
for the licensing of equipment, personnel, and facilities in order to 
assure safety in both commercial and nOl].commercial air operations. 
Its functions are beyond the scope of this study. The Board has the 
primary responsibility for economic regulation of commercial air car
riers'1..-. including the licensing of new operations by such carriers. 
The l::Soard's approval is requIred to transpOI~t persons or property in 
interstate commerce as a "common carrier" by air.3 The CAB has 
broadly construed the scope of "common carrier," so that virtually 
all commercial aviation is subject to its licensing au'thority.4 Even 
so, the Board now seeks legislation which would subj ect air "contract 
carriers" to its economic controls.5 

1. The bac~ground of the licensing provisions 
The statutory framework of contemporary economic licensing 

emerged in the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, the successor,of a num
ber of federal Statutes which had defined in varying ways the role of 
the federal government in shaping the economic"regime of air trans-' 
portation.6 The 1938 legislation attempted to provide a comprehen
sive framework of federal control over domestic commercial aviation 
by giving the Civil Aeronautics Authority (later the CAB) power 
to-

(1) Control entry into air transportation by common carriers 
engaged in interstate commerce; 

(2) Control mergers and other relations among such air car
riers and between such air carriers and either (a) other trans
portation media or (b) other aeronautics companies; 

(3) Regulate both the maximum and minimum rates of such 
air carriers; 

( 4) Award subsidies, in the form of mail pay, to such air car-
~rs;md ' 

( 5) Require adequate service by such air carriers, and other-
wise regulate their operations. . "-

The background of the act was a financial crisis in the air transport 
industry in the late ninteen thirties. For a number of reasons, most 
air carriers were in serious financial difficulties, some on the verge of" 
bankruptcy. Another cause for concern was the high degree of con
centration in the industry in 1938. The Big Four carriers-Ameri-! 
call; United, TWA, and Eastern-accounted for roughly 80 percent 
of revenue passenger-miles and industry operating revenues. The 

\ bulk of the remaining scheduled operations were in the hands of seven 
additional companies; and there were about ten other, very small do-

349 U.S.C.A. sees. 1301(3), 1301'(10), 1301(21), 1371(a). 
4 Transocean Air Lines, Inc., Enforcement Proceedings, 11 C.A.B. 350, 352 (1950); 

Las Vegas Hacienda, Inc. v. OAB,7 CCH Avi. 17,823 (9th Cir. 1962), appeal pending . 
.one Significant exception is Pacific Southwest Airlines, an intrastate air carrier not sub

ject to the Board's licensing B,utborlty. See Pacific-Southwest Local Service case, E-17950, 
Jan. 23, 1962. . 

6 CAB Annual Report 10 (1961). ' 
6 For a detailed consideration of the legislative history of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 

1938, see W. K. Jones; Antitru8t and Specifl,c Economic Regulation: An Introduction to 
Oomparative Analysis, 19 A.B.A. Antitrust Section 261, 300-312 (1961). 
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mestic scheduled airlines. Unscheduled operators were not then eco-
nomically significant. -

Congress reviewed the situation with alarm, but the exact dimen
sions of its fears are somewhat difficult to describe: 

Would the financial crisis ban'krupt all or such a large part of 
the industry that air transportation would vanish from the scene 
or be substantially diminished ~ 

Would the larger airlines force the smaller carriers to the wall, 
leaving an air trans:portation industry concentrated in the hands 
of the few large survIvors ~ 

Would smaller operators invade the field in large numbers, with 
second-hand equipment and low-wage _ pilots, and -drive out the 
established operators with their more expensive equipment and 
high overhead systems ~ 

Would the airline system that emerged from the crisis be one 
which was sufficiently well developed to meet the needs of national 
defense, sufficiently modern and expensive to meet the demands of 
national pride, sufficiently stable in its growth to protect the in
vestments and wages of existing enterpreneurs and employees, 
sufficiently profitable in its operations to assure sustained and 
costly attention to improvement of air safety, sufficiently broad 
in its scope to provide service on low-density as well as high
density routes ~ 

If not united with one another as to the cause for concern, the pro
ponents of more comprehensive air carrier regulation at least found 
unity in their fear of an uncharted future. The common agreement 
was that all of the unpleasant prospects that were worrying any of 
the a.:ffected interests should be the subject of regulatory concern. 
2. Statutory standards for air carrier licensing 

The diverse and sometimes conflicting motivations of the various 
congressional proponents found their way into the act itself. The 
Board is directed to-
consider the following, among other things, as being in the public interest, and 
in accordance with the public convenience a,nd necessity: 

(a) The encouragement and devlopment of an air-transportation sys
tem properly adapted to the present and future needs of the foreign and 
domestic commerce of the United States, of the Postal Service, and of the 
national defense; 

(b) The regulation of air transportation in such manner as to recognize 
and preserve the inherent advantages of, assure the highest degree of 
safety in, and foster sound economic conditions in, such transportation, 
and to improve the relations between, and coordinate transportation by, 
air carriers: 

(c) The promotion of adequate, economical, and efficient service by air 
carriers at reasonable charges, without unjust discriminations, undue 
preferences or advantages, or unfair or destructive competitive practices; 

(d) Competition to the extent necessary to assure the sound develop
ment of an air-transportation system properly adapted to the needs of the 
foreign and domestic commerce of the United States, of the Postal Service, 
and of the national defense; 
- ( e) The promotion of safety in air commerce; and 

(f) The promotion, encouragement, and development of civil aeronautics.7 

The licensing provisions of the act were viewed as the most signifi
cant in carrying out these purposes. They were three in number. 

749 V.S.C.A. sec. 1.302. 
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First, there was a grandfather provision assuring certification for 
air carriers in operation in 1938 unless their services were "inadequ-ate 
and inefficient." 8 - -

Second, new common carrier operations might be certificated if, 
after notice and hearing, the Board found (a.) that the applicant was 
"fit, willing, land able to perfornl such transport.ation properly, and 
to conform to the provisions of the aCt and the rules, regulations, and 
requirements" thereunder, and -(b) tha~ the transportation was "re-
quired by the public cOllvenicnce and necessity." D I _ 

Finally the Board was empowered to ex~rhpt 'from all or part of the 
act or any regulations therelmder "any air ca':rri~r or class of air car
riers" if it found that the enforcement of any stich measures -"would 
be an llndue burden on such air carrier or class of air carriers 'by reason 
of the limited extent of, or unusual circumstances affecting, the opera
tions of such air carrier or class of air car'riers and is not in the public 
interest." 10 While perhaps not of great significance 'at 'the -outset, the 
provision has been widely uti}ized as a soiirce of operating authority. 
The Board is preseiltly seeking legislation to 'broaden and Clarify its 
exemption powers.ll - - , _ 

In addition, the licensing of air carriers _ was in'fluenced by the pro
vision governing subsidy, which provided that each carrier would 
receive Inail pay, over and 'above the cost of carrying the mail, "suffi-

, cient * * *, together with all other revenue of the :air carrier, to enable 
such air carrier under honest, economical,and efficient management, to 
maintain and continue the development of -air ti'ansportation to the 
extent and of the charter and quality required for'the commel~ce of the -
United States, the Postal Service, and the national defense." 12 In 
effect, the certi,ficated carrier is assured reimbursement of costs and a 
reasonable return on its investment for services considered by the 
Board to be in the public interest. The subsidy element is distin
guished from .. service-mail pay," which is based on the costs of trans
porting the mail ; the two are now stated separately in making pay
ments,13 and the IBoard has _been seeking legislation requiring even 
greater separation between these mail pay items.14 
3. Components of the air transportation indust:rY 

Within this statutory fralnework, the domestic air transportation 
industry has developed in its several distinct branches. 

The dOlnestic carriers in existence in 1938 have become known as 
the d01J1.-estic trunk line carriers. Principally they serve 10ng-haul 
markets and heavily traveled segments between major cities.15 How
ever, they also serve a number of minor points, including some low~ 
density, short-haul markets. No trunkline carrier has received mail 
pay subsidy for several years,I6 and the Boardlhas proposed legislation 
which would make them ineligible for subsidyY· No carriers, other 
than the original grandfather lines, have been certificated to engage 

849 U.S.C.A. sec. 481 (e) (1), repealed 72 Stat. 806 (1958). 
949 U.S.C.A. sec. 1371(d) (1). 
10 49 U.S,C.A. sec. 1386(b) (1). 
n CAB Annual Report 12 (1961). 
12 49 rU.S.C.A. sec. 1376(b). 
;[349 U.S.C.A. sec. 1376(c). 
14 CAB Annual Report 10 (1961). 
[5 CAB Annual Report 25 (1955). _ 
Jl6 CAB Annual Report 18 (1959); CAB Annual Report 23 (1960) ; CAB Annual Report 

31 (1961). 
17 CAB Annual Report 9 (1961). 
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in donlestic trunkline service.18 There remain eleven carriers in this 
group. The group continues to be characterized by considerable dis
crepancy in size between the Big FouTand the seven smaller trunk-
lines. . 

During the nineteen forties there developed a number.of additional 
lines, desIgned principally to connect smaller population centers with 
one another and with nearby major cities. Later described as local 
service carTiers,19 these lines originally received only tem'porary 
authority and their status was regarded as experimental. 20 In 1955 
Congress conferred limited grandfather rights on these airlines with 
the result that permanent certificates replaced many of the temporary 
authorizations. 21 Subsidized since thelr inception, the local service 
carriers COnSUl}le the largest share of current subsidy-estimated at 
58.9 million dollars for fiscal 1961 for the 13 local service carriers op-
erating within the continental United States.22 . 

The arant of statehood to Alaska and Hawaii has resulted in the 
reclassification of a number of territorial carriers as local service 
carriers. 23 Two such carriers operate wholly within Hawaii with the 
benefit of subsidy. Eleven airlines operate within Alaska: one is in
eligible for subsidy, one was not subsidized in fiscal 1961 though eligi
ble, and the nine remaining received subsidy. The total subsidy for 
Alaskan and Hawaiian carriers for fiscal 1961 is estimated at 9.6 
million dollars.24 

After World "Tar II, there arose a group of non-sche'duled airlines, 
operating under general exemptions previously promulgated by the 
Board.25 After first attempting to suppress their operations,26 the 
Board in 1955 decided that there was rOOln in the air transportation 
industry f0'r a class of carriers which did not maintain regular route 
patterns but specialized in charter operations and in limited, incli
vi dually ticketed flights required by peak traffic demands.27 The non
scheduled airlines were originally described as large irregular carriers 
and are now known as supplemental air carriers. Successive efforts 
by the Board to authorize their operations on a permanent basis, first 
by exemption and then by certification, were reversed by the Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia.28 For some time the status 
quo was maintained by interim legislati0'n,29 and the Board deferred 
action on appJications for new supplemental authority while more 
permanent legislative solutions were pending.30 New legislation has 
recently been enacted, providing for the transition of supplemental 

;18 Hearings before Antitrust Subcommittee of House Committee on Judiciary pursuant 
to H. Res. 107, 85th Cong., 1st sess., 944-949 (1956). 

19 CAB Annual Report 24 (1955). 
20 SerYice in Rocky Mountain States Area. 6 C.A.B. 695, 730 (1946). 
m 69 Stat. 49 (1955), repealed, 72 Stat. 806 (1958) ; Southwest Airways Co., Permanent 

Certificate cflse, 21 C.A.B. 830 (1955). _ 
!!2 CAB Annual Report 32 (1961). 
·23 CAB AnnU.'l1 Report 24 (1960). 
24 CAB Annllal Report 32 (19f)1). 
There is some overlap among the carrier classifications. One of the domestic trunklines

Continental-operates a local service system. And some trunkline services are rendered 
by two of the Alaskan carriers and.by United States international carriers. 

26 Investigation of Nonscheduled; Air Services, 6 C.A.B. 1049, 1050 (1946). 
x La rge Irregular Carriers, Exemptions, 11 C.A.B. 609 (1950). 
f!:/ Large Irregular Air Carrier Investigation, 22 C.A.B. 838 (1955). 
/28 American Airlines, Inc. v. CAB, 235 F. 2d 845 (D.C. Cir. 1956), cert. denied, 353 U.S. 

905 (1957) ; United Air Lines, Inc. v. CAB, 278 F. 2d 446 (D.C. Cir. 1960), cert. granted, 
j1tdgment t'acated, andt case remanded, 364 U.S. 297 (1960). . 

.2974 Stat. 527 (1960). 
30 Intercontinental U.S., Inc., Certificate Application for Domestic Supplemental Air 

Service, E-17472, Sept. 14, 1961. 

20-101-63~-22 
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carriers to essentially all-charter operations (although the statute 
also makes provision for grant of individually ticketed authority on 
a temporary basis) .31 Meanwhile the existing supplementals, oper
ating without mail pay subsidy, have been experiencing significant 
financial difficulties. There are only about twenty suoh carrIers still 
in operation. \ " 

Also since vVorld ""Val' II, the Board has certiticated, initially on a 
temporarily basis, six all-cargo carriers to specialize in the movement of 
air freight. 32 These carriers have been authorized to carry mail on a 
nonsubsidy basis.33 Today only three all-cargo carriers remain. In 
a recent decision; the Board renew~d two certificates on a permanent 
basis and one on a temporary basis; denial of mail pay subsidy ~as 
reaffirmed.34 

Finally, the Board. has authorized three experimental helicopter 
carriers in different metropolitan areas.35 These receive subsidy under 
a Congressionally imposed. ceiling of six million' dollars annually 
(estunated at 5.6 miNion dollars for fiscal 1961 }:.36 Their prospects 
are uncertain at the present time. The Board also has authorized, 
by exemption, a class of air-taxi operators, 37 unsubsidized enterprises 
using small planes for services not competitive with certificated oper
ations employing helicopters or small aircraft. . 

B. CRITERIA FOR ENTRY INTO COMMERCIAL A V][ATION: 
ROUTE CERTIFICATION 

l. Preliminary considerations 
" The statute requires 'that each applicant be "fit, willing, and able" 
(a) to perform properly the transportation for which authority is 
requested, and (b) to conform to the various legal regulations of 
certificated operation.3s '. _ 

The first element is met by showing (i) a proper organizational 
basis for the proposed operation, (ii) adequate" financial resources, 
and (iii) a plan for conducting the air operation in question.39 The 
final requirement has been largely diluted in recent years becu-use Qf 
the difficulty of ascertaining, until the end of the proceeding, exactly 
whrut operations will be .authorize.d.40 In most instances, this element 
of fitness raises no problems. 

The second aspect of fitness-conformity to regulatory require
ments-is determined by looking to past performance. Deliberate 
violations of the statutes or regulations administered by the Board 
may be held to demonstrate a lack of compliance disposition and re
sult in disqualification of the applicant.41 But the Board also con
siders t~le n~ed for the ap~liGant's service in passing on the question 
of qualIficatIon, and seemIngly does not regard the bar created by 

011 Public La.w 87-528, 76 Stat. 143 (1962). 
82 Air Freight case, 10 C.A.B. 572 (1949). 
83 Airfreight Oertiftcate Renewal case, 23 C.A.B. 186 (1956), affirmed Bub nom. Delta 

Air Lines, Inc. v. OAB, 247 F. 2d 327 (5th Cir. 1957). 
, &I Domestic Oargo-Mail Service case, &-18300, May 3, 1962. 

36 CAB Annual Report 20 (1961). 
36 CAB Annual Report 32 (1961). 
87 14 C.F.R. sec. 298. 
s849 V.S.C.A. sec. 1371(d) (1). 
39 American Export Airlines, Inc.-Temporary Certificate of Public Convenience and 

Necessity, 3 C.A.B. 294, 298 (1941); Braniff AirwaY8, Inc. v. OAB, 147 F. 2di 152 (D.C. 
Cir. 1945). 

40 Braniff Airways, Inc. v. OAB, 277 F. 2d 334 (D.C. Cir. 1960). 
41 New York-Ohicago Service case, 22 C.A.B. 973, 990 (1955). 
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past violations to be absolute.42 In practice, this ground has been in
voked most significantly in denying route authority to unscheduled 
operators. 
2. Public convenience and necessity 

The determination of public convenience and necessity in route cases 
is though to involve two major questions: (1) Should new service be 
authorized ~ (2) If, so, by whom should the service be rendered? 43 

This two-step approach has some uses and SOlne advantages, but for
mulation of the problem in these terms may be deceptive. 

Preliminarily, it should be noted that the answer to both questions 
is related to the response to still another query: What is the nature of 
,the primary air transportation Inarket in _ which new authority is 
sought? Is it the kind of market in which local service is most ap
propriate? Or is trunkline service the more suitable?44 Since the 
answer to this inquiry is clear or assumed at the outset in many cases, 
the issue often is not explicitly raised. 

a. Local service routes. If local service is involved, the route 
sough~t maY' well be one no't previously served by any air carrier. 
Estimates will be made of the volume of traffic likely to be generated, 
and the importance of air service to communities on the route will be 
assessed. The crucial questions concern: (1) the cost of the various 
services sought, as rendered by different carriers, in terms of mail pay 
subsidy; 45 and (2) Ithe selection of carriers and communities which 
will 'provide a maximum of needed air transportation for a minimum 
of subsidy cost.46 The Board has adopted a policy of certificating 
doubtful points, whether on a temporary. or permanent basis, subject 
to a "use it or lose it" policy 47-i.e., communities must emplane- an 
average of five passengers daily over a twelve-month period (after 
the first six months of operation) or face loss of air service; exceptions 
are made for special cases, where, because of isolation or defense con
siderations, service may be permitted despite light traffic. Utiliza
tion above:the five passenger minimum may be so marginal as still to 
be questioned, and entire segments may be deleted if' less than seven 
passengers per flight are averaged. The "use it or lose it" standards 
are applied in cases initiated. by the. Board an~ alS<? in cases where 
autho~Ity to serve temporarIly certIficated pOInts IS sought to be 
renewed. 

An effort is made to avoid competition among local service carriers 
and between local service and trunkline carriers.48 And the Board 
has been entertaining a number of proposals to substitute local for 
trunkline service at smaller points.49 ', , 

The issues of "what new service~" and "which new carrier?" are 
closely related.50 A decision to provide service between a sequence 
of towns-A., B, and O-n1ay lead to the selection of Carrier No.1, 

d2 Hawaiian Intraterritorial Service, 10 C.A.B. 62 (1948). 
48 Landis, Report on Regulatory Agencies to the PreSident-elect 41 (1960)_ 
H Piedmont Certificate Renewal case, 15 C.A.B. 736, 810 (1952); Pacific-Southwest 

Local Service case, E-17950, January 23, 1962. 
45 Reopened Addit-ional California-Nevada Service case, 15 C.A.B. 11, 18 (1952). 
46 American Airline8, Inc., Chicago-Detroit, Route 7 Local Service case, 20 C.A.B. 565, 

571 (1955) ; Service to Fayetteville, Arkansas, 19 C.A.B. 25,27 (1954). 
47 Seven States Area Investigation, E-13254, December 8, 1958_ I 

48 Piedmont Certificate Renewal case, supra at 811. But see Syracltse-NewYork City 
case, 24 C.A.B. 770 (1957) ; Trans World Airlines, Inc., Removal of Santa Fe-Albuquerque 
Restriction, 16 C.A.B. 265 (1952). 

49 Cincinnati-Detroit Suspension Investigation, E-15365, June 10, 1960; CAB Annual 
Report 22-23 (1961). 

50 Quad Cities-Twin Cities Service, 24 C.A.B. 654 (1957). 
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since the service can most economically be added to its route pattern. 
This m.ay mean that an additional town of a marginal sortr----D- may 
also be served, since it is well situated with respect to the service Car- . 
rier No.1 will render to A, B, and o. On the other hand, if Carrier 
No.2 were selected to serve A, B, and 0, the cost would be a little. 
more, but points E and F could conveniently be actded. As a practical 
matter, therefore, the choice may be between (i) "Carrier No.1, points 
A, B, 0, and D, and a,.particwar Sli~sicly figure.;.and (ii) Carrier No. 
2, pOInts A, B, 0, E, and F, and a dIfferent subSIdy figure. The pos
sible variations are quite extensive when consideration is given .to 
joining the new segment with the carrier's existing route pattern. 

b. Trunkline routes . . With respect to trunkline carriers, the issues 
are some\vhat different because (1) no direct subsidy costs are involved, 
and (2) competitive services may be authorized. In fact, most trHnk
line cases in recent years have involved applications for competitive 
service. Briefly summarized, the issues are likely to take this for111: 

(a) One or nl0re markets will attract interest because of their sub
stantial traffic, and a number of applications will be made seeking to 
participate in the traffic. The first question is \vhether the traffic is 
substantial enough to be likely to provide support for additional air 
service. 51 No precise figure has been established, to In ark this likeli
hood. Recently, however, the Board considered' whether to investi
gate markets in which competition had beenreliminatedby the merger 
of Capital and United,52 with a view to certificating a new conlpetitive 
carrier: investigation was ordered where Capital had been an effec
tive competitor in markets exchangil1g an average ,of 100 or more pass
engers per day (but not in two 100-plus markets where Capital had 
not been an effective competitOi~). Probably this figure will vary 
widely depending on the general economic situation in the airline in
dustry and the resolution of the next two considerations. 

(b) If the supporting traffic is on the borde.rline, the Board is likely 
to consider. the manner in which the incumbent' has developed the 
route: frequency of schedules, availability of seats, type of equipment, 
promotional activities, development of coach service. If the incum
bent scores high, doubts usually will be resolved against new service ;53 

if the score is low, new service may well be authorized.54 But it must 
be emphasized that this step is concerned only with resolving doubts. 
If both the traffic and existing service aTe poor, the incmnbent niay be 
confronted with a directive to render adequate service rather than cer
tification of a competitor ;55 if both the traffic and existing service are 
good, a new carrier may be certificated nonetheless.56 

(c) Another factor of significance, particularly in borderline situ
ations, is the identity of the incumbe.nt and the importance of the route 
to its financial well-being. The Board is likely to be less concerned 
about diverting traffic from one of the Big Four than from one of the 

51 Southwest-Northeast Service case, 22 C.A.B. 52 (1955); Investigation of Service to 
Winston-Salem and/or Greensboro/High Point, 27 C.A.B. 113 (1958); cf. Continental 
Air Lines, Inc.-Amendment of Certificate of Public Convenience' and Necessity 1 C.A.A 
598 (1940). . ,. 

62 UI?-it~d .Air: Lines, Inc., Competitive Service Investigation, E-17217, JUly 25, 1961. 
53 Af1,ss~sS'tPPt Valley case, 8 C.A.B. 726, 733 (1947); Chicago-Milwaukec-'1'win Cities 

ca~e, E-13890, May 19, 1959. 
54 Pacific-Southwest Local Service case, E-17950, .Jan. 23, 1962. 'Cf. Eastern Route 

ConsoUdation case, 25 C.A.B. 215, 217 (1957). 
[55 Flint-Gra~d Ra,pids, Adequacy of .Service Inve~t!gation, E-15161, April 2,9, 1960. 
66 Transcontll1ental and Western AIr, Inc., AddItIOnal North-South California Service, 

4 C.A.B. 373, 375 (1943) ; Southwest-Northeast Service case, 22.· C.A.B. 52, 60(1955). 
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smaller trunks or a local service carrier. 57 In any proceeding the 
amount of prob~ble diversion will be considered, and it may be con
trolling where it is substantial enough to threaten the financial posi
tion of a weak carrier (or to increase the subsidy need for a local serv
ice carrier). 

( d) If the first three points, considered together, point to, a new 
authorization, the Board considers the feasibility of service by various 
applicants. New service is not rendered in a vacuum, and the Board 
has to satisfy itself that one or more carriers are so situated with re
spect to routes, facilities, and equipment as to be able to conduct an 
economically feasible operation. 58 As among the competing appli
cants who are eligible, a number of considerations are taken into ac-
count in making the selection: ' 

, (i) Integration of the new authority with the old is an impor
tant consideration.59 First, the convenient location of existing 
facilities may mean that the new service can be rendered more 
efficiently and economically. 60 Second, the ~xistence of traffic 
flows over existing routes, which can be channeled into the nmv 
routes, may permit more extensive and economical development 
of the new route, since traffic levels over the latter will be higher 
that for other carriers.61 Third, the existence of the new author
ity may permit changes in scheduling and equiplnent utilization 
which will make possible ilnprovement of service on the old 
routes.62 

, 

(ii) Related to this is the applicant's "historic p'articipation" 
in the traffic'. In order to encourage carriers to build up traffic on 
their routes and to minimize disruption of -existing traffic rela
tions, the Board will give some weight to the carrier's prior par
ticipation in the traffic in question, either as a cQnnecting carrier 
or a more circuitous carrier. 63 Thus American recently was se
lected 64 as a third nonstop carrier between New ' York and San 
,Francisco because it had participated in the New York-San Fran
cisco traflic on its transcontinental route through Chicago; North
west, the rejected applicant, was a complete stranger to San 
Francisco. 

(iii) Pointing in 'a different direction is the Board's policy of 
strengthening the smaller trunkline carriers, attempting to bal
ance the industry by equalizing to some extent the strong and the 
weak. This may involve the injection of a smaller trunkline, with 
a limited system, into an entirely new market~ This factor re
ceived particular emphasis in a series of decisions in the middle 
fifties which granted extensive new route authority to the smaller 
tru,nklines, particularly in long-haul, high~density markets.65 

• 57 Great Lakes-Southeast Service case, 27 C.A.B. 829, 839-841. (1958) ; Southern Trans
continental Service case, E-16500, lVIrurch 13, 1961, appeal pending. 

fiB Southern Transcontinental SerVice case, E-16500. March 13. 19611, appea.l pending. 
69 Trans-Southern Airlines, Inc.-Cer.tificate of Public Convenience and Necessity, 2 

C.A.B. 250, 271 (1940); Delta. Air Corporation-Certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity, 2 C.A.B. 4'47, 468 (1941)., " , 
, GO New York-San FrancisCO Nonstop Service case, E-14412, September 2, 1959. 

61 New York-Flor'ida cn.se, 24 C.A.B. 94, 100 (1956) ; Great Lakes-Southeast Service case, 
27 C.A.B. 829, 838 (1958). 

()2 Middle Atlantic Area case, 9 C.A.B. 131, 144 (1948). 
63. Chicag,o-MUwaukee-Twin Cities case, E-'13890, May 19, 1959; Denver Service case, 22 

C.A.B. 1178, 1183 (1855). But see Great Lakes-Southeast Service case, supra at 8317. 
81 New York-Sa'n Francisco Nonstop Service case, supra. 
64 New York-Chica.go Service case, 22 C.,A.B. 973 (1955) ; Denver Service case, 22 C.,A.B. 

1178 (1955) ; Southwest-Northeast Serv'ice case, 22 C.A.B. 52 (1955). 
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Actually a similar attitude probably has been present in more 
generalIzed form throughout the administration of the' act: it is 
difficult to review a series of 'route cases wthout coming to the 
conclusion that the Board is endeavoring to d,istribute desirable 
routes among all the existing trunklines, big and small, so that 
none will feel neglected. This may be described as maintaining 
"balance" in the industry; but this approach also maintains the 
status quo to a large extent and the good will of the existing 
carriers toward the Board., . 

(iv) The Board also considers the operational policies of the 
different carriers, choosing a specialist in coach service if that 
is the most glaring deficiency in the market under consideration 66 

or choosing a regional carrier if the traffic to be served lies wholly 
or primarily within that carrier's region.61 This probably is not 
one of the stronger fadors, and its seems to be advanced most 
often in support of decisions resting on other grounds. The same 
observation may be made as regards many of the other factors 
found in Board opinions. 

(v) Finally, the Board has to consider what other services will 
be made possible as an incident to selecting one carrier over an
other for the major market needs. Each carrier has a different 
route system and, absent express restriction, the carrier selected 
may render service between the newly awarded points and any of 
its existing authorized points 'as long as junction points are ob
served (mandatory stops where different routes or segments are 
joined) .68 Thus the selection of each carrier brings with it dif
ferent new serv:ices to and' from other points on that carrier's 
routes. This may be good or bad. If the new combinations are 
worthy of service and presently have none, this is a factor in the' 
carrier's favor. If the new combinations ,already have ample 
service, and tIie addition of the applicant will lead ~o "excessive" 
competition, this is 'a negative factor-although one which may 
sometimes be eliminated by an appropriate restriction.69 

Once again, the (luestions of selection of route and selectioJ). of car
rier are intermingled. Although the issues may be divided for con
sideration, the separation, while valid in terms of emphasis, is never 
complete. For the choice in the last anuJysis is between one carrier 
with an existing route system and a consequent "package" of city' 
pairs which will be served, and another carrier \vith a different route 
structure and a different "package" of city pairs. Indeed, even the 
usual emphasis may be reversed, and instead of starting with a route 
that needs a new carrier the Board may begin with a carrier that needs 
new route authority. , 

The more conventional cases coming under this heading are the 
route consolidation cases, where a carrie.r seeks the cons,olidation of 
separate routes by (a) elimination of a junction point~ making non-

66 Reopened Milwaukee-Ohicago-New York Restriction case, 21 C.A.B. 760 (1955); 
New York-Ohicago Service case, supra at 978. \ 

6T Branili' Airways, Inc., Memphis-Oklahoma City-EI Paso Service, 6 C.A.B. 169, 180 
(1944) ; New York-Chicago Service case, supra at 978. 

68 North Central case, 7 C.A.B. 639, 650 (1946). . 
~9 Reopened Milwaukee-Ohicago-New York Restriction case, 21 C:A.n. 760, 764 (1955); 

Service by Western Air Lines, Inc., to Sioux Falls, South Dn.kotn. 20 C.A.B. 757, 758 
(1955) ; New York-Chicago Service case, 22 C.A.B. 973 (1955) : SQuthwest-Northeast Serv-
ice case, 22 C.A.B. 52 (1955). . 
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stop' operation possible; 70 (b) transformation of common points on 
separate routes into intermediate points on a single route for the same 
purpose; 71 or (c) certification of a new intermediate point to unite 
separate routes into a single route.72 "\Vhere the consolidation will 
not result in duplication of existing service, the primary focus is on 
the effect of the applicant's proposal in reducing its costs and facilitat
ing better service. 73 Where duplication will result, the Board has 
required that a need for improved service be shown and that diver
sion from existing carriers be weighed against the factors favoring 
the route consolidation.74 Even so, the prImary impetus for the new 
authority comes, not from the demand for new service, but from the 
carriers' attempt to achieve greater operating efficiency. 

In a less conventional setting, the Board on occasion may have in
jected a new carrier into a route for reasons other than the need for 
new services on that route. Thus in 1956 the Board certificated 
Northeast 75-the only trunkljn~ then still on subsidy~into the lucra
tive Ne,w York-Miami market for five years. To be SUl1e, the Board 
found a need for additional competitive service. But the circum
stances surrounding the case-the admittedly good development of 
the route by existing carriers, the rejection of other applicants with 
seemingly superior claims, the limited duration of the certificate-all 
seems to indicate that the principal impetus for the certification was 
the desire Ito get Northeast off subsidy. 

This summary does not purport to be complete, nor to exhaust the 
factors adduced by the Board in support of particular route awards. 
It does, however, indicate the major types of considerations frequently 
advanced in deciding route cases. . 

C. THE ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF AIR CARRIER 
LICENSING 

Domestic commercial aviation has made great strides since 1938. 
Even so, it remains today a highly specialized transportation medium, 
accounting for only a small minority of intercity freight and passenger 
traffic. Prospects for the future are the subject of considerable debate. 

10 Development of the air transportation industry 

In the twenty-one years from 1939 to ] 960, the transportation of all 
forms of property by commercial air carrier within the United States 
increased 6,667 percent from 12 million ton-miles 76 to roughly 800 
million ton-miles. 77 But the 1960 shipments (including sm'all quanti
ties of private air transport) amounted to only 0.058 percent of all 
intercity freight movements.78 Over 99.9 percent of intercity freight 
moved by rail, truck, water carrier, or pipeline.79 

In the same twenty-one year period, domestic air passenger travel 
on commercial aircraft increased almost 5,000 percent from 683 million 

710 Ea8tern Route Oonsolidation case, 25 C.A.B. 215 (1957). 
'Tl American Airlines, Inc., Consolidation of Routes, 7 C.A.B. 337 (1946). 
711 Delta Air Lines, Inc., Amendment of Certificate, 11 C.A.B. 18 (1949). 
'13 American Airlines, Inc., CODisoUdartion of Route·s, 8upra. 
74 Eastern Route Oon8olidation case, 8upra. 
76 New York-Florida case, 24 C.A.B. 94 (1956). 
'16 ICC Bureau of Transport Economics and Statistics, State No. 6103, Intercity Ton-

Miles, 1939-1959, at 4 (1961). 
'11 ICC, Seventy-fifth Annual Report 15 (1961). 
781bid. 
791bid. 
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revenue ·passenger-miles 80 to 33 billion reven~e passenger-miles.81 

But in 1960 the airlines accounted for only 4.38 percent of all intercity 
passenger trave1.82 The 1960 totals for domestic intercity passenger
miles are as follows: 83 

Transportation medium 
Passengcr- Share of pub- Share of 

miles lic transit total< transit 
(millions) 

i~: ~~~ 28.9 2.86 
26.7 2.63 

RaHroads ____________________________________________________ _ 
Motor bus ________________________ ~ ___________________________ _ 
Waterways 1 _________________________________________________ _ 2,068 -------------- .27 
Commercial airlines __________________________________________ _ 33,035 44.3 4.38 Other aircraft ________________________________________________ _ 923 -------------- .12 Private automobiles _________________________________________ _ 677,589 -------------- 89.74 

1=========1============1=========== Total public transiL __________________________________ _ 74,li05 100. ° 9.77 
Total private transiL _______________ " ___________________ _ 680,580 -------------- 90.24 
Total transiL __________________________________________ _ 755,085 -------------- 100.0 

1 Traffic on inland waterways is treated as private transit, since division betweeu public and private is 
impracticable and the shares invol ved are extremely small. 

As these figures indicate, the important characteristic of domestic 
air transport is the large share it holds of public intercity passenger 
traffic: the growth in this respect has been from 2.3 peroent in 1939 84 

to 44.3 percent in 1960,85 giving commercial aviation a.larger share 
of this traffic than any other f~rm of public transport; much of this" 
is believed to be business trave1.86 The dominance of the private auto-:
mobile, hmvever, has limited the airlines' share of total intercity 
passenger movements: the growth has been from 0.2 percent in 1939 87 
to·4.38 percent in 1960.88 

vVithin the domestic air transport industry, p~ssenger and freight 
movements have been shared by the various components of the in
dustry. in the following proportions (figu,res are for fiscal 1961) : 89 

Component 

Revenue 
Passenger

miles 

Share of ' 
. total 

revenue 
passenger7 

miles 

Billions Billions 
Dome~tic trunklino__ _ _________________________ 28.96 90.:2 
Local service and hclicopter ____________________ 1. 24 3.8 
All-cargo ______ " ________________________________________________ " ____ . ________ _ 
SupplementaL__________________ ______________ 1. 92 6.0 

TotaL ___________________________________ _ 32.12 100.0 

Cargo 1 

ton-miles 

Afillions 
564.1 
11.2 

134.4 
147.9 

857.6 

Share of 
total cargo 

ton-miles 

Million., 
65.8 
1.3 

15.7 
17.3 

100.0 

1 Cargo ton-miles include freight, express, excess baggage, and mail. Moyements wholly within Alaska 
and Hawaii have been excluded. 

so CAB, Handbook of Airline St3Jtistics II-14 (1961). 
81 In 1960 scheduled service accounted! for 30.5 billion revenue passenger-miles. CAB 

Handbook of Airline Statistics II-14 (1961). Nonscheduled service by scheduled airlines 
totaled 0.54 billion revenue passenger-miles. CAB, Handbook of Airline Statistics II-1S 
(1961). Based on statistics iIi CAB Annual Report 76 (1961), for 12 months ended 
March 31, 1961, and statistics for 12 months ended March 31, 1960 in CAB Annual Report 
69 (1960), it is estimated thu,t supplemental air carriers accounted for 1.9 billion revenue 
pa-senger-miles in 1960. The total revenue passenger-miles. of these three forms of com-
mercial air transportation was approximately 33 billion. ' '. 

82 ICC, Seventy-fifth Annual Report 15 (1961), supplemented. by t.he computation in 
llo~e I~~d~upra. . ." -]1-

84 Air Transport Association of America, Facts and Figures About Air Transportation 27 
(1961).' . 

i85 Supra at notes 81-83. 
80 A recent survey conducted by the Fortune Market Research Department indicates that 

59 percent of airline passengers are engaged in business travel., Fortune Airline Study 5 
(1961). . . ' . ~ _ ' 

87 Air Transport Association of America, Facts and Figures about Air Transporta,tion 27 
(1961). ' 

&> Supra at notes 81-83. 
80 CAB Annual Report 76 (1~61). 
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The following table shows the division of traffic am.bug the eleven 
trutlklme carriers, in annual revenue passenger-miles, in shares of 
domestic trunk line traffic, 'and_ in shares of industry traffic.90 

Trunkline carrier 

Revenue 
passenger

miles 
(12 months 

ended 
Oct.31, 

1961) 

Thousands 

Percent of 
trunkline 
revenue 

passenger
milcs 

~~~~~~~~=============== == ==== ==================~====~= ====== r: g~g: .~~~ 1~: ~ ContinentaL_____________________________________ ____________ 880,596 3.0 
Delta_________________________________________________________ 2,127,421 7.2 
Eastern _________________________________________ 

c
_____________ 3,941,257 13.8 

NationaL____________________________________________________ 1, on, 821 3.7 
NortheasL___________________________________________________ 723, i91 2.5 
Northwest____________________________________________________ 1,011,290 3.5 
TWA_________________________________________________________ 4,223.832 14.5 
United 2 ______________________________________ 

c 
____________ 

c
__ 7,463,495 25.5 

Western _____________________ ~_ __ __ _______ ____ _ ______ _ ______ __ 839,295 2.9 

Percent of 
industry 
revenue 

passenger
miles 1 

17.8 
3_ 2 
2.7 
6_ 5 

12.4 
3.3 
2.3 
3.2 

13.1 
23.0 
2.6 

1---------1----------1---------TotaL __________________________ ~_______________________ 29,228,222 100.0 90.0 

1 Percentage of trunkllne revenue passenger-miles was mulltplied by 0.9, sincc trunklines account for 
approximately 90 percent of industry revenue passenger-miles. 

2 Figures include traffic of Capital applicable to periods prior to Capital's merger with United on June 1, 
1961. 

The Big Four a.ccount for some 73.6 percent of domestic trunkline 
passenger tra.:flic and 66.3 percent of the total domestic passenger traffic. 
These percentages may be compared 'with the 80 percent share of the 
Big Four when regulation 'was first imposed in 1938.91 Despite the 
Board's policy of strengthening the weaker trunklines, the Big· Four 
remain dominant both among the trunklines and in:> the industry as 
a whole. The modest dilution that has occurred in the Big Four's 
share of industry traffic is as much the consequence of introducing new 
components into the industry (local service and supplementals) as 
it is attributable to strengthening the weaker trunks. And yet the 
Board's policy of strengthening the weaker trunks~ coupled with other 
factors, has led to extensive point-to-point competition among trunk
line carriers. 

In the following table there are set forth trunkline schedules for 
the 100 city-pairs accounting for the largest numbers of revenue pas
senger-miles in 1960.92 Some authorizations nlay be restricted, thereby 
limiting the number of schedules which may be offered by an individual 
carrier; ~n other instances authorizations may not be fully utilized. 

GO Letter from Mr. WillIam Weinfeld, Cbief, Researcb and Statistics DIvision, Office of 
Carrier Accounts and Statistics, Civil Aeronautics Board, to Professor W. K. Jones, dated 
February 16, 1962_ 

lJl W. K. Jones, Antitrust and Specif/-c Economic Regulation: An Intro(luction to Compara
tive Analysis> 19 A.B.A. Antirust Section 261,304 (1961) . 

. 92 Tbe 100 city-pairs in order of .passenger-mile rank were obta,ined' from CAB, Domestic 
Origin-Destination Survey, January 1 to December 31, 1960, voL 1-13, Table 4 (1961). 
The trunkline schedules for these city-pairs were obtained from Official Airline Guide, 
North, American ed., September 1961. 
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Number of trunkline8 offering 8chedule8 Number and nature of city-pair8 
5 or more nOll'stop ____________________ 3 (the New York-Wasbington-Boston 

triangle). 
4 nonstop _____________________ :...______ 4 (3 in the top 10 city-pairs). 
3 nonstop_____________________________ 22 (14 in the top 45 city-pairs). 
2 nonstop, plus 1 or more significant 1-stop _______________________________ 8 (scattered). 
2 nonstop ________________ -,___________ 23 (scattered). 
1 nonstop, plus 1 or more significant 1-

stop _________________ ....:_____________ 17 (scattered). ' 
More than 1 multistop ______ .:.. ___ ~_____ 10 (7 in the bottom half of the 100 city-

pairs). 
1 nonstop ____________________________ 4 (all in bottom 22 city-pairs). 
1 multistop ____________ , ______________ ,9 (7 -in bottom 20 city-pairs). 

To place'these figures in perspective, consideration must be given 
to the nature of these city-pairs. Two factors are of importance: 

(1) The average number of revenue passengers moving over the, 
segment each day-this indicates the densIty of the movement and has 
an obvious bearing on the practicability of multiple flights. 

(2) The total revenue passenger-miles moving over the segment 
annually~this indicates the general revenue potential of t.he route, 
since gross revenues vary roughly in proportion to revenue passenger
miles. 

Of the 100 city-pairs which have the highest revenue passenger
miles, and therefore the highest revenue potenti~I.l, 17 generated less 
than 50 passengers daily in each direction.93 If city-pairs are ranked 
in terms of density (revenue passengers) rather ,than revenue po
tential (revenue passenger-miles), the one. hundredth shows an average 
daily passenger flow of only 81 in each direction;, 94 but this grouping 
contai.ns many short hauls which generate less revenue because they 
account for fewer revenue passenger-miles. 

Without attempting to set any precise outer limit, it is evident that 
there are not an unusually large number of routes which, under cur
rent traffic flows, are sufficiently lucrative (revenue passenger-miles} 
and sufficiently dense (revenue passengers) to support multiple ca~
rier operations. Under either measure the point is soon reached where 
average daily traffic flows are well under 100 each way. 'Vith these 
figures comparison may be made to the capacities of modern aviation 
equipment: jets capable of carrying between 64 and 179 passengers; 95 

jet propeller craft with capacities ranging from 40 to 98; 96 large con
ventional aircraft with capacities between 40 and 95; 91 and <the vener-
able DC-3, which can carry 21 passengers. , 

It is possible, of course, for individual market flows to be combined 
by a multistop flight servicing several markets. But this, too, carries 
important implications: services in individual markets thus become 
closely interrelated, necessitating inquiries much broader than the 
service needs between various isolated pairs of cities. In -any case, the 
domestic trunkline appears to be flying capacities, at current passenger 

03 CAB Domestic Origin-Destination Survey, January 1 to December 31, 1960, vol. 1-13, 
Table 4 (1961). 

D4 Ibid. 
116 Passengers: BoeIng 707, 121-179; Boeing 720, 149; Convair S'80, 84-110; DC-8, 118-

176; Caravelle. 64-80. 
The figures in this and succeeding footnotes are taken from various editions of Jane's 

All the World's Aircraft. . ' 
00 Passengers: Fairchild F-27, 40; Lockheed Electra, 66-98; Vickers Viscount, 40-59. 
IYT Passengers: Convair 240, 40; Convair 340, 44; ConvaIr 440, 44-52; DC-6, 82; DC-7, 

95; Lockheed Constellation, 94; Lockheed Super G, 92 ; Martin 404\ 40. 
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fares, which substantially ex~eed the public's demand for accom~ 
modations. They reported -that in 1961 they were able to fill only 56 
percent of available seats (a drop of 3.5 percent from the previous 
year) ; and they ran losses amounting to roughly 30 million dollars.98 

The development of the domestic trunkline market since W orId 
War II is summarized in the next table, the numbered columns of 
which relarte the following information: (1) domestic revenue pas
senger-miles of domestic trunldines in scheduled service; 99 (2) per- ( 
centage increases or decrase in such revenue passenger-miles over the 
previous year; 100 (3) domestic route miles operated by domestic trun
lines; 101 (4) percentage increase or decrease in such route miles over 
the previous year; (5) total capital invested in domestic operations of 
domestic trunklines; 102 (6) rate of return on such invested capita1.103 

Year (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Thousands Thousands 1945 ___________________________ 3,336,278 54.4 42,486 ------------ $168,135 -.. ----------1946 ___________________________ 5,903,111 76.9 48,168 11.0 256,957 -1.91 1947 __ " ________________________ 6,016,257 1.9 51,066 6.01 299,439 -4.57 1948 ___________________________ 5.840,211 -2.9 54,622 6.96 319,132 1. 74 1949 ___________________________ 6,570,726 12.5 55,643 1.88 321,218 5.75 1950 ___________________________ 7,766,008 18.2 56,072 .77 335,744 12.31 195L __________________________ 10,210,726 31. 5 55,867 -.36 353,248 13.44 11)52 ___________________________ 12,120,789 18.7 55,583 -.51 417,421 14.19 1953 ___________________________ 14,297,581 18.0 54,525 -1.90 486,208 11.22 1954 ___________________________ 16,234,638 13.5 54,354 -.31 522,470 11.21 1955 ___________________________ 19,205,675 18.3 54,997 1. 18 589,861 11. 85 1956 ___________________________ 21,643,140 12.7 58,376 6.11 711,159 9.57 1957 ___________________________ 24,499,510 13.2 60,693 3.97 903.668 4.80 1958 ___________________________ 24,435,657 -.3 61,341 1.07 1,006,858 6.49 1959 ___________________________ 28,127,216 15.1 63,396 3.35 1,320.673 7.12 1960 ___________________________ 29,233,199 3.9 63,265 -.21 1,579,640 2.79 

From columns (1), (3), and (5) it is evident that, over the entire 
postwar period, substantial growth has occurred in domestic trunkline 
traffic, route nlileage and investment. But columns (2), (4), and (6) 
illustrate the erratic nature of this growth and the impact on domestic 
<trunkline profits. 1Vhile other factors, such as eqUIpment capacity 
and operating expenses, undoubtedly affect the profit margins of the 
trunklines, it seems evident that traffic growth has a positive effect on 
such profits land new route mileage a negative effect. 

2. Prospects for the future 
The probable direction of future air carrier licensing can be dis

cussed in terms of the two major branches of the industry. 
a. Local service. Applications for the exteD;sion of local service 

operations place the Board between two significant political pressures. 
On t~le one hand, there is always opposition to lavish disbursements of 

08 Air Transport Association of America, press release, January 1, 1962. 
9Il CAB, Handbook of Airline Statistics 11-14' (1961). 
100 CAB, Handbook of Airline Statistics II-Hi (1961). 
101 Letter from Mr. William Weinfeld. Chief, Research and Statistics Dlv:ision, Office ot 

Carrier Accounts and! Statistics, Civil Aeronautics Board, to Professor W. K. Jones, dated 
February 16, 1962. 

This figure is the net certificated domestic route mileage of the domestic trunkUne car
riers, beIng a total of the. shortest distance connecting all of the points served by ea.ch 
individual carrier on all of its routes along flIght paths authorized ill its certificate of 
public convenience and necessity. Duplication is removed for each carrier's routes but not 
as between different carriers. The data are weighted for the time element involved in route 
cba,nges. 

~()2 CAB, Handbook of Airline Statistics 11-64 (1961). 
103 The figure for 1946 through 1950 were obtained from the Initial Decision' ot Exam

Iner Ralph L. Wiser in the General Passenger Fare Investigation, Docket No. 8008 et al, 
Appendix No.1, May 27, 1959. ·Figures for 1951, and later years were obtained from 
CAB, Handbook of Airline Statistics II-65' (1961). 
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the taxpayers' money in the form of m~il pay subsidy; aAd the Board's 
staff has been traditionally conservative on this: issue. On the other 
hand, there is a strong desire for the extension of air service to smaller 
communities, particularly where satisfactory surface transportation 
is unavailable; and these communities have articulate and forceful 
spokesmen in the Congress. The conflicting pressures probably win 
come to a head in the near future on two issues: deletion of commu
nities presently receiving service, pUl"suant to the "use it or lose it" 
policy; and determination of applications fora subsidized "third
level" of air service to communities too small to be reached even by 
the local service carriers. To date the Board has received little guid
ance from the Congress on how far it should go i'n expending the tax
payers' dollars for rural air service, 

b. Trunklines. 1Vith the advent of the je~s-with their faster 
speed and greater capacity-the trunkline network is overextended in 
many places, at least insofar as jet operations are eoncerned. The 
emphasis in coming years undoubtedly will be on transferring smaller 
cities to loc[l,l service carriers rather than introducing trunkline service 
into new market, although this is a highly controversial subject.' 
There remains, however, the question of whether i( and to what extent) 
competitive services. should be authorized over segments admittedly 
suitable for trunkline operations. The present inclination on this 
issue appears to be decidely negative. Its future resolution will prob
ably depend on : . 

(a) The magnitude of growth in traffic potential. At present traffic 
levels, there seems to be little room for additiona:l competitive service 
with large-capacity equipment. Indeed, many of the markets which 
have such service a,re unusually "thin." 

(b) Conclusions about elasticity of demand for air transportation. 
If the demand is highlY' elastic-i.e., lllany more passengers would 
travel at lower fares-present traffic levels are not decisive; additional 
competition could be certificated to drive down, fares and build up 
traffic. If, on the other hand, demand is inelastic~.e., about the same 
number of passengers would travel despite wide variations in fares,
the benefits of extending competitive services are less evident. Com
petition in nonprice matters-schedules, equipment, service-can prob
ably be effect~d by certifying two carriers over important routes (as 
measured by present traffic standards) ; and fares can be controlled by 
the Board. One difficulty is the lack of systematic know ledge about 
the elas6city of demand for air transportation, particularly as it con
cerns long-run consumer preferences related to general fn,re levels-as 
contrasted with the results of promotional fares in particular markets) . 

(c) The Board's attitude toward subsidy. In addition to the overt 
subsidy received by local service cn,rriers, it is generally recognized 
that many airline services are internally subs1dized-i.e.~ the trunk
.lines serve small cities or lean routes at a loss or with little profit and 
make up the difference by charging higher fares thrill. are necessary 
on the more heavily traveled routes. 104 If greflter entry is permitted 
on the popular routes, profits earned there will be forr,e.d down, mn,k-

. ing it impossible for the truhks to subsidize internally their leaner 
routes. The Board has taken actions in recent years i.nconsistent with 
the concept of jnternal subsidy: certificatin,q multiple car6ers on 
monopoly -routes formerly yielding high profits. to the monopolist; 

10·' Richmond, Regul'ltion and Competition in Air ITranspor.f.ation 154-158 (1961). 
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substituting local service c.arriers for trunklines at smaller commulli
ties. On the ot.her hand, the Board has sometimes R\varcled profitable 
routes to local service carriers to aid them in reducing subsidy,105 and 
has Legun to compel "adequate service" in lean lnarkets neglected by 
recalcitrant trunklines.106 Perhaps the safest escape from the conflict 
between public subsidy costs and rural service demands is to augment 
the contributions of internal subsidy to leaner routes and to protect 
profit-bale routes to facilitate such contributions. The Board can 
justify this approach on the ground that. internal cross-subsidization is 
a common ingredient of most regulated pricing and some unregulated 
pricing. But the significant appeal is the fact that a disguised tax 
and internal subsidy-in the form ,of protected profits on the more 
lucrative routes--is evidently more acceptable politically than the 
overt taxes 'yvhich must be used to support Government subsidie,s. 

( cl) The Board's concern about industry profits. Protection of 
high profit. routes may be needed to make feasible a policy of internal 
subsidzation. Industry profits may' also be an object 0f concern be
cause of a number of other views: that high profits are essential to 
an adequate safety program; or that such profits are essential to the 
introduction of new equipment styles at a rapid pace; or that the 
Board is responsible for the "health" of the air carrier industry and 
that profits are a measure of such health. These attjtudes are of course 
promoted by/the degree of identification Board Members have with 
the industry. If these attitudes are strong, the tendency would be to 
protect profits from the, depressing effects of additional competition. 
By eontrast a policy more imbued with a competitive spirit-willing 
to have prices and profits drop and to allow weaker or ineffective 
carriers to fail-might point in the opposite direction. The situation 
may become confused, however, by a desire to preserve "competition" 
as concretely embodied in the smaller trunklines, and to do so by shel
tering them from the adverse effects of the general decline in industry 
revenues that might be prompted by additional licensing. 

All of these issues involve complex interrelationships of fact and 
policy. The factual elements are clearer in the first two; and the 
policy aspects predominate in the lattter two. But policy outlook 
certainly colors factual appraisals; and ~actual premises or assump
tions underlie the policy conclusions. The complexity of the relation
ships is difficult enough. l\fore troubling is the e.xtent to which the 
facts are in doubt-or largely unknowable-and the extent to which 
the important issues of public policy ar.e left to resolution by the in
dividual Board Member with little authoritative guidance from the 
Congress. 

D. ORGANIZATION OF THE LICENSING PROCESS 

The ultimate responsibility for authorizing new domestic air 
transportation rests with the Civil Aeronautics Board, an independent 
regulatory ,agency of five Members 3.:ppointed for staggereqterms' of 
six years each.107 

1105 Syracuse-New York Oity case, 2.4 C.A.E. 770 (1957) ; Pacific-Southwest Local Service 
case, T!l-17950, January 23, 1962. 

106 Flint-Grand Rapids, Adequacy of Service Investigation, E-1516fl, April 29, 1961; 
Washington-Baltimore, Adequacy of Service Investigation, E-15162, April 29. 1961 ; Toledo, 
Adequacy of Service Investigation, E-14629. November 10, 1959; Adequacy of Domestic 
Airline Service: ,The Oommunity's RoZe in a Ohanging Industry, 68 Yale L, J, 1199 (1959). 

107 49 U.S.C.A. § 1321 (a) (1) ; Statement of Organlzatlou and Delegatious of Final Au
thority, sees. 1.1, 1.2(a), 25 F,R. 657 (19.60), as amended, 25 F.R. 12918 (1960), 26 F.R. 
7231 (1961) (hereafter "Organiza tiou" ) 
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The tenures of the current Members of the 130ard are JO.8 years, 
5.6 years, 2.1 years, 2.1 years, and 10 months (as of· December 31, 1961). 
Their average tenure is 4.3 years; but it is only 2'.9 years if the single 

,ten-year Member is excluded. The 22 prior Eoard Members ap
. pointed since 1938 had tenures averaging 4.2 years; but the average is 
only 2.8 years if three Members with ten or more years of service are 
excluded. The longest term recorded was 16.4 years; three appointees 
served less than a year. More than half of the 27 past and present 
Members of the Board had experience in aviation regulation or in. 
other economic regulation prior to their appointment to the Board: 
9 with the Federal Government, 4 with state governments, arid 3 in 
nongovernmental positions. The remaining 11 evidently had no 
prior experience directly relevant to their duties on the Board. 

Each Board Member has one personal assistant-except the Chair
man, who has two. These are ungraded $17,000 employees, except 
for one with a GS-15 rating. Their average experience with the 
Board is 7.4 years.1OS For additional professional assistance in the 
discharge of their many duties, Board members must look to the gen
eral staff. The staff components principally involved in licensing 
domestic air transportation are as follows: 
1. Bureau of Economic Regulation 

Headed by a Director (GS-18, 20.4 years) 109 arid a Deputy Director 
(GS-17, 3.7 years),110 the Bureau ·isdivided into three bivisions: 
(1) Rates, (2) Subsidy, and (3) Routes and Agreements.1ll The. 
Routes and Agreements Division is the largest and it plays an impor
tant role in the licensing of new air transportation.112 Its profes
sional staff includes both lawyers and economic analysts. The Chief 
of the Division (GS-17,14.3 years) 113 is'a lawyer; the Assistant Chief 
(GS~15, 20 years) is an analyst. The Routes and Agreement Divi
sion is divided into five components: . 

(1) Legal Staff. There are 20 authorized positions for alttorneys 
on the Legal Staff. Their functions are to act as Bureau Counsel in 
formal proceedings 114 and to do other legal work connected with the 
processing of route cases. . The 18 attorneys currently employed range 
from the Chief of th.e Staff (GS-15, 10.1 years) and two attorneys with 
over 15 years experIence (GS-14 and 13), to three attorneys who are 
with the Board for less than- a year (GS-9 and 11).; there are two 
vacancies. Most of the attorneys are in the GS-J1 to.GS-13 range; 
their average time with the Board is 4.9 years. 

(2) Trunkline Section. There are 14 authorized positions for' 
analysts in the Trunkline Section. Their functions are to perform 
statistical and analytical work for the Division, process informal mat
ters, prepare exhibits and act as expert witnesses in formal proceed
ings, and otherwise assist Bureau Counsel in such proceedings. In· 
addition to domestic trunkline carri~rs, this section handles' matters 
related to United States international carriers and foreign air car-

lOB Unless otherwise indicated, time with the Board is as of Dp.cember 1, 1961, and 
includes absences for military service. . , 

(109 Organization § 4.2; Delegations and Review of Action: Under Delegation; Non-HearIng 
Matters, 14 C.F.R .. § 385.12 (herE-after "Delegation"). 

illO Organization' § 4.5. . 
an Organization § 4.1. 
Ul! OrgaILization § 4.10. 
118 Organiza,tion § 4.11; Delegation § 485.13. 
ill4 Organization § 4.12. 
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riers. Counting the Section Chief (GS-15, 19.9 years), there are 
seven analysts with ten or more years time with the Board; only two 
have less than two years experience; there is one vacancy. Six ana
lysts are GS-12 to GS-15; four are GS-1l; and three are GS-7. The 
average tenure of all analysts is 9.5 years. 

(3) Local Service Section. There are 16 authorized positions for 
analysts in this section. Their functions are similar to those of the 
Trunkline Section analysts except that they are concerned with local 
service carriers, helicopters, and territorial carriers. Including the 
Section Chief (GS-15, 17.9 years), there are six analysts with ten 
or more years time with the Board; only one has less than two years 
experience; there are three vacancies. The personnel are divided into 
three groups of roughly equal size: G.S.-13 or higher, GS-ll and GS-
12, and GS-7 and GS-9. Average tenure of all such analysts is 9.2 
years. 

(4) Carrier Services Section. There are eight authorized positions 
for analysts in this section. Their functions are the same as the other 
analysts considered except that they are concerned principally ,with 
supplemental air carriers, charter authorizatiO'ns, and freight fO'r
warders. With the Section Chief (GS-15, 19.4 years), there are three 
analysts with 10 or more years of experience; only one has less than 
two years; there are two vacancies. Four of the analysts are GS-ll, 
and two are GS-7. Their aVf'rage tenure is 10.6 years. 

(5) Agre~ments Section. This section is not concerned with initial 
licensing but with relations among air carriers; details on its composi
tion are therefore omitted. 

Oonsidering the Division as a whole, .the workload is divided very 
roughly as· follows: domestic air carrier licensing, 50 percent; other 
licensing (primarily international), 20 percent; matters other than 
initial lIcensing, 30 percent. With respect to domestic licensing, the 
Bureau spends a little more than twice as much time on formal 
proceedings as on informal authorizations. 
2. Bureau of Hearing Examiners 

Headed by a Chief Examiner,115 the Bureau has authorized 24 posi
tions for hearing examiners, all GS-i5. Of the 20 examiners on whom 
information is available, 4 have been CAB examiners for twenty or 
more years and 14 others for ten or more years; there are alsO' some 
vacancies and a recent appointee. ~he average tenure of the twenty 
is 16.5 years, and they average another 5.,6 years of s:pecialized govern
mental experience related to their examiner functIOn. All are ap
pointed pursuant to§ 11 of the Administrative Procedure Act 
and their primary function is to preside at formal evidentiary hear
ings and render initial decisions based on the records madeYs Except 
for a secretary, they normally work without individually assigned 
assistance. About 40 percent of the workload of all hearing examiners 
concerns the licensing of domestic air transportation; another 10 per
cent. involves other licensing, primarily foreign and international 
carrIers. 

115 OrganizatIon §§ 3.1, 3.2, 3.3: Delegation sec. 885.10. 
:ll8 Organization Bec. IUS, 3.8 ; Delegation Bec. 385.11. 
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3. Office of General Counsel. 
The General (GS-18, 23.2 years)117 and Deputy General Counsel 

(GS-17, 14.9 years) head a legal office that is divided into four parts;118 
portions of tw'o of these components have a direct relation to the 
licensing process. . 

In the immediate office of the General Counsel 119 are a number of 
specia1.ists in different subjects. One of these is the Special Counsel 
(Routes) (GS~15, 21.5 years), who advises on novel and important 
questions concerning domestic route matters and is the principal co
ord~nator on this subject in relations among the. Board, the Bureau, 
and other branches of the office of General Counsel. 

Two of the Divisions of the Office-(l) Rules and Legislation 120 . 
and (2) Litigation and Research 121-are not specifically involved in 
the licensing process, but may contribute indirectly: the former by ad
vising on changes in rules and legislation affecting licensing activities; 
and the latter (primarily concerned with defending Board orde.rs in 
court) .by engaging in generaIized research with respect to licensing 
problems. 

The Opinion Writing Division,by contrast, isdirectly involved in 
the licensing process, since its maj or responsibility is the drafting of 
Board opinions and orders.122 I-Ieaded by the Associate General 
Counsel, Opinion 'Vriting ('GS~16, 13.6 years),1Z~ the Division has an 
authorized -strength of 12 additional a:ttorneys. The present staff of 
10 range from GS-12 to GS-14 and from complete ne\vcomers to ·one 
attorney with almost 13 yea.rs with the Board. Their average tenure 
is 3.8 years. About 45 percent of the workload of the Opinion Writ
ing Division involves domestic route matters and another 10 percent 
is concerned with international and foreign carrier licensing. 

- 4. Other Board Components 
Ind.ependent of the three previously descrihed staff groups are a 

number of additional units which ,also play a part in the licensing 
process. . 

Recently the Boa.rd established a Planning Office with an authorized 
strength of three economists. Two are now on the premises (GS-16 
and GS-15 ). Although these economists do not- participate in indi
vidual licensing proceedings, the general policies they formulate, .if 
accepted, undoubtedly would have a significant impact on the Board's 
decisions on the licensing of domestic air transport. 

The Office of Carrier Accounts and Statistics is a substantial estab
lishment concerned primarily with the collection and collation of 
statistical data and with the auditing of carrier'records.1l\4 Its im
pact on the licensing process is twofold: first~ the statistics: and reports 
its disseminates are the primary data-the raw material-on which 
othe~ participants in the licensing process reiy; ,second. three of the 
direc~ participant~ i~ the l~censing proce~s-BoaI'd. Members, hearing 
exarr:tmers, a~d opmIOn wrI.ters-~ay call up~n th:s Office to provide 
speCIal technICai and analytICal aSSIstance. . It IS estImated -that. special 

07 Organization sec .. 7.2, 7.3; Delegation sec. 385.20. 
us Organization sec. 7.1. -
n9 Organization.sec. 7.2. 
1-"'0 Organization sec. 7.5. 
121 Organization sec. 7.7. 
J22 Organization § 7.8. 
tL"3 Organization § 7.9. 
J24 Organization § § 6.1, 6.2. 
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assistance in the latter categ·ory).,. involving primarily traffic analysts 
and accountants ('GS-9 through u-S-13), requires 4 man-years of effort 
annually. The Office may also assign an analyst to work directly 
with a hearing examiner on a particularly complex economic case; 
this has occurred about once a year over the last several years. 

The Executive Director of the Board plays an important role in 
management ·and personnel matters,125 including suggestions for im
provement of processing methods, but he is not a direct participant in 
individual licensing cases. Similarly, the Director of the Office of 
Community and Congressional Relations, while not a participant in 
the decisional process, advises community representatives as to the 
most promising methods of obtaining improved air service, and they in 
turn may trigger a licensing proceedin&,. 

E. PROCESSING OF FORMAL ROUTE PROCEEDINGS 

In roughly chronological sequence, the successive stages of a formal 
route proceeding will be considered. Thereafter the processing of new 

- operating authority by informal methods will be briefly described. 
1. The decision to initiate proceedings 

Requests for additional air transportation may originate (i) with 
one. or more air carriers, through the filing of applications,126 or (ii) 
with community interests seekIng to obtain new or additional air 
service by the fi~ing of community .applicat~ons or ~y retitioning the 
Board Ito act wIth respect to pendIng .carrIer appbcatlons.127 . Occa
sionally ,the Board may itself originate a route proceeding, but nor
mally such Board "initiation" follows, rather than precedes, requests 
for service by carriers or communitiesYs 

The selection of applications for processing involves important pol
icy determinations. In theory at leas1t the Board used to process ap
plications i~ the order in which they were filed, although reserving 
power to make exceptions and expedite later-filed cases where special 
reasons required their early disposition. But the small number of 
route cases currently heard in relation to the Board's large backlog 
of pen,ding applicatIOns has tended to make the exceptions more im
portant than the general rule. And the Board itself recently has an
nounced that the policy of recognizing priority of filing dates in as
signing applications for hearing has been honored more In the breach 
than in the observance.129 The net result is that ia proceeding is not 
really started until a notice of prehearing conference (or some sub
stitu1te) manifests Board inten1tion to consider particular applications 
or additional air transporation needs between designated points. It 
is the Board ·and npt the applicant which, in a realistic sense, controls 
the initiation of licensing proceedings. 

:ul5 Organization § 2,.3. 
(12tI 49 U.S.C.A. sec. 1371 (b) ; 14 C.F.R. sec. 20l. 
1..."7 MunicipallLJ?plicants proceed under 49 U.S.C.A. § 1371(g), whIch empowers the Board 

to amend a carrier's certificate upon petition or complaint. .The act, however, does .. not 
provide fOT municipal aIWlicants as such. See Adequacy OJ Domestic Airline Service: The 
Community'8 Role In A Changing Indu8try, 68 Yale L.J. 1199 (1959·). 

i1!l8 The Board's power to originate a route proceedIng is based on 49 U.S.C.A. § 1371 (g), 
which authorizes the Board;, on its own initiative, to amend or modify a carrier's certificate 
if it finds, after notice and hearing, that the public convenience and necessity so requires; 
and nIso 49 U.S.C.A. § 1482(b), whIch authorizes the Board to institute an investigation, 
on its own initiative, concerning any matter within its jurisdiction. . 

129 Explanatory Statement, Notice of Proposed Rule Making, PDR-16, PSDR-2, 26 F.R. 
11841 (1961). 

20-101-63--23 
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The variations in methods of initiating proceedings are quite ex
tensive. They can usefully be considered under four headings: 

(1) Noticing applications. Simplest in form is the assignment of 
a single application for prehearing con,ference. This is accomplished 
by a notice of the Chief Exa,miner setting forth the time and place 
of the conference and the identity of the presiding officer.130 The 
Chief Examiner may lalso add a list of applications, compiled from a 
review of the docket, which will be considered for consolidation with 
the principal application. The notice may be .:the result of .. specific 
Board instructions or the product of the Chief Examiner'sindepend
ent implementation of general Board policies. . 

U suaIly the notice does not identify the scope of the. proceeding 
except by its enumeroation of one or more a,pplications. On other 
occasions, where the Chief Examiner is implementing fairly specific 
instructions of the Board, there may be considerable definition in the 
initial notice. Thus the Southern Rocky M oUYntain Area Local Serv
ice case was initiaited by a notice stalting that it was "contemplated 
that this proceeding-will cover the loca.! service pattern in the area 
bounded on the east by the cities of Denver, Albuquerque, and EI Paso; 
on the north by the cities of Denver, Las Vegas, Salt Lake City, Reno, 
and San Diego; on the west by the Pacific Ocean; and on the south 
by the United States-Mexican border." 131 The notice further stated 
that the scope of the proceeding might be modified as a result of the 
conference, and that consideration would be given to consolidation of 
a list of 21 applications. Notices of this nature generally are the pro
duct of pla1ll1ing and formulation by the Bureau of Economic Regula
tion. 

(2) Order of investigation. Hearings upon applications may also 
be instituted by order of the Board directing an investigation into 
air transportation requirements of specific markets.132 The docket 
may be reviewed to list applications which will be considered for con-

, solidation, but the scope of the proceeding is determined independently 
of the applications, either by designating the terminal points of mar
kets (e.g., air service between Cleveland and New York) or by defin
ing the relevant area (e.g., in language similar to the Southern. Rooky 
'frf ountain case) . The notice of prehearing conference follows shortly 
thereafter simply to provide the time and place of the conference. 

Orders of investigation generally originate as recommendations 
of the Bureau of Economic Regulation, based upon the work of 
a,nalysts in studying the potential of markets for new air service. Such 
studies may be precipitated by the suggestion of a Board Member or 
a member of the staff; or they may emerge from the varied statistical 
work continually carried on in the Bureau. The recommendation is 
sent to the Chief Examiner for concurrence or infornlation, and to the 
Special Counsel for Routes in the General Counsel's office, before it 
is considered by the Board. .' 

(3) Order to show cause. The Board may, rut the oUitset, not only 
define the scope of the proceeding, but also announce its tentative con
clusions on the merits. The initial order, prepar~d by the Bureau 
with the concurrence of the Chief Examiner and the General Coun-

;],30 CAB Rules of Practice in Economic Proceed'ings 23 (a), 14 C,F,R. § 302,23(a) (here
after "Rules of Practlce"). 

l31 Docket No, 5395 et al" Notlce of Prehearing Conference, February 4, 1960, 
132 See, for example, United Air Lines, Inc" Competitive Service Inrvestigatio.D, E-17217, 

.July 25, 1961. 
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sel (through the Special Counsel for Routes), is one to "show cause" 
why the tentative conclusions should not be adopted.133 This technique 
has not yet been used with great frequency in route cases, and the 
exact manner of its use is not clearly defined. Its origin and process- , 
ing, however, are similar to those of an order of investigation-except 
that it will require additional work on the Bureau's part to formulate 
the tentative conclusions advanced and the supporting statistical 
exhibits. 

(4) Motion to expedite. Private parties-cities or carriers-may 
seek to influence the initiation of processing by filing a motion to ex
pedite the hearing of a particular application or group of applica
tions.134 The motion may be considered by the Chief Examiner and a 
recommendation made by him,to the,Board, with the concurrence of the 
Bureau requested. Or the Chief Examiner may refer the motion to 
the Bureau, particularly if reliance is placed on assertions as to eco
nomic facts; the Bureau then makes a recommendation to the Board, 
requesting concurrence by the Chief Examiner. The Board ultimately 
decides whether or not the matter should be expedited and issues an 
order embodying its conclusion and stating findings of varying 
specificity.135 An affirmative response to the motion will result in 
issuance of a notice of prehearing conference. 

* * * 
Extensive Board control over initiation of proceedings is probably 

inevitable because of a number of factors built into the structure of 
the licensing process: . 

First, Ithe Board's examiners-limiited in number-are consolidated 
into a single Bureau which must conduct hearings in all formal mat
ters coming before the Board/36 of which route proceedings are but 
one class. Moreover, some of the other matters requiring hearings in
volve sufficient urgency that normally they are accorded priority over 
applications for new domestic authority: rate matters; mergers and 
agreements; enforcement proceedings; foreign air carrier permits; 
certificate renewals; deletion of local service points pursuant to· the 
"use it or lose it" policy. In short, route applications must compete 
with other types of proceedings and often the latter gain an overriding 
priority because of their international or economic implications or the 
transitory nature of the transaction involved. 

Second, applications for new air transportation authority do not 
give rise to issues which can be settled once and for all. 'A route re
quest which yesterday was turned down because of economic unfeasi
bility may be granted today if the governing economic factors have 
changed. Thus in 1961, in the Southern Transcontinental Service 
case,137 the Board certificated two transcontinental air carriers across 
the southern tier of states, granting authority which had been denied 

1133 See, for example, Boise-Las Vegas Service case, Statement of Tentative Findin.gs and 
Conclusions and Order to Show Cause, E-17161, July 13, 1961. . 

Il."l4 Rules of Practice 14 (a). . 
il36 See Additional Service to. Fort My.ers, Florida, by Eros'tern Air Lines, Inc., E-17 447, 

September 13, 1961; Applications of Mackey Airlines, In:c., E-l<.7745, November 20, 1·961 ; 
Application of Eastern Air Lines, Inc., for Removal of Restrictions Affecting Service to 
Milwaukee and the Twin_CiUes, E-17678, November 9,1961. 

:I.'l8 Organization § 3.1. 
CL37 E-16500, March 13, 1961, appelLl pending. 
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. .' 

in 1951 in the Southern Service to the West case 138 and cO'ntinually 
'deferred thrO'ughO'ut the fifties (althO'ugh sO'me service was rendered 
via an interchange). Where it is fairly apparent at the O'utset that a 
'particular request fDr additiO'nal authO'rity is unlikely to' be granted, 
the BO'ard's limited hearing examiner resO'urces can be cO'nserved by 
deferring cDnsideratiO'n O'f the applicatiO'n until ecO'nO'mic factO'rs be
cO'me mO're prO'pitious; meanwhile the examiners can act Dn applica
. tiO'ns which promise SDme chance O'f success., There are,. fDr exam pIe, 
helicO'pter appl~catiO'ns pending since 1946,139 uPO'n which the BO'ard 
Ieels ,it could nO't 3:ct favO'rably until existing experimental helicO'pter 
'services demO'nstrate their ecO'nO'mic feasibility: Instead O'f hO'lding 
hearings and denying helicO'pter applicatiDnsas they are filed, year 
raf~er. year, the BO'ard has 'simply deferred cqnsideratiO'n O'f pending 
'~pplicatiO'ns until it feels that there is SDme prO'spect Df favO'rable 
'actiO'n-O'r at least definitive actiO'n. Only recently hearings have 
been initiated Dn sO'me helicDpter prO'PO'sals.140 

" , 

, Third, a number of factO'rs cO'mbine to' encumber th~ BO'ard's dO'cket 
,with large numbers O'f inactive applicatiO'ns. (1) Since applications 
'~re not going to' be. heard fO'r sO'me time, there is an inducement to' 
'seek authO'rity which may be justified at a future date; speculatiO'ns 
as to future needs O'bviO'usly yield higher numbers of applicatiDns 
than convictiDns abO'ut present requirements. (2) Since the air trans
port industry is cDmpO'sed O'f clDsely interacting units, an 'applicatiO'n 
by O'ne airline is likely to' precipitate a pplicatiO'ns by Dthers to' "prO'
~t~c,t" their interests in the area in question and express their desire to' 
be heard with respect to' that area at the same time as the first applica
tion. (3) Since .the BO'ard· defines the scO'pe Df 'prO'ceedings, perhaps 
encompassing less than the entirety Df an appliqatiO'n, parts of appli .. 
cations must be severed for independent cO'nsideration. In an effO'rt 
to' prevent the accumulatiO'n in the docket Df Ddds and ends left O'ver 
.in severing PO'rtiDns of applications for hearing, the BO'ard recently 
had .adDpted a regu1lation providing that, where only a portion of an 
'application is included in a hearing, the remainder will be dismissed 
without prejudice to' its being refiled as an independent application.141 

.r' Finally, .the .BO'ard has the means available to' exercise some measure 
,O'f ·discrimin~ting ju.dgmen~ in sel~c~ing amO'~g pending applicatiO'ns. 
The .Board IS nO't·the passIve reCIpIent O'f eVIdence generated by the 
parties. Much O'f the relevant data is prO'duced by the BO'ard's O'wn 
Office of Carrier Accounts and Statistics. And this data is subjected 
'to' analysis' by the Bureau with a view to recDmmending actions by 
.the Board, in prO'cessing pending applicatiO'ns . 
. 'The relatiDn between the BO'ard, the Chief Examiner, and the Bureau 

in determining which cases to initiate isa cO'mplex Dne. The Chief 
Examiner is aware O'f the availability of hearing examiners and of 
the Dther(nonroute) matters which are ripe 'fO'r hearing and are 
therefore cO'mpeting fO'r the attentiO'n O'f available examinerS'. The 
,Bureau -is in a positiDn to' indicate the eCDnomic backgrDund of the 
variDusmatters the BO'ardmay 'CO'nsider. The BO'ard passes O'n the 
rec?mmendatiO'ns of, the Bureau' and the Chief Examiner ; 'but the 

188 1,2 C.A.B. 518 (1951), 
ll39 Bureau of Hearing Examiners, DocJret Section, Report of Formal EconomIc ProceedIngs 

as of November 30,1961, at 35 (1961). . . 
1(0 Washington, D.O., Helicopter Service case, Docket No, 8458 et aZ.; CAB Annual 

Report 21 (1961 ) .. 
iluRules of Practice 12(d). 
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Board also influences the Bureau and the Chief Examiner by the 
formulation of general policies and the issuance of specific instruc
tions. And, as previously indicated, all three play a role in many 
instances. "While the function of the Chief Examiner is predominant 
in' noticing applications and that of the Bureau is paramount in orders 
to investigate or show oause, there are no ironclad compartments; for, 
example, a Bureau recommendation may preCipitate Board instruc
tions leadi'hg the Chief Examiner to notice one group of application~ 
rather than another. The close interaction is most clearly illustrated 
on motions to expedite, which maybe the subject of conflicting recom
mendations by the Chief Examiner and the Bureau, respectively. 

As between pending applications for new or additional service, a 
number of factors determine which will be considered. Some are 
heard' pursuant to a previously devised plan-as in the case of the 
series of area proceedings to review local service needs of various parts 
of the country. Some are accorded priority by the nature of the re
quest: city requests for first air service generally prevail over requests 

. involving additional air service. Some result from problems created 
by prior Board decisions, as illustrated by the recent in v8f3tigation into 

. the major monopoly markets created by the merger of Capital and 
United.14z Others receive attention as the Board or the Bureau ini
tiates inquiry into an area of apparently deficient service. Finally, 
there is the pressure created by the demands of, communities for im
proved air' service; these may take the form of independent applica
tions qr of motions to expedite pending proceedings.' And here th~ 
theory seems to be that the more noise a city can generate, the more 
likely the CAB will schedule a ;hearing. . 
2. Preliminary arrangements 

. Once it is decided to initiate' a route proceeding,· arrangements 
must be made fora prehear~ng conference. Such matters are handled 
by the Chief Examiner.143 He sets the J?recise time for the conference 
and designates the place, usually 'VashIngton, D.C.' His approval is 
required to hold the conference or the hearing itself at some other 

, location,'a decision influenced'by the availahility of fun,ds for out-of-, 
town proceedings. . ' : . . , 

Another decision· made at this stage is the selection of a hearing ex
aminer. This is done hy the Chief Examiner 144 with an eye to the 
nature and . complexity of the case and the degree of speed -required in 
its·disposition> Not all examiners have the same capabilities ; nor do 
they respond alike to urgent situations. Mechanical rotation is re~ 
j ected in favor of making tfse of the examiner corps in the mf}nner most 
conducive to the effective handling of the pending caseload. " 

The. number of cases heing handled by an individual examiner varies 
acco~ding ,to the na~ure of the cases .. With respect to major ro~te pro
ceedIngS~ an effort IS made to permIt an examIner to concentrate on a 
single caSe until i~ is nearly completed.' "'When the end is in sight, 
the examiner is assigned a new ca'se so that the early prehearing sta.ges 
of the second case will be completed by the time the examiner is fet\dy 
to devote his primary attention to that case . 

.142 See note 52, 8upra. 
143 Rules of Practice 23 (a). 
144 Organization § 3.2. 
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The notice of iprehearing conference is sent by the Chief Examiner 
to all parties and to "other persons who appear to have an interest in 
the proceedings" 145 a mailing list of carriers ana cities maintained by 
the· Docket 'Section. The notice is also published in the Federal Reg
ister. 
3. The prehearing conference and efforts to shape the proceeding 

One of the most difficult tasks of the Board is defining the scope of 
its proceedings. In part this problem is related to the manner in 
which proceedings are initiated: if the first step is a bare noticing of 
applications by the Chief -Examiner, practically no definition is 
achieved at this first stage; if, on the other hand, the proceeding is 
begun by a Board order, the scope of the proceeding may be faIrly 
well defined at the very outset. Thus the choice of initiating tech
nique has a bearing on the problem of shaping the proceeding. 

At or before the prehearing conference, a.irlines and commwlities 
are permitted to file additional applications ·fo1' inclusion in the 
proceeding. 146 Motions to consolidate these applications with· those 
pending, and motions to alter the scope of the proceeding, Inay also be 
made at this time; 147 petitions to intervene may be submitted at any 
time prior to the conference.148 Answers inay be filed to all such 
requests.149 The prehearing conference is concerned primarily with 
discussion of the proceeding's scope and with the filing of last-minute 
applications and motions, including those nladel! orally at the confer
ence.150 Matters relating to the conduct of the proceedings-stipula
tions, requests for information, scheduling of submission of exhibits
are also taken Up,t51 but these matters are often ,ov~rshadowed by the 
probl~m of determining the scope of the proceeding. They are dis
cussed in the next section. 

The hearing examiner ,vho presides at the prehearing conference 
prepares two documents. One is a confidential report to the Boa,rd 
which (a) describes the various applications, petitions, and motions 
made at the preheaTing conference which affects the scope of the 
proceeding, (b) recommends the disposition to be made of each, with 
supporting reasons, and (c) includes a draft of an order by the Board 
disposing of the matters pending and defining the scope of the proceed
ing with presumptive finality. Where significant legal Issues are 
involved, concurrence of the General Counsel (through the Special 
Counsel for Routes) is sought; in simpler cases the exa.miner's memo
randum may be a cryptic transmittal of a draft order. All such 
matters are routed through the Chief Examiner. In case of disagree
ment with. the examiner's recommendation by the Chief Examiner or 
Special Counsel, the matter is sent hack to the examiner to draft a new 
order. As previously indicated, the tasks of all these parties are made 
easier if the initiating action provides some guidance as tOo the nature 
and purpose of the proceeding and does not simply notice applications 
for hearing . 

. Hli Rules of Practice 23(a). 
14.11 Rules of Practice 12 (b) . 
lU Ibid. 
148 Rules of Practice 15(c) (2) (11). 
l~ Rules of Practice 15 (c) (3). 
l~ Rules of Practice 23 (a). 121( b). 
151 Rules of Practice 23 (a). 
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The second document is a public report of the prehearing confer
ence 152 "\vhieh (a) announees in a general way the examiner's "assunlp
tions" as to the seope of the proceeding, and (b) states his eonclusions 
on other matters considered at the eonferenee. The examiner has no 
authority to reaeh a decision on consolidation issues,153 so it is neces
sary to awaiflhe decision of the.Board. Indeed, the issue may require 
several decisions by the Board, since the Board's first eonsolidation 
order often is subjected to petitions for reeonsidera.tion by disap
pointed parties.154 The petitions are the subject of memoranda by the' 
hearing examiner and concurrence by the Chief Examiner and General 
Counsel (again through the S peeial Counsel for ROll tes ) . "Vh ile ef
forts are made to keep the proceeding moving during the pendeney of 
wlresolved eonsoli dation issues, progress is diffieul t while the scope of 
the proeeeding remains unsettled. 

The considerations which govern definition of the proceeding's scope 
will be considered in greater detail at a later point. For now it is 
sufficient to observe that this is often an extremely complex and hotly 
contested issue: 

(1) Parties seemingly excluded from the proceeding fight vig
orously to have their applications included in order (a) to obtain 
an early decision on their applications, and (b) to prevent their 
own applications from being prejudiced by grants of applications 

, in the pending proceeding. " 
(2) Parties,clearly included in the proceeding fight just as hard 

to exclude additional applications (a) so as not to encumber the 
proceeding unduly and delay its disposition and (b) so as not to 
dilute the opportunities for success of the included parties. 

(3) The examiner and the Board are subjected to conflicting 
pressures: (a) On the one hand, there is the desire to confine the 
proceeding to the particular air transportation problem which 
prompted the Board to set the case down for hearing in the first 

, instance, so that this problem may be resolved as expeditiously as 
possible. (b) On the other hand, there are borderllne applica
tions which may be prejudiced by a grant in this proceeding and 
which, in fairness, ought to be considered; the courts are likely 
to find reversible error if the exclusion of applications from the 
proceeding is tantamount to denying them without an evidentiary 
hearing.155 Such revers.:'lls occur under the "A8hbacker doc
trine," 156 which is designed to assure comparative consideration of 
mutually exclusive applications .. The recurrence of A8hbacker 
problems results in detailed and time-consuming'consideration of 
consolidation orders by both the responsible examiner and the 
Spec] al Counsel for Routes. 

4. Other aspects of the prehearing conference 
Apart from its role in helping to shape the proceeding, the prehear

ing conference also is intended to serve more conventional purposes. 
The CAB's procedural regulations state that such a conference "ordi-

11M Rules of PractIce 23(b~. ' 
1113 Rules of PractIce 12, 22 (c) ; OrganIzation § 3.8; Brown, the Prehearing Conference 7 

(unpublished paper del1vered at the An,nual Meeting of the American Bar AssociatIon, 
Administrative Law Section, St. Louis, Missouri, 1961). 

o1~ Rules of Practice 37. ' 
Q.1Jl; Northwest Airlines} Inc. v. CAB} 194 F. 2d 339 (D.C. Cir. 1952). 
1M Ashbacker Radio Corp. v. FCC} 326 U.S. 327 (1945). 
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narily" will be held'in economic proceedings, ( other than enforcement 
cases) "to define and simplify the issues and the scope of the proceed
ing, to secure statements of the positions of the parties with respect 
thereto and amendments to the pleadings in conformity therewith, to 
schedule the exchange of exhibits before the date set for hearing, and 
to arrive at such agreements as will aid in the conduct and disposition 
of the proceeding. For example, 'consideration will be given to: 
(1) Matters 'which the Board can consider without the necessity of 
proof; (2) ,admissions of fact' and the genuineness of documents; 
(3) admissibility of evidence; (4) limitation o~ the number of wit
nesses; (5) reducing of oral testimony to exhibit ,form; (6) procedure 
at the hearing, etc." 157 . ' 

The prehearing corrference is informal in nature. ,Ordinarily no 
official transcript is kept of the proceedings, although the examiner 
may have his secretary attend to assist in taking notes. The confer
ence is open to the public but attendance is usua!Jy limited largely to 
the, parties to the proceeding. The conference undoubtedly serves a 
useful purpose in familiarizing parties with the positions of their ad
versaries.158 Among its more specific achievements are: 

(1) Arrangement of a timetable for submission of exhibits, 
submission of rebuttal exhibits, and commencement .ofhearing.159 

(2) Stipulations of fact, particularly as to matters the Board ' 
may officially notice.160 (This function probably is of less impor- . 
tance now that the Board has taken steps to formally recognize 
the documentary facts it will officially notice, infra p. 63). 
, (3), Requests for the admission of information.. In the absence 
of agreement, the examiner may direct any p,arty .to the proceed
ing "to prepare and submit exhibits setting ,forth studies, fore
casts, or estimates on matters relevant to fhe issue in the pro
ceeding." 161 This often is a sore spot in the relations between 
Bureau Counsel and carrier representatives: the airlines complain 
about requests .for extensive information which is expensivean.d 
difficult to compile; the Bureau objects to ,efforts to suppress 1'ele
vant'information. Similar disputes may arise among the carriers 

. themselves. Where carriers are,' unwilling to. voluntarily comply 
with requests, the hearing examiner must pass on. the counter
vailing argu.me~lts of burden' and relevancy. Examiners are said 
to vary greatly in their disposition to compel compliance. with 
Bureau requests or requests by other, parties.162 The tension is in 
part the result of a feeling by some that the theory of the adversary 
process should be more fully applicable and that individual car
riers ought to prove their own cases' without 'reliance on the sub
missions of others. There is also some uncertainty as to the sanc
tions to be applied to~. p~rty refusing to produce.material in re
sponse to an examiner directive. Probably most information 
sought is voluntarily produced, if only to avoiq. any inference that 
the withheld informatio:J1 is advers~ to the party subject to the r~-
, ,~ '. .' , . . : . . ".. .:: . . .' 

11M Rules of Practice 23 (a). 
IUI8 See Brown. the Prehearing Conference (1961). 

,!l59 Rules of Practice 23 (b). 
!leo Rules of Practice 23(a). ' , , ( 
!l61 Rules of Practice 23(11). 
11611 See reopened Pacific-Northwe8t Local Service case, E-14564, October 19, 1959. where 

the Board reversed an Examiner'sruUn.g that certain material need not be produced. 
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quest.' Compliance with such requests is achieved by embodying 
the material sought in the responding party's exhibits. 

( 4) Encouragement of parties with like interest to consolidate 
their representation and the presentation of evidence.163 

In order to facilitate disposition of these and other matters, parties 
may be requested to submit in advance of the conference all motions, 
statements of suggested issues, proposed stipulations, and requests for' 
evidence. Such a request may be embodied in the original notice of <> 

t.he prehearing conference. 
Many of the other matrors considered at the prehearing conference 

are handled in standardized fashion under a set of ground rules pre
pared by the Bureau of Hearing Examiners and entitled "Standards 
of Procedure in Economic Proceedings." 164 The "Standards" are 
applicable to all economic proceedings (except enforcement. matters ) 
unless exceptions are sought, and departures ~pproved, at the pre
hearing conference. They provide (among other things) : 

(a) That all evidence, including the testimony of witnesses, 
shall be prepared in written exhibit form and shall be served at 
designated dates in advance of the hearing. vVitnesses must 'be 
made available for cr9ss-examination, but they are not permitted 
to read prepared testimony into the record.165 r 

(b) That the evidentiary record shall be confined to evidence 
and shall exclude argument.166 Formerly an applicant used to 
begin its case with a "policy witness," whose principal function 
was to explain the proposals and theories of the applicant'. Now 
parties (except Bureau Counsel) are directed to exchange state
ments of position, explaining their theories, prior to the hearing; 
these are not subject to cross-examination. More detailed trial 
briefs may also be required by the examjner.167 

( c) That the authenticity of all documents submitted as pro.
posed exhibits in advance of the hearing shall be deemed ad
mitted unless either (i) written objection is filed prior to the 
hearing, or (ii) good cause is shown for failure to have filed such 
-written objection.16s · . . 

( d) That the order of presenting cases will be. in alphabetical 
order in each of the following categories:. . ' . 

(i) City and state interests and other government depart
ments. 

(ii) Applicants. 
(iii) Other private parties. 
(iv) Bureau Counsel. . 

~ebuttal evidence normally must be presented at the same time 
as the party's direct case.169 Exhibits are to be offered in. evi
dence at the close of. the sponsoring witness' direct testimony, for 
ruling by the exami,ner prior to' :cross-examinationYo ;' . 

163 Standards of Procediure in Economic Proceedings, sec.' 4 (hereafter "StaDidards'~'), 
CCH A vI. L. Rep., par. 23,032. 

164 For discussions of the Standards, see Brown, the Prehearing Conference (1961); 
Remarks of Paul W. Pfei1rer at the Federal Bar Convention, Washington, D.C., September 
13, 1961. ' . . . 

165 Standards sec. 1. 
168 Ibid. 

. 3.67 Standards sec. 6. 
168 Standards sec. 5.' 
1.69 Standards sec. 7.' 
170 Standards sec. 11. 
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( e) That, except for Bureau Counsel, cross-examination shall 
be limited to witnesses ,,,hose testimony is adverse to the party 
desiring to cross-examine, thereby precluding "friendly cross
examination." Second. rounds of cross-examination are not per
mitted, and cross-examination of any particular witness islimited 
to one attorney for each party.ln 

. The prehearing conference is followed by a report of the examiner, 
<> to which reference already has been made. The report embodies an 

account of the results of the conference.172 Objections may be filed, 
,and the"examiner may revise his report in the light of such objections. 
The revised report may be subjected to exceptions based upon timely 
filed objections not met in the revised report. The report,although 
subject to subsequent reconsideration and modification for-good ,cause, 
controls the ,conrse of the proceedings.173 

5. Parties to formal proceedings 
One consequence of shaping the proceeding is to indicate with some 

definiteness the appropriate parties. Carriers arid cities whose appli
cations have been included are obviously parties. So are those whose 
petitions to intervene have been granted. ' Finally, there is Bureau 
Counsel. 

Examiners recently have been delegated authority to rule on peti
tions to intervene; 174 formerly these were presented to the Board in 
the same manner as consolidation issues. Petitions may be filed sub
sequent to the prehearing conference only;' on a showing of good· 
cause.175 

Persons who aTe. not permitted to intervene as parties nonetheless 
,may participate at the hearing before the exa.miner-presenting rele
vant evidence, submitting a written statement on the issues involved, 
and, 'with the permission of the examiner, cross-examining other wit
nessesY6 This technique is often used by civic participants. On the 
whole, however, participants are identified in the course of shaping 
the proceeding. 

Divided functionally the parties include: (1) carrier applicants 
seeking new or expanded authority; (2) civic interests, either appli
cants'or inteTveners, generally seeking new or improved air service; 
(3) incumbent air carriers, interveners, concerned with preventing 
authorizations competitive with theirs; and (4) Bureau Counsel. An· 
,aircarriermay.he cast in dualroles, seeking additional authority for 
its~l~ while,alsoat~empting to protect its existing routes from com-
petItIve grants to others. . 

''Bureau 'Counsel ordinarily does not attempt to ·align itself-with 
any of the other parties. During the proceeding he tries to assure 
a complete record, including the introduction of Bureau exhibits. 
But at or near the conclusion, of the proceeding Bureau Counsel will 
take a position as to the result believed to be required by the public 
interest; recently Bureau Counsel has been tending to take a position 
earlier in the'proceeding. , 

, :171 StandJard~ seC. 9; , 
~~: ~b%~S of Practice 23 (b). 

174 Delegation sec. 385.11 (a).; Rules of Practice 15. 
1715 Rules of Practice 15(c) (21) (II), 15(c) (2) (iii). 
178 Rules af Practice 14(b). 
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The effort of the pl'ehearing conference to encourage common rep
resentation has been paralleled by a recent policy statement governing 
civic participants.117 The statement urges public and civic bodies 
representing the same geographic area or community to consolidate 
their presentation of evidence, briefs and oral argument to the exami
ner and the Board, and to "keep to a minimum the number of witnesses 
used to present the factual evidencB in support of the community'.s 
position." 

6. Conduct of formal proceedings 
As previously noted, the prehearing conference sets dates for, the 

exchange of exhibits, including rebuttal exhibits, and for the hearing 
itself. The hearing date, time and place also are embodied' in a 
formal notice sent to all parties and published in the Federal Reg
ister.118 The exhibits embody the great bulk of direct evid~nce on 
the part of the various participants and oral testimony is usually con
cerned \vith explaining, correcting or supplementing the exhibits on 
direct examination, and with defending the methodology of the ex
hibits on cross-examination. The extent of cross-examination ap
pears to vary considerably and is often prolonged by successive t.urns 
of a large number of adverse parties. 

Although there 'may be some testimony concerning personal experi
ences of travelers in attempting to use existing transportation media, 
most of the evidence is statistical in nature and is presented by expert 
witnesses. Cities attempt to demonstrate the size and importance of 
their various activities, their need for new or improved air service, . 
their capacity to support such air service, and the closeness of their 
ties with the points to 'which the requested air service is sought. Ap
plicant carriers seek to show their ability to render the service re
quired, the attractiveness of their respective proposals, and the eco
nomic feasibi.lity (or modest subsidy demands) of their proposals
based on projected costs and revenues. Both the 'cities and the carrier 
applicants seek to demonstrate, through past traffic volumes, the 
significant traffic potential of the route in question; and if the question 
is adding a new carrier to those already in a market~ the applicftnts 
will focus on any service deficiencies and the ftlleged failure of the 
incumbent to develop fully the traffic potential of the route. The 
incumbent, of course, attempts to show just the opposite: that' the 
traffic potential OT the route is low and that it has done its utmost to 
keep abreast of any developmenfsin the traffic. 

vVhiJe the applicants will be united in their effort to show the need 
Tor new service, they will divide sharply on who should render it; 
each will attempt to demonstrate why its proposals are superior to 
those OT 'any of the' other' applicants. Similarly, c.ities will divide 
sharply oli the nature of the final authorization: claims for through 
service will conflict with demands for inclusion by intermediate points; 
diverse routes proposed by different carriers will each pick up adher
ents among the cities to be benefited thereby. 

The starting point may be a common body of statistics, emanating 
in large measure from the Board's. Office of Carrier Accounts and 
Statistics and from individual cftrrier records. Bllt as supplemented 
and adjusted by the various parties for differing estimates 2~S to future 

m.49 C.F.R. see. 399.39. 
1178 Rules of Practice 24 (a). 
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contingencies, the opinions grow further apd further apart and the 
'examiner is confronted by widely conflicting conclusions. ' 

The common statil?tical base is recognized in 3i recent regulation set
ting forth 42 categories of documents as to the eontents of which 
official notice may he taken.179 The tendencies to proliferation of 
estimates and supplementary statistical data have resulted in notices 
of proposed rulemaking, policy statements, and rule amendments 
which would exclude or severely limit (a) evidence concerning pro
posed schedules of a pplica.nts (except in special cases) /80 (b) evidence 
of civic participants as to electricity, gas and water meters, telephones, 

,schools, freight car loadings, building permits, sewer connections" and 
bank deposits; 181 and (c) evidence of applicants as to service to points -

,or segments not covered in their applications.18~, -An even more am
bitious undertaking is involved in a recent. rulemaking notice 'which 
,pr()poses to standardize methods of estimating costs of proposed 
changes in local service carrier operations.183 , ' 

:' The CAB's regulations grant to hearing examiners the powers 
,normally associated with officers presiding over ~ormal proceedings.184 
In addition, the rules prohibit interlocutory a.ppeals from the decisions 
of' an examiner unless the examiner finds "that the allowance of such 

,an appeal is necessary to prevent substantial detriment to the public 
interest or undue prejudice to any party."- 185 

7. Within the Bureau 
Paralleling the development of a route case in formal proceedings 

are activities within the Bureau relating to that, same case. As cases 
are noticed for prehearing conference, a decision must be made as to 
whether Bureau Counsel will participate. The Director' of the 
Bureau has the authority to limit or preclude Bureauparticipation/86 
but Bureau Counsel traditionally participates in aU important route 
cases. 

Where 'participation is decided upon, there are assigried to the case 
an attorney from the Legal Staff and an analyst from the appropriate 
section. They work together in preparing requests for information, 
Bureau exhibits, and statements of Bureau position. They also ex-

'amine the, exhibits of other parties, formulate· questions for cross
examination, and generally decide upon their tactics inthe proceeding. 

-: 'As previously indicated, the 13ureau'srole is partially a neutral one: 
,to 'assure a complete record adequate for decision by the Board. The 
effectuation of this function probably can be handled in htrge measure 

: by the'lawyer and analyst directly assigned to the case: clarifying the 
: meaning of exhibits submitted by other' parties; preparing and sub
mitting standard Bureau exhibits. On the other hand, the formula-
tion' of a Bureau position may involve 'the entire Bureau hierarchy: 
Director, Deputy Director, DIvision Chief, Section Chief, etc. The 

: development of a Bureau position does not follow any fixed pattern
sometimes'it is based on a general attitude developed some time in the 
past; in other instances it, is decided'upon to meet the proble~s <?f the 

c :1.'79 Rules of Practice 24 (m). ' " 
1180 Notice of Proposed Rule Making, PDR-10, 26 F;R. 9913 (1.961.). 
181. Pollcy Statement, 49 C;F.K'sec. 399.39 .. 
t.sa Rules of Practice 930 (a)., , ' " 

, 188Notice of Proposed Rule MakIng, PDR-17, 26 F.R. 12623 (1961). 
11M Rules of Practice 22(c) ; Organization sec. 3.8. 
IB11 Rules of Practice 18 (f). 
188 OrganIzation sec. 4.3A. 4.12. ...\f" 
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particular case. And while there is a tendency to delay in formulat
I ing a position until most or all of the evidence is in, tentative ;t?ositions 

often must be adopted earlier in the case in order to facilItate the 
preparation of Bureau exhibits. , 

Bureau attorneys report that the adversary process is well reflected 
in their relations with carrier attorneys: that no matter what position 
they adopt, they can generally count on the antagonism of the totality 

, of carrier counsel. , , 
8. The decisional process 

Following the close of the evidentiary,- hearing, the parties, includ~ 
ing Bureau Counsel, submit briefs to the examiner, including proposed 
findings. 187 While the rules require "exact references to the record 
and authorities relied upon," the references sometimes are very general' 
and provide little assistance to the examiner in working with the 
record. The examiner also may permit oral argument at the conclusion 
of the hearing, subject to such time limits as he imposes; 188 the argu
ment is transcribed and bound with the transcript of testimony so as 
to be available to the Board for consideration in deciding the case.lS9 

In practice, oral argument before the examiner is extremely rare. 
The examiner then prepares, his initial decision.190 Except for a 

secretary, he is without immediate direct assistance. There' is some 
uncertainty as to the extent to which examiners call upon other staff 
members for assistance. But apparently there is a tendency, when
ever such assistance is sought, to look to the Office of Carrier Accounts. 
and Statistics rather than to the Bureau of Economic Regulation, 
'which is viewed as one of the adversaries in the proceeding. Among 
the kinds of assistance requested are (i) explanations of technical 
terms or exhibits, (ii) statistical analyses requir,-ed by an examiner's 
jnclination to follow a path not suggested by any of the parties, and 
(iii) construction of .. tables and, the like for inclusion in the initia;l. 
decision. But more significant than any of these matters is the pro
nounced tendency of examiners to refrain from having any informal 
contact with the Bureau about the cas.e. 
.'Vp.en the initial decision is served, the parties have ten days within 
which to file exceptions.19l It is contemplated that the exceptions will 
be limited to the ultimate conclusions in the initial. decision with 
which the party disagrees, such as. "selection of one carrier rather than 
another to serve any point or points; points included in or excluded 
from a new route; imposition or failure to impose a given restric
tion;" 192 specific exceptions to underlying. findings or statements are 
forbidden, but the exceptions must specify any matters of law, fact or 
policy to be set forth for the first time on brief to the Bpard.19s , If no 
~xceptions are filed within the ten day period 194 and if the Board in 
the next twenty days takes no action to review the decisio~, the initial 
decision becomes the order of the Board.195 

. " '. 

187 Rules of Practice 26. 
188 Rules of Practice 25 (b). 
'1811 Ibid. 
190 Rules of PractIce 27. 
191 Rules of Practice 30. 
1192 Rules of Practice 30(b). 
~93 Ibi(l. 
rr94 Rules of Practice 30. 
195 Rules of Practice 27 (c) . ' 
,Effective February 1, 1962, the Board established new procedures for'revlew of examiner 

decisions. -27 F.R. 853 (1962). These are discussed in a subsequenrt section dealing with 
delegation of decisional authprity to hearing examiners. 
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With the filing of the initial decision, the case is assigned to an 
attorney in the Opinion Writing Division of the Office of General 
Counsel. After exceptions are filed, the parties,including Bureau 
Counsel, file briefs to the Board,196 limited to 50 pages in length in 
the absence of special leave. 197 These are reviewed by the opinion 
writing attorney as they'come in. . 
. -'. Arrangements for oral argument are made through the Chief 
Examiner.l98 Requests are granted at a matter of course, and it is' 
·customary to have oral argument before the B()al'd in every significant 
'route ease. Allocations are made generally on the basis of 30 minutes 
·each to carrier applicants, 15 minutes each to carrier, interveners, 
and 5 minutes each to civic interveners. The Chief Examiner has been 
able, in most cases, to make satisfactory arrangements; serious. com-
plaints can. be passed on to the Board. . 
. As the date for oral argument approaches,. the opinion writing 

attorney prepares a. "memorandum of issues," briefly sli'mmarizing the 
main points in dispute and the decision of the examiner and conten
tions of the parties with respect to these point's (,,,ith page references 
to the initial decision and the briefs). The documents, transmitted 
by. the head of the. Opinion1Y. riting Division,' is .quj te cryptic, con
taining only (1) an introduction descriptive of the general posture of 
the case, and (2) a .summary of arguments on each of the issues listed, 
usually limited to a sentence or two. per party. No conclusions are' 
stated, and no analysis is set forth (other than that implicit in the 
arrangement of issues). Since there appears to be considerable effort 

. directed at keeping the- total length of the memorandum down, the 
dqcument may be more lucid when the case is not overly complex. 
Probably the memorandum serves as a useful gujde to the oral argu
ment and as an index and cross-reference sheet for the initial decision 
and briefs, but it is douhtful that it eould serve, or is intended to serve, 
any broader purpose. 

At this time or somewhat later the opinion \v~riting attorney pre
pares a second memorandum isolating any significant legal problems. 
This is transmitted by ,the head of the Opinion Writing Division to 
the Special Counsel for Routes so that major legal problems can be' 
resolved prior to the actual drafting of the Board's opinion. . 

At the oral argument, which is usually limited to a single day or less 
but may last for several days in a major case, the parties often use' 
exhibits or written materials to supplement their oral presentations.199 
The responsible opinion writing. attorney attends the sessions.For
merly arguments of the parties were preceded by speeches of political 
figures, making arguments which usually had no relation to the record; 
this practice recently has been abolished by amendment of the Board's 
niles of practice.20o 

Following oral argument, and preceding Board decision, the opinion' 
writing attorney prepares a "request for instructions," an extremely 
brief document (one or two page'S) which merely lists the issues the 
Board must decide in order to fully dispose of the case. The request 
is transmitted to the Board hy the head of the Opinion Writing 
Division. 

lD8 Rules of Practice 31 (a). 
:wr Rules of Practice 31 (c) (3) . 
~Rules of Practice 32(a). 
;LIllI See Rules of Practice 32 (b) . 
IIXlO See amendment to Rules pi Practice 14,26 F.R. 4282 (1961;). 
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The Board then convenes for the purpose of dec~ding the case. The 
examiner, having filed his initial decision, and the Bureau, having 
made its arguments in the public arena, generally are not consulted 
further. Even the opinion "Titer is removed from the deliberative 
process by the Board's retirement to executive session for the purpose 
of discussion and decision. The General Counsel's presence may be 
requested to discuss a particular matter, or the Board may honor a 
request from the General Counsel to present his views, hut generally 
the dooisional pro"cess is carried on outside the presence of the staff. 

The Boa.rd's tentative decision, made after conference and vote of 
the members (with personal assistants sometimes acting for mem
bers), is embodied in a press release for general disclosure to the 
public. The Board had found it'S tentative decisions invariably ,vere 
"leaked" to the industry shortly after they had been made, SQo the 
press release practice was esta:blished to preclude any individual out
sider from gaining an unfair advantage. Press releases have been 
used with decreasing frequency in recent months. 

Under a recent revision of Board practice, Board l\fembers are as
signed individual responsibility for the preparation of opinions. As
signments are made by the Chairman of the Board,201 who takes into 
account the individual Member's interest in the case and the time he 
has available in light of his other commitments. However, the initial 
draft generally is prepared by the assigned opinion writing attorney 
with a minimum of contact ,vith the responsible Board Member. 
While the practices of individual Members vary, and their personal 
contributions to some opinions may be greater than to others, the 
usual sequence seems to be this: ' 

(a) The Board Member returns form the conference and In
forms his personal assistant o~ the instructions of the Board in 
the case for which he is responsible, and any ideas of his own as 
to the direction the opinion should take. 

(b) The personal assistant conveys the instructions to the head 
of the Opinion vVriting Division . 
. (c) The head of the Opinion Writing Division in turn conveys 

. the instructions to the assigned opinion writing attorney. 
(d) The opinion writing attorney, working with instructions, 

initial decision, exceptions, briefs, and the evidentiary record, 
drafts an opinion. . 

(e) The opinion is revie,ved by the head of the Opinion Writ
ing Division or one of his senior aides, and revisions are made 
as required. 

(f) The new certificate, if one is required by the grant of oper
ating authority, is drafted by a senior attorney in the Opinion 
Writing Division who specializes in such matters . 

. (g) The total product is transmitted to the General Counsel 
for review by him or someone in his immediate office. Revisions 
are held to a minimum by prior consultations with the Special 
Counsel for Routes. 

(h) The draft is submitted to the responsible Board Member, 
who reviews it and makes such revisions as he considers advisable, 
either personally or through his personal assistant. 

(i) The responsibile Board Member circulates the draft to 
other Members of the Board until a majority is obtained. 

101 Organization sec. 2.2. 
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'(j) Consultations occurs during the course 'of the opinion writ
ing process as problems arise. vVhile a Boa.rd ~lember may invite 
an opinion writing attorney to come. in to discuss. revisioI,ls in the 
opinion, more often contact will be made' with the head of the 
Opinion Writing Division, possibly through the Board Member's 
personal assistant. There seems to be a strong tendency to "fol.:. 
low channels," placing several persons between the Board Member 
and the opinion writing attorney on communications in either 
direction. '.. . ..' . 

Board Members generally accept the work of the Opinion Writing 
Division in large measure, Revisions, though sometimes significant, 
are often rather minor "personal touches." On the other hand, con
curring and dissenting opinions usually are prepared in their entirety 
in the offices of individual Members. . 

. The opinion writer's familiarity with the record is likely to be gained 
rather late in the process. Heavy reliance is placed upon the parties' 
briefs and exceptions for record references, since the initial decision 
contains none. Under prior practice, where opinion writers were 
present during the Board's discussion and decision of the case and 
might be called upon to answer! queries from the Board '( usually 
routed through their superiors), their tendency was to acquire an 
earlier familiarity about crucial data, such as traffic flows over con
gested segments. There seems little point to such a familiarization by 
opinion writers under present procedures. 

The inclination of opinion writers to consult Bureau personnel has 
declined markedly in recent months; as with hearing examiners, any 
inquiry is likely to be directed to the Office of Carrier Accounts and 
Statistics. 

",V'hen the Board's opinion issues, the parties have twenty days 
within which to petition for reconsideration, rehe.aring or reargu
ment.202 These are generally reiterations of the main points on which 
the parties previously relied. Another Board order is re.quired to dis
pose of the· petitions. Successive petitions on the same grounds will 
not be entertained.203 The petitions are processed in much the same 
way as the drafting of oJ?inions, and by the same opinion writer, 
except that here the OpinIOn vVriting Division will usually reCOln
me~d the disposition thought approprIate. The recommendation may 
be circulated in written form or conveyed orally at a Board meeting. 

F. OPERATING AUTHORITY NOT DEPENDENT UPON 
FORMAL PROCEEDINGS 

Although the certification process is the priq.cipal means by which 
operating ;authority is granted, the Board has, by regulation, estab
lished other methods 'by which such authority may 'be obtained or 
exercised., . 

1. Nonstop authorizations 
A certificated carrier may inaugurate scheduled nonstop service 

between any two points not consecutively named in its certificate, 
simply by filing a new schedule, as long as the certifi:cate (i) author-

!?02 Rules of Practice 317(a). 
200 Rules of Practice 37 (c). 
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izes service between such points (i.e., they are on the same segment 
of the same route) ,and (ii) does not prohibit nonstop service between 
them (as is the case with local service carriers) .204 ' 

2. Airport authorizations 
A certificated carrier,' desiring to regularly serve a p.oint to which 

service by it is authorized, through an airport not then regularly used 
by such carrier, must file a notice with the Board at least 30 days 
prior to such intended use.205 Notice is also given to other interested 
persons, including all scheduled air carriers regularly serving the 
point in question, and they are given 15 days to file memoranda in 
support of~ or. in oppositio.n to, the airport notic~.206 In the absence 
of CAB dIsapproval, servIce through the new aIrport may be com
menced on the day specified.207 If, on the other hand, the Board indi
cates that the airport use intended may adversely affect the public 
interest, the carrier must then file an application, more detailed than 
the original notice 'and with supporting econo:rnic data, seeking affrma
ti ve Board authorization.208 Service on the' same interested persons 
is required, and opportunity is afforded to file supporting or objecting 
Inemoranda; hut no provision is made for a hearing.209 The Chief of 
the Routes and Agreements Division has been delegated authority to 
approve or disapprove airport notices.210 

3. Service pattern changes 
Local service carriers are required to ser~7e all points on their routes 

. until a designated minimum number of flights per day have been pro
vided. If such a carrier desires to omit service to one or. more points 
\vithout complying with the restrictions in its certificate,.it must file 
an application for a change in service pattern, setting forth the facts 
relied on, with supporting economic data, to establish that the pro
posed service pattern is in the public interest and consistent with the 
carrier's performance of a local. air transport'ation service.211 Service 
on interested parties is required and an opportunity to answer is af
forded. 212 The Chief of the ~outes and Agreements Division has 
been. delegated. authority (1) to approve or disapprove applicatio,ns 
seekIng· authorIty to effect temporary or seasonal changes In serVIce 
patterns; and (2) to revoke, modify, or renew, prior approval of tem
porary or seasonal changes in service patterns.213 

4. Charters and special services. 
A certificated carrier may engaged in charter and special service 

flights to points not designated on its routes if a number of conditions 
are met: 214 (1) Such flights during any calendar quarter may not in 
the aggregate, on a revenue plane-mile basis, exceed2Y2 percent of 
the revenue plane-miles flown' by the ·carrier in scheduled air trans
portation during the preceding 12-month period.215 (2) Such flights 

2O.i 14 C.F.R. sec. 202.2; Organization 4.11,4:3C(2) ; Delegation sec. 385.13(b)". 
lIOIi 14 C.F.R. sec. 202.3(a). . 
12Otl14 C.F.R. sec. 202.3!(a), 202.3(c). 
WT 14 C.F.R. sec. 202.3(a) . 

. 208 14 C.F.R. sec. 202.3(b). 
:10914 C.F.R. sec. 202.3(b), 202.3(c). 
$0 Organization sec. 4.11, 4.3C(1) ; Delegation sec. 385.13(a). 
j!l.l14 C.F.R; sec. 202.4(b)..· . 
912 14 C.F.R. sec. 202.4 (b), 2.02.4 (c). . 
m.a Delegation sec. 385.13(k). 
1!14 14 C.F.R. sec. 207. 
1Il1L14 C.F.R. sec. 207.5. 

20-101~63-24 
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must conform to' prescribed limitations designed to assure irregularity 
of operation.216 (3) Tariffs covering such flights Inust be on file with 
the Board and, effective.217 (4) Charter flights must conform to the 
regulation's definition of a char~r, designed to as~ure sale of the entire, 
capacity of the plane to the charterer; 218 and special service flights 
(all flights ,except those pursuant to certificate, exemption or 
charter) 219 must be preceded by a notice to the Board and to carriers 
certificated to serve the points in question; the Board may preclude 
the special service flight by notifying the carrier that the flight does 
not appear to be consistent with the public interest. 220 

5. Air taxi operations 
Air carriers not holding any certificate or operating authority from 

the Board may utilize small aircraft exclusively (less than 12,500 
pounds take-off weight) in rendering irregular service between points 
not certificated for service by helicopters or small aircraft.221 

6. Helicopter flight patterns 
An operator of certificated helico.pter services may change its flight 

pattern within its certificated area in acoordance with a special proce
dure;222 Notice must be given to the Board and designated persons 20 
days before the proposed change.223 Opportunity to answer is af
forded. 224 The change may be put into effect o:p. the effective date 
unless and until the Board disapproves of the flight pattern.225 The 
Chief of the Routes and Agreements Division has been delegated au
thority to. approve or disapprove of proposed amendments of heli
copter flight patterns.226 

7. Individual exemptions 
Perhaps the most significant source of uncertificated authority is 

,individual exemptions.227 These may involve authority to overfly 
junction points (i.e. to fly directly betw,een points on different route 
segments) or to render service to a point or series of points not cov
ered by the certificate. Usually the exe~ption is granted for a limited 
period, such as a year or tWO.228 Application is made to the Board 
with notice to designated persons, including carriers serving any of 
the points involved or applicants seeking authority to serve any such 
points.229 Answers may be served within 10 days of the application.230 
Both applicatiorr and answers should be accompanied, by statements 
of economic data the parties desire the Board to officially notice, and 

2l~ 14 C.F.R. sec. 207.3, 207.7. 
21714 C.F.R. sec. 207.4. 
~8 14 C.F.R. sec. 207.1 (a). 

,211114 C.F.R. sec. 207.1(c). 
lI20 14 C.F.R. sec. 207.9. 
,MATS charters are not considered here'because (1) primar:lly such charter:s cover Inter· 

national operMlons, and (2) processing of such charter authorizatio.ns is cQncerned 
primarily with rates, being handled by the Rates Division of the Bureau of Econ,omlc 
Regulation. 

1Z2114 C.F.R. sec. 298.21:(b). 
,22214 C.F.R. sec. 376, as amended, 27 F.R. 3376 (1962). 
223 14 C.F.R. sec. 376.4. 
224. Ibid. 
(l25 14 C.F.R. sec. 376.10. 
~ Delegation sec. 385.13(1). 
227 49 V.S.C.A. sec. 1301(3), 1386(b) (1) ; see Rules of Practice 400 et 8eq. 
fJ28 The duration of exemptions is the subject of a pend,lng rule making proceeding. See 

Notice of Proposed Rule Making, EDR-40, PDR-18, SPDR-4, PSDR-3, 27 F.R. 2,775 (1962). 
22DRules of Practice 403(a), 403(b), 403(c). 
l!3O Rules of Practice 406. ' 
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by affidavits establishing any other facts relied upon.231 A reply is 
permitted within seven days of the answer.2&2 , A hearing may be re
quested by applicant or opposing parties,233 but normally no formal 
hearing is held on the disposition of an application for exemption. 
Opportunity for notice and answer may be curtailed when required 
by emergency situations.234 ' 

Exemption applications are processed in the appropriate section of 
the Routes and Agreements Division of the Bureau of Economic 
Regulation. Recommendations made by the analyst working on the 
case go through the Section Head, Division Chief and Bureau Direc
tor to the Board. Exemptions are most likely to be granted if they 
are unopposed; the chances of favorable action dim ish considerably 
if substantial opposition develops. The Director of the Bureau of 
Economic Regulation has been delegated authority to approve or deny 
( i) applications of certificated route air carriers for exemptions to 
serve a point certificated on one segment of its route in place of a 
point certificated on another segment of its route whenever no sub
stantial competition to other lines will result, and (ii) applications 
by such carriers to perform single flights, outside the authority con
tained in the certificate.235 ' 

8. Board revie-w of staff action / 
Acting under Reorganization Plan No. 3,236 the Board recently has 

codified its delegations in informal proceedings and prescribed the 
methods by which they are to be exercised. Among other things, the 
new Board regulation provides that persons adversely ·affected by staff 
action 237 under delegated authority may petition for Board review, 
urging "that (1) a finding of material fact is clearly erroneous; (2) 
a legal conclusion is contrary to' law, Board ruleS', or precedent; (3) a 
substantial and important question of policy is involved; (4) a preju
dicial procedural error has occurred; or (5) the staff action -is sub
stantially deffcient on its face." 238 Board review will be granted on 
petition, or on its own motion, if two or more Board Members so de
sire.239 Otherwise the Board in its discretion may deny review.240 

G. AN EXAMPLE OF CAB LICENSING: THE ST. LOUIS· 
SOUTHEAST SERVICE CASE 

The functioning of CAB licensing can perhaps be understood only 
in the context of a concrete example. Illustrative of the problems of 
major route, cases is the St. Lmii8-8outheast Service case,241 one of 
several such proceedings finally resolved by the Board in fiscal 1961. 

1. Initiation of the proceeding 
The St. Louis-Southeast case began as a motion in another proceed

ing, the pending Great Lakes-Southea8t Service case,242 concerned with 

231 Rules of Practice 402 (c), 406. 
232 Rules of Practice 407. 
233 Rules of Practice 408. 
~ Rules of Practice 410. 
335 Org81nlzation sec. 4.3C (4) ; Delegation sec. 385.12 (a) . 
.236 26 F.R. 5989 (1961). 
237 Delegation sec. 385.50. 
lI38 Delegation sec. 385.51(b). 
239 Delegation sec. 385.54 (b). 
c{o Delegation sec. 385.54 (a). 
2U 27 C.A.B. 342 (1958), on reconSideration, E-13248, December 8, 1958, affirmed in 

part, reversed in part and remanded. Delta Air LineB, Inc. v. CAB, 275 F. 2d 632 (D.C_ 
Cir. 1959), cert. denied, 362 U.S. 969 (1960), on remand, E-15599. July 29, 1960, 

242 Concluded, E-13835, May 7, 1959. 
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air ~transportation needs in an a-reabounded by Chicago, Detroit and' 
Buffalo. on' the north; Indianapolis, Louisville and Atlanta on the 
west; 'Vashington and .Baltimore .on the east; and Tampa and Miami 
on the south. On February 10, 1956, following the airing of com
plaints before a Senate Subcommittee, the City of -St. Louis and re
lated civic interests 'filed (i) an application for authorization of addi
tional nonstop air service between St. Louis, on the one hand, and 
Atlanta, Tampa and l\iiami, on the other, and (ii) a motion to con
solidate . this request with applications then pending in the Great 
Lalces-S outheast case. By order dated ~farch 2, the Board denied the 
motion to consolidate hut directed that an indeperident pro'Ceeding be 
instituted to consider the need for new air service "'between St. Louis 
on the one hand and Florida and other southeastern points on the other 
hand." 243 On .~larch 7, the CAB's Chief Examiner issued a notice of 
prehearing conference to im'plement the Board's direction; the St. 
Louis application was noticed, as were seve,ral subsequently filed car
rier applications concerned with air service in the same area. Thus 
was born the St. Louis-Southea8t Service-case. 

2. Prehearing conference and consolidation issues 
The prehearing confe:rence was held as scheduled on l\larch 22. 

Numerous applications were sought to be consolidated; . other motions 
were made; and petitions to intervene and other matters were placed' 
before the examiner for consideration. Answering memoranda were 
filed. The examiner's conclusions were embodied.in a published re
port of the prehearing conference, dated April 25, and in an internal 
memorandum dated April 26. The Chief Examiner transmitted the 
internal. memorandum, with his summary concurrence, to the Board 
on May 16. And the Board issued its consolidation order on :'Ma-y 18, 
1956.244 

The. applications involved,245 and their disposition, may be briefly 
summarized: 

The St. Louis application, of course, was includeQ in the proceeding. 
Braniff sought to extend its route 48-which ran from :Minneapolis

St. Paul to St. Louis------'beyond St. Louis to Nashville, Chattanooga, 
Atlanta, Tampa and ~liami. The application \vas jncluded as clearly 
within the scope of the proceeding as initially defined. 

243 E-l0063. 
2H E-l0304. 
245 Maps showing the routes of the carrier applicants are inserted following p. 360. 

\ 
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Delta sought to extend its route 54-"\vhich ran from Miami to 
Chicago through alternate segments touching Cincinnati, Knoxville 
and Atlantn---':'from Atlanta to Birmingham and beyond Birmingham 
to St. Louis and Kansas City via two branches: one including Chatta
nooga, Nashville, and Evansville; and the other by way of Memphis. 
Delta also sought to add Tampa to the route. The application was re
garded as clearly included except for the segment from St. Louis to 
Kansas City; the examiner recommended the exclusion ,of the latter 
because consideration of Kansas City might require that Tulsa, Shreve
port and New Orleans be brought in. Delta, it should be noted, had 
other routes touching points in the area, including one running from 
Chicago through St. Louis and Memphis to New Orleans. ' 

NatlOnal sought to extend its route 31-which ran from New York 
and northeast points to Jacksonville, Tampa and Miami-from Jack
sonville to Atlanta and beyond Atlanta to St. Louis via two branches: 
one through Chattanooga, Nashville and Evansville and the other 
through Birmingham and Memphis. National also sought to extend 
its route 39-which ran from Miami to New Orleans-beyond New 
Orleans to St. Louis via alternate routes. The route 31 extension was 
regarded as within the scope of the proceeding, but the route 39 ex
tension was regarded 'as expanding the scope of the proceedings, re
quiring, inter alia, inclusion of another New Orleans-St. Louis 
application. 

TWA proposed extension of its route, 2-which ran from the West 
Coast across the southern half of the United States to St. Louis (via 
Kansas City)-beyond St. Louis to Nashville, Atlanta, Tampa and 
Miami. The proposal was clearly within the scope of the proceeding. 

North American (later changed to Trans American), a combination 
of non-scheduled airlines having no certificated mileage, sought a new 
route from St. Louis to Nashville and (a) beyond Nashville to Bir
mingham, Tallahassee, Tampa and Miami, and (b) beyond Nashville 
to Chattanooga and Atlanta and (i) beyond Atlanta to Jacksonville 
and Miami and (ii) beyond Atlanta to Tampa and Miami. This 
proposal was included, but the examiner recommended exclusion of 
other, very extensive proposals ofN orth American because' they were 
filed too late and because they expanded unduly the scope of the 
proceeding. 

Southern, a local service carrier, sought to include an application 
for authority between :M~emphis and Atlanta via intermediate points, 
because this paralleled segments of the Delta and National proposals. 
The examiner recommended exclusion because of the'policy of consid
ering local service and trunkline proposals separately; also implicity 
rejected was a Southern motion to expressly exclude trunkline carriers 
from rendering a local service in this market. 

The City of Nashville sought improved air service by inclusion on a 
St. Louis-Southeast route, a Chicago-Southeast route, and a, Detroit
Cincinnati-Southeast route. The Nashville application was included 
in so far as it related to St. Louis-Southeast service but was otherwise 
excluded because of the obvious expansion in the proceedings that 
would follow from the other asp'ects of the application. 

Similarly, Kansas City and Minneapolis-St. Paul sought to expand 
the scope of the proceeding to consider their needs. And Continental 
asked to have a Kansas City-St. Louis proposal o.f its own consolidated 
jf Kansas City were included. All were rejected. 
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The incumbent on St. Louis-Southeast service was Eastern with its 
route '10 running from Miami and Tampa alOIig paralle,! segments to 
Nashville, touching Atlanta,' Birmingh::,tm" ,Cha~tanooga,and , most 
other area points' here i,nvcHved; at Nashv~lle the route broke into two 
forks, one terminating in St. Louis and the other in Chicago. Eastern 
moved that the entire proceeding be deferred and take its proper place 
on the docket, complaining that many Ea,gtern applications filed long 
before the St: Louis application were still languishing on the Board's 
docket"some for more than ten years. In the alternative, Eastern, 
sought to consolidate applications for: 

( a) Extensions from Chicago to Twin Citi~s, from St. Louis to 
Twin Cities, and from' St. Louis to Kansas City. Eastern con
tended that Braniff's application, if granted, would permit Bran
iff to connect the Twin Cities and Kansas City, on its existing 
route, with the Southeast by means of an extension to the south 

'and east; this same connection was sought by Eastern, except that 
the extension would be from Eastern's certificated points in the 
Southeast and Chicago to the north and west. ' Similar extensions 
were sought by National and Delta. 

(b) Extensions from St. Louis to Chicago and from Tampa 
to Knoxville and Cincinnati. Eastern contended that..Delta's ap
plication, if granted, would permit service b~tween Chicago and 
the Southeast via St. Louis and between Tarp.pa and Knoxville-

,Cincinnati, because Chicago, Knoxville and Cincinnati wer~ al-
ready included on Delta's routes. ' 

( c) Service between St. Louis and the ,;veSt Coast. TWA, it 
was ~rg:ued, wo~d gain a route from the West Coast to the South
east' If Its applIcatIOn were granted; the same route was sought 
by, Eastern's extension west of, St. Louis. Similar extensions 
were sought by National and Delta:. ' ,,' _ 

The. examiner assumed that Eastern's motion to defer was fore
closed by the Board's discretionary judgment to institute proceed
ings. Rejection was recommended as to all of "Eastern's applica-
tions because of their tendency to expand the proceeding. ' 

The final issue concerning scope' of ,the proceedings was the nature 
of restrictions to be imposed 'on any authority ,granted so as -to limit 
the new award to one basically for St. Louis-Southeast service. The 
examiner recommended ',a mandatory'stop at St. Louis for all flights 
from the Southeast terminating north or west of St. Louis. More 
pxtreme limitations-such as l a mandatory change of plane at St. 
Louis-were rejected without prejudice to their renewal later in the 
proceeding. , 

The examiner's recommendations, included in his internal report 
to the Board, were in all cases followed. The Board issued as its 
consolidation order the draft prepared by the examiner. In his pub
}jshed prehearing conference report, on the other hand, the exam
iner merely noted which applications seemed to be .within the scope of 
the proceeding as initially indicated by the Board, 'and, stated that 
other applications would be reported to the ,Board. . '. ~ , 

, The examiner was also cpnfronted with motions to intervene by 
American, Capital, Northwest, Southern, and three civic groups. De
nial of all such petitions was recommended. No definitive action 
was taken on Bureau Counsel's request for information or the de-

,termination of dates, for submission' of exhibits and, commencement 
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of the hearing. In late April and early May exc.eptions to the pre
hearing conference report were filed by Captial, Northwest, Kansas 
City, American, Eastern, TWA, and Delta. On June 14 the exam
iner passed on the exceptions of the parties in a supplementary pre
hearing conference report, finding them foreclosed by the Board's 
consolidation order or subject to further Board consideration. This 
report also established procedural dates which, because of subse
quent revisions, were not observed. 

Petitions for reconsideration of the consolidation order were filed 
in June by Eastern and North American, and answers were filed by 
American, Braniff, Delta, TWA, and St. Louis. The North Amer
ican petition did not raise any new points, but the Eastern petition 
did. It pointed out that consolidatiOJ,l of . Delta's application for a 
St. Louis-Memphis-Southeast segment would permit Delta,already 
authorized between St. Louis and Kansas City, to connect Kitnsas 
City to the Southeast via Memphis. Eastern therefore sought (1) a 
Memphis-Kansas City segment. Easter~ also sought (2) a Chatta
nooga:'Birmingham authorization; and (3) a St. Louis-Memphis seg
ment. Eastern was already authorized to serve these last four cities; 
but the cities were so located on different route segments that Eastern 
could not provide direct service between the two pairs indicated. 

On September 17 and 28, the Board granted the petitions to inter
vene of American, Capital, Northwest, Piedmont, Southern, and 17 
community representatives.246 Intervention by additional community 
representatives was subsequently allowed, resulting in some 10 carrier 
parties and over 20 civic representatives. . 

On October 2 the Board passed on the petitions to reconsider its con- "
solidation order.247 The North American petition was denied. Also 
rejected was the Kansas City-Memphis proposal of Eastern, the Board 
relying on the fact that Delta would be obligated to stop at Memphis 
on flights between Kansas City and the Southeast. The second and 
third proposals of Eastern were included because (a) they were with
in the area and coincided with proposed segments of other applicants, 
and (b) either they were made orally at the prehearing conference 
and overlooked by othe examiner or they were filed late (after the con-
ference) under extenuating circumstances. . 

Meanwhile the procedural dates set by the· examiner had been re-
vised several times, finally specifying: ' 
Submission and exchange of exhibilts in chief __________ .,._______ September 24. 
Submission and exchange -of rebuttal exhibits ________________ ~_ October 12. 
Hearing _____________________________________________________ October 18. 

. Contemporaneously with the Board's order of October 2 on the 
petitions for reconsideration, a notice by the examiner confirmed that 
hearings would commence on October 18. Additional time, if needed, 
was to be allowed on the newly added phases of the case. Despite 
some further procedural skirmishing, the hearings did commence on 
that date. . . 

3. Formal hearing and positions on the merits . 
The formal hearing consumed nine days, concluding on November 

1. The transcript engrossed 1,054 pages. There were filed in addi
tion some 1,847 pages of exhibits. 

246 E-l0609. E-l0647. 
~47 E-l0651. 
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On November 1, Eastern submitted a petition to the Board to recon
sider the latter's consolidation order of October 2. The petition was 
denied on December 31 on the grounds (a) that some of the matters 
urged were repetitious of arguments made in Eastern's prior petition 
for reconsideration, and (b) that other matters involved a collateral 
attack on interlocutory rulings of the examiner.248 

. 

After the conclusion of the hearings, briefs were submitted to the 
examiner; pursuant to several requests, the deadline for filing these 
was extended to February 7, 1957. In all, 17 briefs (and severallet-'----
ters) were filed, totaling 533 pages. <. 

,On the prima.ry issue of whether additional air service was required 
between St. Louis and the Southeast, Eastern opposed all other appli-
cants: , 
., (1) Eastern made pessimistic proj ections from the traffic figures 

available and'~ compared its low estimates with recent decisions 
, In which the Board had refused to authorize additional service in 
markets manifesting similar or greater traffic potential; contend
ing that this was a marginal route, Eastern argued that diversion 
of traffic revenues through a competitive authorization would 
jeopardize its ability to serve numerous smaller communities 
which 'did not produce a profit. The other applicants made 
more optimistic projections from the sta.tistics, compared St. 
Louis-Southeast air service with the greater service available be
tween other city-pairs claimed to be comparable, and compared 
their high estimates of traffic potential with recent Board de
cisions granting competitive air service in markets with similar or 
lesser traffic potential. Similar arguments ,vere made as to other 
major city-pairs. 

(2) The dther applicants generally criticized the schedules of 
Eastern in the St. Louis-Southeast market, the equipment used,. 
and the alleged failure of Eastern to adequately develop the 
market. Eastern maintained that it had always provided service., 
commensurate with the size of the market, and in fact had antici-

\ pated market growth by maintenance of excess capacity. This 
second argument was related to the first, since, if Eastern was 
'right, the existing traffic was about as much as could be expected 
if a new carrier were certificated, whereas, if the other applicants 
were correct, existing traffic figures were depressed and estimates 
for the future would have to include a liberal allowance for the 
'additional traffic that would be generated by the better service 
and more intensive promotion borne of competition. 

(3) Bureau Counsel ultimately sided with Eastern on this 
issue, contending (i) that the other applicants had faih~d to show 
that Eastern had not developed tthe route's traffic potential, and 
(ii) that the city-pairs compared with St. Louis-Southeast, which 
tended to indicate deficient service in that market, were not shown 
to be comparable with the St. Louis-Southeast market in their 
pertinent economic characteristics-i.e., the poorer traffic flows 
to and fro:r;n St. Louis were as consistent with lack of "community 
of interest" with the Southeast as with under-development of 
traffic potential. 

On choice of carrier, assuming a market sufficient to support at least 
some additional service, there was, of course, a divergence of views. 

2~ E-I0912. 
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Putting to one side the many subsidiary disputes about the validity of 
carrier estimates of traffic flows, costs, and scheduling possibilities, the 
various positions may be briefly outlined: 

Braniff argued that it would be in a position to support the St. 
Louis-Southeast segment by traffic from the Twin Cities and Kansas 
City which it was carrying into St. Louis under existing authori
zations, and that passengers from these more remote cities would be 
convenienced by being able to continue on to the Southeast after a 
stop in St. Louis. (The same argument was applicable on traffic from 
the Southeast to Kansas City and the Twin Cities.) New one-carrier 
service would be made available between the Southeast and such 
cities as Minneapolis-St. Paul, Kansas .City, Des Moines, and Omaha. 
Other applicants minimized this argument by contending (a) that 
the main stream of traffic from the Twin Cities to the Southeast would 
continue to move via Chicago rather than St. Louis and that proposals 
for improved service in this very market were pending in other pro
ceedings, and (b) that Braniff was carrying very little of the St. LOIDs
Kansas City traffic. To this Braniff rejoined that its weakness on the 
I{ansas City-St. Louis and Twin Cities-St. Louis routes was due to the 
lack of connecting traffic on those routes, which curtailed its scheduling 
possibilities; this defect, Braniff argued, would be remedied by a 
St. Louis-Southeast authorization. 

Delta argued that it was already authorized to serve most of the 
cities involved in this proceeding, although not in all cases in the 
direction here in issue, and that the grant of its application would 
greatly improve its route structure, eliminating loose ends and facili
tating flexibility in arranging schedules, service, and utilization of 
equipment. It contended, moreover, that since the service involved 
was primarily "regional"-i.e., covering service within the south
eastern quadrant of the United States-the new authority shquld go 
to Delta as a carrier specializing in that rea:ion. Finally, Delta argued 
that its historical participation in the trathc involved was greater than 
that of any other applicant, exceeded only by Eastern, and that its 
certification would mark the least disruption in existing patterns
fewest new cities, least new mileage, minimum disruption of historical 
patterns; in contrast the proposals of the other applicants would create 
additional competition-e.g., between Atlanta and Miami-where none 
was shown to be needed. On the other hand, the route integration 
sought would permit a wide variety of scheduling, including coach 
service, and some new one-carrier service. The other applicants 
argued that this proceeding was not concerned with remedying the 
the defects of Delta's route structure but with improving St. Louis
Southeast air service; and that Delta's existing routes, while criss
crossing the area, contained no substantial traffic flows which could 
be funneled into the main St. Louis-Southeastern market to support 
extensive services there or to add to existing travel conveniences of 
p'assengers entering that market from outside cities. Delta's historical 
participation was minimized by pointing to Eastern's substantial 
monopoly of the traffic, making Delta's share merely the highest of 
several inconsequential percentages. Moreover, one of Delta's major 
interests-certification into Tampa-was at issue in the Great Lakes-
8 rYUtheast case. 

N ationall1rged its selection on the grounds (1) that it proposed more 
coach service than any of the oth~r appljcants, (2) that it was a spe-
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cialist in Florida tra,ffic, serving more Florida cities than any other ap:. 
plicant, and (3) 'that ~ recent Board decision, adding a competitor to 
a National route, might leave National with m0re equipment than it 
could utilize. But National's main point was that, of all the trunk
lines, it was most in need of strengthening by additional route author
ity; it pointed to recent grants of authorIty to the other small trunk
lines and to the reverse consequence in its own case by reason of the " 
certification of an additional competitor 'On its important New York- ' 
Miami route. The St. Louis market was viewed ,by National as 'One of 
the last' rem'aining avenues for ,its expansion. , Obher applicants 
countered that an award to National would not necessarily strengtheri 
-that carrier'since the route in question was not a particularly lucrative 
one, that National lacked any back-up traffic to support services on the 
route, and that the seasonal nature of the route coincided with seasonal 
fluctuations on N ationaI's other routes, thereby aggravating the varia
tion in utilization of its equipment. Furthermore, they 'argued, these 
same factors minimized the amount of new service that would be of-
fered by National, particu'larly since no service would be provided tQ 
any points west of St. Louis. Finally, it 'was pointed out that N a
tional's revenues had been ample compared to its investments'-i.e., 
that its operations were quite profitable. 
, T'V A placed primary reliance on the new servi~e its proposal would 
provide hetween the Southeast 'and major cities west of St. Louis: 
first one-carrier service between Southeast points and 'Los Angeles, 
San Francisco~ Tulsa, Oklahoma City, and I(ansas City. The a:ddition 
of traffic to and from these cities to traffic moving over the St. Louis
Southeast segment would 'mean: ('a) greater support -for service be
bveen St. Louis 'and the Southeast, and (b) improved service between 
the western cities and the Southeast, more new one~carrier service than 
proposed by any other applicant. TWA rulso pointed out that present 
seasonal fluctuations in its equipment utiiizatioll were the,reverse of 
the seasonal i:dem'ands of the Florida traffic, and 'accordingly that its 
selection here would permit improved utilization of equipment. The 
other applicants responded that T'VA was attempting to convert a 
St.Louis-Southeast case into a southern transcontinental case and that, 
in any event, T'VA would not be ,able to attrad ,much traffic between 
western cities and the Southeast because the mandatory stop at St. 
Louis would make T'V A's service less attractive than transcontinental 
serv~ce being provlded by interchange among ,a number of other 
carrIers. 

Trans American (successor to North American) based its argument 
on two factors: (1) its willingness to render coach service a.t fares 
lower than any proposed by other applicants, and ,(2) the desirability 
of permitting new entry into the trunldine industry. Its primary ob
stacle was an outstanding Board order finding that Trans American's 
constituents 'had engaged in. violations 'of the statiltory and regulatory 
scheme -administered by the CAB. Other applicants relied on this 
order in arguing that Trans American was "unfit." 

Eastern~s affirmatiVe proposals were limited to the "gaps" it desired 
to dose between Chattanooga and Birmingham and between St. Louis 
and Memphis. Oapital was the only carrier authorized to render serv
ice between the first two : and Delta was the only one certificated be
tween the second two. Eastern argued that Capital and Delta had, 
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failed adequately to develop their respective routes, and that.the addi
tion of Eastern would ilnprove service 'between these two pairs of 
points; that Eastern would be able to improve its long-haul services 
to the Southeast if these gaps were closed, augmenting scheduling pos
sibilities 'and routing flexibility; and that such improved -flexihility 
would also pennit better utilization of Eastern equipment and per
sonnel. Diversionary impacts on Capital and Delta were estimated to 
be small. Even so, Capital and D,elta objected to certifiGation of 
Eastern. ' 

The positions of some of the interveners were as follows: 
American was concerned because an award to TV\T A would permit 

service by that carrier between the Southeast and cities west of the 
~1ississippi. American was then participating in such traffic, either 
by direct service or by interchange with other carriers, an~argued that 
the traffic gotential was too small to support an additional carrier, 
American. therefore advocated that any grant to T"VA prohibit 
through-plane service between the Southeast and the "Vest. ) 

Northwest was concerned about a grant to Braniff which would en
able that carrier to participate in traffic pet ween the Twin Cities and 
the Southeast. Northwest was actively participating in such traffic 
by providing service between the Twin Cities and Chicago, where 
connections to the Southeast were available. Northwest urged that 
any award to Braniff preclude through-plane service between the Twin 
Cities and the Southeast. Northwest also had an application pend
ing in the Great Lakes-Southeast case to extend its' Twin Cities-Chi-
eago route to Miami.. . 

Southern rendered local service between Memphis and Atlanta via 
Birmingham, and between Atlanta and Jacksonville. Portions' of the 
applications of Delta and National duplicated these segments. South
ern argued that other routings between St.Louis and the Southeast 
would be preferable and would protect it against undue loss of 

; revenues. 
, AS'noted, Capital objected to certification of Eastern as a competitor 
on the Chattanooga-Birmingham segment. ' , 

I{ansas City urged that it be permitted to benefit from improvement 
of service between St. Louis and the Southeast by granting the appli
cation of Delta or TWA, both of which, were already authorized to 
render service between Kansas City and St. Louis. 

Evansville, included in 'the St-. Louis-Southeast proposals of Delta 
and Natiqnal, expressed a preference for Delta because of the greater 
frequency of service offered by the proposed schedules of that carrier. 

Chattanooga asked to be included on' any new St. Louis-Southeast 
route and supported Eastern's Chattanooga-Birmingham proposal. 

Memphis, included in the St. Louis-Southeast proposals of Delta, 
Braniff and National, supported Delta beca.use (a) Delta's service pro
posals were more extensive, and (b) Delta's certification would make { 
~1:emphis a gateway for traffic between Kansas City and the Southeast. 

Birmingham complained of service deficiencies to St. Louis, Chat
tanooga, Nashville and Memphis, and supported Delta's application 
because it offered the greatest quantity of service. 

Jacksonville desired competitive air service to Nashville, .Memphis 
and St. Louis. -

20-101--63----25 
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The major cities involved-St. Louis, Nashville, Atlanta, Tampa 
and Th1iami-urged the need for additional air service but expressed 
no marked preference for one applicant over another, except for 
,Atlanta's desire for Delta's more attractive schedules. They empha
sized their community of interest with one another. A number of 
large and small cities located on Delta's route supported that carrier!s 
application in order to insure better service for themselves. 

Bureau Counsel argued that there was no need for any ne,v service 
and contended that all applications should be denied. If, however, ,in 
award was to be made, the choice of Delta was $aid to involve the least 
ne\\1 competition since Delta was already certificated" to serve Chatta
nooga-Atlanta, Birmingham -Atlanta, and Atlanta-J acksonville
~{iami. 

,iVith the submission of briefs on February 7, 1957; the case" stood 
ready for decision by the examiner. One further detour was provided 
by Eastern which, in a motion fil'ed on May 7, sought to reopen the 
record to include information" on the financial and traffic results of its 
recent operations in the St. Louis-Southeast markets. Answers in 
QPposition were filed by St. Louis, TWA, and Delta. And on July 2 
the examiner summarily denied Eastern's motion. 
4. Initial decision and subsequent maneuvering 

On July 12, 1957, the hearing examiner rendered his initial decision, 
a document running 129 pages in the record. 249 After noting briefly 
the procedural framework of the case, the examiner proceeded to de
scribe: (1) the cities involved in the. proceeding, their economic char
acteristics, their air service, and their views with respect to new air 
service; (2) the proposals of the applicants, ineluding their arguments 
for being preferred over competing applicants; (3) the arguments of 
applicants, incumbent and Bureau Counsel concerning the need for 
new service in the St. Louis-Southeast market; and (4) the objections 
of interveners. Statements of fact-apparent subsidiary findings
were so intermingled with statements of the parties' contentions, that 
it was difficult to tell which statements were accepted by the examiner. 
But the examiner made clear his ultimate conelusions, to the effect 
that: 

(a) Additional air service was warranted' over a route encom
passing St. Louis, Nashville, Atlanta, Tampa a.lId Miami. As to 
other cities within the area, the available tra.ffic was found to be 
insufficient to support new service except as" service might result 
under existing authorizations. But as to the basic St. Louis
Southeast route the examiner found that there was sufficien t traf
fic' independent of any back-up traffic, to support an additional 
carrier, and that Eastern had not adequately developed the route. 
The diversion in revenues that Eastern would sustain was not 
considered to be a threat to that carrier's financial position. 

(b) The carrier to render th~s"basic service should be National 
The projected beyond~area benefits advanced by Braniff and T'VA 
were minimized by the examiner on the grounds suggested by the 
other applicants. And as between Delta and National, the exam
iner found that National had the greater need for route strength
ening because of recent route a"\vards to Delta and the confined 

249 Reported< at 27 C.A.B. 370. 1 
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character of N ationa1 's route pattern. Trans American was found 
to be unfit because of prior Board orders based on previous viola
tions by membel'sof the Trans Amel'ican group. 

(c) Additional authority should also be granted to Eastern be
tween St. Louis and Memphis and between Chattanooga and Bir
mingham, and to Delta between Memphis and Birmingham. 
These awards were based on the opportunities for route improve
ment afforded by the closing of "gaps" in these carriers' route 
structures, and were deemed to meet the justifiable complaints of 
the cities affected. 

Exceptions to the examiner's decision were filed during July by 
twenty-of the parties to the proceeding. On August 5, T'V A moved to 
strike portions of Eastern's exceptions which embodied some of the 
recent operating data that Eastern had unsuccessfully sought to inject 
by its effort to reopen the proceeding; Delta and St. Louis supported 

, TWA's motion. On August 28 and 29 notices relating to oral argu
ment before the Board were promulgated, supplemented by a further 
notice on September 4 setting oral argument for September 19. By 
reason of an earlier notice by the examiner briefs were due on Septem-
bel' 9. . 

Briefs to the Board were filed by nineteen parties, and letters were 
submitted by two others; together ",·ith the exceptions they totaled 576 
pages. Oral argument before the Board consumed seven hours on 
September 19 and 20 and ran for 219 pages; in addition, some 40 pages 
of materials were submitted for use in connection with oral argument. 
The pressure of work prevented the General Council's office from pre-
paring its usual Memorandum of Issues. ' 

During the course of the argument Northwest requested that the 
Board defer its decision in this case for contemporaneous considera
tion with the pending' Great Lakes-Soulheast Service case. By order 
dated October 18, the Board granted the request on the ground that 
both cases involved service bebveen Atlanta and Florida (the stem 
of a fork with one prong reaching to St. Louis and the other to the 
Great Lakes area.), and t.hat their contemporaneous consideration 
would facilitate a sound decision in both eases. 250 Petitions for recon
sideration of this order were filed by Delta Rnd Eastern, each asking 
different relief, and they were supported by several cities-provoking 
in turn responses by National, Braniff, TWA, Northwest, and Capital, 
who urged that the petitions be denied or, in the alternative, that they 
be stricken to the extent that they involved a. reargument of the merits. 
Several additional exchanges on this subject concluded on December 
11, 1957, without the benefit of any decision by the Board on the vari
ous petitions, answers, motions and letters. 

Another exchange took place in May and June of 1908 when Eastern 
sought once more to reopen the record for recently developed oper
ating data; replies were filed by Northwest and TIVA. 

At about 'this time R dramatic succession of events occurred which 
altered considerably the orientation of the proceeding. On March 26 
and 31, 1958, the Board announced in several press releases its tenta
tive decision in the St. Louis-Sol1,theast case, making the primary 
grant to TWA to render service between St. Louis and !1iami via 
Nashville, Atlanta, and Tampa. At· about the same time. March 24, 

250 E-11888. 
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the Board instituted the H ouston-West Service case,251 an investiga
tion into the need for improt-ed service bet\yeen Houston and Cali
fornia and for first one-carrier service between Florida and California 
via New Orleans and Te;xas points. On April 21, TWA amended a 
pending application so as to propose a southern transcontinental route 
bf the type described and moved to ,consolidate it into the H ouston
lVest case .. And on August 5 the Board issued an order 252 enlarging 
the scope of the H ouston-West case into 'a Souther'n Transcontinental 
Service case 253 encompassing points in Georgia and Florida in the 
East, and Californiain the 'Vest, via intermediate points in Alabama, 
Louisiana, Texas, New J\iexico,Arizona, and N eva-da; at the same time 
the Board deferred decision with respect to the Dallas-California 
portion of the pending Dallas to the West Service case ~54 and con
solidated that portion with the Southern Transcontinental case; in all, 
nine 'appEcations were consolidated at this time. Theannouncement 
of the result in the St. Louis-Southeast case 'and the almost simul
taneous birth of the Southern l"tanscontinental case set the sta.ge for 
the next round of controversy. " . 
, On August 8, Delta moved to defer consideration of T\VA's applica

tion in the St. Lewis-Southeast case for contemporaneous considerat ion 
,vith the applications pendirigin the Southern .Transcontinental case. 
On August 12, American moved to dismiss so m\lch of T1VA's applica
tion as permitted through-service beyond St; Louis to the vVest Coast 
or, in the alternative, to defer TWA's application for comparative 
hearing and contemporaneous consideration with applications pend
.ing' in the Southern Transcontinental case. Answers in ,opposition 
,yere filed by TvVA, Eastern and a number of communities. On 
Septenlpe~29"the Board dismissed the motions on the ground that they 
were; i~. essence, an attempt to obtain reconsideration of the Board's 
,press .release and that, as such, they were' prematurely filed. 255 

Finally, on September 30 the Board issued its, formal opinion in the 
: St. Louis-8outne(l,st case, confirming the awards announced in its p'ress
'release.256 At the time of this decision the record totaled 5,169 pages. 
The ,General Counsel's request for instructions from the 'Board was 
11/2 pages in'length. ' ' 

5. Board decision and first reconsideration 
In its opinion~ the Board agreed with the examinet~ on several points: 

(1) that a St; Louis-N ~shville-Atlanta-Talnpa-M:iami Touting should 
be,grantedto one of the applicants; (2) that pelta should be granted 
the Birmingham-Memphis segment; and (3) that Eastern should be 
'granted the Chattartooga-Birmingham, seglnent. But the Board dis
agreed with the new authority granted toEa-stern between Memphis 
~nd St. Louis and, as previously indicated).. it chose TWA as the ca.rrier 
to render the basic new service between ;jt. Louis and the Southeast. 
In making' this selection, the' Board emphasiz~d ('a) the amount of 
new one-carrier service TWA would provide between the Southeast 
and cities west 'of ,the Mississippi, and (b) the relationship between 
the seasonal demands of the new route and the complementary seasonal 
characteristic~ of T'V f\-'s existing system. ' 

251 E-12279. 
232 E-12861. 
258 Concluded, E-16500, March 13, 1961, app€al pending. 
254 Concluded, E-14334, August 10, 1959. 
2511 E-13023. 
256 Reported at 27 C.A.B. 342., 
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American had argued that TWA should be prohibited from provid
ing through-plane ,service between the Southeast and the West Coast 
because, in the absence of a restriction against such service~ 'TWA 
""ould be in a position to render southern transcontinental service in 
preference to carriers whose applications were pending in the Southern
Transcontinental Se""'1J'ice case. The Board rejected the argument, 
pointing out (1) that service between St. Louis and the Southeast was 
found to be required without regard to any t~'anscontinental aspects, 
(2-) that TvVA's beyond-area advantages were thekind traditionally 
taken into account in making a selection among competing applicants, 
and (3) that the transcontinental service TWA might render, with a 
mandatory stop at St. Louis, was materially different from direct one
carrier service between Florida and the West Coast. The Board 
affirmed "that the availability of TWA's service via St. Louis would 
not in any real sense preclude a finding of public need for a more 
direct routing * :" *. Our grant to TWA * * * does not in any 
way prejudge the merits of the proposals of the various applicants' 
in the Souther'l1 Transcontinental case." 257 . 

The rejection of competing applications 'was, based largely on .argu
ments previously advanced by their adversaries: 

As to National, the Board observed that strengthening of weaker 
carriers was but one of many factors to be considered and that. 
N ationa} would not be particularly strengthened by a route that. dead
ended at St. Louis. It should be noted, further, that"about this time 
(February 8) a subsidiary of National was exposed as a.pai·ticipant 
in the Florida chann.ellO television scandal. '," 

As to Braniff, the Board observed that the Twin Cities support on 
which it had relied had been further dputed by a grant to Northwest 
in the Great Lakes-Southeast Service case: already authorized between 
the Twin Cities, and Chicago Northwest was granted an extension 
from Ohicago to Mi'ami via Atlanta, ther~by fortifying its hold on 
Twin Cities-Florida traffic. . ' ". -," 

With regard to Delta, the Board noted that, as a result of the grant 
here of the Birmingham-Memphis segment and the addition: of Tampa 
to its route in the Great Lakes-Southeast Se1"vice CJase, most of the new 
service benefits upon which Delta had relied could be furnished with
out granting it direct .St. Louis-Southeast authority. Indeed, in viev 
of Delta's new authority it :became necessary to require Delta to serv~ 
Birmingham, in addition to· the junction points of Memphis and 
Atlanta, on :all flights serving St. Louis or Kansas City, on the one 
handt and Florida points on the -other; otherwise Delta would haV'A 
constItuted a third competitor ,for St. Louis-Florida traffic. 

Eastern's two applications met with divergent treatments. On' the 
Chattanooga-Birmingham segment, the benefit to Eastern~s route 
structure was deemed to outweigh the diversionary impact on Capital, 
particul'arly in light of Capital''S poor service. On the St. Louis-Mem
phis segment, the diversionary impact on Delta was held to outweight 
the benefit to Eastern's route structure; apparently because Delta ,had 
rendered good service. Eastern's motion to reopen the record was 
denied. 

Three members of the Board concurred in the majority opinion. 
One member concurred in the awards to Delta and Eastern but dis-

257 27 C.A.B. at 351. 
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sented on the award ito TWA on the ground that nO' need had been 
shown for additional service in the St. Louis-Southeast market, par
ticularly in view of the Great Lake8-Southeast decision, which had 
added two carriers Ito the existing two carriers in the Atlanta-Florida 
market. Another member came to the same result, enlphasizing the 
marginal character of the St. Louis-Southeast market and the effect of 
the TWA award on the Southern Tra'n8continental case; however, he 
would not have required Delta to make a mandatory stop at Birming
ham, thereby permitting that carrier to participate in the St. Louis-
Southeast traffic.' -

The Board's opinions totaled 37 pages in the record. 
The Board's order provided that the new operating authority was 

to become effective on November 29, 1958. PetitionS' for reconsidera
tionand other relief were filed by American, Delta, Eastern, National 
and a number of civic participants. Numerous answers were filed, as 
well as some mntions addressed to these filings. On November 21 the 
Board postponed the effective date of the new certificates to December 
15 because of the pendency of the petitions for reconsideration.258 

And on December 8 the Board issued its Supplemental Opinion 'and 
Order on Reconsideration making a minor change in a restriction on 
Delta's new authority and otherwise rejecting the petitio!Ils for recon
sideration.259 The opinion, 24 pages in length, was addressed primar
ily to 'arguments of the carrier participants that the Board's awards 
to TWA and Delta deprived competing. appliC'ations of comparative 
consideration-i.e., those seeking southern transcontinental service 
and Eastern's Memphis-Kansas City proposal., 

T\VA's certificate became effective on December 16 and it com-
menced service over the new route. I 

6. Judicial review 
Petitions to review the Board's orde,r were filed by American, Delta, 

Eastern and N atiqnal. The Court of Appeals rendered its decision on 
December 10, 1959.260 While rejecting summarily all arguments di
rected to the merits of the awards to TWA and IDelta, the Court con
sidered in great detail objections to the scope of the proceeding. 

All four petitioners challenged the award to rWA on the ground 
that it constituted a southern transcontin·ental route which they had 
also sought. Petitioners argued that, instead of being relegated to 
the Southern Transcontinental proceeding, their applications should 
have been given comparative consideration with that of TWA in the 
St. Louis-Southeast case. The Court agreed (at least as to three of the 
four petitioners) and found that prima facie the ,Board by its award 
had transformed the limited area proceeding in~o a southern trans
continental case; that the mandatory stop at St. Louis did not preclude 
TWA from becoming an effective competitor for transcontinental traf
fie; and, therefore, that the grant to TWA might prejudice some or 
all of the southern transcontinental applications. The Board was 
given three ways in which to remedy the defect: (1) it could condition 
the award to TWA so as to preclude it from becoming an ~ffective 
transcontinentafl carrier; (2) it could hold an evidentiary hearing to 

258 E-13189. 
259 E-13248. 
260 Delta Ai,r Lines, Inc. v. CAB, 275 F. 2d 032 (D.C. Cir. 1959), cert. d-cnied, 362 U.S. 

969 (1960). . 
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buttress its announced conclusion that the award to TWA could not 
exclude any southern transcontinental a wards; or (3) it could reopen 
the proceeding to hold a comparative hearing on all transcontinental 
applications. 

The a ward of the Memphis-Birmingham segment to Del1ta was chal
lenged by Eastern. Eastern contended that this permitted Delta to 
render I(ansas City-Memphis-Southeast service, the very authority 
Eastern sought to secure by its Kansas City-Memphis application, 
which had been excluded from the proceeding. On this phase of the 
case the Court sustained the Board, finding a necessity that the Board 

f be a position to restrict the scope of its proceedings to manageable 
proportions. In reconciling this conclusion with its apparently con
trary holding on the transcontinental phase, the Court observed: 
"The expansion of an area case by adding a little additional segment ~ 
outside the area is quite a different thing from awarding a transcon
tinental certificate in a limited area case. The former is an expansion 
of a limited case. The latter is a transformation of the real nature 
of the proceedings." 261 

On May 2, 1960, TWA's petition for certiorari to the United States 
Supreme Court was denied. 262 . 

7. Board decision on remand 
The next action of the Board Itook place on May 9.263 Acting on a 

request filed by TWA on April 18, the Board granted a thirty-day 
exemption to prevent interruption in TWA's St. Louis-Southeast 
services. Rejecting the opposition of Delta and Eastern, the Board 
conditioned the exemption on a change of planes at St. Louis. On 
May 17 an order issued setting oral argument on the remanded ease 
for May 26 and specifying the issues the Board thought to be sign if -
icant.264 The Board's ability to act was handicapped by the fact that, 
of the five members who originally had decided the case, only the two 
dissenters remained. Oral argument actually took place on June 3, 
and on June 8 the Board extended TWA's exemption to July 31.265 

On July 29, 1960, the Board issued its S\lpplemental Opinion and 
Order in the St. Louis-Southeast case.266 Reaffirming its decision on 
need for the service and selection of TWA to render the service, the 
Board turned to limiting TWA's transcontinental operations in ac
cordance with the mandate of the Court. The Board required that, 
on transcontinental flights, TWA must change pl'anes at either St. 
Louis or Kansas City. This created three problems: 

First, this requirement seemed to conflict with the basis of the 
Board's original selection of TWA: the integration of the St. Louis
Southeast segment with TWA's route west of St. Louis. The Board 
concluded that, even though single-plane service between the South
east and the )Vest Coast was no longer a supporting consideration, 
TWA was still the best choice because of: (1) seasonal integration of 
operations, (2) single-plane service between Kansas City and the 
Southeast, and (3) availability of back-up traffic west of Kansas City 

261 275 F. 2d at 644 .. 
262 Trans World Airline-s, Inc. v. Delta Air ,Lines, Inc., 3612 U.S. 969 (1960). 
268 E.-15202. 
~S4 E-15239. 
~ E-15R51. 
206 E-15599. 
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which, despite the change of plane, could be funneled, into the St: 
Louis-Southeast market to support service there. ,', 
, Second, it was disputed that this requirement was sufficient to C0111-

ply with the mandate of the court without also establishing a connect
ing time more prolonged than the 40 to 45 minutes then being used by 
TWA under its exemption authority. It was argued, further, that 
to the' extent TWA could rely on back-up traffic beyond Kansas City, 
it was a transcontinental competitor. The Board rejected the conten
tion, finding that the circuity, delay and change of plane involved in 
TWA transcontinental flights made its competitive impact on the 
transcontinental market "minimal." 

Third, a new Ashbacker objection was injected when Eastern, con
tended that one of its transcontinental applications, which had ,Been 
refused consolidation, involved a St. Louis-I{ansas City segment which 
was mutually exclusive with the single-plane I{ansas City:-Southeast 

, service permitted by the Board's order. Relying on the Court's deci
sion on the Memphis-Birmingham award to Delta, the Board held 
that it had discretion to reject consolidation of Eastern's beyond:-area 
application even though the award to T'VA permitted the service 
sought by Eastern. : 

On the first and second points, one member of the(Board dissented. '" 
On 'the third point Eastern filed a petition for reconsideration, which, 
together with a Delta petition, was denied on October 11, 1960.267

, The 
opinions on remand ran some 24 pages. The St. Louis-Southeast 
Service case was finally over. , 

8. Concluding notes 
Two postscripts may be in order: 

First, TWA's passengers between the Southeast and the "Test 
Coast are still going through the tiresome ritual of changing 
planes at St. Louis or Kansas City. The Board's files include 
inquiries from passengers who used T'VA's through-plane serv
ice in 1959 and express some understandable ire with the' subse-
quent requirement of-changing planes. , ' 

Second; the'Board decided the Southern TranscontinentaIServ
ice case on March 13, 1961, awarding two new transcontinental 
routes, one to National and one to Delta.268 T"r A's application 

. was summarily rejected on the grounds that it lacked any historic 
interest in Florida-West Coast traffic and that its certification 
,vould result in excessive competition with National's trans-Gulf 
operations. 

As concluded, the' record in the St. Louis-Southeast case filled 11 
volumes. 

H. STUDIES OF PROCESSING TIME AND VOLUME OF 
LICENSING MATTERS 

The St. Louis-Southeast ease is but one proceeding. Additional in
formation is required in order to place that case in perspective. How, 
does it comp~re with other major route proceedings in length and 
complexity? Among other things, the following discussion should 

207 E-15904. 
l!68 E-16500, March 13, 1961. reversed in part, Braniff A.irways, Inc. v. CAB, 7 CCH Air. 

L. Rep. ~8. 145 (D.C. Cir. 1962). ' 
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permit a comparison with the St. Louis-Southeast case and facilitate 
a more realistic estimate of the nature and magnitude of the Board's 
licensing proceedings. 

In fiscal 1961, six major route proceedings (not counting St. Louis
Southeast) were closed by the Board: one trunkline case, four local 
service area cases, and one case substituting local for I trunkline 
service.269 For reasons indicated elsewhere, the intervals between the 
filing of the various applications and the prehearing conference are 
not meaningful measures of processing time. In the six cases here 
considered, applications were included which were almost nine years 
old at the time of the. prehearing conferenc~; others were filed at the 
conference or shortly before. These time intervals are therefore ex
cluded. Also omitted are intervals required by judicial review or 
evidentiary hearings on reopened portions. Working within these 
limitatio:p.s, a composite picture of,the six major route cases, from the 
prehearing conference to the final Board order, discloses the following 
time intervals: 

From;prehearing cOl1ference to the examiner's original report of the 
conference, 1.2 months elapsed; from the examiner's report to the 
Board's first consolidation order, another 2 months; from the first 
consolidation order to the Board's final consolidation order, an addi
tional 4.4 months; from the final consolidation order to the start of 
the evidentiary hearing, another 2.2 months. The total time con
sumed prior'to the evidentiary hearing averaged 9.8 months; the time 

,required to finally determine the scope of the proceedings amounted 
to 7.6 months.270 

From the beginning of the evidentiary hearing to its conclusion an 
average of 2.9 months elapsed. During this period an average of 33 
days were actually devoted to evidentiary hearings. . 

From the conclusion of the formal hearing, the examiner tookl0.9 
months to prepare his initial decision. 

The Board's decision, on review of exceptions to the examiner's re
port, was issued 10.6 months later. It took another 6.4 months to 
dispose of petitions for reconsideration. The total time required from 
prehearing conference to final Board .action averaged 3 years and 5 
months. ' 
. A. number of other sources indicate that these are typical figures. 

Thus the Board's own budget personnel compiled ave.rages based on 
70 percent of the route cases closed in the five-year period 1956 through 
1960, excluding extreme or atypical cases. The averages obtained f6r 
m~jor route cases were.: 

One year from prehearing conference to completion of the hear
ing (almost identical to fiscal 1961 ) ; 

Fifteen months from. conclusion of the hearing to the ~nitial 
decision (10.9 months for fiscal 1961) ; , 

Thirteen months from initial decision to Board decision (10.6 
months for fiscal 19(1). 

2B9 Southeastern Area Local Service Investigation, Docket No. 7038 : Northea~tern Stntes 
Area Investigation, Docket No. 6436; Cincinnati-Detroit Investigation, Docket No. 9891; 
Pacific-Northwest Local Servioe Investigation, Docket No. 5463 ; Great Lakf's Local Service 
Investigation, Docket No. 4251; Southern Transcontinental Service case, Docket No. 7984. 

WoO The evidentiary hearing is sometimes commenced before the scope of the proceeding 
is finally determlned. , 
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It is useful, in reviewing the time required to decide these cases, to 
simultaneously consider their complexity. The six cases used to con
struct a composite for fiscal 1961 each involved on'the average: 

Thirty-three applications sought to be consolidated; 
> Seventeen applications actually consolidated, four by CIVIC 

interests and the remainder by six carrier applicants; 
Seventy interveners,' six of them carriers and the remainder 

civic interests; . , 
An initial decision of 210 pages,2 days of oral argument before 

the Board, and one or more Board opinions totaling 113 pages; 
and 

A total record of some 28 volumes. 
As compared with these proceedings, the St. Louis-Southeast case 

, stands at the less complex end of the spectrum of major route cases: 
only 32.5 months were consumed between the' prehearing yonference 
and the final Board order prior to judicial review; only thirty-odd 
parties were involved; and the record was a mere 11 volumes. 

Recognizing the co.mplexity of major route cases is of some im
portance. If, for example, the 106 applications actually consolidated 
in the six major route cases under discussion were each credited with a 
pro rata share of the 246 months required to dispose of the six pro
ceedings, the time allotted to each application would be only 2.3 
months. This compares favorably with the time required to dispose 
of "simpler" route cases, those concerned with only one or a few 
applications. 

In fiscal 1961, there were six proceedings that might be considered 
minor route cases (includiI]g two reopened portions of major route 
cases) .211 They each requIred an average of 15:7 months to con
clude ; and if credit is given for multiple applications in several pro
ceedings, the pro rata share of the total time applicable to each appli
cation is 9.4 months. The Board's budget study for 1956 through 1960, 
previously referred to, indicates that. 17 months is typical for minor 
route cases (exclusive of the reconsideration stage). 

Route cases closed in fiscal 1961 have been deemed to encompass six 
major and six minor route proceedings. This is a fairly representa
tive figure, somewhat better than fiscal 1960 and not quite as high as 
fiscal 1959. The Board's classification of "closed" proceedings. based 
on the initial Board decision on the merits, does not coincide with the 
one used here-which treats as "closed" only those cases in which peti
tions for reconsideration have ben disposed of and deferred portions 
have been resolved (even through deferred portions requiring evi
dentiary hearing's were treated as separate cases for purposes of time 
studies) . The Board's classification of "route cases" is also some~ 
what broader in that it includes suspensions, renewals~ international 
applications, and other types of proceedings excluded from this study 
of initial licensine- of domestic air transport. Even so, the BoaTd's 
n.g'llreS are useful if compared with one another o:ver a period of ,time. 
For then.seal years 1947 through 1961, the Board's dispositions of 
route matters, including dismissals, was as follows: 

Z71 Pittf;bUI".2'h-S:VI'IlCUS~ IlIvesti!!aUon, Docket No. 7263: Wheelinq-Npw Y()rk N()ru'Itop 
(,I1SP. Do('kpt No. 9!l34: Sara!'/o-ta-Br-nflenton Inve!':tig-ation. Docket No. 10369: Lnkl' Cl'ntI'nl 
-"dr-line". TpmpoTfirv lntermedi,atl' PointR, Do~ket No. 100R9: Annlication of Vanee Rohprtf; 
n/bln Nortbw~f;t Ail' Serv1cp. Dockpt No. 1070R: reopl'ned Pacific -Nort1/,11'e.~t Local fUr 
Sen;icc ens!' (Sncrnmcnto to RenoL Doel(et No. 5463 et al. 
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Pending at Received Disposed of Pending at Received Disposed of 
Fiscal year start during during Fiscal year at start during during 

, year year year year 

1941-- ________ 798 475 305 1955 __________ 730 203 130 
1948 __________ 968 165 442 1956 __________ 803 360 191 1949 __________ 691 155 239 1957 ______ . ____ 972 195 135 
1950 __________ 607 147 208 1958 __________ 1. 032 202 88 
195L ________ 546 130 247 195L ________ 1,146 171 360 
1952 __________ 429 297 122 1960 __________ 957 194 119 
1953 __________ 604 218 154 196L ________ 1.032 159 1398 1954 __________ 668 135 73 1962 __________ 793 ------------ ------------

1 Including about 200 dismissals of a nonrecurring nature. 

Also during fiscal 1961 the following applications for operating 
authority were disposed of by informal procedures: 
Exemptions____________________ 1121 Service pattern changes_________ 12 
Airport notices_________________ 126 Charter authorizations__________ 26 

The docket on informal matters is fairly current; there is virtually 
no backlog. But the formal docket is quite another matter. An ex
amination of that docket las of N o;vember 30, 1961,272 reveals that there 
were then pending 681 applications for domestic operating authority. 
Of these, 188 applications in 13 separate cases were before the Board 
for its decision, including some that were being held fo.r other matters 
or were awaiting the enactment of pending legislation. Another 72 
applications involved in a single proceeding were the subject of an 
initial decision recently served. Hearings had been held on another, 
40 appli0ation,s involved in three proceedings ;.and preheaTing steps 
had been taken with regard to 45 mo.re applications embraced in 12 
cases . 

. This left 336 applications which were simply "awaiting action." 
These were encompassed in the following categories: 
Domestic conventional aircraft-

Filed between 1946 and 1952_____________________________________ 8 
Filed between 1953 and 19,55______________________________________ 32 

. Filed in 1956 and 1957___________________________________________ 29 
Filed in 1958 and 1959___________________________________________ 49 
Filed in 1960____________________________________________________ 54 
Filed in 1961 _______________________________ ~____________________ 51 

. Domestic helicopter aircraft, the earliest pending since 1946____________ 77 
Alaska authority. the earliest since 1952 and most since 1958____________ 14 
Nonscheduled authority, 1 since 1954 and most since 1959 _____ -,_________ 5 
Miscellaneous formal route matters___________________________________ 17 

Of significance is the fact that the largest numbers of pending ap
plications are concentrated at the two extrenles of the licensing proc
ess: either they had reached the Board for decision (or were about to) 
or they were simply awaiting action. The nunlber of applications 
recently committed to the hearing process is reolntively small. This is 
not wholly accidental. The general sentiment at the Board favors the 
view that outstanding domestic air transport authorizations are gen
erally ample; that new licensing win proceed henceforth at a dimin
ished rate; land that, in view of the poor financial condition of the 
industry, the present need is for a contraction of outstanding autho.r
izations through route suspensions and amendments and through 

!l72 Burean of Hearing Examiners, Docket Section, Report of Formal Eco·nomic Proceed
ings as of November 30, 1961 (1961). 
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lapprovals of mergers and route transfers. Whether this is a relatively 
permanent fixture of contemporary CAB operations, or merely the 
pessimistic phase of a cyclical development, is difficult to say. It is 
clear, however, that the rate at which domestic route applications are 
processed i~ the near future will depend upon Board attitudes con
cerning the substantive policies underlying the granting of new 

· authorIzations. 
It is entirely possible that the major route proceeding, which has 

been a source of so much anguish and study, is in large measure a 
thing of the past; and that future r0ute cases will concentraA:e on 
minor adjustments to the route pattern rather tlian over-all review of 
large geographical areas and interrelated markets of substantial pro
portions. But a resurgence of traffic growth' and industry' profits 
could well lead t6 a return to ambitious licensing-and enlarged pro
ceedings-with all of the problems they encompass . 

. I. PROSPECTS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF THE LICENSING 
PROCESS 

1. Introductory comment on the perspective of the individual 
Board Member 

A view of the licensing process from the va~tage point of the indi
vidual ~oard Member is vital to an appraisal of any proposed change 
in CAB procedures.273 

It is essential, first, to recognize that only a portion of each Board 
Member's time is available for licensing matters.· In addition to route 
cases, the Board Member participates in the decision of other formal 
matters and iJ? the negotiation of bilate~3:1 treaties. with foreign g~v~ 
ernments; he IS called upon to make decIsIOns relatIng to the adIDlnls
tration of the Board's staff and to the other aspects of maintaining a 
continuing organization; and he engages in public relations activities 
and in' consultations with me:tnbers of the industry, community rep
resentatives, members of Congress, other Government officials, and 
various other persons. Rather than attempt a'division in terms of 
these manifold activities, a more meaningful picture may be given 
by considering the way in which a typical week engages the time of a 
Board Member. In terms of office time, the averages are roughly as 
follows: 

Attending oral argument: 1 day or slight1y less. 
Attending Board meetings: 2 days. 

· Other conferences, day-to-day administration. 1 day or more . 
. There is relatively little tirp.e in the standard wo~k-week .for indep~nd
ent study and research. Most' of the work th~t reqUIreS', sustaIned 
,reading or attention to details must be reserved for evenings or week-
ends. ' I 

Returning to the licensing cases, it may be useful to note what a 
Board Member must consider in order rationally to decide a route 
mise. The cissues fall·into two categories: first, :factual questions con
cerning economic data relating to the various proposals under con-

. 273 On such a perspective, see Hector, Problems of the CAB and' the Independent Regu
latory Commissions (1959) ; McKinsey, and Company, Increasing the Effectiveness of the 
Civil Aeronautics Board, 3-1, AppendIx C (1959). 
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sideration: and, second, legal or policy questions concerning the result 
which should follow from the data. 

The factual questions maybe answered principally from two 
sources: the record compiled in the particular case; and statistical 
data, continuously compiled by the Board and others, and subject to 
official notice (some iterris of which also appear in the record). But 
the individual Board Member has no sIgnificant. personal contact 
with either of these sources. It is utter fantasy to suppose that in 
minutes snatched 'between oral arguments, Board meet.ings, appoint
ments, daily paper work and the like, Board Members can rummage 
through thIrty volume records and statistical compilations even more 
extensive. Obviously their inquiries have to be more nar!owly 

. focussed. Specifically the Board Member may seek to ascertaIn the 
, facts by looking to- . 

( a ) The initial decision of the hearing examiner; 
(b) The briefs of the parties; 
( c) Statements in 'oral argument; and . 
(d) Memoranda prepared by rus personal ass,istant or the Gen-

eral Counsel's office. 
Even these documents are far from succinct and it is questionable 

whether Board Members have the time to explore fully each of these 
sources. Moreover, it would be rare that one could tell, simply 'by 
looking at these documents] whose 'Version of the facts is accurate: 
An examination of the origInal sources-record and statistics-often 
is necessary to resolve conflicting claims of the parties or, perhaps 
more commonly, to reconcile partial truths and differences of emphasis 
and a pproach. 

The "memorandUln of issues" of the General Counsel is of little 
assistance on this score, except to the ,extent that it provides cross
references to relevant portions of other documents. Oral argument 
has been greatly abbreviated in recent years and the Board, for the 
most part, does not interrogate counsel. Personal assistants are them
selves deluged with day-to-dayadministrative details. Typically the 
Board Member takes home the'initial decision and briefs of the 
parties for review the evening before the oral argument and tries to 
reach a conclusion on the basis of this limited review and the 'argument 
itself. If questions remain, the Member may ask his assistant to re
search the point; or, more rarely, he may ask for statistical informa
tion or analysis from the Office of Carrier Accounts and Statistics. 

Establishing the facts may be difficult, but given sufficient time the 
job might be capable of S'atisiactory solution. ; However, it is uncer
tain whether legal and policy questions are soluble in the same way. 
On strictly legal questions-whether the· Board has power' to act in a 
certain way-the inquiry is often conventional; and the Office of 
General Counsel is the primary source of assistance. Once the issue 
of power is settled in the affirmative, as it usually is, the question of 
policy still remains: should the Board act in one way rather ~han 
another ~ In most instances the Board has sufficiently broad discre
tion that anyone of a wide variety of results is either legally justifi
ruble or at least Ilot subject to meaningful judicial review ~ To what 
source can the Board look to decide which choice to make ~ 

Theoretically the authoritative source of guidance on policy matters 
is the Board's governing legislation. But the act talks in such general 
terms, 'and with such a multiplicity of policy objectives, that no 
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measure of statutory study will yield an answer to the problems posed 
by most concrete cases-e.g., could the act be said to indicate which 
carrier should be selected in the St. Louis-Southeast case ~ 

Nor does the legislative background of the statute shed much light. ' 
As previously indicated, the multiplicity, of purposes stated in the act 
is merely a reflection of the fragmentation of views expressed by the 
Congress in the course of considering the measure. Moreover, the 
basic economic provisions of the statute are now almost twenty-five 
years old; many of the circumstances that prevail~d in 1938 no longer 
exist, and many new events have come to pass. The legislative history 
may provide some useful elaboration of the statutory objectives, but 
it does not inform the Board member which one to emphasize when a 
conflict arises. ' 

The same twenty-five years which have rendered SOlne of the act's 
legislative background obsolete have also produced innumerable 
Board decisions. These conceivably could provide: guidance on policy 
issues. But their value in this respect is rather dubious, since-like 
the act and legislative history they implement-they often talk in 
terms of a multiplicity of general purposes, with little clear articula
tion as to when one purpose will govern and when another. Thus 
large carriers may win some cases on the ground that, by reasons of 
their exensive route patterns, they can provide more new service im
provements for the, traveling public; small carriers may win other 
cases on the ground that they require strengthening. But when one 
policy will prevail over the other is difficult to predict. 

The conventional sources-act, legislative history,Board prece
dents-may tell a Board Member what to think about. It is doubtful 
that they proved 'many ans1wers. In the search for solutions, a Board 
Member may turn inward-to his own personal philosophy of eco
nomics and government-or he may turn outward-to the views ex
pressed by politicians, industry representatives, staff personnel, the 
press, and other seemingly know,ledgeable persons. In either case the 
ultimate source of decision stems 'neither from the record nor from 
the conventional standards of policy guidance." , 

But it must be remembered that policy choices do not often arise as 
philosophical questions unconnected with empirical data. Such choicf:s 
are almost invariably connected with factual data in either of two 
ways: (1) some controversial policy issues (such as the desirability 
of competition aUl0ngair carri,ers) may be the subject of extensive 
factual inquires (as ill comparisons of the nature of operations in com
petitive and noncompetitive markets); (2) some generally accepted 
policy considerations may be shown to be inapplicable in a particular 
case,----e.g., it might be shown that a combination of two routes could 
not be achieved in, such a, way as to improve traffic flows between them 
even tho~gh the integration of I traffic flows is generally of some im
portance~ , ,And ,m,any :0£ these matters will be the subject of exhibits 
in the record o:p~of statistical materials in the Board's files. 

Coming back, then, to the record and the statistics arid the means by 
which a Member lnay achieve an understanding of them l the task can 
be, greatly simplified or greatly magnified by the Member's' attitude 
toward various poJicy issues. If a Member has resolved :for himself a 
controversial issue-e.g., that competition between more than two car
riers over the sanle route segment is undesirable-he obviously has cut 
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down the number of record facts he must assess and weigh. If, on the 
other hand, a l\1ember is uncertain about a policy issue, he may have to 
consider, not only the significance of the policy consideration on the 
facts revealed by the particular record, but also the facts bearing on its 
general validity. Thus, on the question of certificating a third com
petiti ve carrier, the unceltain Member may have to ,ask himself: (a) 
'Vhat special arguments are made for and against the third carrier in 
the particular market in issue? (b) What has been the general ex
perience in three-carrier markets as compared with two-carrier mar
kets? Probably no two 1\iembers will require precisely the same in
formation to dispose of a concrete case. 

Nor win the same information mean the same thing to Mombers with 
different views. One Member may be ever alert to promises of traffic 
gro\vth and the possibilities created thereby for ne\v certifications; 
another lnay be acutely sensitive to any inroads on carrier profits and 
easily induced to be cautious about route awards. A report of increased 
traffic and decreased earnings may lead the first 1\tlember to favor ad
ditional route authority and the second to reject any such expansion. 

The differences -in Member outlooks, when coupled with the many
sided character of Board decisions, tend to perpetuate the difficulties 
which beset Board members. If a route case can be resolved by any 
number of solutions, and if Board Members reach determinations on 
highly individualized grounds, the B@ard's efforts in a particular case 
,are likely to involve, first, a struggle to reach a composite result
points to be served, carrier (s) to be chosen, restrictions to be inlpos~d
to which a majority will adhere; and, second, an effort to state a theory 
upon which the result may be justified. The first 'step is probably the 
one which absorbs most of the collective energies of the Board. The 
latter task-the statement of a r,ationale-is not only of secondary 
importance but is often highly generalized and inconclusive because 
(a) the grounds of individual Members in the majority are not the 
same, and (b) the result lnay reflect no consistent policy approach, but 
rather a compromise of conflicting individual solutions incapable of 
mustering a majority. Thus, as a source of policy guidance for the 
future, the opinions of the Board tend consistently to fall short of 
their potential because of the nature of the cases and the lack of 
coherent policy guidance in the past. The process does not preclude 
gradual accretions of precedential policy. But it makes the attain
ment of a general consensus extremely unlikely. 

The major problem in these vast and un\vieldy route cases is to ful
fill the twin objectives of-

(a) Providing Board l\<fembers with the information they re
quire, in light of their individually divergent views, to reach satis-
factory conclusions on both factual and policy issues; and . 

(b) Encouraging the Board as a whole to achieve as much con
sensus as possible In its formulation of policy, within the limits 
imposed by the inevita,ble divergent individual viewpoints. 

2. General form of the pro'ceeding 
Much of the comment on CAB route licensing has been directed at 

the general format of the process. Trial-type procedures, it has been 
argned, are singula.rly inappropriate for resolution of the mn,ny-sided 
controversies that characterize complex route proceedings; the func
tion is one of planning and management, which requires executive 
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direction rather than case-by-ca~e adjudication.274 But the differences 
in approach between "management" and "adjudicatian" may be more 
rhetorical than real. For planning need nat be incampatible with 
some measure of case-by-case adjudicatian; and even the mast dis
cretionary farm of executive management would presmnably- require 
some factual basis for its determinations. The inquiry can perhaps 
be more sharply fa cussed by asking: (1) how should plans and policies 
be formulated? (2) ha,,, should factual determinations be made'? For 
W~latever label is pinned on the process, these two ihterrelated func-
tions must somehow be performed. .. . 

I t is necessary a.s an initial step to take note of some of the camman 
graund upon which any pracedural system must be built: 

First, the snbstantive policies 'of canm1ercial-aviatian regulatian are 
not in issue. A reexamination af bath substantive palicies and tlieir 
procedural implementation ,vould apen anuinber of avenues for 
change, particularly in evaluating the respective roles af regulation and 
market competition. But this is not naw before us. 

Second, commercial aviation will therefore continue to be developed, 
under a continuatian of existing substantive palicies, by private busi
ness enterprise subject to public regulatian. This has important impli
cntions for proposed procedural arrangements. If private manage
ment is to function effectively, if investments aTe to be made and 
other business risks incllITed, there must be a measure of stability and· 

, certainty in 'the regula,tory scheme. From the vantage paint of the 
regulator, well-nigh unlimited discretian would certainly expand the. 
possibilities of regulation; and the ability to. make decisions pramptly 
,yould increase ~he effectiveness of regulation. But fram the view
point of the regulated enterprises these same qunlities could spell 
utter havoc: unpredrictable administrative controls inflicted without 
warning and .without opportunity for adjustment. As long as private 
enterprise is employed to develop commercial aviation, probably the 
regulatory scheme must be somewhat "sticky" in its operations, a neces
sary compromise between the flexibility and decisiveness desired by 
the regulators· and the predictability and stability required by the 
regulated interests. 

Third, under unchanged substantive policies, rOl,lte awards will con~ 
tinue to be made on the basis of a balancing of numerous conflicting 
policy considerations-situations like the St. Louis-Southeast Service 
case. With a relatively mature route pattern, it is unrealistic to think 
of "planning" in terms of making actual routes conform to same over
an ideal worked out in advance by the planner: the jab is tao big; the 
current need is too small; the substantive regulatory. tools are too 
limited; and the disturbance of existing economic interests and rela
tions wauld be too great. Rather it seems likely that the regulatary 
task will continue to be a series of ad hoc a,djustments in route patterns 
to meet changing or unsatisfied needs; and that the primary role of 
planning will be to determine the order in which such adjustments are 
made and to introduce new or different palicy considerations into their ' 
resolution. 'Vhile same such planning may improve and perhaps 
simplify the pracess, the net result proba~ly will nat be markedly dif-

274 Landis, Report on Regulatory Agencies to the President-elect 41, 42 (1960) ; Redford, 
National RegulatGry Commissions 14 (1959); Hector, New Critique of the Regulatory 
Agency (1959); Hector, Problems of the CAB and .the Independent RegulatoryCommis
sions 55 (1959) ~ 
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ferent from contemporary route proceedings-except that the ad
justments may be smaller and the proceedings therefore more 
manageable. , . 

Fourth, there is the obvious need to make available to the decisional 
authority the factual material upon which the relevant policy consid
erations are based. Someone has to collect and collate the informa
tion. Under the present procedural arrangement, much of the work is 
done by private parties (although with the aid of Board statistics). 
If this work were to be undertaken by the Board's : staff, their task 
would be magnified enormoUsly. Even then it would be difficult to 
exclude pertinent information submitted by an outsider; it, too, would 
have to be considered and evaluated. And, of course, some informa
tion is peculiarly within the lmowledge of private parties. Moreover~ 
since much of the information is technical and complex, explanation 
is often necessary; cross-examination, properly employed, can bring 
forth that explanation and expose the underlying methods and as
sumptions (and perhaps fallacies and mistakes) that led to the stated 
conclusions. Whatever the decisional method employed, some tech
nique must be devised for collecting, evaluating and checking relevant 
information. Whether cross-examination of witnesses is essential may 
be reserved for later discussion. / 

Finally, decisions in route cases will continue to have an enormous 
impact on the economic prospects of affected enterprises and com
munities. It is unthinkable, in our society at least, that such affected 
parties will stand by passively while the decisional process grinds 
out its momentous conclusions. The choice is between giving such par
ties an overt role in the process, one in which they can seek to influence 
the result, or relegating them to surreptitious efforts to ",pull strillgs~' 
in order to achieve the desired outcome. Our approach traditionally 
has been to make a virtue of necessity and confer an overt role on such 
affected interests. 

If this summary is accurate, the procedures required in route cases 
must be characterized by (1) some measure of continuity in policy 
and slowness in making changes; (2) ad hoc adjustments of route pat
terms based on conflicting policy considerations, including those de
vised by the planners; (3) methods for collecting, evaluating, and 
checking relevant factual information; ;lnd (4') roles for affected 
interests which permit overt efforts to influence results. No mention 
has been made of "fairness" or "due process," since it is believed that 
considerations normally associated with these generalized concepts are 
subsumed under the third and fourth categorIes: if the processes for 
gathering relevant information lead to accurate results, and if affected 
parties are afforded an opportunity to attempt overtly to influence the 
result, the procedure is fair and satisfies due process. . 

Within the limitations e:p.umerated, the present procedural arrange
ment-viewed as a whole-is an appropriate means for implementing 
existing substantive policies. Suggestions for revision are called for 
and are hereafter made, but these can be carried out within the cur
rent framework. Proposals for more radical changes in regulatory 

. structure--including the transfer of some or all of the Board's func
tions to an executive depa,rtment-have be.en considered, as have the 
criticisms which led to their formulation, but it has been concluded 
that such proposals are directed toward either (a) changes in substan-

20-101~63L---26 
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tive policy, which are beyond the scope of this st~dy, or (b) criticisms 
of the present system which can be remedied as well, if not better, by 
relatively moderate changes in existing procedural arrangements (as 
indicated in subsequent discussions) . 

An exception to this generalization is the possibility of lodging ulti
mate responsibility for regulation in a single-administrator rather 
than a multi-member Board. Such a change would facilitate the 
process of policy deterlninationat any given time, but probably it 
would aggravate the tendency of policy outlooks to change radically 
with shifts in personnel. In any case, it seems unlikely that such a 
substitution would be tolerated in the absence of firmer agreement on 
the ultimate policies to govern commercial aviation; and if such a ' 
consensus could be achieved, the need for the substitution would be 
considerably less. 
3. Expanded use of rulemaking in route proceedings and the role 

of cross-examination 
One proposal which might be classified either as a radical change or 

" as a revision in existing procedures is the suggestion that the issues 
in route proceedings be divided into two kinds-(l) what new route 
authority should be granted ~ and (2) to whom should the authority 
be granted ?-and that the first issue should be decided jn informal 
proceedings, as by rulemaking, and that only the second should be 
made, the subject of a formal hearing.275 The objections to the pro-, 
posal take two lines, one legal and the other practical. , 

The legal objection is that the governing statute requires a "hearing" 
before new route authority can be granted, and that the issues enconl
passed include both determination of the need for service and the selec
tion of an approprjate carrier.27G The question raised by tIns provi
sion is whether the Board, in a rulemaking proceeding, could establish 
the need for a service and exclride1that issue from the evidentiarv hear
ing on applications to render the service. To give a concrete example: 
Could the Board have held a rulemaking proceeding in the St. -Louis
Southeast case to determine whether an additional carrier should be 
certificated on a route running from St. Louis to Miami via Atla.llJta 
and Tampa, and then, having held in the affirmative in the rulemaking 
case, confined the evidentiary hearing to a selection among competing 
applicants~ The question is 3: genuinely debatable one, depending on 
whether controlling emphasis is placed on the right of hearing in the 
application sectiOI1. or on the Board's rulemaking power stated in gen
eral terms elsewhere in the statuite,277 Some decisions concerned with 
FCC rulemaking suggest, that the legal objectiorls to the proposed 

" change have been exaggerated; 278 but the Communications Act is less 
concerned about competitive entry than is the Federal Aviation Act 
and the FCC may therefore have greater latitude in the use of rule
making which affects entry.279 Suffice it to sa.y that the CAB has 
never att~mpted to use rulemaking in this way, so the question is still 
----'- '\ 

1275 Landis, Repo'rt on Regulatory Agencies to the President-elect '41, 42 (1960) ; Redford, 
National Reg'ulatory Commissions 17 (1959); Hector, Problems of the CAB and the 
Independent Regulatory Commission passim (1959). 

27049 U.S.C.A. sec. 1371 (c), 1371 (d) (1). 
IZ17 49 U.S.C.A. sec. 13124 (a). 
278 Peoples Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 209 F. 2d, 286 (D.C. Cir. 1953) ; Loqans

port Broadcasting Corp. v. United States, 210 F. 2d 24 (D.C. Cir. 1954) ; cf. United States 
v. storer Broa(lcastin.Q Co., 351 U.S. 192 (19561). 

279 FCC v. Sanders Brothers Radio Station, 309 U.S. 470 (1940). 
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:an open one. No doubt the legal problem could be avoided by new 
legislation without raising any constitutional issues. 

The practical objection to the proposal for a two-step proceeding is 
that no clean separation can be made between determi,nation of route 
patterns and selection of carriers. The St. Lowis-Southe(Mt case is but 
,one of many illustrations of the intervonnection between the two issues. 
In addition to the diverse route proposals of the various applicants, 
:and the different cities which would have been included under each, 
.the economic feasibility of the route might well have turned on the 
:selection of the carrier. Suppose the Board had concluded that only 
TWA had sufficient back-up traffic to support a competitive service 
between St. Louis and lVIiami. Where would such a determination 
have been made in a two-step process involving rulemaking on route 
pattern and evidentiary ~lea~ing for \ e:arrier ~election ? At best there 
would be enormous duphcatlOn of eVIdence In the two separate pro
ceedings; at worst there would be mutual frustration. 

But this does not mean that a two-step process might not be feasible 
in some proceedings. In some of its international cases the Board 
has approximated such an approach, first, by preparing ex parte a 
study of route patterns and outstanding needs, and, second, by intro
ducing the study into the formal route proceeding as a guide to the 
parties, although not a binding one.280 Some measure of ex parte 
planning can also be accomplished by developing tentative conclusions 
and issuing orders to show cause why these conclusions should not be 
adopted, a practice recently extended to route proceedings; 281 formal 
hearings might then be directed principally at supporting or opposing 
the proposals of the Board's staff. Finally, the discretionary judg
ment involved in setting applications for hearing offers an opportunity 
for significant planning of route development. The question is 
whether situations will arise in which these techniques would be in
,appropriate but in which route patterns could be decided separately 
-from the issue of carrier selection. The censensus seems to be that 
:such situations would be few and far between. 

Indeed, viewed from another perspective the problem may prove to 
"be an illusory one. Noone denies that the Board can hold a two-step 
process as long as procedural protections are assured in each; this 
;approach has been adopted in the pending South American route 
,case,282 in which it is proposed, first, to establish the route pattern and, 
:second, to select the needed carriers. The only point of advocating 
that the first issue be resolved in a rulemaking proceeding is to elimi
nate the need for cross-examination on that phase of the case. But 
'why not approach the cross-examination issue directly? 

There is certainly considerable doubt that cross-examination serves 
,a useful purpose in proceedings based on economic data. But this 
doubt applies to the selection of carrier as well as to the determination 
.of route pattern. In fact, conventional cross-examination may be more 
useful on the route question because here there are likely to be some 
complaints about past service based on personal experiences and also 
.controversies about past events. The inquiry, therefore, may more 
properly be cast in terms of whether cross-examination serves a use-

280 See Sweeney, Postwar Internationa.l Route Planning By The Civil Aeronalttics 
Board, 16 J. Air L. and Comm. 388 (1949). 

- 281 See p. 342, supra. 
~2 United States-South America Route case, E-17289, A'll,gust 8, 1961. 
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ful purpose in route cases generally, without distinguishing between I 

determination of route pattern and selection of carrier. 
'On this issue, opinion is divided. Practitioners a~d hearing exami

ners find cross-examination useful in exposing underlying ~ethods 
and assumptions and in reducing the temptation to make extreme as
sertions in direct exhibits. Bureau personnel, on the other hand, be
lieve that most of what transpires under the guise of cross-examination 
is really argument and ought to be reserved for briefs and oral argu
ment. Everyone seems to agree that cross-examination often is ex
cessive and that there appears to be little that can be done to control it. 
The pi'oblem is aggravated by the tendency of each of numerous par
ties to cross-examine an adverse witness; by the attitude of the exami
ners in generally supporting the~ross-examiner~s right to ask ques
tions and in resolving (doubts in his favor; and ,by the formation of 
judgments about cross-examination which are related more to pro
tecting the abstract legal rights of the various parfties· to a "hearing" 
than to examining the utility of this mode of questioning in uncover
ing facts relevant to route proceedings.283 

Undoubtedly more research is required on this issue. But con
sidering the nature of the evidence and the bulk of the record when 
it reaches Board level, some serious thought should bl' given to a 
procedure which severely restricts the right to cross-examine, particu
larly by shifting the presum1?tion/so as to negative the general right 
to cross-examine and to reqUIre justification for any question sought l. 
to be posed. ,The Administrative Procedure Act compels only '·'such 
cross-examination as may be req'Ltired for d full and true disclosure 
of the facts. 284 Such an approach, if adopted, should be based on a 
close analysis of the use and usefulness of cross-examination in con
nection with various kinds of issues rather than upon doctrinaire 
distinctions between "rulemaking" and "adjudication." 
4. Articulation of criteria in initiating proceedings 

In contrast to the Board's extreme caution in employing rulemaking 
to resolve route pattern questions, the Board exercises a broad, infor
nlal discretion in determining when to initiate proceedings on specific 
applications .. This is particularly striking jn view of the facts (a) 
that the statute expressly requires that route applications shall be 
disposed of "as speedily as possible," 285 and (b) that the 'refusal to 
hear an application is tantamount to a denial, at least for the period 
of refusal. The general acquiescenre in this informality, as contrasted 
with the insistence on formal proceedings on applications actually 
heard, may be explained by the industry's view of the hearing process: 
perhaps its function is less to protect applicants from arbitrary gov
ernment action than to protect incumbents from new entry and to as
sure incumbents of eqUItable treatment vis-a-vis one another. Thus 
blanket denials of applications (by refusals to hear them) are gen- . 
erally accepted, but a hue and cry goes up if any move is made toward 
grants of applications without a hearing or toward preferentialseZeo-
tion of applications for hearing (the Ashbacker problem). /' . 

288 Compare Pfeiffer. Shortening the Recorfl in CAB Proceedings Through Elimination 
Of Unnecessary and Hazardous Cros8-Examination, 22 J. Air L. and Corum. 286 (1955). 

284 5 U.S.C.A. sec. 1006(c). ' 
2S~ 49 U.S.C.A. sec. 1371 (c). 
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Recently the Board had issued· a statement of policy, making explicit 
the discretion involved in setting applications for hearing.286 In
tended as an articulation of present practice, under which priority of 
filing has little, if any, infiuence,287 the policy statement sets forth 
a number of general crIteria to guide the Board's selection of applica
tions·for hearing-such as the impact of delay, the time a proposal has 
been pending, and the time it would take to decide the case. In matters 
relating to operating authority, the relevant factors also include "(a) 
the reduction that a proposal may have on subsidy or increase in 
economy of operation; (b) whether an application proposes new serv
ic,e; (c) the volume of traffic that might be affected by the grant or 
denial of the proposal; (d) the period that has elapsed since the Board 
considered the service need of the places or areas involved; and (e) 
the relative availability of necessary staff members of the carriers, 
con1munities, and the Board in the light of other proceedings already 

,in progress to handle the processing of the case." In defense of the 
. generality of its criteria, the Board stated that "it obviously is im
possible to set forthan all-embracing rule that can be applied mathe- / 
matically in determining the order in which the requests should be set 
for hearing. The large number of considerations that enter into the 
determination of public interest. the infinite variations in the factual 
situat.ions that may arise, and the dynamic and rapidly changing na
ture of the industry and its problems, make this impossible." 288 

The impossibility of more precise formulation is unfortunate from 
two points of view: : , 

First, the absence of any standards which really control the sched
uling of route proceedings removes from the Boarel a significant pres
sure for route J?lanning. The ability to select applications on an 
ad hoc basis relIeves the Board of the necessity for planning, since 
obviously some applications can be selected for hearing whether there 
is a plan or not. If, on the other hand, criteria were formulated to 
govern the order in which 'applications should be heard; the Board 
would be compelled to focus on the standards it had formulated and to 
abide by them or revise; or qualify them as circumstances might re
quire. Undoubtedly some measure of planning can be accomplished 
under the ad hoc method, as has happened in the past, but there is little 
as~urance that there will be consistent attentionto the orderly develop
ment of the nation's route pattern. 

Second~ the lack ,of object.ive criteria raises doubt as to the rational
ity of the Board's docket arrangement and the fairness of its choices 
as among different applicants. No matter how justly the ad hoc 
method is employed, there is no way of assuaging doubts that a par
ticular application, long pending on the docket, has been capriciously 
overlooked or is being studiously ignored. In other agencies, pres-

286 14 C.F.R. sec. 399.38. 
287 Notice of Proposed Rule Making, Explanatory Statement, PDR-16, PSDR-2 ; 26 F.H. 

11841 (19'61). 
2SB Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Explanatory Statement, PDR-16, PSDR-2. 8upril. 
In this sa,me Notice, the Board also proposed to dismiss applications, without ·pre'judice 

to refiling. if they have not been set for hearing within three years of their initial filing, 
.The ,objective stated was to clear the docket of "stale" applications and to discourage 
the practice of continuousIy amending old applications, instead of filing new ones, in order 
to· retain an early aocket number. To the extent that priority of fiUng might be given 
weight in setting applications for hearing, the relevant date would be the time of filing 
of the initial appllcation, even though it had since been dismissed and refiled. 

This proposed has become effective as 911 (a) of the Bo-ard,'s Rules of Practice. 
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sure crea~d by such doubts have led to the most rigid ordering based 
upon priority of filing. 

The Board's staff maintains that the development of objective cri
teria to govern the selection of cases to be heard is so complex and 
difficult as not to be worth the effort. But presumably the staff does 
not suggest that planning of route development, and selectivity among 

, applications, is impossible, since the last thing they are prepared to do 
is act on applications in the order in which they are filed. Accord
ingly, it is suggested that a modest beginning be made in this area: 

1. By indicating, at the initiation of a route proceeding, the 
considerations which have led to the ins6tution of the case, em
phasizing the factors that might bear on other pending applica
tions (such findings sh0'uld be made irrespective of the particular 
lnode of initiation decided upon; and 

2. By sett.ing f0'rth, in orders denying expedited hearings, the 
particular factors that promptBd the denial, and also indicating 
the probable future fate of the application-whet.her it is being 
deferred indefinitely pursuant to a policy of general 'applicability 
or whether it is slated f0'r hearing in due course in accordance 
wi th a plan or system of priorities devised by the Board.' 

N either the Board nor jts staff ,vonlcl contend that it is incapable 
of planning or of establishing priorities. N or is it reasonable to sup
pose that plans, once formulated, are incapable of articulation in terms 
other than the usual 'a.ffirmation that "at each point along the wa.y all 
relevant factors will be taken into account." Hopefully greater pre
cision in purpose can be a,chieved if the Board focuses fore intensively 
on the consideration that govern the 0'rder in which route cases are, 
heard. I 

5. Definition of the scope of proceedings: the Ashbacker problem 
One consequence of the Board's highly discretionary 'approach to 

scheduling hearings has been to aggravate the problem of consoli
dating applications for simultaneous hearing and disposition. If ap- , 
plications are not assured of a hearing in any particular order, or 
withina short peri0'd after they are filed, great emphasis must be placed 
on hearing together all applications concerned with a common/route 
pattern. 

Otherwise some applicat.ions might be discriminatorily prejudiced 
by the grant of other filed· much latBI'. The one limitation on Board 
discretion in scheduling hea.rings thus becomes: Whenever one ap
plication is set for hearing, the Board must also hear an other ap
plications which would he excluded, (or might be excluded) by a gra.nt 
of the application first noticed. This is the essence of the Ashbacker 
doctrine as applied to airline route cases.289 

The requirement that the Board simultaneously hear all "mutually 
exclusive" applications is easy· enough to grasp in the simple cases 
but is extraordinarily complex at the borderlines. In the St. Louis
,Southea8t case, for example, there was little doubt that the Board 
should consolidate all applications seeking new authority between 
St. Louis and the major southeastern points by reasonably direct 
routBs.,290 But what of appliCJa.tions seeking 'authority to the north 

289 Ashbacker Radio OOt'P. v. FOO, 326 U.S. 327 (1945). See The Ashbacker Rule and 
the OAB, 44 Va. L. Rev. 1147 (1958), 

2Il0 See also Northwest Airlines. Inc. v. OAB, 194 F. 2d 339 (D.C. Cir. 1952). 
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and west of St. Louis which allegedly would De prejudiced by a com
bination of the new St. Louis-Southeast authority with the a'rplicants~ 
existing authority-e.g., Braniff's opportunity for Twin CitIes-Miami 
service, TWA's opportunity for West Coast-Miami service, Delta's 
opportunity for I{ansas City~Miami service ~ In such cases the Board 
endeavors to make the combination non-competitive with any sub
sequently authorized through service by imJ?osing a mandatory stop 
at the boundary of the area under consideratlOn-e.g., at St. Louis for 
TW A's 'Vest Coast-Mi'a.mi flights and at Memphis for Delta's I{ansas 
City-Miam-i flights. In the case of TvVA, the reviewing court insisted 
on even greater disruption, holding that, on the existing record; only 
a more severe restriction would suffice to preclude a route competitive 
with (and potentially exclusionary of) pending transcontinental ap-
lications. . 

The Board is therefore confronted, under the Ashbacker doctrine, 
with two unattractive courses of action, either: (1) expanding the 
proceeding indefinitely, transforming all significant cases into nation
\vide monstrosities; or (2) limiting any new authority granted to the 
area under consideration by imposing mandatory stops or other re
strictions, thereby imparing the usefulness of that authority to the 
traveling public (as by requiring TV,T A through passengers to change 
planes at St. Louis). The Board, of'necessity, has had to rely on the 
second course to set some outer limit to the scope of its proceedings. 
Even then, questions arise as to whether the limitation is effective to 
prevent the exclusion, or potential exclusion, of applications seeking 
authority beyond the area. The courts have recognized the Board's 
dilemma and have not insisted that _ the Board guard against every 
such potential prejudice: the prevention of "mutual exclusion" has had 
to yield in some cases to the necessity of establishing reasonable limits 
on route proceedings (as indicated by the Court's rejection of Eastern~s 
protest of the award to Delta in the St. Louis-Southea.'3t case). 291 

vVhen the Board is confronted with a nlotion to consolidate an a p
plication aHeged to be mutually exclusive with one or more applications 
already included in a pending proceding, the following questions must 
be resolved: 

(1) 'Vhat will be the effect on the scope of the proceeding, and the 
objectives sought to be achieved thereby, of including the applica
tion ~ 292 The Board must consider, not only the possible expansion 
of scope and distortion of objectives. that might result from this one 
application, but also the possibility that inclusion of this applical,ion 
will lead to motions to consolidate still others-a "snowballing" effect. 

(2) What wi]] be the probable prejudice to the application sought 
to be consolidated if it is exc.luded ~ 293 Here the Board is called upon 
to make a prediction based upon the economic relationship between 
routes which may be awarded in the pending proceeding and the 
authority requested in the application sought to be consolidated. Al
thoug-h this inquiry is couched in terms of finding whether the appli-

291 See also Eastern Air Lines, Inc. v. CAB, 243 F. 2d. 607 (D.C. Cir. 1956·) : Eastern 
Air Lines, Inc. v. CAB, 271 F. 20 752 (2d Cir. 1959). cert. denied. 362 U.S. 970 (1960) : 
ct. Eastern Air Line.c:, Inc.. v, CAB, 178 F. 2d 726 (D.C. Cir. 1949) ; Eo,stern Air Lines, 
Inc. v. CAB, 2147 F. 2d 562 (D.C. Cir. 1957). 

l?92 Ouad Cities-Twin Cities eft!':!'. 25 C.A.B. 80 (1957). 
W3 Denver Service case, 22 C.B.A. 1178 (1955); Eastern Air Lines, Inc.-Consolidation 

l1TId Amend1ITl~nt of Rnutes, E-9990, Feb. 9. 1956; Northwest Permnnent Certificntion cal'f', 
25 C.A.B. 288 (1957) (examiner's opinion); Great Lnkes-Southeast Service case, 27 
C.A.B. 829 (1958). 
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cations are "'mutually'exclusive" or not, the issue more often is one of 
degree: ",Vill a grant of the included a.pplications prejudice, more 01' 

less, the possibilities 0:: later granting the application sought to be 
, consolidated? Only rarely would a conscientious Board be able to 

state categorically either that the grant of the included applications 
would absolutely bar a subsequent award or that their grant would 
have no impact whatever on the application sought to be consolidated. 

(3) ",Vhat restrictions should be i>laced on awards made pursuant 
to included, applications so as not unduly to prejudice any excluded 
applications? 2D4 Having determined the degree of probable prejudice' I 

,to excluded applications, the Board must fUIither predict to what 
extent that prejudice may be reduced by various'types of restrictions, 
weighing the concomitant reduction in the utility of the new route 
award to the traveling public. ' 

It is important to note that information relevant to these considera
tions may not be readily available at the commencement of the route 
proceeding, since the degree of prejUdice to excluded applicatibns, and 
the effectiveness of protective restrictions, depend in large measure 
on an eCl?nomic analysis of the rOlltes in question, the very, issues which 
,yill be explored on the merits. The answer, moreover, is likely to turn 
on a balancing of a nllmber of competing factors-the need for route 
proceedings of manageable proportions, the desirability of avoiding 
burdensome operating restrictions, the avoidance of prejudice to ex
cluded applications. No absolute priority is accorded to anyone fac-

'to·r. An applicant 'can no more insist on avoidance of all possible prej
udice to its pending application than the Board can insist on unfet-, 
tered discretion in definIng the scope of its proceedings. . 

In addition to exclusion of applications proposing service beyond 
the area under consideration, the Board may alsoexclude applications 
proposing ~ different type of service, or a different objective, than the 
included applications.295 Applications for trunkline service have gen
erally been' heard in proceedings separate from local service applica
tiol1s, although both may concern the same area.29

'6 Similar/ly, merger 
proposals have been separated from route applicatioris.297 

. 

To summarize, the Ashbacker requirement of simultaneous consid
eration for mutually exclusive applications is met by (1) consolidating 
,all'applications (or portions of applications) proposing new service 
of a given type wholly within an a'rea defined by the Board; (2) im- . 
posirig limitations on the combination of new authority with authority 
already held beyond the ai'ea so' defined; and (3) accepting as un
avoidable some Ineasure of potential exclusion of applications pro
posing new service- beyond the defined area and not included in the 
proceeding. 'I' 

One important facet of the Ashbacker problem is the procedural 
framework within which these issues arise and are resolved. 

First, the BoaTd requires that, in the absence of "good cause," all 
motions to consolidate must be made at or before the prehearing con-

29~ United Ail" Lines, Inc., C()mpetitive Service Investigations, E-17217, .July 25, 1961 . 
• 295 S.eaboard & Western Airline8, Inc. v. CAB, 181 F. 2d 777 (D.C. Cir. 1949) ; Eastern 

Atr Llne8, Inc. v. CAB, 247 F. 2d 56.2 (D.C. Clr. 1957) ; Eastern Air Lines, Inc.-Removal 
of Pittsburgh Restriction, E-6~35, Mar. 20, 1952; We8t Coast case, 8 C.A.B.,636 (1947). 

290 New England State8 Sermce case, 11 C,A.B. 156 (1950), affirmed', Ea8tern Air Lines, 
Inc. v. (JAB, 178 F. 2d 726 (D.C. Cll". 1949) ; Arizona-Monaroh Merge1- caS'e,l1 C.A.B. 
246 (1950); Ozark Certificate Renewal case, '19 C.A.B. 95 (1954): Dalla8 to the West 
Service case, 24 C.A.B. 861 (1956).' . . . 

297 Western Air Line8, Inc. v. CAB, 184 F. 2d 545 ,(9th Clr. 1950): Southwest-West 
Coast Merger Application, 11 C.A.B. 999, 1000 (1950). " I 
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ferenee in the proceeding with which consolidation is sought.29B The 
Board then passes on the motions prior to the hearing. This sequence 
is probably unavoidable, since there must be a cut-off date after which 
proposals to expand the proceeding normally will not be accepteel; 
and it is desirable that the scope of the proceeding be defined with 
some certainty in' advance of the evidentiary hearing so that. the ex
aminer and the parties will have some guidance as to what is and what 
is not relevant evidence. The refusal of the Board to entertain mo
tions to consolidate 'filed after the prehearing conference has been 
judiciallyapproved.299 . 

Second, there is some question as to whether a Board refusal to con
solidate is immediately reviewable. The Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia has entertained protests based on Ashbacker 
prio! to the c~>llclu~ion qf the pertinent proceeding .before t~e Boa~d. 300 

. ReVIeW seemIngly IS granted If the Court agrees WIth the dIsapPOInted 
applicant on the merits of the Ashbacker question, but rejected as 
premature if the Court disagrees with~the applicant.30l The Board 
contends that consolidation orders ought to be considered interlocu
tory and non-reviewable in all cases because: (a) their review at the 
outset tends to delay the course of the Board's proceedings, and (b) 
the whole problem may be mooted by Board denial or limitation of 
t.he ap;rlication with which consolidation is sought.a02 On 'the other 
hand, If an application is improperly refused consolidation, judicial 
reversal at the conclusion of the Board's proceeding may prove to be 
a pyrrhic victory for the excluded applicant; the record will be re
opened to hear the evidence of the applicant previously excluded, but 
an award already will have been made to another applicant, expecta
tions based on that award will have been created, and the Board may 
be under some constraint to resolve the reopened proceeding along 
the same lines as the original proceeding. In view of the slow pace 
of Board proceedings, it seems entirely feasible to perm'vt judicial 
review of the consolidation question in advance of the conclusion of 
the Board's proceeding without disrupting that proceeding in any 
way; this can be accomplished by depriving the reviewing court of 
power to stay the Board's proceedings in these cases, requiring instead 
an expedited court deciSIOn in advance of the Board's decision-a 
seemingly easy undertaking. 

Third, the same Court of Appeals has held that, where a prima facie 
claim of nlutual exclusion is asserted, the Board must follow ~:me of 
three' courses: "( 1) set [the two applications] for hearing and there'
upon decide the issue O'f exclusivity as a separate preliminary issue; 
(2) proceed to' a comparative hearing upon the two applications with
out further ado; or (3) set fO'r hearing and thereafter decide the merits 
of the two applications and aI.so the issue of exclusivity." a03 VVhile 

298 Rules of Pr,actice 12,(b). 
299 North American Airlines, Inc. v. CAB, 241 F. 2d 445 (D.C. Cir. 1957). 
300 Delta Air Lines, Inc. v. OAB, 228 F. 2d 17 (D.C. Cir.1955). 
3Q1 United Air Lines, Inc v. CAB, 228 F. 2d 13 (D.C. Cir. 1955) ; Eastern Air Lines. 

Inc. v. CAB, 243 F. 2d 607 (D.C. Cir. 1957) ; Eastern Air Lines, Inc. v. CAB, 178 F. 2d 
726 (D.C. Cir. 1949). " . 

Also treating denial of consolidati,on as interlocutory and nonreviewable: Western 
Air Lines, Inc v. OAB, 184 F. 2d 545 (9th Cir. 1950). 

302 Since route awards do not necessarily follow the authority requested in particuhlr 
applications, there Is additional difficulty in predicting whether the Board's decision 
will prejudice an exclUded application. But the scope of the proceeding would indicate 
whether there was a significant possibility of a prejudicial award. 

303 Delta Air Lines, Inc. v. CAB, 228 F. 2d·17, -22 (D.C. Cir.1955). . 
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. recogl1izing the necessity of evidentiary materials to resolve airl~ne 
Ashbacker problems, the Board contends that these <:ourses. of actIOn 
are all unsatisfactory: the first requires an extra hearIng whICh would 
cover much the same grolUld as the hearing on the merits; the third 
requires a full hearing of aU applications and results in no saving if 
the Board ultimately decides. that the applications are not mutually 
exclusive; the pressure, therefore, is to surrender to the assertive ap
plica.nt and follow the second/course: 304 The Board has adopted still 
another approach: rejecting applications for consolidation at the out~ 
set of a proceeding but permitting participation by the rejected ap
plicant in that proceeding with the opportunity to present evidence 
on the exclusivity issue and to renew its claim of mutual exclusivity 
on the basis of the record maCle.305 This course of action has met with 
judicial approva1.306 . . 

Finally, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. appar
ently requires that mutually exclusive applications be consolidated for 
sim/tdtaneous hearing, and considers that separate hearings, with si
'l)//ultaneous consideration of the two records ,by the Board, is inade
quate. 307 The Board contends that this is an unreasonably rigid ap
application of the Ashbacker doctrine, not warranted by the theory of 
lImtual exclusion. The Board's position seems sound as long as the 
separate records are based on hearings in ,,,hich excluded applicants 
are permitted to ilitervene, adduce evidence, and cross-examine ad
verse parties.30s This appro~,ch is paIticularly ,desirable where two 
proceedings overlap, as the St. Louis-S01.dhea.'3t and Great Lakes
So'utheast cases did: the main issues in each proceeding were dissimilar 
but each involved the common Atlanta-Miami stem. 

The Board has proposed legislation (1) postponing judicial review 
of consolidation orders until after the conclusion of the Board pro
ceeding; (2) eliminating the need for any preliminary hearing. on 
111utual exclusivity; and (3) obliquely equating consolidation for hear
ing with other forms of contemporaneous consideration.309 The 
Board's proposals, while reflecting some genuine difficulties, appear 
to be to'o sweeping on t.he matter of judicial review. At the same 
time t.hey do not make any effort to carve Qutareas of relative certainty 
,yhere Ashbackerissues might be res6lved"with greater predictability. 
The area proceeding, with its mandatory stops at the boundaries, has 
been an effective tool in meeting Ashback(n~":,Iiroblems. The continued 
use of this device by the Board should be· protected against the under
mining effects of decisions such as that of the Court of Appeals in the 
St. Louis-Southeast case. The infrequent occasion on which a manda
tory stop- at the. boundarymight,not-pr,Qvide complete protect.ion· 
against prejudice t.o exclude applications appears to be outweighed by 
(1) the speculative character of all judicial estimates of such preju
dice, (2) the loss in certainty in fashioning A8hbacker solutions at 

3~ Eastern Air Lines, Inc.-Consolidation and AmendUnent of Routes, E-99990, Feb. 
9. 1956. ' . 

305 Dnlla.s t.o the We8t Ser1;ice case. 24 C.A,B. 861 (1956); Enstern Air Lines, Inc., 
Motion for ImmedIate Hearing, 25 C.A.B. 804 (1957); Great Lake8·Southea8t Service case, 
27 !C.A.B. 829 (1958); Pacific Northwest Local Service case, E-13945, May 28, 1959: 
SOlltheastern Area, Local Service case, E-14,754. Dec. 18. 1959. , 

300 Nntional. Airlines, Inc. v. CAB, 249 F. 2d 13 (D.C. Cir. 1957) : Eastern Air Lines, 
Inc. v. CAB, 271 F. 2di 752 (2d Cir .. 1959), cert. denied,_362 U.S. 970 (1960). 

307 Deltn Air Lines, Inc. v. CAB, 228 F. 2d 17 (D.C. Cir. 1955). 
308 Cf. United.States v. Pierce Auto Frei.Qht Lines, Inc., 327 U.S. 515, 528 (1946). 
~O!l S. 963, H.R. 7302; CAB Annual Report_12 (196,1). 
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the Board level, and (3) the inconvenience inflicted upon the traveling 
public by requiring disruptions greater than mandatory stops. 

It is recommended that the Federal Aviation Act be amended to 
provide: 

1. That contemporaneous consideration of applications, when 
required, may be accomplished by assigning applications for 
separate evidentiary hearings and then consolidating them .for 
simultaneous decision by the Board. ' 

2. That contemporaneous/consideration of applications is not 
required when the Board institutes a proceeding to consider 
applications from a particular type of service within a defined 
area or over a described route segment and excludes applications 
(or portions of applications) not proposing service of the par
ticular type within the area or over the segment so described
provided that new authorizations granted in any such proceeding 
are subject to a mandatory stop at any point common to any appli
cation (or portion) excluded from the proceeecling. 

3. That the Board shall not be required to hold a preliminary 
hearing on the issue of consolidating applications, nor be com
pelled to decide the issue prior to the initial decision in the pro
ceeding with which consolidation is sought. 

4. That a party unconditionally denied consolidation, after 
timely request, shall be permitted to seek immediate judicial review 
of such denial, but the courts shall not have authority to stay 
Board procedings in any such case. When a request for consoli
dation has not been definitely adjudicated by the Board within 
three months following the initial decision in the case, the request 
shall be deemed to have been unconditionally denied. 

*' * * 
Even more far-reaching restrictions of Ashbacker might be possible 

if the Board relinquished its unfettered discretion over scheduling 
hearings. First, there is obviously a.n area of compromise involved 
where the need to consider proposals for new route authority in a pro
ceeding of limited scope must be balanced against (i) possible prej
udice to excluded applications, and also (ii) possible J?rejudice to the 
public through imposition of operating restrictions deSIgned to confine 
the proceeding. The three factors to be considered are. all closely 
related to the con:duct of the Board's work and the realities of the air
line situation; they are not matters that courts are particularly well 
equipped to handle. Nonetheless, courts-probably influenced by the 
"procedural" character of the question-sometimes appear to be un
unusually willing to substitute their own judgment for that of the 
Board. Consider the court's treatment of the grant to TWA in the 
St. Louis-Southeast case and the outcome of the subsequent So.uthern 
T1'anscontinental case. It might be well, therefore, to reaffirm the 
view, generally a.ccepted in the abstract, that consolidation questions 
are primarily within the Board's discretion and judicial intervention 
should be withheld except in instances of clear abuse.31o 

Second, it is far from obvious that the traveling public should be 
prejudiced in any ca.s~ solely to protect the interests of an excluded 
applicant. If the need of St. Louis for expanded air service to Miami 

310Unitetl Air Line8, Inc. v. CAB, 228 F. 2d 13. 16 (D.C. Cir. 1955). 
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requires prompt consideration, and if that consideration results in an 
award whicH also improves ·service between Miami and the West 
Coast (or Kansas City or Minneapolis-St. Paul), why not give the 
public the benefit of the improvement, assuming, of course, that limi
tations on the new authority are not imposed: for other reasons) ? 
Excluded applicants nlight be prejudiced. But then again there are 
many circumstances in an imperfect world which work a prejudicial 
effect; the private interests of the applicants w.ould have been inci-
dentally affected in promoting the overall public good. . 

But this aSSUlnes that the adverse effect upon the excluded appli
cants is haphazard and unplanned, not the result of favoritism to in
cluded applicants. Probably no such assunlptioll would be accepteel 
as long as the Board continues to select applications for hearing on 
an ad hoc basis. The danger of preferential treatment fo'r favorites, 
and of arbitrary exclusion of unpopular applicants, would be too 
great. And in all likelihood the sarhe factors would influence a court 
in refusing to defer to the Board's discretionary judgment on doubt-
ful matters. , 
6. Board initiative in instituting proceedings , 

As previously iIidicated,311 the Board recently has turned to initiat
ing proceedings by means of orders of investigation and orders to 
show cause. These ha.ve the advantage of placing the initiative fOl~ 
defining the scope and objectives of the proceeding squarely 'with the 
Board; private parties may challenge the Board's order and suggest 
revisions, but they do not, by their applications and motions, initially 
seek to 'shape the proceeding. 

A recent amendment to the Board's rules 312 accords formal recog
nition to this additional method of instituting proceedings-i.e., by 
orders of investigation and orders to show cause-and the impression 
among the Board's staff is that this method will soon become/the prin
ciphl vehicle for instituting route proceedings. The new rule provides 
for objections to the initiating order, and ans,,;,1ers thereto, but does not 
indicate 'who will bear the responsibility for making recommendations 
to the Board, on their disposition. This is currently a matter of 
dispute within the Board, recommendations having been made by the 
Bureau in some cases and by the examiner in others. 

It is hoped by Board personnel that one consequence of greater 
Board initiative will be to lessen the impact of Ashbacker problems. 
Certainly consolidation issues can be more intelligently handled if 
the scope of the proceeding is clearly defined at the outset. But it is 
doubtful that the major Ashbacker problmns will be be resolved by 
this 'technique since (1) even when the scope of the proceeding is 
defined with clarity, there renlains the difficulty ste.mming from com
bining new grants with existing authority to make possible a new 
service beyond the scope of the proceeding; and (2) the basic factor 
underlying Ashbacker-the unrestricted description of the Board in 
selecting applications for hearing-is in no way alleviated. 

There is much to be said for the Board's view that it ought to be 
able "to establish the scope of the proceeding and the issues to be 
determined therein on the basis of public interest requirements as 
developed by the Board's studies and long-range policy planning;" .313 

311 See p. 342, 8upra. 
312 Rules of Practice 915_ 
313 EXlIlanatory Statement, PDR-15, 26 F.R. 11685 (1961). 
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the reasoning is similar to that supporting Board discretion in select
ing which applications should be heard. If, however, the Board is to 
achieve fully the objectives it ha;s in mind, it would be desirable to base 
the institution of proceedings \' upon articulated premises reflecting 
more than mere ad hoc exercises of discretion. ' 

If a particular proceeding is based upon a, study, presumably the 
study would provide reasons to support the initiation of an investiga
tion here rather than elsewhere; if cases are heard pursuant to "long
ralige policy planning," the planning should be articulated as a justi
fication for taking up individual cases in a particular order. Perhaps 
the need for such explication diminishes as the Board moves away 
from any semblance of application-oriented proceedings to a process 
dependent wholly on Board initiative. But then it would be only 
candid to dispense with the entire application framework-to discard 
it as an obsolete fiction. It is unlikely, however, that the Board is pre
pared to go this far. For one of the fundamental premises of the Civil 
Aeronautics Act was that entry into commercial aviation would re
mam open-conditioned only upon a showing by an applicant that 
its proposed services are required by the public convenience and neces
sity.314 

Board initiative in instituting proceedings may do less to solve the 
Ashbacke'f' problem than to disentangle it from the prehearing con
ference. But this would itself be a gain. With the scope of the pro
ceeding independently determined, the prehearing conference could 
be devoted more intensively to expediting a decision on the merits of 
the applications involved. Earlier definition of the sco2e of the J?ro
ceeding may also serve to lessen interventions prompted by uncertamty 
as to whether matters may be encompassed in which the intervener has 
an interest.' ' 

Whether, on balance, the use of Board orders to mitiate proceedings 
will contribute to increasing the effiqiency and effectiveness of the 
licensing process is difficult to judge at this time. If they can be pre
pared expeditiously by the Bureau, and if the objections of the parties 
can be anticipated and resolved largely in advance on an ex parte basis, 

( the device may work a significant improvement. On the other hand, 
the Bure~~ ~1ay not sufficien~ly anticipate objections of the parties; 
then the InItIatIOn of proceedIngs may be slowed down because of the 
need to have two full-scii..leconsIclei'ations of consolidation issues, olle 
prior to the instituting order and one immediately thereafter. Simi
larly, if the tentative conclllsion announced, in a show cause order is 
poorly considered, its presence probably will result in confusing and 
slowing down the proceeding. 

The efficacy of these devices clearly turns on the quality of the Bu
reau's product. The "show cause" technique is, in part, a modest 
experiment in the ex parte Board planning so many CAB critics have 
aclvocated.315 Its use will provide a means of judging whether the 
Board really has the resources to proceed effectively with greater em
phasis on ex parte planni.ng, or whether it must continue- to-rely 
heavily upon private parties to produce the e,Tidence it needs to decide 
'route cases (or to decide the contours of route cases) . ' 

31'49 U.S.C.A .• sec. 1371 (d),(l). 
315'See note 274, 8upra. 
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7, The role of the hearing examiner in shaping and conducting 
formal proceedings \ 

In a. number of ways, the CAB has sought to expedite the process
ing of route cases. Its efforts should be encouraged and extended. a. Prehearing conference and consolidation issues. The Board 
was a pioneer among the administrative agencies in developing 
the prehearing conference. As previously noted, the efficacy of the 
conference may be improved by resolving consolidation issues 
elsewhere. Ideally the sequence ~hould be: (1) Board initiation 
of proceedings by noticing applications or issuing orders of in
vestigation or orders to show cause; (2) establishment of a limited 
period within which parties might object to the initiating order or 
move for a change in the scope of the proceeding; (3) review by the 
examiner (or Bureau) of objections and motions directed to the 
initiatlng action }and an internal recommendation as to their disposi
tion; (4) Board order disposing of such objections and motions, based 
on the internal recommendation or otherwise; (5) convening of a pre
hearing conference for consideration of methods to expedite the pro
ceeding. Two factors may lead to disruption and delay in the 
development of this sequence. 

First, the feasibility of separating the prehearing conference from 
consolidation issues depends in large measure on the definiteness and 
soundness with which the issues are originally formulated. If the 
original notieing of applications is completely vague, then a "chain 
reaction" is likely to ensue, one broadening motion leading to another 
still broader in scope; under such circumstances a conference format 
may be desirable since it permits proposals and counterproposals to 
be made more or less simultaneously. If the use of the conference is 
dispensed with-~nd perhaps in any' case-there may be occasions 
when a substantial and unanticipated .change in response to the first 
series of motions nlay require a second opportunity to file motions and 
obiectionsY6 

Second, the time required for disposition of consolidation issues 
, by the Board has been quite long-over seven months on the average 
for major route cases closed in fiscal 1961.317 If the prehearing con
ference isdelayecl until consolidation issues are. resolved, there is 
the substantial risk that coilsiderable time prior to the conference 
will be completely wasted; even with consolidation issues outstanding 
a prehearing conference held at the outset can make a beginning on 
the preparation of exhibits and the like. The Board's examiners 
contend that one ,vay of resolving this difficulty is to give them au
thority to pass on consolidation issues in their own right, with or 
without discretion' in the Board to immediately review their con- I 

solidation orders. But consolidation issues are so vital to the process
ing and ultimate outcome of the case that Board control at this stage 
js probably essential to control of the process asa whole; andef
fectuation of such Board control by the medium of formal examiner 

318lThis possibility is expressly recognhred in the Board's new regulation relating to 
the initiation of route proceedings by order.s of investigation o·r, orders to show cause, 
Rules of Practice 915. After providin.g for objections to the initial Board o,rder. the rule 
provides that "where any further order of the Board adds to the geographic scope of a 
proceed.i.ng or the scope of the issues therein," parties are not precluded from filing 
objections to "such additional scope or issues." 

:n7 See p. 381, &uprn. 
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decisions subject to discretionary review invites the delays incident 
to filing petitions for review ~ briefs and other formal 111easures. . 

Perhaps an adequate solution ·would be for the exaluiner to prepare 
an internal memorandum, as he does now, but with the additional 
discretionary authority to add the following legend in appropriate 
cases: "This order does not appear to present unusually complex 
.consolidation issues; unless otherwise advised within 20 days, I will 
publish the order ilybehalf of the Board." Control by the Board could 
be assured by limiting its consideration of proposed consolidation 
orders to instances where (a) the examiner felt that unusually com
plex consolidation issues were involved, or (b) the Board, on advice 
of its staff l directed the examiner not to publish a consolidation 
order the exan1jner considered routine. If the delays encountered in 
resolving consolidation issues are to be effectively remedied, this 
procedure would have to be coupled with the provision of some as
sistance for the Special Counsel for Routes so that review of con
solidrition orders can be accomplished mote expeditiously in the Gen
eral Counsel's office. 

As previously indicated, there is a dispute a.s to the identity of the 
Board personnel who should pass on objections to the 'scope of pro
ceedings based upon Bureau planning (orders of investigation and 
orders to show cause). The Bureau contends that, since it was initia.lly 
responsible for planning the proceeding, it is in the best position to 
judge what impact various objections will ha,ve on the plan. The op
'posing argument is that the Bureau is hardly in a position to give 
dispassionate advice about objections challenging the soundness of its 
o\vn handiwork. There is merit in both points of view, and also in 
the Bureau's supplementary point that its utility as an adviser to the 
Board is diminished if it is restricted to the public forum and the 
submission of formal pleadings. A sensible resolution of this dispute 
would be to have the examiner pass on the objections, but permit the 
Bureau to submit a different recommendation to the Board, if· it so 
desires, via the same internal channels. No additional work is in
volved in. allowing this Bureau recommendation, since the Bureau 
would have to consider objections to the orders in any case; and no 
additional time need be consumed, since the Bureau could be working 
parallel to the examiner and could utilize in addition the time required 
for the General Counsel's office to review the examiner's recommend a -
tion. 

b. Presentation of evidence. One' of the great problems in Board 
proceedings is that the standards governing route awards are so many
sided and open-ended that it is extremely difficult to curtail the seope 
of evidencec presented. The voluminous reeords which result may 
serve only to impede a clear judgment, on the most important issues. 
The Board, therefore, has been well-advised to announce the types and 
forms of evidence which it considers most helpful in resolving par
tieular controversies: (a) limiting certain class~ of evidence, pre
viously described, not considered to be partieularly persuasive,318 and 
(b) standardizing the manner of presenting evidence-as in the case 
of local service caTrier costS.319 These techniques are worthy of further 

318 See notes 180-182, supra. 
!l19 Notice of Proposed Rule Making, PDR-17, 26 F.R. 12623 (1961). See also Rules of 

Practice 24 (m), which provides for ollicial notice of facts disclo'sed: in 42 catezories of 
documents. 
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inlplementatiQn, althO' ugh each instance-including thQse already 
proposed or adQpted-must be judged Qn its Qwn merits. 

InadditiQn, the sCQpe Qf the recQrd can be usefully cQntained by ef· 
fQrts Qn the p'art of the Board to' clarify, to" the extent PQssible, the 
standards applicable to rQute a wards, particularly. as to relevant 
factDrs. All this is but a CQncrete illustration Df the need to estab· 
lish as much of a consensus at the BDard level as is practicable in 
light Qf the divergent individual viewsQf Board Members. TO' the 
extent that individual views preclude such a cQnsensus-and they will 
to SQme degree-the scope Qf the recQrd invariably will expand to' in.:. 
Clude materials relevant t.o all individual views, real Qr imagined. 

c. Continuances, postponements, and delays. The Board's prac
tice of requiring advance submission of direct evidence in the form of 
written exhibits 320 has eliminated one basis for requesting' cQntinu
ances: that the adverse party needs time to study the direct evidence 
and to prepare cross-examinatiQn and rebuttal. But other causes fQr 
delay exist. 'The problem of passing on cQnsolidatiQn issues has al
re,ady been mentioned. It nlust also be recogniz~d, that most Board 
prQceedings' invQlve Qne Qr more of a limited number Qf air carriers, 
particularly the 11 trunklines, and the 13 IQcal service carriers; this 
means that counsel for indi vidual carriers are likely to be involved in 
several proceedings at one time, a situation prQductive of conflicts 
which can be resolved Qnly by changing time schedules in one or 
more proceedings.' Some coordination on matters relating to post
pOliements is attempted by the Chief Examiner,321but apparently ther~' 
is still considerable variance among individual examiners. " 

There has also been dissatisfactiQn with the time required by some 
examiners to prepare their initial decisiDns. This has led ,to' prQ
posals within the BQard to "prQgram" individua~ proceedings: estab
lishing deadlines for' the completion of variQus stages, of the case. 
Perhaps this will have some psychological effect upon examiners, but 
it is difficult to see h,o,," a deadline can be enforced against an examiner 
unprepared to' render his decisiQn by a particular date. It shoUld be 
nQted that the Chief Examiner now endeavors tQ'prOmQte expeditious 
rendi.tion Qf decisions and otherwise encourage ,speedy disPQsitiQn of 
pendIng matters. , " ' -' , " , 

d. Personnel policies. Theproblem, in part at least,bQils down. to 
agency contrQI over examiners. In general, the' cQnsideratiQns perti
nentto 19C control over exf.tminers in its Bureau of Operating Rigl).ts 
are applIcable here alsO', 'and need not be, repea;ted 322 altholigh the 
smaller nunlber" Qf examiners at the' Board minimizes the problem 
considerably. The ~asic issue is 'whether there is any significant rea
son why, in licensing cases unrelated to enfQrcement policies, the 
agency shQuld not have authority to remove examiners with which 
it is dissatisfied and to influence examiners mQre ,effectively tin the 
expeditious disposition of matt.ers pendip.g befQre:' them. 
" It' should be emphasized that, Qn the whole,the Board is quite 
pleased with the performance Qf its examiners. And the examiners 
themselves seem quite active in suggesting imp1!ovements in BQard 

320 Rules of Practice 24(b) ; Standards sec. 1,2. 
321 Rules of Practice 17. 

. 322 See Committe~ on Licenses and' Authorizations of the Administrative Conference' of 
the United States, Report on LicenSing of Truck Qperations by the Interstate' Commerce 

'Commission 103 (1962).' , 
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procedures: they hold weekly meetings to discuss problems among 
themselves; they haVie in preparation a manual for use by CAB ex
a:miners; and they have participated on committees designed to im-
prove Board procedur.es.323 

. 

One other personnel matter deserves mention. Some, examiners have 
claimed a need for assistance, either in the form of law clerks or of 
economic analysts assigned to the hearing examiner' group. On the 
latter, it seems unnecessary and undesirable to duplicate economic 
analysts in different departments of the Board. Rather the solution 
would appear to lie in breaking down the barriers that now exist 
between many hearing examiners and the Bureau of Economic Regu
lation; an overly fastidious regard for separation of functions has 
led to a reluctance on the part of many examiners to seek technical 
assistance from the Bureau. For reasons more fully stated in a sub
sequent discussion of. the relations between the Board and the Bureau, 
this attitude should be abandoned except as to Bureau personnel di
rectly participating in the proceedings. With respect to law clerks, 
the problem might be solved by changing policies relating to recruit
ment of examiners so that the Board might establish. an examiner 
training program under which apprentice examiners might serve for 
limited periods as assistants to full-fledged examiners while becoming 
familiar with the demands of their future positions. 
8. Delegation of decisional authority in formal proceedings 

Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1961 324 conferred power upon the 
Board to delegate decisional authority to hearing examiners, subject 
to provision for discretionary review by the Board. Effective with 
proceedings ,in which hearings were commenced after February 1, 

'1962, the Board 'has delegated such authority 325 to its examiners in 
all domestic route matters (and in most other proceedings), provid
ing only' for discretiona,ry review of such decisions by the Board.326 

A petition for review may be filed within 25 days after service of 
the initial decision. 327 It is limited to 20 pages in length 328 and may 
be based on one of the following grounds: .... . 

(i) ia finding of a material fact is erroneous; 
(ii) a necessary legal conclusion is without governing prece

dent or is a departure from or contrary to law, Board rules, or 
precedent; . 

. (iii). a ~u~stantial and im.portant question of law, policy or 
dIscretIOn IS Involved; or' 

(iv) a prejudicial procedural error has occurred.329 

Comments accompanying the new regulation make it cle1ar that a car
rier may "ask the Board to exercise its discretion by reviewing issues 
which have an important economic impact upon the petitioner al-

. though they are not necessarily significant in the formation of BoaTd 
policy." 330 . 

823 Boyd, Improving the Adm-inistrati-ve Process: A View From the OAB 14 Ad L Rev 108 (1961). '. . . . ' ..... . 
32i 26 F.R. 5989 (l96rl). 
325 Delegation of Function to Hearing Examiners, 27 F,R. 853 (1962): 
320 Rules of Practice 27, 28. 
327 Rules, of Practice 28(a) (1). 
328 Rules of Practice 31 (e) (3). 
3!!9Rul'es of Practice 28(a.).(2). . 

.. 330 Pe;Iegation;of Function to He~ring EXll!min~rs, 27 F.R.853 (1962). 

210-101-63---27 
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: 'Within 15 days of service of the' petition any opposing, party may 
file an answer limited'to15 pages.331 The' Chief: Examiner is' empow
ered,to make 'adjustment~ in any date:'and page, limi,tations, that may 
prove inequitable in a particular situatiori;33~ .. ,,' . , 
'. ,Review will be granted, on affirmative vote of two Members, with
out regard to whether'any of the en.umerated grounds have been es'" 
tablished.333 Reviewlnay' be "denied', despite' the existence of one' or 
more of the enumerated grounds, if at least two'Members do not find 
that' .review is in the public interest.334 And rev.iew may' be had, in 
the" absencer'ofany petition'therefor, if'two Members 'vote, for review 
within gO' days 'of the'initial decision.335 ' , . 
, If review is granted,the Board will "specify the issues ,to which re
v~ew will be limited,'" 336 specify the portions or. th~ .exa~iner's d~ci-, 
Sl(m that are' to be' stayed,337. 'and: deSignate the':partIes tn' the reVIew 
proceeding;338 Petitions for reconsideration of orders relating "to'r~ 
view are limited to "the single'question' of whether' any issue' desig
nated' for review land any issue not ,so designated 'are so inseparably 
interrelated that the former cannot be reviewed independently 'or that 
the: latter cannot be made effecti\7e before the final decision of the, 
Board in the review proceeding." 339,. : " .. ' 

; "There is some uncertainty WIthin the Board as to the 'pra:ctical e'ffect 
of the new regu1atioIL " ,Some'consider that review,' will ~ al w1ays be 
granted in -any case of significance, since it is 'only. necessary. that two 
Members i,n,dicate an interest. Others feel that the delegation w.ill. be 
broadly' applied, freeing B9ardl Membe~s of a f'ubstanti,al share of ' 
their' current 'caseload. 'The latter view, is' almost always linked with 
the iq~a: th~t~, on a petition for. ;r~view, th~ ,Bo~rd will consider the 
merits'of,the examiner's decision and; if it agreeS, review will be de-, 
ni~d;. or, if it ,agrees. ,in, large measure, :review will be granted,only on 
a lImIted number'of lssues.340 ' . . ' 
;,,' Th~' feel~ng among pra<;titioners before the Board is that tl~e dele'gi
~ion is "~o~,b~oad and' sweeping,; that the ,kinds. of policy choices in ~ 
volved In maJor route cases ,should he, made by the Board 'andnotby 
the hearing 'examin~r, and that, tothe~xtent that the Board reviews 
~~le IYl"e~i~.s.i1?: p~~sing,on p~tition~.fot· .rev~~~" the ,new procedures are 
,!nap~ropr~'ate' iIi' that th.ei inipos~ narrow time' and page Jimits: upon' 
petltlonsand'answers. There is also the fear that denial of review will 
be used as an easy e~pedient in a voiding,decisionson highly co'ntrover
siaJ matters, or In succumbing to political pressv.res favoring the re-
sult reached by the initial decision. .', . ' 

One of .the difficulties which confrOllted the Board in attempting to 
exercisetJ:!:e deleg~tion, p~wer granted by Reorganization Plan No.3 
:was 't." he: pr<?blem of establishing classificat.ions, ~parati?g into differ
ent categorIes the cases that would be reVIewed as of rIght and those 
which would be subject only to discretionary review. The task proved 

831 Rules of Practice 28 (b)" 
332 Orgfl,nization' sec. ,3.3 (a)'; Deleg:a:tion of Function 'to Heai'ing Examners, B:Upra. 
333 'R ules of Practice 28 (d) . 
11M IbM. 
S35 Rules of Practice' 27(c),; 28(d}. ' 
136 Rules of Practice 28 (d) (1) , 
1137 Rules of Practice 28(d) (2),. 
S38 Rules of Practice 28(d) (3). .,' , 
S39 Rules of Practice 28(e)." ", .. ,' . 
lI40 The threat of judicial reversal would' probably compel Board" review in some" cases, 

but not in the more numerous instances where poHcy jud'gments are paramount. 
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so resistant to solution that it ,vas abandoned in favor of the sweeping 
delegation of decisional authority in all cases. Critics of. the .Board~s 
proposal have not suggested any workable method of separatIOn, and 
it may be assumed that useful categories are difficult to formulate. 
Still it does not appear that the Board has reached a satisfactory 
result. 

vVith respect to route cases, it is recommended that, as a supplement 
to its new procedure, the Board adopt a system of ad hoc notices of re
view to be made at the time of its consolidation order (or other order 
issued at the outset of the proceeding). The dimensions of the pro
ceeding would be known then, and the Board would be in a position 
to determine, reasonably accurately, whether it would be a major or a 
minor route proceeding. As to minor route proceedings, the Board 
might well make its new review procedures applicable, but with a 
strong presumption that review 'would not be granted. :As to major 
route cases, however; a notice of review should be issued at the time of 
the consolidation order, making Board revie,v automatic (at the option 
of a losing party) in accordance with pre-existing procedures. But 
even as to- such major route cases the Board could, if it, later agreed 
with the examiner's decision, summarily affirm and adopt as its own 
the opinion of the examiner; this, however, is a review on ,the merits, 
carried out under procedures designed for such review. .' 

The advantages of adding the .recommended procedure toth~ one 
adopted by the Board are: . . 

, (1) The issue of review is largely disentangled fron?, the results 
in partie-ular cases and related more· closely to the nature of the 
case., _, " , . 

(2), As to minor route matters, examiner decisions ought. to be 
dispositive most of the time and they will not often present major 
policy choices; review could, be granted where impor~ant :poUcy 
issues unexpectedly arose or where the: ~xamine.r ,committed ~ 
. blatant error;, otherwise, review:: could, be con~iste~tly denied, 
thereby discouraging eyen the petitioning for review .. :' ' """. I' 

" (3~ As to major route matters, pet~tions for r~vi~w would l?e 
a virtual certainty under the, Board's new procedure; den~al of 
petiti0ns could hardly be Qa~ed on the nature of. the is~ues, 1;lut 
would have to turn either on a detailed consideration of the merits 
or on factors outside the record; and where .review is g.ranted,.the 
Board would be faced with the necessity for considering the san1e 
ca$e twice, once on t~1e ,petition for revie:w and once OIl the ~qll
fledged hearinO' on the ,merits. All of this is avoided by estab-
lishing review~ility at the timeo£ the consolidat~on order: .' , 

The wisdom of delegating decisional authority to examiners, and of 
limiting review to discretionary interpositions, is clearly related tothe 
probability that the examiner's decision will be aC,cepted unchanged. 
In major route cases; the prospect of this happening is virtually nil. ,I,n 
each of the six major route cases clos~d in fiscal 19~1~, as iIi the St. 
Louw-Southeast Service case, the Board made significant changes in 
the examiner's decision. This typjcal showing is the ineyitable re
sult of the shifting and uncertain Ghanges in emphasis aIpong the com
peting policy considerations weighed by the Board ; the interventio~ 'Of 
events between the time of the examiner's .decision and rev.iew by the 
Board; and the many-sided character or these ca~:;es, pro~ging, ,sQ 
many possible grounds for differences of opinion. In some c'ases, too, 
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the examiners are considerably out of step wi~h the Board. Under 
such circumstances discretionary review has three alternative impli
cations: if review petitions in major route ca~es are largely denied, 
there is a substantial abdication of the role fo,rmerly played by the 
Board; if, on the other hand, such petitions a:re largely granted, the 
procedure, in major route cases, becomes a time-consuming futility. 

The Board, it is believed, has uncritically adopted a review pro
'cedure unsuited to the route cases which come before it. Its new 
procedure might make se,nse if the problem were selecting the few 
significant decisions out of a large ma.ss of examiner· opinions not 
otherwise distinguishable. But this is not the Board's problem. The 
Board's licensing cases are relatively few in number; a.nd it ispossihle, 
at the outset of their processing, to identify those in which Board re
view should be granted and those in which review presumptively will 
be denied. The suggested modification in revie:w procedures is based 
on a recognition of these distinctive characteristics. 
9. The decisional process at the Board level 

By the time a· case reaches the Board-particularly a major route 
case. which the - Board itself should decide-the proceeding is en
cumbered by an enormous record and numerous briefs and other 
argumentative materials. The conflicting pre?sures upon a Board 
Member's time admit of only two pra:ctical alternatives: either thip 
mass of material must be ignored in the decision-making process, 2· 

gross waste of all that has gone before and a complete abandonment 
of the process by which Board decisions are supposed to be reached; 
or the record must be made intelligible to the Board Member by effec
tive staff assistance .. The discussion which follows is based on the 
premise that effective staff assistance is preferable to Board decisions 
reached without regard to the record. 

a. Personal assistants. In some other agency determinations, 
effective staff assistance is rendered· by one or more personal assistants. 
With respect to the Board's major route cases, this is unfeasible. The 
personal assistant of a Board Member has insufficient time to 
familiarize himself with the record:s of route proceedings and with the 
other materials hearing upon their determination. An expansion of 
the personal offices of Board !lembers to permit such individual office 
review would be grossly inefficient, resulting ultimately in the creation 
of five staffs instead of one. . 

The personal assistant can, however, play an important role in the 
determination of route cases. He isiamiJiar with the Member's policy 
views and is in a position to implement these policy choices by seeing 
that his superior is supplied with the particular factual materials he 
requires to decide the case. Indeed; it is doubtful that one personal 
assi§tant can adequately fulfill this function in light of the numerous 
other administrative duties he must perform; consideration should he 
given to assignment of an additional persona.l assistant to ea.ch Board 
Member, preferably an economic analyst. The complexity of route 
cases is such that some measure of expertise is Iiequired to propound 
the proper questions and evaluate the responses. 

b. Hearing examiners. At present the hearing examiner makes 
his contribution through the medium of his initia.l decision. Thiscan 
be a particularly valuable contribution if the initial decision ade
quately and accurately summarizes the arguments and evidentiary 

--
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presentations of the various parties and organizes and analyzes the 
considerations reley;ant to decIsion of the case. But it is questionable 
whether exclusive reliance on this formal opinion realizes adequately 
the full potential of the examiner. 

Of all the Board's personnel the hearing examiner is undoubtedly 
the individual most familiar with the details of the record. Yet the 
examiner's familiarity is almost completely wasted once the initial 
decision is filed; only rarely is he consulted thereafter. While it might 
not be practicable to have the examiner attend sessions of the Board 
concerned with reviewing. an initial decision he has prepared, the 
exam.iner's familiarity with the record should be more extensively 
utilized by the opinion writer. Accordingly, it is recommended that 
opinion writers. be encouraged to consult more frequently with hear
ing examiners about nlatters of record in the proceeding under 
review. 341 

It would also be desirable to draw the examiner into the Board's 
decisional process so that he might be kept abreast of developments 
in agency policy. In this connection,· it might be feasible to use the 
Chief Examiner as a conduit for the iIi formal transmission of agency 
views to the examiner corps. . 

'c. Bureau personnel. The role ;the Bureau should play in the 
decisional process depends in large measure on the aspect of the Bu
reau's work which receives the greatest emphasis: whether the Bureau 
should be a militant advocate or a more neutral advisor to the 
Board. 

Recognizing that the issue is one of degree, rather than black-and
white characterization, the Bureau at present seems to be more the 
advocate than the advisor in formal route proceedings. It participates 
in shaping the record, it formulates a "position" at or near the con
clusion of the proceedings, and it urges its position to the examiner 
and to the Board in briefs and oral argument. Attorneys in the 
Bureau appear to conceive of themselves as litigators rather than 
counselors, and their "client" seems to be the Bureau rather than 
the Board (although they may also claim to represent the general 
public) . Under such circumstances it is probably appropriate to 
exclude Bureau personnel rrom Board deliberations and to limit 
their presentations to briers and oral argument in the public forum. 

Yet such an arrangement seriously impairs the potential or the 
Bureau as an effective advisor to the Board. To exclude the Bu
reau rrom Board deliberations on rormal route cases has two harm
ful effects: 

First, the Board is deprived of the on-the-spot advice or its princi
pal policy-making arm. The Bureau cannot possibly resolve in ad
vance the policy implications of every conceivable course of action 
the Board might have under consideration. l\t{oreover, Bureau per
sonnel may be expected to have a high degree or familiarity with 
record materials, and to be able to make a contribution in this area 
as well. 

Second, the Bureau has a continuing need to be familiar with 
the thinking of individual Board Mem'bers and with the various poli
cy approaches they are interested in entertaining. The value of the 

au There is Uttle doubt that STIch consultatlo,n would be lawfui. Cf. Ullit~'d States v. 
Morgan, 313 U.S. 409, 422 (1941); PeOt'ia Braurneister Co. v. Yellow ley 123 F. 2d 637 
(7th Cir. 1941). But ct. Ma.'::!za v. Caviochia, 15 N.J. 498, 105 A. 2d 545 (1954). 
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Bureau';:; advisory services, and the performan~e of 'its mal?-Y day
to~.day 'administrative functions, could be much Improved by lncreas
ingtheBureau's contact with Board. deliberati0l1s. -

Defining an appropriate role for the Bureau in the Board's de
cisional proceSs is admittedly a difficult task. Perhaps the most ad
visable course lies in shifting the emphasis of the Bureau's role from 
that of an advocate to that of an advisor to the Board. This might 
be accomplished by- : . 

. . (1) Instructing Bureau personnel to place less emphasis on de-
veloping a Bureau "position" and more emphasis on exploring 

, . the policy. implications of the various ·major altern~tives pre
sented 'by the record. The Bureau also should contmue to act 
to assure a complete record. . , , " 

(2) Requiring the Bureau to make its points 0'n the record, as 
it does now, by its participation in the hearing and by its briefs 
and oral argument, again with greater emphasis on exploring 
alternatives than on defending a Bureau position. The Bureau 
should not be prevented, however, from advising the Board Ol~ 
the course of action which, on, balance, it considers to be the 
preferable one. . ' 

. (3) Inviting Bureau personnel to participate in Board dis~ 
cussions to this limited extent: supervisory officials (not coun~ 
sel of record or his witnesses) should be permitted to listen to 
Board discussions, to respond to queries from Board Members, 
and to correct any misapprehensIOns about record facts that 
emerge in the course of discussion. Bureau personnel should 
not be permitted to reargue their case or state new views,al
though they may be requested by Board Members to answer 
questions from vantage points other than the one for which they 
publicly expressed a preference. 

With such a reformulation of the Bureau's role, there would seem to 
be little question about the legality of the proposed arrangement. In 
the first nlace. the "separation of functions" provision of the Adminis
trative Procedure Acf-§ 5 (c)-dO{is not apply at all to "initiallicens
ing'" which- would encompass the bulk or the Board's airline route 
cases;' 342 the portions related to compulsory modifications or suspen
sions of exj8tjn~ routes could be excluded from Bureau cOlmnentary . 
if necessary. Second, if the Bureau acts as advisor rather than advo
cate, it is clearly ,not engaged in "investigative or prosecutine- .:func
tions:' a.nd is therefore not within the ambit of § 5 ( c) ~tt all. 343 Finally, 
the lImited role accorded the Bureau does nQt appear to create any sig-
nificant degree of unfairness to the private parties concerned. ~ '---
. First, the Bureau is not in the same position as othe-r parties con

cerned '\vith ronte proceedings; it has no pecuniary interest in the 
outcome of the proceedings and no selfish objectjves to pursue. Nor is 
it an enforcement body with the outlook of a prosecutor. (Enforce
ment aspects of route licensing proceedings should be handled by sepa
rate Board personnel.) 

Second. the informal role proposed for the Bureau in"the Board's 
decisional process is extremely restricted. The-Bureau will be ]jmited, 
not only by the Bc~mrd's description of its functions, but also by the 

842 5 U.S.C., sec.l004(c) ; Attorney General's Ma.nual on tbe Administrative Procedure 
Act 50-52 (1947). . . 

34S See generally 2 Davis, Administrative Law Treatise 213-223 (1958). 
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presence of Board Members and other staff, some of who111 are likely to 
be antagonistic to Bureau views in a particular case, or to the Bureau 
in general, and ,vho n1ay thus be relied on to keep the Bureau in its 
proper place. . 

Finally, the establishment of closer contact between the Bureau and 
the Board in formal proceedings should tend to strengthen the ad
visory role of the Bureau and to cause it to operate more nearly as an 
arm of the Board in policy matters, rather than as a semi-autonomous 
unit. This may require, in addition; a change in outlook on the part 
of the Bureau's Jegal staff: lawyers, after all, have traditionally served 
as counselors as well as litigators. 

d. Opinion writers. As a source of assistance to the Board, the 
opinion writer has both strengths and weaknesses stemming from II 
common source. The opinion writer has had no prior contact with the 
case, so his participation cannot be challenged on the ground that he 
may be partial. By the same token his potential contribution is likely 
to be limited. He lacks the hearing examiner's and the Bureau's 
familiarity with the record; indeed, his review of the record usually' 
does not begin in earnest until after the Board has made its tentative 
decision. He also lacks the Bureau's contact with the day-to-day 

. implementation of Board policy and its. continuous involvement in 
policy determinations; the average opinion writer has only the most 
attenuated contact with the Board' whose views he is asked to depict 
(al1though the opinion writer's superiors in the General Counsel's office 
are not so limited). These weaknesses can· be remedied to 'some extent 
by recasting the role of the opinion writer. Such a change isparticu
larly desirable if the Bureau is not admitted to the Board's decisional 
circle; but some reformulation should be accomplished in any event. 

First, the opinion writer should become thoroughly familiar with 
the record, exceptions and briefs before the Board'stentative decision 
rather than afterwards. He should also· be encouraged to fill any gaps. 
that might appear in the coverage of the examiner and the Bureau, 
or to raise issues that may have become submerged in the general 
discussion. ,. - . 

Second, the opinion writer a:p.d his superiors should be pres~mt d.ur
ing the Board's. deliberations and should bepmpared to . respond to 
queries about the record or releyant precedents. Probably the opinion 
writer's potential contribution in this area is less than is likely in the 
case of the Bureau, but it need not be negligible. The opinion writer's 
superiors may be ~ble to provide assistance from a broader fund of 
know ledge. And, of course, the opinion writer's observation of the 
Board's discussions can be of significant value in prepa.ring an appro- . 
priate opinion. , . . . . ' 

e~ . Board deliberations. As previously indicated, Board Members 
may require assistance on a particular case at various times during 
the decisional process, including the period of .Board discussion and 
deliberation. When the Board meets, questions emerge from· the 
cross-fire of individual Member comments. And even more signifi
cantly, whole new series of questions may be generated if tlW Board 
make~ . a radical departure from the ·basic approach of the hearing 
examIner. How are such queries to be answered? At various times 
in the past the Board has had present at its sessions the hearing ex
aminer, Bureau personnel, and opinion w:J?iters. Now thf~ Board 
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endeavors to 'r>roceed without any of them. Th~ ~eco~endations 
made above suggest that 'the Bureau and the opInIOn wrlter be re;
'admitted to the 'Board's deliberative session; that they need not 
partic.ipate in Boarddiscllsslc-ns unless invited to do so; but that they 
should be ~vailable to respond to queries seeking information on record 
facts, eqonomic6r statistical analysis, or Board precedents. Unless 
such. knowledge is brought to bear at this final stage, much of what 
has gone before will have been wasted. .. , 

Havirlg two staff· components present may seem like unnecessary 
duplication.: But there a.re a number of justifications for going this 
far. First, both staff components 'v ill profit from what they learn at 
Board sessions. Second, the two components can,s~rve as a check upon 
one another, freeing the Board from possible undue influence.from any 
single quarter. Third, the staff units are potential substitutes: for one 
another; in vie'", of the uneven qua1ity of Government. personnel, it 
should not hurt to have different staff representatives present with 
varying degrees of familiarity with both the record and the general 
backgt.ound of Board licensing. Finally, the participation required 
is not so extensive for any single staff Inember as to result in a substan- , 
tiaJ interference 'with the performance of his other duties. Indeed, 
one of the by-products of suchan arrangement almost certainly would 
be a heightening of morale and interest among the staff and their 
greater confid~nce and efficiency in the execution of Board policies. 

'f. Preparation. of opinions. As stated above,' presence! 'at Board 
deliberations has a .particular value for the opinion writer .. It is his 
.task to state a rationale for the Boa.rd as a whole. The object should 
be to embody in the' opinion, as . clearly as possible, those points on 
\vhich there isa consensus. On other matters-resolved by a coinci
dence of conflicting views or by a compromise reflecting no consistent 
position-generalities. will have to suffice (and a.:re-clearly preferable 
~Q .the.assorted "make-weight:' considerations that are often inserted 

,bec[ti:Ise. ·they happ~n. to support the result). The fact that a com
plete consensus is impossible should not deter the opinion writer from 
reflecting as much agreement as actually exists: For to the extent 
th~t a consensus is achieved ,and is clearly stated, the examiners' are 
given guidance' tor. the future; both in conducting proceedings .( on 
evidentiary. issues particularly) and, in reaching results; and the regu-
1ated interests, the public~ and' the bar are given similar light. 

, The desirability of maximizjng·the consensus achieved is perhaps 
the b~st justification for maintaining an Opinion 'Vriting Division 
rather than distributing the opinion writers among the offices of indi
vidual Board Members: Maintenance of the Division as a unit also 

. permits economy in use of personnel, development of expertise and' 
supervisory personnel, ·and. consistency ~and completeness of opinion 
coverage. The recent tendency' to assign Board .Members individual 
responsibility for opinions would po,int in the opposite direction if it 
were carried to its logical conclusion. 

1\1:a.ny values have been advanced in support of the "personalized" 
opinion. '. Individual Member: responsibility for opinions is supposed 
to lead to: (1) higher quality opinions, resulting from Member sensi
tivity about poor opinions appearing under their respective names; 
(2) greater Member familiarization with the record, with which they 
presumably must grapple in preparing opinions ; (3 ) holder and 
clearer opinions, since Members can take stands that subordinate opin-
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ion writers would hesitate to adopt; and (4) greater rationality of re
sult,becaU'se the Member is forced to rethink the opinion in preparing 
its justifi'Cation.344 On the other hand, the indiscriminate use of per
sonalized opinions in major airline routes cases also may have some 
unfortunate results: 

(1) To the extent that personal Member views are reflected in 
Board opinions, there is the danger that the maximum Board 
consensus will not be achieved. The failure of an opinion, or 
group of opinions, to accurately reflect the area of actual agree
ment among Board Me'mbers is a serious loss to all concerned. 

(2) To the extent that a personalized opinion exerts pressure 
. on a Board Member to improve its quality ·01' style, it obviously 
exerts pressure on this fully occupied individual not to do'Some
thing else. It is difficult to as~ert that, in each and every case, the 
quality of opinions is deserving of priority over all other matters 
of concern to Board ~lemhers. Yet the implicit assumption is 
that above all else a Board Member ought to spend his time re
writing an opinion that might clearly reflect the extent of Board 
consensus but be overly long, ungracefully written, or otherwise 
distasteful to tIllS particular individual. 

(3) It seems reasonably clear that Board ~lem'bers have more 
sense than this; that the work product of the opinion writer goes 
through very often with little, if any, change; and that many of 
the Members' changes are of the most innocuous sort. Under 

. these circUlllstances, the '~personalized" opinion not only fails to 
achieve the purposes for which it was instituted, but it involves 
an element of deception that cannot help but be uncomfortable· 
to the participants in the process. And as Board Members 'be
come hardened to seeing their names appear over opinions of vary
ing sorts, the only aspect of the process that remains is this ele
ment of deception. 

The practical limitations on the prudent use of Board ~lembers' 
time require a more selective use of the personalized opinion. 

First, it seems desirable to continue individual Member -responsi
bility for particular opinions. . The opinion writer should have some
one with whom he can consult; and the Board should be able to look to 
one of its Members to supervise, and assume responsibility for, the 
preparation of particular opinions .. 

Second, the responsible Board Nlerrrber should have the option of 
advancing the completed product as his own or as an opinion "by the 
Board." In either case the opinion should satisfy minimum stand
ards. Beyond that it seems proper to leave to individual Board Mem
bers-( whose substantive decisional authority is vast) the rather inci
dental decision as to whether intensive personal work on the opinion 
is warranted in view of the other pressures on a Member's time. Only 
if an individual Member has made a subst.antial personal contribution 
to the preparation of an opinion should he advance it as his own. 

Finally, individual Board~lembers need not be secretive about Ith~ir 
views. ,Given a Board opinion that covers all the details of the case, 

34' Land:is, The Administrative Process 10ll-106 (1938); Landis, Repor.t on RegullLtory 
Agencies to the P~esident-elect 39, 47 (1960) : Hector, Problems of ,the CAB and the Inde
pendent Reg;ulatory Commissions 26c-40 (1959) : Hecto,r, Govern;mernt By Anonymit1f: Who 
Write Our Regulatory Opini,onsf, 45 A.B.A.,T. 1260 (1959) : Westwood', The Davis Treatise: 
Meaning to The Practitioner, 43 Minn. L. Rev. 607, 614-619 (1959). Compare 2 Davis, 
Administrative Law :Trerutise 65-69, 90--91 (1958). 
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states clearly the extent of Board consensus, and masks the remainder 
in generalities, individual Members would be in an ideal position to. 
note their personal views more specifically. Such views are now stated. 
in dissenting and concurring opinions and in speeches. Why not a 
two-paragraph opinion by l\1ember Doe which begins: "I concur. fully 
in the opinion of the Board, but I wish to emphasize the considerations 
that particularly impelled me to join in the majority view." Surely 
this is preferable to the addition of often trival personal touches to 
opinions identified as emanating from one Board Member but pre-
pared in large nleasure by an opinion writer. . . 

* * * 
. Th~ organization of the Boarel's. decisional p~oeess is perhaps the 
most essential aspect of the entire licensing sequence. Without an 
adequate job at this level, the ·reI'nainder ot the process becomes an 
exercise in futility. The proposals· made here. reflect an effort to 
adjust the significant tensions in that process to facilitate its effective 
working: . 
. (1). Individual Members versus a Board consensus. The indi
vidual Member is given ample opportunity to intelligently reach his 
own conclusions, and to state them, through recommendations for: ' 
( a) an additional personal assistant if needed; (b) staff memoranda" 
designed to canvas major alternatives rather than to support particular 
positions; (c) availability of all knowledgeable staff for individual 
queries;. and ( d) statements of individual Member views appe;nded 
to "opinion '~by the Board," and other personalized. opinions at· the 
option of individual members. But the attainment of the maximum 
consensus practicable has been encouraged by recommendations (a) 
that offices of individual Members be limited to several personal assist
ants. and that- the staff continue as the p:t;imary source of assistance; 
(b) that such assistance be available to the Board as a whole as well as 
to individual Members; (c) that the Opinion 'Vriting Division he " 
retained intact; and· (d) that the personalized opinion, on behalf of 
the Board, be made optional with the responsible Board Member. 
. (2} IndiVidual Members versus staff reliance. There .is always 

the fear that important policy decisions will be removed from the 
Board and lodged in the staff. ~ile some of the recommendations 
made propose an expansion of staff participation, the enlargement is 
believed to he conducive to an "expansion-not a contraction--of Board 
control. Only if the staff weeds out the details, can th~ Board control 
the major policy issues; only if all three components are equanyavail~ 
able--:hear:ing examiner, Bureau personnel, and opinion writer-is th~ 
~oard freed <;>f the weaknesses and prejudices of ay\y one of them; only 
1£ knowledgeable staff n'le.mbersare present at Board discussions to 
resolve controversies within their ken-record 'facts, problems of 
statistical analysis, history of past Board practice-can the Board 
effectiveJy exercise its control over poliey in a meaningful way. A 
change in Bureau attitude has alsq been suggested .with a view to pre
senbng the Bml,rd" with the best alternatives rather than emphasizing· a 
single Bureau position.· .. 
... (3) Staff· participation versus ·private. inter:ests. Many of -the 
suggestions made will be viewed as expanding the role of the. staff 
at the expense of the private parties. But the expan,sion of the staff's 
participation is not necessarily detrimental to private interests. First, 
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the role of the private parties predominates throughout the whole pro
ceeding; they produce most of the evidence, submit most of the briefs, 
consume most of the oral argument. Unless this material reaches 
the individual Board Member In an intelligible way, their efforts have 
been in vain. Second, a licensing cOIitroversy is not a contest between 
staff and private parties but among the private parties themselves; 
to- the extent a staff view prejudices one private party it is almost 
certain to favor another. In the general run of licensing cases the 
staff's contributions, as a whole, are neutral. Third, unlike the private 
parties, the staff is not pecuniarily interested; this makes it more 
likely that it will assume a role of assisting the Board rather than 
fighting for a particular cause. The suggestion made with respect to 
Bureau Counsel's attitude reflects this view of the staff's role. 

Of critical significance is the present tendency in the decisional 
process to separate the Board from its staff and to separate the staff 
components from one another. Unless this trend is reversed, 'the 
Board may succeed in bringing about its own dissolution. Once the 
practicability of separation is established, the arguments for further 
fragmentation, are strengthened and proposals for administrative 
courts and separate public counsel seem to be but logical successors 
of existing arrangements. 

J. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

There are three sets of recommendations: those calling for' new 
legislation (I) ; those proposed for adoption by th~ B9ard (II) ; and 
those requiring further study (III). ' ' 

, I. It is recommended that legislation be proposed to the Con~ess 
providing for clarification of the authority of the CAB to consolIdate 
~pplications' for, new route ,au,thority; a suggested approach' is set 
forth 8upra~ at pages 398~399. ' 

II. It is recommended that the Board- , ' 
" 1. Make, more' particularized findings reflecting'the rea,sons for 
, instituting, or refusing to institute, a route l~roceeding, with a 

view to developing factors of gen~ral applicabIlity bearing on the 
Bo~rd's responsibility for planning gevelopment ~f the n~tion's 
air transportation network: ' '" '.: ' " 

2. Empower hearing, examiners to publj$h consolidation orders 
wi,thin a limited time after their preparation, except for such 

, internal review as, in individual cases, m,ay be r~quested by the 
examiner or directed, by the Board. , 
, 3., Pro:vide assistance to the Special Counsel for Routes, so that 

internal 'review of consolidation orders may be more expeditiously 
completed. " 

4. Adopt procedures, supplementary to its recent delegation 
"of decisio~al authority to hearing examIners, which would provide 

, ' for issuance of notices of review in major route cases at thetime 
_ Qf the, Board's ,consolidation order (or similar procedural step) ; 

,'such 'notices should make ,Boarq. rev,iew available, at the option 
ora,' disappointed party, in all major route cases, while reserving 
the Board's discretionary authority to review, or decline to re
view, other route matters. 
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5. Instruct the Opinion 'Vriting Divisio1.l, as a general practice, 
to complete its review of exceptions, briefs and record prior to 
oral argument, and 'to supply the Board, in advance of that time, 
with any commentary required by reason of deficiencies in the 
initial decision _ or the presentation -of the Bureau of Economic 
Regulation. 

6. Instruct Bureau Counsel to-.emphasize the selection of major 
policy alternatives in pending oas.es, and the considerations appli
cable thereto, rather than the development of a single Bureau 
"position;" but this should not exclude the expression by Bureau 
Counsel of a preference, on balance, for one of the several alter-
natives considered. -

7. Eliminate the routine identification of Board opinions with 
individual :Menlbers, while (a) retaining individual Member 
responsibility for supervising the preparation of individual 
opinions, (b) encouraging individual Members to append supple
mentary personal comments to opinions "by the Board," and (c) 
providing for personal identification of any majority opinion to 
which a Board Member has made -a substantial individual 
contribution. II 

8. Provide for unrestricted consultation between personnel of 
the Bureau of Economic Regulation and Board decisional per
sonnel at all stages of a route proceeding, except for (a) cases 
in which Bureau personnel are concerned with establishing prior 
misconduct by a party, a~d (b) Bureau counsel of record in the 
route proceeding and his witnesses. 

9. Invite members of the _staff to attend Board sessions con
cerned with route proceedings in which they are involved, in
cluding (a) opinion writers and (b) personnel of the Bureau of 
Economic Regulation not barred from consultation with deci-
sional personnel. -

10. Endeavor to establish some measure of contact between the 
decisional process at the Board level and the -Board's hearing 
examiners by (a) encouraging opinion writers to consult with 
hearing examiners, and (b) informing hearing examiners, through 
the Chief Examiner, of developments in Board policy relative to 
their functions. -

III. Further study is recommended for the questions: 
(a) "Whether restrictions should be imposed on the right of 

cross-examination in CAB route proceedings. 
, (b) vVhether additional areas exist in which restrictions on 
admissible evidence might be imposed, or in which evidentiary 
presentations might be standardized or simplified. 

(c) 'Vhether hearing examiners appointed pursuant to sec. 
11 of the Administrative Procedure Act are necessary in licensing 
cases not involving enforcement aspects, or :whether substitute 
personne1 policies shou1d be devised. 

(d) "Whether Board Members each should be provided with an 
additional personal assistant, preferably ·an economic analyst. 
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K. CONCLUSION 

The Civil AeroIlJautics Board has manifested great interest in im- . 
proving its licensing processes.345 The Board's procedure comm.ittee 
and subcommittees, its hearing examiners and other personnel, the 
Executive Director, the Practitioners Advisory Committee, all have 
been active in suggesting and evaluating procedural reforms. Un
fortunately some of the reforms adopted-such as the mandatory 
personalized opinion and the plenary delegation of decisional author
ity to hearing examiners-bear little relation to the actual needs of the 
Board in route cases, even though they may be useful or fashionable 
in other administrative circles. 

1Vhile some beneficial changes can be made in purely procedural 
matters, the really significant potential for improveInent lies in the 
area of substantive policy. The greater the consensus that can be 
achieved in this area, either by the Board itself or by Congressional 
action, the more practicable it becomes to curtail the record by ex
clusion of irrelevant evidence and unhelpful cross-examination, to 
delegate authority, and to concentrate the attention of Board Members 
on policy issues of more manageable proportions. Can a policy for air 
transport regulation be devised that is sufficiently intelligible that it 
can be applied by the Board with some measure of predictability ~ 
Would such a policy be accepted by a general public capable of under
standing its implIcations ~ If these issues· can be satisfactorily 
resolved, the procedural problems will largely take care of themselves. 

845 Boyd;, Improving .the Admini8trative Proce88: A View From the CAB, 14 Ad. L. Rev. 
108 (1961). 
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